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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

• What is 'Ultimate Science' or 'Supreme Science'?• What is 'Ultimate Science' or 'Supreme Science'?• What is 'Ultimate Science' or 'Supreme Science'?• What is 'Ultimate Science' or 'Supreme Science'?• What is 'Ultimate Science' or 'Supreme Science'?
Just as the science of matter and energy is called 'Material Sci-Just as the science of matter and energy is called 'Material Sci-Just as the science of matter and energy is called 'Material Sci-Just as the science of matter and energy is called 'Material Sci-Just as the science of matter and energy is called 'Material Sci-
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Ultimate realities are the most basic fundamental and indivisibleUltimate realities are the most basic fundamental and indivisibleUltimate realities are the most basic fundamental and indivisibleUltimate realities are the most basic fundamental and indivisibleUltimate realities are the most basic fundamental and indivisible
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ness is that which is aware of sense-objects and it is the leader andness is that which is aware of sense-objects and it is the leader andness is that which is aware of sense-objects and it is the leader andness is that which is aware of sense-objects and it is the leader andness is that which is aware of sense-objects and it is the leader and
forerunner among mentalities. Mental-factors depend on conscious-forerunner among mentalities. Mental-factors depend on conscious-forerunner among mentalities. Mental-factors depend on conscious-forerunner among mentalities. Mental-factors depend on conscious-forerunner among mentalities. Mental-factors depend on conscious-
ness for their arising and they arise and perish together with consness for their arising and they arise and perish together with consness for their arising and they arise and perish together with consness for their arising and they arise and perish together with consness for their arising and they arise and perish together with cons-----
ciousness. They are also aware of sense-objects, they assist consciousness. They are also aware of sense-objects, they assist consciousness. They are also aware of sense-objects, they assist consciousness. They are also aware of sense-objects, they assist consciousness. They are also aware of sense-objects, they assist cons-----
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powerful.powerful.powerful.powerful.powerful.

Ultimate materialities are much more subtle and finer than matterUltimate materialities are much more subtle and finer than matterUltimate materialities are much more subtle and finer than matterUltimate materialities are much more subtle and finer than matterUltimate materialities are much more subtle and finer than matter
known in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changes
form, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, state,,,,, owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as
coldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and then
to water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changes
back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.

All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-

materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-
sent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such as
earth, stones, iron, water, fire, air, trees, fruits, are made up of onlyearth, stones, iron, water, fire, air, trees, fruits, are made up of onlyearth, stones, iron, water, fire, air, trees, fruits, are made up of onlyearth, stones, iron, water, fire, air, trees, fruits, are made up of onlyearth, stones, iron, water, fire, air, trees, fruits, are made up of only
8 ultimate materialities, called heat-born pure octads.8 ultimate materialities, called heat-born pure octads.8 ultimate materialities, called heat-born pure octads.8 ultimate materialities, called heat-born pure octads.8 ultimate materialities, called heat-born pure octads.

So living beings are made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimateSo living beings are made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimateSo living beings are made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimateSo living beings are made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimateSo living beings are made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities, which are the final irreducible components of livingmaterialities, which are the final irreducible components of livingmaterialities, which are the final irreducible components of livingmaterialities, which are the final irreducible components of livingmaterialities, which are the final irreducible components of living
beings. If we can analyse the bodies and minds of living beings,beings. If we can analyse the bodies and minds of living beings,beings. If we can analyse the bodies and minds of living beings,beings. If we can analyse the bodies and minds of living beings,beings. If we can analyse the bodies and minds of living beings,
correctly and systematically, we shall observe only ultimate men-correctly and systematically, we shall observe only ultimate men-correctly and systematically, we shall observe only ultimate men-correctly and systematically, we shall observe only ultimate men-correctly and systematically, we shall observe only ultimate men-
talities and ultimate materialities.talities and ultimate materialities.talities and ultimate materialities.talities and ultimate materialities.talities and ultimate materialities.

Ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are so subtle and so
fine that they have no form, no shape; they cannot be detected by any
science instrument, and they cannot arise singly. Consciousness com-
bines with at least 7 essential mental factors to form eye-conscious-
ness, ear-consciousness, nose-consciousness, etc. These various com-
binations of consciousness and mental factors represent various minds.

Four primary materialities or primary elements combine with at least
with four derived materialities to form material groups.

These mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still so
subtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As they
are involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurring
continuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout their
whole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists and
philosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know about
the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.
The ignorance of the minds and the existences is a great loss toThe ignorance of the minds and the existences is a great loss toThe ignorance of the minds and the existences is a great loss toThe ignorance of the minds and the existences is a great loss toThe ignorance of the minds and the existences is a great loss to
humanity.humanity.humanity.humanity.humanity.

NibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and only
eternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized and
experienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses or
minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.

• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important

Scientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind is
most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world, because it is the
mind that creates natural sciences and technology, psychology and
philosophy, languages and literature, culture and civilization, and all
the wonderful things made by men, like saloon-cars, ocean-liners,
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known in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changesknown in science. Materiality is defined as that which changes
form, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, stateform, colour, state,,,,, owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as owing to opposite physical conditions such as
coldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and thencoldness and hotness. For example, ice changes to water and then
to water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changesto water-vapour on heating. On cooling, water-vapour changes
back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.back to water and then to ice.

All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-All the 28 ultimate materialities arise in living bodies — male sex-

materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-materiality is absent in females, and female sex-materiality is ab-
sent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such assent in males. All inanimate things outside the bodies, such as
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Ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are so subtle and so
fine that they have no form, no shape; they cannot be detected by any
science instrument, and they cannot arise singly. Consciousness com-
bines with at least 7 essential mental factors to form eye-conscious-
ness, ear-consciousness, nose-consciousness, etc. These various com-
binations of consciousness and mental factors represent various minds.

Four primary materialities or primary elements combine with at least
with four derived materialities to form material groups.

These mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still soThese mental groups or minds and material groups are still so
subtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As theysubtle that they cannot be detected by science-instruments. As they
are involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurringare involved in psychophysical processes, whcih are occurring
continuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout theircontinuously and incessantly in all living beings throughout their
whole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists andwhole lives, they should be known by scientists, psychologists and
philosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know aboutphilosophers. But scientists and other people do not know about
the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.the mind as well as about the true facts and natures of existences.
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NibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and onlyNibbÈna is the goal of Buddhism where no suffering exists and only
eternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized andeternal peace and supreme happiness exist. It can be realized and
experienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses orexperienced in this very life with supramundane consciousnesses or
minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.minds, which can be developed by undertaking insight meditation.

• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important• The Mind is most Powerful and most Important

Scientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind isScientists, psychologists and philosophers know that the mind is
most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world,most powerful and most important in the world, because it is the
mind that creates natural sciences and technology, psychology and
philosophy, languages and literature, culture and civilization, and all
the wonderful things made by men, like saloon-cars, ocean-liners,
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aeroplanes, space-ships, televisions, computers, ipads, iphones, etc.
As the mind controls everyone's thoughts, speeches and actions, itAs the mind controls everyone's thoughts, speeches and actions, itAs the mind controls everyone's thoughts, speeches and actions, itAs the mind controls everyone's thoughts, speeches and actions, itAs the mind controls everyone's thoughts, speeches and actions, it
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The Prince had already fulfilled (a) Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections of
(1) alms-giving, (2) morality, (3) renunciation, (4) wisdom, (5) effort,
(6) tolerance, (7) truthfulness, (8) resolution, (9) loving-kindness,
(10) equanimity, and also (b) Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices of (1) great
treasure and kingdom, (2) sons and daughters, (3) beloved wife, (4)
his body-parts, (5) his life, and (c) Three Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble Practices aiming
at (1) the welfare of all beings, (2) the welfare of his relatives, (3)
the attainment of Buddhahood, in his uncountable past existences,
starting from his existence of Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,     when he received
the Prophecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈ     that he would become a
future Buddha four asa~kkheyyas (incalculable aeons) and one hun-
dred thousand worlds ago.

All the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great merito-----
rious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Prince
Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-
thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.

• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince

On the fifth day after the Prince’s birth, the King held the naming
ceremony for his son. Among 108 learned Brahmins, eight were
selected to foretell the Prince’s fortune. When they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined the
Prince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks of
an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.

So they predicted: “The Prince will become a Universal Monarch
if he leads a household life, but he will become a Buddha if he
renounces the world.”

They also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would be
seeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and a
recluse.recluse.recluse.recluse.recluse. They also named the Prince “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, meaning that
he would succeed in accomplishing the task for the greatest benefit
of the whole world.

• Development of the First R|pÈvacara JhÈna• Development of the First R|pÈvacara JhÈna• Development of the First R|pÈvacara JhÈna• Development of the First R|pÈvacara JhÈna• Development of the First R|pÈvacara JhÈna

When the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the raining
season came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughing
ceremony.ceremony.ceremony.ceremony.ceremony. The baby Prince was placed under the cool shade of a
rose-apple tree near the field. When the ploughing ceremony started,

his nursing attendants and security-guards, thinking that he was
asleep, went to see the ceremony.

The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-
fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). Very soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, he
developed the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed in
jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.

When nursing attendants returned only after the noon-time, they
surprisingly saw the Prince sitting in absorption and the shade of
the rose-apple tree did not move although the shades of other trees
moved to the east. They quickly reported to the King. On seeing
the two strange miracles, the King paid obeisance to his son lov-
ingly.

• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery

As King Suddhodana wanted his son to become a Universal Mon-
arch and not a Buddha, he gave orders to keep four great omens
out of sight of the Prince, and brought up his son in great royal
luxury.

When Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thought
of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King. So he ordered to send messages to his
80,000 SÈkyan relatives to send their daughters, who had come of
age, to the Palace. But the relatives refused to comply, saying that
the Prince was handsome but had no education to support a family.

When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-
ingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know all
the arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do you
want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”

The King told his son to display the art of archery. On the sev-
enth  day at the great gathering of 80,000 SÈkyan relatives, Prince
Siddhattha demonstrated twelve minor types of archery, four major
archery skills and the marvellous archery skill of piercing through
seven kinds of massive bodies. This wonderful demonstration, which
was a feat of skill, having no equal, amazed and delighted all spec-
tators.

Prince Siddhattha had also demonstrated similar extraordinary
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The Prince had already fulfilled (a) Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections Ten Noble Perfections of
(1) alms-giving, (2) morality, (3) renunciation, (4) wisdom, (5) effort,
(6) tolerance, (7) truthfulness, (8) resolution, (9) loving-kindness,
(10) equanimity, and also (b) Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices Five Great Sacrifices of (1) great
treasure and kingdom, (2) sons and daughters, (3) beloved wife, (4)
his body-parts, (5) his life, and (c) Three Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble PracticesThree Noble Practices aiming
at (1) the welfare of all beings, (2) the welfare of his relatives, (3)
the attainment of Buddhahood, in his uncountable past existences,
starting from his existence of Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,Ascetic Sumedha,     when he received
the Prophecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈProphecy of Buddha Dipa~karÈ     that he would become a
future Buddha four asa~kkheyyas (incalculable aeons) and one hun-
dred thousand worlds ago.

All the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great meritoAll the incomparable great merits of his uncountable great merito-----
rious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Princerious deeds were accumulated in the mental stream of Prince
Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-Siddhattha, making him noblest, greatest in power and most wor-
thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.thy of veneration in the three worlds of humans, devas and BrahmÈs.

• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince• The Ceremony for Naming the Prince

On the fifth day after the Prince’s birth, the King held the naming
ceremony for his son. Among 108 learned Brahmins, eight were
selected to foretell the Prince’s fortune. When they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined theWhen they examined the
Prince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks ofPrince’s body, they found 32 major marks and 80 minor marks of
an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.an extraordinary person.

So they predicted: “The Prince will become a Universal Monarch
if he leads a household life, but he will become a Buddha if he
renounces the world.”

They also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would beThey also told the King that the cause of renunciation would be
seeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and aseeing four omens: an old man, a sick man, a dead man and a
recluse.recluse.recluse.recluse.recluse. They also named the Prince “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, “Siddhattha”, meaning that
he would succeed in accomplishing the task for the greatest benefit
of the whole world.
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When the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the rainingWhen the Prince was just about two months old, the raining
season came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughingseason came and King Suddhodana performed a grand ploughing
ceremony.ceremony.ceremony.ceremony.ceremony. The baby Prince was placed under the cool shade of a
rose-apple tree near the field. When the ploughing ceremony started,

his nursing attendants and security-guards, thinking that he was
asleep, went to see the ceremony.

The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-The Prince quickly rose and sat cross-legged, undertaking ‘mind-
fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ fulness of breathing’ (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). (ŒnÈpÈnassati-meditation). Very soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, heVery soon, he
developed the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed indeveloped the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna and remained absorbed in
jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.jhÈna-attainment.

When nursing attendants returned only after the noon-time, they
surprisingly saw the Prince sitting in absorption and the shade of
the rose-apple tree did not move although the shades of other trees
moved to the east. They quickly reported to the King. On seeing
the two strange miracles, the King paid obeisance to his son lov-
ingly.

• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery• Prince Siddhattha’s Wonderful Display of Archery

As King Suddhodana wanted his son to become a Universal Mon-
arch and not a Buddha, he gave orders to keep four great omens
out of sight of the Prince, and brought up his son in great royal
luxury.

When Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thoughtWhen Prince Siddhattha was sixteen years old, the King thought
of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King.of crowning his son King. So he ordered to send messages to his
80,000 SÈkyan relatives to send their daughters, who had come of
age, to the Palace. But the relatives refused to comply, saying that
the Prince was handsome but had no education to support a family.

When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-When the King related the matter to his son, the Prince amaz-
ingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know allingly said: “My dear father, I need not learn anything. I know all
the arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do youthe arts and skills that a Prince should know. What skill do you
want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”want me to display?”

The King told his son to display the art of archery. On the sev-
enth  day at the great gathering of 80,000 SÈkyan relatives, Prince
Siddhattha demonstrated twelve minor types of archery, four major
archery skills and the marvellous archery skill of piercing through
seven kinds of massive bodies. This wonderful demonstration, which
was a feat of skill, having no equal, amazed and delighted all spec-
tators.

Prince Siddhattha had also demonstrated similar extraordinary
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wonderful skill in archery in his past existence as Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.
In fact, “The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha
could remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt in
his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.

• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne

All the SÈkyan relatives were so fully delighted with the incom-
parable powers and all round accomplishments of Prince Siddhattha
that they willingly sent to the Palace their royal daughters of match-
less beauty, numbering forty thousand.

Among the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest and
the foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ when
Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-
able existences.able existences.able existences.able existences.able existences.

The 80,000 royal relatives, headed by King Suddhodana, assembled
at a magnificent convention and cerebrated the Coronation of Prince
Siddhattha, YasodharÈ DevÊ being chosen as his queen.

• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha

Prince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like the
Sakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night with
pleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He lived
amidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like a
Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.

When he was 29 years old, on his way to the Royal Garden in
grand procession, devas or deities showed him the four Great Omens,
and he decided to renounce the world, although his son, RÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhula,
was born on that day. He became a Pennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless Recluse or AsceticAsceticAsceticAsceticAscetic.
He learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra and
the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, from As-from As-from As-from As-from As-
cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.

He reflected that the eight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-attaaaaainmentsinmentsinmentsinmentsinments would help him to
live very joyfully and would condition him to be reborn in the
highest Ar|pa-BrahmÈ Realm after death, but they could not lead
him to become a Buddha.

So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-

tice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvela
Forest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reduced
his food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced to
a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.

• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment44444

When the Bodhisatta regained consciousness, he reflected deeply:
"I have practised this austerest practice with the greatest effort and
steadfast mindfulness, enduring the greatest pain for six years. Yet
I did not get enlightened as a Buddha. There would be another way
to attain enlightenment and Buddhahood".

Then he remembered that he had developed the first r|pÈvacara
jhÈna attainment when he was just about two months old. At that
time his mind was very pure, clear, calm and peaceful. Therefore,
the development of jhÈnas must certainly be the true Path for the
realization of enlightenment and Buddhahood.

He also realized that he must take some solid food to resuscitake
and strengthen his enunciated and withered body. So he took his
alms-bowl and went round the near-by market town of SenÈ for
alms-food. He sustained his withered body with whatever food he
received. Within a week, he regained strength and the major char-
acteristics of a great man. He also practised to develop the eight
jhÈnas and five Supernormal Knowledges very skilfully.

• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree

In the evening of the day when the Bodhisatta would be enlight-
ened as a Buddha, he walked towards the Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.     On the way
a Brahmin grass-cutter, named Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,     offered him eight hand-
fuls of grass. He scattered the grass on the ground at the foot of the
Bodhi Tree. Immediately a large magnificent jewel throne appeared.
This was also an effect of his accumulated great merits.

With the MahÈbodhi Tree as the back-drop, facing east and with
a steadfast mind, the bodhisatta sat on the jewel throne, assuming
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wonderful skill in archery in his past existence as Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.Prince Asadissa.
In fact, “The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha“The Great Chronicle of Buddhas” states that the Buddha
could remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt incould remember all the knowledges and skills that he had learnt in
his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.his uncountable past existences up to the existence of Sumedha.

• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne• Prince Siddhattha’s Accession to the Throne

All the SÈkyan relatives were so fully delighted with the incom-
parable powers and all round accomplishments of Prince Siddhattha
that they willingly sent to the Palace their royal daughters of match-
less beauty, numbering forty thousand.

Among the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest andAmong the forty thousand Princesses, the crown, the crest and
the foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ whenthe foremost was Princess YasodharÈ, who was SumittÈ when
Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-Prince Siddhattha was Sumedha, and his life-partner for uncount-
able existences.able existences.able existences.able existences.able existences.

The 80,000 royal relatives, headed by King Suddhodana, assembled
at a magnificent convention and cerebrated the Coronation of Prince
Siddhattha, YasodharÈ DevÊ being chosen as his queen.

• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha• The Great Renunciation of Prince Siddhattha

Prince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like thePrince Siddhattha, surrounded by young maidens, was like the
Sakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night withSakka, King of Devas. He was entertained day and night with
pleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He livedpleasant music and dances, performed by female troops. He lived
amidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like aamidst magnificent luxury and royalty for thirteen years like a
Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.Universal Monarch.

When he was 29 years old, on his way to the Royal Garden in
grand procession, devas or deities showed him the four Great Omens,
and he decided to renounce the world, although his son, RÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhula,
was born on that day. He became a Pennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless ReclusePennyless Recluse or AsceticAsceticAsceticAsceticAscetic.
He learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra andHe learned easily seven jhÈnas from Ascetic Teacher ŒlÈra and
the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called the eighth jhÈna, called NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana-jhÈna, from As-from As-from As-from As-from As-
cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.cetic Teacher Udaka.

He reflected that the eight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-atteight jhÈna-attaaaaainmentsinmentsinmentsinmentsinments would help him to
live very joyfully and would condition him to be reborn in the
highest Ar|pa-BrahmÈ Realm after death, but they could not lead
him to become a Buddha.

So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-So the Bodhisatta (future Buddha) practised the austerest prac-

tice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvelatice, called "Dukkara-cariyÈ", very painfully for six years in Uruvela
Forest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reducedForest in Magadha country of King BimbisÈra. He also reduced
his food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced tohis food to a handful soup for a day's meal. So he was reduced to
a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.a living skeleton and fell with his face downwards and fainted.

• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment• The Discovery of the Right Path to Enlightenment44444

When the Bodhisatta regained consciousness, he reflected deeply:
"I have practised this austerest practice with the greatest effort and
steadfast mindfulness, enduring the greatest pain for six years. Yet
I did not get enlightened as a Buddha. There would be another way
to attain enlightenment and Buddhahood".

Then he remembered that he had developed the first r|pÈvacara
jhÈna attainment when he was just about two months old. At that
time his mind was very pure, clear, calm and peaceful. Therefore,
the development of jhÈnas must certainly be the true Path for the
realization of enlightenment and Buddhahood.

He also realized that he must take some solid food to resuscitake
and strengthen his enunciated and withered body. So he took his
alms-bowl and went round the near-by market town of SenÈ for
alms-food. He sustained his withered body with whatever food he
received. Within a week, he regained strength and the major char-
acteristics of a great man. He also practised to develop the eight
jhÈnas and five Supernormal Knowledges very skilfully.

• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree• A Jewel Throne Appeared under the Bodhi Tree

In the evening of the day when the Bodhisatta would be enlight-
ened as a Buddha, he walked towards the Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.Bodhi Tree.     On the way
a Brahmin grass-cutter, named Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,Sotthiya,     offered him eight hand-
fuls of grass. He scattered the grass on the ground at the foot of the
Bodhi Tree. Immediately a large magnificent jewel throne appeared.
This was also an effect of his accumulated great merits.

With the MahÈbodhi Tree as the back-drop, facing east and with
a steadfast mind, the bodhisatta sat on the jewel throne, assuming
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the invincible cross-legged posture. He declared: “Unless and until
I attain Buddhahood, I will not change my cross-legged posture!”

• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great
Discovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate Materialities

The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation and devel-and devel-and devel-and devel-and devel-
oped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation for
developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,
soft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as he
inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-
istences, istences, istences, istences, istences, pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.

Through this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw all
his past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences up
ttttto and beyond o and beyond o and beyond o and beyond o and beyond the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas andandandandand
one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.

Moreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms of
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-
ing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existences
in a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or like
the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.

While he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he was
ordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learned
Three PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attained
Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom.

As the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation very
well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-
mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-
ize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the whole
universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-
ties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leaving
nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',
'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.

The knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-
r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-

ing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views of
“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,
‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,
‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.

At the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night the
Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-
normal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye in
brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈ (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super-
normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.

Again through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge of
Divine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the Bodhisattaodhisattaodhisattaodhisattaodhisatta could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani-
mate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, but
he could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty God
who could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively see
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-
ing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all have
the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of impermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), suffering
(dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) andandandandand not-self  not-self  not-self  not-self  not-self ororororor 'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul' ororororor 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta).

He could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were reborn
after death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He also
attained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connection
with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.

(1) YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — — — — — Supernormal Knowledge of seeing
beings in 31 planes of existence and Knowing their respective
'Kammas','Kammas','Kammas','Kammas','Kammas',     which give rise to their present existences.

(2) AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — — — — — Supernormal Knowledge of knowing future
existences of oneself and of others, and also future events
and future worlds.

• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of
Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination
Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) is a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mental

factor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive to
perform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mental
factors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions to
accomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the efforts
of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action (kamma)(kamma)(kamma)(kamma)(kamma)
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the invincible cross-legged posture. He declared: “Unless and until
I attain Buddhahood, I will not change my cross-legged posture!”

• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great• Development of Supernormal Knowledges and the Great
Discovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate MaterialitiesDiscovery of Ultimate Mentalities and Ultimate Materialities

The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook The Bodhisatta undertook ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation and devel-and devel-and devel-and devel-and devel-
oped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation foroped the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, which is the foundation for
developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,developing supernormal powers. As his mind was totally pure,
soft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as hesoft and tender, being amenable to his wishes, as soon as he
inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-inclined his mind towards supernormal knowledge of former ex-
istences, istences, istences, istences, istences, pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ pubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒÈ arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.arose in him.

Through this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw allThrough this supernormal knowledge, he recollected and saw all
his past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences uphis past existences, past activities, past events and experiences up
ttttto and beyond o and beyond o and beyond o and beyond o and beyond the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four the existence of Sumedha, four asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas asa~kheyyas andandandandand
one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.one hundred thousand world-cycles ago.

Moreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms ofMoreover, he could also see all his past existences in terms of
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-
ing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existencesing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his past existences
in a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or likein a continuous state of flux, like the flame of an oil-lamp or like
the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.the current of a river.

While he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he wasWhile he was fulfilling perfections to become a Buddha, he was
ordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learnedordained as a bhikkhu in the Dispensations of five Buddhas, learned
Three PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attainedThree PiÔakas (Buddhist Scriptures) and meditated until he attained
Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa, the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom., the ninth insight wisdom.

As the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation veryAs the Bodhisatta remembered this vipassanÈ meditation very
well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-well, he could also define each ultimate mentality and each ulti-
mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-mate materiality by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-festations, and proximate causes for their arising. He came to real-
ize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the wholeize that what really exist in all living beings and in the whole
universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-universe are only these ultimate mentalities and ultimate materiali-
ties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leavingties, arising and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leaving
nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',nothing permanent to be called 'person', 'man', 'woman', 'I', 'you',
'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.'self', 'soul', 'ego', 'jÊva', 'atta', etc.

The knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimateThe knowledge of defining ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-materialities by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-festations, and proximate causes for their arising, is called “NÈma-
r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-r|pa Pariccheda-ÒÈÓa”. This knowledge is the land-mark of attain-

ing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views ofing the “Purity of View”, which can dispel the wrong views of
“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,“Personality-belief,” taking wrongly that 'person', 'man’, ‘woman’,
‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,‘I’, ‘you’, really exist, and “Self-elusion”, taking ‘self’, ‘soul’,
‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.‘ego’, ‘jÊva’, ‘atta’ really exist.

At the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night theAt the middle watch of that auspicious full-moon night the
Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-Bodhisatta directed his mental stream towards acquiring the Super-
normal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye innormal Knowledge of Divine Power of Sight or Divine Eye in
brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately brief, and immediately Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈDibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈ (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super- (Divine-Eye Super-
normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.normal Knowledge) arose in him.

Again through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge ofAgain through his most powerful Supernormal Knowledge of
Divine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the BDivine Eye, the Bodhisattaodhisattaodhisattaodhisattaodhisatta could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani- could see all living beings and inani-
mate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, butmate things in one hundred thousand crores of world systems, but
he could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty Godhe could not see any Ruler of the Universe and any Almighty God
who could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively seewho could create living beings. He could also penetratively see
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perish-
ing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all haveing very rapidly and incessantly in all beings so that they all have
the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of the common characteristics of impermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), sufferingimpermanence (anicca), suffering
(dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) andandandandand not-self  not-self  not-self  not-self  not-self ororororor 'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul'  'no-soul' ororororor 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta). 'no-atta' (anatta).

He could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were rebornHe could also see dying persons and where they were reborn
after death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He alsoafter death; most of them were reborn in woeful abodes. He also
attained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connectionattained the following two Supernormal Knowledges in connection
with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.with Divine Eye.

(1) YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — — — — — Supernormal Knowledge of seeing
beings in 31 planes of existence and Knowing their respective
'Kammas','Kammas','Kammas','Kammas','Kammas',     which give rise to their present existences.

(2) AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — — — — — Supernormal Knowledge of knowing future
existences of oneself and of others, and also future events
and future worlds.

• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of
Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination
Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition Kamma is volitional action. Volition (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) (cetaseÈ) is a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mentalis a neutral mental

factor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive tofactor, which associates with all minds. Volition sets the motive to
perform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mentalperform an action, and prompts consciousness and other mental
factors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions tofactors, that associate with it, to do their respective functions to
accomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the effortsaccomplish the action. As the action is accomplished by the efforts
of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action of volition, the Buddha identified volition with the action (kamma)(kamma)(kamma)(kamma)(kamma)
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and stated:and stated:and stated:and stated:and stated:
"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by
volition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech or
mind."mind."mind."mind."mind."

According to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise and
perish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate of
more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-
forming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds or
immoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing many
billion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated with
moral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoral
kammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are called
asynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they are
formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-
tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.

In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:
"To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction".
As the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equal

and opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions of
kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.

"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in
a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." This fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of Dhamma
DinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have a
saying:saying:saying:saying:saying:

"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits
greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".

We may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As a
mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,
and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-
fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-
existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-
lestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to a
woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.

Those, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain the
jhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realms
after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.

Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,

will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-
ies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power of
meditation.meditation.meditation.meditation.meditation.

In fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how the
'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in
every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced the Law ofthe Law ofthe Law ofthe Law ofthe Law of
Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and the remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Origination
(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da), which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-
births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,
involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and ultimate ultimate ultimate ultimate ultimate materialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Law
of Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are deeeeesssss-----
cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].

• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation55555

Then the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight Meditation
(MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). He developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacara
JhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with which
he could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores of
world systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate mennnnntalitiestalitiestalitiestalitiestalities
and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.

When he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those liviiiiing beings,ng beings,ng beings,ng beings,ng beings,
living in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of time
(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter
how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-
system, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependent
Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.

He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-
tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,
as there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there are
also a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors of
Dependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects for
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and stated:and stated:and stated:and stated:and stated:
"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by"O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by
volition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech orvolition, one performs the action through body, speech or
mind."mind."mind."mind."mind."

According to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise andAccording to AbhidhammÈ Commentary, the minds arise and
perish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate ofperish continuously one after another at the tremendous rate of
more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-more than one thousand billion minds per eye-wink. Thus in per-
forming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds orforming a moral or immoral action, many billion moral minds or
immoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing manyimmoral minds arise and perish every second, depositing many
billion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated withbillion kammas in the mental stream. The volitions, associated with
moral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoralmoral or immoral minds, are called co-nascent moral or immoral
kammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are calledkammas, and the kammas deposited in the mental stream are called
asynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they areasynchronous moral or immoral kammas  as the times they are
formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-formed and they bear results are different. In ordinary conversa-
tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.tion both types of kammas are simply spoken just as 'kammas'.

In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:In Physics we have a Newton's Law, which states:
"To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction"."To every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction".
As the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equalAs the Law of Kamma, we may state: "To every action, an equal

and opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions ofand opposite reaction may come a billion times", as billions of
kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.kammas are formed during the action.

"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in"If we kill a chicken, we may be killed in return a billion times in
a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." a similar way." This fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of DhammaThis fact is illustrated by the story of Dhamma
DinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have aDinnÈ, an Arahant, on pages 141-142. In Myanmar, we also have a
saying:saying:saying:saying:saying:

"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits"If we donate as much as a banyan-seed, we shall get the benefits
greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".greater than a banyan-tree".

We may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As aWe may also regard asynchronous Kammas as Plant-seeds. As a
mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,mango-seed gives rise to a mango-tree together with mango-fruits,
and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-and an apple seed gives rise to an apple-tree together with apple-
fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-fruits, so also a potent moral kamma can give rise to a human-
existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-existence or celestial existence together with human-wealth or ce-
lestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to alestial happiness, and a potent immoral kamma will give rise to a
woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.woeful existene together with woeful suffering.

Those, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain theThose, who can develop r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and maintain the
jhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realmsjhÈnas till death, will be reborn as r|pa-brahmÈs in brahma-realms
after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.after death, enjoying great bliss and very long lives.

Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,Those, who can develop ar|pa-jhÈnas and maintain them till death,

will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-will be reborn as ar|pa-brahmÈs only with minds and without bod-
ies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power ofies, enjoying greater bliss and very long lives by the power of
meditation.meditation.meditation.meditation.meditation.

In fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how theIn fact, the Buddha described logically and rationally how the
'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in'mind' creates all living beings in the 31 planes of existence in
every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced every world through its kamma property and deduced the Law ofthe Law ofthe Law ofthe Law ofthe Law of
Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and Kamma and the remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Originationthe remarkable Doctrine of Dependent Origination
(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da)(PaÔiccasamuppÈ-da), which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-, which explains beautifully the rounds of re-
births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,births of all living beings in terms of eleven cause-effect relations,
involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and involving ultimae mentalities and ultimate ultimate ultimate ultimate ultimate materialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Lawmaterialities. The Law
of Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are dof Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination are deeeeesssss-----
cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].cribed comprehensively in Chapters [6] and [7].

• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation• The Bodhisatta Undertook Great Insight Meditation55555

Then the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight MeditationThen the Bodhisatta undertook the Great Insight Meditation
(MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). (MahÈvajira VipassanÈ). He developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacaraHe developed the Fourth R|pÈvacara
JhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with whichJhÈna and the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye with which
he could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores ofhe could see all living beings in one hundred thousand crores of
world systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate meworld systems. He could also penetratively see the ultimate mennnnntalitiestalitiestalitiestalitiestalities
and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidlyand the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.and incessantly, in all living beings.

When he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those livWhen he contemplated the true nature of those liviiiiing beings,ng beings,ng beings,ng beings,ng beings,
living in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of timeliving in each world-system and belonging to three periods of time
(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter(past, present, future), he came to know very well that no matter
how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-how numerous devas, humans, brahmÈs were in a single world-
system, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependentsystem, they could be reduced to twelve factors of Dependent
Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.Origination as ultimate realities.

He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-He could discern the same phenomena in all other world-sys-
tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,tems. Summing up the number of objects of vipassanÈ meditation,
as there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there areas there are a hundred thousand crores of world-systems, there are
also a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors ofalso a hundred thousand crores of each of the twelve factors of
Dependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects forDependent Origination. So the total number of these objects for
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twelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousand
crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).

He then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting their
common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of ‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering and  and  and  and  and not-self’not-self’not-self’not-self’not-self’.....

As all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. So
they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of ‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).

What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ and to be torturedand to be torturedand to be torturedand to be torturedand to be tortured
incessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, which
constitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount to
‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).

Moreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, no
shape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving no
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Simultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, he
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On the fourth week after his Fully Self-enlightenment as a SammÈsam-
bhuddha, the Buddha stayed in a golden chamber created by devas
near the Bodhi Tree, and reflected in detail all the features and func-
tions of all ultimate realities.

In his seventh vassa (Buddhist lent during rain-retreat) the Buddha
taught all about ultimate realities in his higher teaching called
AbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhamma     in TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm to devas and BrahmÈs from
ten thousand world-systems. He taught day and night continuously
without break for three  months. The Buddha's rate of speech is 128
times faster than that of an average person. Thus, with such unimagin-
able fast rate of speech, the Abhidhamma that he preached continu-
ously for three months is endless and incomparable.

Every day when the time came for going on alms-round, the
Buddha, with his supernormal power, created another identical Bud-
dha after his own image, and let the created Buddha act exactly
after his own manner, preaching with a voice like his own to the
extent prescribed by him.

The Buddha himself came down to the human world, took a bath
at Anotatta lake in the Himalayas, and proceeded to Uttara Kuru
(North Island) for receiving alms-food. Then he returned to the
delightful Anotatta lake and partook of his food on the peaceful
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twelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousandtwelve factors became one million and two hundred thousand
crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).crores (1,200,000 crores).

He then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting theirHe then contemplated each of these factors by reflecting their
common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of common characteristics of ‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering‘impermanence, suffering and  and  and  and  and not-self’not-self’not-self’not-self’not-self’.....

As all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimateAs all the twelve factors are ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. Somaterialities, they arise and perish very rapidly and incessantly. So
they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of they have the characteristic of ‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).‘impermanence’ (anicca).

What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is What is not permanent is ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ ‘unsatisfactory’ and to be torturedand to be torturedand to be torturedand to be torturedand to be tortured
incessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, whichincessantly by the dissolution of mentalities and materialities, which
constitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount toconstitute our most cherished minds and bodies, really amount to
‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).‘suffering’ (dukkha).

Moreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, noMoreover, as mentalities and materialities have no form, no
shape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving noshape, and they arise and perish extremely rapidly, leaving no
permanent entity to be called ‘person’, ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘self’, ‘soul’,permanent entity to be called ‘person’, ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘self’, ‘soul’,permanent entity to be called ‘person’, ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘self’, ‘soul’,permanent entity to be called ‘person’, ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘self’, ‘soul’,permanent entity to be called ‘person’, ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘self’, ‘soul’,
‘ego’, jÊva’, ‘ego’, jÊva’, ‘ego’, jÊva’, ‘ego’, jÊva’, ‘ego’, jÊva’, ‘atta’‘atta’‘atta’‘atta’‘atta’, etc., they also have the characteristic of , etc., they also have the characteristic of , etc., they also have the characteristic of , etc., they also have the characteristic of , etc., they also have the characteristic of ‘not-‘not-‘not-‘not-‘not-
self’ (anatta).self’ (anatta).self’ (anatta).self’ (anatta).self’ (anatta).

As each factor of Dependent Origination promotes three insightAs each factor of Dependent Origination promotes three insightAs each factor of Dependent Origination promotes three insightAs each factor of Dependent Origination promotes three insightAs each factor of Dependent Origination promotes three insight
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sight-knowledge of not-self, there are altogether 3,600,000 croressight-knowledge of not-self, there are altogether 3,600,000 croressight-knowledge of not-self, there are altogether 3,600,000 croressight-knowledge of not-self, there are altogether 3,600,000 croressight-knowledge of not-self, there are altogether 3,600,000 crores
of MahÈvajira Insight Wisdom.of MahÈvajira Insight Wisdom.of MahÈvajira Insight Wisdom.of MahÈvajira Insight Wisdom.of MahÈvajira Insight Wisdom.

As the Bodhisatta could observe three characteristics clearly inAs the Bodhisatta could observe three characteristics clearly inAs the Bodhisatta could observe three characteristics clearly inAs the Bodhisatta could observe three characteristics clearly inAs the Bodhisatta could observe three characteristics clearly in
all mentalities and materialities in one hundred thousand crores ofall mentalities and materialities in one hundred thousand crores ofall mentalities and materialities in one hundred thousand crores ofall mentalities and materialities in one hundred thousand crores ofall mentalities and materialities in one hundred thousand crores of
world-systems and his insight-knowledge was extremely strong,world-systems and his insight-knowledge was extremely strong,world-systems and his insight-knowledge was extremely strong,world-systems and his insight-knowledge was extremely strong,world-systems and his insight-knowledge was extremely strong,
he could develop  ten insight-knowledges (described on page 48)he could develop  ten insight-knowledges (described on page 48)he could develop  ten insight-knowledges (described on page 48)he could develop  ten insight-knowledges (described on page 48)he could develop  ten insight-knowledges (described on page 48)
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Simultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, heSimultaneously with the attainment of Omniscient Wisdom, he
became a Fully Self-Enlightened SammÈsambuddha, the Supremebecame a Fully Self-Enlightened SammÈsambuddha, the Supremebecame a Fully Self-Enlightened SammÈsambuddha, the Supremebecame a Fully Self-Enlightened SammÈsambuddha, the Supremebecame a Fully Self-Enlightened SammÈsambuddha, the Supreme
Head of Three Worlds of devas, humans and BrahmÈs.Head of Three Worlds of devas, humans and BrahmÈs.Head of Three Worlds of devas, humans and BrahmÈs.Head of Three Worlds of devas, humans and BrahmÈs.Head of Three Worlds of devas, humans and BrahmÈs.
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On the fourth week after his Fully Self-enlightenment as a SammÈsam-
bhuddha, the Buddha stayed in a golden chamber created by devas
near the Bodhi Tree, and reflected in detail all the features and func-
tions of all ultimate realities.

In his seventh vassa (Buddhist lent during rain-retreat) the Buddha
taught all about ultimate realities in his higher teaching called
AbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhammaAbhidhamma     in TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm to devas and BrahmÈs from
ten thousand world-systems. He taught day and night continuously
without break for three  months. The Buddha's rate of speech is 128
times faster than that of an average person. Thus, with such unimagin-
able fast rate of speech, the Abhidhamma that he preached continu-
ously for three months is endless and incomparable.

Every day when the time came for going on alms-round, the
Buddha, with his supernormal power, created another identical Bud-
dha after his own image, and let the created Buddha act exactly
after his own manner, preaching with a voice like his own to the
extent prescribed by him.

The Buddha himself came down to the human world, took a bath
at Anotatta lake in the Himalayas, and proceeded to Uttara Kuru
(North Island) for receiving alms-food. Then he returned to the
delightful Anotatta lake and partook of his food on the peaceful
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bank of the lake. After his meal, he proceeded to the forest of
Sandal trees to spend the day.

VVVVVenerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-
dha,dha,dha,dha,dha, went to the Sandal tree forest to attend on the Buddha. Where-
upon, the Buddha told him the gist and the guidelines of Abhiddhamma
that the Buddha taught in TÈvatiÑsÈ that day.

The Buddha knew that SÈriputta, who was foremost in wisdom
among his disciples, could reflect on that gist and outlines in a
thousand ways to understand the Abhidhamma that the Buddha
taught in TÈvatiÑsÈ that day.

The Buddha returned to TÈvatiÑsÈ in the afternoon to continue
teaching Abhiddhamma there. Venerable SÈriputta, by reflecting on
the gist and outlines given to him by the Buddha every day, could
understand fully the Abhidhamma taught each day by the Buddha
in TÈvatiÑsÈ. But he taught it in a form neither too brief nor too
elaborate to his five hundred newly ordained bhikkhus.

These five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling in
a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.     They listened respectfully
to the pleasant, harmonious tone of Abhidhamma recitation by two
bhikkhus who also lived in that cave. As they could develop moral
minds and moral kammas in listening to Abhidhamma recitation,
they were born in the TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm when they died.

They enjoyed the lives of devas from the time of Buddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha Kassapa
up to the time of Buddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha Gotama. . . . . At the time of Buddha Gotama,
they were born in the human world. They witnessed the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-
lous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclelelelele of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha just before the Buddha went up
to TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. The marvellous Twin Miracle aroused their
faith and devotion, and they received ordination as monks under
the personal supervision of Venerable SÈriputta. They could under-
stand the teaching of Abhidhamma very well. When the Buddha
came down from TÈvatiÑsÈ and delivered a short sermon to them,
they all became Arahants, the highest attainment in life.

The teachings of Abhidhamma in TÈvatiÑsÈ by the Buddha andThe teachings of Abhidhamma in TÈvatiÑsÈ by the Buddha andThe teachings of Abhidhamma in TÈvatiÑsÈ by the Buddha andThe teachings of Abhidhamma in TÈvatiÑsÈ by the Buddha andThe teachings of Abhidhamma in TÈvatiÑsÈ by the Buddha and
in the human realm by Venerable SÈriputta came to a close simul-in the human realm by Venerable SÈriputta came to a close simul-in the human realm by Venerable SÈriputta came to a close simul-in the human realm by Venerable SÈriputta came to a close simul-in the human realm by Venerable SÈriputta came to a close simul-
taneously at the end of the vassa, on the full-moon day of October,taneously at the end of the vassa, on the full-moon day of October,taneously at the end of the vassa, on the full-moon day of October,taneously at the end of the vassa, on the full-moon day of October,taneously at the end of the vassa, on the full-moon day of October,
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bank of the lake. After his meal, he proceeded to the forest of
Sandal trees to spend the day.

VVVVVenerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-enerable Sariputta, the right-hand chief disciple of the Bud-
dha,dha,dha,dha,dha, went to the Sandal tree forest to attend on the Buddha. Where-
upon, the Buddha told him the gist and the guidelines of Abhiddhamma
that the Buddha taught in TÈvatiÑsÈ that day.

The Buddha knew that SÈriputta, who was foremost in wisdom
among his disciples, could reflect on that gist and outlines in a
thousand ways to understand the Abhidhamma that the Buddha
taught in TÈvatiÑsÈ that day.

The Buddha returned to TÈvatiÑsÈ in the afternoon to continue
teaching Abhiddhamma there. Venerable SÈriputta, by reflecting on
the gist and outlines given to him by the Buddha every day, could
understand fully the Abhidhamma taught each day by the Buddha
in TÈvatiÑsÈ. But he taught it in a form neither too brief nor too
elaborate to his five hundred newly ordained bhikkhus.

These five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling inThese five-hundred bhikkhus were common bats, dwelling in
a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.a cave at the time of Buddha Kassapa.     They listened respectfully
to the pleasant, harmonious tone of Abhidhamma recitation by two
bhikkhus who also lived in that cave. As they could develop moral
minds and moral kammas in listening to Abhidhamma recitation,
they were born in the TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm when they died.

They enjoyed the lives of devas from the time of Buddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha KassapaBuddha Kassapa
up to the time of Buddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha GotamaBuddha Gotama. . . . . At the time of Buddha Gotama,
they were born in the human world. They witnessed the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-the marvel-
lous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclous Twin Miraclelelelele of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha of the Buddha just before the Buddha went up
to TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. The marvellous Twin Miracle aroused their
faith and devotion, and they received ordination as monks under
the personal supervision of Venerable SÈriputta. They could under-
stand the teaching of Abhidhamma very well. When the Buddha
came down from TÈvatiÑsÈ and delivered a short sermon to them,
they all became Arahants, the highest attainment in life.
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The Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired in
three ways.three ways.three ways.three ways.three ways.

1. Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ — — — — — knowledge acquired by learning from teachers
and literature.

2. Ci~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈ     — — — — — knowledge acquired by logical and rational
thinking, pondering and doing research and experiments.

3. BhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈ     — — — — — knowledge acquired by direct observa-
tion with wisdom associated with jhÈna-concentration or with super-
normal wisdom of divine eye.

Of these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge by
direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-
rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with igno-igno-igno-igno-igno-
rance rance rance rance rance or or or or or delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha or or or or or avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) and other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so they
cannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimate
realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.

In SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus to
develop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillity
Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.
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by undertaking tranquillity meditation, and then they can analyzeby undertaking tranquillity meditation, and then they can analyzeby undertaking tranquillity meditation, and then they can analyzeby undertaking tranquillity meditation, and then they can analyzeby undertaking tranquillity meditation, and then they can analyze
body and mind into mentalities and materialities, and can discernbody and mind into mentalities and materialities, and can discernbody and mind into mentalities and materialities, and can discernbody and mind into mentalities and materialities, and can discernbody and mind into mentalities and materialities, and can discern
and define ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities preciselyand define ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities preciselyand define ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities preciselyand define ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities preciselyand define ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities precisely
according to their characteristics, functions, manifestations andaccording to their characteristics, functions, manifestations andaccording to their characteristics, functions, manifestations andaccording to their characteristics, functions, manifestations andaccording to their characteristics, functions, manifestations and
proximate causes of their arising. They can verify the Law ofproximate causes of their arising. They can verify the Law ofproximate causes of their arising. They can verify the Law ofproximate causes of their arising. They can verify the Law ofproximate causes of their arising. They can verify the Law of

Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-
dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.

All the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect to
the Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail in
three great volumes of Vissuddhi Magga.three great volumes of Vissuddhi Magga.three great volumes of Vissuddhi Magga.three great volumes of Vissuddhi Magga.three great volumes of Vissuddhi Magga.7,87,87,87,87,8

• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities

Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,
which are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the living
body, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousness
and 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of the
mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.

The essential features of all ultimate realities are comprehensively
described in Chapters [1] to [8] of this book. They are described in
more detail in my Abhidhamma and Visuddhi Magga books entitled
"The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma"99999 and "The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of
Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"1010101010.

Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] describes how to analyse the body into material
groups and how to discern and define ultimate materialities in each
material group. Then it describes 28 ultimate materialities, classify-
ing them as 4 primary materialities or elements and 24 derived
materialities. Four causes — kamma, consciousness, heat and nutri-
ment — which produce materialities as material groups, and the
formation of 21 types of material groups are also described.

Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2] describes 52 mental factors and Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3] des-
cribes 89 or 121 types of consciousnesses or minds.

The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities are the productive
kammas and the 12 bases12 bases12 bases12 bases12 bases (Èyatanas), comprising six internal bases
or six sense-doors (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body-door, mind-door),
and six external bases or six sense-objects (visible object, sound,
smell, taste, touch and mind-object).
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The Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired inThe Buddha mentiioned how knowledge could be acquired in
three ways.three ways.three ways.three ways.three ways.

1. Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ Sutamaya-paÒÒÈ — — — — — knowledge acquired by learning from teachers
and literature.

2. Ci~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈCi~tÈmaya-paÒÒÈ     — — — — — knowledge acquired by logical and rational
thinking, pondering and doing research and experiments.

3. BhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈBhÈvanÈmaya-paÒÒÈ     — — — — — knowledge acquired by direct observa-
tion with wisdom associated with jhÈna-concentration or with super-
normal wisdom of divine eye.

Of these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge byOf these three methods, the method of acquiring knowledge by
direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-direct observation with wisdom is most powerful and most accu-
rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with rate. The minds of worldlings are defiled and deluded with igno-igno-igno-igno-igno-
rance rance rance rance rance or or or or or delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha or or or or or avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) and other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so theyand other defilements; so they
cannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimatecannot see things as they really are, and they cannot see ultimate
realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.realities at all.

In SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus toIn SamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha persuaded monks or bhikkhus to
develop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillitydevelop the right mental concentration by undertaking Tranquillity
Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with Meditation to see things as they really are with YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa.
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Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-Kamma and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. They can un-
dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.dertake insight meditation as taught by the Buddha.

All the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect toAll the Practical aspects of the Buddha's teachings with respect to
the Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail inthe Noble Eightfold Path are collected and described in detail in
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• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities• Comprehensive Description of Ultimate Realities

Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,Ultimate realities consist of 28 types of ultimate materialities,
which are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the livingwhich are the most basic indivisible components of the living
body, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousnessbody, 53 types of ultimate mentalities, comprising consciousness
and 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of theand 52 mental factors, which are the ultimate components of the
mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.mind, and NibbÈna.

The essential features of all ultimate realities are comprehensively
described in Chapters [1] to [8] of this book. They are described in
more detail in my Abhidhamma and Visuddhi Magga books entitled
"The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma""The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma"99999 and "The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of"The Essence of
Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"Visuddhi Magtga"1010101010.

Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] Chapter [1] describes how to analyse the body into material
groups and how to discern and define ultimate materialities in each
material group. Then it describes 28 ultimate materialities, classify-
ing them as 4 primary materialities or elements and 24 derived
materialities. Four causes — kamma, consciousness, heat and nutri-
ment — which produce materialities as material groups, and the
formation of 21 types of material groups are also described.

Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2]Chapter [2] describes 52 mental factors and Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3]Chapter [3] des-
cribes 89 or 121 types of consciousnesses or minds.

The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities The causes that give rise to mentalities are the productive
kammas and the 12 bases12 bases12 bases12 bases12 bases (Èyatanas), comprising six internal bases
or six sense-doors (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body-door, mind-door),
and six external bases or six sense-objects (visible object, sound,
smell, taste, touch and mind-object).
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People and scientists know only the first five sense-objects. They
don't know 5 translucent materialities, 16 subtle materialities, 52
mental factors, 89 or 121 consciousnesses or minds, NibbÈna, and
concepts such as meditation signs, which are collectively called the
'''''mind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-object'''''. The mind-object cannot appear in the five sense-
doors. They can appear only in the mind-door, so they can be
known only by mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.

Past sense-objects and future sense-objects can also appear in the
mind-door. Thus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is the
mind door?mind door?mind door?mind door?mind door?

The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas, which produce our present existences,
also produce their resultant consciousnesses one after another con-
tinuously and incessantly throughout the whole life. The first re-
sultant consciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousness, linking
the past life with the present life. Subsequent resultant consciousnesses
function as life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); theytheytheytheythey
function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door. The last resultant consciousness func-
tions as death-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousness.

Life-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) always keep
arising when we don't know anything and when we are asleep. As
they take the near-death sign of the immediate past life and they
don't take the present sense-object which appears in any door, we
don't know the sense-object which they take. So some scholars call
them "unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds". This is not correct, because all
consciousnesses in the sense-sphere must be conscious of a sense-
object and must depend on physical bases (vatthus) for their arising.
Bhava~ga-cittas depend on the heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases (hadaya-vatthus) in the
blood of the heart. Heart bases are produced by productive Kammas.

Meditators, with the right mental concentration, can see translu-
cent materialities in the eye as the eye-door and bhava~ga-cittas as
bright stars in the heart as the mind-door. When a visible object of
very great intensity appears at the two doors simultanously11, an
eye-door cognitive series of consciuosnesses arises and perishes,

followed by several mind-door cognitive series (pp. 63-65).

Meditators can discern and define each consciousness and each
mental factor precisely in these cognitive series by means of their
respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate
causes for their arising.

The association of each mental factor with different conscious-
nesses, and the composition of all consciousnesses or minds are
also explained clearly.

The nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are very
helpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studyyyyying ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.

According to Abhidhamma Commentary12 consciousnesses or
minds arise and perish one after another continuously and very
rapidly at the rate of more than one thousand billion minds per eye-
wink or per snap of the fingers. The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-
ness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-moment, which is
equal to the sum of one arising sub-moment, one existing sub-
moment and one perishing sub-moment (or three sub-moments) of
the consciousness.

Materialities also arise and perish very rapidly at the rate of more
than 58 billions per eye-wink, because the life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materiality
is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments. Thus the duration of an
eye-door cognitive series is only 17 consciousess-moments, i.e. much
less than an eye-wink. So we cannot see the cognitive series while it
is arising. But the cognitive series has been recorded by the mind
like a video-camera recording a football game. As we can see the
foot-ball match in slow motion from the video-camera-recording,
so also the cognitive series reappears in the mind-door and we can
discern and define the consciousnesses and mental factors in slow
motion.

So we can know the sense-object roughly by an eye-door cogni-
tive series. After the termination of the eye-door cognitive series,
several consequent mind-door cognitive series quickly occur, tak-
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People and scientists know only the first five sense-objects. They
don't know 5 translucent materialities, 16 subtle materialities, 52
mental factors, 89 or 121 consciousnesses or minds, NibbÈna, and
concepts such as meditation signs, which are collectively called the
'''''mind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-object'''''. The mind-object cannot appear in the five sense-
doors. They can appear only in the mind-door, so they can be
known only by mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.mind-door cognitive series of consciousnesses.

Past sense-objects and future sense-objects can also appear in the
mind-door. Thus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is theThus the mind-door is very powerful. What is the
mind door?mind door?mind door?mind door?mind door?

The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas,The productive kammas, which produce our present existences,
also produce their resultant consciousnesses one after another con-
tinuously and incessantly throughout the whole life. The first re-
sultant consciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousnessrebirth-consciousness, linking
the past life with the present life. Subsequent resultant consciousnesses
function as life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses life-continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); (bhava~ga-cittas); theytheytheytheythey
function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door.function as the mind-door. The last resultant consciousness func-
tions as death-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousnessdeath-consciousness.

Life-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnessesLife-continuum-consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) always keep
arising when we don't know anything and when we are asleep. As
they take the near-death sign of the immediate past life and they
don't take the present sense-object which appears in any door, we
don't know the sense-object which they take. So some scholars call
them "unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds""unconscious minds". This is not correct, because all
consciousnesses in the sense-sphere must be conscious of a sense-
object and must depend on physical bases (vatthus) for their arising.
Bhava~ga-cittas depend on the heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases heart-bases (hadaya-vatthus) in the
blood of the heart. Heart bases are produced by productive Kammas.

Meditators, with the right mental concentration, can see translu-
cent materialities in the eye as the eye-door and bhava~ga-cittas as
bright stars in the heart as the mind-door. When a visible object of
very great intensity appears at the two doors simultanously11, an
eye-door cognitive series of consciuosnesses arises and perishes,

followed by several mind-door cognitive series (pp. 63-65).

Meditators can discern and define each consciousness and each
mental factor precisely in these cognitive series by means of their
respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate
causes for their arising.

The association of each mental factor with different conscious-
nesses, and the composition of all consciousnesses or minds are
also explained clearly.

The nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are veryThe nine charts attached to the back of this book are very
helpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studhelpful for studyyyyying ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.ing ultimate realities.

According to Abhidhamma Commentary12 consciousnesses or
minds arise and perish one after another continuously and very
rapidly at the rate of more than one thousand billion minds per eye-
wink or per snap of the fingers. The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-The life-span of one conscious-
ness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-momentness or mind is equal to one consciousness-moment, which is
equal to the sum of one arising sub-moment, one existing sub-
moment and one perishing sub-moment (or three sub-moments) of
the consciousness.

Materialities also arise and perish very rapidly at the rate of more
than 58 billions per eye-wink, because the life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materialitythe life-span of materiality
is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments.is equal to 17 consciousness-moments. Thus the duration of an
eye-door cognitive series is only 17 consciousess-moments, i.e. much
less than an eye-wink. So we cannot see the cognitive series while it
is arising. But the cognitive series has been recorded by the mind
like a video-camera recording a football game. As we can see the
foot-ball match in slow motion from the video-camera-recording,
so also the cognitive series reappears in the mind-door and we can
discern and define the consciousnesses and mental factors in slow
motion.

So we can know the sense-object roughly by an eye-door cogni-
tive series. After the termination of the eye-door cognitive series,
several consequent mind-door cognitive series quickly occur, tak-
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ing the past sense-object and investigating the detailed features of
the sense-object. Then we know the sense-object clearly together
with its name.

• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer

On page 17, Professor Sir John Eccles said that "the brain is aProfessor Sir John Eccles said that "the brain is aProfessor Sir John Eccles said that "the brain is aProfessor Sir John Eccles said that "the brain is aProfessor Sir John Eccles said that "the brain is a
kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",     and that ghost is the mind. NowNowNowNowNow
we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-
puter"puter"puter"puter"puter" on the basis of several evidences described below.

1. Soon after birth, Prince Siddhattha stood on the ground and
looked at ten directions. Seeing no one equal to him, he walked
seven steps northward, and made a bold exclamation: "I am noblest,
greatest in power, and most worthy of veneration among humans,
devas and BrahmÈs."

The reason is that all his incomparable great merits of his un-
countable great meritorious deeds, which he performed in his un-
countable past existences throughout four asa~kheyyas and one
hundred thousand worlds since his past existence of SumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedha, were
accumulated in his mental stream.

These accumulated incompurable great merits make the prince
noblest and greatest in power. (See pages 18, 19)

2. At the age of about two months, Prince Siddhattha developed
the first r|pÈvara-jhÈna and remained in the jhÈna-attainment for
several hours. He could do this, because he remembered what he
had done in his past existences many times. (See pages 19, 20)

3. At the age of 16 years, Prince Siddhattha displayed the art of
archery very marvellously at the great gathering of his 80000 SÈkyan
relatives, because he remembered the extraordinary wonderful skill
of archery that he could display in his past existence of PrincePrincePrincePrincePrince
AsadiAsadiAsadiAsadiAsadissssssa.sa.sa.sa.sa. (See pp. 20, 21)

4. In fact, the most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddanta
VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, TipiÔakadhara DhammabhaÓÉÈgÈrikaTipiÔakadhara DhammabhaÓÉÈgÈrikaTipiÔakadhara DhammabhaÓÉÈgÈrikaTipiÔakadhara DhammabhaÓÉÈgÈrikaTipiÔakadhara DhammabhaÓÉÈgÈrika,,,,,     stated
in his "The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I. . . . . pp. 255, that the
Budhisatta Siddhattha remembered all the knowledges that he had learnt
in his uncountable existences throughout four asa~khayyas and one
hundred thousand world-cycles. So the mental stream can store many

billion data.

5. On the full-moon night of May, 588 B.C., the Bodhisatta Siddhattha
developed very powerful Supernormal Knowledge of former exis-
tences, and he could see all his past existences, past activitives, past
events, past experiences up to and beyond the existence of SumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedha
four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousands world-cycles ago. He
could also see all his past existences in terms of ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidly and in-
cessantly, consisting of cognitive series of consciousnesses, and con-
necting all his past existences by cause-effect relations of the Doc-
trine of Dependent Origination. So all these data are recorded in his
mind. (See p. 23)

6. During the very long period of fulfilling Ten Noble Perfections
for four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousand world-cycles, the
Bodhisatta met five Buddhas, became a bhikkhu in their Dispensa-
tions, learned TipiÔaka Buddhist literature and undertook insight medi-
tation (vipassanÈ), developing mine insight-knowledges.

As the Bodhisatta remembered his former insight meditation very
well, he could see six-door cognitive series of consciousness in the
long stream of mentalities and materialities, connecting all his past
existences, he could define precisely the mentalities and materialities
by their respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and proxi-
mate causes for their arising. He could also correlate one existence
with another exidence according to the Law of Dependent Origina-
tion in a few hours. These are the most difficult task to do. The
Bodhisatta could also see and remember all his activities and all the
knowledges he learnt in each past existence.

Thus all the past existences, all the activities, all his skills, all the
knowledges that the Bodhisatta had experienced and learnt must be
recorded in his mental stream. To store all these many billion facts
and data, the mind must be the greatest super-computer.

7. Meditators in the International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Medi-
tation Centres can also observe six-door cognitive series of
consciousnesses and discern and define each mentality (conscious-
ness and mental factors) by its characteristic, function, manifestation
and proximate cause for its arising, in slow motion. No body can see
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ing the past sense-object and investigating the detailed features of
the sense-object. Then we know the sense-object clearly together
with its name.

• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer• The Mind Operates like the Greatest Super-computer
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kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",kind of computer run by a ghost",     and that ghost is the mind. NowNowNowNowNow
we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-we can say that "the mind functions as the greatest super-com-
puter"puter"puter"puter"puter" on the basis of several evidences described below.

1. Soon after birth, Prince Siddhattha stood on the ground and
looked at ten directions. Seeing no one equal to him, he walked
seven steps northward, and made a bold exclamation: "I am noblest,
greatest in power, and most worthy of veneration among humans,
devas and BrahmÈs."

The reason is that all his incomparable great merits of his un-
countable great meritorious deeds, which he performed in his un-
countable past existences throughout four asa~kheyyas and one
hundred thousand worlds since his past existence of SumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedha, were
accumulated in his mental stream.

These accumulated incompurable great merits make the prince
noblest and greatest in power. (See pages 18, 19)

2. At the age of about two months, Prince Siddhattha developed
the first r|pÈvara-jhÈna and remained in the jhÈna-attainment for
several hours. He could do this, because he remembered what he
had done in his past existences many times. (See pages 19, 20)

3. At the age of 16 years, Prince Siddhattha displayed the art of
archery very marvellously at the great gathering of his 80000 SÈkyan
relatives, because he remembered the extraordinary wonderful skill
of archery that he could display in his past existence of PrincePrincePrincePrincePrince
AsadiAsadiAsadiAsadiAsadissssssa.sa.sa.sa.sa. (See pp. 20, 21)

4. In fact, the most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddantathe most Venerable Mingun Sayadaw Bhaddanta
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in his "The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I"The Great Chronicles of Buddhas," Vol. I. . . . . pp. 255, that the
Budhisatta Siddhattha remembered all the knowledges that he had learnt
in his uncountable existences throughout four asa~khayyas and one
hundred thousand world-cycles. So the mental stream can store many

billion data.

5. On the full-moon night of May, 588 B.C., the Bodhisatta Siddhattha
developed very powerful Supernormal Knowledge of former exis-
tences, and he could see all his past existences, past activitives, past
events, past experiences up to and beyond the existence of SumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedhaSumedha
four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousands world-cycles ago. He
could also see all his past existences in terms of ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities, arising and perishing very rapidly and in-
cessantly, consisting of cognitive series of consciousnesses, and con-
necting all his past existences by cause-effect relations of the Doc-
trine of Dependent Origination. So all these data are recorded in his
mind. (See p. 23)

6. During the very long period of fulfilling Ten Noble Perfections
for four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousand world-cycles, the
Bodhisatta met five Buddhas, became a bhikkhu in their Dispensa-
tions, learned TipiÔaka Buddhist literature and undertook insight medi-
tation (vipassanÈ), developing mine insight-knowledges.

As the Bodhisatta remembered his former insight meditation very
well, he could see six-door cognitive series of consciousness in the
long stream of mentalities and materialities, connecting all his past
existences, he could define precisely the mentalities and materialities
by their respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and proxi-
mate causes for their arising. He could also correlate one existence
with another exidence according to the Law of Dependent Origina-
tion in a few hours. These are the most difficult task to do. The
Bodhisatta could also see and remember all his activities and all the
knowledges he learnt in each past existence.

Thus all the past existences, all the activities, all his skills, all the
knowledges that the Bodhisatta had experienced and learnt must be
recorded in his mental stream. To store all these many billion facts
and data, the mind must be the greatest super-computer.

7. Meditators in the International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Medi-
tation Centres can also observe six-door cognitive series of
consciousnesses and discern and define each mentality (conscious-
ness and mental factors) by its characteristic, function, manifestation
and proximate cause for its arising, in slow motion. No body can see
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consciousnesses and mental factors while they are arising and perish-
ing extremely rapidly within a small fraction of a second. Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-
nitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as it
arises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then we
can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.

8. Also the recordings of cognitive series of consciousnesses, ac-
tivities, kamma-properties, knowledges, etc., would be transmitted
from mind to mind so that they remain in the mental stream all the
time. When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-
tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-
mitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group to
material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-
tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition (Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-
paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)1313131313. . . . . This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-
ings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups in
the video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perish
exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.

• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena

Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] describes mental phenomena and material phenomena.
Consciousnesses are classified according to feelings, roots, functions,
doors, objects and bases. It is quite interesting that consciousnesses
perform 14 important functions daily for our comfortable living, and
there are six types of both sense-objects and sense-doors. The mind-The mind-The mind-The mind-The mind-
object object object object object consists of 21 subtle materialities, all consciousnesses, all mental
factors, NibbÈna and concepts such as meditation signs. They cannot
appear in the eye-door, ear-door, etc.; they appear only in the mindthe mindthe mindthe mindthe mind
door. door. door. door. door. So we can know them by mind-door cognitive consciousnesses.
Our life-continuum-consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) function as the
mind-door. People and scientists know only five sense-objects except
the mind-object. They also don't know the mind-door.

• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time

Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] describes psychophysical phenomena taking place in
living beings in a life-time from conception till death. The psycho-

physical phenomena at the time of conception and the mental stream
connecting three existences are clearly explained. It is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkable
that there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death of
one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.

In the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it is
notable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep on
producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-
born materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are very
important.important.important.important.important.

The psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishing
the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. Both mentalities and materialities
are involved in psychophysical phenomena, because both mentality
and materiallity need the support of each other for their arising.

While we are asleep and while we are not aware of anything, life-
continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) keep on arising continu-
ously and incessantly, taking the near-death sign of the immediate
past life and depending on heart bases (hadaya-vatthu), and the mate-
rial phenenomena also keep on arising. When six sense-objects ap-
pear in six sense-doors, five-door cognitive series and mind-door cog-
nitive series will be arising to be aware of the sense-objects.

When we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnas     by undertaking tranquillity medita-
tion, jhÈna cognitive series will arise. After developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing four
r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-
velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.

The wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates very
bright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditators
can see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and of
others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady PPPPProfessorrofessorrofessorrofessorrofessor
from Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated in
Mawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attained
the fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house in
Mudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with her
brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-
phoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her and
whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:
"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects
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consciousnesses and mental factors while they are arising and perish-
ing extremely rapidly within a small fraction of a second. Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-Each cog-
nitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as itnitive series must be recorded in the mental stream as soon as it
arises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then wearises like a video-camera recording a foot-ball match and then we
can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.can see the foot-ball match in slow motion.

8. Also the recordings of cognitive series of consciousnesses, ac-
tivities, kamma-properties, knowledges, etc., would be transmitted
from mind to mind so that they remain in the mental stream all the
time. When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-When I asked Pa-auk Tawya Sayadaw (Pa-auk Forest Medita-
tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-tion Chief Monk) about this, he said that the recordings were trans-
mitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group tomitted not only from mind to mind but also from material group to
material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-material group by PaÔÔhÈna Conditions, called Contiguity-Condi-
tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition tion and Immediacy-condition (Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-(Anantara-paccayo, Samanantara-
paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)paccayo)1313131313. . . . . This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-This answer is very reasonable; because video-record-
ings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups inings last for many years even though heat-born material groups in
the video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perishthe video recording head and recorded discs also arise and perish
exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.exteremely quickly and incessantly.

• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena• Mental Phenomana and Material Phenomena

Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] Chapter [4] describes mental phenomena and material phenomena.
Consciousnesses are classified according to feelings, roots, functions,
doors, objects and bases. It is quite interesting that consciousnesses
perform 14 important functions daily for our comfortable living, and
there are six types of both sense-objects and sense-doors. The mind-The mind-The mind-The mind-The mind-
object object object object object consists of 21 subtle materialities, all consciousnesses, all mental
factors, NibbÈna and concepts such as meditation signs. They cannot
appear in the eye-door, ear-door, etc.; they appear only in the mindthe mindthe mindthe mindthe mind
door. door. door. door. door. So we can know them by mind-door cognitive consciousnesses.
Our life-continuum-consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) function as the
mind-door. People and scientists know only five sense-objects except
the mind-object. They also don't know the mind-door.

• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time• Psychophysical Phenomena in a life-time

Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] Chapter [5] describes psychophysical phenomena taking place in
living beings in a life-time from conception till death. The psycho-

physical phenomena at the time of conception and the mental stream
connecting three existences are clearly explained. It is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkableIt is remarkable
that there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death ofthat there is no break in the mental stream at the time of death of
one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.one existence and the conception of next existence.

In the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it isIn the description of material phenomena in one existence, it is
notable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep onnotable how kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment keep on
producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-producing materialities throughout the whole life, and kamma-
born materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are veryborn materialities and consciousness-born materialities are very
important.important.important.important.important.

The psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishingThe psychophysical phenomena are also arising and perishing
the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. the whole life in a living being. Both mentalities and materialities
are involved in psychophysical phenomena, because both mentality
and materiallity need the support of each other for their arising.

While we are asleep and while we are not aware of anything, life-
continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-cittas) keep on arising continu-
ously and incessantly, taking the near-death sign of the immediate
past life and depending on heart bases (hadaya-vatthu), and the mate-
rial phenenomena also keep on arising. When six sense-objects ap-
pear in six sense-doors, five-door cognitive series and mind-door cog-
nitive series will be arising to be aware of the sense-objects.

When we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnasWhen we can develop jhÈnas     by undertaking tranquillity medita-
tion, jhÈna cognitive series will arise. After developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing fourAfter developing four
r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-r|pÈvacara-jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we can also de-
velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.velop Supernormal Powers by practising as taught by the Buddha.

The wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates veryThe wisdom, associated with pure jhÈna minds, radiates very
bright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditatorsbright and penetrative light. With the help of this light, meditators
can see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and ofcan see penetratively all the internal organs of themselves and of
others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady others, covered things and far-away objects. The lady PPPPProfessorrofessorrofessorrofessorrofessor
from Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated infrom Physics Department, Mawlamyine University, meditated in
Mawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attainedMawlamyine Pa-auk Forest Meditation Centre. When she attained
the fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house inthe fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna, she looked at her mother's house in
Mudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with herMudon town, nine miles away. She saw her mother talking with her
brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-brother in the parlour and she noted their dresses. Then she tele-
phoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her andphoned her mother, asked her whether her son was with her and
whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:whether their dresses were as she had noted. Her mother said:
"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects"yes"; so she was satisfied that she could see far-away objects
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correctly.correctly.correctly.correctly.correctly.

Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-
ment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watch
and she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditating
in the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourth
jhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together all
around the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watch
amid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they went
to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-
Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.

Thus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see things
inside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the above
phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.

• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!

Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] describes the discovery and explanation of the LawLawLawLawLaw
of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, the way kammas bear results, the operations of the Law
of Kamma in detail, and how kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beings
to be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains very
logically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beings
through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-
fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-
vine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditation
(vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SasanÈ Meditation
Centres in Myanmar nowadays.

So we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controlling
our minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, and
this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-
ate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammas
make people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained in
this chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at the
back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.

• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!

Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]     wonderfully describes the Doctrine of Dependent Origi-
nation which demonstrates the rounds of births and deaths of all liv-
ing beings in terms of twelve factors and eleven causal relations, in-
volving ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities.

With his most powerful supernormal knowledge of former existences,
Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha could see all his past existences, past activities,
past events and past experiences up to and beyond his existence of
Sumedha the Hermit, four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousand
world-cycles ago. The Buddha could also see all his past existences in
terms of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and
perishing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his existences
in accordance with the causal relations of the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination. He could also see the past existences and past activities
of other persons.

In International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Meditation Centres,
the meditators, who have discerned and defined ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities in themselves and in others, can trace their
mental streams backward and forward to see at least their three past
existences and as many future existences as they can discern, and
correlate one existence with another existence according to the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. So we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can also
verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-
days. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exis-----
tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 187-20687-20687-20687-20687-206. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be
no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.

• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths

Chapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four Noble
Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.     The Four Noble Truths encompass all ultimate
realities, which consist of ultimate mentalities, ultimate materialities
and NibbÈna. What really exist in the whole world are only ultimate
mentalities and ultimate materialities, which give rise to all living be-
ings and inanimate things. NibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state of
perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,
the causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can be
observed and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnesses
and Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnesseseseseses. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!

So Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they are
very important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truths
comprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noble
Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.
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correctly.correctly.correctly.correctly.correctly.

Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-Again her companion demonstrator from her Physics Depart-
ment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watchment, who was meditating together with her, lost her gold-watch
and she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditatingand she could not find it in any place. When they were meditating
in the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourthin the Meditation Hall, the lady-professor developed the fourth
jhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together alljhÈna, and looked at all places where they have gone together all
around the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watcharound the Meditation Centre compund, and she found the watch
amid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they wentamid some stones under a flower tree. After meditation, they went
to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-to that place and found the watch amid some stones. So the Lady-
Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.Professor's out of body experiment was also verified.

Thus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see thingsThus the lady-Professor had psychic power and could see things
inside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the aboveinside the bodies as well as very far-away objects. All the above
phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.phenomena demonstrated very marvellous properties of the mind.

• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!• Kammas Create all living Beings!

Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] Chapter [6] describes the discovery and explanation of the LawLawLawLawLaw
of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, of Kamma, the way kammas bear results, the operations of the Law
of Kamma in detail, and how kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beingshow kammas give rise to all living beings
to be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains veryto be born in 31 planes of existence. Abhidhamma explains very
logically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beingslogically and rationally how the minds create all living beings
through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-through their kamma-properties, and the explanation can be veri-
fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-fied with wisdom directly either by the supernormal power of Di-
vine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditationvine Eye and YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa or by insight meditation
(vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SasanÈ Meditation
Centres in Myanmar nowadays.

So we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controllingSo we can control our fate, fortune and destiny by controlling
our minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, andour minds wisely with the knowledge of the Law of Kamma, and
this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-this knowledge is very essential in daily living. How kammas cre-
ate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammasate all living beings in 31 planes of existence and how kammas
make people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained inmake people to be different from one another are also explained in
this chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at thethis chapter. The chart of 31 planes of existence is attached at the
back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.back of this book.

• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!• All living Beings are Born Life after Life!

Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]Chapter [7]     wonderfully describes the Doctrine of Dependent Origi-
nation which demonstrates the rounds of births and deaths of all liv-
ing beings in terms of twelve factors and eleven causal relations, in-
volving ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities.

With his most powerful supernormal knowledge of former existences,
Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha Gotama Buddha could see all his past existences, past activities,
past events and past experiences up to and beyond his existence of
Sumedha the Hermit, four asa~kheyyas and one hundred thousand
world-cycles ago. The Buddha could also see all his past existences in
terms of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and
perishing very rapidly and incessantly, connecting all his existences
in accordance with the causal relations of the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination. He could also see the past existences and past activities
of other persons.

In International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Meditation Centres,
the meditators, who have discerned and defined ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities in themselves and in others, can trace their
mental streams backward and forward to see at least their three past
existences and as many future existences as they can discern, and
correlate one existence with another existence according to the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. So we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can alsoSo we can also
verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-verify the truth of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination nowa-
days. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exisdays. Some concrete evidences of past existences and future exis-----
tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 1tences are also described on pages 187-20687-20687-20687-20687-206. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be. Thus there should be
no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.no doubt about past existences and future existences.

• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths• The Noblest Universal Natural Truths

Chapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four NobleChapter [8] vividly and comprehensively describes the Four Noble
Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.Truths and NibbÈna.     The Four Noble Truths encompass all ultimate
realities, which consist of ultimate mentalities, ultimate materialities
and NibbÈna. What really exist in the whole world are only ultimate
mentalities and ultimate materialities, which give rise to all living be-
ings and inanimate things. NibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state ofNibbÈna is the supramundane state of
perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,perfect eternal peace and supreme happiness, where all defilements,
the causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can bethe causes of all suffering, are totally eliminated. NibbÈna can be
observed and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnessesobserved and enjoyed in this very life with Path-Consciousnesses
and Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnessand Fruition consciousnesseseseseses. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!. How nice!

So Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they areSo Four Noble Truths are the greatest natural truths, and they are
very important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truthsvery important, because those who understand the Four Noble Truths
comprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noblecomprehensively, penetratively and vividly will become Noble
Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.Persons (AriyÈs), the highest best attainment in life.
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• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science

Chapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge of
ultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spiiiiiritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.     All the people
want to live happily, but they don't know how to live wisely, happily
and to escape woeful rebirth after death. They don't know the true
causes of unhappiness, worrying till death and woeful rebirth. They
also don't know that they have lived uncountable existences in the
past and they will live on for uncountable existences in the future.

With his most powerful Divine Eye, the Buddha could truly see that
when living beings died, only very few persons (less than one person
in 100,000 persons) were reborn in human realm and celestial realms
and most persons (the rest) were reborn in four woeful abodes — the
animal world, the world of woeful ghosts, the world of demons and
hells. As there are no chances to do meritorious deeds in woeful abodes,
woeful persons were reborn in woeful abodes life after life. When
their previous good kammas conditioned them to be reborn as human
beings, as they didn't know how to live wisely, they were again re-
born in woeful abodes life after life after death. So the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the Buddha
remarked that remarked that remarked that remarked that remarked that the four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homes
of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!

Therefore it is very important to know how to live wisely, happily
and to be reborn in blissful realms life after life after death. Chapter
[9] also explains why the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed by
defilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how to
wage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evil
forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7
categories.categories.categories.categories.categories.

• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress

Chapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind to
attain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddha
knew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimate
realities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beings
from woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and most
beneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deaths
and to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.

The Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds of
worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.     First, they lie dormant in the mind as
latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.     Next, they arise in the mind as moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-
mentsmentsmentsmentsments     when sense-objects appear in the sense-doors. Later, they grow
to gross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilements     and force worldlings to commit evil actions.

There are "ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten
courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".     In committing any one of these evil ac-
tions, immoral minds arise and perish by many billions, depositing
many billion immoral bad kammas in the mental stream. These bad
kammas will bear bad results starting from the present existence, and
will cause woeful rebirth life after life after death.

If we can avoid committing these ten courses of immoral actions,
"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good
conduct"conduct"conduct"conduct"conduct"     will arise. So we shall acquire many billions of powerful
moral kammas, bearing many good results, including blissful rebirth
life after life in human realm and celestial realms.

So the Buddha taught the people to take Threefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in the
Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple Gem,,,,," res-" res-" res-" res-" res-
pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.

As the "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" is the noblest object of veneration, people
will be well protected from all dangers including woeful rebirth, and
they will enjoy great benefits, including blissful rebirth in human realm
and celestial realms life after life.

Though PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla consists of only five noble precepts, the ob-
servers must abstain from committing all the Ten Courses of Immoral
Actions, and accomplish ten courses of Moral Actions simultaneously.
Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-
ness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm to
any living being.any living being.any living being.any living being.any living being.

Keeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deeds
and itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes the
mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-
acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.

Ten courses of immoral actions, ten courses of moral actions, the
procedure for undertaking Threefuld Refuge and PaÒca-SÊla and their
great benefits are described in Chapter [10].
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• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science• The Application of the Knowledge of Ultimate Science

Chapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge ofChapter [9] describes the application of the knowledge of
ultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spultimate realities how to develop Spiiiiiritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.ritual Progress.     All the people
want to live happily, but they don't know how to live wisely, happily
and to escape woeful rebirth after death. They don't know the true
causes of unhappiness, worrying till death and woeful rebirth. They
also don't know that they have lived uncountable existences in the
past and they will live on for uncountable existences in the future.

With his most powerful Divine Eye, the Buddha could truly see that
when living beings died, only very few persons (less than one person
in 100,000 persons) were reborn in human realm and celestial realms
and most persons (the rest) were reborn in four woeful abodes — the
animal world, the world of woeful ghosts, the world of demons and
hells. As there are no chances to do meritorious deeds in woeful abodes,
woeful persons were reborn in woeful abodes life after life. When
their previous good kammas conditioned them to be reborn as human
beings, as they didn't know how to live wisely, they were again re-
born in woeful abodes life after life after death. So the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the BuddhaSo the Buddha
remarked that remarked that remarked that remarked that remarked that the four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homesthe four woeful abodes are the permanent homes
of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!of most worldlings. How terrible it is!

Therefore it is very important to know how to live wisely, happily
and to be reborn in blissful realms life after life after death. Chapter
[9] also explains why the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed bywhy the minds of worldlings are overwhelmed by
defilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how todefilements, why sensual pleasure is not real happiness, how to
wage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evilwage the noble battle against evil forces, classification of evil
forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7forces into 9 categories, and classification of good forces into 7
categories.categories.categories.categories.categories.

• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress• Purification and Development of the Mind for Spiritual Progress

Chapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind toChapter [10] describes how to purify and develop the mind to
attain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddhaattain spiritual progress. With his Omniscient Wisdom, the Buddha
knew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimateknew very well how to make use of his knowledges of ultimate
realities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beingsrealities, natural truths and natural laws to salvage living beings
from woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and mostfrom woeful rebirth, to guide them to live wisely, happily and most
beneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deathsbeneficially, to liberate them from the rounds of births and deaths
and to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnaand to enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.

The Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds ofThe Buddha also knew that defilements exist in the minds of
worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.worldlings in three stages.     First, they lie dormant in the mind as
latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.latent defilements.     Next, they arise in the mind as moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-moderate defile-
mentsmentsmentsmentsments     when sense-objects appear in the sense-doors. Later, they grow
to gross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilementsgross-defilements     and force worldlings to commit evil actions.

There are "ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten"ten courses of immoral actions", also known as "ten
courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".courses of evil conduct".     In committing any one of these evil ac-
tions, immoral minds arise and perish by many billions, depositing
many billion immoral bad kammas in the mental stream. These bad
kammas will bear bad results starting from the present existence, and
will cause woeful rebirth life after life after death.

If we can avoid committing these ten courses of immoral actions,
"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good"ten courses of moral actions", also called "ten courses of good
conduct"conduct"conduct"conduct"conduct"     will arise. So we shall acquire many billions of powerful
moral kammas, bearing many good results, including blissful rebirth
life after life in human realm and celestial realms.

So the Buddha taught the people to take Threefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in theThreefold Refuge in the
Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple GemBuddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, called "Triple Gem,,,,," res-" res-" res-" res-" res-
pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.pectfully and to observe PaÒca-SÊla diligently as the Basic Training.

As the "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" "Triple Gem" is the noblest object of veneration, people
will be well protected from all dangers including woeful rebirth, and
they will enjoy great benefits, including blissful rebirth in human realm
and celestial realms life after life.

Though PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla consists of only five noble precepts, the ob-
servers must abstain from committing all the Ten Courses of Immoral
Actions, and accomplish ten courses of Moral Actions simultaneously.
Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-Thus they live nobly with moral minds, developing loving-kind-
ness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm toness to all living beings to be well and happy, causing no harm to
any living being.any living being.any living being.any living being.any living being.

Keeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deedsKeeping pure morality is the beginning of all meriotrious deeds
and itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes theand itself is the noblest meritorious deed. Pure morality makes the
mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-mind and the person pure, noble, and leads to the best moral char-
acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.acter, personal peace, community-peace and world-peace.

Ten courses of immoral actions, ten courses of moral actions, the
procedure for undertaking Threefuld Refuge and PaÒca-SÊla and their
great benefits are described in Chapter [10].
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Then "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds
for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"     is also briefly and
comprehensively described in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] . It is notable that in
performing any meritorious deed such as alms-giving, observing moral
precepts, undertaking meditation or doing volunteer service in whole-
some deed, one can wish for great wisdom, great wealth, outstanding
beauty, etc., and the wishes can be fulfilled by the power of good
kammas, acquired in performing the meritorious deeds. The best wish
will be: "May this meritorious deed support me to attain NibbÈna soon".

For undertaking tranquillity meditation, the foremost tranquillitytranquillitytranquillitytranquillitytranquillity
meditation, namely, "Mindfulness of Breathing", is described fullymeditation, namely, "Mindfulness of Breathing", is described fullymeditation, namely, "Mindfulness of Breathing", is described fullymeditation, namely, "Mindfulness of Breathing", is described fullymeditation, namely, "Mindfulness of Breathing", is described fully
on pages on pages on pages on pages on pages 274-284274-284274-284274-284274-284 up to the attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara up to the attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara up to the attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara up to the attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara up to the attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna. Based on this jhÈna, the meditator can undertake all otherjhÈna. Based on this jhÈna, the meditator can undertake all otherjhÈna. Based on this jhÈna, the meditator can undertake all otherjhÈna. Based on this jhÈna, the meditator can undertake all otherjhÈna. Based on this jhÈna, the meditator can undertake all other
tranquillity meditations very easily. If he undertakes ten kasiÓa-tranquillity meditations very easily. If he undertakes ten kasiÓa-tranquillity meditations very easily. If he undertakes ten kasiÓa-tranquillity meditations very easily. If he undertakes ten kasiÓa-tranquillity meditations very easily. If he undertakes ten kasiÓa-
meditations, he can easily develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas andmeditations, he can easily develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas andmeditations, he can easily develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas andmeditations, he can easily develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas andmeditations, he can easily develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and
four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. By practising to devefour ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. By practising to devefour ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. By practising to devefour ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. By practising to devefour ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. By practising to develllllop these eight jhÈnasop these eight jhÈnasop these eight jhÈnasop these eight jhÈnasop these eight jhÈnas
very skilfully as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓas with thevery skilfully as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓas with thevery skilfully as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓas with thevery skilfully as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓas with thevery skilfully as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓas with the
exception of light-kasiÓa and space kasiÓa, he can develop sevenexception of light-kasiÓa and space kasiÓa, he can develop sevenexception of light-kasiÓa and space kasiÓa, he can develop sevenexception of light-kasiÓa and space kasiÓa, he can develop sevenexception of light-kasiÓa and space kasiÓa, he can develop seven
supernormal powers as described on pages 2supernormal powers as described on pages 2supernormal powers as described on pages 2supernormal powers as described on pages 2supernormal powers as described on pages 288-29488-29488-29488-29488-294 in Chapter in Chapter in Chapter in Chapter in Chapter
[11]. These supernormal powers are amazingly very powerful.[11]. These supernormal powers are amazingly very powerful.[11]. These supernormal powers are amazingly very powerful.[11]. These supernormal powers are amazingly very powerful.[11]. These supernormal powers are amazingly very powerful.

As described on page 2As described on page 2As described on page 2As described on page 2As described on page 26363636363 in Chapter [10], tranquillity medita- in Chapter [10], tranquillity medita- in Chapter [10], tranquillity medita- in Chapter [10], tranquillity medita- in Chapter [10], tranquillity medita-
tion develops mental concentration by temporarily eliminating mod-tion develops mental concentration by temporarily eliminating mod-tion develops mental concentration by temporarily eliminating mod-tion develops mental concentration by temporarily eliminating mod-tion develops mental concentration by temporarily eliminating mod-
erate defilements and hindrances. When one attains the firsterate defilements and hindrances. When one attains the firsterate defilements and hindrances. When one attains the firsterate defilements and hindrances. When one attains the firsterate defilements and hindrances. When one attains the first
r|pÈr|pÈr|pÈr|pÈr|pÈvvvvvaaaaacccccara jhÈna, the mind becomes pure, very blissful and veryara jhÈna, the mind becomes pure, very blissful and veryara jhÈna, the mind becomes pure, very blissful and veryara jhÈna, the mind becomes pure, very blissful and veryara jhÈna, the mind becomes pure, very blissful and very
powerful, radiating very brilliant and penetrative light, which en-powerful, radiating very brilliant and penetrative light, which en-powerful, radiating very brilliant and penetrative light, which en-powerful, radiating very brilliant and penetrative light, which en-powerful, radiating very brilliant and penetrative light, which en-
ables meditators to see near and far-away objects as well as theables meditators to see near and far-away objects as well as theables meditators to see near and far-away objects as well as theables meditators to see near and far-away objects as well as theables meditators to see near and far-away objects as well as the
internal organs of oneself and of others with closed eyes. Medita-internal organs of oneself and of others with closed eyes. Medita-internal organs of oneself and of others with closed eyes. Medita-internal organs of oneself and of others with closed eyes. Medita-internal organs of oneself and of others with closed eyes. Medita-
tors can also discern ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialitiestors can also discern ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialitiestors can also discern ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialitiestors can also discern ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialitiestors can also discern ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities
and define them with respeand define them with respeand define them with respeand define them with respeand define them with respeccccct to their respective characteristics,t to their respective characteristics,t to their respective characteristics,t to their respective characteristics,t to their respective characteristics,
functions, manifestations and proximate causes for their arising.functions, manifestations and proximate causes for their arising.functions, manifestations and proximate causes for their arising.functions, manifestations and proximate causes for their arising.functions, manifestations and proximate causes for their arising.

As ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are arising andAs ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are arising andAs ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are arising andAs ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are arising andAs ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are arising and
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discern their characteristic marks of discern their characteristic marks of discern their characteristic marks of discern their characteristic marks of discern their characteristic marks of impermanence, suffering andimpermanence, suffering andimpermanence, suffering andimpermanence, suffering andimpermanence, suffering and
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ChapterChapterChapterChapterChaptersssss [11]  [11]  [11]  [11]  [11] and and and and and [1[1[1[1[122222]]]]]     describe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teaching
of the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of the
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dom.dom.dom.dom.dom.

The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-
tion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highest
development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.
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Buddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, which
are the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minddddd in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also
describeddescribeddescribeddescribeddescribed.....

To achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundane
level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-
ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-
tain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively described in  in  in  in  in ChapterChapterChapterChapterChapter
[12][12][12][12][12]

• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the Puuuuurity of View rity of View rity of View rity of View rity of View (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)

So meditators undertake the "meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-
mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" (described on pp. 53-55) to break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the body
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Then "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious DeedsThen "the Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds
for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"for greater Happiness and greater Benefits"     is also briefly and
comprehensively described in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] in Chapter [10] . It is notable that in
performing any meritorious deed such as alms-giving, observing moral
precepts, undertaking meditation or doing volunteer service in whole-
some deed, one can wish for great wisdom, great wealth, outstanding
beauty, etc., and the wishes can be fulfilled by the power of good
kammas, acquired in performing the meritorious deeds. The best wish
will be: "May this meritorious deed support me to attain NibbÈna soon".
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Noble Persons called Stream-Winners, the best attainment in life.Noble Persons called Stream-Winners, the best attainment in life.Noble Persons called Stream-Winners, the best attainment in life.Noble Persons called Stream-Winners, the best attainment in life.Noble Persons called Stream-Winners, the best attainment in life.

• The Highest Development of the Mind• The Highest Development of the Mind• The Highest Development of the Mind• The Highest Development of the Mind• The Highest Development of the Mind

ChapterChapterChapterChapterChaptersssss [11]  [11]  [11]  [11]  [11] and and and and and [1[1[1[1[122222]]]]]     describe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teachingdescribe the Buddha's highest teaching
of the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of theof the Noble Eightfold Path for the highest develpment of the
mind. The eight factors of the Noble Path can be classified as themind. The eight factors of the Noble Path can be classified as themind. The eight factors of the Noble Path can be classified as themind. The eight factors of the Noble Path can be classified as themind. The eight factors of the Noble Path can be classified as the
Noble ThreefNoble ThreefNoble ThreefNoble ThreefNoble Threefooooold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wis-ld Training of Morality, Concentration and Wis-ld Training of Morality, Concentration and Wis-ld Training of Morality, Concentration and Wis-ld Training of Morality, Concentration and Wis-
dom.dom.dom.dom.dom.

The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-The Buddha taught in detail how to develop morality, concentra-
tion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highesttion and wisdom together to the highest level to attain the highest
development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.development of the mind.

To develop pure morality, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure morality, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure morality, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure morality, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure morality, meditators have to cultivate the higher
morality morality morality morality morality (adhisÊla), (adhisÊla), (adhisÊla), (adhisÊla), (adhisÊla), consisting of the Fourfconsisting of the Fourfconsisting of the Fourfconsisting of the Fourfconsisting of the Fourfooooold Morality for Overallld Morality for Overallld Morality for Overallld Morality for Overallld Morality for Overall
Purity Purity Purity Purity Purity (Catuparisuddhi SÊla)(Catuparisuddhi SÊla)(Catuparisuddhi SÊla)(Catuparisuddhi SÊla)(Catuparisuddhi SÊla), , , , , namely, namely, namely, namely, namely, PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla,PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla,PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla,PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla,PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla,
Indriya-saÑvara SÊla, ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla Indriya-saÑvara SÊla, ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla Indriya-saÑvara SÊla, ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla Indriya-saÑvara SÊla, ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla Indriya-saÑvara SÊla, ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla and and and and and Paccaya-sannissÊtaPaccaya-sannissÊtaPaccaya-sannissÊtaPaccaya-sannissÊtaPaccaya-sannissÊta
SÊla. SÊla. SÊla. SÊla. SÊla. The cultivation of these moralities are briefly described.The cultivation of these moralities are briefly described.The cultivation of these moralities are briefly described.The cultivation of these moralities are briefly described.The cultivation of these moralities are briefly described.

To develop pure mind, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure mind, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure mind, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure mind, meditators have to cultivate the higherTo develop pure mind, meditators have to cultivate the higher
concentration concentration concentration concentration concentration (adhisamÈdhi), (adhisamÈdhi), (adhisamÈdhi), (adhisamÈdhi), (adhisamÈdhi), consisting of four-r|pÈcavara jhÈnasconsisting of four-r|pÈcavara jhÈnasconsisting of four-r|pÈcavara jhÈnasconsisting of four-r|pÈcavara jhÈnasconsisting of four-r|pÈcavara jhÈnas
and four ar|pÈcavara jhÈnas. To develop these jhÈnas, the medita-and four ar|pÈcavara jhÈnas. To develop these jhÈnas, the medita-and four ar|pÈcavara jhÈnas. To develop these jhÈnas, the medita-and four ar|pÈcavara jhÈnas. To develop these jhÈnas, the medita-and four ar|pÈcavara jhÈnas. To develop these jhÈnas, the medita-
tion on Mindfulness of Breathing tion on Mindfulness of Breathing tion on Mindfulness of Breathing tion on Mindfulness of Breathing tion on Mindfulness of Breathing (ŒnÈpÈnassati) (ŒnÈpÈnassati) (ŒnÈpÈnassati) (ŒnÈpÈnassati) (ŒnÈpÈnassati) and ten KasiÓa-and ten KasiÓa-and ten KasiÓa-and ten KasiÓa-and ten KasiÓa-
Meditations are comprehensively described. Practising to developMeditations are comprehensively described. Practising to developMeditations are comprehensively described. Practising to developMeditations are comprehensively described. Practising to developMeditations are comprehensively described. Practising to develop
these eight jhÈnas on eight kasiÓas in 14 ways as taught by thethese eight jhÈnas on eight kasiÓas in 14 ways as taught by thethese eight jhÈnas on eight kasiÓas in 14 ways as taught by thethese eight jhÈnas on eight kasiÓas in 14 ways as taught by thethese eight jhÈnas on eight kasiÓas in 14 ways as taught by the
Buddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, whichBuddha to develop five or seven supernormal knowledges, which
are the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minare the highest development of the minddddd in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also in mundane level, is also
describeddescribeddescribeddescribeddescribed.....

To achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundaneTo achieve the highest development of the mind in supramundane
level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-level, we have to purify the mind to be totally free from all defile-
ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-ments, including latent defilements. The practical methods to at-
tain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively describedtain total purification are also comprehensively described in  in  in  in  in ChapterChapterChapterChapterChapter
[12][12][12][12][12]

• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the P• Developing the Puuuuurity of View rity of View rity of View rity of View rity of View (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)

So meditators undertake the "meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-"meditation of definining four pri-
mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" mary elements" (described on pp. 53-55) to break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the bodyto break down the body
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into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-
idly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, but
meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-
terial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respective
characterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifeeeeestations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causes
for for for for for their arising.their arising.their arising.their arising.their arising.

To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,     comprising conscious-
ness and mental factors, meditators must develop the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna, that they have attained, and observe the cognitive series of
consciousnesses which arise at the six sense-doors. When a visible
object appears at the eye-door and the mind-door simultaneously, eye-
door cognitive series arises and perishes to know the sense-object
roughly, followed by several mind-door cognitive series to know the
sense-object in detail.

Since consciousnesses or minds arise and perish one after another
very quicly at the rate of more than one thousand billion minds per
eye-wink according to Abhidhamma Commentary, we cannot see the
cognitive series that arise and perish so quickly. However, after they
perish, they reappear in the mind-door as they were recorded by the
computer-minds. Then meditators can discern and define each con-
sciousness and each mental factor, present in each mental group or
mind, with wisdom by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations and proximate causes for their arising. (See pp. 63-65)

The knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mental
factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respective
characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes for
their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as "the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-
Materiality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa Paaaaariccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). This knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is the
land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.

This knowledge is very noble. When meditators vividly have seen,
discerned and defined with wisdom precisely all ultimate mentalities
and all materialities, they are convinced that only mentalities and ma-
terialities exist in living beings, and as they are arising and perishing
very rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called 'per-
son', 'self', 'soul', 'ego' or 'atta', they can dismiss the wrong views of
'personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief',     thinking that, 'person', 'self', 'I', 'you' really ex-
ist, and 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', thinking that 'ego', 'soul', 'atta' really exist. As

no person, no soul exist, no Almighty God, who created them, really
exists.

The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'
makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-
out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,
and and and and and an obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The former
British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "SSSSSelf-elf-elf-elf-elf-
ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."

• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts

Then meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causes
which produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat and
nutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are the
productive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve bases
(Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) comprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and six
external bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist in
ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.

Next to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences and
future existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those who
could discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities in
oneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamsssss backward to backward to backward to backward to backward to
past existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discern
at least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences as
many existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existence
with another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid of
all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.
Concrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about passssst existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences are
also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. 184-206184-206184-206184-206184-206.....

So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"
(Ka~khÈ-vitaraÓa Visuddhi).

Moreover, meditators have discerned natural causes which give rise
to mentalities and materialities. Now they have discerned clearly the
causal relations of Dependent Origination from their third past exis-
tences to their last future existences and they can observe the whole
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into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-into material groups, which are arising and perishing very rap-
idly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, butidly and incessantly. These material groups are indivisible, but
meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-meditators can discern ultimate materialities present in each ma-
terial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respectiveterial group with wisdom and define them by their respective
characterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifcharacterisitcs, functions, manifeeeeestations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causesstations and proximate causes
for for for for for their arising.their arising.their arising.their arising.their arising.

To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,To discern and define ultimate mentalities,     comprising conscious-
ness and mental factors, meditators must develop the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna, that they have attained, and observe the cognitive series of
consciousnesses which arise at the six sense-doors. When a visible
object appears at the eye-door and the mind-door simultaneously, eye-
door cognitive series arises and perishes to know the sense-object
roughly, followed by several mind-door cognitive series to know the
sense-object in detail.

Since consciousnesses or minds arise and perish one after another
very quicly at the rate of more than one thousand billion minds per
eye-wink according to Abhidhamma Commentary, we cannot see the
cognitive series that arise and perish so quickly. However, after they
perish, they reappear in the mind-door as they were recorded by the
computer-minds. Then meditators can discern and define each con-
sciousness and each mental factor, present in each mental group or
mind, with wisdom by their respective characteristics, functions, mani-
festations and proximate causes for their arising. (See pp. 63-65)

The knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mental
factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respectivefactor and each ultimate materiality by means of their respective
characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes forcharacteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes for
their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as their arising is known as "the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-"the Knowledge of Defining Mentality-
Materiality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa PMateriality" (NÈma-R|pa Paaaaariccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). riccheda-ÒÈÓa). This knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is theThis knowledge is the
land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.land-mark of the Purity of View.

This knowledge is very noble. When meditators vividly have seen,
discerned and defined with wisdom precisely all ultimate mentalities
and all materialities, they are convinced that only mentalities and ma-
terialities exist in living beings, and as they are arising and perishing
very rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called 'per-
son', 'self', 'soul', 'ego' or 'atta', they can dismiss the wrong views of
'personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief','personality-belief',     thinking that, 'person', 'self', 'I', 'you' really ex-
ist, and 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', 'ego-illusion', thinking that 'ego', 'soul', 'atta' really exist. As

no person, no soul exist, no Almighty God, who created them, really
exists.

The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'The basic wrong view of 'personality-belief' and 'self-illusion'
makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-makes one very selfish and proud, thinking only for oneself with-
out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,out regard to others. It is very sensitive to insult, ready for a fight,
and and and and and an obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The formeran obstacle to personal peace and world-peace. The former
British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "British Prime Minister, William Gladstone, correctly stated: "SSSSSelf-elf-elf-elf-elf-
ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."ishness is the greatest curse to humanity."

• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts• Developing the Purity by Transcending Doubts

Then meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causesThen meditators need to investigate and verify that the four causes
which produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat andwhich produce materialities are kamma, consciousness, heat and
nutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are thenutriment, and that the causes which give rise to mentalities are the
productive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve basesproductive kamma of the present existence and the twelve bases
(Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) (Èyatanas) comprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and sixcomprising six internal bases or six sense-doors and six
external bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist inexternal bases or six sense-objects. So no unnatural causes exist in
ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.ultimate science as in material sciences.

Next to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences andNext to get rid of all the doubts about one's past existences and
future existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causalfuture existences, meditators need to discern and verify the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those whorelations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Those who
could discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities incould discern and define ultimate materialities and mentalities in
oneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamoneself and in others, could trace their mental streamsssss backward to backward to backward to backward to backward to
past existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In Internationalpast existences and forward to future existences. In International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discernPa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsanÈ Centres, meditators need to discern
at least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences asat least their three past existences and their future existences as
many existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existencemany existences as they can see, and then correlate one existence
with another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependentwith another existence according to the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid ofOrigination. If they can successfully correlate, they can get rid of
all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.all the doubts about their past existences and future existences.
Concrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about paConcrete evidences about passssst existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences aret existences and future existences are
also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. also described on pp. 184-206184-206184-206184-206184-206.....

So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"So meditators also attained "the Purity by Transcending Doubts"
(Ka~khÈ-vitaraÓa Visuddhi).

Moreover, meditators have discerned natural causes which give rise
to mentalities and materialities. Now they have discerned clearly the
causal relations of Dependent Origination from their third past exis-
tences to their last future existences and they can observe the whole
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series of mentalities and materialities, extending from their most past
existence to their last future existence as the Buddha has seen. So they
have no doubt about being born life after life according to the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination.

So they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the Causes
of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).

The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-
tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" (NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-pariccheeeeeda-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" and "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Know-----
ledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialities"""""
(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) are very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attaining
these two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertake insight medita- insight medita- insight medita- insight medita- insight medita-
tion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arising
of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.

• Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation (VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)

Meditators, who have discerned and defined all ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities correctly in themselves and in others, in past
existences, present existences and future existences, and also have
developed the purity of morality, the purity of the mind, the purity of
view and the purity by transcending doubts, can undertake insight
meditation properly as taught by the Buddha.

Nowadays many meditation-centres are teaching insight meditation
without developing the right concentration, without discerning and
defining ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, and without
discerning the three characteristic marks of existence, namely, imper-
manence, suffering and not-self. So they are not teaching vipassanÈ
meditation as taught by the Buddha.

Some teachers also said that just by meditating on one mentality or
one materiality will lead to the realization of NibbÈna. This is not true.

Abhidhamma Commentary (1, 271) and Visuddhi Magga Commen-
tary (2, 300) comment that:

(1) meditating on materialities alone will not lead to the Path-wisdom;
(2) meditating on mentalities alone will not lead to the Path-wisdom;
(3) meditating on only five internal aggregates will not lead to the

Path-wisdom;
(4) meditating on only five external aggregates will not lead to the

Path-wisdom. How should one meditate to attain Path-wisdom?

According to the instructions in Visuddhi Magga (MahÈsÊ 4, 282-
283), PaÔisambhidÈ PÈÄi (51-52), Samyutta PÈÄi (2,258), M|lapaÓÓÈsa
Commentary (1, 281), one must meditate on all internal materialities
and mentalities, all external materialities and mentalities, all mundane
ultimate materialities and mentalities which represent the causal rela-
tions of Dependent Origination, pertaining to the past, the present and
the future, by reflecting repeatedly as ‘anicca, anicca’ (impermanence,
impermanence), ‘dukkha, dukkha’ (suffering, suffering), and ‘anatta,
anatta’ (not-self, not-self).

The insight meditation as taught by the Buddha was briefly and
comprehensively described in Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] . When meditators can
develop ten insight knowledges correctly, supramundane Path-con-
sciousness and Friuition-consciousness will arise. They will reaThey will reaThey will reaThey will reaThey will realllllizeizeizeizeize
NibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest and
best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.
• Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)
1. Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of defining mentalities and

materialities as impermanence, suffering and not-self.

2. UdayabUdayabUdayabUdayabUdayabbbbbbaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning distinctly men-
talities-materialities at their arising moments and perishing mo-
ments together with their three characteristics.

3. Bha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning only the very rapid
incessant dissolution and perishing of mentality-materiality.

4. Bhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning the fearful nature of
the very rapidly perishing mentality-materiality which appears as
terror.

5. ŒdŒdŒdŒdŒdÊÊÊÊÊnava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of realizing the faults and
unsatisfactoriness of all mentalities and materialities.

6. NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of feeling bored and disgusted
with mentalities-materialities as they have faults.

7. MuMuMuMuMuÒÒÒÒÒcicicicicitttttukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the strong desire for
the deliverance from the bondage of all mentalities and materialities.

8. Patisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of exertion for deliverance
by reinvestigating all mentalities-materialities in terms of their
three characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self.
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series of mentalities and materialities, extending from their most past
existence to their last future existence as the Buddha has seen. So they
have no doubt about being born life after life according to the causal
relations of the Doctrine of Dependent Origination.

So they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the CausesSo they also attained "the Knowledge of Discerning the Causes
of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" of Mentalities and Materialities" (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa).

The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-The two knowledges, namely, "the Knowledge of Defining Men-
tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" tality-materiality" (NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-paricch(NÈna-r|pa-pariccheeeeeda-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" da-ÒÈÓa)" and "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Knowand "the Know-----
ledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialitiesledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentalities and Materialities"""""
(Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) (Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa) are very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attainingare very important. Only after attaining
these two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertakethese two Knowledges can Meditators undertake insight medita- insight medita- insight medita- insight medita- insight medita-
tion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arisingtion properly, and they constitute the foundation for the arising
of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.of ten insight knowledges.

• Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation • Undertaking Insight Meditation (VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)(VipassanÈ-BhÈvanÈ)

Meditators, who have discerned and defined all ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities correctly in themselves and in others, in past
existences, present existences and future existences, and also have
developed the purity of morality, the purity of the mind, the purity of
view and the purity by transcending doubts, can undertake insight
meditation properly as taught by the Buddha.

Nowadays many meditation-centres are teaching insight meditation
without developing the right concentration, without discerning and
defining ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, and without
discerning the three characteristic marks of existence, namely, imper-
manence, suffering and not-self. So they are not teaching vipassanÈ
meditation as taught by the Buddha.

Some teachers also said that just by meditating on one mentality or
one materiality will lead to the realization of NibbÈna. This is not true.

Abhidhamma Commentary (1, 271) and Visuddhi Magga Commen-
tary (2, 300) comment that:

(1) meditating on materialities alone will not lead to the Path-wisdom;
(2) meditating on mentalities alone will not lead to the Path-wisdom;
(3) meditating on only five internal aggregates will not lead to the

Path-wisdom;
(4) meditating on only five external aggregates will not lead to the

Path-wisdom. How should one meditate to attain Path-wisdom?

According to the instructions in Visuddhi Magga (MahÈsÊ 4, 282-
283), PaÔisambhidÈ PÈÄi (51-52), Samyutta PÈÄi (2,258), M|lapaÓÓÈsa
Commentary (1, 281), one must meditate on all internal materialities
and mentalities, all external materialities and mentalities, all mundane
ultimate materialities and mentalities which represent the causal rela-
tions of Dependent Origination, pertaining to the past, the present and
the future, by reflecting repeatedly as ‘anicca, anicca’ (impermanence,
impermanence), ‘dukkha, dukkha’ (suffering, suffering), and ‘anatta,
anatta’ (not-self, not-self).

The insight meditation as taught by the Buddha was briefly and
comprehensively described in Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] Chapter [12] . When meditators can
develop ten insight knowledges correctly, supramundane Path-con-
sciousness and Friuition-consciousness will arise. They will reaThey will reaThey will reaThey will reaThey will realllllizeizeizeizeize
NibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest andNibbÈna and become Noble Persons, which is the noblest and
best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.best attainment in life.
• Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges • Ten Insight Knowledges (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)(VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas)
1. Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of defining mentalities and

materialities as impermanence, suffering and not-self.

2. UdayabUdayabUdayabUdayabUdayabbbbbbaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓaaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning distinctly men-
talities-materialities at their arising moments and perishing mo-
ments together with their three characteristics.

3. Bha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning only the very rapid
incessant dissolution and perishing of mentality-materiality.

4. Bhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓaBhaya-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of discerning the fearful nature of
the very rapidly perishing mentality-materiality which appears as
terror.

5. ŒdŒdŒdŒdŒdÊÊÊÊÊnava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa nava-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of realizing the faults and
unsatisfactoriness of all mentalities and materialities.

6. NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓaNibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of feeling bored and disgusted
with mentalities-materialities as they have faults.

7. MuMuMuMuMuÒÒÒÒÒcicicicicitttttukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of the strong desire for
the deliverance from the bondage of all mentalities and materialities.

8. Patisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPatisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of exertion for deliverance
by reinvestigating all mentalities-materialities in terms of their
three characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self.
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9. Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of equanimity or men-
tal balance without love and hatred towards all mentalities and
materialities as they are arising and perishing naturally.

10. Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa — conformity-knowledge which conforms to
the functions of truth both in the nine preceeding insight-knowledges
and in the 37 factors of enlightenment which follow.

After developing the above ten insight-knowledges, the following
Path-attainment Cognitive Series arises.

• Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series (Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)
Manda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈ —  —  —  —  — Slow-witted Person:

"Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Bha-"

Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Quick-witted Person:

"Na-Da-Ma-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Phala-Bha-"

Na = Bhava~ga-calana = vibrating life-continuum consciousness

Da = Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off life-continuum consciousness

Ma = ManodvÈrÈvajjana = mind-door directing consciousness and
      determining consciousness

Pa = Parikamma = preparation for Magga to arise

U = UpacÈra = proximity of Magga (Path-consciousness)

Nu = Anuloma = connection between parikamma and Magga.

Go = Gotrabhu = it cuts the worldling-lineage to form the

                holy-lineage; it sees NibbÈna.

Magga = Path-consciousness; Phala = Fruition-consciousness

Bha = life-continuum consciousness

When one of three characteristic marks appears at the mind-door,
life-continuum consciousness vibrates twice and the bhava~ga-stream
is cut off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma) takes notice of the
characteristic mark and decides whether it is good or bad.

Then sense-sphere moral consciousnesses, associated with wisdom
(mahÈkusala-ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas), which function as neighbour-
hood-concentration javana cittas, arise four times in persons of slow-
wisdom as parikamma, upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, or three times

in persons of quick-wisdom as upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, which
takes NibbÈna as its object.

Immediately after gotrabhu, SotÈpatti-Path-Consciousness (SotÈpatti
Magga-Citta) arises once, taking NibbÈna as its object, and SotÈpatti-
Fruition-Consciousness, also taking NibbÈna as its object, arises two
times in slow-witted person and three times in quick-witted person.

Although Path-consciousness arises just once, it accomplishes four
functions simultaneously, that is, realizing the Four Noble Truths:

(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,

(2) eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering,

(3) realization of NibbÈna (the third Noble Truth), and

(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path

(the Fourth Noble Truth).

SotÈpatti-Path-Wisdom totally eliminates two defilements, namely,
wrong view (diÔÔhi) and sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), and also the coarse
properties, which can send the meditator to woeful abodes, of the
remaining defilements.

Those meditators, who attain SotÈpatti Path-consciousness and
SotÈpatti Fruition-consciousness become Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; they are
Noble Persons, who have entered the stream leading to NibbÈna, mean-
ing that they will automatically become Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants in due course without
undertaking meditation any more.

Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners will not commit any evil action and they will never
be born in woeful abodes. They can live most happily, enjoying the
eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna as much as they like. It isIt isIt isIt isIt is
better to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarch
or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.

If Stream-Winners undertake vipassanÈ meditation again, they will
become Once-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returners     when they can develop SakadÈgÈmi Path-
consciousness and SakadÈgÈmi Fruition-consciousness. Once return-
ers have less greed (rÈga), less anger (dosa) and less delusion (moha)
than Stream-winners; so they are nobler than stream-winners and will
be reborn in sense-sphere only once.

If once-returners undertake vipassanÈ-meditation again, they will
become Non-returners when they can develop AnÈgÈmi Path-con-
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9. Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa — the knowledge of equanimity or men-
tal balance without love and hatred towards all mentalities and
materialities as they are arising and perishing naturally.

10. Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa — conformity-knowledge which conforms to
the functions of truth both in the nine preceeding insight-knowledges
and in the 37 factors of enlightenment which follow.

After developing the above ten insight-knowledges, the following
Path-attainment Cognitive Series arises.

• Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series • Path-Attainment Cognitive Series (Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)(Magga AppanÈ Vithi)
Manda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈManda-paÒÒÈ —  —  —  —  — Slow-witted Person:

"Na-Da-Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Bha-"

Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Tikkha-paÒÒÈ — Quick-witted Person:

"Na-Da-Ma-U-Nu-Go-Magga-Phala-Phala-Phala-Bha-"

Na = Bhava~ga-calana = vibrating life-continuum consciousness

Da = Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off life-continuum consciousness

Ma = ManodvÈrÈvajjana = mind-door directing consciousness and
      determining consciousness

Pa = Parikamma = preparation for Magga to arise

U = UpacÈra = proximity of Magga (Path-consciousness)

Nu = Anuloma = connection between parikamma and Magga.

Go = Gotrabhu = it cuts the worldling-lineage to form the

                holy-lineage; it sees NibbÈna.

Magga = Path-consciousness; Phala = Fruition-consciousness

Bha = life-continuum consciousness

When one of three characteristic marks appears at the mind-door,
life-continuum consciousness vibrates twice and the bhava~ga-stream
is cut off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma) takes notice of the
characteristic mark and decides whether it is good or bad.

Then sense-sphere moral consciousnesses, associated with wisdom
(mahÈkusala-ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas), which function as neighbour-
hood-concentration javana cittas, arise four times in persons of slow-
wisdom as parikamma, upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, or three times

in persons of quick-wisdom as upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, which
takes NibbÈna as its object.

Immediately after gotrabhu, SotÈpatti-Path-Consciousness (SotÈpatti
Magga-Citta) arises once, taking NibbÈna as its object, and SotÈpatti-
Fruition-Consciousness, also taking NibbÈna as its object, arises two
times in slow-witted person and three times in quick-witted person.

Although Path-consciousness arises just once, it accomplishes four
functions simultaneously, that is, realizing the Four Noble Truths:

(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,

(2) eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering,

(3) realization of NibbÈna (the third Noble Truth), and

(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path

(the Fourth Noble Truth).

SotÈpatti-Path-Wisdom totally eliminates two defilements, namely,
wrong view (diÔÔhi) and sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), and also the coarse
properties, which can send the meditator to woeful abodes, of the
remaining defilements.

Those meditators, who attain SotÈpatti Path-consciousness and
SotÈpatti Fruition-consciousness become Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; Stream-Winners; they are
Noble Persons, who have entered the stream leading to NibbÈna, mean-
ing that they will automatically become Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants in due course without
undertaking meditation any more.

Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners Stream-Winners will not commit any evil action and they will never
be born in woeful abodes. They can live most happily, enjoying the
eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna as much as they like. It isIt isIt isIt isIt is
better to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarchbetter to be a stream-winner rather than to be a universal monarch
or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.or a celestial king.

If Stream-Winners undertake vipassanÈ meditation again, they will
become Once-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returnersOnce-returners     when they can develop SakadÈgÈmi Path-
consciousness and SakadÈgÈmi Fruition-consciousness. Once return-
ers have less greed (rÈga), less anger (dosa) and less delusion (moha)
than Stream-winners; so they are nobler than stream-winners and will
be reborn in sense-sphere only once.

If once-returners undertake vipassanÈ-meditation again, they will
become Non-returners when they can develop AnÈgÈmi Path-con-
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sciousness and AnÈgÈmi Fruition-consciousness. AnÈgami Path-wis-
dom totally eliminates the defilement "anger" and two fetters: "ill will
and attachment to sensual pleasure" (paÔigha, kÈma-rÈga). So they have
no anger, no ill-will no enjoyment of sensual pleasure and they will
not be reborn in sense-sphere. They will be born in Brahma-realms
and will become Arahants in due course.

If Non-returners undertake vipassanÈ-meditation again, they will
become Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants when they can develop Arahatta Path-conscious-
ness and Arahatta Fruition-consciousness. Arahatta Path-wisdom will
totally eliminate all the remaining defilements and fetters in them. AsAsAsAsAs
their minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totally
pure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblest
supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-
ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!

• • • • • Material Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended to     Supreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme Science

  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a
very high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They have
produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-
nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-
ments. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot produce
spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.

Every living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . As
only the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decide
and act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. In
fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,
so it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces all
material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-
ture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstrated
that it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines the
fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].

So it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalities
which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-
rialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and all
psychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiesssss and and and and and

ultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all the
nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-
ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-
timate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supreme
science can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development and
spiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people from
woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.

So material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should be
developed together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritual
progress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and the
highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.

Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,
cannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave the
way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-
preme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can prevent
the Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way to
establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!

So material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science to
know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-
tences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is most
impoimpoimpoimpoimporrrrrtant in life, and the best civilization, to achieve personaltant in life, and the best civilization, to achieve personaltant in life, and the best civilization, to achieve personaltant in life, and the best civilization, to achieve personaltant in life, and the best civilization, to achieve personal
peace, community-peace and world peace, to pave the way to livepeace, community-peace and world peace, to pave the way to livepeace, community-peace and world peace, to pave the way to livepeace, community-peace and world peace, to pave the way to livepeace, community-peace and world peace, to pave the way to live
harmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothers
and sisters, to eliminate all crimes, quarrels, fightings, violence,and sisters, to eliminate all crimes, quarrels, fightings, violence,and sisters, to eliminate all crimes, quarrels, fightings, violence,and sisters, to eliminate all crimes, quarrels, fightings, violence,and sisters, to eliminate all crimes, quarrels, fightings, violence,
aggression and all evil actions to escape woeful rebrith after deathaggression and all evil actions to escape woeful rebrith after deathaggression and all evil actions to escape woeful rebrith after deathaggression and all evil actions to escape woeful rebrith after deathaggression and all evil actions to escape woeful rebrith after death
and to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totally
from all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actions
and all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level by
developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-
Wisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble Persons
(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs) and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the
highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!
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sciousness and AnÈgÈmi Fruition-consciousness. AnÈgami Path-wis-
dom totally eliminates the defilement "anger" and two fetters: "ill will
and attachment to sensual pleasure" (paÔigha, kÈma-rÈga). So they have
no anger, no ill-will no enjoyment of sensual pleasure and they will
not be reborn in sense-sphere. They will be born in Brahma-realms
and will become Arahants in due course.

If Non-returners undertake vipassanÈ-meditation again, they will
become Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants Arahants when they can develop Arahatta Path-conscious-
ness and Arahatta Fruition-consciousness. Arahatta Path-wisdom will
totally eliminate all the remaining defilements and fetters in them. AsAsAsAsAs
their minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totallytheir minds are totally free from defilements, they become totally
pure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblestpure and very noble. They achieve the highest and noblest
supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-supranundane mental development and the highest and best attain-
ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!ment in life!

• • • • • Material Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended toMaterial Sciences should be Extended to     Supreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme ScienceSupreme Science

  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a  Nowadays scientists have developed material sciences to a
very high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They havevery high level, achieving great material progress. They have
produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-produced many wonderful things for comfortable living, conve-
nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-nient travelling, space communication and various material enjoy-
ments. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot producements. But they cannot study the mind yet; so they cannot produce
spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.spiritual progress and spiritual development.

Every living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . AsEvery living being on earth is composed of mind and body . As
only the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decideonly the mind, not the body, can know, feel, think, reason, decide
and act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. Inand act, the mind is the  leader, and the body is the follower. In
fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,fact, the mind controls everyone’s thoughts, speeches and actions,
so it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces allso it controls the whole world. It is the mind that produces all
material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-material sciences, psychology, philosophy, languages and litera-
ture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstratedture, culture and civilization. The Buddha has also demonstrated
that it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines thethat it is the mind that creates all living beings and determines the
fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].fate and fortune of every living being as described in Chapter [6].

So it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalitiesSo it is most important to study about all ultimate mentalities
which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-which are the ultimate components of the mind, all ultimate mate-
rialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and allrialities which are not known in material sciences, and all
psychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiepsychophyscial phenomena which involve ultimate mentalitiesssss and and and and and

ultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all theultimate materialities, to know and understand completely all the
nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-nature and features of the mind and human existences. The know-
ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-ledge that we can get from such study can be designated as "Ul-
timate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supremetimate Science" or "Supreme Science". Only spiritual supreme
science can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development andscience can produce spiritual progress, spiritual development and
spiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people fromspiritual benefits to the highest level and can salvage people from
woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.woeful rebirth.

So material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should beSo material sciences and spiritual supreme science should be
developed together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritualdeveloped together to give us both material progress and spiritual
progress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and theprogress as well as the highest physical achievement and the
highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.highest and best mental attainment.

Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,Material Sciences cannot prevent woeful rebirth after death,
cannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave thecannot prevent the Third World War from arising, cannot pave the
way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-way to Eternal World Peace, whereas Ultimate Science or Su-
preme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can preventpreme Science can prevent woeful rebirth after death, can prevent
the Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way tothe Thrid World War from arising, and can pave the way to
establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!establish lasting World Peace!

So material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science toSo material sciences should be extended to Supreme Science to
know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-know about the mind and the psychophyscial phenomena of exis-
tences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is mosttences in detail, to develop the best moral character, which is most
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harmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothersharmoniously, friendly and happily with all human beings as brothers
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and to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totallyand to enjoy blissful rebirth life after life, to purify the mind totally
from all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actionsfrom all defilements, which are the main causes of all evil actions
and all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level byand all suffuring, and to develop the mind to the highest level by
developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-developing the highest and noblest wisdom, called four Path-
Wisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble PersonsWisdoms, and four Fruition-Wisdoms to become Noble Persons
(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs)(AriyÈs) and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the and Arahants (Perfect Noble Persons), which are the
highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!highest, noblest and best attainment in life!
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• • • • • What are Ultimate Materialities (R|pas)What are Ultimate Materialities (R|pas)What are Ultimate Materialities (R|pas)What are Ultimate Materialities (R|pas)What are Ultimate Materialities (R|pas)1414141414

Ultimate materialities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate materialities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate materialities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate materialities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate materialities are the ultimate basic components of the
bodies of all living beings and all inanimate things. They arebodies of all living beings and all inanimate things. They arebodies of all living beings and all inanimate things. They arebodies of all living beings and all inanimate things. They arebodies of all living beings and all inanimate things. They are
included in ultimate realities that really exist in the universe.included in ultimate realities that really exist in the universe.included in ultimate realities that really exist in the universe.included in ultimate realities that really exist in the universe.included in ultimate realities that really exist in the universe.

Ultimate materiality is similar to matter and energy known inUltimate materiality is similar to matter and energy known inUltimate materiality is similar to matter and energy known inUltimate materiality is similar to matter and energy known inUltimate materiality is similar to matter and energy known in
science; but it is much more subtle and finer. It is so subtle that itscience; but it is much more subtle and finer. It is so subtle that itscience; but it is much more subtle and finer. It is so subtle that itscience; but it is much more subtle and finer. It is so subtle that itscience; but it is much more subtle and finer. It is so subtle that it
cannot arise individually; it arises as material groups cannot arise individually; it arises as material groups cannot arise individually; it arises as material groups cannot arise individually; it arises as material groups cannot arise individually; it arises as material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas).(r|pa-kalÈpas).(r|pa-kalÈpas).(r|pa-kalÈpas).(r|pa-kalÈpas).
Each material group consists of 8, 9, 10 or more ultimate materi-Each material group consists of 8, 9, 10 or more ultimate materi-Each material group consists of 8, 9, 10 or more ultimate materi-Each material group consists of 8, 9, 10 or more ultimate materi-Each material group consists of 8, 9, 10 or more ultimate materi-
alities, and it is comparable in size to electron according to thealities, and it is comparable in size to electron according to thealities, and it is comparable in size to electron according to thealities, and it is comparable in size to electron according to thealities, and it is comparable in size to electron according to the
following reference.following reference.following reference.following reference.following reference.

Each material group is of the size of 1/105 of atom in the human
realm and much finer in celestial realms according to Buddhist
literature.

According to the 'Dictionary of Science15,

Effective size of atom = 10-10m

Effective size of electron = 10-15m

So the size of electron = 10-5 or 1/105 of atom

So  the size of electron = size of material group

• The Practical Analysis of the Body• The Practical Analysis of the Body• The Practical Analysis of the Body• The Practical Analysis of the Body• The Practical Analysis of the Body16,1716,1716,1716,1716,17

To those who do not attain supernormal powers to analyse the
body and define materialities, the Buddha taught the meditation-
subject called ‘CatudhÈlu-vavatthÈna’, which is ‘Defining the Four‘Defining the Four‘Defining the Four‘Defining the Four‘Defining the Four

Primary Elements’.Primary Elements’.Primary Elements’.Primary Elements’.Primary Elements’.

The meditator defines pathavÊ pathavÊ pathavÊ pathavÊ pathavÊ (the element of solidity) by dis-
cerning its characteristics of hardness, softness, roughness, smooth-
ness, heaviness and lightness, ÈpoÈpoÈpoÈpoÈpo (the element of liquidity) by
discerning its characteristics of cohesiveness and fluidity, tejotejotejotejotejo (the
element of heat) by discerning its characteristics of hotness and
coldness, and vÈyovÈyovÈyovÈyovÈyo (the element of motion) by discerning its char-
acteristics of pushing and supporting in his body.

Starting from a place in the body where hardness is distinct, the
meditator meditates: "hardness, hardness" repeatedly until the na-
ture of hardness becomes very distinct. Then he extends the area of
meditation slowly until the nature of hardness becomes distinct in
every part of the body from head to toe. He repeats this procedure
to define the remaining eleven characteristics one after another.

The meditator practises to discern all the 12 characteristics of the
4 primary elements one by one in order repeatedly until he can
discern all the 12 characteristics almost simultaneously. He then
concentrates his mind on the 12 characteristics until very bright and
penetrative light radiates from his mind. This indicates that he now
attains the neighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentration     (upacÈra-samÈdhi).

As he keeps on focusing his mind on the four elements, first a
grey colour, then a white colour, and then a clear mass like a block
of ice or glass generally appear. This clear mass represents translu-
cent materialities (pasÈda-r|pas) in the whole body.

When he continues to discern the four primary elements in the
clear mass, the mass breaks down into very tiny particles of mate-mate-mate-mate-mate-
rial groupsrial groupsrial groupsrial groupsrial groups     (r|pa-kalÈpas), which are of the size comparable to the
size of electrons, protons, and neutrons.

He continues to discern and define the four primary elements in
the material groups with his wisdom as he has discerned them in his
body. Then he discerns and defines all derived materialities present
in the material groups.

We can divide the body into material groups, but we cannot
further divide material groups. Yet we can discern the ultimate
materialities present in each material group by discerning with wis-
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dom their respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and
proximate causes for their arising. It is similar to an analytical
instrument which can detect the various metals present in an ore or
alloy without breaking the ore or the alloy.

Nowadays meditators in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana
Centres can successfully undertake the above meditation, breaking
down the body into material groups and discerning the ultimate
materialities present in different types of material groups. They can
also define precisely each type of ultimate materiality by its charac-
teristic, function, manifestation and proximate cause for its arising.

They can also develop four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas by the meditation
called “mindfulness of breathing”“mindfulness of breathing”“mindfulness of breathing”“mindfulness of breathing”“mindfulness of breathing”     (ŒnÈpÈnassati) and all the eight
jhÈnas comprising four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara
jhÈnas by meditation on ten kasiÓas as taught by the Buddha.

The mind associated with these jhÈnas are very powerful, radiat-
ing very brilliant and penetrative light. With the help of this light
the meditators can discern ultimate materialities and ultimate men-
talities very vividly and can define them precisely with their insight
wisdom. This concentrated pure mind associated with jhÈna and
insight wisdom is the right instrument to study the ultimate realities
in detail.

• Classification of Materialities• Classification of Materialities• Classification of Materialities• Classification of Materialities• Classification of Materialities18,1918,1918,1918,1918,19

There are four primary materialities or elements and 24 derived
materialities, which are derived from primary materialities. Altogether
there are 28 ultimate materialities, which are described below

(a) Four Types of Primary Materialities (a) Four Types of Primary Materialities (a) Four Types of Primary Materialities (a) Four Types of Primary Materialities (a) Four Types of Primary Materialities (Bh|ta-r|pas)(Bh|ta-r|pas)(Bh|ta-r|pas)(Bh|ta-r|pas)(Bh|ta-r|pas)

1 PathavÊ — PathavÊ — PathavÊ — PathavÊ — PathavÊ — the element of solidity or the element of extensionthe element of solidity or the element of extensionthe element of solidity or the element of extensionthe element of solidity or the element of extensionthe element of solidity or the element of extension

- It has the characteristic of hardness and softness.
- Its function is to act as a receiver or foundation.

- It is manifested as receiving co-arising elements.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.
2 Œpo — Œpo — Œpo — Œpo — Œpo — the element of fluidity or the element of cohesionthe element of fluidity or the element of cohesionthe element of fluidity or the element of cohesionthe element of fluidity or the element of cohesionthe element of fluidity or the element of cohesion

- It has the characteristic of cohesiveness and fluidity.
- Its function is to cohere particles together.
- It is manifested as holding the particles together.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.
3 Tejo — Tejo — Tejo — Tejo — Tejo — the element of heat or heat-energythe element of heat or heat-energythe element of heat or heat-energythe element of heat or heat-energythe element of heat or heat-energy

- It has the characteristic of hotness and coldness.
- Its function is to mature its concomitants.
- It is manifested as making co-arising elements tender and soft.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.
4 VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — the element of the element of the element of the element of the element of motion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-element

- It has the characteristic of pushing and supporting.
- Its function is to cause motion.
- It is manifested as conveying, that is, acting as the cause for

successive arising at adjacent location.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.

(b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)
(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities

1 Eye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materiality ....... cakkhu-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the eye, where visible-object
can appear. It functions as the eye-door eye-door eye-door eye-door eye-door and the eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, de-
pendent on which eye-consciousness arises.

2 Ear-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materiality ....... sota-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the ear, where sound can

appear. It functions as the ear-door ear-door ear-door ear-door ear-door and the ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, dependent
on which ear-consciousness arises.

3 Nose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materiality ....... ghÈna-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the nose, where odour can

appear. It functions as the nose-doornose-doornose-doornose-doornose-door     and the nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,     depen-
dent on which nose-consciousness arises.

4 Tongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materiality ....... jivhÈ-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the tongue, where taste can
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dom their respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and
proximate causes for their arising. It is similar to an analytical
instrument which can detect the various metals present in an ore or
alloy without breaking the ore or the alloy.
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- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.
4 VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — VÈyo — the element of the element of the element of the element of the element of motion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-elementmotion or the air-element

- It has the characteristic of pushing and supporting.
- Its function is to cause motion.
- It is manifested as conveying, that is, acting as the cause for

successive arising at adjacent location.
- Its proximate cause for arising is the other 3 primary elements.

(b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (b) Twenty-four Derived Materialities (UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)(UpÈdÈ-r|pas)
(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities(1) Five Translusent Materialities

1 Eye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materialityEye-translucent materiality ....... cakkhu-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the eye, where visible-object
can appear. It functions as the eye-door eye-door eye-door eye-door eye-door and the eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, eye-base, de-
pendent on which eye-consciousness arises.

2 Ear-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materialityEar-translucent materiality ....... sota-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the ear, where sound can

appear. It functions as the ear-door ear-door ear-door ear-door ear-door and the ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, ear-base, dependent
on which ear-consciousness arises.

3 Nose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materialityNose-translucent materiality ....... ghÈna-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the nose, where odour can

appear. It functions as the nose-doornose-doornose-doornose-doornose-door     and the nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,nose-base,     depen-
dent on which nose-consciousness arises.

4 Tongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materialityTongue-translucent materiality ....... jivhÈ-pasÈda
It is the translucent, sensitive part of the tongue, where taste can
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appear. It functions as the tongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-door     and the     tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,     de-
pendent on which tongue-consciousness arises.
5 Body-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materiality ....... kÈya-pasÈda

It is the translucent, sensitive part of the body, where the touch
becomes distinct. It functions as the body-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-door     and the body-base,body-base,body-base,body-base,body-base,
dependent on which body-consciousness arises.

(2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (Gocara-r|pas)

6 Visible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colour ....... r|pÈrammaÓa (vaÓÓa)

7 SoundSoundSoundSoundSound ....... saddÈrammaÓa (sadda)

8 OdourOdourOdourOdourOdour ....... gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)

9 TasteTasteTasteTasteTaste ....... rasÈrammaÓa (rasa)

10 TouchTouchTouchTouchTouch ....... phoÔÔhabbÈrammaÓa (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: The words in brackets mention the ultimate realities in PÈli.

(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities (BhÈva-r|pas)

11 Female-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materiality ....... (Itthi-bhÈva)

It imparts feminine-features. It spreads all over the female-body.

12 Male-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materiality ....... (Purisa-bhÈva or PumbhÈva)

It imparts masculine-features. It spreads all over the male-body.

(((((44444) ) ) ) ) Four Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual Materialities

13 Heart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-base ....... (hadaya-vatthu)

It exists in the blood of the heart. It functions as the heart-base
depending on which 75 consciousnesses arise.

14 Life-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materiality ....... (jÊvita-r|pa)

It is the vital force present in all kamma-born material groups. It
sustains its associated materialities to last throughout their life-span.

15 NutrimentNutrimentNutrimentNutrimentNutriment ....... (ojÈ or ÈhÈra-r|pa)

It is present in material groups, in edible food as well as in inter-
nal (inside the body) material groups. It sustains the body.

16 Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space ....... (pariccheda-r|pa)

It is the space around each material group. It delimits each mate-
rial group.

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) Two Two Two Two Two Intimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-Materialitiiiiieseseseses (ViÒÒatti-r|pas)

17 Special bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movement ....... (KÈya-viÒÒatti)

It let others know one’s intention by bodily movement.

18 Special verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movement ....... (VacÊ-viÒÒatti)

It let others know one’s intention by speaking.

(((((66666) ) ) ) ) Three Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable Materialities (LahutÈdi-r|pas)

19 Material lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightness ....... (R|passa-lahutÈ)

It has the characteristic of lightness and quickness. Its function is
to dispel the heaviness of the body.

20 Material malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleability ....... (R|passa-mudutÈ)

It has the characteristic of malleability without coarseness. Its
function is to dispel roughness and hardness of materiality.

21 Material adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptability ....... (R|passa-kammaÒÒatÈ)

It has the characteristic of adaptability, that is, favourable to good
bodily action. Its function is to dispel unadaptability and unskilfulness
in bodily action.

(((((77777) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities(LakkhaÓa-r|pas)

22 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at the the the the the arising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material group     at early
stages ....... (Upacaya-r|pa)

23 Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment at later stagesat later stagesat later stagesat later stagesat later stages (Santati-r|pa)

24 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at existing or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing moment (JaratÈ-r|pa)

25 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at perishing momentperishing momentperishing momentperishing momentperishing moment ....... (aniccatÈ-r|pa)

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: Both upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa denote the materiality at
its arising state. They are collectively called ‘jÈti-r|pa’ (jÈti means
‘birth’).

In counting 28 materialities, the five sense-objects (gocara-r|pas)
should be counted as 4 materialities, excluding the touch, touch, touch, touch, touch, because
pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo are included in the four primary elements.

• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities

It is amazing and admirable that the Buddha also knew the causes
that produce materialities and mentalities. The causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produce
materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness (citta), (citta), (citta), (citta), (citta), heat heat heat heat heat (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) andandandandand
nutriment nutriment nutriment nutriment nutriment (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). Kamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces the
present existence.present existence.present existence.present existence.present existence.
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appear. It functions as the tongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-door     and the     tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,tongue-base,     de-
pendent on which tongue-consciousness arises.
5 Body-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materialityBody-translucent materiality ....... kÈya-pasÈda

It is the translucent, sensitive part of the body, where the touch
becomes distinct. It functions as the body-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-door     and the body-base,body-base,body-base,body-base,body-base,
dependent on which body-consciousness arises.

(2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (2) Seven Materialities of Five Sense-Objects (Gocara-r|pas)

6 Visible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colourVisible form or colour ....... r|pÈrammaÓa (vaÓÓa)

7 SoundSoundSoundSoundSound ....... saddÈrammaÓa (sadda)

8 OdourOdourOdourOdourOdour ....... gandhÈrammaÓa (gandha)

9 TasteTasteTasteTasteTaste ....... rasÈrammaÓa (rasa)

10 TouchTouchTouchTouchTouch ....... phoÔÔhabbÈrammaÓa (pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo)

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: The words in brackets mention the ultimate realities in PÈli.

(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities(3) Two Sex-Materialities (BhÈva-r|pas)

11 Female-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materialityFemale-sex-materiality ....... (Itthi-bhÈva)

It imparts feminine-features. It spreads all over the female-body.

12 Male-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materialityMale-sex-materiality ....... (Purisa-bhÈva or PumbhÈva)

It imparts masculine-features. It spreads all over the male-body.

(((((44444) ) ) ) ) Four Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual MaterialitiesFour Individual Materialities

13 Heart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-baseHeart-base ....... (hadaya-vatthu)

It exists in the blood of the heart. It functions as the heart-base
depending on which 75 consciousnesses arise.

14 Life-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materialityLife-materiality ....... (jÊvita-r|pa)

It is the vital force present in all kamma-born material groups. It
sustains its associated materialities to last throughout their life-span.

15 NutrimentNutrimentNutrimentNutrimentNutriment ....... (ojÈ or ÈhÈra-r|pa)

It is present in material groups, in edible food as well as in inter-
nal (inside the body) material groups. It sustains the body.

16 Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space Space-element or Limitting space ....... (pariccheda-r|pa)

It is the space around each material group. It delimits each mate-
rial group.

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) Two Two Two Two Two Intimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-MaterialitIntimation-Materialitiiiiieseseseses (ViÒÒatti-r|pas)

17 Special bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movementSpecial bodily movement ....... (KÈya-viÒÒatti)

It let others know one’s intention by bodily movement.

18 Special verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movementSpecial verbal movement ....... (VacÊ-viÒÒatti)

It let others know one’s intention by speaking.

(((((66666) ) ) ) ) Three Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable MaterialitiesThree Mutable Materialities (LahutÈdi-r|pas)

19 Material lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightnessMaterial lightness ....... (R|passa-lahutÈ)

It has the characteristic of lightness and quickness. Its function is
to dispel the heaviness of the body.

20 Material malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleabilityMaterial malleability ....... (R|passa-mudutÈ)

It has the characteristic of malleability without coarseness. Its
function is to dispel roughness and hardness of materiality.

21 Material adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptabilityMaterial adaptability ....... (R|passa-kammaÒÒatÈ)

It has the characteristic of adaptability, that is, favourable to good
bodily action. Its function is to dispel unadaptability and unskilfulness
in bodily action.

(((((77777) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities) Four Characteristic Materialities(LakkhaÓa-r|pas)

22 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at the the the the the arising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material grouparising moment of material group     at early
stages ....... (Upacaya-r|pa)

23 Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment Materiality at arising moment at later stagesat later stagesat later stagesat later stagesat later stages (Santati-r|pa)

24 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at existing or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing momentexisting or ageing moment (JaratÈ-r|pa)

25 Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at Materiality at perishing momentperishing momentperishing momentperishing momentperishing moment ....... (aniccatÈ-r|pa)

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: Both upacaya-r|pa and santati-r|pa denote the materiality at
its arising state. They are collectively called ‘jÈti-r|pa’ (jÈti means
‘birth’).

In counting 28 materialities, the five sense-objects (gocara-r|pas)
should be counted as 4 materialities, excluding the touch, touch, touch, touch, touch, because
pathavÊ, tejo, vÈyo are included in the four primary elements.

• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities• The Causes Which Produce Materialities

It is amazing and admirable that the Buddha also knew the causes
that produce materialities and mentalities. The causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produceThe causes that produce
materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness materialities are kamma, consciousness (citta), (citta), (citta), (citta), (citta), heat heat heat heat heat (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) (utu or tejo) andandandandand
nutriment nutriment nutriment nutriment nutriment (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). (ojÈ). Kamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces theKamma is the productive kamma that produces the
present existence.present existence.present existence.present existence.present existence.
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Materialities are not produced singly or separately. They are pro-
duced as material gorups. Eight materialities, comprising four pri-
mary elements and visible form (vaÓÓa), odour (gandha), taste (rasa)
and nutriment (ojÈ), always arise and perish together; they are in-
separable. So they are called “Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”     (avinibbhoga-
r|pas).

These 8 indivisible materialities are produced by all the 4 causes.
When a material group is formed, the limitting space (pariccheda-
r|pa) around the material group is also formed simultaneously. So
the 9 materialities, comprising 8 indivisible materialities and limitting
space, are said to be produced by 4 causes (9 catuja-r|pas; ‘catuja’
means ‘produced by 4 causes').

Again 9 materialities, comprising 5 translucent materialities (pasÈda-
r|pas), two sex-materialities (bhÈva-r|pas), the heart-base (hadaya-
vatthu) and life-materiality (jÊvita-r|pa), are produced by kamma
alone. They are collectively called 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;
‘kammaja’ means ‘produced by kamma’, ‘ekaja’ means ‘produced
by one cause’. We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-
ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.

Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities (viÒÒatti-r|pas), namely, special
bodily movement and special verbal movement, are produced by
consciousness alone.

These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,
our legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, and
eat.eat.eat.eat.eat. Science thinks that the brain gives the signal and muscles move
the hands and the mouth. Materiality cannot move by itself. It needs
the help of consciousness-born materiality to move.

Sound Sound Sound Sound Sound (sadda) is produced by two causes — viz., consciousness
and heat (utu). Vocal sounds are produced by consciousness. Exter-
nal sounds are produced by the wind, storms, thunder and the
sounds that come from radios, cassettes, musical instruments are
produced by heat.

Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities (lahutÈdi-r|pas) are produced by
three causes — viz., consciousness, heat and nutriment (ojÈ). They
are the causes for the pleasant bouyant feeling we experience when

our minds are clear or when the weather is pleasant or after we
have a light pleasant meal.

To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:

18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas = 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas

         = 18 kamma-born materialities

15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas + 2 viÒÒatti-
r|pas + sound + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

13 13 13 13 13 Heat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas +sound + 3 lahutÈdi-
   r|pas

12 12 12 12 12 Nutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-
  r|pas

• Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups (R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)

Out of 28 types of materialities, limitting space and four charac-
teristic materialities are not included in material groups. All mate-
rial groups contain 8 indivisible matrialities as the basic unit. All
kamma-born materialities also contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa) in
addition. By adding the remaining 8 kamma-born materialities, one
at a time, to this unit of nine materialities, we get the 8 remaining
kamma-born material groups.

[[[[[11111]]]]] Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups (Kammaja-kalÈpas)

1 JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa = Vital nonadVital nonadVital nonadVital nonadVital nonad (navaka = nonad = 9)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa
2 Cakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decad     (dasaka = decad = 10)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + cakkhu-pasÈda
3 Sota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + sota-pasÈda
4 GhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + ghÈna-pasÈda
5 JivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + jivhÈ-pasÈda
6 KÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + kÈya-pasÈda
7 ItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + itthibhÈva-r|pa
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Materialities are not produced singly or separately. They are pro-
duced as material gorups. Eight materialities, comprising four pri-
mary elements and visible form (vaÓÓa), odour (gandha), taste (rasa)
and nutriment (ojÈ), always arise and perish together; they are in-
separable. So they are called “Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”“Indivisible materialities”     (avinibbhoga-
r|pas).

These 8 indivisible materialities are produced by all the 4 causes.
When a material group is formed, the limitting space (pariccheda-
r|pa) around the material group is also formed simultaneously. So
the 9 materialities, comprising 8 indivisible materialities and limitting
space, are said to be produced by 4 causes (9 catuja-r|pas; ‘catuja’
means ‘produced by 4 causes').

Again 9 materialities, comprising 5 translucent materialities (pasÈda-
r|pas), two sex-materialities (bhÈva-r|pas), the heart-base (hadaya-
vatthu) and life-materiality (jÊvita-r|pa), are produced by kamma
alone. They are collectively called 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas;
‘kammaja’ means ‘produced by kamma’, ‘ekaja’ means ‘produced
by one cause’. We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-We can take note that these kamma-born materiali-
ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.ties are very important in life and unknown in science.

Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities Two intimation-materialities (viÒÒatti-r|pas), namely, special
bodily movement and special verbal movement, are produced by
consciousness alone.

These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,These two mind-born materialities help us to move our hands,
our legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, andour legs, our mouths, etc., so that we can move about, speak, and
eat.eat.eat.eat.eat. Science thinks that the brain gives the signal and muscles move
the hands and the mouth. Materiality cannot move by itself. It needs
the help of consciousness-born materiality to move.

Sound Sound Sound Sound Sound (sadda) is produced by two causes — viz., consciousness
and heat (utu). Vocal sounds are produced by consciousness. Exter-
nal sounds are produced by the wind, storms, thunder and the
sounds that come from radios, cassettes, musical instruments are
produced by heat.

Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities Three mutable materialities (lahutÈdi-r|pas) are produced by
three causes — viz., consciousness, heat and nutriment (ojÈ). They
are the causes for the pleasant bouyant feeling we experience when

our minds are clear or when the weather is pleasant or after we
have a light pleasant meal.

To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:To summarize the materialities produced by each cause:

18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas18 Kammaja-r|pas = 9 kammaja-ekaja-r|pas + 9 catuja-r|pas

         = 18 kamma-born materialities

15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities15 Consciousness-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas + 2 viÒÒatti-
r|pas + sound + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

13 13 13 13 13 Heat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialitiesHeat-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas +sound + 3 lahutÈdi-
   r|pas

12 12 12 12 12 Nutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialitiesNutriment-born materialities = 9 catuja-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-
  r|pas

• Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups • Formation of Material Groups (R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)(R|pa-kalÈpas)

Out of 28 types of materialities, limitting space and four charac-
teristic materialities are not included in material groups. All mate-
rial groups contain 8 indivisible matrialities as the basic unit. All
kamma-born materialities also contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa) in
addition. By adding the remaining 8 kamma-born materialities, one
at a time, to this unit of nine materialities, we get the 8 remaining
kamma-born material groups.

[[[[[11111]]]]] Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups Nine Kamma-born Material Groups (Kammaja-kalÈpas)

1 JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa JÊvita-navaka-kalÈpa = Vital nonadVital nonadVital nonadVital nonadVital nonad (navaka = nonad = 9)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa
2 Cakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decadCakkhu dasaka = Eye-decad     (dasaka = decad = 10)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + cakkhu-pasÈda
3 Sota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decadSota-dasaka = Ear-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + sota-pasÈda
4 GhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decadGhÈna-dasaka = Nose-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + ghÈna-pasÈda
5 JivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decadJivhÈ-dasaka = Tongue-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + jivhÈ-pasÈda
6 KÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decadKÈya-dasaka = Body-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + kÈya-pasÈda
7 ItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decadItthibhÈva-dasaka = Female-sex-decad

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + itthibhÈva-r|pa
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8 PumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decad
= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + pumbhÈva-r|pa

9 Hadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-daaaaasaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decad
= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + hadaya-vatthu

[[[[[22222]]]]] Six  Six  Six  Six  Six ConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousness-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (CCCCCittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)

1 Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (CCCCCittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka, aÔÔhaka = 8)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by consciousness.
2 Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈya-viÒÒatti
3 Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda + vaciviÒÒatti
4 Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + lahutÈ + muditÈ + kammaÒÒatÈ
5 Dodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒatti-l-l-l-l-lahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdi-----dvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassaka)))))

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈya-viÒÒatti +3 lahutÈdi r|pas
6 Tridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasaka = 13) = 13) = 13) = 13) = 13)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + vacÊ-viÒÒatti + sadda + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

[[[[[33333]]]]] Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups (Utuja-kalÈpas)
1 Heat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octad     (Utuja-suddhaÔÔhaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by heat
2 Sound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonad     (Sadda-navaka kalÈpa)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda
3 Undecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutability     (lahutÈdi-ekÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas
4 Dodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutability     (Sadda-lahutÈdi-dvÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

[4][4][4][4][4] Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups (ŒhÈraja-kalÈpas)
1 Nutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure Octad     (ŒhÈraja-suddhaÔÔhaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by nutriment
2 Undecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutability     (LahutÈdi-ekÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: The formation of various material groups by the four causes
have to be discerned and can be discerned in insight meditation.

They have been done successfully in International Pa-auk Forest
Buddha SÈsana Meditation Centres.

• • • • • Internal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material Groups

All the 21 types of material groups occur internally in living
beings. Female-sex-decad does not arise in males, and male-sex-
decad does not occur in females. For those who are born blind or
deaf, eye-decad or ear-decad is absent.

In the external world outside living bodies, only two heat-born
material groups are found. All inanimate things, such as trees, stones,
earth, water, air, corpses, etc., are made up of heat-born pure octads.
The sounds produced by thunder, musical instruments, the beating
of drums, the rubbing of branches in the wind, cassette or radio
sounds, etc., are heat-born sound-nonads.
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8 PumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decadPumbhÈva-dasaka = Male-sex-decad
= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + pumbhÈva-r|pa

9 Hadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-dHadaya-daaaaasaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decadsaka-kalÈpa = Heart-decad
= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + jÊvita-r|pa + hadaya-vatthu

[[[[[22222]]]]] Six  Six  Six  Six  Six ConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousnessConsciousness-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (-born Material Groups (CCCCCittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)ittaja-kalÈpas)

1 Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (Mind-born Pure-octad (CCCCCittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka,ittaja-suddhaÔÔhaka, aÔÔhaka = 8)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by consciousness.
2 Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)Bodily intimation-nonad (KÈya-viÒÒatti-navaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈya-viÒÒatti
3 Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)Vocal intimation-decad (VacÊ-viÒÒatti-sadda-dasaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda + vaciviÒÒatti
4 Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)Undecad of mutability (LahutÈdi-ekÈdasaka = 11)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + lahutÈ + muditÈ + kammaÒÒatÈ
5 Dodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒattiDodacad of mutability (KÈya-viÒÒatti-l-l-l-l-lahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdiahutÈdi-----dvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassakadvÈdassaka)))))

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + kÈya-viÒÒatti +3 lahutÈdi r|pas
6 Tridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasakaTridecad of mutability (VacÊviÒÒatti-sadda-lahutÈditerasaka = 13) = 13) = 13) = 13) = 13)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + vacÊ-viÒÒatti + sadda + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

[[[[[33333]]]]] Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups Four Heat-born Material Groups (Utuja-kalÈpas)
1 Heat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octadHeat-born pure octad     (Utuja-suddhaÔÔhaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by heat
2 Sound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonadSound-nonad     (Sadda-navaka kalÈpa)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda
3 Undecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutability     (lahutÈdi-ekÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas
4 Dodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutabilityDodecad of sound-mutability     (Sadda-lahutÈdi-dvÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + sadda + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

[4][4][4][4][4] Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups Two Nutriment-born Material Groups (ŒhÈraja-kalÈpas)
1 Nutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure OctadNutriment-born pure Octad     (ŒhÈraja-suddhaÔÔhaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas produced by nutriment
2 Undecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutabilityUndecad of mutability     (LahutÈdi-ekÈdassaka)

= 8 avinibbhoga-r|pas + 3 lahutÈdi-r|pas

Note: Note: Note: Note: Note: The formation of various material groups by the four causes
have to be discerned and can be discerned in insight meditation.

They have been done successfully in International Pa-auk Forest
Buddha SÈsana Meditation Centres.

• • • • • Internal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material GroupsInternal and External Material Groups

All the 21 types of material groups occur internally in living
beings. Female-sex-decad does not arise in males, and male-sex-
decad does not occur in females. For those who are born blind or
deaf, eye-decad or ear-decad is absent.

In the external world outside living bodies, only two heat-born
material groups are found. All inanimate things, such as trees, stones,
earth, water, air, corpses, etc., are made up of heat-born pure octads.
The sounds produced by thunder, musical instruments, the beating
of drums, the rubbing of branches in the wind, cassette or radio
sounds, etc., are heat-born sound-nonads.
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 22222 ] ] ] ] ]

ULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MENTENTENTENTENTALITIESALITIESALITIESALITIESALITIES

• • • • • What are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate Mentalitiesentalitiesentalitiesentalitiesentalities     (((((NÈmasNÈmasNÈmasNÈmasNÈmas)))))?????

Ultimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of the
mind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds of
mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-
ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.

Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness (citta) (citta) (citta) (citta) (citta) is that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. It
is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.

Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.
They arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. They
depend on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness in
the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-
sciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in severalalalalal ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects.

Consciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don't
arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-
tal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material base
(vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.

• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities2020202020

The meditator first develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by medi-
tation on "mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing"     until very brilliant light is
radiated from his pure mind.

Then he discerns the eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,     which is translucent materiality in
the eye, called cakkhu-pasÈda, and the mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,     which is the
resultant consciousness of the kamma that produces the present
existence. The mind-door is' bhava~ga-citta' or 'life-continuum con-
sciousness', which arises one after another continuously in the heart,
depending on each heart-base (hadaya-vatthu). The mind-door is
very powerful. All six types of sense-objects including 'mind-object','mind-object','mind-object','mind-object','mind-object',

which consists of translucent materialities, subtle materialities,
conssciousnesses, mental factors, NibbÈna, concepts, past sense-
objects and future sense objects, can appear in the mind-door. These
mind objects cannot appear in the five sense-doors.

The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-
gether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doors
simultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series of
consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.

Fig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

Bh- “Ti-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td.” Bh-

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum consciousness,

TÊ = atÊta-bhava~ga = past-bhava~ga which passes by from the time
   the sense-object strikes the sense-door to the time the sense-
   object appears at the door,

Na = bhava~ga-calana = vibrating bhava~ga which arises when the
sense-object appears at the sense-door;

Da = bhava~gu-paccheda = arrested bhava~ga, the bhava~ga stream
is cut off after this citta;

Pa = paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness (first
cognitive consciousness); it takes notice of the sense-object;

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness, it sees the sense-object
and transmits the object to the next consciousness;

Sp = sampaticchana = receiving consciousness, it receives the sense-
object and transmits it to the next consciousness;

St = santÊrana = investigating consciousness, it investigates the sense-
object whether it is good or bad

Vo = VoÔÔhapana = manodvÈrÈvajjana citta = it determines whether
the sense-object is good or bad;

Ja = javana = impulsive consciousness; it arises seven times enjoy-
ing the taste of the sense-object;

Td = tadÈrammaÓa = registering consciousness; it continues enjoying
the taste of the sense-object;

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum flows on.

Similar cognitive series arises at the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tonge -door and the body-door when the corresponding sense-objects
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 22222 ] ] ] ] ]

ULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MULTIMATE MENTENTENTENTENTALITIESALITIESALITIESALITIESALITIES

• • • • • What are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate MWhat are Ultimate Mentalitiesentalitiesentalitiesentalitiesentalities     (((((NÈmasNÈmasNÈmasNÈmasNÈmas)))))?????

Ultimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of theUltimate mentalities are the ultimate basic components of the
mind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds ofmind. They consist of one type of consciousness and 52 kinds of
mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-mental factors. The minds are composed of one type of conscious-
ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.ness and 7 to 36 kinds of mental factors.

Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness Consciousness (citta) (citta) (citta) (citta) (citta) is that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. Itis that which is aware of a sense-object. It
is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.is the leader and forerunner of mental factors.

Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors Mental factors (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) (cetasikas) are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.are concomitants of consciousness.
They arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. TheyThey arise together and perish together with consciousness. They
depend on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness independ on consciousness for their arising, assist consciousness in
the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-the total act of cognition of each sense-object, and influence con-
sciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in seversciousness in severalalalalal ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects. ways. They are also aware of sense-objects.

Consciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don'tConsciousness and mental factors are so subtle that they don't
arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-arise individually. They always arise in combination to form 'men-
tal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material basetal groups' called 'minds'. A mind has to depend on a material base
(vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.and cling to a sense-object for its arising.

• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities• Discerning and Defining Mentalities2020202020

The meditator first develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by medi-
tation on "mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing""mindfulness of breathing"     until very brilliant light is
radiated from his pure mind.

Then he discerns the eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,eye-door,     which is translucent materiality in
the eye, called cakkhu-pasÈda, and the mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,mind-door,     which is the
resultant consciousness of the kamma that produces the present
existence. The mind-door is' bhava~ga-citta' or 'life-continuum con-
sciousness', which arises one after another continuously in the heart,
depending on each heart-base (hadaya-vatthu). The mind-door is
very powerful. All six types of sense-objects including 'mind-object','mind-object','mind-object','mind-object','mind-object',

which consists of translucent materialities, subtle materialities,
conssciousnesses, mental factors, NibbÈna, concepts, past sense-
objects and future sense objects, can appear in the mind-door. These
mind objects cannot appear in the five sense-doors.

The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-The meditator observes the eye-door and the mind-door to-
gether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doorsgether, and then observes a visible object striking the two doors
simultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series ofsimultaneously. He then discerns the cognitive series of
consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.consciousnesses that appears at the eye-door as follows.

Fig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.1 Eye-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

Bh- “Ti-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td.” Bh-

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum consciousness,

TÊ = atÊta-bhava~ga = past-bhava~ga which passes by from the time
   the sense-object strikes the sense-door to the time the sense-
   object appears at the door,

Na = bhava~ga-calana = vibrating bhava~ga which arises when the
sense-object appears at the sense-door;

Da = bhava~gu-paccheda = arrested bhava~ga, the bhava~ga stream
is cut off after this citta;

Pa = paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness (first
cognitive consciousness); it takes notice of the sense-object;

Ca = cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness, it sees the sense-object
and transmits the object to the next consciousness;

Sp = sampaticchana = receiving consciousness, it receives the sense-
object and transmits it to the next consciousness;

St = santÊrana = investigating consciousness, it investigates the sense-
object whether it is good or bad

Vo = VoÔÔhapana = manodvÈrÈvajjana citta = it determines whether
the sense-object is good or bad;

Ja = javana = impulsive consciousness; it arises seven times enjoy-
ing the taste of the sense-object;

Td = tadÈrammaÓa = registering consciousness; it continues enjoying
the taste of the sense-object;

Bh = bhava~ga stream = life-continuum flows on.

Similar cognitive series arises at the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tonge -door and the body-door when the corresponding sense-objects
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strike the respective sense-doors and appear at the doors. We just need
to change the eye-consciousness to the ear-consciousness, the nose-
consciousness, the tongue-consciousness, or the body-consciousness
in the respective cognitive series.

After the termination of each of the above five-door cognitive series,
several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur, taking the
past sense-object in order to investigate the detailed features (size,
form, shape, name) of the object. Indeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like a
great super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computer, storing up billions of sense-data in the mental
stream and identifying each sense-object presently observed by match-
ing it with the stored-up data.

Independent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive series also arises when a sense-
object appears in the mind-door as follows:

Fig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

-Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td”-Bh-

The symbols have the same meaning as described earlier. ‘Ma’ stands
for manodvÈrÈvajjana which is identical with voÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be
absent for sense-objects of fairly great intensity; TTTTTddddd arises only when arises only when arises only when arises only when arises only when
the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-
javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).

After discerning each consciousness in each congnitive series by
the characteristic of the consciousness, the meditator investigates the
mental factors which associate with each consciousness. He investi-
gates whether the characteristic of phassa, making contact between
the connsciousness and the sense-object, is present or not in each con-
sciousness to know whether phassa is present or not.

Next he investigates whether the characteristic of vedanÈ, i.e., the
feeling as well as the enjoyment of the feeling, is present or not in
each consciousness to know whether vedanÈ is present or not.

In this way he can discern and characterise each mental factor in
each consciousness by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause for its arising. In this way he can discern all the mental
factors which associate with each consciousness.

• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors2121212121

The 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mental
factors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mental

factors.factors.factors.factors.factors.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note:     In chemistry, elements and compunds are given particular names
such as hydrogen, oxygen, sodium, sodium oxide, etc.

In Abhidhamma also, mental factors and consciousnesses or minds
are given particular names in PÈÄi. PÈÄi names are short and precise,
and they are helpful to understand the PÈÄi writings easily.

(a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)
They are divided into two sub-groups.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) Seven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with all
consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.

1 ContactContactContactContactContact — PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa

It makes the contact between consciousness and sense-object. The
contact produces feeling (vedanÈ).

2 FeelingFeelingFeelingFeelingFeeling — VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ

It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), painful feelingpainful feelingpainful feelingpainful feelingpainful feeling
(dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), depending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether the
sense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. It
enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.

3 PerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerception — SaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈ

It takes note of the detailed features of each sense-object and
stores the data in the mental stream or mind-continuum like a com-
puter storing the data in its memory.

4 Volition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or Intention — CetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈ

It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (cittacittacittacittacitta and  and  and  and  and cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)
to perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish an
action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called ‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’ in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished
by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as ‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’.....

5 Concentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mind — EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ

It unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on a
sense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When the
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strike the respective sense-doors and appear at the doors. We just need
to change the eye-consciousness to the ear-consciousness, the nose-
consciousness, the tongue-consciousness, or the body-consciousness
in the respective cognitive series.

After the termination of each of the above five-door cognitive series,
several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur,several consequent mind-door cognitive series occur, taking the
past sense-object in order to investigate the detailed features (size,
form, shape, name) of the object. Indeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like aIndeed the mind works like a
great super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computergreat super-computer, storing up billions of sense-data in the mental
stream and identifying each sense-object presently observed by match-
ing it with the stored-up data.

Independent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive seriesIndependent mind-door cognitive series also arises when a sense-
object appears in the mind-door as follows:

Fig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of ConsciousnessFig. 2.2 Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

-Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td”-Bh-

The symbols have the same meaning as described earlier. ‘Ma’ stands
for manodvÈrÈvajjana which is identical with voÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be
absent for sense-objects of fairly great intensity; TTTTTddddd arises only when arises only when arises only when arises only when arises only when
the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-the kÈma-sense object is of very great intensity and also when kÈma-
javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).javanas are operating in kÈma-persons (sense-sphere persons).

After discerning each consciousness in each congnitive series by
the characteristic of the consciousness, the meditator investigates the
mental factors which associate with each consciousness. He investi-
gates whether the characteristic of phassa, making contact between
the connsciousness and the sense-object, is present or not in each con-
sciousness to know whether phassa is present or not.

Next he investigates whether the characteristic of vedanÈ, i.e., the
feeling as well as the enjoyment of the feeling, is present or not in
each consciousness to know whether vedanÈ is present or not.

In this way he can discern and characterise each mental factor in
each consciousness by its characteristic, function, manifestation and
proximate cause for its arising. In this way he can discern all the mental
factors which associate with each consciousness.

• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors• Classification of Mental Factors2121212121

The 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mentalThe 52 mental factors can be classifical as (a) 13 neutral mental
factors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mentalfactors, (b) 14 immoral mental factors, and (c) 25 beautiful mental

factors.factors.factors.factors.factors.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note:     In chemistry, elements and compunds are given particular names
such as hydrogen, oxygen, sodium, sodium oxide, etc.

In Abhidhamma also, mental factors and consciousnesses or minds
are given particular names in PÈÄi. PÈÄi names are short and precise,
and they are helpful to understand the PÈÄi writings easily.

(a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (a) Thirteen Neutral Mental Factors (ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)(ŒÒÒasamÈna Cetasikas)
They are divided into two sub-groups.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) Seven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with allSeven Essential Mental Factors which associate with all
consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.consciousnesses.

1 ContactContactContactContactContact — PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa

It makes the contact between consciousness and sense-object. The
contact produces feeling (vedanÈ).

2 FeelingFeelingFeelingFeelingFeeling — VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ

It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling It manifests itself as pleasant feeling (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), (sukha), painful feelingpainful feelingpainful feelingpainful feelingpainful feeling
(dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) (dukkha) and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling and neutral feeling (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), (upekkhÈ), depending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether thedepending on whether the
sense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. Itsense-object is pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, respectively. It
enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.enjoys the taste of the sense-object.

3 PerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerception — SaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈSaÒÒÈ

It takes note of the detailed features of each sense-object and
stores the data in the mental stream or mind-continuum like a com-
puter storing the data in its memory.

4 Volition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or IntentionVolition or Intention — CetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈCetanÈ

It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (It prompts its concomitants (cittacittacittacittacitta and  and  and  and  and cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas cetasikas associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)associated with it)
to perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish anto perform their respective functions in order to accomplish an
action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called action. Since each action, called ‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’ in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished in PÈÄi, is accomplished
by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as by the effort of ‘volition’, volition is designated as ‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’‘kamma’.....

5 Concentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mindConcentration or One-pointedness of the mind — EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ

It unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on aIt unites consciousness and mental-factors harmoniously on a
sense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When thesense-object to make the mind focused on the object. When the
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mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-
erful.erful.erful.erful.erful.

6 Psychic lifePsychic lifePsychic lifePsychic lifePsychic life — JrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriya

It sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span so
that they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychic
life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.

7 Attention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or Reflection — ManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈra

It pays attention to each sense-object that appears at the sense-
door and directs cognitive consciousnesses towards the object in
order to be aware of the object. Wise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object gives
rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.

(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors which associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particular
consciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnesses

8 Initial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-object — VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka

It applies the mind to the sense-object and initiates a thought about
the object. It is called ‘initial thinking’.

9 Sustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objecccccttttt — VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra

It examines the object again and again. It is called ‘discursive
thinking’.

10 DecisionDecisionDecisionDecisionDecision — AdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkha

It decides whether the sense-object is good or bad.

11 Effort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or Energy — VÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriya

It supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and give
up. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard with
perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.

12 Joy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond of — PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti

It can be developed in five stages by meditation.

(i) The thrill of joy which causes the flesh to creep.

(ii) The longer thrill of joy like a flash of lightning.

(iii) The flood of joy which causes the feeling of rising and falling
like riding a boat on tides.

(iv) Uplifting joy which can lift a person to float or fly in the air.

(v) Suffusing joy which pervades the whole body like a full-blown

balloon. We can experience it in the jhÈna state.

13 Wish or WillWish or WillWish or WillWish or WillWish or Will — ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda

It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong wishwishwishwishwish is called is called is called is called is called
‘will’‘will’‘will’‘will’‘will’. As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: “If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”, strong strong strong strong strong
wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. So it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a key
to success.to success.to success.to success.to success.

Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-
ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ) per- per- per- per- per-
ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ) functions as  functions as  functions as  functions as  functions as kammakammakammakammakamma; mental; mental; mental; mental; mental
concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ) makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful; psychic lifepsychic lifepsychic lifepsychic lifepsychic life
(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya) keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra) helps us helps us helps us helps us helps us
to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti) and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling
(sukha)(sukha)(sukha)(sukha)(sukha) constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves
for; for; for; for; for; effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya) and  and  and  and  and will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda) help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in
whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.

Initial application Initial application Initial application Initial application Initial application (vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka), sustained application , sustained application , sustained application , sustained application , sustained application (vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra), joy, joy, joy, joy, joy
(pÊti)(pÊti)(pÊti)(pÊti)(pÊti), feeling , feeling , feeling , feeling , feeling (vedanÈ), (vedanÈ), (vedanÈ), (vedanÈ), (vedanÈ), concentration concentration concentration concentration concentration (ekaggatÈ) (ekaggatÈ) (ekaggatÈ) (ekaggatÈ) (ekaggatÈ) are five jhÈna-are five jhÈna-are five jhÈna-are five jhÈna-are five jhÈna-
factors which can be developed by Tranquillity Meditation tofactors which can be developed by Tranquillity Meditation tofactors which can be developed by Tranquillity Meditation tofactors which can be developed by Tranquillity Meditation tofactors which can be developed by Tranquillity Meditation to
attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.

Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya (effort), (effort), (effort), (effort), (effort), ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ function as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of the
Noble Eightfold Path that leads to NibbÈna.Noble Eightfold Path that leads to NibbÈna.Noble Eightfold Path that leads to NibbÈna.Noble Eightfold Path that leads to NibbÈna.Noble Eightfold Path that leads to NibbÈna.

(b) Fourteen Immoral Mental Factors (b) Fourteen Immoral Mental Factors (b) Fourteen Immoral Mental Factors (b) Fourteen Immoral Mental Factors (b) Fourteen Immoral Mental Factors (Akusala Cetasikas)(Akusala Cetasikas)(Akusala Cetasikas)(Akusala Cetasikas)(Akusala Cetasikas)
They are classified as four sub-groups.

(1) Moha Group of Four Immoral Mental factors(1) Moha Group of Four Immoral Mental factors(1) Moha Group of Four Immoral Mental factors(1) Moha Group of Four Immoral Mental factors(1) Moha Group of Four Immoral Mental factors

These four immoral mental factors always associate together with
all immoral consciousnesses. They prompt us to do evil actions.

1 Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Moha Moha Moha Moha Moha or AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ

It blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objects
and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)
kamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Four
Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.

2 Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika

It does not feel ashamed to do immoral actions.
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mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-mind becomes concentrated by meditation, it becomes very pow-
erful.erful.erful.erful.erful.

6 Psychic lifePsychic lifePsychic lifePsychic lifePsychic life — JrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriyaJrvitindriya

It sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span soIt sustains its concomitants to last throughout their life-span so
that they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychicthat they can perform their respective functions. Without psychic
life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.life, we shall die.

7 Attention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or ReflectionAttention or Reflection — ManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈraManasikÈra

It pays attention to each sense-object that appears at the sense-
door and directs cognitive consciousnesses towards the object in
order to be aware of the object. Wise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object givesWise reflection on the object gives
rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.rise to moral minds; unwise reflection gives rise to immoral minds.

(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors(2) Six Particular Mental Factors which associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particularwhich associate with particular
consciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnesses

8 Initial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-objectInitial application of the mind to a sense-object — VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka

It applies the mind to the sense-object and initiates a thought about
the object. It is called ‘initial thinking’.

9 Sustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objeSustained application of the mind to the sense-objecccccttttt — VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra

It examines the object again and again. It is called ‘discursive
thinking’.

10 DecisionDecisionDecisionDecisionDecision — AdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkhaAdimokkha

It decides whether the sense-object is good or bad.

11 Effort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or EnergyEffort or Energy — VÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriyaVÊriya

It supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and giveIt supports and upholds its concomitants not to slacken and give
up. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard withup. It makes one energetic and courageous and work hard with
perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. perseverence to succeed in every task. It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.It is a key to success.

12 Joy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond ofJoy or be fond of — PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti

It can be developed in five stages by meditation.

(i) The thrill of joy which causes the flesh to creep.

(ii) The longer thrill of joy like a flash of lightning.

(iii) The flood of joy which causes the feeling of rising and falling
like riding a boat on tides.

(iv) Uplifting joy which can lift a person to float or fly in the air.

(v) Suffusing joy which pervades the whole body like a full-blown

balloon. We can experience it in the jhÈna state.

13 Wish or WillWish or WillWish or WillWish or WillWish or Will — ChandaChandaChandaChandaChanda

It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong It is like the wish to go, to see, to learn, etc.; strong wishwishwishwishwish is called is called is called is called is called
‘will’‘will’‘will’‘will’‘will’. As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: . As the saying goes: “If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”,“If there is a will, there is a way”, strong strong strong strong strong
wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. wish or will brings success in whatever we do. So it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a keySo it is also a key
to success.to success.to success.to success.to success.

Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-Note: The above 13 neutral mental factors are our excellent quali-
ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. ties if we can make good use of them. Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ)Perception (saÒÒÈ) per- per- per- per- per-
ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; ceives a sense-object; volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ)volition (cetanÈ) functions as  functions as  functions as  functions as  functions as kammakammakammakammakamma; mental; mental; mental; mental; mental
concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ)concentration (ekaggatÈ) makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful;  makes the mind powerful; psychic lifepsychic lifepsychic lifepsychic lifepsychic life
(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya)(jÊvitindriya) keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise  keeps us alive; wise reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra)reflection (manasikÈra) helps us helps us helps us helps us helps us
to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; to live happily with moral minds; joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti)joy (pÊti) and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant  and pleasant feelingfeelingfeelingfeelingfeeling
(sukha)(sukha)(sukha)(sukha)(sukha) constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves constitute sensual pleasure which every worldling craves
for; for; for; for; for; effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya)effort (vÊriya) and  and  and  and  and will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda)will (chanda) help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in help us to be successful in
whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.whatever we do.

Initial application Initial application Initial application Initial application Initial application (vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka)(vitakka), sustained application , sustained application , sustained application , sustained application , sustained application (vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra)(vicÈra), joy, joy, joy, joy, joy
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attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.attain jhÈnas.

Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya Vitakka, vÊriya (effort), (effort), (effort), (effort), (effort), ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ ekaggatÈ function as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of thefunction as three factors of the
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1 Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Ignorance or Delusion — Moha Moha Moha Moha Moha or AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ

It blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objectsIt blinds the mind not to know (1) the true nature of sense-objects
and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)and ultimate realities, (2) past existences and future existences, (3)
kamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Fourkamma and its result, (4) Dependent Origination, and (5) Four
Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.Noble Truths. It is the leader of immoral mental factors.

2 Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — Moral shamelessness — AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika

It does not feel ashamed to do immoral actions.
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3 Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa

It is not afraid to do evil actions as it is ignorant of good and bad,
kamma and its result, and four Noble Truths.

4 Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;     it makes the mind restless.

(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors

5 Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Lobha Lobha Lobha Lobha Lobha or TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ or RÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈga

GreedGreedGreedGreedGreed has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at-
tached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds of
worldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard to
get money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoy
sensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsic
nature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., however
much one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one craves
for.for.for.for.for.

“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of
greed”, greed”, greed”, greed”, greed”, said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As greed greed greed greed greed has thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires which
can never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under the
influence of influence of influence of influence of influence of greed.greed.greed.greed.greed.

6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi

The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’
or ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ or
‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ (atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).

The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-
gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief (sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-
diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.

This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ or or or or or ‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’
makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-
fare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on this
basic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. This
basic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will produce
woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.

7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna

MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think-
ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’.....     ‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’.....

(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors

8 Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Dosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈda

Anger Anger Anger Anger Anger is rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroys
others, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes across
unpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burns
the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.

Inflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-
tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.
Medical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come to
clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.

9 Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — IssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈ

IssÈ is objective and it looks at others. One feels jealous of others’
success. One envies another man’s good fortune. Jealousy and envy
makes one unhappy without being agitated by any one.

10 Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya

It has the characteristic of concealing one’s property and as such
it is subjective. It does not appreciate to share one’s place, one’s
property, one’s gain, one’s knowledge, one’s recognition with oth-
ers. It does not wish others to become rich as oneself.

It takes the form of stinginess when one is reluctant to donate to
charity or to help the needy and the poor.

11 Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca

It has the characteristic of grieving over the evil that has been
done or over the good that has not been done. As it is useless to cry
over spilt milk, so too it is of no use to repent or feel sorry about
wrong doings. Instead of worrying about something, one should do
something good, such as radiating loving-kindness.

Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-
happy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arise
by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.

(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors

12 Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina     or lazinessor lazinessor lazinessor lazinessor laziness

It is the shrinking state of consciousness like a cock’s feather
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3 Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — Moral fearlessness — AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa

It is not afraid to do evil actions as it is ignorant of good and bad,
kamma and its result, and four Noble Truths.

4 Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Restlessness — Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;Uddhacca;     it makes the mind restless.

(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors(2) Lobha Group of Three Mental factors

5 Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Greed, Craving, Attachment — Lobha Lobha Lobha Lobha Lobha or TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ TaÓhÈ or RÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈgaRÈga

GreedGreedGreedGreedGreed has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at- has desire or craving for sensuous objects and gets at-
tached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds oftached to them. It is most active and it overwhelms the minds of
worldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard toworldlings most of the time. It influences people to work hard to
get money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoyget money, wealth, power, fame, etc., so that they can enjoy
sensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsicsensual pleasure as much as possible. It never gives up its intrinsic
nature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., howevernature of craving for money, sensual pleasure, etc., however
much one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one cravesmuch one may possess. The more one gets, the more one craves
for.for.for.for.for.

“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of“Even the whole wealth on earth cannot gratify the desires of
greed”, greed”, greed”, greed”, greed”, said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As said the Buddha. As greed greed greed greed greed has thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires whichhas thousands of desires which
can never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under thecan never be gratified, one will never be happy if one is under the
influence of influence of influence of influence of influence of greed.greed.greed.greed.greed.

6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — 6 Wrong view — DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi

The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’
or ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ oror ‘self-illusion’. The belief that ‘self’ is identical with ‘soul’ or
‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ ‘atta’ is called the wrong view of ‘self-illusion’ (atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).(atta-diÔÔhi).

The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-The belief that self is identical with any one of the five aggre-
gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief gates of grasping or with person is called ‘personality-belief (sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-(sakkÈya-
diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.diÔÔhi)’.

This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of This basic wrong view of ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ or or or or or ‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’‘self-illusion’
makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-makes one very selfish, egoistic, concerned only with one’s wel-
fare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on thisfare, having no regard and no sympathy for others. Based on this
basic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. Thisbasic wrong view, many wrong views spring up in the world. This
basic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will producebasic wrong view, in combination with bad kammas, will produce
woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.woeful rebirth after death.

7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — 7 Pride or Conceit — MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna

MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think- also looks at oneself as ‘I’ and becomes conceited, think-
ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’ing: ‘I am the best’, ‘I know most.’.....     ‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’‘Pride will have a fall’.....

(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors(3) Dosa Group of Four Mental Factors

8 Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Anger, Hatred, Ill-will — Dosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈdaDosa, PaÔigha, VyÈpÈda

Anger Anger Anger Anger Anger is rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroysis rough, cruel and most destructive. Before it destroys
others, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes acrossothers, it may destroy oneself first. As soon as one comes across
unpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burnsunpleasant things or unpleasant dealings, anger arises and burns
the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.the mind with painful feeling, making one sad, disappointed.

Inflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commitInflated anger makes one angry, violent, cruel, ready to commit
crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-crimes. Depressed anger causes sadness, sorrow, grief, lamenta-
tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.tion, depression, despair, stress and strain, illness and even suicide.
Medical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come toMedical reports say that ninety percents of patients who come to
clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.clinics have diseases connected with the mind.

9 Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — Jealousy or Envy — IssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈIssÈ

IssÈ is objective and it looks at others. One feels jealous of others’
success. One envies another man’s good fortune. Jealousy and envy
makes one unhappy without being agitated by any one.

10 Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — Averice or Stinginess — MacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariyaMacchariya

It has the characteristic of concealing one’s property and as such
it is subjective. It does not appreciate to share one’s place, one’s
property, one’s gain, one’s knowledge, one’s recognition with oth-
ers. It does not wish others to become rich as oneself.

It takes the form of stinginess when one is reluctant to donate to
charity or to help the needy and the poor.

11 Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — Remorse or Worry — KukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkuccaKukkucca

It has the characteristic of grieving over the evil that has been
done or over the good that has not been done. As it is useless to cry
over spilt milk, so too it is of no use to repent or feel sorry about
wrong doings. Instead of worrying about something, one should do
something good, such as radiating loving-kindness.

Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-Jealousy, stinginess, remorse, worry and ill-will make one un-
happy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arisehappy without any reason. Getting rid of them as soon as they arise
by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.by changing one’s thought will make one immediately happy.

(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors(4) The last three Immoral Mental Factors

12 Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — Sloth or Idleness — ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina     or lazinessor lazinessor lazinessor lazinessor laziness

It is the shrinking state of consciousness like a cock’s feather
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before fire. It is the sickness of consciousness. When one is idle
due to lack of effort, one is under the influence of thina.

13 Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — MiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddha     or inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive condition

It is the morbid state of mental factors. It is the sickness of mental
factors. When one feels inactive, one is being influenced by middha.
Thina and middha always associate with consciousness together.

14 Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — VicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈ

It is the sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the
SaÑgha, the Noble Threefold Training, one’s past existences, one’s
future existences, the Law of Kamma and its result, the Law of
Dependent Origination, and the Four Noble Truths, because one
does not understand them clearly.

Being occupied with sceptical doubt, one does not revere the
Triple Gem, one does not learn the Dhamma, one does not under-
take the Noble Training, one does not even perform meritorious
deeds. So one suffers a great loss in this life. Without performing
meritorious deeds, one shall be reborn in woeful abodes again and
again.

• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World

The fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces in
the world. the world. the world. the world. the world. Wicked men and wild beasts, evil ghosts and cruel ogres
are dangerous, ferrocious and frightening, because their minds are
overwhelmed by these 14 immoral mental factors.

These immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internal
enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),
ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),
sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-
lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), are calledare calledare calledare calledare called
‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), because they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn the
mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.

Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-
consciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate and
burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-
objects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when they

become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.

Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger and and and and and ignorance, areignorance, areignorance, areignorance, areignorance, are
immoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and perform
evil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions and
all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.

Attachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈna
bliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pride
(mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view that one be-that one be-that one be-that one be-that one be-
comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-
nies nies nies nies nies (sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy
(issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) are ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fetters
(saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) that bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to be
reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-
rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.

(c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)
These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-

ties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome and
destroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negative
qualities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in the
world, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna for
ever.ever.ever.ever.ever.

They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.

(1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)

They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.

1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — SaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈ

It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma
and the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that they
are the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping them
and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, well
protected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realms
repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.     “SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,
said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.

2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — SatiSatiSatiSatiSati

It is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let things
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before fire. It is the sickness of consciousness. When one is idle
due to lack of effort, one is under the influence of thina.

13 Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — Torpor or Dullness — MiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddhaMiddha     or inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive conditionor inactive condition

It is the morbid state of mental factors. It is the sickness of mental
factors. When one feels inactive, one is being influenced by middha.
Thina and middha always associate with consciousness together.

14 Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — Sceptical doubt — VicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈ

It is the sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the
SaÑgha, the Noble Threefold Training, one’s past existences, one’s
future existences, the Law of Kamma and its result, the Law of
Dependent Origination, and the Four Noble Truths, because one
does not understand them clearly.

Being occupied with sceptical doubt, one does not revere the
Triple Gem, one does not learn the Dhamma, one does not under-
take the Noble Training, one does not even perform meritorious
deeds. So one suffers a great loss in this life. Without performing
meritorious deeds, one shall be reborn in woeful abodes again and
again.

• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World• The Real Evil Forces in the World

The fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces inThe fourteen immoral mental factors are the real evil forces in
the world. the world. the world. the world. the world. Wicked men and wild beasts, evil ghosts and cruel ogres
are dangerous, ferrocious and frightening, because their minds are
overwhelmed by these 14 immoral mental factors.

These immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internalThese immoral mental factors are our bad qualities and internal
enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising enemies. Ten of them, comprising greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),greed (lobha), anger (dosa),
ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),ignorance (moha), pride (mÈna), wrong view (diÔÔhi), torpor (thina),
sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), restlessness (uddhacca), moral shame-
lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), lessness (ahirika) and moral fearlessness (anottappa), are calledare calledare calledare calledare called
‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ ‘defilements’ (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), because they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn thebecause they defile, debase and burn the
mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.mind all the time when they arise in the mind.

Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-Defilements lie latent in the mind since conception in rebirth-
consciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate andconsciousness; they arise to the surface of the mind, agitate and
burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-burn the mind when we come in contact with various sense-
objects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when theyobjects; they influence the mind to do evil actions when they

become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.become gross and violent.

Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, Their three leaders, namely, greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger and and and and and ignorance, areignorance, areignorance, areignorance, areignorance, are
immoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and performimmoral roots, from which immoral, evil minds arise and perform
evil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions andevil actions. They are the main causes of all evil, unjust actions and
all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.all sufferings in the world.

Attachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈnaAttachment to sense-objects (kÈmarÈga), attachment to jhÈna
bliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pridebliss and Brahma existences (bhavarÈga), ill-will (paÔigha), pride
(mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view (mÈna), false view (diÔÔhi), adherence to false view that one be-that one be-that one be-that one be-that one be-
comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-comes pure by bovine or canine morality or by rites and ceremo-
nies nies nies nies nies (sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy(sÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa), sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ), jealousy
(issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) (issÈ), avarice (macchariya) and ignorance (moha) are ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fettersare ten Fetters
(saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) (saÑyojana) that bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to bethat bind beings to the Wheel of Existence to be
reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-reborn endlessly in the Three Worlds of Sense-sphere, Fine-mate-
rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.rial Sphere and Immaterial Sphere.

(c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (c) Twenty-five Beautiful Mental Factors (Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)(Sobhana Cetasikas)
These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-These 25 beautiful mental factors are our good, positive quali-

ties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome andties. If we can develop them systematically, we can overcome and
destroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negativedestroy all immoral mental factors, which are our bad, negative
qualities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in thequalities. Then we shall be the noblest and happiest people in the
world, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna forworld, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of NibbÈna for
ever.ever.ever.ever.ever.

They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.They are divided into four sub-groups.

(1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (1) Nineteen Beautiful Mental Factors (Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)(Sobhana SÈdhÈrana Cetasikas)

They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.They collectively associate with all beautiful consciousnesses.

1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — 1 Faith and Confidence — SaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈSaddhÈ

It is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the DhammaIt is having faith and confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma
and the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that theyand the SaÑgha called ‘Triple Gem’ with the knowledge that they
are the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping themare the noblest objects of veneration, and by worshipping them
and taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, welland taking refuge in the Triple Gem, we shall be safe, well
protected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realmsprotected, peaceful and prosperous, being reborn in blissful realms
repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.repeatedly.     “SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,“SaddhÈ is our most precious and noblest possession”,
said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.

2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — 2 Mindfulness — SatiSatiSatiSatiSati

It is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let thingsIt is mindful of things that are taking place and not to let things
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go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,
such as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertaking
Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.

Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);

Heedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; the
heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.       (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)

3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.

4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.

Knowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequences
of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.
Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-
ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.

5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha

Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), and itand itand itand itand it
can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome greed. greed. greed. greed. greed. It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,
wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,
not attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help others
very generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever one
has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.

“Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, said the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddha.....

A well contented man is much happier than a discontented rich
man.

6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa

Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) opposes opposes opposes opposes opposes anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) and can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcome
anger. anger. anger. anger. anger. Hatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, to
tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-
ant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is the
characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-
ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.

Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,
bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called loving-loving-loving-loving-loving-
kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance are called are called are called are called are called ‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.
‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ and and and and and ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ are excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according to
the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.

Anger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly and
dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-
kindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and in
future existences.future existences.future existences.future existences.future existences.

The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-
ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-
tect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to live
happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.

7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — TatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈ

Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ or or or or or ‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the
middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ means means means means means ‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with
neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. It balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness and
mental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalities
are working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing to
do, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very noble
quality.quality.quality.quality.quality.

TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-
tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions (loka-(loka-(loka-(loka-(loka-
dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) are are are are are “gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and
blame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldly
conditiconditiconditiconditiconditiooooons.ns.ns.ns.ns.

‘TatramajjhattatÈ’ is also called ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, which is neither he-
donic indifference nor neutral feeling. We can practise it as a medi-
tation for living at a sublime state by contemplating repeatedly with
equanimity: “All beings are as they are conditioned by their own
kammas.”

8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors ————— KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi

9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness ————— Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi

10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors ————— KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ

11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness ————— Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ

12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors ————— KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ

13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness ————— Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ

14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors————— KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ

15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness ————— Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ
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go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,go unnoticed. We must be always mindful of meritorious deeds,
such as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertakingsuch as alms-giving, observing moral precepts and undertaking
Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.Buddhist meditations.

Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);Mindfulness is the Way to the Deathless (NibbÈna);

Heedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; theHeedlessness is the way to death. The mindful do not die; the
heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.heedless are as if already dead.       (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)      (Dhammapada V. 21)

3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — 3 Moral Shame — HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; HirÊ; feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.feeling ashamed to do evil.

4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — 4 Moral Dread — Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; Ottappa; feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.feeling afraid to do evil.

Knowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequencesKnowing the Law of Kamma and the very terrible consequences
of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.of evil actions to oneself, one feels ashamed and scared to do evil.
Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-Moral shame and moral dread are the nearest causes for maintain-
ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.ing pure morality. They are the Guardian of the World.

5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — 5 Greedlessness, Non-attachment, Generosity — AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha

Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) Greedlessness (alobha) is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of is the opposite of greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), greed (lobha), and itand itand itand itand it
can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome can oppose and overcome greed. greed. greed. greed. greed. It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,It does not crave for money,
wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,wealth, power, sensual-pleasure. It makes one greedless, selfless,
not attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help othersnot attached to one’s wealth; so one can donate and help others
very generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever onevery generously. Also one can be contented with whatever one
has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.has. We can develop generosity by practising alms-giving.

“Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, “Contentment is the greatest wealth”, said the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddhasaid the Buddha.....

A well contented man is much happier than a discontented rich
man.

6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — 6 Hatelessness, Good-will, Tolerance, Loving-kindness — AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa

Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) Angerlessness (adosa) opposes opposes opposes opposes opposes anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) anger (dosa) and can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcomeand can overcome
anger. anger. anger. anger. anger. Hatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, toHatelessness and good-will towards all living beings, to
tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-tolerate insults, unpleasant dealings, unpleasant weather, unpleas-
ant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is theant conditions, and to cause no harm to any living being is the
characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of characteristic of ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), ‘angerlessness’ (adosa), and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-and it is the most beauti-
ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.ful quality to possess.

Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,Wishing all lving beings to be free from danger, mental pain,
bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called bodily pain and to be well and happy always is called loving-loving-loving-loving-loving-
kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance kindness (mettÈ); tolerance and forbearance are called are called are called are called are called ‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.‘khantÊ’.
‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ ‘Khanti’ and and and and and ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ ‘metta’ are excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according toare excellent qualities to possess according to
the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.the teachings of the Buddha.

Anger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly andAnger, hatred, ill-will and bad-attitude make one ugly and
dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-dissociable whereas hatelessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-
kindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and inkindness make one beautiful and sociable both in this life and in
future existences.future existences.future existences.future existences.future existences.

The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-The Buddha advised to practise the meditation of radiating lov-
ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness ing-kindness (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) (Metta-bhÈvanÈ) at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-at all times and at all places to pro-
tect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to livetect oneself from all dangers, to gain great merit, and to live
happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.happily and very beneficially.

7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — 7 Equanimity and Mental balance — TatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈTatramajjhattatÈ

Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is Its chief characteristic is ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ ‘impartial view’ or or or or or ‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the‘keeping at the
middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ middle of all things’. ‘To view impartially’ means means means means means ‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with‘to view with
neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. neither attachment nor aversion’. It balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness andIt balances consciousness and
mental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalitiesmental factors to function together at equal pace. When mentalities
are working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing toare working together harmoniously at equal pace, it has nothing to
do, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very nobledo, it can relax and be at peace at equanimity. It is a very noble
quality.quality.quality.quality.quality.

TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ TatramajjhattatÈ maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-maintains equanimity whatever worldly condi-
tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions tion one may encounter. The eight worldly-conditions (loka-(loka-(loka-(loka-(loka-
dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) dhammas) are are are are are “gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and“gain and loss, fame and dishonour, praise and
blame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldlyblame, happiness and suffering.” Nobody can avoid these worldly
conditiconditiconditiconditiconditiooooons.ns.ns.ns.ns.

‘TatramajjhattatÈ’ is also called ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, ‘upekkhÈ’, which is neither he-
donic indifference nor neutral feeling. We can practise it as a medi-
tation for living at a sublime state by contemplating repeatedly with
equanimity: “All beings are as they are conditioned by their own
kammas.”

8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors8 Tranquillity of mental factors ————— KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi KÈya-passaddhi

9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness9 Tranquillity of consciousness ————— Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi Citta-passaddhi

10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors10 Lightness of mental factors ————— KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ KÈya-lahutÈ

11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness11 Lightness of consciousness ————— Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ Citta-lahutÈ

12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors12 Elasticity of mental factors ————— KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ KÈya-mudutÈ

13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness13 Elasticity of consciousness ————— Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ Citta-mudutÈ

14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors14 Adaptability of mental factors————— KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ KÈya-kammaÒÒatÈ

15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness15 Adaptability of consciousness ————— Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ Citta-kammaÒÒatÈ
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16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors ————— KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ

17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness ————— Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ

18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors ————— KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ

19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness ————— CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ

The above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquil
and peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and to
work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.

(2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)

20 The Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right Speech — SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ

It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:

(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech — — — — — MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,

(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting — — — — — PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,

(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech — — — — — PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,

(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk — — — — — SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.

21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action — SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta

It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:

(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being — — — — — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,

(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property — — — — — Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,

(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct — — — — — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.

It also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicating
drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.

22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood — SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva

It is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches and
three evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causes
harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,
intoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. It
also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-
ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.

Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,
three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-
ving ving ving ving ving ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.

(3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)

23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion — KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ

It makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others are
afflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering of
others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-
ness.ness.ness.ness.ness.

24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy — MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ

It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but also also also also also appreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chief
characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.

25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya

Wisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as they
really are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of impermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanence
(anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and and and and and not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).

Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), it is calledit is calledit is calledit is calledit is called
‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). Because it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veil
of of of of of darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the dark-dark-dark-dark-dark-
ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), it is called it is called it is called it is called it is called ‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).

PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya is usually called is usually called is usually called is usually called is usually called ‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-
cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)
it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of ‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).

When it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditation
(vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful ‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-
ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) from thefrom thefrom thefrom thefrom the
mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called ‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect
Person). Person). Person). Person). Person). The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the ‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’
(sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.

• • • • • The Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the World

(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good
forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,
virtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and all
suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.

The 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. They
do not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have the
chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-
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16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors16 Proficiency of mental factors ————— KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ KÈya-pÈguÒÒatÈ

17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness17 Proficiency of consciousness ————— Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ Citta-pÈguÒÒatÈ

18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors18 Uprightness of mental factors ————— KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ KÈyujjukatÈ

19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness19 Uprightness of consciousness ————— CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ CittujjukatÈ

The above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquilThe above six pairs or 12 mental fators make the mind tranquil
and peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and toand peaceful, light and tender, adaptable to new conditions and to
work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.work proficiently and uprightly.

(2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (2) Three Abstinent Mental Factors (Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)(Virati Cetasikas)

20 The Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right SpeechThe Right Speech — SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ SammÈvÈcÈ

It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:It is the speech which abstains from four evil speeches:

(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech(i) Lying or false speech — — — — — MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,MusÈvÈdÈ,

(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting(ii) Slandering or back-biting — — — — — PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,PisuÓavÈcÈ,

(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech(iii) Harsh or abusive speech — — — — — PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,PharusavÈcÈ,

(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk(iv) Frivolous or vain talk — — — — — SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.SamphappalÈpÈ.

21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action —21 The Right Action — SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta SammÈ-kammanta

It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:It is the action which abstains from three evil bodily actions:

(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being(i) Killing any living being — — — — — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,PÈnÈtipÈtÈ,

(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property(ii) Stealing other’s property — — — — — Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ,

(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct(iii) Sexual misconduct — — — — — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ.

It also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicatingIt also includes misuse of the senses such as taking intoxicating
drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.drinks and drugs.

22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood —22 The Right livelihood — SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva SammÈ-Èjiva

It is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches andIt is the livelihood which abstains from four evil speeches and
three evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causesthree evil bodily actions. It abstains from a livelihood that causes
harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,harm to other beings, such as trading in arms, weapons, poison,
intoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. Itintoxicating drinks and drugs, live-animals and human-beings. It
also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-also abstains from slaughtering, fishing, hunting, soldiering, de-
ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.ceit, treachery, soothsaying, trickery, etc.

Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,Observing eight precepts by abstaining from four evil speeches,
three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-three evil bodily actions and the wrong-livelihood is called obser-
ving ving ving ving ving ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.ŒjÊvaÔÔhamaka-sÊla.

(3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (3) Two illimittable Mental Factors (AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)(AppamaÒÒÈ Cetasikas)

23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion —23 Compassion — KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ KaruÒÈ

It makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others areIt makes the hearts of good people quiver when others are
afflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering ofafflicted with suffering. The wish to remove the suffering of
others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-others is its chief characteristic. It discards cruelty and wicked-
ness.ness.ness.ness.ness.

24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy —24 Sympathetic joy — MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ MuditÈ

It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but It is not mere sympathy but also also also also also appreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chiefappreciative joy. Its chief
characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.characteristic is to rejoice at other’s prosperity.

25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — 25 The Faculty of Wisdom — PaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriyaPaÒÒindriya

Wisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as theyWisdom has the control over the understanding of things as they
really are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalitiesreally are, that is, understanding in terms of ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of and ultimate materialities with the characteristics of impermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanenceimpermanence
(anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and and and and and not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).not-self (anatta).

Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome Because wisdom can overcome ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), it is calledit is calledit is calledit is calledit is called
‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). ‘amoha’ (non-delusion or wisdom). Because it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veilBecause it can remove the veil
of of of of of darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance darkness of ignorance blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the blinding man’s mind and dispel the dark-dark-dark-dark-dark-
ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), ness of ignorance (avijjÈ), it is called it is called it is called it is called it is called ‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).‘higher knowledge’ (vijjÈ).

PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya PaÒÒindriya is usually called is usually called is usually called is usually called is usually called ‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-‘wisdom mental factor’ (paÒÒÈ-
cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). cetasika). When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by When it is purified and cultivated by concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)concentration (samÈdhi)
it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of it assumes the powerful role of ‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).‘supernormal knowledge’ (abhiÒÒÈ).

When it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditationWhen it is developed to the highest level by insight meditation
(vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), (vipassanÈ), it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful it becomes the powerful ‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-‘Fourfold Path-wisdom’ (Magga-
ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), ÒÈÓas), which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all which can totally eliminate all defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) defilements (kilesÈs) from thefrom thefrom thefrom thefrom the
mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called mind and establish the highest status called ‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect‘Arahatship’ (Perfect
Person). Person). Person). Person). Person). The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the The culmination of wisdom is the ‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’‘Omniscient Wisdom’
(sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) (sabbaÒÒuta-ÒÈna) of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.of the Buddha.

• • • • • The Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the WorldThe Beautiful Good Forces in the World

(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good(1) The 25 beautiful mental factors constitute the beautiful good
forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,forces in the world. By developing them, we can become upright,
virtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and allvirtuous and noble, and we can destroy all the evil forces and all
suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.suffering in our minds.

The 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. TheyThe 25 beautiful mental factors are our excellent qualities. They
do not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have thedo not usually arise in worldlings, because they don’t have the
chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-chance to arise in the mind as the minds of worldlings are over-
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Consciousness (citta) and mental factors (cetasikas) combine sys-
tematically in several ways to form 121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations, which rep-
resent various states of the ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. These combinations are simply
called ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ although they represent various ‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.

The classification of consciousnesses is described in Chart (1),
attachd to this book at the back.

Classification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to Planes (Bh|mi)
1 Sense-sphere consciousness (kÈmÈvacara-cittas) ... 54

These consciousnesses arise mostly in the sense-sphere,
but some of them also arise in other spheres.

2 Fine-material     sphere consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas) ... 15
3 Immaterial-sphere     consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas) ... 12
4 Supramundane consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness

(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas) ... 8 or 40
                                                                          Total       89 or 121

• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (KÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara Citta) (54)) (54)) (54)) (54)) (54)
Sense-sphere consciousnesses are divided into three groups:
Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
Rootless consciousness (ahetuka citta) ... 18
Sense-sphere beautiful consciousness
                                                (kÈmÈvacara sobhana citta) ... 24

(a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve Immoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral Consciousnesses es es es es (((((Akusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala Cittasssss)))))
Immoral or unwholesome consciousnesses comprise:
8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-citta),),),),),
2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (dosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-citta),),),),),
2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (moham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-citta).).).).).

22. “The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma," Third Edition,

by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 30-60.
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whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ most ofmost ofmost ofmost ofmost of
the time.the time.the time.the time.the time.

Only the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forces
and the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order to
suppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become the
noblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahants
are indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in the world. world. world. world. world.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) and and and and and wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,
amoha) amoha) amoha) amoha) amoha) are three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and the
causes of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can be
developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), observing moralobserving moralobserving moralobserving moralobserving moral
precepts precepts precepts precepts precepts (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.

In performing these three kinds of meritorious deeds, moral minds
arise by many billions every second, and when they perish, they
leave their seeds of merit called good kammasgood kammasgood kammasgood kammasgood kammas     by many billions in
the mental stream. Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-
duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. So billions of good
kammas mean that we can enjoy many uncountable-existences in
blissful realms life after life.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-
ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) and and and and and moral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dread
(ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-
samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) and and and and and wisdom wisdom wisdom wisdom wisdom are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,
which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ (kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) Right view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speech
(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood
(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness
(sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) and and and and and right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) constituteconstituteconstituteconstituteconstitute
the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.
By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,
which eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, the
highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.
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Consciousness (citta) and mental factors (cetasikas) combine sys-
tematically in several ways to form 121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations,121 combinations, which rep-
resent various states of the ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. ‘mind’. These combinations are simply
called ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ ‘consciousnesses’ although they represent various ‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.‘minds’.

The classification of consciousnesses is described in Chart (1),
attachd to this book at the back.

Classification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to PlanesClassification of Consciousness according to Planes (Bh|mi)
1 Sense-sphere consciousness (kÈmÈvacara-cittas) ... 54

These consciousnesses arise mostly in the sense-sphere,
but some of them also arise in other spheres.

2 Fine-material     sphere consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (r|pÈvacara cittas) ... 15
3 Immaterial-sphere     consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas)consciousness (ar|pÈvacara cittas) ... 12
4 Supramundane consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness

(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas)(Lokuttara cittas) ... 8 or 40
                                                                          Total       89 or 121

• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (• Sense-sphere Consciousness (KÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara CittaKÈmÈvacara Citta) (54)) (54)) (54)) (54)) (54)
Sense-sphere consciousnesses are divided into three groups:
Immoral consciousness (akusala citta) ... 12
Rootless consciousness (ahetuka citta) ... 18
Sense-sphere beautiful consciousness
                                                (kÈmÈvacara sobhana citta) ... 24

(a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve (a) Twelve Immoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral ConsciousnessImmoral Consciousnesses es es es es (((((Akusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala CittaAkusala Cittasssss)))))
Immoral or unwholesome consciousnesses comprise:
8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (8 types of greed-rooted consciousness (lobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-cittalobham|la-citta),),),),),
2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (2 types of anger-rooted consciousness (dosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-cittadosam|la-citta),),),),),
2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (2 types of ignorance-rooted consciousness (moham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-cittamoham|la-citta).).).).).

22. “The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma," Third Edition,

by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 30-60.

Ultimate Mentalities  v 77 78  v

whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called whelmed by evil forces called ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ ‘immoral mental factors’ most ofmost ofmost ofmost ofmost of
the time.the time.the time.the time.the time.

Only the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forcesOnly the Buddha knew the natures and powers of the good forces
and the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order toand the bad forces and how to develop the good forces in order to
suppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become thesuppress and finally eliminate the bad forces totally to become the
noblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahantsnoblest and happiest people in the world. The Buddha and Arahants
are indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in theare indeed the noblest and happiest people in the world. world. world. world. world.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) Greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness (adosa) and and and and and wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,wisdom (paÒÒÈ,
amoha) amoha) amoha) amoha) amoha) are three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and theare three moral roots, the roots of moral minds and the
causes of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can becauses of all good actions and happiness in the world. They can be
developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving developed by performing alms-giving (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), (dÈna), observing moralobserving moralobserving moralobserving moralobserving moral
precepts precepts precepts precepts precepts (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) (sÊla) and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation and undertaking meditation (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), (bhÈvanÈ), respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.

In performing these three kinds of meritorious deeds, moral minds
arise by many billions every second, and when they perish, they
leave their seeds of merit called good kammasgood kammasgood kammasgood kammasgood kammas     by many billions in
the mental stream. Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-Each good kamma has the potential to pro-
duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. duce a blissful existence in a blissful realm. So billions of good
kammas mean that we can enjoy many uncountable-existences in
blissful realms life after life.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-Faith (saddhÈ), right effort (vÊriya), mindfulness (sati), know-
ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) ledge (suta), wisdom (paÒÒÈ), moral shame (hirÊ) and and and and and moral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dreadmoral dread
(ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) (ottappa) constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.constitute the seven qualities of an upright person.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-Faith, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration (sammÈ-
samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) samÈdhi) and and and and and wisdom wisdom wisdom wisdom wisdom are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,are the five powers and the five faculties,
which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ which can combat our worst enemies called ‘defilements’ (kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) Right view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speechRight view (wisdom), right thought (vitakka), right speech
(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood(sammÈvÈcÈ), right action (sammÈ-kammanta), right livelihood
(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness(sammÈ-ÈjÊva), right effort (sammÈ-vÈyÈma), right mindfulness
(sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) (sammÈ-sati) and and and and and right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) right concentration (sammÈ-samÈdhi) constituteconstituteconstituteconstituteconstitute
the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.the Noble Eightfold Path as well as the Noble Threefuld Training.
By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,By developing them fully, we can attain the Fourfold Path-wisdom,
which eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, thewhich eliminates all defilements, and we shall become Arahants, the
highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.highest, best and noblest attainment in life.
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• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (Lobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la citta),),),),),

diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

‘+’ = somanassa-sahagataÑ — accompanied by pleasant mental feeling
‘-’ = upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ — accompanied by neutral feeling
diÔÔhi-saÑ = diÔÔhigata saÑpayuttaÑ — associated with wrong view
diÔÔhi-vip = diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with wrong view
asa~ = asa~khÈrika — unprompted; sasa~khÈrika = prompted

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi
11111 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
22222 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
33333 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
44444 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
55555 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
66666 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
77777 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
88888 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in English in English in English in English in English
1 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
2 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
3 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.
4 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

5 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

6 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

7 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral  feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

8 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

• Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness (Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)

‘*’ = domanassa-sahagataÑ = accompanied by painful mental feeling
   paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ = associated with ill-will

The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|la
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|la
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.
The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One anger-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

painful mental feeling and associated with ill-will.
2 One anger-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by pain-

ful mental feeling and associated with ill-will.

• Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness (Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)

vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ — associated with sceptical doubt
uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ — associated with restlessness
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

Consciousnesses or Minds       v 79 80 v The Great Discovery of Ultimate Science

paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ

* *
asa~ sasa~

vicikicchÈ-sam
_

uddhacca-sam
_
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• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (• Eight types of Greed-rooted Consciousness (Lobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la cittaLobham|la citta),),),),),

diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip diÔÔhÊ-sam diÔÔhÊ-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

‘+’ = somanassa-sahagataÑ — accompanied by pleasant mental feeling
‘-’ = upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ — accompanied by neutral feeling
diÔÔhi-saÑ = diÔÔhigata saÑpayuttaÑ — associated with wrong view
diÔÔhi-vip = diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with wrong view
asa~ = asa~khÈrika — unprompted; sasa~khÈrika = prompted

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi
11111 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
22222 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
33333 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
44444 Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaSomanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
55555 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
66666 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
77777 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.
88888 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrikaUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhigata vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika

lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.lobham|la citta.

The names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnessThe names of 8 greed-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in English in English in English in English in English
1 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
2 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and associated with wrong view.
3 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.
4 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by

pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

5 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

6 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and associated with wrong view.

7 One greed-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by
neutral  feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

8 One greed-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by
neutral feeling, and dissociated with wrong view.

• Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Anger-rooted Consciousness (Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)(Dosa-m|la Citta)

‘*’ = domanassa-sahagataÑ = accompanied by painful mental feeling
   paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ = associated with ill-will

The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in PÈÄi
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosam|la
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.
Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|laDomanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika dosam|la
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.
The names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One anger-rooted consciousness, unprompted, accompanied by

painful mental feeling and associated with ill-will.
2 One anger-rooted consciousness, prompted, accompanied by pain-

ful mental feeling and associated with ill-will.

• Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness • Two Types of Ignorance-rooted Consciousness (Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)(Moha-m|la Citta)

vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ — associated with sceptical doubt
uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ — associated with restlessness
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnessThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi in PÈÄi
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ vicikicchÈ-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ uddhacca-sampayuttaÑ moha-m|la citta.
The names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 2 ignorance-rooted consciousnesses in English
1 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral
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feeling and associated with sceptical doubt.
2 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

feeling, and associated with restlessness.

(b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen Rootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless Consciousnesseseseseses (Ahetuka Cittas)
They include 77777 immoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnesses

(((((akusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittas),),),),),
88888 rootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnesses

(((((ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas),),),),),
33333 rootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnesses

(((((ahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittas).).).).).
Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (akusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetu) — greed () — greed () — greed () — greed () — greed (lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha), anger (), anger (), anger (), anger (), anger (dosadosadosadosadosa),),),),),

ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (mohamohamohamohamoha)))))
Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (kusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetu) — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness (alobhaalobhaalobhaalobhaalobha),),),),),

                                        hatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessness     (((((adosaadosaadosaadosaadosa), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (amohaamohaamohaamohaamoha)))))
The 18 rootless consciousnesses contain none of these roots.

• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness
(Akusala VipÈka Citta)

‘    ’ = dukkha-sahagataÑ - accompanied by painful bodily feeling
1 1 1 1 1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
22222 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-Ear-Ear-Ear-Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
33333 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-Nose-Nose-Nose-Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
44444 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-conTongue-conTongue-conTongue-conTongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
55555 Dukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-conBody-conBody-conBody-conBody-consciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.
66666 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving Receiving Receiving Receiving Receiving conconconconconsciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
77777 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

cakkhu ghÈna kÈya santÊraÓa
—         —           —          —                  —             — +

sota jÊvhÈ sampaÔicchana           santÊ

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Put 'akusala vipÈka' or 'immoral resultant' before each conscious-
ness-name to show the full name.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kusala VipÈka Cittas)

‘V’ = sukha-sahagataÑ = accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Sukha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
8 Somanassa-sahagatam santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental feeling.
Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Put 'kusala vipÈka' or 'moral resultant' before each conscious-
ness-name to show the full name.

• • • • • ThThThThThree ree ree ree ree Types of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kiriya Cittas)

11111 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

22222 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
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feeling and associated with sceptical doubt.
2 One ignorance-rooted consciousness, accompanied by neutral

feeling, and associated with restlessness.

(b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen (b) Eighteen Rootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless ConsciousnessRootless Consciousnesseseseseses (Ahetuka Cittas)
They include 77777 immoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnessesimmoral resultant consciousnesses

(((((akusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittasakusala vipÈka cittas),),),),),
88888 rootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnessesrootless moral resultant consciousnesses

(((((ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittasahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas),),),),),
33333 rootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnessesrootless functional consciousnesses

(((((ahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittasahetuka kiriya cittas).).).).).
Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (Three immoral roots (akusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetuakusala-hetu) — greed () — greed () — greed () — greed () — greed (lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha), anger (), anger (), anger (), anger (), anger (dosadosadosadosadosa),),),),),

ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (ignorance (mohamohamohamohamoha)))))
Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (Three moral roots (kusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetukusala-hetu) — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness () — greedlessness (alobhaalobhaalobhaalobhaalobha),),),),),

                                        hatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessnesshatelessness     (((((adosaadosaadosaadosaadosa), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (), wisdom (amohaamohaamohaamohaamoha)))))
The 18 rootless consciousnesses contain none of these roots.

• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven• Seven Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness Types of Immoral Resultant Consciousness
(Akusala VipÈka Citta)

‘    ’ = dukkha-sahagataÑ - accompanied by painful bodily feeling
1 1 1 1 1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
22222 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-Ear-Ear-Ear-Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
33333 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-Nose-Nose-Nose-Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
44444 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-conTongue-conTongue-conTongue-conTongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
55555 Dukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviDukkha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-conBody-conBody-conBody-conBody-consciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.sciousness accompanied by painful bodily feeling.
66666 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving Receiving Receiving Receiving Receiving conconconconconsciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.sciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
77777 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

cakkhu ghÈna kÈya santÊraÓa
—         —           —          —                  —             — +

sota jÊvhÈ sampaÔicchana           santÊ

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Put 'akusala vipÈka' or 'immoral resultant' before each conscious-
ness-name to show the full name.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness Types of Rootless Moral Resultant Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kusala VipÈka Cittas)

‘V’ = sukha-sahagataÑ = accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling
1 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ cakkhuviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Eye-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
2 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sotaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Ear-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
3 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Nose-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
4 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ jÊvhÈviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Tongue-consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
5 Sukha-sahagataÑ kÈyaviÒÒÈÓaÑ

Body-consciousness accompanied by pleasant bodily feeling.
6 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ sampaÔicchana-cittaÑ

Receiving consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
7 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
8 Somanassa-sahagatam santÊraÓa-cittaÑ

Investigating consciousness accompanied by pleasant mental feeling.
Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Put 'kusala vipÈka' or 'moral resultant' before each conscious-
ness-name to show the full name.

• • • • • ThThThThThree ree ree ree ree Types of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional ConsciousnessTypes of Rootless Functional Consciousness
(Ahetuka Kiriya Cittas)

11111 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Five-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.

22222 UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈUpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ manodvÈrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑrÈvajjana-cittaÑ
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cakkhu ghÈna kÈya santÊraÓa
—         —           —          —                  —             —

sota jÊvhÈ sampaÔicchana

paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana hasituppÈda
      —                          —                 +

manodvÈrÈvajjana
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Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
33333 Somanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑ

Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.

(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses
(KÈmÈvacara Sobhana Cittas)

They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 88888               types of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala citta)))))
88888               types of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
8   8   8   8   8   types of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya citta)))))

• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Citta)

ÒÈÓa-sam ÒÈÓa-vip ÒÈÓa-sam ÒÈÓa-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

ÒÈÓa-sam = ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ — associated with knowledge of
kamma

ÒÈÓa-vip = ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with knowledge of
kamma

The remaining symbols have the same meanings as in those of greed-
rooted consciousnesses. The names of sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses are similar to those of greed-rooted consciousnesses.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄÄÄÄÄiiiii
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.

2 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.

3 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with knowledge.

4 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

5 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

6 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

7 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

8 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
EightEightEightEightEight Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 8 sense-sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change 'moral consciousness' to 'resultant con-
sciousness' or 'functional consciousness'.

The sense-sphere moral or resultant or functional consciousness is
also called ‘great moral or resultant or functional consciousness’. Here,
‘great’ means ‘greater in number’. The sense-sphere moral or result-
ant or functional consciousnesses are greater in number than fine-
material sphere or immaterial sphere or supramundane moral or re-
sultant or functional consciousnesses.

(d)(d)(d)(d)(d) Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses (R|pÈvacara Cittas)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness

     (     (     (     (     (R|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala citta)))))
5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-
     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (R|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-
     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (R|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya citta)))))

• Five• Five• Five• Five• Five Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousnesseseseseses
(R|pÈvacara Kusala Cittas)
These consciousnesses are jhÈna consciousnesses. JhÈna means mental

absorption. The mind remains absorbed for hours in meditation-object.
JhÈna can also be regarded as a combination of jhÈna factors which

Consciousnesses or Minds       v 83 84 v The Great Discovery of Ultimate Science
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Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.Mind-door directing consciousness accompanied by neutral feeling.
33333 Somanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑSomanassa-sahagataÑ hasituppÈda-cittaÑ

Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.Smile-producing consciousness accompanied by pleasant feeling.

(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses(c) Twenty-four Sense-sphere Beautiful Consciousnesses
(KÈmÈvacara Sobhana Cittas)

They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 88888               types of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere moral consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala cittaKÈmÈvacara kusala citta)))))
88888               types of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere resultant consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittaKÈmÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
8   8   8   8   8   types of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousnesstypes of sense-sphere functional consciousness
                         (((((KÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya cittaKÈmÈvacara kiriya citta)))))

• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Moral Consciousness
(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Citta)

ÒÈÓa-sam ÒÈÓa-vip ÒÈÓa-sam ÒÈÓa-vip
  +      +   +     +   —     —   —     —
asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~ asa~ sasa~

ÒÈÓa-sam = ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ — associated with knowledge of
kamma

ÒÈÓa-vip = ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ — dissociated with knowledge of
kamma

The remaining symbols have the same meanings as in those of greed-
rooted consciousnesses. The names of sense-sphere moral conscious-
nesses are similar to those of greed-rooted consciousnesses.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄÄÄÄÄiiiii
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ Somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.
UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasaÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta.

The names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 8 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied

by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.

2 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling, and associated with knowledge.

3 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling, and dissociated with knowledge.

4 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by pleasant mental feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

5 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

6 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and associated with knowledge.

7 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, unprompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

8 One sense-sphere moral consciousness, prompted, accompanied
by neutral feeling and dissociated with knowledge.

• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight• Eight Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and Types of Sense-sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
EightEightEightEightEight Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness Types of Sense-sphere Functional Consciousness
Their names are the same as those of 8 sense-sphere moral

consciousnesses; just change 'moral consciousness' to 'resultant con-
sciousness' or 'functional consciousness'.

The sense-sphere moral or resultant or functional consciousness is
also called ‘great moral or resultant or functional consciousness’. Here,
‘great’ means ‘greater in number’. The sense-sphere moral or result-
ant or functional consciousnesses are greater in number than fine-
material sphere or immaterial sphere or supramundane moral or re-
sultant or functional consciousnesses.

(d)(d)(d)(d)(d) Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses  Fifteen Fine-material Sphere Consciousnesses (R|pÈvacara Cittas)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness5   types of fine-material sphere moral consciousness

     (     (     (     (     (R|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala cittaR|pÈvacara kusala citta)))))
5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-5   types of fine-material sphere resultant conscious-
     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (R|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaR|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-5   types of fine-materrial sphere functional conscious-
     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (     ness (R|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya cittaR|pÈvacara kiriya citta)))))

• Five• Five• Five• Five• Five Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousness Fine-material Sphere Moral Consciousnesseseseseses
(R|pÈvacara Kusala Cittas)
These consciousnesses are jhÈna consciousnesses. JhÈna means mental

absorption. The mind remains absorbed for hours in meditation-object.
JhÈna can also be regarded as a combination of jhÈna factors which
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keeps the mind unitedly, harmoniously and serenely absorbed on a
single object. It is the state of one-pointedness of the mind that makes
the mind extremely blissful and powerful.

The five The five The five The five The five jhÈnajhÈnajhÈnajhÈnajhÈna factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow-
ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.
VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka ————— initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;

applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.
VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra ————— sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;

discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.
PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti ————— joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.
SukhaSukhaSukhaSukhaSukha ————— pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (vedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasika)))))
UpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈ ————— neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also vedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasika)))))
EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ ————— one-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousness

andandandandand     mental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focused
on aon aon aon aon a     sense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentration
(((((samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi).).).).).

• • • • • The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄiiiii

11111 Vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈna
r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

22222 VicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusala
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.

33333 PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
44444 Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
55555 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.

The 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in the
number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.

The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 First jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and
one-pointedness.

2 Second jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together
with sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

3 Third jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

4 Fouth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
pleasant feeling and one-pointedness.

5 Fifth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
neutral feeling and one-pointedness.

• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and
• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses

Their names are the same as those of 5 fine-material sphere moral
consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses (Ar|pÈvacara Cittas)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 44444 types of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala citta)))))
44444 types of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
44444 types of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-citta).).).).).

• • • • • Four Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral Consciousnesseseseseses
(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala Cittas)
These  consciousnesses are also jhÈna consciousnesses. They all

have upekkhÈ and ekaggatÈ as their jhÈna factors. They differ from
one another in the sense-object they take.
The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi

11111 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.....
22222 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.....
33333 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.....
44444 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.

The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in English
11111 ŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral

feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.
22222 ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel-
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vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukkha/upekkhÈ
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first second fourth

ekaggatÈ

third fifth
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viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana
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keeps the mind unitedly, harmoniously and serenely absorbed on a
single object. It is the state of one-pointedness of the mind that makes
the mind extremely blissful and powerful.

The five The five The five The five The five jhÈnajhÈnajhÈnajhÈnajhÈna factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow- factors are neutral mental factors with the follow-
ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.ing significances.
VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka ————— initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;initial application of the mind to the sense-object;

applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.applied thought.
VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra ————— sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;sustained application of the mind to the sense-object;

discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.discursive thinking.
PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti ————— joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.joy or rapture; a precursor of happiness.
SukhaSukhaSukhaSukhaSukha ————— pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (pleasant feeling; happiness (vedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasika)))))
UpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈ ————— neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also neutral feeling (also vedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasikavedanÈ cetasika)))))
EkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈEkaggatÈ ————— one-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousnessone-pointedness of the mind; it unites consciousness

andandandandand     mental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focusedmental factors to remain harmoniously focused
on aon aon aon aon a     sense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentrationsense-object. It is translated as concentration
(((((samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi).).).).).

• • • • • The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnessThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesseseseseses in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄ in PÈÄiiiii

11111 Vitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈnaVitakka vicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ pathamajjhÈna
r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.r|pÈvacara kusala citta.

22222 VicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusalaVicÈra pÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ dutiyajjhÈna r|pavacara kusala
citta.citta.citta.citta.citta.

33333 PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.PÊti sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ tatiyajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
44444 Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.Sukha ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.
55555 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ paÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna rÒcamajjhÈna r|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.|pÈvacara kusala citta.

The 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in theThe 5 r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas differ from one another in the
number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.number of jhÈna factors.

The names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 5 fine-material sphere moral consciousnesses in English
1 First jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and
one-pointedness.

2 Second jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together
with sustained application, joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

3 Third jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
joy, pleasant feeling, and one-pointedness.

4 Fouth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
pleasant feeling and one-pointedness.

5 Fifth jhÈna fine-material sphere moral consciousness together with
neutral feeling and one-pointedness.

• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and• Five Fine-material Sphere Resultant Consciousnesses, and
• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses• Five Fine-material Sphere Functional Consciousnesses

Their names are the same as those of 5 fine-material sphere moral
consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses Twelve Immaterial Sphere Consciousnesses (Ar|pÈvacara Cittas)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 44444 types of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere moral consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala cittaAr|pÈvacara kusala citta)))))
44444 types of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere resultant consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka cittaAr|pÈvacara vipÈka citta)))))
44444 types of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousnesstypes of immaterial sphere functional consciousness

(((((Ar|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-cittaAr|pÈvacara kiriya-citta).).).).).

• • • • • Four Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral ConsciousnessFour Immaterial Sphere Moral Consciousnesseseseseses
(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala Cittas)
These  consciousnesses are also jhÈna consciousnesses. They all

have upekkhÈ and ekaggatÈ as their jhÈna factors. They differ from
one another in the sense-object they take.
The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄiThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in PÈÄi

11111 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.....
22222 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta.....
33333 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala cittaÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.....
44444 UpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaUpekkhÈ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.ÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta.

The names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in EnglishThe names of 4 immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses in English
11111 ŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatananaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral moral consciousness together with neutral

feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.feeling and one-pointedness.
22222 ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel-
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ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.
33333 ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.
44444 NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu-

tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.
• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness

Their names are the same as those of the 4 immaterial sphere moral
consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’
(f) (f) (f) (f) (f) Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses (Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)

Those, who undertake meditation in VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way, can de-
velop 8 Lokuttara cittas; and those, who undertake vipassanÈ
meditatiion in Samatha-yÈnika Way, can develop 40 lokuttara cittas.

• Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness (VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and

4    4    4    4    4    supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.

• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses
(((((Lokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala Cittas)))))

11111 SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)

22222 SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)

33333 AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)

44444 Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)

• • • • • Four Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant Consciousnesses
(((((Lokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka Cittas)))))

11111 SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)

22222 SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)

33333 AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)

44444 Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)

• • • • • Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses (Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈnininininika Way)ka Way)ka Way)ka Way)ka Way)
The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4

supramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate with
each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 x 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40
lokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total number
of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.

• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli

tak cÈ pÊti su/up ek

+ + + + —

pa du ta ca paÒ

11111 VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka,,,,, vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra,,,,, pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti, , , , , sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     pathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈna
sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.

22222 VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra,,,,, pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti, , , , , sukh’sukh’sukh’sukh’sukh’     ekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-
magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.

33333 PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti, , , , , sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-
cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.

44444 Sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.
55555 Upekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-

cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.

• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English
1 The first jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, bliss and
one-pointedness.

2 The second jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
sustained application, joy, bliss and one-pointedness.

3 The third jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
joy, bliss and one-pointedness.

4 The fourth jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
bliss and one-pointedness.

5 The fifth jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
equanimity and one-pointedness.

The five sakadÈgÈmi path-consciousnesses, the five anÈgÈmi path-
consciousnesses and the five arahatta path-consciousnesses are named
similarly. The five sakadÈgÈmi-phala cittas, etc., can also be written
in a similar way by just changing magga, into 'phala'.
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ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.
33333 ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatanaŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel- moral consciousness together with neutral feel-

ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.ing and one-pointedness.
44444 NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatanaNevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu- moral consciousness together with neu-

tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.tral feeling and one-pointedness.
• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Resultant Consciousness, and
• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness• Four types of Immaterial Sphere Functional Consciousness

Their names are the same as those of the 4 immaterial sphere moral
consciousnesses; just change ‘moral consciousness’ to ‘resultant con-
sciousness’ or ‘functional consciousness’
(f) (f) (f) (f) (f) Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses Supramundane Consciousnesses (Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)

Those, who undertake meditation in VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way, can de-
velop 8 Lokuttara cittas; and those, who undertake vipassanÈ
meditatiion in Samatha-yÈnika Way, can develop 40 lokuttara cittas.

• Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness • Eight Supramundane Consciousness (VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)(VipassanÈ-yÈnika Way)
They includeThey includeThey includeThey includeThey include 4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and4    supramundane moral consciousnesses, and

4    4    4    4    4    supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.supramundane resultant consciousnesses.

• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses• Four Supramundane Moral Consciousnesses
(((((Lokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala CittasLokuttara Kusala Cittas)))))

11111 SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-path-consciousness (SotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-cittaSotÈpatti-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the path of stream-entry)

22222 SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of once-returning)

33333 AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-path-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-cittaAnÈgÈmi-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the path of never-returning)

44444 Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-path-consciousness (Arahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-cittaArahatta-magga-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the path of arahatship)

• • • • • Four Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant ConsciousnessesFour Supramundane Resultant Consciousnesses
(((((Lokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka CittasLokuttara VipÈka Cittas)))))

11111 SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-fruition-consciousness (SotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-cittaSotÈpatti-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of stream-entry)

22222 SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (SakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-cittaSakadÈgÈmi-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of once-returning)

33333 AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-fruition-consciousness (AnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-cittaAnÈgÈmi-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of never-returning)

44444 Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-fruition-consciousness (Arahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-cittaArahatta-phala-citta)))))
(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)(Consciousness belonging to the fruition of arahatship)

• • • • • Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses Forty Supramundene Consciousnesses (Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈ(Samatha-yÈnininininika Way)ka Way)ka Way)ka Way)ka Way)
The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4The 4 supramundane moral consciousnesses and the 4

supramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate withsupramundane resultant consciousnesses can each associate with
each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 each of the five r|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas. So there are 8 x 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40 5 = 40
lokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total numberlokuttra cittas in the SamathayÈnika way, making the total number
of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.of cittas 81+40=121.

• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Magga Cittas in PÈli

tak cÈ pÊti su/up ek

+ + + + —

pa du ta ca paÒ

11111 VitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakkaVitakka,,,,, vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra vicÈra,,,,, pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti, , , , , sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     pathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈnapathamajjhÈna
sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.

22222 VicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈraVicÈra,,,,, pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti pÊti, , , , , sukh’sukh’sukh’sukh’sukh’     ekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-dutiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-
magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.magga-cittaÑ.

33333 PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti, , , , , sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑsukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-tatiyajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-
cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.

44444 Sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑSukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.catutthajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-cittaÑ.
55555 Upekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑUpekkh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ     paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-paÒcamajjhÈna sotÈpatti-magga-

cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.cittaÑ.

• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English• Five JhÈna SotÈpatti Path-Consciusness in English
1 The first jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with

initial application, sustained application, joy, bliss and
one-pointedness.

2 The second jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
sustained application, joy, bliss and one-pointedness.

3 The third jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
joy, bliss and one-pointedness.

4 The fourth jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
bliss and one-pointedness.

5 The fifth jhÈna sotÈpatti path-consciousness together with
equanimity and one-pointedness.

The five sakadÈgÈmi path-consciousnesses, the five anÈgÈmi path-
consciousnesses and the five arahatta path-consciousnesses are named
similarly. The five sakadÈgÈmi-phala cittas, etc., can also be written
in a similar way by just changing magga, into 'phala'.
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• • • • • Classification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of Consciousnesseseseseses according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth (JÈtÊ)
The consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according to

birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (See the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this book.).).).).)
11111 Immoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousness (((((akusala cittaakusala cittaakusala cittaakusala cittaakusala citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 1212121212
22222 Moral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousness (((((kusala cittakusala cittakusala cittakusala cittakusala citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 2121212121
33333 Resultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousness (((((vipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 3636363636
44444 Functional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousness (((((kiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 2020202020

VipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittas and  and  and  and  and kiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittas are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called avyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkata
cittascittascittascittascittas. ‘. ‘. ‘. ‘. ‘AvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkata’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘indeterminateindeterminateindeterminateindeterminateindeterminate’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined
as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 avyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkata
cittascittascittascittascittas and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no
kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.

Akusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kamma
properties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bear
results. results. results. results. results. Immoral deeds are performed by immoral consciousnesses
together with their concomitants, depositing billions of bad kammas
in the mental stream. Moral deeds are performed by moral
consciousnesses together with their concomitants, depositing billions
of good kammas in the mental stream.

Bad kammas will bear bad results including repeated rebirth in the
woeful realms. Good kammas will bear good results including repeated
rebirth in blissful realms. For detailed information about kamma and
kamma-result, please read Chapter [ 6 ].

• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Mahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata Cittasssss)))))
The 15 fine-material sphere consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara cittas) and

the 12 immaterial-sphere consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara cittas) are
collectively known as 27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (mahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittas).).).).).
Mahaggata cittas are more developed and more exalted than the 54
sense-sphere consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara cittas).

Five fine-material-sphere moral consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara kusala
cittas) and four immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara
kusala cittas) are collectively called 9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.

Five fine-material-sphere resultant consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara
vipÈka cittas) and four immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses
(ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈka
cittascittascittascittascittas.....

Similarly 5 fine-material-sphere functional consciousnesses
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(r|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) and four immaterial sphere functional cons-
ciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-
gata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittas.....

• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Lokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya Cittasssss)))))
The 54 kÈmÈvacara cittas and the 27 mahaggata cittas are collec-

tively known as 81 lokiya cittas (mundane consciousnesses).
‘Lokiya’ means ‘mundane’ or ‘associated with the three spheres of

existence — viz., the sense sphere, the fine-material sphere and the
immaterial sphere.

The 17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses,,,,, comprising 8 sense-sphere moral
consciousnesses and 9 mahaggata moral consciousnesses, are called
17 mundane moral consciousnesses (lokiya kusala cittas).

The 23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses,,,,, comprising 7 immoral resultant
consciousnesses (akusala vipÈka cittas), 8 rootless moral resultant
consciousnesses (ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas), 8 great resultant
consciousnesses (mahÈvipÈka cittas), are collectively called 23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-
sphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas).

The 23 kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas and the 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittas
are collectively called 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (lokiya
vipÈka cittas).

The 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and the 12 ar|pÈvacara cittas make up 2727272727
mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (lokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittas).).).).).

• • • • • Supramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Lokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara Cittasssss)))))

The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (magga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittas) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as
supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (lokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittas).).).).).

The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (phala cittasphala cittasphala cittasphala cittasphala cittas) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as
supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (lokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittas).).).).).

The 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnesses
form the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief,,,,,
which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-
yÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika way”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “taking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicle”.”.”.”.”.

Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundane
jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (lokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittas) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-
ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”, that”, that”, that”, that”, that
is, “is, “is, “is, “is, “taking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicle”.”.”.”.”.
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• • • • • Classification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of ConsciousnessClassification of Consciousnesseseseseses according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth according to Birth (JÈtÊ)
The consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according toThe consciousnesses are divided into four classes according to

birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (birth as follows: (See the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this bookSee the Citta Chart (1) at the back of this book.).).).).)
11111 Immoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousnessImmoral consciousness (((((akusala cittaakusala cittaakusala cittaakusala cittaakusala citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 1212121212
22222 Moral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousnessMoral consciousness (((((kusala cittakusala cittakusala cittakusala cittakusala citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 2121212121
33333 Resultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousnessResultant consciousness (((((vipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka cittavipÈka citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 3636363636
44444 Functional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousnessFunctional consciousness (((((kiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya cittakiriya citta))))) .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 2020202020

VipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittasVipÈka cittas and  and  and  and  and kiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittaskiriya cittas are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called  are collectively called avyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkata
cittascittascittascittascittas. ‘. ‘. ‘. ‘. ‘AvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkataAvyÈkata’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘’ means ‘indeterminateindeterminateindeterminateindeterminateindeterminate’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined’, that is, ‘not determined
as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 as kammically ‘wholesome’ or ‘unwholesome’. The 56 avyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkataavyÈkata
cittascittascittascittascittas and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no and their concomitants are kammically neutral; they have no
kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.kamma properties.

Akusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kammaAkusala cittas and kusala cittas and their concomitants have kamma
properties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bearproperties. ‘Kamma’ is ‘volitional action’ with the potential to bear
results. results. results. results. results. Immoral deeds are performed by immoral consciousnesses
together with their concomitants, depositing billions of bad kammas
in the mental stream. Moral deeds are performed by moral
consciousnesses together with their concomitants, depositing billions
of good kammas in the mental stream.

Bad kammas will bear bad results including repeated rebirth in the
woeful realms. Good kammas will bear good results including repeated
rebirth in blissful realms. For detailed information about kamma and
kamma-result, please read Chapter [ 6 ].

• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousness• Exalted Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Mahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata CittaMahaggata Cittasssss)))))
The 15 fine-material sphere consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara cittas) and

the 12 immaterial-sphere consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara cittas) are
collectively known as 27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (27 exalted consciousnesses (mahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittasmahaggata cittas).).).).).
Mahaggata cittas are more developed and more exalted than the 54
sense-sphere consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara cittas).

Five fine-material-sphere moral consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara kusala
cittas) and four immaterial-sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara
kusala cittas) are collectively called 9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.9 mahaggata kusala cittas.

Five fine-material-sphere resultant consciousnesses (r|pÈvacara
vipÈka cittas) and four immaterial-sphere resultant consciousnesses
(ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈkamahaggata vipÈka
cittascittascittascittascittas.....

Similarly 5 fine-material-sphere functional consciousnesses
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(r|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) and four immaterial sphere functional cons-
ciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas) are collectively called 9 9 9 9 9 mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-mahag-
gata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittasgata kiriya cittas.....

• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousness• Mundane Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Lokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya CittaLokiya Cittasssss)))))
The 54 kÈmÈvacara cittas and the 27 mahaggata cittas are collec-

tively known as 81 lokiya cittas (mundane consciousnesses).
‘Lokiya’ means ‘mundane’ or ‘associated with the three spheres of

existence — viz., the sense sphere, the fine-material sphere and the
immaterial sphere.

The 17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses17 moral consciousnesses,,,,, comprising 8 sense-sphere moral
consciousnesses and 9 mahaggata moral consciousnesses, are called
17 mundane moral consciousnesses (lokiya kusala cittas).

The 23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses23 resultant consciousnesses,,,,, comprising 7 immoral resultant
consciousnesses (akusala vipÈka cittas), 8 rootless moral resultant
consciousnesses (ahetuka kusala vipÈka cittas), 8 great resultant
consciousnesses (mahÈvipÈka cittas), are collectively called 23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-23 sense-
sphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnessessphere resultant consciousnesses (kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas).

The 23 kÈmÈvacara vipÈka cittas and the 9 mahaggata vipÈka cittas
are collectively called 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (lokiya
vipÈka cittas).

The 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and the 12 ar|pÈvacara cittas make up 2727272727
mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (mundane jhÈna consciousnesses (lokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittaslokiya jhÈna cittas).).).).).

• • • • • Supramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane ConsciousnessSupramundane Consciousnesseseseseses ( ( ( ( (Lokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara CittaLokuttara Cittasssss)))))

The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (The 4 Path-consciousnesses (magga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittasmagga cittas) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as
supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (supramundane moral consciousnesses (lokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittaslokuttara kusala cittas).).).).).

The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (The 4 Fruition-consciousnesses (phala cittasphala cittasphala cittasphala cittasphala cittas) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as) are known as
supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (supramundane resultant consciousnesses (lokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittaslokuttara vipÈka cittas).).).).).

The 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnessesThe 4 Path-consciousnesses and the 4 Fruition-consciousnesses
form the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in briefform the 8 supramundane consciousnesses (lokuttara cittas) in brief,,,,,
which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “which are realized by undertaking vipassanÈ in the “vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-vipassanÈ-
yÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika wayyÈnika way”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “”, that is, “taking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicletaking insight meditation as the vehicle”.”.”.”.”.

Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5Each of the 8 lokuttara cittas can associate with each of the 5
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundaner|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. So there will be 8 x 5 = 40 supramundane
jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (jhÈna consciousnesses (lokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittaslokuttara jhÈna cittas) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-) which can be real-
ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “ized by undertaking vipassanÈ by the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”, that”, that”, that”, that”, that
is, “is, “is, “is, “is, “taking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicletaking tranquillity meditation as the vehicle”.”.”.”.”.
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• The Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of Consciousnesses

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundane
consciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the total
number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-
dane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as the
total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”.”.”.”.”.

Attention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, please
see the “Citta Chart” attached to the back of this book.

• • • • • Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor wwwwwith Differentith Differentith Differentith Differentith Different
ConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnesses2323232323

Please look at Chart (2) attached to the back of this book.
In general we can say that:
11111 The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓas)))))

associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.
22222 The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (pakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakas) associate with) associate with) associate with) associate with) associate with

certain certain certain certain certain sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas and  and  and  and  and asobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittas.....
33333 The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (akusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikas) associate) associate) associate) associate) associate

only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.
44444 The 4 The 4 The 4 The 4 The 4 akusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranas associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral cittascittascittascittascittas.....
55555 The 19 The 19 The 19 The 19 The 19 sobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓas associate with all  associate with all  associate with all  associate with all  associate with all sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas.....
66666 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 sobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikas associate only with associate only with associate only with associate only with associate only with

sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas.....
For a detailed survey of the combination of each cetasika with

different cittas, the chart on Sampayoga method (i.e., Chart No.2 at
the back of this book) should be consulted.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Association of NAssociation of NAssociation of NAssociation of NAssociation of Neeeeeutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factors
1 The 7 sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓas associate with all cittas.
2 Vitakka associates with 55 cittas, comprising 44 kÈma-cittas

(10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas being excepted) and 11 first-jhÈna cittas.
3 VicÈra associates with 66 cittas, comprising 44 kÈma-cittas

(10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas being excepted) and 11 first-jhÈna cittas
and 11 second jhÈna cittas.

23. "The Essence of Buddha AbhidhammÈ", Third Edition,
by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp 81-93.

4 Adhimokkha associates with 78 cittas in the brief method
(vipassanÈ yÈnika) and 110 cittas in the broad method
(samatha yÈnika) with the exception of 10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas
and vicikicchÈ-sampayutta citta.

5 VÊriya associates with 73 cittas in the brief method or 105
cittas in the broad method with the exception of 10 dvipaÒca-
viÒÒÈÓas, 2 sampaÔicchana cittas, 3 santÊraÓa cittas and 1 paÒca-
dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

6 PÊti associates with 51 somanassa-sahagata cittas comprising 4
lobha-m|la somanassa cittas, 1 somanassa-santÊraÓa citta, 1
hasituppÈda citta, 12 kÈma sobhana somanassa cittas, 11 first-
jhÈna cittas, 11 second-jhÈna cittas and 11 third-jhÈna cittas.

7 Chanda associates with 69 cittas in the brief method or 101
cittas in the broad method with the exception of 2 moha m|la
cittas and 18 ahetuka cittas.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Association of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factors
1 The 4 akusala sÈdhÈraÓas — namely, moha, ahirika, anottappa

and uddhacca — associate with all the 12 akusala cittas.
2 Lobha associates with 8 lobha-m|la cittas.

DiÔÔhi associates with 4 lobha-m|la diÔÔhigata-sampayutta cittas.
MÈna associates with 4 lobha-m|la diÔÔhigata-vippayutta cittas.

3 Dosa, issÈ, macchariya and kukkucca associate with 2
dosa-m|la cittas.

4 Thina and middha associate with 5 akusala sasa~khÈrika cittas.
5 VicikicchÈ associates with moha-m|la vicikicchÈ-sampayutta

citta.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Association of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental Factors
1 The 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas associate collectively with

all sobhana cittas numbering 59 in the brief method and 91 in
the broad method.

2 The 3 virati cetasikas, namely, sammÈ-vÈcÈ, sammÈ-kammanta
and sammÈ-ÈjÊva, associate intermittently and individually with
8 mahÈkusala cittas and unfailingly and unitedly with 8 lokuttara
cittas.

3 The 2 appamaÒÒÈ-cetasikas — namely, karuÓÈ and muditÈ —
associate intermittently and individually with 28 cittas
comprising 8 mahÈkusala cittas, 8 mahÈkiriya cittas and
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• The Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of ConsciousnessesThe Total Number of Consciousnesses

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundaneIf we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 8 supramundane
consciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the totalconsciousnesses in brief, we get 89 consciousnesses as the total
number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.number of consciousness in brief.

If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-If we combine 81 mundane consciousnesses with 40 supramun-
dane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as thedane jhÈna consciousneses, we get 121 consciousnesses as the
total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “total number of consciousness in the “samatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika waysamatha-yÈnika way”.”.”.”.”.

Attention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, pleaseAttention: For a systematic quick review on consciousnesses, please
see the “Citta Chart” attached to the back of this book.

• • • • • Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor Association of Each Mental Factor wwwwwith Differentith Differentith Differentith Differentith Different
ConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnesses2323232323

Please look at Chart (2) attached to the back of this book.
In general we can say that:
11111 The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (The 7 essential mental factors (sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓassabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓas)))))

associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.associate with all consciousnesses.
22222 The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (The 6 particular mental factors (pakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakaspakiÓÓakas) associate with) associate with) associate with) associate with) associate with

certain certain certain certain certain sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas and  and  and  and  and asobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittasasobhana cittas.....
33333 The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (The 14 immoral mental factors (akusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikasakusala cetasikas) associate) associate) associate) associate) associate

only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.only with immoral consciousnesses.
44444 The 4 The 4 The 4 The 4 The 4 akusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranasakusala sÈdhÈranas associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral  associate with all immoral cittascittascittascittascittas.....
55555 The 19 The 19 The 19 The 19 The 19 sobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓassobhana sÈdhÈraÓas associate with all  associate with all  associate with all  associate with all  associate with all sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas.....
66666 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 The remaining 6 sobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikassobhana cetasikas associate only with associate only with associate only with associate only with associate only with

sobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittassobhana cittas.....
For a detailed survey of the combination of each cetasika with

different cittas, the chart on Sampayoga method (i.e., Chart No.2 at
the back of this book) should be consulted.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Association of NAssociation of NAssociation of NAssociation of NAssociation of Neeeeeutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factorsutral Mental-factors
1 The 7 sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓas associate with all cittas.
2 Vitakka associates with 55 cittas, comprising 44 kÈma-cittas

(10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas being excepted) and 11 first-jhÈna cittas.
3 VicÈra associates with 66 cittas, comprising 44 kÈma-cittas

(10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas being excepted) and 11 first-jhÈna cittas
and 11 second jhÈna cittas.

23. "The Essence of Buddha AbhidhammÈ", Third Edition,
by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp 81-93.

4 Adhimokkha associates with 78 cittas in the brief method
(vipassanÈ yÈnika) and 110 cittas in the broad method
(samatha yÈnika) with the exception of 10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓas
and vicikicchÈ-sampayutta citta.

5 VÊriya associates with 73 cittas in the brief method or 105
cittas in the broad method with the exception of 10 dvipaÒca-
viÒÒÈÓas, 2 sampaÔicchana cittas, 3 santÊraÓa cittas and 1 paÒca-
dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

6 PÊti associates with 51 somanassa-sahagata cittas comprising 4
lobha-m|la somanassa cittas, 1 somanassa-santÊraÓa citta, 1
hasituppÈda citta, 12 kÈma sobhana somanassa cittas, 11 first-
jhÈna cittas, 11 second-jhÈna cittas and 11 third-jhÈna cittas.

7 Chanda associates with 69 cittas in the brief method or 101
cittas in the broad method with the exception of 2 moha m|la
cittas and 18 ahetuka cittas.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Association of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factorsAssociation of Immoral Mental-factors
1 The 4 akusala sÈdhÈraÓas — namely, moha, ahirika, anottappa

and uddhacca — associate with all the 12 akusala cittas.
2 Lobha associates with 8 lobha-m|la cittas.

DiÔÔhi associates with 4 lobha-m|la diÔÔhigata-sampayutta cittas.
MÈna associates with 4 lobha-m|la diÔÔhigata-vippayutta cittas.

3 Dosa, issÈ, macchariya and kukkucca associate with 2
dosa-m|la cittas.

4 Thina and middha associate with 5 akusala sasa~khÈrika cittas.
5 VicikicchÈ associates with moha-m|la vicikicchÈ-sampayutta

citta.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Association of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental FactorsAssociation of Beautiful Mental Factors
1 The 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas associate collectively with

all sobhana cittas numbering 59 in the brief method and 91 in
the broad method.

2 The 3 virati cetasikas, namely, sammÈ-vÈcÈ, sammÈ-kammanta
and sammÈ-ÈjÊva, associate intermittently and individually with
8 mahÈkusala cittas and unfailingly and unitedly with 8 lokuttara
cittas.

3 The 2 appamaÒÒÈ-cetasikas — namely, karuÓÈ and muditÈ —
associate intermittently and individually with 28 cittas
comprising 8 mahÈkusala cittas, 8 mahÈkiriya cittas and
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12 mahaggata cittas, excluding 15 fifth-jhÈna cittas.
4 PaÒÒindriya, i.e., paÒÒÈ-cetasika, associates with 47 cittas,

comprising 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 27
mahaggata cittas and 8 lokuttara cittas.

• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different
     ConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnesses

The reader is advised to consult the Cetasika Chart on Sa~gaha
Method (i.e., Chart No. 3 at the back of the book).

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Concomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral Consciousnesses
The name of each citta in PÈÄi and its meaning should be con-

sulted before enumerating the concomitants associated with a particu-
lar citta.

If the citta is somanassa-sahagataÑ, all the 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas
will associate with the citta. If the citta is upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ or
domanassa-sahagataÑ, pÊti must be excepted from the 13 aÒÒa-
samÈnas. Four Four Four Four Four asa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittas will be considered first.

1 The first lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 19
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and diÔÔhi.

2 The second lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 19
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and mÈna.

3 The third lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 18
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and diÔÔhi.

4 The fourth lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 18
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and mÈna.

Note that the 4 4 4 4 4 lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittas are associated
with the same cetasikas as the corresponding asa~khÈrika cittas plus
thina and middha.

5 The first lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 21
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala -
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, diÔÔhi, thina and middha.

6 The second lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 21
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala -

sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, mÈna, thina and middha.
7 The third lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 20

cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, diÔÔhi,
thina and middha.

8 The fourth lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 20
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, mÈna,
thina and middha.

9 The dosa-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 20 cetasikas,
namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas and 4 dosa-catukka cetasikas.

10The dosa-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 22 cetasikas,
namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, 4 dosa-catukka cetasikas,
thina and middha.

11The moha-m|la vicikicchÈ-sampayutta citta associates with
15 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (adhimokkha,
pÊti and chanda being excepted), 4 akusala -sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas
and vicikicchÈ.

12The moha-m|la uddhacca-sampayutta citta associates with
15 cetasikas, namely, 11 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti and chanda
being excepted) and 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Concomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless Consciousnesses
1 The 10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓa cittas associate with only 7

sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.
2 The somanassa-santÊraÓa citta associates with 11 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (vÊriya and chanda being excepted).
3 The manodvÈrÈvajjana-citta associates with 11 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (pÊti and chanda being excepted).
4 The hasituppÈda citta associates with 12 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (chanda being excepted).
5 The paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-citta, the 2 sampaÔicchana cittas and the

2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas are each associated with 10
aÒÒasamÈma cetasikas (vÊriya, pÊti and chanda being excepted).

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Concomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral Consciousnesses
1 The first pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 38
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12 mahaggata cittas, excluding 15 fifth-jhÈna cittas.
4 PaÒÒindriya, i.e., paÒÒÈ-cetasika, associates with 47 cittas,

comprising 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 27
mahaggata cittas and 8 lokuttara cittas.

• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different• Different Combinations of Mental Factors With Different
     ConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnessesConsciousnesses

The reader is advised to consult the Cetasika Chart on Sa~gaha
Method (i.e., Chart No. 3 at the back of the book).

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Concomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Immoral Consciousnesses
The name of each citta in PÈÄi and its meaning should be con-

sulted before enumerating the concomitants associated with a particu-
lar citta.

If the citta is somanassa-sahagataÑ, all the 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas
will associate with the citta. If the citta is upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ or
domanassa-sahagataÑ, pÊti must be excepted from the 13 aÒÒa-
samÈnas. Four Four Four Four Four asa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittasasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la cittas will be considered first.

1 The first lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 19
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and diÔÔhi.

2 The second lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 19
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and mÈna.

3 The third lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 18
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and diÔÔhi.

4 The fourth lobha-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 18
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and mÈna.

Note that the 4 4 4 4 4 lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittaslobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika cittas are associated
with the same cetasikas as the corresponding asa~khÈrika cittas plus
thina and middha.

5 The first lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 21
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala -
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, diÔÔhi, thina and middha.

6 The second lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 21
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala -

sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, mÈna, thina and middha.
7 The third lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 20

cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, diÔÔhi,
thina and middha.

8 The fourth lobha-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 20
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, mÈna,
thina and middha.

9 The dosa-m|la asa~khÈrika citta associates with 20 cetasikas,
namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas and 4 dosa-catukka cetasikas.

10The dosa-m|la sasa~khÈrika citta associates with 22 cetasikas,
namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, 4 dosa-catukka cetasikas,
thina and middha.

11The moha-m|la vicikicchÈ-sampayutta citta associates with
15 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (adhimokkha,
pÊti and chanda being excepted), 4 akusala -sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas
and vicikicchÈ.

12The moha-m|la uddhacca-sampayutta citta associates with
15 cetasikas, namely, 11 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti and chanda
being excepted) and 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Concomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless ConsciousnessesConcomitants of Rootless Consciousnesses
1 The 10 dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓa cittas associate with only 7

sabbacitta-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.
2 The somanassa-santÊraÓa citta associates with 11 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (vÊriya and chanda being excepted).
3 The manodvÈrÈvajjana-citta associates with 11 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (pÊti and chanda being excepted).
4 The hasituppÈda citta associates with 12 aÒÒasamÈna-

cetasikas (chanda being excepted).
5 The paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana-citta, the 2 sampaÔicchana cittas and the

2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas are each associated with 10
aÒÒasamÈma cetasikas (vÊriya, pÊti and chanda being excepted).

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Concomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral ConsciousnessesConcomitatns of KÈmÈvacara Moral Consciousnesses
1 The first pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 38
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cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 25 sobhana
cetasikas.

2 The second pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 37
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 24 sobhana
cetasikas (paÒÒÈ being excepted).

3 The third pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 37
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 25 sobhana cetasikas.

4 The fourth pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 36
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 24 sobhana cetasikas (paÒÒÈ being excepted).

Note that thina and middha, being immoral cetasikas, do not asso-
ciate with sasa~khÈrika sobhana cittas. Thus the mental factors asso-
ciated with the asa~khÈrika and the sasa~khÈrika in each pair are the
same; the difference in intensity of the two cittas is due to the differ-
ence in the strength of the two cetanÈs.

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Concomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant Consciousnesses
The vipÈka-cittas, being the resultants of past kammas, do not per-

form any meritorious deed. Thus they are not associated with the 3
virati cetasikas and the 2 appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas as these cetasikas give
rise to meritorious deeds.

1 The first pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with 33
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 20 sobhana
cetasikas (viratis and appamaÒÒÈs being excepted).

2 The second pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with
32 cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 19 sobhana
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

3 The third pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with 32
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 20 sobhana cetasikas (viratis and appamaÒÒÈs
being excepted).

4 The fourth pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with
31 cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) Concomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional Consciousnesses
The three virati cetasikas, being kusala-dhammas, do not associ-

ate with mahÈkiriya cittas which are avyÈkata-dhammas (avyÈkata —

kammically neutral).
The two appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas, however, associate with mahÈkiriya

cittas, because arahants meditate on karuÓÈ and muditÈ.
1 The first pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 35

cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 22 sobhana-
cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

2 The second pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 34
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 21 sobhana-
cetasikas (viratis and paÒÒÈ being excepted).

3 The third pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 34
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 22 sobhana-cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

4 The fourth pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 33
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 21 sobhana-cetasikas (viratis and paÒÒÈ being
excepted).

(f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (((((Mahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata Cittas)))))
In enumerating the cetasikas which associate with mahaggata cittas,

the jhÈna factors must be taken into consideration: Vitakka is elimi-
nated starting from the second jhÈna, vicÈra from the third jhÈna, and
pÊti from the fourth jhÈna. In the fifth jhÈna, by substituting upekkhÈ
for sukha, there is no change in the number of cetasikas, because
both upekkhÈ and sukha represent vedanÈ cetasika.

Furthermore the three virati cetasikas do not associate with
mahaggata cittas, because these cittas concentrate on paÔibhÈga-nimitta
of kasiÓa, etc., and as such they cannot take the objects connected
with the three viratis.

KaruÓÈ and muditÈ may associate with the first to the fourth jhÈnas,
because these jhÈnas can be developed by meditating on karuÓÈ or
muditÈ. In the fifth jhÈna the concentration is associated with upekkhÈ,
so both karuÓÈ and muditÈ should be eliminated.

1 The 3 first-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with 35
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 22 sobhana
cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

2 The 3 second-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with
34 cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka being
excepted) and 22 sobhana cetasikas (viratis being excepted).
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cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 25 sobhana
cetasikas.

2 The second pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 37
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 24 sobhana
cetasikas (paÒÒÈ being excepted).

3 The third pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 37
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 25 sobhana cetasikas.

4 The fourth pair of mahÈkusala cittas each associates with 36
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 24 sobhana cetasikas (paÒÒÈ being excepted).

Note that thina and middha, being immoral cetasikas, do not asso-
ciate with sasa~khÈrika sobhana cittas. Thus the mental factors asso-
ciated with the asa~khÈrika and the sasa~khÈrika in each pair are the
same; the difference in intensity of the two cittas is due to the differ-
ence in the strength of the two cetanÈs.

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Concomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Resultant Consciousnesses
The vipÈka-cittas, being the resultants of past kammas, do not per-

form any meritorious deed. Thus they are not associated with the 3
virati cetasikas and the 2 appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas as these cetasikas give
rise to meritorious deeds.

1 The first pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with 33
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 20 sobhana
cetasikas (viratis and appamaÒÒÈs being excepted).

2 The second pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with
32 cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 19 sobhana
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

3 The third pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with 32
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 20 sobhana cetasikas (viratis and appamaÒÒÈs
being excepted).

4 The fourth pair of mahÈ-vipÈka cittas each associates with
31 cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) Concomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional ConsciousnessesConcomitants of KÈmÈvacara Functional Consciousnesses
The three virati cetasikas, being kusala-dhammas, do not associ-

ate with mahÈkiriya cittas which are avyÈkata-dhammas (avyÈkata —

kammically neutral).
The two appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas, however, associate with mahÈkiriya

cittas, because arahants meditate on karuÓÈ and muditÈ.
1 The first pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 35

cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 22 sobhana-
cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

2 The second pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 34
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 21 sobhana-
cetasikas (viratis and paÒÒÈ being excepted).

3 The third pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 34
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 22 sobhana-cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

4 The fourth pair of mahÈkiriya cittas each associates with 33
cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being
excepted) and 21 sobhana-cetasikas (viratis and paÒÒÈ being
excepted).

(f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (f) Concomitants of Exalted Consciousnesses (((((Mahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata CittasMahaggata Cittas)))))
In enumerating the cetasikas which associate with mahaggata cittas,

the jhÈna factors must be taken into consideration: Vitakka is elimi-
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pÊti from the fourth jhÈna. In the fifth jhÈna, by substituting upekkhÈ
for sukha, there is no change in the number of cetasikas, because
both upekkhÈ and sukha represent vedanÈ cetasika.

Furthermore the three virati cetasikas do not associate with
mahaggata cittas, because these cittas concentrate on paÔibhÈga-nimitta
of kasiÓa, etc., and as such they cannot take the objects connected
with the three viratis.
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1 The 3 first-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with 35
cetasikas, namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 22 sobhana
cetasikas (viratis being excepted).

2 The 3 second-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with
34 cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka being
excepted) and 22 sobhana cetasikas (viratis being excepted).
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3 The 3 third-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with
33 cetasikas — namely, 11 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka and
vicÈra being excepted) and 22 sobhana cetasikas (viratis being
excepted).

4 The 3 fourth-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with
32 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka, vicÈra
and pÊti being excepted) and 22 sobhana cetasikas (viratis
being excepted).

5 The 15 fifth-jhÈna mahaggata cittas each associates with
30 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka, vicÈra
and pÊti being excepted) and 20 sobhana cetasikas (viratis and
appamaÒÒÈs being excepted).

(g) Concomitants of Supramundane Consciousnesses(g) Concomitants of Supramundane Consciousnesses(g) Concomitants of Supramundane Consciousnesses(g) Concomitants of Supramundane Consciousnesses(g) Concomitants of Supramundane Consciousnesses
(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)(Lokuttara Cittas)
The 40 lokuttara cittas are also jhÈna cittas; so the jhÈna-factors

should be eliminated as mentioned above.
The three virati cetasikas, being factors of the Noble Eightfold

Path, associate collectively with all the lokuttara cittas.
The two appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas, however, do not associate with

lokuttara cittas which concentrate on NibbÈna and as such cannot take
the objects connected with karuÓÈ and muditÈ.

1 The 8 first-jhÈna lokuttara cittas and the 8 somanassa lokuttara
cittas (brief method) are each associated with 36 cetasikas,
namely, 13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas and 23 sobhana cetasikas
(appamaÒÒÈs being excepted).

2 The 8 second-jhÈna lokuttara cittas are each associated with
35 cetasikas, namely, 12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka being
excepted) and 23 sobhana cetasikas (appamaÒÒÈs being
excepted).

3 The 8 third-jhÈna lokuttara cittas are each associated with
34 cetasikas — namely, 11 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka and
vicÈra being excepted) and 23 sobhana cetasikas (appamaÒÒÈs
being excepted).

4 The 8 fourth-jhÈna lokuttara cittas are each associated with
33 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka, vicÈra
and pÊti being excepted) and 23 sobhana cetasikas (appamaÒÒÈs
being excepted).

5 The 8 fifth-jhÈna lokuttara cittas are also each associated with
33 cetasikas, namely, 10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (vitakka, vicÈra
and pÊti being excepted) and 23 sobhana cetasikas (appamaÒÒÈs
being excepted).

• • • • • Fixed Cetasikas and Unfixed CetasikasFixed Cetasikas and Unfixed CetasikasFixed Cetasikas and Unfixed CetasikasFixed Cetasikas and Unfixed CetasikasFixed Cetasikas and Unfixed Cetasikas
Of the 52 cetasikas, 41 are called niyata-yogÊsniyata-yogÊsniyata-yogÊsniyata-yogÊsniyata-yogÊs (fixed cetasikasfixed cetasikasfixed cetasikasfixed cetasikasfixed cetasikas)

and the remaining 11 are called aniyata-yogÊsaniyata-yogÊsaniyata-yogÊsaniyata-yogÊsaniyata-yogÊs (unfixed cetasikasunfixed cetasikasunfixed cetasikasunfixed cetasikasunfixed cetasikas).
Niyata-yogÊs invariably associate with the cittas with which they

are known to associate. Aniyata-yogÊs do not always associate with
the cittas with which they are known to associate; they arise only when
they should.

The 11 The 11 The 11 The 11 The 11 aniyata-yogÊ cetasikasaniyata-yogÊ cetasikasaniyata-yogÊ cetasikasaniyata-yogÊ cetasikasaniyata-yogÊ cetasikas are:  are:  are:  are:  are: issÈissÈissÈissÈissÈ, , , , , macchariyamacchariyamacchariyamacchariyamacchariya, , , , , kukkuccakukkuccakukkuccakukkuccakukkucca,,,,,
mÈnamÈnamÈnamÈnamÈna, , , , , thinathinathinathinathina, , , , , middhamiddhamiddhamiddhamiddha, three , three , three , three , three viratisviratisviratisviratisviratis and two  and two  and two  and two  and two appamanÒÒÈsappamanÒÒÈsappamanÒÒÈsappamanÒÒÈsappamanÒÒÈs..... The
ways they associate with cittas will be described below.

1 Though it is mentioned in Chart No.3 that issÈ, macchariya and
kukkucca associate with two dosa-m|la cittas, they do not arise when-
ever dosa-m|la citta arises.

IssÈ arises only when one envies others’ success or prosperity;
otherwise it does not. When issÈ arises, macchariya and kukkucca do
not arise. Macchariya arises only when one conceals one’s property
or when one feels stingy; otherwise it does not. When macchariya
arises, issÈ and kukkucca do not arise. Kukkucca arises only when
one is grieving over the evil that is done or over the good that is not
done; otherwise it does not. When kukkucca arises issÈ and macchariya
do not arise. So issÈ, macchariya and kukkucca do not arise simulta-
neously; they arise separately and only when the conditions are met
with. This way of association by cetasikas is known as nÈnÈ-kadÈcinÈnÈ-kadÈcinÈnÈ-kadÈcinÈnÈ-kadÈcinÈnÈ-kadÈci
way.way.way.way.way.

2 Although mÈna is said to associate with the four lobha-m|la
diÔÔhigata-vipayutta cittas, it arises only when one thinks highly of
oneself or having a low opinion of others. It does not arise when one
is having no conceit.

3 Although thina and middha are said to associate with the five
akusala-sasa~khÈrika cittas, they associate with these cittas only when
these cittas and their concomitants are dull, inert and morbid; other-
wise they do not arise.
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2 Although mÈna is said to associate with the four lobha-m|la
diÔÔhigata-vipayutta cittas, it arises only when one thinks highly of
oneself or having a low opinion of others. It does not arise when one
is having no conceit.

3 Although thina and middha are said to associate with the five
akusala-sasa~khÈrika cittas, they associate with these cittas only when
these cittas and their concomitants are dull, inert and morbid; other-
wise they do not arise.
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4 The three virati cetasikas, namely, sammÈ-vÈcÈ, sammÈ-kam-
manta and sammÈ-ÈjÊva, also arise in the nÈnÈ-kadÈci way. SammÈ-
vÈcÈ arises only when one is abstaining from false speech; otherwise
it does not. SammÈ-kammanta arises only when one is abstaining from
wrong action; otherwise it does not. SammÈ-ÈjÊva arises only when
one is abstaining from false livelihood; otherwise it does not.

5 The two appamaÒÒÈ cetasikas, namely, karunÈ and muditÈ, also
arise in the nÈnÈ-kadÈci way. KaruÓÈ arises only when one is having
compassion for someone; otherwise it does not. MuditÈ arises only
when one is rejoicing over someone’s success or prosperity; other-
wise it does not.

APPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONSAPPLICATIONS

1 A man is angry because the food served by his wife is not good.
What is the type of this man’s citta and what are the cetasikas that
associate with that citta?

The name of this citta is “Domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha-
sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika dosa-m|la citta.”

The cetasikas that associate with this citta are 12 aÒÒasamÈna
cetasikas (pÊti being excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, dosa.
(IssÈ, macchariya and kukkucca do not associate with this citta.)

2 One feels sad because another person gets a better job than one-
self. What is the type of this citta and what are its concomitants?

The name of the citta is the same as above. But now one is envying
another’s success; so issÈ will also associate with the citta in addition to
17 cetasikas mentioned above.

3 One feels uneasy because one does not want to share one’s office
with a new comer. What is the type of this citta and what are the
cetasikas that associate with the citta?

Again the citta is “domanassa-sahagataÑ paÔigha sampayuttaÑ
asaÓkkhÈrika dosa-m|la citta”.

The cetasikas that associate with this citta are 12 aÒÒasamÈna
cetasikas (pÊti being excepted), 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, dosa
and macchariya (total — 18).

4 A man feels remorseful after doing something wrong. What is his
consciousness and its associated mental factors?

His consciousness is “Domanassa-sahagataÑ patigha-sampayuttaÑ
asa~khÈrika dosa-m|la citta”. Its associated mental factors are “12
aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted) 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa
cetasikas, dosa and kukkucca.”

5 A poor man knows kamma and its result. He reluctantly steals
another man’s hand-bag. What is his consciousness and its associated
mental factors?

The poor man’s consciousness is “UpekkhÈ-sahagataÑ diÔÔhi-
vippayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika lobha-m|la citta.” Its associated mental
factors are “12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted) 4 akusala-
sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha and thina-middha.”

However, as his mind is alert during stealing, thina-middha may
not associate.

6 A beautiful lady with beautiful dress walks proudly and joyfully
as she knows that four men are gazing at her. What is her cons-
cioussness and its associated mental factors?

Her consciousness is “Somanassa-sahagataÑ diÔÔhi-vippayuttaÑ
asa~khÈrika lobha-m|la citta.” Its associated mental factors are “13
aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 4 akusala-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, lobha, mÈna
(total - 19).”

7 A lady is paying homage to a pagoda with joy and with the know-
ledge of kamma. What are her citta and the concomitants associated
with it?

Her citta is ‘somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ asa~khÈrika
mahÈkusala citta’.

The cetasikas associated with the citta are “13 aÒÒasamÈna
cetasikas, 19 sobhaÓa-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas and paÒÒindriya” (viratis
and appamanÒÒÈs do not associate with this citta). (total — 33)

8 A man unwillingly writes the right amount of his income in the
income-tax form, because he does not want to lie as he knows kamma
and its result. What are his citta and the cetasikas associated with it?

The man’s citta is “upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~-
khÈrika mahÈkusala citta”.

The cetasikas are “12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
19 sobhaÓa-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, sammÈ-vÈcÈ and paÒÒÈ (total — 33).”
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9 On knowing kamma and its result, a fisherman stops fishing for
his livelihood, though reluctantly. What are his citta and its concomi-
tants?

His citta is “upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-sampayuttaÑ sasa~khÈrika
mahÈkusala citta”.

The cetasikas are “12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas (pÊti being excepted),
19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas, paÒÒindriya and sammÈ-ÈjÊva (total
33).”

10 A child feels pity for a dog which has been hit by a car. The child
has no joy and no knowledge of kamma at the time.

The child’s citta is ‘upekkhÈ-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ
asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta’.

The cetasikas associated with the citta are “12 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas
(pÊti being excepted), 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa cetasikas and karuÓÈ
(total — 32).”

11 A father gladly congratulates his son for the son’s success in the
examination. The father does not think of kamma and its result at that
instant.

So the father’s citta is “somanassa-sahagataÑ ÒÈÓa-vippayuttaÑ
asa~khÈrika mahÈkusala citta”.

The cetasikas are “13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 19 sobhaÓa-sÈdhÈraÓa
cetasikas and muditÈ (total — 33).”

12 A man is being absorbed in the fourth jhÈna by meditating on the
paÔibhÈga-nimitta of pathavÊ-kasiÓa. What is the name of the citta and
the concomitants associated with the citta?

The citta is ‘r|pÈvacara fourth-jhÈna kusala-citta.’ It may be also
called ‘sukh’ ekaggatÈ sahitaÑ catutthajjhÈna kusala citta.’

The cetasikas associated with the citta are “10 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas
(vitakka, vicÈra and pÊti being excepted), 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa
cetasikas and paÒÒÈ cetasika (total — 30).”

13 What are the cetasikas that associate with the sotÈpatti-phala citta
which is accompanied by pleasant feeling?

The cetasikas are “13 aÒÒasamÈna cetasikas, 19 sobhana-sÈdhÈraÓa
cetasikas, 3 virati cetasikas and paÒÒindriya (total — 36).”
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We have seen that citta and 52 cetasikas are 53 different ultimate
realities with different but definite characteristics. Their classifications
according to feelings, roots, functions, doors, objects and bases will
be dealt with in this chapter.24

• VendanÈ Sa~gaha — Compilation of Feelings• VendanÈ Sa~gaha — Compilation of Feelings• VendanÈ Sa~gaha — Compilation of Feelings• VendanÈ Sa~gaha — Compilation of Feelings• VendanÈ Sa~gaha — Compilation of Feelings
Here cittas and cetasikas will be compiled briefly in accordance

with feeling (vedanÈ).
First, feeling is compiled in two ways.

(a) Compilation according to sense-objects:(a) Compilation according to sense-objects:(a) Compilation according to sense-objects:(a) Compilation according to sense-objects:(a) Compilation according to sense-objects:
11111 Sukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈ — pleasant feeling experienced when in contact — pleasant feeling experienced when in contact — pleasant feeling experienced when in contact — pleasant feeling experienced when in contact — pleasant feeling experienced when in contact

with pleasant desirable sense-objects.with pleasant desirable sense-objects.with pleasant desirable sense-objects.with pleasant desirable sense-objects.with pleasant desirable sense-objects.
22222 Dukkha vedanÈDukkha vedanÈDukkha vedanÈDukkha vedanÈDukkha vedanÈ — painful feeling experienced when in contact — painful feeling experienced when in contact — painful feeling experienced when in contact — painful feeling experienced when in contact — painful feeling experienced when in contact

with unpleasant and undesirable sense-objects.with unpleasant and undesirable sense-objects.with unpleasant and undesirable sense-objects.with unpleasant and undesirable sense-objects.with unpleasant and undesirable sense-objects.
33333 UpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈ — neutral feeling which is neither pleasurable — neutral feeling which is neither pleasurable — neutral feeling which is neither pleasurable — neutral feeling which is neither pleasurable — neutral feeling which is neither pleasurable

nor painful. It is experienced when in contact with neithernor painful. It is experienced when in contact with neithernor painful. It is experienced when in contact with neithernor painful. It is experienced when in contact with neithernor painful. It is experienced when in contact with neither
pleasant nor unpleasant sense-objects.pleasant nor unpleasant sense-objects.pleasant nor unpleasant sense-objects.pleasant nor unpleasant sense-objects.pleasant nor unpleasant sense-objects.

(b) Compilation according to Controlling Faculty:(b) Compilation according to Controlling Faculty:(b) Compilation according to Controlling Faculty:(b) Compilation according to Controlling Faculty:(b) Compilation according to Controlling Faculty:
11111 Somanassa vedanÈSomanassa vedanÈSomanassa vedanÈSomanassa vedanÈSomanassa vedanÈ — pleasant mental feeling, — pleasant mental feeling, — pleasant mental feeling, — pleasant mental feeling, — pleasant mental feeling,
22222 Domanassa vedanÈDomanassa vedanÈDomanassa vedanÈDomanassa vedanÈDomanassa vedanÈ — painful mental feeling, — painful mental feeling, — painful mental feeling, — painful mental feeling, — painful mental feeling,
33333 Sukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈSukha vedanÈ — pleasant bodily feeling, — pleasant bodily feeling, — pleasant bodily feeling, — pleasant bodily feeling, — pleasant bodily feeling,
44444 Dukkha vedanÈ Dukkha vedanÈ Dukkha vedanÈ Dukkha vedanÈ Dukkha vedanÈ — painful bodily feeling,— painful bodily feeling,— painful bodily feeling,— painful bodily feeling,— painful bodily feeling,
55555 UpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈUpekkhÈ vedanÈ — indifferent or neutral feeling. — indifferent or neutral feeling. — indifferent or neutral feeling. — indifferent or neutral feeling. — indifferent or neutral feeling.
In compilation  (a) sukha implies pleasant feeling both in mind

and body while dukkha implies painful feeling both in mind and body.
In compilation  (b) sukha is divided into somanassa and sukha

whereas dukkha is divided into domanassa and dukkha. So it should
be noted that the feelings in the mind and the feelings in the body are
different and that a person can be happy even if his body is in pain or
a rich man may be unhappy even if he lives in great luxury.

24. "The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma", Third Edition,
by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 94-106.
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• Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings• Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings• Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings• Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings• Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings
By looking at Citta Chart No. (1), attached to the back of this

book, 121 consciousnesses can be classified according to feeling as
shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Classification of Consciousness according to FeelingsTable 4.1 Classification of Consciousness according to FeelingsTable 4.1 Classification of Consciousness according to FeelingsTable 4.1 Classification of Consciousness according to FeelingsTable 4.1 Classification of Consciousness according to Feelings

KeyKeyKeyKeyKey: Lokiya-cittas : U-catu-satta, So-tiÑsa, Do-dwa, Su Du-ek.
   Total cittas : U-paÒcece, So-cha dwe, Do-dwe, Su Du-ek.

1 Sukha vedanÈ associates with only one citta — namely,
ahetuka  kusala-vipÈka sukha-sahagataÑ kÈya -viÒÒÈÓa citta.

2 Dukkha vedanÈ also associates with only one citta — namely,
akusala-vipÈka dukkha-sahagataÑ kÈya -viÒÒÈÓa citta.

3 Domanassa vedanÈ associates with two dosa-m|la cittas.
4 Somanassa vedanÈ  associates with 62 cittas — namely, 18

kÈma-somanassa cittas, 12 mahaggata somanassa cittas and
32 lokuttara somanassa cittas.

5 UpekkhÈ  vedanÈ  associates with 55 cittas — namely, 32
kÈma-upekkhÈ cittas, 15 mahaggata upekkhÈ cittas and 8
lokuttara upekkhÈ  cittas.

Pepole like sukha and somanassa feeling, but hate dukha and
domanassa feeling.

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The above classification of cittas may be assumed to include
the classification of cetasikas according to feeling as well.

The reason is that the cetasikas that associate with sukha-
sahagataÑ citta will also associate with sukha vedanÈ, the cetasikas
that associate with dukkha-sahagataÑ citta will also associate with
dukkha vedanÈ, the cetasikas that associate with domanassa citta will
also associate with domanassa vedanÈ, and so on.

• Hetu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Roots• Hetu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Roots• Hetu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Roots• Hetu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Roots• Hetu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Roots
Here cittas and cetasikas will be compiled briefly according to

roots. There are 6 types of roots (There are 6 types of roots (There are 6 types of roots (There are 6 types of roots (There are 6 types of roots (hetuhetuhetuhetuhetu):):):):):
11111 Immoral roots — Immoral roots — Immoral roots — Immoral roots — Immoral roots — Akusala hetuAkusala hetuAkusala hetuAkusala hetuAkusala hetu (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) — lobhalobhalobhalobhalobha, , , , , dosadosadosadosadosa, , , , , mohamohamohamohamoha
22222 Moral roots — Moral roots — Moral roots — Moral roots — Moral roots — Kusala hetuKusala hetuKusala hetuKusala hetuKusala hetu (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) — alobhaalobhaalobhaalobhaalobha, , , , , adosaadosaadosaadosaadosa, , , , , amohaamohaamohaamohaamoha
33333 Indeterminate roots — Indeterminate roots — Indeterminate roots — Indeterminate roots — Indeterminate roots — AvyÈkata hetuAvyÈkata hetuAvyÈkata hetuAvyÈkata hetuAvyÈkata hetu (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) —  (3) — alobhaalobhaalobhaalobhaalobha, , , , , adosaadosaadosaadosaadosa,,,,,

amohaamohaamohaamohaamoha

Akusala hetu are the roots that associate with akusala cittas. Kusala
hetu are the roots which associate with kusala cittas. AvyÈkata hetu
are the roots which associate with vipÈka cittas and kiriya cittas. The
avyÈkata roots are the same as the kusala roots.

‘AvyÈkata’ means ‘indeterminate’, i.e., neither determined as
kammically ‘wholesome’ nor as ‘unwholesome’. VipÈka cittas and
kiriya cittas together with their concomitants are termed as avyÈkata,
because they do not have kamma properties.

• Classifications of Consciousness according to Roots• Classifications of Consciousness according to Roots• Classifications of Consciousness according to Roots• Classifications of Consciousness according to Roots• Classifications of Consciousness according to Roots
  Please look at Chart 4.1 at the back of this book. Please look at Chart 4.1 at the back of this book. Please look at Chart 4.1 at the back of this book. Please look at Chart 4.1 at the back of this book. Please look at Chart 4.1 at the back of this book.
1 Ahetuka cittas — cittas without roots (18).

They are 7 akusala-vipÈka cittas, 8 ahetuka-kusala-vipÈka cittas
and 3 ahetuka-kiriya cittas.

2 Sahetuka cittas — cittas with roots (71).
These cittas are further divided as follows:
(a)  Ekahetuka cittas — cittas with one root (2). They are the 2

moha-m|la cittas which have only moha as root.
(b)  Dvihetuka cittas — cittas with two roots (22).

They are 8 lobha-m|la cittas containing lobha and moha as
roots, 2 dosa-m|la cittas containing dosa and moha as roots
and 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-vippayutta cittas containing alobha
and adosa as roots.
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1 Sukha vedanÈ associates with only one citta — namely,
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NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The above classification of cittas may be assumed to include
the classification of cetasikas according to feeling as well.

The reason is that the cetasikas that associate with sukha-
sahagataÑ citta will also associate with sukha vedanÈ, the cetasikas
that associate with dukkha-sahagataÑ citta will also associate with
dukkha vedanÈ, the cetasikas that associate with domanassa citta will
also associate with domanassa vedanÈ, and so on.
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Akusala hetu are the roots that associate with akusala cittas. Kusala
hetu are the roots which associate with kusala cittas. AvyÈkata hetu
are the roots which associate with vipÈka cittas and kiriya cittas. The
avyÈkata roots are the same as the kusala roots.

‘AvyÈkata’ means ‘indeterminate’, i.e., neither determined as
kammically ‘wholesome’ nor as ‘unwholesome’. VipÈka cittas and
kiriya cittas together with their concomitants are termed as avyÈkata,
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1 Ahetuka cittas — cittas without roots (18).

They are 7 akusala-vipÈka cittas, 8 ahetuka-kusala-vipÈka cittas
and 3 ahetuka-kiriya cittas.

2 Sahetuka cittas — cittas with roots (71).
These cittas are further divided as follows:
(a)  Ekahetuka cittas — cittas with one root (2). They are the 2

moha-m|la cittas which have only moha as root.
(b)  Dvihetuka cittas — cittas with two roots (22).

They are 8 lobha-m|la cittas containing lobha and moha as
roots, 2 dosa-m|la cittas containing dosa and moha as roots
and 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-vippayutta cittas containing alobha
and adosa as roots.
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(c)  Tihetuka cittas — cittas with three roots (47).
They are 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 27
mahaggata cittas and 8 lokuttara cittas. These cittas have alobha,
adosa and amoha as roots.

• Kicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Functions
There are 14 kinds of functions performed by various cittas. It is

remarkable to note that every citta performs at least one type of func-
tion. These functions are important in life.

11111 PaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kicca — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life
withwithwithwithwith     the present life.the present life.the present life.the present life.the present life.

22222 Bhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kicca — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the
formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.

33333 Œvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kicca — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense-
object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.

44444 Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca — seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.
55555 Savana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kicca — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound.
66666 GhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kicca — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object.
77777 SÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kicca — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object.
88888 Phusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kicca — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object.
99999 SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca — receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the

object.object.object.object.object.
1010101010SantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kicca — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the

object.object.object.object.object.
1111111111VoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kicca — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the

object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.
1212121212Javana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kicca — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of

thethethethethe     object.object.object.object.object.
1313131313TadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kicca — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue

enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.
1414141414Cuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kicca — death function. — death function. — death function. — death function. — death function.

• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions
Please refer to Chart No.4.2 at the back for a quick view of thePlease refer to Chart No.4.2 at the back for a quick view of thePlease refer to Chart No.4.2 at the back for a quick view of thePlease refer to Chart No.4.2 at the back for a quick view of thePlease refer to Chart No.4.2 at the back for a quick view of the

cittascittascittascittascittas performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions.

1 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2
upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, 8 8 8 8 8 mahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittas and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9 mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-
vipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittas.....     These cittas are known as ‘rebirth conscious-

nesses’(paÔisandhi-cittas) while they perform rebirth function.

2 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function.
They are the same as the 19 paÔisandhi-cittas. They are known as
bhava~ga-cittas (life-continuum-consciousnesses) while they perform
the life-continuum process.

3 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function.
They are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

4 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function.
They are the 2 eye consciousnesses (dvi-cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa).

5 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function.
They are the 2 ear-consciousnesses (dvi-sotaviÒÒÈÓa). (dvi = 2)

6 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function.
They are the 2 nose-consciousnesses (dvi-ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa).

7 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function.
They are the 2 tongue-consciousnesses (dvi-jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa).

8 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function.
They are the 2 body-consciousnesses (dvi-kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa).

9 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittas cittas cittas cittas cittas which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.
They are the two sampaÔicchana cittas.

10 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function.
They are the three santÊraÓa cittas.

11 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 cittacittacittacittacitta which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function
(voÔÔhapana-kicca). It is mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

12 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function
(((((javana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kicca). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 akusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittas, 21 , 21 , 21 , 21 , 21 kusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittas, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
phalaphalaphalaphalaphala     cittascittascittascittascittas and 18  and 18  and 18  and 18  and 18 kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas (the two (the two (the two (the two (the two Èvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittas being being being being being
excepted).excepted).excepted).excepted).excepted). These cittas can easily be remembered by the phrase:
‘ku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalaaaaa’.
KÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittas (29) — 12 akusala cittas + 8 mahÈ-kusala
cittas + 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas + 1 hasitupÈda citta.
AppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittas (26) — 9 mahaggata kusala cittas + 9
mahaggata kiriya cittas + 4 magga cittas + 4 phala cittas.

13 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function
(((((tadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kicca). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 santÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittas and 8  and 8  and 8  and 8  and 8 mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.

14 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function (cuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kicca).).).).).
They are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, 8 mahÈ-vipÈka cittas and 9
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(c)  Tihetuka cittas — cittas with three roots (47).
They are 12 kÈma-sobhana ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 27
mahaggata cittas and 8 lokuttara cittas. These cittas have alobha,
adosa and amoha as roots.

• Kicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to FunctionsKicca Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Functions
There are 14 kinds of functions performed by various cittas. It is

remarkable to note that every citta performs at least one type of func-
tion. These functions are important in life.

11111 PaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kiccaPaÔisandhi-kicca — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life — rebirth function or linking the past life
withwithwithwithwith     the present life.the present life.the present life.the present life.the present life.

22222 Bhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kiccaBhava~ga-kicca — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the — life-continuum function to continue the
formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.formation of life-stream incessantly till death.

33333 Œvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kiccaŒvajjana-kicca — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense- — apprehending function to confront the sense-
object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.object and to direct the consciousness-stream to the object.

44444 Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca Dassana-kicca — seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.— seeing function to see the object.
55555 Savana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kiccaSavana-kicca — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound. — hearing function to hear the sound.
66666 GhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kiccaGhÈyana-kicca — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object. — smelling function to smell the object.
77777 SÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kiccaSÈyana-kicca — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object. — tasting function to taste the object.
88888 Phusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kiccaPhusana-kicca — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object. — touching function to touch the object.
99999 SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca SampaÔicchana-kicca — receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the— receiving function to receive the

object.object.object.object.object.
1010101010SantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kiccaSantÊraÓa-kicca — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the — investigating function to investigate the

object.object.object.object.object.
1111111111VoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kiccaVoÔÔhapana-kicca — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the — determining function to determine the

object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.object whether it is good or bad.
1212121212Javana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kiccaJavana-kicca — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of — apperceiving function to enjoy the taste of

thethethethethe     object.object.object.object.object.
1313131313TadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kiccaTadÈlambaÓa-kicca — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue — registering function to continue

enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.enjoying the taste of the object.
1414141414Cuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kiccaCuti-kicca — death function. — death function. — death function. — death function. — death function.

• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions• Consciousnesses Performing Respective Functions
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cittascittascittascittascittas performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions. performing their respective functions.

1 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2 which perform rebirth function. They are 2
upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, 8 8 8 8 8 mahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittasmahÈ-vipÈka cittas and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9  and 9 mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-mahaggata-
vipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittasvipÈka cittas.....     These cittas are known as ‘rebirth conscious-

nesses’(paÔisandhi-cittas) while they perform rebirth function.

2 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function. which perform life-continuum function.
They are the same as the 19 paÔisandhi-cittas. They are known as
bhava~ga-cittas (life-continuum-consciousnesses) while they perform
the life-continuum process.

3 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function. which perform apprehending function.
They are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

4 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function. which perform the seeing function.
They are the 2 eye consciousnesses (dvi-cakkhuviÒÒÈÓa).

5 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function. which perform the hearing function.
They are the 2 ear-consciousnesses (dvi-sotaviÒÒÈÓa). (dvi = 2)

6 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function. which perform the smelling function.
They are the 2 nose-consciousnesses (dvi-ghÈnaviÒÒÈÓa).

7 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function. which perform the tasting function.
They are the 2 tongue-consciousnesses (dvi-jivhÈviÒÒÈÓa).

8 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function. which perform the touching function.
They are the 2 body-consciousnesses (dvi-kÈyaviÒÒÈÓa).

9 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 There are 2 cittas cittas cittas cittas cittas which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.which perform the receiving function.
They are the two sampaÔicchana cittas.

10 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 There are 3 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function. which perform the investigating function.
They are the three santÊraÓa cittas.

11 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 There is 1 cittacittacittacittacitta which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function which performs the determining function
(voÔÔhapana-kicca). It is mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

12 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 There are 55 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function which perform the apperceiving function
(((((javana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kiccajavana-kicca). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 ). They are 12 akusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittasakusala cittas, 21 , 21 , 21 , 21 , 21 kusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittaskusala cittas, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
phalaphalaphalaphalaphala     cittascittascittascittascittas and 18  and 18  and 18  and 18  and 18 kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas kiriya cittas (the two (the two (the two (the two (the two Èvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittasÈvajjana-cittas being being being being being
excepted).excepted).excepted).excepted).excepted). These cittas can easily be remembered by the phrase:
‘ku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalku-ku-kri-phalaaaaa’.
KÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittasKÈma-javana cittas (29) — 12 akusala cittas + 8 mahÈ-kusala
cittas + 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas + 1 hasitupÈda citta.
AppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittasAppanÈ-javana cittas (26) — 9 mahaggata kusala cittas + 9
mahaggata kiriya cittas + 4 magga cittas + 4 phala cittas.

13 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 There are 11 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function which perform registering function
(((((tadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kiccatadÈlambana-kicca). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 ). They are 3 santÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittassantÊraÓa cittas and 8  and 8  and 8  and 8  and 8 mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.vipÈka cittas.

14 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 There are 19 cittascittascittascittascittas which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function ( which perform death-function (cuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kiccacuti-kicca).).).).).
They are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas, 8 mahÈ-vipÈka cittas and 9
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mahaggata-vipÈka cittas.

For Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examination
1 There are 68 cittas which perform a single function each.

They are 10 dvi-paÒcaviÒÒÈÓa cittas, 3 mind elements and 55
javana-cittas. Mind elements consist of paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta
and 2 sampaÔicchana cittas.

2 There are 2 cittas which perform two functions each. They are
somanassa-santÊraÓa citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

3 There are 9 cittas which perform three functions. They are the 9
mahaggata-vipÈka cittas that perform rebirth function, life-
continuum function and death function.

4 There are 8 cittas which perform 4 functions. They are the 8
mahÈvipÈka-cittas that perform paÔisandhi-, bhava~ga-, cuti-, and
tadÈlambaÓa-kiccas.

5 There are 2 cittas which perform 5 functions. They are the 2
upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas that perform paÔisandhi-, bhava~ga-,
cuti-, santÊraÓa- and tadÈlambaÓa-kiccas.

• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Placesssss (®hÈnas)

‘®hÈna’ means ‘functioning place’. As we need a place or office
to carry out a particular job, so cittas need places to perform their
functions. It is the body-substance of each citta which serves as the
place of performing its function.

The ‘body-substance of each citta’ refers to the citta itself. So the
place of function of each citta is the same as the citta.

There are 10 ÔhÈnas because 5 related functions (i.e., 5 sense-
impressions) are performed in turn in a single ÔhÈna called ‘paÒca-
viÒÒÈÓa ÔhÈna’. The ten The ten The ten The ten The ten ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas are:are:are:are:are:

11111 PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,
22222 Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,
33333 AvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjana-----ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — 2 2 2 2 2 avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,
44444 PaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒca-----viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa-----ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — 10 10 10 10 10 dvidvidvidvidvi-----paÒcapaÒcapaÒcapaÒcapaÒca-----viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa     cittas,cittas,cittas,cittas,cittas,
55555 SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — 2 2 2 2 2 sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,
66666 SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — 3 3 3 3 3 santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,
77777 VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,
88888 JavanaJavanaJavanaJavanaJavana-----ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,
99999 TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — 11 11 11 11 11 tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,

1010101010     Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.

• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors

Here cittas and cetasikas will be compiled briefly based on the six
sense-doors. ‘DvÈra’ means ‘door’. There are six doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our body
through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.

11111 Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — eye-dooreye-dooreye-dooreye-dooreye-door (((((cakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈda)))))
22222 SotaSotaSotaSotaSota-----dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — ear-doorear-doorear-doorear-doorear-door (((((sotasotasotasotasota-----pasÈdapasÈdapasÈdapasÈdapasÈda)))))
33333 GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — nose-doornose-doornose-doornose-doornose-door (((((ghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈda)))))
44444 JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — tongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-door (((((jivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈda)))))
55555 KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — body-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-door (((((kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)
66666 Mano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈra — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door (19 (19 (19 (19 (19 bhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittas)))))

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The names in brackets describe the essential element of each
door. ‘PasÈda’ is ‘translucent materiality’ at which the sense object
appears.

The first five doors are material doors (r|pa-dvÈras) whereas the
sixth door is a mind door (nÈma-dvÈra).

• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door
Readers may refer to Chart No. 4.3 at the back for a quick overview.
1 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the eye-door:

a paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana (apprehending) 1
b cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (seeing) 2
c sampaÔicchana (receiving) 2
d santÊraÓa (investigating) 3
e voÔÔhapana or

mano-dvÈrÈvajjana (determining) 1
f kÈma-javana (apperceiving) 29
g tadÈlambaÓa (registering) 8

                                        Total 46
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: Of the 11 tadÈlambaÓa cittas, 3 santÊraÓas are already counted

in  1(d). So only the 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas are counted in 1(g).
All the cittas that can arise in each door are counted here.

2 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the ear-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — just change cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa to sota-
viÒÒÈÓa.

3 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the nose-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
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mahaggata-vipÈka cittas.

For Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examinationFor Cross-examination
1 There are 68 cittas which perform a single function each.

They are 10 dvi-paÒcaviÒÒÈÓa cittas, 3 mind elements and 55
javana-cittas. Mind elements consist of paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana citta
and 2 sampaÔicchana cittas.

2 There are 2 cittas which perform two functions each. They are
somanassa-santÊraÓa citta and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

3 There are 9 cittas which perform three functions. They are the 9
mahaggata-vipÈka cittas that perform rebirth function, life-
continuum function and death function.

4 There are 8 cittas which perform 4 functions. They are the 8
mahÈvipÈka-cittas that perform paÔisandhi-, bhava~ga-, cuti-, and
tadÈlambaÓa-kiccas.

5 There are 2 cittas which perform 5 functions. They are the 2
upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas that perform paÔisandhi-, bhava~ga-,
cuti-, santÊraÓa- and tadÈlambaÓa-kiccas.

• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Place• Functioning Placesssss (®hÈnas)

‘®hÈna’ means ‘functioning place’. As we need a place or office
to carry out a particular job, so cittas need places to perform their
functions. It is the body-substance of each citta which serves as the
place of performing its function.

The ‘body-substance of each citta’ refers to the citta itself. So the
place of function of each citta is the same as the citta.

There are 10 ÔhÈnas because 5 related functions (i.e., 5 sense-
impressions) are performed in turn in a single ÔhÈna called ‘paÒca-
viÒÒÈÓa ÔhÈna’. The ten The ten The ten The ten The ten ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas ÔhÈnas are:are:are:are:are:

11111 PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — PaÔisandhi-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,paÔisandhi cittas,
22222 Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — Bhava~ga-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,bhava~ga cittas,
33333 AvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjanaAvajjana-----ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — 2 2 2 2 2 avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,avajjana cittas,
44444 PaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒcaPaÒca-----viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa-----ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — ÔhÈna — 10 10 10 10 10 dvidvidvidvidvi-----paÒcapaÒcapaÒcapaÒcapaÒca-----viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa     cittas,cittas,cittas,cittas,cittas,
55555 SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — SampaÔicchana-ÔhÈna — 2 2 2 2 2 sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,sampaÔicchana cittas,
66666 SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — SantÊraÓa-ÔhÈna — 3 3 3 3 3 santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,santÊraÓa cittas,
77777 VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,VoÔÔhapana-ÔhÈna — mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta,
88888 JavanaJavanaJavanaJavanaJavana-----ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,ÔhÈna — 55 javana cittas,
99999 TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — TadÈlambaÓa-ÔhÈna — 11 11 11 11 11 tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,tadÈlambaÓa cittas,

1010101010     Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — Cuti-ÔhÈna — 19 19 19 19 19 cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.cuti cittas.

• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors• DvÈra Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-doors

Here cittas and cetasikas will be compiled briefly based on the six
sense-doors. ‘DvÈra’ means ‘door’. There are six doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our bodysix doors in our body
through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.through which outside senses can enter.

11111 Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — Cakkhu-dvÈra — eye-dooreye-dooreye-dooreye-dooreye-door (((((cakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈda)))))
22222 SotaSotaSotaSotaSota-----dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — dvÈra — ear-doorear-doorear-doorear-doorear-door (((((sotasotasotasotasota-----pasÈdapasÈdapasÈdapasÈdapasÈda)))))
33333 GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — GhÈna-dvÈra — nose-doornose-doornose-doornose-doornose-door (((((ghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈda)))))
44444 JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — JivhÈ-dvÈra — tongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-doortongue-door (((((jivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈdajivhhÈ-pasÈda)))))
55555 KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — KÈya-dvÈra — body-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-doorbody-door (((((kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)kÈya-pasÈda)
66666 Mano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈraMano-dvÈra — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door — mind-door (19 (19 (19 (19 (19 bhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittasbhava~ga-cittas)))))

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The names in brackets describe the essential element of each
door. ‘PasÈda’ is ‘translucent materiality’ at which the sense object
appears.

The first five doors are material doors (r|pa-dvÈras) whereas the
sixth door is a mind door (nÈma-dvÈra).

• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door• The Consciousnesses in Each Door
Readers may refer to Chart No. 4.3 at the back for a quick overview.
1 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the eye-door:

a paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana (apprehending) 1
b cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (seeing) 2
c sampaÔicchana (receiving) 2
d santÊraÓa (investigating) 3
e voÔÔhapana or

mano-dvÈrÈvajjana (determining) 1
f kÈma-javana (apperceiving) 29
g tadÈlambaÓa (registering) 8

                                        Total 46
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: Of the 11 tadÈlambaÓa cittas, 3 santÊraÓas are already counted

in  1(d). So only the 8 mahÈvipÈka cittas are counted in 1(g).
All the cittas that can arise in each door are counted here.

2 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the ear-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — just change cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa to sota-
viÒÒÈÓa.

3 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the nose-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — ghÈna-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
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viÒÒÈÓa.
4 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the tongue-door.

The cittas are as in (1) — jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa.

5 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the body-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — kÈya-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa.

6 Sixty-seven cittas arise in the mind door:
a mano-dvÈrÈvajjana

(apprehending and determining) 1
b kÈma-javana + appanÈ-javana (apperceiving) 55
c tadÈlambaÓa (registering) 11

                                                         Total 67
For cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examination

1 The total number of cittas that arise at the five material doors or
r|pa-dvÈras is 54, namely, paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana 1, dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓa
10, sampaÔicchana 2, santÊraÓa 3,voÔÔhapana or mano-dvÈrÈvajjana
1, kÈma-javana 29 and tadÈlambaÓa 8. These are the 54
kÈmÈvacara cittas which arise mostly in the sense-sphere.

2 The cittas that can arise at the five doors are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana
and 2 sampaÔicchana cittas, these 3 cittas being collectively known
as mano-dhÈtu (mind-elements).

3 The cittas that always arise at the 6 doors are somanassa-santÊraÓa,
mano-dvÈrÈvajjana and 29 kÈma-javana cittas (total — 31).

4 The cittas that sometimes arise at the 6 doors and sometimes do
not arise at the 6 doors are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas and 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas (total — 10).

5 The cittas that always arise without a door are 9 mahaggata-vipÈka
cittas.

6 The 19 paÔisandhi-cittas, the 19 bhava~ga-cittas and the 19 cuti-
cittas are called dvÈravimutti (i.e., door-freed) because:
i they do not arise in any of the sense-doors such as eye-door,
ii bhava~ga-cittas themselves serve as the mind-door, and
iii they exist without receiving any new external object pertaining

to the present life.

• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects
ŒlambaÓa or ÈrammaÓa means sense-object. Cittas and cetasikas

will be compiled briefly here in accordance with the six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-
jects.jects.jects.jects.jects.

11111 R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — visible object (visible object (visible object (visible object (visible object (vaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓa)))))
22222 SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — sound (sound (sound (sound (sound (saddasaddasaddasaddasadda)))))
33333 GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — smell (smell (smell (smell (smell (gandhagandhagandhagandhagandha)))))
44444 RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — taste (taste (taste (taste (taste (rasarasarasarasarasa)))))
55555 PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (pathavÊpathavÊpathavÊpathavÊpathavÊ, , , , , vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo andandandandand

tejotejotejotejotejo)))))
66666 DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.
The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 pasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|pas (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma-

terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 sukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|pas (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89 cittascittascittascittascittas
(consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 cetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikas (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v) NibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈna
and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as kasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimitta. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot
arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.

Six sense-objects consist of all ultimate realities and concepts.
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The names in brackets for the first five senses are the essential
elements of the senses. For the mind-object, the sixfold objects men-
tioned above are the essential elements.

• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousnesseseseseses and Sense- and Sense- and Sense- and Sense- and Sense-OOOOObjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doors
1 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the eye-door are known

as cakkhu-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present visible
object only.

2 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the ear-door are known
as sota-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present sound only.

3 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the nose-door are known
as ghÈna-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present smell only.

4 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the tongue-door are
known as jivhÈ-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present taste
only.

5 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the body-door are known
as kÈya-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present tangible
object only.

6 The 67 The 67 The 67 The 67 The 67 cittascittascittascittascittas that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as manomanomanomanomano-----
dvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrika     cittas; cittas; cittas; cittas; cittas; they are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, which
may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-
markable!markable!markable!markable!markable!
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viÒÒÈÓa.
4 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the tongue-door.

The cittas are as in (1) — jivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa.

5 Forty-six cittas arise in connection with the body-door.
The cittas are as in (1) — kÈya-viÒÒÈÓa is substituted for cakkhu-
viÒÒÈÓa.

6 Sixty-seven cittas arise in the mind door:
a mano-dvÈrÈvajjana

(apprehending and determining) 1
b kÈma-javana + appanÈ-javana (apperceiving) 55
c tadÈlambaÓa (registering) 11

                                                         Total 67
For cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examinationFor cross-examination

1 The total number of cittas that arise at the five material doors or
r|pa-dvÈras is 54, namely, paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana 1, dvipaÒca-viÒÒÈÓa
10, sampaÔicchana 2, santÊraÓa 3,voÔÔhapana or mano-dvÈrÈvajjana
1, kÈma-javana 29 and tadÈlambaÓa 8. These are the 54
kÈmÈvacara cittas which arise mostly in the sense-sphere.

2 The cittas that can arise at the five doors are paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana
and 2 sampaÔicchana cittas, these 3 cittas being collectively known
as mano-dhÈtu (mind-elements).

3 The cittas that always arise at the 6 doors are somanassa-santÊraÓa,
mano-dvÈrÈvajjana and 29 kÈma-javana cittas (total — 31).

4 The cittas that sometimes arise at the 6 doors and sometimes do
not arise at the 6 doors are 2 upekkhÈ-santÊraÓa cittas and 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas (total — 10).

5 The cittas that always arise without a door are 9 mahaggata-vipÈka
cittas.

6 The 19 paÔisandhi-cittas, the 19 bhava~ga-cittas and the 19 cuti-
cittas are called dvÈravimutti (i.e., door-freed) because:
i they do not arise in any of the sense-doors such as eye-door,
ii bhava~ga-cittas themselves serve as the mind-door, and
iii they exist without receiving any new external object pertaining

to the present life.

• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects• ŒrammaÓa Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Sense-Objects
ŒlambaÓa or ÈrammaÓa means sense-object. Cittas and cetasikas

will be compiled briefly here in accordance with the six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-six sense-ob-
jects.jects.jects.jects.jects.

11111 R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — R|pÈ-rammaÓa — visible object (visible object (visible object (visible object (visible object (vaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓavaÓÓa)))))
22222 SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — SaddÈ-rammaÓa — sound (sound (sound (sound (sound (saddasaddasaddasaddasadda)))))
33333 GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — GandhÈ-rammaÓa — smell (smell (smell (smell (smell (gandhagandhagandhagandhagandha)))))
44444 RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — RasÈ-rammaÓa — taste (taste (taste (taste (taste (rasarasarasarasarasa)))))
55555 PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — PhoÔÔhabbÈ-rammaÓa — tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (tangible object (pathavÊpathavÊpathavÊpathavÊpathavÊ, , , , , vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo vÈyo andandandandand

tejotejotejotejotejo)))))
66666 DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — DhammÈ-rammaÓa — mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.mind-object.
The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 The mind-object is sixfold: (i) 5 pasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|paspasÈda r|pas (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma- (translucent ma-

terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 terialities), (ii) 16 sukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|pas (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89  (subtle materialities), (iii) 89 cittascittascittascittascittas
(consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 (consciousness), (iv) 52 cetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikascetasikas (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v)  (mental factors), (v) NibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈnaNibbÈna
and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as and (vi) concepts such as kasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimittakasiÓa-nimitta. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot. The mind-object cannot
arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.arise at the five sense-doors, but it can arise in the mind-door.

Six sense-objects consist of all ultimate realities and concepts.
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: The names in brackets for the first five senses are the essential
elements of the senses. For the mind-object, the sixfold objects men-
tioned above are the essential elements.

• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousness• Consciousnesseseseseses and Sense- and Sense- and Sense- and Sense- and Sense-OOOOObjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doorsbjects according to Doors
1 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the eye-door are known

as cakkhu-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present visible
object only.

2 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the ear-door are known
as sota-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present sound only.

3 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the nose-door are known
as ghÈna-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present smell only.

4 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the tongue-door are
known as jivhÈ-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present taste
only.

5 The 46 cittas that arise in connection with the body-door are known
as kÈya-dvÈrika cittas; they are aware of the present tangible
object only.

6 The 67 The 67 The 67 The 67 The 67 cittascittascittascittascittas that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as  that arise at the mind-door are known as manomanomanomanomano-----
dvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrikadvÈrika     cittas; cittas; cittas; cittas; cittas; they are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, whichthey are aware of all six sense-objects, which
may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-may be present, past, future or independent of time. How re-
markable!markable!markable!markable!markable!
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• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object
Please refer to Chart No. 5.1 at the back of this book for a quick

review.
1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present visible object only.

Sota-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present sound only. (dvi = 2)
GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present smell only.
JivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present taste only.
KÈya-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present tangible object only.

2 The 3 mano-dhÈtu (paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana and sampaÔicchanadvi)
are aware of the above five present sense-objects.

3 The 11 tadÈlambaÓa and hasituppÈda are aware of six kÈma-
objects, comprising 54 kÈma-cittas, 52 kÈma-cetasikas and 28 types
of r|pa.

4 The 12 akusala cittas, the 4 ÒÈÓa-vippayutta mahÈ-kusala cittas
and the 4 ÒÈÓa-vippayutta mahÈ-kiriya cittas are aware of six lokiya
(mundane) sense-objects, comprising 81 lokiya cittas, 52 lokiya
cetasikas, 28 types of r|pa and concepts.

5 The 4 ÒÈÓasampayutta mahÈ-kusala cittas  and r|pa-kusala
abhiÒÒÈÓa are aware of all six sense-objects except arahatta magga
and arahatta phala. These objects comprise 87 cittas (arahatta magga
and arahatta phala being excepted), 52 cetasikas associated with
the 87 cittas, 28 types of r|pa, concepts and NibbÈna.

6 The 4 ÒÈÓasampayutta mahÈ-kiriya cittas, kiriya abhiÒÒÈÓa and
mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta are aware of all the six sense-objects,
comprising 89 cittas, 52 cetasikas, 28 types of r|pa, concepts and
NibbÈna.

7 The 15 r|pavacara cittas, with the exception of abhiÒÒÈÓa-dvi,
have concepts as their objects.

8 The 3 ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana cittas and the 3 Èki~caÒÒÈyatana cittas
have ÈkÈsa (infinite space) and Èki~caÒÒa (nothingness)
respectively as their objects.

9 The 3 viÒÒÈÓaÒcÈyatana cittas and 3 neva-saÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana
cittas have ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala/kiriya citta and
Èki~caÒÒÈyatana kusala/kiriya citta respectively as their objects.

10 The 8 lokuttara cittas have NibbÈna as their object.
11 The 19 paÔisandhi-cittas, the 19 bhava~ga-cittas and the 19 cuti-
cittas take the near-death sign (maraÓÈsanna-nimitta) of the immedi-
ate past life as their object. This nimitta may be in the form of ‘kamma’,

‘sign of kamma’ or ‘sign of destiny’.

• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases
‘Vatthu’ means ‘physical base’ depending on which the various

cittas and their associated cetasikas arise. There are six such physicalsix such physicalsix such physicalsix such physicalsix such physical
bases.bases.bases.bases.bases.

11111 Cakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthu —  —  —  —  — cakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈda — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base
22222 Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu — — — — — sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda — ear-base— ear-base— ear-base— ear-base— ear-base
33333 GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu — — — — — ghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈda — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base
44444 JivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthu —  —  —  —  — jivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈda — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base
55555 KÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthu —  —  —  —  — kÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈda — body-base — body-base — body-base — body-base — body-base
66666 Hadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthu — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the

heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.
Thus the first five physical bases are the five pasÈda r|pas whereas

the sixth base is the heart-base.
There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’. The match-stick is the

striking element, the rough surface of the match-box is the receiving
element, and the flame is the resultant element. Now the flame does
not exist anywhere before striking the match. When the conditions
for its arising are fulfilled, the flame arises.

In the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, the
eye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness is
the resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist before
or after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; it
arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.

Now the eye-translucent materiality, i.e., cakkhu-pasÈda, is the
door through which the visible object enters the mind. So cakkhu-
pasÈda is called cakkhu-dvÈra, i.e., the eye-door.

Then the eye-consciousness together with its seven concomitants
arises at the point of contact, i.e., on cakkhu-pasÈda, depending on
cakkhu-pasÈda as the physical base. Thus cakkhu-pasÈda is also known
as the eye-base.

The same thing is true for the other four sense-organs or pasÈda
r|pas. Each pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the sense-----door as well asdoor as well asdoor as well asdoor as well asdoor as well as
the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.

• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres
1 In the eleven kÈma-planes, i.e., the sense-sphere, all the six physi-
cal bases (vatthu) exist.
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• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object• Individual Consciousness and Sense-Object
Please refer to Chart No. 5.1 at the back of this book for a quick

review.
1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present visible object only.

Sota-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present sound only. (dvi = 2)
GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present smell only.
JivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present taste only.
KÈya-viÒÒÈÓa-dvi are aware of the present tangible object only.

2 The 3 mano-dhÈtu (paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana and sampaÔicchanadvi)
are aware of the above five present sense-objects.

3 The 11 tadÈlambaÓa and hasituppÈda are aware of six kÈma-
objects, comprising 54 kÈma-cittas, 52 kÈma-cetasikas and 28 types
of r|pa.

4 The 12 akusala cittas, the 4 ÒÈÓa-vippayutta mahÈ-kusala cittas
and the 4 ÒÈÓa-vippayutta mahÈ-kiriya cittas are aware of six lokiya
(mundane) sense-objects, comprising 81 lokiya cittas, 52 lokiya
cetasikas, 28 types of r|pa and concepts.

5 The 4 ÒÈÓasampayutta mahÈ-kusala cittas  and r|pa-kusala
abhiÒÒÈÓa are aware of all six sense-objects except arahatta magga
and arahatta phala. These objects comprise 87 cittas (arahatta magga
and arahatta phala being excepted), 52 cetasikas associated with
the 87 cittas, 28 types of r|pa, concepts and NibbÈna.

6 The 4 ÒÈÓasampayutta mahÈ-kiriya cittas, kiriya abhiÒÒÈÓa and
mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta are aware of all the six sense-objects,
comprising 89 cittas, 52 cetasikas, 28 types of r|pa, concepts and
NibbÈna.

7 The 15 r|pavacara cittas, with the exception of abhiÒÒÈÓa-dvi,
have concepts as their objects.

8 The 3 ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana cittas and the 3 Èki~caÒÒÈyatana cittas
have ÈkÈsa (infinite space) and Èki~caÒÒa (nothingness)
respectively as their objects.

9 The 3 viÒÒÈÓaÒcÈyatana cittas and 3 neva-saÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana
cittas have ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala/kiriya citta and
Èki~caÒÒÈyatana kusala/kiriya citta respectively as their objects.

10 The 8 lokuttara cittas have NibbÈna as their object.
11 The 19 paÔisandhi-cittas, the 19 bhava~ga-cittas and the 19 cuti-
cittas take the near-death sign (maraÓÈsanna-nimitta) of the immedi-
ate past life as their object. This nimitta may be in the form of ‘kamma’,

‘sign of kamma’ or ‘sign of destiny’.

• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases• Vatthu Sa~gaha — Compiling according to Physical Bases
‘Vatthu’ means ‘physical base’ depending on which the various

cittas and their associated cetasikas arise. There are six such physicalsix such physicalsix such physicalsix such physicalsix such physical
bases.bases.bases.bases.bases.

11111 Cakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthuCakkhu-vatthu —  —  —  —  — cakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈdacakkhu-pasÈda — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base — eye-base
22222 Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu Sota-vatthu — — — — — sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda sota-pasÈda — ear-base— ear-base— ear-base— ear-base— ear-base
33333 GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu GhÈna-vatthu — — — — — ghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈdaghÈna-pasÈda — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base — nose-base
44444 JivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthuJivhÈ-vatthu —  —  —  —  — jivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈdajivhÈ-pasÈda — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base — tongue-base
55555 KÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthuKÈya-vatthu —  —  —  —  — kÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈdakÈya-pasÈda — body-base — body-base — body-base — body-base — body-base
66666 Hadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthuHadaya-vatthu — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the — physical base that exists in the blood of the

heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.heart — i.e., the heart-base.
Thus the first five physical bases are the five pasÈda r|pas whereas

the sixth base is the heart-base.
There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’.There is a simile of ‘striking a match’. The match-stick is the

striking element, the rough surface of the match-box is the receiving
element, and the flame is the resultant element. Now the flame does
not exist anywhere before striking the match. When the conditions
for its arising are fulfilled, the flame arises.

In the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, theIn the same way the visible object is the striking element, the
eye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness iseye- door is the receiving element, and the eye-consciousness is
the resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist beforethe resultant element. The eye-consciousness does not exist before
or after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; itor after the contact between the visible object and the eye-door; it
arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.arises just at the time of contact and then perishes.

Now the eye-translucent materiality, i.e., cakkhu-pasÈda, is the
door through which the visible object enters the mind. So cakkhu-
pasÈda is called cakkhu-dvÈra, i.e., the eye-door.

Then the eye-consciousness together with its seven concomitants
arises at the point of contact, i.e., on cakkhu-pasÈda, depending on
cakkhu-pasÈda as the physical base. Thus cakkhu-pasÈda is also known
as the eye-base.

The same thing is true for the other four sense-organs or pasÈda
r|pas. Each pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the senseEach pasÈda-r|pa functions as the sense-----door as well asdoor as well asdoor as well asdoor as well asdoor as well as
the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.the physical base.

• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres• Physical Bases in Three Spheres
1 In the eleven kÈma-planes, i.e., the sense-sphere, all the six physi-
cal bases (vatthu) exist.
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2 In the fine-material sphere (r|pa-loka) only three physical bases,
namely, cakkhu-vatthu, sota-vatthu and hadaya-vatthu exist.

During the During the During the During the During the samatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈ (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the
r|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈna, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual
pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-
jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kamma conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re-
born in the  born in the  born in the  born in the  born in the  r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,
jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu and and and and and kÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthu     as no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasure
exists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs are     happy with happy with happy with happy with happy with jhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-bliss. However, they. However, they. However, they. However, they. However, they
need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha, ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the DhammaDhammaDhammaDhammaDhamma and and and and and
hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-
ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.
33333 In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka) no  no  no  no  no vatthus vatthus vatthus vatthus vatthus exist, becauseexist, becauseexist, becauseexist, becauseexist, because
no materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power of
samatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈ to enter  to enter  to enter  to enter  to enter ar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnas. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences
to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.

• Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements (ViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtu)
‘ViÒÒÈÓa’ means ‘citta’ (consciousness) whereas ‘dhÈtu’ means

‘element’ or that which carries its own characteristic, but it is not a
living being.
The The The The The cittas cittas cittas cittas cittas as as as as as dhÈtudhÈtudhÈtudhÈtudhÈtu or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes.

1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — eye-consciousness element
2 eye-consciousnesses depend on eye-base for their arising.

2 Sota-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — ear-consciousness element
2 ear-consciousnesses depend on ear-base for their arising.

3 GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — nose-consciousness element
2  nose-consciousnesses depend on nose-base for their arising.

4 JivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — tongue-consciousness element
2 tongue-consciousnesses depend on tongue-base for their arising.

5 KÈya-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — body-consciousness element
2 body-consciousnesses depend on body-base for their arising.

6 Mano-dhÈtu — mind element — paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana and two
sampaÔicchana-cittas.
They depend on the heart-base for their arising.

7 Mano-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — mind-consciousness-element — the
remaining 76 cittas. They depend on the heart-base for their

arising. The 4 ar|pa-vipÈka cittas, however, do not depend on any

physcial base.

• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases
Please refer to Chart No. 5.2 at the back of this book for a quick

review.
1 There are 10 cittas which always depend on paÒcavatthu  (cakkhu-

vatthu, sota-vatthu, ghÈna-vatthu, jivhÈ-vatthu, kÈya-vatthu) for
their arising. They are dvi-paÒca-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

2 There are 33 cittas which always depend on the heart-bases
(hadaya-vatthu)  for their arising. They are 2 dosa-m|la cittas, 3
mano-dhÈthu cittas, 3 santÊraÓa cittas, hasituppÈda citta, 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas, 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and 1 sotÈpatti-magga citta.

3 There are 42 cittas which sometimes depend on the heart-base
and sometimes do not depend on the heart-base for their arising.
They are 10 akusala cittas ( 2 dosa-m|la cittas being excepted), 8

mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas, 4 ar|pÈvacara kusala cittas, 4
ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas, 7 lokuttara cittas (sotÈpatti-magga being ex-
cepted) and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

These cittas depend on the heart-base when they arise in the mate-
rial spheres (kÈma-planes and r|pa-planes), and they do not depend
on the heart-base when they arise in the immaterial sphere (ar|pa-
planes).

4 There are 4 cittas which never depend on vatthu for their arising.
They are 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas which arise only in the ar|pa-
planes.
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: There are 46 cittas (as mentioned in no. 3 and 4 above) which

     arise in ar|pa-planes.
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2 In the fine-material sphere (r|pa-loka) only three physical bases,
namely, cakkhu-vatthu, sota-vatthu and hadaya-vatthu exist.

During the During the During the During the During the samatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈsamatha-bhavanÈ (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the (tranquillity-meditation) to enter the
r|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈnar|pa jhÈna, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual, the meditator has to give up the enjoyment of sensual
pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-pleasure by controlling his mind not to wander around sense-ob-
jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jects. So when the jhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kammajhÈna-kusala kamma conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re- conditions him to be re-
born in the  born in the  born in the  born in the  born in the  r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-r|pa-realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with realm, he is not endowed with ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,ghÈna-vatthu,
jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu jivhÈ-vatthu and and and and and kÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthukÈya-vatthu     as no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasureas no enjoyment of sensual pleasure
exists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs areexists there. BrahmÈs are     happy with happy with happy with happy with happy with jhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-blissjhÈna-bliss. However, they. However, they. However, they. However, they. However, they
need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the need eyes to see the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha, ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the , ears to listen to the DhammaDhammaDhammaDhammaDhamma and and and and and
hadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthuhadaya-vatthu for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of  for the arising of mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas mano-viÒÒÈÓa cittas and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-and the asso-
ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.ciated mental factors.
33333 In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (In the immaterial sphere (ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka)ar|pa-loka) no  no  no  no  no vatthus vatthus vatthus vatthus vatthus exist, becauseexist, becauseexist, becauseexist, becauseexist, because
no materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power ofno materiality exists there — again due to the meditation power of
samatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈ to enter  to enter  to enter  to enter  to enter ar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnasar|pa-jhÈnas. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences. These are good evidences
to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.to show that kammas create all existences.

• Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements • Consciousness Elements (ViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtuViÒÒÈÓa-DhÈtu)
‘ViÒÒÈÓa’ means ‘citta’ (consciousness) whereas ‘dhÈtu’ means

‘element’ or that which carries its own characteristic, but it is not a
living being.
The The The The The cittas cittas cittas cittas cittas as as as as as dhÈtudhÈtudhÈtudhÈtudhÈtu or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes. or elements, are divided into 7 classes.

1 Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — eye-consciousness element
2 eye-consciousnesses depend on eye-base for their arising.

2 Sota-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — ear-consciousness element
2 ear-consciousnesses depend on ear-base for their arising.

3 GhÈna-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — nose-consciousness element
2  nose-consciousnesses depend on nose-base for their arising.

4 JivhÈ-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — tongue-consciousness element
2 tongue-consciousnesses depend on tongue-base for their arising.

5 KÈya-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — body-consciousness element
2 body-consciousnesses depend on body-base for their arising.

6 Mano-dhÈtu — mind element — paÒca-dvÈrÈvajjana and two
sampaÔicchana-cittas.
They depend on the heart-base for their arising.

7 Mano-viÒÒÈÓa-dhÈthu — mind-consciousness-element — the
remaining 76 cittas. They depend on the heart-base for their

arising. The 4 ar|pa-vipÈka cittas, however, do not depend on any

physcial base.

• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases• Classification of Consciousness according to Physical Bases
Please refer to Chart No. 5.2 at the back of this book for a quick

review.
1 There are 10 cittas which always depend on paÒcavatthu  (cakkhu-

vatthu, sota-vatthu, ghÈna-vatthu, jivhÈ-vatthu, kÈya-vatthu) for
their arising. They are dvi-paÒca-viÒÒÈÓa cittas.

2 There are 33 cittas which always depend on the heart-bases
(hadaya-vatthu)  for their arising. They are 2 dosa-m|la cittas, 3
mano-dhÈthu cittas, 3 santÊraÓa cittas, hasituppÈda citta, 8 mahÈ-
vipÈka cittas, 15 r|pÈvacara cittas and 1 sotÈpatti-magga citta.

3 There are 42 cittas which sometimes depend on the heart-base
and sometimes do not depend on the heart-base for their arising.
They are 10 akusala cittas ( 2 dosa-m|la cittas being excepted), 8

mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas, 4 ar|pÈvacara kusala cittas, 4
ar|pÈvacara kiriya cittas, 7 lokuttara cittas (sotÈpatti-magga being ex-
cepted) and mano-dvÈrÈvajjana citta.

These cittas depend on the heart-base when they arise in the mate-
rial spheres (kÈma-planes and r|pa-planes), and they do not depend
on the heart-base when they arise in the immaterial sphere (ar|pa-
planes).

4 There are 4 cittas which never depend on vatthu for their arising.
They are 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas which arise only in the ar|pa-
planes.
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: There are 46 cittas (as mentioned in no. 3 and 4 above) which

     arise in ar|pa-planes.
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PSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA

• • • • • Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a LLLLLife-Timeife-Timeife-Timeife-Timeife-Time2525252525

The psychophysical phenomena, taking place in living beings in a
life-time, will be described here. First, we should take note that
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are like very subtle
energy without visible form and shape and they cannot be detected
by any science instruments.

In a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors arise
continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-
tion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnesses
per eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured by
three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising (uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),
the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) and the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishing
(bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) of the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equal
to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-
ness.ness.ness.ness.ness.

The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-
moments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times the
life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness. The arising moment and the perishing
moment of materiality are equal to one sub-moment each. So the
existing time of materiality is equal to 51 — 2 = 49 sub-moments.
Thus materiality is also arising and perishing extremely rapidly at
the rate of more than 58 billion materialities per second.

• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities

The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-
nesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and the
twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases (Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).

The reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existence
to arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness one

25. “The Essense of Buddha Abhidhamma”, Third Edition,
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after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-
span of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and its
associated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. The
subsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuum
consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-
ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness (cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).

The twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six external
bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)
11111 Eye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-door .............................. Cakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈda
22222 Ear-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-door .............................. Sota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈda
33333 Nose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-door .............................. GhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈda
44444 Tongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-door .............................. JivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈda
55555 Body-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-door .............................. KÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈda
66666 Mind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-door .............................. 89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas

Note: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five bases     are 5 translucent materialities in the
eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue and the body. They act as physical
bases (vatthus) for eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness, nose-con-
sciousness, tongue-consciousness and body-consciousness respec-
tively to depend on for their arising. They also function as five
sense-doors for present visible object, sound, smell, taste and tan-
gible object to appear respectively.

Mind-baseMind-baseMind-baseMind-baseMind-base consists of all consciousnesses, including 19 bhava~ga-
cittas which serve as the mind-door. Excluding ten dvipaÒca-vinnÈÓas,
which depend on the first five bases for their arising, the remaining
75 cittas in brief or 107 cittas in the broad method, with the excep-
tion of 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas, depend on the heart-basesheart-basesheart-basesheart-basesheart-bases
(hadaya-vatthu in the heart) for their arising.

(b)(b)(b)(b)(b) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects)
1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object (vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa) 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound (sadda)(sadda)(sadda)(sadda)(sadda)
3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour (gandha)(gandha)(gandha)(gandha)(gandha) 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste (rasa)(rasa)(rasa)(rasa)(rasa)
5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch (pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)
6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, 16 16 16 16 16 sukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|pas
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 55555 ] ] ] ] ]

PSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENAPSYCHOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA

• • • • • Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a Psychophysical Phenomena in a LLLLLife-Timeife-Timeife-Timeife-Timeife-Time2525252525

The psychophysical phenomena, taking place in living beings in a
life-time, will be described here. First, we should take note that
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities are like very subtle
energy without visible form and shape and they cannot be detected
by any science instruments.

In a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors ariseIn a person consciousnesses together with mental factors arise
continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-continuously one after another very rapidly without any separa-
tion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnessestion in time at the rate of  more than a thousand billion consciousnesses
per eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured byper eye-wink. The life-span of a consciousness is measured by
three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising three sub-moments, namely, the submoment of arising (uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),(uppÈda),
the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing the submoment of existing (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) (ÔhÊti) and the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishingand the submoment of perishing
(bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) (bha~ga) of the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equalof the consciousness. These three submoments are equal
to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-to a consciousness-moment, which is the life-span of a conscious-
ness.ness.ness.ness.ness.

The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-The life-span of materiality is equal to seventeen consciousness-
moments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times themoments or 17 x 3 = 51 sub-moments, that is, seventeen times the
life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness.life-span of consciousness. The arising moment and the perishing
moment of materiality are equal to one sub-moment each. So the
existing time of materiality is equal to 51 — 2 = 49 sub-moments.
Thus materiality is also arising and perishing extremely rapidly at
the rate of more than 58 billion materialities per second.

• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities• The Causes which Produce Mentalities

The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-The causes which produce mentalities, comprising conscious-
nesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and thenesses and mental factors, are the productive kammas and the
twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases twelve bases (Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).

The reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existenceThe reproductive kamma, which conditions the present existence
to arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness oneto arise, continuously produces its resultant consciousness one
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after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-after another, associated with mental factors, throughout the life-
span of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and itsspan of the existence. The first resultant consciousness and its
associated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. Theassociated mental factors function as rebirth-consciousness. The
subsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumsubsequent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuum
consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, consciousnesses, (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) (bhava~ga cittas) and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-and the last resultant conscious-
ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness ness functions as death-consciousness (cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).(cuti-citta).

The twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six externalThe twelve bases consist of six internal bases and six external
bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.bases, which are described below.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)Six Internal Bases (Six Sense-Doors)
11111 Eye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-doorEye-base as well as Eye-door .............................. Cakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈdaCakkhu-pasÈda
22222 Ear-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-doorEar-base as well as Ear-door .............................. Sota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈdaSota-pasÈda
33333 Nose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-doorNose-base as well as Nose-door .............................. GhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈdaGhÈna-pasÈda
44444 Tongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-doorTongue-base as well as Tongue-door .............................. JivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈdaJivhÈ-pasÈda
55555 Body-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-doorBody-base as well as Body-door .............................. KÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈdaKÈya-pasÈda
66666 Mind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-doorMind-base as well as Mind-door .............................. 89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas89 or 121 cittas

Note: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five basesNote: The first five bases     are 5 translucent materialities in the
eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue and the body. They act as physical
bases (vatthus) for eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness, nose-con-
sciousness, tongue-consciousness and body-consciousness respec-
tively to depend on for their arising. They also function as five
sense-doors for present visible object, sound, smell, taste and tan-
gible object to appear respectively.

Mind-baseMind-baseMind-baseMind-baseMind-base consists of all consciousnesses, including 19 bhava~ga-
cittas which serve as the mind-door. Excluding ten dvipaÒca-vinnÈÓas,
which depend on the first five bases for their arising, the remaining
75 cittas in brief or 107 cittas in the broad method, with the excep-
tion of 4 ar|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas, depend on the heart-basesheart-basesheart-basesheart-basesheart-bases
(hadaya-vatthu in the heart) for their arising.

(b)(b)(b)(b)(b) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects) Six External Bases (Six Sense-objects)
1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object 1 Visible object (vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa)(vaÓÓa) 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound 2 Sound (sadda)(sadda)(sadda)(sadda)(sadda)
3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour 3 Odour (gandha)(gandha)(gandha)(gandha)(gandha) 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste 4 Taste (rasa)(rasa)(rasa)(rasa)(rasa)
5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch 5 Tangible object or touch (pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)(pathavÊ, vÈyo, tejo)
6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 6 Mind object consisting of 52 cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, cetasikas, 16 16 16 16 16 sukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|passukhuma-r|pas
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(subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.

Note: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, all
mental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are included
in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases (Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).

When six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respective
six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-
nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-
ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base (cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)
and appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series of
consciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (described
on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-655555).).).).).

• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception

The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.
That being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be reborn
in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-
tion that tion that tion that tion that tion that “Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”.....

The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-
dhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can be
verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.

Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-
tences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about to
die, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence is
about to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moral
kammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mental
stream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to produce
the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.

Among the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, which
has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-
door of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time of
performing that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at the
mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,
where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-
ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.

DiagraDiagraDiagraDiagraDiagram 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 The Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three Existences

Past Existence    Present Existence

Taking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitive
series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness (maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages
133-134, 133-134, 133-134, 133-134, 133-134, arises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive series
terminates with terminates with terminates with terminates with terminates with maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. in Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), a
life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) and then death-and then death-and then death-and then death-and then death-
consciousness consciousness consciousness consciousness consciousness (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) arise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means the
dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.

Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-
sciousness sciousness sciousness sciousness sciousness (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) of the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arises
without any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm the
new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.

The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-
duces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after another
continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-
sciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousness (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), the subse- the subse- the subse- the subse- the subse-
quent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuum
consciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnesses (Bha) (Bha) (Bha) (Bha) (Bha), and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-
tions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousness (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti).....

• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth

1. AÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhi — egg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirth     after being conceived in
an egg; e.g. fowls, ducks, birds.

2. JalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhi — womb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirth     after being conceived
in a mother's womb; e.g. humans, dogs, cats, cows.

3. SaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhi — moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth after being conceived
in a fruit, in a flower, in marsh, in water, in corpses and carcasses;
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(subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and (subtle materialities) and NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.NibbÈna.

Note: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, allNote: All ultimate realities comprising all consciousnesses, all
mental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are includedmental factors, all ultimate materialities and NibbÈna are included
in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases in the twelve bases (Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).(Èyatanas).

When six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respectiveWhen six sense-objects (six external bases) strike the respective
six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-six sense-doors (six internal bases) and appear at the doors, cog-
nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-nitive processes arise to be aware of the sense-objects. For ex-
ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base ample, when a visible object strikes the eye-base (cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)(cakkhu-pasÈda)
and appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series ofand appears at the eye-door, eye-door-cognitive series of
consciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (describedconsciousnesses arises to be aware of the visible object (described
on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-6on pages 63-655555).).).).).

• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception• Psychophysical Phenomena at the Time of Conception

The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.The life of a human being starts with conception in an existence.
That being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be rebornThat being must die from his immediate past existence to be reborn
in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-in the present existence. This is in accord with the science concep-
tion that tion that tion that tion that tion that “Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”“Life comes from life”.....

The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-The description of the detailed features of an existence in Bud-
dhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can bedhism is very logical and scientific, and the description can be
verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.verified by direct observation with wisdom in insight meditation.

Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-Diagram (5.1) shows the mental stream connecting three exis-
tences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about totences. In his immediate past existence, when a person is about to
die, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence isdie, the energy of the kamma which produces that existence is
about to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moralabout to be exhausted. Then among the many billions of moral
kammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mentalkammas and immoral kammas which are stored in the mental
stream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to producestream of that person, one kamma will have the chance to produce
the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.the new existence.

Among the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, whichAmong the many billion kammas, the ‘successful kamma’, which
has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-has the chance to produce the next existence, appears at the mind-
door of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time ofdoor of the dying person, or the objects observed at the time of
performing that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at theperforming that kamma, called ‘kamma-nimitta’, appears at the
mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,mind-door, or ‘the sign of destiny’ in connection with the place,
where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-where the successful kamma is going to produce the new exist-
ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.ence, appears at one of the six sense-doors of the dying person.

DiagraDiagraDiagraDiagraDiagram 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 m 5.1 The Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three ExistencesThe Mental Stream Connecting Three Existences

Past Existence    Present Existence

Taking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitiveTaking that near-death sign as its object, the near-death cognitive
series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness series of consciousness (maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages(maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi), described on pages
133-134, 133-134, 133-134, 133-134, 133-134, arises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive seriesarises in the dying person. After that cognitive series
terminates with terminates with terminates with terminates with terminates with maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. maraÓÈsanna-javana (M.Ja. in Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), ain Diagram 5.1), a
life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness life-continuum-consciousness (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) (Bha = Bhava~ga) and then death-and then death-and then death-and then death-and then death-
consciousness consciousness consciousness consciousness consciousness (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) (cuti = cuti-citta) arise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means thearise and perish. That means the
dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.dying person dies.

Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-Soon after the death-consciousness perishes, the rebirth-con-
sciousness sciousness sciousness sciousness sciousness (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) (PaÔi = PaÔisandhi-citta) of the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arisesof the new existence arises
without any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm thewithout any separation in time, no matter in whatever realm the
new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.new existence takes place.

The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-The successful kamma, which produces the new existence, pro-
duces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after anotherduces its sense-sphere resultant consciousness one after another
continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-continuously for the whole existence. The first resultant con-
sciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousnesssciousness functions as rebirth-consciousness (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), (Pati), the subse- the subse- the subse- the subse- the subse-
quent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuumquent resultant consciousnesses function as life-continuum
consciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnessesconsciousnesses (Bha) (Bha) (Bha) (Bha) (Bha), and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-, and the last resultant consciousness func-
tions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousnesstions as death-consciousness (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti) (Cuti).....

• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth• Four Modes of Conseiving and Rebirth

1. AÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhiAÓÉaja-patisandhi — egg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirthegg-born rebirth     after being conceived in
an egg; e.g. fowls, ducks, birds.

2. JalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhiJalÈbuya-patisandhi — womb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirthwomb-born rebirth     after being conceived
in a mother's womb; e.g. humans, dogs, cats, cows.

3. SaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhiSaÑsedaja-patisandhi — moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth moisture-born rebirth after being conceived
in a fruit, in a flower, in marsh, in water, in corpses and carcasses;
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e.g. flies, mosquitoes, frogs.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — spontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirth

It is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumping
out of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-denizzzzzens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woeful
ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.

Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-
tial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deities
walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,
named Ambnamed Ambnamed Ambnamed Ambnamed AmbaaaaapÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the garden
of the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈlllllÈ country.È country.È country.È country.È country.

• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence

The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-
sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (utuutuutuutuutu) and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment (ojÈojÈojÈojÈojÈ).).).).).

The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-
born materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. In
womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-
born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-
decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-
tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested quicklyquicklyquicklyquicklyquickly in in in in in
due order.due order.due order.due order.due order.
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Of the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductive
kamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from the
arising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producing
kamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arising
moment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backward
from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17
consciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materiality
will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.

It is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must arise
together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-
ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-
material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).

75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, , , , , 4 4 4 4 4 ar|paar|paar|paar|paar|pa
vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-
consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-
ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.

So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-
ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta (life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-
consciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising moment
of  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arising
moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-
terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.
That means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon after
death.death.death.death.death.

Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. So the heatSo the heatSo the heatSo the heatSo the heat
element element element element element 'tejo''tejo''tejo''tejo''tejo' in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the
existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-
ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-
duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,
present in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producing
heat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continue
to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.

Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence ‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.
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e.g. flies, mosquitoes, frogs.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — OpapÈtika-patisandhi — spontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirthspontaneous rebirth

It is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumpingIt is rebirth in the form of a fully grown up person as if jumping
out of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-deniout of no where. Celestial beings, hell-denizzzzzens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woefulens, some woeful
ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.ghosts and demons are born by spontaneous rebirth.

Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-Science does not know spontaneous rebirth, does not see celes-
tial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deitiestial beings and cannot see woeful ghosts and earth-bound deities
walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,walking on the roads. During our Buddha's time, a beautiful girl,
named Ambnamed Ambnamed Ambnamed Ambnamed AmbaaaaapÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the gardenpÈli was born by spontaneous rebirth in the garden
of the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈof the Princes of VesÈlllllÈ country.È country.È country.È country.È country.

• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence• Material Phenomena in One Existence

The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-The four causes which produce materialities are kamma, con-
sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (sciousness, heat (utuutuutuutuutu) and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment () and nutriment (ojÈojÈojÈojÈojÈ).).).).).

The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ The ‘reproductive kamma’ (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) (Janaka-kamma) also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-also produces kamma-
born materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. Inborn materialities starting from the moment of conception. In
womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-womb-born living beings like humans, dogs, cows, three kamma-
born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-born material groups, comprising body-decad, sex-decad and heart-
decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-decad, are manifested at the moment of conception. After concep-
tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested tion, eye-decad, ear-decad and the rest are manifested quicklyquicklyquicklyquicklyquickly in in in in in
due order.due order.due order.due order.due order.
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Of the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductiveOf the four causes which produce materiality, the reproductive
kamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from thekamma starts producing kamma-born material groups from the
arising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producingarising moment of rebirth-consciousness and continues producing
kamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arisingkamma-born material groups at every sub-moment till the arising
moment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backwardmoment of the seventeenth consciousness, reckoned backward
from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17from death-consciousness. Since materiality has a life-span of 17
consciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materialityconsciousness-moments, the last formed kamma-born materiality
will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.will perish at the perishing moment of death-consciousness.

It is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must ariseIt is a natural law that psychic life and material life must arise
together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-together and must perish together. All consciousnesses are associ-
ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-ated with psychic life (jÊvitindriya cetasika) and all kamma-born-
material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).material groups contain material life (jÊvita-r|pa).

75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 75 consciousnesses, excluding 10 dvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓasdvipaÒcaviÒÒÈÓas, , , , , 4 4 4 4 4 ar|paar|paar|paar|paar|pa
vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, vipÈka cittas, all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-all rebirth-consciousnesses and Arahants’ death-
consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-consciousnesses, produce mind-born material groups at their aris-
ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.ing submoments.

So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-So mind-born material groups begin to form at the arising mo-
ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first ment of the first bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta bhava~ga citta (life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-(life-continuum) after rebirth-
consciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising momentconsciousness and continue to be formed at every arising moment
of  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arisingof  subsequent consciousness for the whole life till the arising
moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-moment of death-consciousness. This last formed mind-born ma-
terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.terial groups will last for 16 consciousness-moments after death.
That means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon afterThat means that all mind-born materiality perishes soon after
death.death.death.death.death.

Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element Every material group contains the heat-element 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. 'tejo'. So the heatSo the heatSo the heatSo the heatSo the heat
element element element element element 'tejo''tejo''tejo''tejo''tejo' in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the in the first kamma-born material groups reaches the
existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-existing state after one submoment. Thus from the existing mo-
ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-ment of rebirth-consciousness, heat-born material groups are pro-
duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,duced at every submoment continuously. As the heat-element,
present in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producingpresent in every new-born material group, keeps on producing
heat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continueheat-born material groups, heat-born material groups will continue
to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.to be formed till the corpse is reduced to bones and then to dust.

Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence Every material group also contains the nutritive essence ‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.‘ojÈ’.
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After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,
containing external containing external containing external containing external containing external oja, oja, oja, oja, oja, diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-
ternal ternal ternal ternal ternal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, present in internalpresent in internalpresent in internalpresent in internalpresent in internal
material groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called the
genetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combination
of internal of internal of internal of internal of internal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ and external and external and external and external and external ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ reaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Starting
from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ  and and and and and
external external external external external ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ  produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every
submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.

So nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-moment
incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-
cause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa can
be furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time of
death, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted for
one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-
triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.

Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-
multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-
ity,ity,ity,ity,ity, nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat-
born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,
which consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted into
dust.dust.dust.dust.dust.

As new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from four
causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-
span of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the material
phenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the end
of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.

• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being

Soon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises and
perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-
cittas) cittas) cittas) cittas) cittas) keep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and night
while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas depend ondepend ondepend ondepend ondepend on
the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-
death sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for their
arising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitive

series of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not know
anything while anything while anything while anything while anything while bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas are arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists called
bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.

In reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware of
a sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clings
to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) for itsfor itsfor itsfor itsfor its
arising.arising.arising.arising.arising.

When we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) come
in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.
However, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time only
when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.

• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses

When a sense-object of very great intensity strikes the eye-door
and appears at the door, the following eye-door cognitive series of
consciousness arises.

Bha-“TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-San-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-DÈ-DÈ”-Bha-

The symbols represent the following consciousnesses.

Bha : Bhava~ga = Life-continuum

 Only bhava~ga-cittas keep arising before any sense-object
 appears at any sense-door.

TÊ   : AtÊta-bhava~ga = past bhava~ga-citta

 At the arising moment of this consciousness, the sense-
 object strikes the eye-door and takes one consciousness-
 moment to become distinct.

Na   : Bhava~ga-calana = Vibrating life-continuum

 At the arising moment of this citta, the sense-object appears
 at the eye-door. Life-continuum vibrates two times (Na-
 Da) and is cut-off.

Da   : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum

 Bhava~ga-stream is cut-off after this consciousness.

Pa   : PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness

 It is always the first consciousness in the five-door cogni-
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After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,After eaten food is digested in the stomach, the nutritive essence,
containing external containing external containing external containing external containing external oja, oja, oja, oja, oja, diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-diffuses throughout the body. So the ex-
ternal ternal ternal ternal ternal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal comes in contact with internal ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, ojÈ, present in internalpresent in internalpresent in internalpresent in internalpresent in internal
material groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called thematerial groups of the body. The time of contact is called the
genetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combinationgenetic or arising moment. After one submoment, the combination
of internal of internal of internal of internal of internal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ and external and external and external and external and external ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ reaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Startingreaches the existing state. Starting
from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal from that existing moment, the combination of internal ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ  and and and and and
external external external external external ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ ojÈ  produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every produces nutriment-born material groups at every
submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.submoment continuously.

So nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-momentSo nutriment-born materiality is formed at every sub-moment
incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-incessantly till the perishing moment of death-consciousness, be-
cause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa cancause the support required for the formation of ÈhÈraja-r|pa can
be furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time ofbe furnished by consciousness up to that time. So at the time of
death, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted fordeath, that last-formed nutriment-born materiality has lasted for
one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-one submoment. In another 50 submoments, that last-formed nu-
triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.triment-born materiality also perishes.

Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-Thus at the time of death, kamma-born materiality perishes si-
multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-multaneously together with death-consciousness. Mind-born material-
ity,ity,ity,ity,ity, nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat- nutriment-born materiality perish soon after death. But heat-
born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,born materiality will go on forming and perishing till the corpse,
which consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted intowhich consists of only heat-born materiality, is converted into
dust.dust.dust.dust.dust.

As new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from fourAs new material groups are incessantly produced from four
causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-causes, old material groups perish and disappear when their life-
span of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the materialspan of 17 consciousness-moments is over. Thus the material
phenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the endphenomena go on uninterruptedly in the sense-sphere till the end
of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.of life like the flame of a lamp or the stream of a river.

• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being• Psychophysical Phenomena in a Living Being

Soon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises andSoon after the kamma-born rebirth-consciousness arises and
perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses perishes, kamma-born life-continuum consciousnesses (bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-(bhava~ga-
cittas) cittas) cittas) cittas) cittas) keep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and nightkeep on arising one after another incessantly day and night
while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All while we are not aware of anything. All bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas depend ondepend ondepend ondepend ondepend on
the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases the kamma-born heart-bases (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) (hadaya-vatthu) and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-and take the near-
death sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for theirdeath sign of the immediate past life as their object for their
arising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitivearising. As this object is not processed to be known by cognitive

series of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not knowseries of consciousnesses, we do not know it. As we do not know
anything while anything while anything while anything while anything while bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas bhava~ga cittas are arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists calledare arising, psychologists called
bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas bhava~ga-cittas as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.as ‘unconscious minds’.

In reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware ofIn reality there are no consciousnesses which are not aware of
a sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clingsa sense-object. Every consciousness takes a sense-objcet and clings
to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base to it, and also has to depend on a physical base (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) (vatthu) for itsfor itsfor itsfor itsfor its
arising.arising.arising.arising.arising.

When we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) comeWhen we are awake, all six sense-objects (external bases) come
in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.in contact with our six sense-doors (internal bases) respectively.
However, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time onlyHowever, we can be aware of only one sense-object at a time only
when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.when a cognitive series of consciousness arises to know the object.

• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses• Eye-Door Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses

When a sense-object of very great intensity strikes the eye-door
and appears at the door, the following eye-door cognitive series of
consciousness arises.

Bha-“TÊ-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sam-San-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-DÈ-DÈ”-Bha-

The symbols represent the following consciousnesses.

Bha : Bhava~ga = Life-continuum

 Only bhava~ga-cittas keep arising before any sense-object
 appears at any sense-door.

TÊ   : AtÊta-bhava~ga = past bhava~ga-citta

 At the arising moment of this consciousness, the sense-
 object strikes the eye-door and takes one consciousness-
 moment to become distinct.

Na   : Bhava~ga-calana = Vibrating life-continuum

 At the arising moment of this citta, the sense-object appears
 at the eye-door. Life-continuum vibrates two times (Na-
 Da) and is cut-off.

Da   : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum

 Bhava~ga-stream is cut-off after this consciousness.

Pa   : PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness

 It is always the first consciousness in the five-door cogni-
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 tive series. It pays attention and takes notice of the sense-
 object.

Ca   : Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness

It sees the visible object and transmits it to next consciousness.

Sam  : Sampaticchana = receiving consciousness

It receives the sense-object and relays it to next consciousness.

San  : SantÊraÓa = investigating consciousness

 It investigates the sense-object whether it is good or bad.

Vo   : VoÔÔhapana (manodvÈrÈvajjana) = determining citta

It determines whether the sense-object is good or bad.

Ja    : Javana = impulsive consciousness

 It arises seven times enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

 (We know the sense-object roughly here and enjoy it.)

DÈ   : TadÈlambana = registering consciousness

 It arises two times and continues enjoying the taste of the
 sense-object. When the second tadÈlambana perishes, the
 visible object and the eye-base, which have arisen together,
 also perish together, because their life-span of 17 conscious-
 ness-moments is now complete.

Bha  :  Bhava~ga = life-continuum

 Since the visible object no longer exists, the cognitive series
 ends, and life-continuum arises continuously.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: When the sense-object is of moderate intensity, it takes
  two or three consciousness-moments after striking the eye-

door to develop itself to become distinct at the door, and two
tadÈlambana cittas can no longer arise.

Similar cognitive series of consciousnesses arise in the ear-door,
the nose-door, the tongue-door and the body-door.

• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness

When one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, present
or future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-door
sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness (kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana) cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series
of consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appears

directly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in the
mind door.mind door.mind door.mind door.mind door.

If the sense-object is very clear and distinct, the following cogni-
tive series of consciousness arises.

“Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-DÈ-DÈ” -Bha-

Na   : Bhava~ga-calana = Vibrating life-continuum
 At the arising moment of this consciousness, the sense-
 object appears at the mind-door. Life-continuum vibrates
 two times (Na-Da) and is cut-off.

Da   : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum

 Bhava~ga-stream is cut-off after this consciousness.

Ma   : ManodvÈrÈvajana = mind-door directing consciousness

 It pays attention and takes notice of the sense-object and
 decides whether the sense-object is good or bad.

Ja    : Javana = impulsive consciousness

 It arises seven times enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

 If wise reflection is made in making decision, moral minds

arise as javana-cittas. If unwise reflection is made in decid-
 ing whether the object is good or bad, immoral minds arise
 as javana-cittas.

DÈ   : TadÈlambana = registering consciousness

 It arises two times and continues enjoying the taste of the
 sense-object. After the second tadÈlambana, the cognitive
 series terminates.

Bha  : Bhava~ga = life-continuum

 As the cognitive series has terminated, bhava~ga-stream
 keeps on flowing again.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: If the sense-object is of moderate intensity, two tadÈlambanas
do not arise, and the cognitive series terminates after the seventh

javana-citta. After that, life-continuum keeps on flowing as usual.

• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

As described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appears
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 tive series. It pays attention and takes notice of the sense-
 object.

Ca   : Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness

It sees the visible object and transmits it to next consciousness.

Sam  : Sampaticchana = receiving consciousness

It receives the sense-object and relays it to next consciousness.

San  : SantÊraÓa = investigating consciousness

 It investigates the sense-object whether it is good or bad.

Vo   : VoÔÔhapana (manodvÈrÈvajjana) = determining citta

It determines whether the sense-object is good or bad.

Ja    : Javana = impulsive consciousness

 It arises seven times enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

 (We know the sense-object roughly here and enjoy it.)

DÈ   : TadÈlambana = registering consciousness

 It arises two times and continues enjoying the taste of the
 sense-object. When the second tadÈlambana perishes, the
 visible object and the eye-base, which have arisen together,
 also perish together, because their life-span of 17 conscious-
 ness-moments is now complete.

Bha  :  Bhava~ga = life-continuum

 Since the visible object no longer exists, the cognitive series
 ends, and life-continuum arises continuously.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: When the sense-object is of moderate intensity, it takes
  two or three consciousness-moments after striking the eye-

door to develop itself to become distinct at the door, and two
tadÈlambana cittas can no longer arise.

Similar cognitive series of consciousnesses arise in the ear-door,
the nose-door, the tongue-door and the body-door.

• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Mind-door KÈma-javana Cognitive Series of Consciousness

When one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, presentWhen one of the six sense-objects, which may be past, present
or future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-dooror future sense-object, appears at the mind-door, the mind-door
sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness sense-sphere impulsive consciousness (kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana)(kÈma-javana) cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series cognitive series
of consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appearsof consciousnesses arises. Just as the image of a person appears

directly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in thedirectly in a mirror, so too a sense-object appears directly in the
mind door.mind door.mind door.mind door.mind door.

If the sense-object is very clear and distinct, the following cogni-
tive series of consciousness arises.

“Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-DÈ-DÈ” -Bha-

Na   : Bhava~ga-calana = Vibrating life-continuum
 At the arising moment of this consciousness, the sense-
 object appears at the mind-door. Life-continuum vibrates
 two times (Na-Da) and is cut-off.

Da   : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum

 Bhava~ga-stream is cut-off after this consciousness.

Ma   : ManodvÈrÈvajana = mind-door directing consciousness

 It pays attention and takes notice of the sense-object and
 decides whether the sense-object is good or bad.

Ja    : Javana = impulsive consciousness

 It arises seven times enjoying the taste of the sense-object.

 If wise reflection is made in making decision, moral minds

arise as javana-cittas. If unwise reflection is made in decid-
 ing whether the object is good or bad, immoral minds arise
 as javana-cittas.

DÈ   : TadÈlambana = registering consciousness

 It arises two times and continues enjoying the taste of the
 sense-object. After the second tadÈlambana, the cognitive
 series terminates.

Bha  : Bhava~ga = life-continuum

 As the cognitive series has terminated, bhava~ga-stream
 keeps on flowing again.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: If the sense-object is of moderate intensity, two tadÈlambanas
do not arise, and the cognitive series terminates after the seventh

javana-citta. After that, life-continuum keeps on flowing as usual.

• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness• Secondary Mind-door Cognitive Series of Consciousness

As described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appearsAs described above, when one of the six sense-objects appears
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at the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. But
there are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow each
and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.

In a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed only
to the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. The
form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-
object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.

Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-
door cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which has
perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.

The first secondary mind-door cognitive series retakes the past
sense-object. The second mind-door cognitive series follows suit,
observing the retaken object and the old object that reappears in the
mind-door together.

Then the third secondary mind-door cognitive series follows suit,
observing the form and the shape of the object.

Then the fourth secondary mind-door cognitive series follows
again, considering the name of the sense-object. If necessary, many
secondary mind-door cognitive-series quickly occur in succession,
examining the detailed features of the object and also thinking about
the name of the object.

Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,
does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.

Considering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one after
another incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billion
times per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-door
cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,
more than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occur
in a second.in a second.in a second.in a second.in a second.     That is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can see
and hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, we
cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.

• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time

While we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doing
something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-

nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.
After each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuum
will be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in the
whole life.whole life.whole life.whole life.whole life.

In the above cognitive series, only sense-sphere moral minds and
immoral minds will be arising as impulsive consciousnesses (kÈma-
javanas) which bear kamma properties. In Arahants, functional
consciousnesses (kiriya-cittas) will arise as impulsive consciousnesses
which do not bear kamma properties.

When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,
fine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moral
consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.

Again after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertaking
insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-
ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-
sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.

• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness     (JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)2626262626

‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ is the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remains
focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) of concentrationof concentrationof concentrationof concentrationof concentration
for one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to seven
days at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) are
fully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements including
hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.

So the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and very
powerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with the
help of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internal
organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-
ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-
teristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of their
arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.

To attain To attain To attain To attain To attain jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, we have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation as

26. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Volume I,

by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 147-162
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at the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. Butat the mind door, primary mind-door cognitive series arises. But
there are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow eachthere are secondary mind-door cognitive series which follow each
and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.and everyone of the five-door cognitive series.

In a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed onlyIn a five-door cognitive series, the sense-object is processed only
to the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. Theto the extent to be known roughly whether it is good or bad. The
form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-form, the shape, the detailed features and the name of the sense-
object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.object are not known yet.

Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-Thus after a five-door cognitive series, several secondary mind-
door cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which hasdoor cognitive series follow, retaking the sense-object which has
perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.perished and reappears as a past object in the mind-door.

The first secondary mind-door cognitive series retakes the past
sense-object. The second mind-door cognitive series follows suit,
observing the retaken object and the old object that reappears in the
mind-door together.

Then the third secondary mind-door cognitive series follows suit,
observing the form and the shape of the object.

Then the fourth secondary mind-door cognitive series follows
again, considering the name of the sense-object. If necessary, many
secondary mind-door cognitive-series quickly occur in succession,
examining the detailed features of the object and also thinking about
the name of the object.

Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,Only after these many-secondary mind-door cognitive series,
does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.does one know the object together with its name and other details.

Considering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one afterConsidering the fact that consciousness can occur one after
another incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billionanother incessantly at a tremendous rate of more than a billion
times per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-doortimes per eye-wink or per snap of the fingers, and a mind-door
cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,cognitive series contains only about ten cognitive consciousnesses,
more than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occurmore than a billion cognitive series of consciousnesses can occur
in a second.in a second.in a second.in a second.in a second.     That is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can seeThat is also the reason why we think that we can see
and hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, weand hear simultaneously when we watch television. In reality, we
cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.cannot hear while we see, and we do not see while we hear.

• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time• Cognitive Series of Consciousnesses in a life-time

While we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doingWhile we are eating, or thinking about something or doing
something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-something, the five-door cognitive series and the mind-door cog-

nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.nitive series will be arising and perishing as described above.
After each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuumAfter each cognitive series, the normal stream of life-continuum
will be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in thewill be flowing so that there is no break in the mental stream in the
whole life.whole life.whole life.whole life.whole life.

In the above cognitive series, only sense-sphere moral minds and
immoral minds will be arising as impulsive consciousnesses (kÈma-
javanas) which bear kamma properties. In Arahants, functional
consciousnesses (kiriya-cittas) will arise as impulsive consciousnesses
which do not bear kamma properties.

When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,When we undertake tranquillity meditation and attain jhÈnas,
fine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moralfine-material moral consciousnesses and immaterial moral
consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.consciousnesses will arise as impulsive consciousnesses.

Again after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertakingAgain after attaining the jhÈnas, if we continue undertaking
insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) (vipassanÈ) and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-and attain Path-wisdom (Magga-
ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-ÒÈÓa), supramundane moral consciousnesses will arise as impul-
sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.sive consciousnesses.

• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series• JhÈna Cognitive Series of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness of Consciousness     (JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)(JhÈna VÊthis)2626262626

‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ ‘JhÈna’ is the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remainsis the state of mental absorption when the mind remains
focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign focused on the counter-sign (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) of concentrationof concentrationof concentrationof concentrationof concentration
for one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to sevenfor one hour, two hours, ..... one day, two days, ..... up to seven
days at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) aredays at a time. At the jhÈna state, the five jhÈna-factors (p. 85) are
fully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements includingfully developed and they totally suppress defilements including
hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.hindrances not to arise in the mind.

So the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and verySo the mind is pure, calm, tranquil, peaceful, blissful and very
powerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with thepowerful. It radiates very brilliant and penetrative light with the
help of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internalhelp of which the meditator can see penetratively all the internal
organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-organs of himself as well as of others, and define ultimate mentali-
ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-ties and ultimate-materialities by means of their respective charac-
teristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of theirteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes of their
arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.arisings. He could also see far-away objects clearly.

To attain To attain To attain To attain To attain jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, jhÈna, we have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation aswe have to undertake tranquillity-meditation as

26. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Volume I,

by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 147-162
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taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-
tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ (ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)2626262626

is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 27474747474-----
222228484848484.....

In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-
breath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of the
breath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mind
well on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, the
learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, usually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a white
mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.

The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,
which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) whichwhichwhichwhichwhich
appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,
or pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind on
the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-
sorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he is
said to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first fine
material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.

The jhÈna cognitive series is as follows.

(Manda-paÒÒÈ) Na-Da- “Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-JhÈ” -Bha-

(Tikkha-paÒÒÈ) Na-Da- “Ma-U-Nu-Go-JhÈ” -Bha-

When the counter-sign appears at the meditatior’s mind-door:

Na  : Bhava~ga-calana = vibrating life-continuum,

Da  : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum,

Ma  : ManodvÈrÈvajjana  = mind-door directing consciousness,

Pa   : Parikamma = preparation for jhÈna to arise,

U    : UpacÈra = proximity of jhÈna,

Nu  : Anuloma = adaptation or connection between
   parikamma and jhÈna,

Go  : Gotrabhu = it cuts the kÈma-lineage to form the exalted
   or mahaggata-lineage,

JhÈ  : JhÈna = r|pÈvacara kusala citta (or ar|pÈvacara
   kusala citta),

Bha : Bhava~ga = life-continuum arises.

When the counter-sign appears at the mind-door, life-continuum
vibrates twice and is cut-off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma)
takes notice of the sign and decides whether it is good or bad.

Then sense-sphere moral consciousness, associated with wisdom,
which functions as neighbourhood-concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi)
javana arises four times in persons of slow-wisdom (manda-paÒÒÈ)
as parikamma, upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, or three times in
persons of quick-wisdom (tikkha-paÒÒÈ) as upacÈra, anuloma and
gotrabhu.

Immediately after gotrabhu, r|pÈvacara kusala first-jhÈna citta
arises just once as impulsive consciousness (appanÈ-javana). This
fine material-sphere moral consciousness or first jhÈna conscious-
ness associates with all the five jhÈna-factors.

After practising to redevelop this first r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta very
skilfully, the first two jhÈna factors (vitakka, vicÈra) can be elimi-
nated to develop the second r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta. Then the third
jhÈna-factor (pÊti = joy) can be eliminated to develop the third
r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta, and the fourth jhÈna-factor (sukha = bliss)
can further be substituted with upekkhÈ (neutral feeling) to attain
the fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna citta, which is the best foundation for
undertaking insight meditation.

• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas

For slow-witted persons, after attaining the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna,
they cannot eliminate vitakka and vicÈra simultaneously to develop
the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna. They have to eliminate vitakka first to
deveop the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna, and then eliminate vicÈra to
develop the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna. After that they can eliminate
pÊti to develop the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, and then substitute
sukha with upekkhÈ to develop the fifth r|pÈvacara jhÈna. So for
them, there are five r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

So there are two ways of developing r|pÈvacara jhÈna, namely,
the four-jhÈna method and the five-jhÈna method. The second
r|pÈvacara jhÈna of the four-jhÈna method is identical to the third
r|pÈvacara jhÈna of the five-jhÈna method, and the fourth r|pÈvacara
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taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-taught by the Buddha. The Buddha taught 40 tranquillity-medita-
tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ tion subjects, of which ‘mindfulness of breathing’ (ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)2626262626

is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 2is the foremost one. This meditation is described on pages 27474747474-----
222228484848484.....

In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-In this meditation, the meditator has to focus his mind on the in-
breath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of thebreath and the out-breath at the distinct touching point of the
breath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mindbreath at his nostril or upper lip. When he can concentrate his mind
well on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, thewell on the breath for one hour, two hours, continuously, the
learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (learning sign or acquired sign (uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, uggaha-nimitta, usually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a whiteusually as a white
mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.mass) appears at the touching point.

The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,The meditator continues focusing his mind on the learning sign,
which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign which slowly turns into the counter-sign (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) (paÔibhÈga-nimitta) whichwhichwhichwhichwhich
appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,appears very clear and bright like the evening star, or a diamond,
or pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind onor pearl, etc. He continues his meditation by focusing his mind on
the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-the counter-sign, and when his mind remains focused and ab-
sorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he issorbed at the counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he is
said to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first finesaid to attain the first r|pÈvacara kusala citta, i.e., the first fine
material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.material sphere jhÈna.

The jhÈna cognitive series is as follows.

(Manda-paÒÒÈ) Na-Da- “Ma-Pa-U-Nu-Go-JhÈ” -Bha-

(Tikkha-paÒÒÈ) Na-Da- “Ma-U-Nu-Go-JhÈ” -Bha-

When the counter-sign appears at the meditatior’s mind-door:

Na  : Bhava~ga-calana = vibrating life-continuum,

Da  : Bhava~gu-paccheda = cut-off or arrested life-continuum,

Ma  : ManodvÈrÈvajjana  = mind-door directing consciousness,

Pa   : Parikamma = preparation for jhÈna to arise,

U    : UpacÈra = proximity of jhÈna,

Nu  : Anuloma = adaptation or connection between
   parikamma and jhÈna,

Go  : Gotrabhu = it cuts the kÈma-lineage to form the exalted
   or mahaggata-lineage,

JhÈ  : JhÈna = r|pÈvacara kusala citta (or ar|pÈvacara
   kusala citta),

Bha : Bhava~ga = life-continuum arises.

When the counter-sign appears at the mind-door, life-continuum
vibrates twice and is cut-off (Na-Da). Then manodvÈrÈvajjana (Ma)
takes notice of the sign and decides whether it is good or bad.

Then sense-sphere moral consciousness, associated with wisdom,
which functions as neighbourhood-concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi)
javana arises four times in persons of slow-wisdom (manda-paÒÒÈ)
as parikamma, upacÈra, anuloma and gotrabhu, or three times in
persons of quick-wisdom (tikkha-paÒÒÈ) as upacÈra, anuloma and
gotrabhu.

Immediately after gotrabhu, r|pÈvacara kusala first-jhÈna citta
arises just once as impulsive consciousness (appanÈ-javana). This
fine material-sphere moral consciousness or first jhÈna conscious-
ness associates with all the five jhÈna-factors.

After practising to redevelop this first r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta very
skilfully, the first two jhÈna factors (vitakka, vicÈra) can be elimi-
nated to develop the second r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta. Then the third
jhÈna-factor (pÊti = joy) can be eliminated to develop the third
r|pÈvacara-jhÈna citta, and the fourth jhÈna-factor (sukha = bliss)
can further be substituted with upekkhÈ (neutral feeling) to attain
the fourth r|pÈvaca jhÈna citta, which is the best foundation for
undertaking insight meditation.

• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas• Two Ways of Developing RupÈvacara JhÈnas

For slow-witted persons, after attaining the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna,
they cannot eliminate vitakka and vicÈra simultaneously to develop
the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna. They have to eliminate vitakka first to
deveop the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna, and then eliminate vicÈra to
develop the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna. After that they can eliminate
pÊti to develop the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, and then substitute
sukha with upekkhÈ to develop the fifth r|pÈvacara jhÈna. So for
them, there are five r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

So there are two ways of developing r|pÈvacara jhÈna, namely,
the four-jhÈna method and the five-jhÈna method. The second
r|pÈvacara jhÈna of the four-jhÈna method is identical to the third
r|pÈvacara jhÈna of the five-jhÈna method, and the fourth r|pÈvacara
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jhÈna  of the four-jhÈna method is identical with the fifth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna of the five-jhÈna method. The four-jhÈna method is the com-
mon practical method.

After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈna very very very very very
skilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration called
immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)
by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.

• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈnasssss     (Immaterial Sphere JhÈnas)27

Then he redevelops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by mindfulness
of breathing, comes out of it, and undertakes kasikasikasikasikasiÓÓÓÓÓa-meditationa-meditationa-meditationa-meditationa-meditation
such as repeated reflection on an earth-disc called ‘pathavÊ kasiÓa’.
When he can see the earth-disc with closed eyes, he attains the
learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.     Again focusing on the learning sign, he reflects
‘pathavÊ, pathavÊ’ repeatedly until the  learning sign becomes clear
and brilliant; he attains the counter-signcounter-signcounter-signcounter-signcounter-sign     (paÔibhÈga nimitta).....

He extends the counter-sign with his will-power until it fills all
directions. Focusing on that enlarged counter-sign and reflecting
pathavÊ, pathavÊ’ repeatedly, he can develop the fourfold or five-
fold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas. The jhÈna cognitive series is as shown
above.

To develop ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, the meditator now reasons about
the defects of the physical body and the troubles it develops on
account of heat and cold, insect-bites, hunger and thirst, diseases,
ageing and death, and the need to work the whole life for food,
clothing and shelter.

When he feels detached from the physical body and materiality,
he first develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by meditating on the
expanded counter-sign of earth-kasiÓa. He then comes out from the
fourth jhÈna and, though the expanded counter-sign exists in his
vision, he neglects it and tries to concentrate his attention on the
infinite space (ÈkÈsa) beyond it and meditates “space, space” (ÈkÈsa,
ÈkÈsa) repeatedly.

When his mild attachment (nikanti) to the counter-sign disappears,
the counter-sign suddenly disappears, unfolding infinite space. Con-
centrating his mindfulness on the infinite space, he goes on meditat-
ing “space, space”  until he reaches the first the first the first the first the first ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ThisThisThisThisThis
jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” because it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focuses
on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.

He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-
ness on ness on ness on ness on ness on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, meditating , meditating , meditating , meditating , meditating “viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”
(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-
ond ond ond ond ond ar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈna. This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called “vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala
citta”.citta”.citta”.citta”.citta”.

Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to ÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala citta,,,,,
he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates “nothing-“nothing-“nothing-“nothing-“nothing-
ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness”  or  or  or  or  or “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” repeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches the
third third third third third ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called “akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala
citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ also means also means also means also means also means ‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.

By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna consciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object of
meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ThisThisThisThisThis
jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called “nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-
nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ literally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor does
not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. It refers to the fact that this fourth ar|pa-jhÈna con-
sciousness is so subtle and so refined that one cannot definitely say
whether there is a consciousness or not. Consciousness is no longer
noticeable at the state of this jhÈna.

• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)2828282828

A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas and four and four and four and four and four ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ininininin
earth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas in
the meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he can
practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓas
(except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas to make histo make histo make histo make histo make his
mind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or seven
supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.
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jhÈna  of the four-jhÈna method is identical with the fifth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna of the five-jhÈna method. The four-jhÈna method is the com-
mon practical method.

After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth After practising to redevelop the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈnar|pÈvacara jhÈna very very very very very
skilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration calledskilfully, the meditator can develop higher concentration called
immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses immaterial sphere moral consciousnesses (ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)(ar|pÈvacara jhÈna cittas)
by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.by undertaking ‘KasiÓa meditation’.

• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈna• Developing Ar|pÈvacara JhÈnasssss     (Immaterial Sphere JhÈnas)27

Then he redevelops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by mindfulness
of breathing, comes out of it, and undertakes kasikasikasikasikasiÓÓÓÓÓa-meditationa-meditationa-meditationa-meditationa-meditation
such as repeated reflection on an earth-disc called ‘pathavÊ kasiÓa’.
When he can see the earth-disc with closed eyes, he attains the
learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.learning sign.     Again focusing on the learning sign, he reflects
‘pathavÊ, pathavÊ’ repeatedly until the  learning sign becomes clear
and brilliant; he attains the counter-signcounter-signcounter-signcounter-signcounter-sign     (paÔibhÈga nimitta).....

He extends the counter-sign with his will-power until it fills all
directions. Focusing on that enlarged counter-sign and reflecting
pathavÊ, pathavÊ’ repeatedly, he can develop the fourfold or five-
fold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas. The jhÈna cognitive series is as shown
above.

To develop ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, the meditator now reasons about
the defects of the physical body and the troubles it develops on
account of heat and cold, insect-bites, hunger and thirst, diseases,
ageing and death, and the need to work the whole life for food,
clothing and shelter.

When he feels detached from the physical body and materiality,
he first develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna by meditating on the
expanded counter-sign of earth-kasiÓa. He then comes out from the
fourth jhÈna and, though the expanded counter-sign exists in his
vision, he neglects it and tries to concentrate his attention on the
infinite space (ÈkÈsa) beyond it and meditates “space, space” (ÈkÈsa,
ÈkÈsa) repeatedly.

When his mild attachment (nikanti) to the counter-sign disappears,
the counter-sign suddenly disappears, unfolding infinite space. Con-
centrating his mindfulness on the infinite space, he goes on meditat-
ing “space, space”  until he reaches the first the first the first the first the first ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ThisThisThisThisThis
jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” “ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta,” because it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focusesbecause it focuses
on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.on infinite space.

He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-He then continues his meditation by concentrating his mindful-
ness on ness on ness on ness on ness on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, meditating , meditating , meditating , meditating , meditating “viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”“viÒÒÈÓa, viÒÒÈÓa”
(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-(consciousness, consciousness) repeatedly till he reaches the sec-
ond ond ond ond ond ar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈnaar|pa-jhÈna. This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called . This jhÈna is called “vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala“vinnÈÓaÒcÈyatana kusala
citta”.citta”.citta”.citta”.citta”.

Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to Then, without giving attention to ÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala cittaÈkÈsÈnaÒcayatana kusala citta,,,,,
he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates he focuses his attention on nothingness and meditates “nothing-“nothing-“nothing-“nothing-“nothing-
ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness” ness, nothingness”  or  or  or  or  or “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” “natthi kiÒci” repeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches therepeatedly till he reaches the
third third third third third ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called This jhÈna is called “akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala“akiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala
citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ citta”; ‘akiÒcaÒÒa’ also means also means also means also means also means ‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.‘nothingness’.

By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third By taking the third ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna ar|pa-jhÈna consciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object ofconsciousness as the object of
meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth meditation, he can further develop the fourth ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ar|pa-jhÈna. ThisThisThisThisThis
jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called jhÈna is called “nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-“nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”. ‘NevasaÒÒÈ-
nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ nÈsaÒÒÈ’ literally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor doesliterally means that ‘perception neither exists nor does
not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. not exist’. It refers to the fact that this fourth ar|pa-jhÈna con-
sciousness is so subtle and so refined that one cannot definitely say
whether there is a consciousness or not. Consciousness is no longer
noticeable at the state of this jhÈna.

• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....• Developing Supernormal Powers.....(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)(AbhiÒÒÈ)2828282828

A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four A person, who attains four r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas r|pa-jhÈnas and four and four and four and four and four ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ar|pa-jhÈnas ininininin
earth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas inearth-kasiÓa meditation, can easily develop these eight jhÈnas in
the meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he canthe meditation of other nine kasiÓa meditations. Then he can
practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight practise in 14 ways as described by the Buddha on eight kasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓaskasiÓas
(except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight (except light-kasiÓa and ÈkÈsa kasiÓa) and eight jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas jhÈnas to make histo make histo make histo make histo make his
mind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or sevenmind very skilful and powerful. He can then develop five or seven
supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.supernormal powers.
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11111 Iddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈ     —
Powers of creating forms, flying through the air, walking on
water, diving into the earth, passing through mountains, etc.

22222 Dibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈ —
Divine ear or clairaudience, which enables one to hear subtle or
coarse sounds, far or near.

33333 Paracitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnana ( ( ( ( (Ceto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓa))))) —
Power to penetrate the minds of others to discern their thoughts.

44444 PubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussati — Power to remember the former existences
of oneself or of others and the former worlds.

55555 Dibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhu — Divine eye or clairvoyance, which enables one
to see subtle or coarse things, far or near, and also celestial worlds
and woeful abodes.
Together with dibba-cakkhu, the following two more Supernor-
mal Powers also arise.

66666 YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa — Power of seeing beings in the 31 planes
of existence and knowing their respective kammas which have
given rise to their rebirths.

77777 AnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓa — Power of knowing future existences and
future worlds.

So we may say that there are seven lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs. But when we
count five mundane supernormal knowledges (five lokiya abhiÒÒÈs),
(6) and (7) are included in dibba-cakkhu. Also cut|papÈtaÒÈÓa, which
is the knowledge of seeing dying beings and reappearing of beings, is
included in dibba-cakkhu.

In counting six In counting six In counting six In counting six In counting six abhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈs, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power
(((((lokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five lokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈs..... This lokuttara
abhiÒÒÈ is called Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa.
88888 Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa ( ( ( ( (Arahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓa))))) —

Knowledge associated with Arahatta-magga that can extinct all
cankers (Èsavas) or all defilements (kilesÈs).

ChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒa is an is an is an is an is an Arahant Arahant Arahant Arahant Arahant who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal
knowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the five
mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-
most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi) and they are) and they are) and they are) and they are) and they are
the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of samatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈ (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The
supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa, which, which, which, which, which

is is is is is Arahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓa, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-
tation (tation (tation (tation (tation (vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ
(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).

• Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death (MaraÓMaraÓMaraÓMaraÓMaraÓuuuuuppatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukka)
The fourfold arrival of death may be compared to the four ways

of extinguishing a lighted oil-lamp.
The flame of the oil-lamp will go out when:
1 the wick burns out,
2 the oil burns out,
3 both the wick and the oil burn out, or
4 the wind blows suddenly or the light is put out purposely even

though the wick and the oil still remain.
In the same way, a person may die in one of the following ways:

1 Œyukkhaya-maraÓa —
Death due to the expiration of the life-span,

2 Kammakkhaya-maraÓa —
Death due to the expiration of the reproductive kammic force,

3 Ubhayakkhaya-maraÓa — Death due to the expiration of both
the life-span and the reproductive kammic force,

4 Upacchedaka-maraÓa — Death due to the intervention of a des-
tructive kamma. It is sudden death such as the one encoun-
tered in car accident or suicide.

• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma-----related Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objects
Now, to those who are about to die, by the power of the kamma

that is going to condition the next birth, one of the following three
near-death signs always presents itself through one of the six doors:

1 Kamma  — the kamma that produces rebirth in the
subsequent life appears at the mind door;

2 Kamma-nimitta — sign of kamma, i.e., the scene, the sound,
the smell, etc., that are or were observed during the perfor-
mance of the volitional action (kamma) which is going to bear
result;

3 Gati-nimitta — sign of destiny, i.e., the scenes or signs of buil-
dings in connection with the place where one is going to be
reborn according to the successful kamma.

Since the kamma is in the form of ultimate reality (cetanÈ), it pre-
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11111 Iddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈIddhividha AbhiÒÒÈ     —
Powers of creating forms, flying through the air, walking on
water, diving into the earth, passing through mountains, etc.

22222 Dibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈDibba-sota AbhiÒÒÈ —
Divine ear or clairaudience, which enables one to hear subtle or
coarse sounds, far or near.

33333 Paracitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnanaParacitta-vijÈnana ( ( ( ( (Ceto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓaCeto-pariya ÒÈÓa))))) —
Power to penetrate the minds of others to discern their thoughts.

44444 PubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussatiPubbenivÈsÈnussati — Power to remember the former existences
of oneself or of others and the former worlds.

55555 Dibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhuDibba-cakkhu — Divine eye or clairvoyance, which enables one
to see subtle or coarse things, far or near, and also celestial worlds
and woeful abodes.
Together with dibba-cakkhu, the following two more Supernor-
mal Powers also arise.

66666 YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓaYathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa — Power of seeing beings in the 31 planes
of existence and knowing their respective kammas which have
given rise to their rebirths.

77777 AnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓaAnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓa — Power of knowing future existences and
future worlds.

So we may say that there are seven lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs. But when we
count five mundane supernormal knowledges (five lokiya abhiÒÒÈs),
(6) and (7) are included in dibba-cakkhu. Also cut|papÈtaÒÈÓa, which
is the knowledge of seeing dying beings and reappearing of beings, is
included in dibba-cakkhu.

In counting six In counting six In counting six In counting six In counting six abhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈsabhiÒÒÈs, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power, a supramundane supernormal power
(((((lokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈlokuttara abhiÒÒÈ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five ) is added to the five lokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈslokiya abhiÒÒÈs..... This lokuttara
abhiÒÒÈ is called Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa.
88888 Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa ( ( ( ( (Arahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓa))))) —

Knowledge associated with Arahatta-magga that can extinct all
cankers (Èsavas) or all defilements (kilesÈs).

ChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒaChaÄÈbhiÒÒa is an is an is an is an is an Arahant Arahant Arahant Arahant Arahant who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal who possesses the six super-normal
knowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the fiveknowledges mentioned above. It should be noted that the five
mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through the ut-
most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (most perfection of mental concentration (samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi) and they are) and they are) and they are) and they are) and they are
the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of the culmination of samatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈsamatha-bhÈvanÈ (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The (tranquillity-meditation). The
supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., supramundane supernormal power, i.e., Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaŒsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa, which, which, which, which, which

is is is is is Arahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓaArahatta Magga-nÈÓa, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-, is attainable by undertaking insight-medi-
tation (tation (tation (tation (tation (vipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈvipassanÈ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of ) and it is the culmination of vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ
(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).(insight meditation).

• Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death • Fourfold Arrival of Death (MaraÓMaraÓMaraÓMaraÓMaraÓuuuuuppatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukkappatti-Catukka)
The fourfold arrival of death may be compared to the four ways

of extinguishing a lighted oil-lamp.
The flame of the oil-lamp will go out when:
1 the wick burns out,
2 the oil burns out,
3 both the wick and the oil burn out, or
4 the wind blows suddenly or the light is put out purposely even

though the wick and the oil still remain.
In the same way, a person may die in one of the following ways:

1 Œyukkhaya-maraÓa —
Death due to the expiration of the life-span,

2 Kammakkhaya-maraÓa —
Death due to the expiration of the reproductive kammic force,

3 Ubhayakkhaya-maraÓa — Death due to the expiration of both
the life-span and the reproductive kammic force,

4 Upacchedaka-maraÓa — Death due to the intervention of a des-
tructive kamma. It is sudden death such as the one encoun-
tered in car accident or suicide.

• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma• Appearance of Kamma-----related Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objectsrelated Objects
Now, to those who are about to die, by the power of the kamma

that is going to condition the next birth, one of the following three
near-death signs always presents itself through one of the six doors:

1 Kamma  — the kamma that produces rebirth in the
subsequent life appears at the mind door;

2 Kamma-nimitta — sign of kamma, i.e., the scene, the sound,
the smell, etc., that are or were observed during the perfor-
mance of the volitional action (kamma) which is going to bear
result;

3 Gati-nimitta — sign of destiny, i.e., the scenes or signs of buil-
dings in connection with the place where one is going to be
reborn according to the successful kamma.

Since the kamma is in the form of ultimate reality (cetanÈ), it pre-
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sents itself through the mind-door.
If the sign of kamma belongs to the past kamma, it also presents

itself through the mind-door. If it belongs to the present kamma, it
can enter through any of the six doors depending on its form. If it is a
visible object, it will enter through the eye-door.

The sign of destiny belongs to the present. So, depending on its
form, it may present itself through any of the six sense doors.

• Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness (MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)
Now, when the near-death sign appears at one of the six doors,

the Èvajjana-citta (directing consciousness) will pick up the sense ob-
ject and a stream of consciousness, known as maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi, flows
on. In accordance with the kamma that is going to produce next re-
birth, an akusala or kusala citta normally functions 5 times as javanas
in these vÊthis. These javanas are known as “maraÓÈsanna-javanas”.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Ati-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis
Two typical maraÓÈsanna vÊthis for a visible object of very
great intensity striking the eye-door:

1 TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—
Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

2 TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—
Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

The present kamma-nimitta or the gati-nimitta strikes the eye-door
at the arising moment of the first atÊta-bhava~ga (TÊ). Being of very
great intensity, it becomes distinct at the arising moment of bhava~ga-
calana (Na). The life-continuum consciousness (bhava~ga) vibrates
for two consciousness- moments (Na-Da) and is cut off. Then, observing
the nimitta, paÒca-dvÈravajjana (Pa), cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (Ca), sampaÔic-
chana (Sam), santÊraÓa (ªa), voÔÔhapana (Vo), five javanas (Ja), two
tadÈlambaÓas (DÈ) and one bhava~ga (Bha) arise in series. Then the
death-consciousness (cuti) occurs when the person dies. In the second
vÊthi, cuti follows tadÈlambaÓa directly without any intervention of a
bhava~ga-citta.

Immediately after the dissolution of the death-consciousness, the
rebirth-consciousness (paÔisandhi-citta) arises in the next life without
any break in the stream of consciousness and without any lapse in
time. The next life may appear in a very far place like a brahma realm,
yet there is no lapse in time.

Thus for the stream of consciousness to flow on, there is no bar-
rier in time and space. The idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realized
here.here.here.here.here. Also the idea that the soul wanders around before it enters the
next life is not correct. There is no soul nor person in Abhidhamma;
there are only incessant flows of mental-stream and material-stream
in accordance with the Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Origination (PaÔicca-
samuppÈda) which will be explained in Chapter [ 7 ].

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) MahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis
1 TÊ—TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Bha—

Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 TÊ—TÊ—TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—

Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
When the present kamma-nimitta or the gati-nimitta of fairly great

intensity strikes the eye-door at the arising moment of the first atÊta-
bhava~ga (TÊ), it takes two or three consciousness-moments for the
object to become distinct at the eye-door. Then bhava~ga stream vi-
brates two times (Na, Da) and is cut off; and cognitive series arises as
the above cognitive series without two tadÈlambanas.
(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Ati-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis

1 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

When the kamma which is going to produce next rebirth or the
past kamma-nimitta related to that kamma appears at the mind-door,
the life-continuum vibrates twice and is cut off (Na-Da). Then mano-
dvÈrÈvajjana takes notice of the object and directs the stream of con-
sciousness towards the object, observes the object and makes its
decision. Then come five javanas followed by two tadÈlambaÓas and
one or no bhava~ga. Then the death-consciousness (cuti) occurs when
the person dies. Immediately after death, the rebirth-consciousness
(paÔisandhi) arises in the next life without any break in the stream of
consciousness. After that the life continuum (bhava~ga) flows on in
the next life.
(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis

1 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
The difference from (c) is that no tadÈlambana arises in (d).
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sents itself through the mind-door.
If the sign of kamma belongs to the past kamma, it also presents

itself through the mind-door. If it belongs to the present kamma, it
can enter through any of the six doors depending on its form. If it is a
visible object, it will enter through the eye-door.

The sign of destiny belongs to the present. So, depending on its
form, it may present itself through any of the six sense doors.

• Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness • Near-death Cognitive Series of Consciousness (MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)(MaraÓÈsanna VÊthi)
Now, when the near-death sign appears at one of the six doors,

the Èvajjana-citta (directing consciousness) will pick up the sense ob-
ject and a stream of consciousness, known as maraÓÈsanna-vÊthi, flows
on. In accordance with the kamma that is going to produce next re-
birth, an akusala or kusala citta normally functions 5 times as javanas
in these vÊthis. These javanas are known as “maraÓÈsanna-javanas”.

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Ati-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-mahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis
Two typical maraÓÈsanna vÊthis for a visible object of very
great intensity striking the eye-door:

1 TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—
Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

2 TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—
Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

The present kamma-nimitta or the gati-nimitta strikes the eye-door
at the arising moment of the first atÊta-bhava~ga (TÊ). Being of very
great intensity, it becomes distinct at the arising moment of bhava~ga-
calana (Na). The life-continuum consciousness (bhava~ga) vibrates
for two consciousness- moments (Na-Da) and is cut off. Then, observing
the nimitta, paÒca-dvÈravajjana (Pa), cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa (Ca), sampaÔic-
chana (Sam), santÊraÓa (ªa), voÔÔhapana (Vo), five javanas (Ja), two
tadÈlambaÓas (DÈ) and one bhava~ga (Bha) arise in series. Then the
death-consciousness (cuti) occurs when the person dies. In the second
vÊthi, cuti follows tadÈlambaÓa directly without any intervention of a
bhava~ga-citta.

Immediately after the dissolution of the death-consciousness, the
rebirth-consciousness (paÔisandhi-citta) arises in the next life without
any break in the stream of consciousness and without any lapse in
time. The next life may appear in a very far place like a brahma realm,
yet there is no lapse in time.

Thus for the stream of consciousness to flow on, there is no bar-
rier in time and space. The idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realizedThe idea of timeless and spaceless is realized
here.here.here.here.here. Also the idea that the soul wanders around before it enters the
next life is not correct. There is no soul nor person in Abhidhamma;
there are only incessant flows of mental-stream and material-stream
in accordance with the Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Originationthe Law of Dependent Origination (PaÔicca-
samuppÈda) which will be explained in Chapter [ 7 ].

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) MahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisMahantÈ-rammaÓa Cakkhu-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis
1 TÊ—TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Bha—

Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 TÊ—TÊ—TÊ—Na—Da—“Pa—Ca—Sam—ªa—Vo—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—

Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
When the present kamma-nimitta or the gati-nimitta of fairly great

intensity strikes the eye-door at the arising moment of the first atÊta-
bhava~ga (TÊ), it takes two or three consciousness-moments for the
object to become distinct at the eye-door. Then bhava~ga stream vi-
brates two times (Na, Da) and is cut off; and cognitive series arises as
the above cognitive series without two tadÈlambanas.
(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Ati-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisAti-vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis

1 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—DÈ—DÈ—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—

When the kamma which is going to produce next rebirth or the
past kamma-nimitta related to that kamma appears at the mind-door,
the life-continuum vibrates twice and is cut off (Na-Da). Then mano-
dvÈrÈvajjana takes notice of the object and directs the stream of con-
sciousness towards the object, observes the object and makes its
decision. Then come five javanas followed by two tadÈlambaÓas and
one or no bhava~ga. Then the death-consciousness (cuti) occurs when
the person dies. Immediately after death, the rebirth-consciousness
(paÔisandhi) arises in the next life without any break in the stream of
consciousness. After that the life continuum (bhava~ga) flows on in
the next life.
(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Vibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthisVibh|tÈ-rammaÓa Mano-dvÈra MaraÓÈsanna VÊthis

1 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Bha—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
2 Na—Da— “Ma—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Ja—Cuti—PaÔi” —Bha—
The difference from (c) is that no tadÈlambana arises in (d).
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• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses     (PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)
Rebirth-consciousness arises in the new existence as the result of

the kamma which has the chance to condition the new existence. Re-
birth consciousness joins the new existence with the old one; so it is
called paÔisandhi-citta.

The rebirth-consciousness will be accompanied by its concomi-
tants (cetasikas). It is the nucleus as well as the foregoer and leader of
its associates. It will have a physical base (hadaya-vatthu), provided
by the same kamma, if the new existence takes place in paÒca-vokÈra-
planes (planes of five khandhas). If the new existence takes place in
catu-vokÈra-plane (plane of four-khandhas, i.e. ar|pa-plane), there
will be no physical base.

The rebirth-consciousness grasps the sense-object which the
maraÓÈ-sanna javanas have observed. If the javanas observed kamma-
nimitta, the rebirth-consciousness also observes kamma-nimitta. More-
over, all bhava~ga cittas and cuti-citta in the new life also observe the
same sense-object.

The object of r|pa-paÔisandhi is kamma-nimitta which may be the
counter sign of kasiÓa that usually appears at the mind-door at the
time of death.

The object of ar|pa-paÔisandhi is also kamma-nimitta which may
be either concepts such as infinite space (ÈkÈsa) or mahaggata-cittas.

• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death

Death is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. By
death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (jÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriya), material), material), material), material), material
life life life life life (jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa), heat (, heat (, heat (, heat (, heat (usmausmausmausmausma =  =  =  =  = tejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtu) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness
(((((viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is
not the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place means
rebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life are
not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.

• The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take Place Place Place Place Place after Deathafter Deathafter Deathafter Deathafter Death
Now the possible planes where rebirth can take place after death

are enumerated as follows. Please refer to Chart (7) attached at the
back of this book.

1 When a brahmÈ in an ar|pa-plane dies, he may be reborn in the
same plane or a higher plane but not in a lower ar|pa-plane. More-
over he may be reborn in the sense-sphere with three roots either as a

deva or as a human being. Thus:
i After the death in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-plane, 4 ar|pa-paÔisandhis

and 4 kÈma-tihetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.
ii After the death in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana-plane, 3 ar|pa-paÔisandhis

(ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-paÔisandhi is excepted) and 4 kÈma-
tihetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.

iii After the death in ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana-plane, ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana-
paÔisandhi, n’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-paÔisandhi and 4 kÈma-
tihetuka paÔisandhis are possible.

iv After the death in N’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-plane,
n’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-paÔisandhi and 4 kÈma-tihetuka
paÔisandhis are possible.

2 When a brahmÈ in a r|pa-plane (except AsaÒÒÈsatta and
SuddhÈvÈsas) dies, he may be reborn in any plane except the four
apÈya-abodes depending on his kamma. Also he will not be reborn
either as a degraded human being or a degraded earth-bound deity. In
other words, 4 kÈma-dvihetuka-paÔisandhis, 4 kÈma-tihetuka-
paÔisandhis, 6 r|pÈvacara paÔisandhis and 4 ar|pÈvacara paÔisandhis
with the exception of 2 ahetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.

When AsaÒÒÈsatta brahmÈ dies, he will be reborn in the sense-
sphere either as a human or as a deva. Thus 4 kÈma-dvihetuka paÔi-
sandhis and 4 kÈma-tihetuka paÔisandhis are possible.

33333 Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a devadevadevadevadeva from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere
dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a tihetukatihetukatihetukatihetukatihetuka-person,-person,-person,-person,-person,
because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a brahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈ or he may or he may or he may or he may or he may
commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.

When a human being or a deva of dvihetuka person dies, any one
of th 10 kÈma-paÔisandhis is possible.

4 When ahetuka-persons in the human realm as well as in the
lower catumahÈrÈjika realm die, all 10 kÈma-paÔisandhis are possible.

When woeful persons from the four apÈya abodes die, again all
10 kÈma-paÔisandhis are possible.
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• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses• Rebirth-Consciousnesses     (PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)(PaÔisandhi-cittas)
Rebirth-consciousness arises in the new existence as the result of

the kamma which has the chance to condition the new existence. Re-
birth consciousness joins the new existence with the old one; so it is
called paÔisandhi-citta.

The rebirth-consciousness will be accompanied by its concomi-
tants (cetasikas). It is the nucleus as well as the foregoer and leader of
its associates. It will have a physical base (hadaya-vatthu), provided
by the same kamma, if the new existence takes place in paÒca-vokÈra-
planes (planes of five khandhas). If the new existence takes place in
catu-vokÈra-plane (plane of four-khandhas, i.e. ar|pa-plane), there
will be no physical base.

The rebirth-consciousness grasps the sense-object which the
maraÓÈ-sanna javanas have observed. If the javanas observed kamma-
nimitta, the rebirth-consciousness also observes kamma-nimitta. More-
over, all bhava~ga cittas and cuti-citta in the new life also observe the
same sense-object.

The object of r|pa-paÔisandhi is kamma-nimitta which may be the
counter sign of kasiÓa that usually appears at the mind-door at the
time of death.

The object of ar|pa-paÔisandhi is also kamma-nimitta which may
be either concepts such as infinite space (ÈkÈsa) or mahaggata-cittas.

• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death• Planes of Rebirth after Death

Death is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. ByDeath is the temporary end of a temporary phenomenon. By
death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (death is meant the extinction of psychic life (jÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriyajÊvitindriya), material), material), material), material), material
life life life life life (jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa)(jÊvita-r|pa), heat (, heat (, heat (, heat (, heat (usmausmausmausmausma =  =  =  =  = tejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtutejodhÈtu) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness) and consciousness
(((((viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is) of one individual in a particular existence. But death is
not the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place meansnot the complete annihilation of a being. Death in one place means
rebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life arerebirth in another place so long as the causes for the next life are
not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.not extinct.

• The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take • The Planes where Rebirth can Take Place Place Place Place Place after Deathafter Deathafter Deathafter Deathafter Death
Now the possible planes where rebirth can take place after death

are enumerated as follows. Please refer to Chart (7) attached at the
back of this book.

1 When a brahmÈ in an ar|pa-plane dies, he may be reborn in the
same plane or a higher plane but not in a lower ar|pa-plane. More-
over he may be reborn in the sense-sphere with three roots either as a

deva or as a human being. Thus:
i After the death in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-plane, 4 ar|pa-paÔisandhis

and 4 kÈma-tihetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.
ii After the death in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana-plane, 3 ar|pa-paÔisandhis

(ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-paÔisandhi is excepted) and 4 kÈma-
tihetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.

iii After the death in ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana-plane, ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana-
paÔisandhi, n’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-paÔisandhi and 4 kÈma-
tihetuka paÔisandhis are possible.

iv After the death in N’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-plane,
n’evasaÒÒÈ-n’ÈsaÒÒÈyatana-paÔisandhi and 4 kÈma-tihetuka
paÔisandhis are possible.

2 When a brahmÈ in a r|pa-plane (except AsaÒÒÈsatta and
SuddhÈvÈsas) dies, he may be reborn in any plane except the four
apÈya-abodes depending on his kamma. Also he will not be reborn
either as a degraded human being or a degraded earth-bound deity. In
other words, 4 kÈma-dvihetuka-paÔisandhis, 4 kÈma-tihetuka-
paÔisandhis, 6 r|pÈvacara paÔisandhis and 4 ar|pÈvacara paÔisandhis
with the exception of 2 ahetuka-paÔisandhis are possible.

When AsaÒÒÈsatta brahmÈ dies, he will be reborn in the sense-
sphere either as a human or as a deva. Thus 4 kÈma-dvihetuka paÔi-
sandhis and 4 kÈma-tihetuka paÔisandhis are possible.

33333 Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a Now, when a human being or a devadevadevadevadeva from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere from the sense-sphere
dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a dies, he may be reborn in any plane if he is a tihetukatihetukatihetukatihetukatihetuka-person,-person,-person,-person,-person,
because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop because he can develop jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a  to be reborn as a brahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈbrahmÈ or he may or he may or he may or he may or he may
commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.commit immoral actions to be cast down to woeful abodes.

When a human being or a deva of dvihetuka person dies, any one
of th 10 kÈma-paÔisandhis is possible.

4 When ahetuka-persons in the human realm as well as in the
lower catumahÈrÈjika realm die, all 10 kÈma-paÔisandhis are possible.

When woeful persons from the four apÈya abodes die, again all
10 kÈma-paÔisandhis are possible.
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CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]

THE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMA

• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma

At the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of May
588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated
mind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye
(Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), and immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eye
arose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all living
beings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. He
could also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimate
mentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing
extremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying persons
and where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas after
death.death.death.death.death.

Together with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two Supernormal
Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — the Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge of
seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-
tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-
ing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also future
events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.

The Bodhisatta could see that those human beings and celestial
beings, who were living happily, have done morally good actions
in their past existences, and those woeful persons, who were suf-
fering miserably, had done morally evil actions in their past exis-
tences.

The Bodhisatta also knew that as the minds arise and perish ex-
tremely rapidly, in performing a good action, billions of moral
minds arise and perish, depositing billions of moral kammas in the
mental stream, and in performing an evil action, billions of immoral
minds arise and perish, depositing billions of immoral kammas in
the mental stream.

Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.
As a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant that
produced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human or
celestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kamma
can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.
The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.

The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition (cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.6666666666),),),),),
a neuta neuta neuta neuta neutrrrrral mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moral
or immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness and
mental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respeccccctive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplish
the action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, is
accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-
lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.

• • • • • The Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of Kamma29,3029,3029,3029,3029,30

To explain the kamma law further, we should note that all three
types of actions, namely, bodily action, verbal action and mental
action, are performed by the mind. Since the body, the hands, the
legs and the mouth cannot move by themselves, they are moved by
the mind through mind-born materiality to perform the action.

Suppose a mosquito bites you. You feel painful and you know
that a mosquito is biting you. You become angry and anger prompts
you to kill the mosquito. But anger itself cannot bring about the
killing action. It is the volition (cetanÈ) which, being associated with
anger, becomes angry volition, sets the motive to kill the mosquito
and prompts its associated consciousness and mental factors to per-
form their respective functions to accomplish the killing action.

Consequently consciousness and mental factors produce mind-
born materialities to move the hand to smash the mosquito to death.

• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?

Since the hand smashes the mosquito to death, is the hand the
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CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]CHAPTER [ 6 ]

THE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMATHE IMPORTANT LAW OF KAMMA

• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma• The Discovery of the Law of Kamma

At the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of MayAt the middle watch of the auspicious full-moon night of May
588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated588 B.C., the Bodhisatta inclined his pure, serene and concentrated
mind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyemind towards the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye
(Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), (Dibbacakkhu), and immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eyeand immediately the most powerful Divine Eye
arose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all livingarose in him. Through this divine eye, he could see all living
beings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. Hebeings in one hundred thousand crores of world-systems. He
could also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimatecould also penetratively see in these living beings the ultimate
mentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishingmentalities and the ultimate materialities, arising and perishing
extremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying personsextremely rapidly and incessantly. He could also see dying persons
and where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas afterand where they were reborn according to their kammas after
death.death.death.death.death.

Together with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two SupernormalTogether with Divine Eye, the following two Supernormal
Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.Knowledges also arose in him.

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — the Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge ofthe Supernormal Knowledge of
seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-seeing beings in 31 planes of existence and knowing their respec-
tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.tive "Kammas", which give rise to their respective existences.

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-the Supernormal Knowledge of know-
ing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also futureing the future existences of oneself and of others and also future
events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.events and future worlds.

The Bodhisatta could see that those human beings and celestial
beings, who were living happily, have done morally good actions
in their past existences, and those woeful persons, who were suf-
fering miserably, had done morally evil actions in their past exis-
tences.

The Bodhisatta also knew that as the minds arise and perish ex-
tremely rapidly, in performing a good action, billions of moral
minds arise and perish, depositing billions of moral kammas in the
mental stream, and in performing an evil action, billions of immoral
minds arise and perish, depositing billions of immoral kammas in
the mental stream.

Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.Kammas are like plant-seeds left behind after eating the fruits.
As a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant thatAs a seed can produce a new plant similar to the former plant that
produced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human orproduced the seed, a moral kamma can give rise to a human or
celestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kammacelestial existence together with happiness, and an immoral kamma
can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.can give rise to a woeful existence together with woeful suffering.
The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.The Bodhisatta knew this phenomenon very clearly.

The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition The Bodhisatta also understood that it was volition (cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.(cetanÈ, p.6666666666),),),),),
a neuta neuta neuta neuta neutrrrrral mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moralal mental factor, which sets the intention to perform a moral
or immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness andor immoral action, and prompts its associated consciousness and
mental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respemental factors to perform their respeccccctive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplishtive functions to accomplish
the action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, isthe action. Since each volitional action, called "Kamma" in PaÄi, is
accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-accomplished by the effort of volition, the Buddha identified vo-
lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.lition with the action and designated volition as 'Kamma'.

• • • • • The Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of KammaThe Explanation of the Law of Kamma29,3029,3029,3029,3029,30

To explain the kamma law further, we should note that all three
types of actions, namely, bodily action, verbal action and mental
action, are performed by the mind. Since the body, the hands, the
legs and the mouth cannot move by themselves, they are moved by
the mind through mind-born materiality to perform the action.

Suppose a mosquito bites you. You feel painful and you know
that a mosquito is biting you. You become angry and anger prompts
you to kill the mosquito. But anger itself cannot bring about the
killing action. It is the volition (cetanÈ) which, being associated with
anger, becomes angry volition, sets the motive to kill the mosquito
and prompts its associated consciousness and mental factors to per-
form their respective functions to accomplish the killing action.

Consequently consciousness and mental factors produce mind-
born materialities to move the hand to smash the mosquito to death.

• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?• Who kills the mosquito?

Since the hand smashes the mosquito to death, is the hand the
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killer? The hand would say: “I am just materiality. I cannot move
by myself. The consciousness moves me to smash the mosquito. I
do not know what is being done.”

Then is consciousness the killer? The consciousness would also
argue: “I am just aware of the mosquito-bite. I have no intention to
kill the mosquito. Volition prompts me to move the hand; so I move
it.” Thus we can see that consciousness is also only an accomplice,
not the real killer.

Since the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, prompts
consciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill the
mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,
volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.

Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition (cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),
the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:

“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.

CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”

“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,
one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”

One performs an evil action because one is influenced by im-
moral roots (greed, anger, ignorance) and unwise reflection, think-
ing that an evil action is faultless and it will not bring about reac-
tions upon oneself. During an evil action, immoral minds arise and
perish by many billions, depositting billions of immoral kammas in
the mental stream or mind-continuum.

Similarly one performs a moral, good action because one is influ-
enced by moral roots (greedlessness, angerlessness, wisdom) and
wise reflection, knowing that a moral good action will bring about
great benefits. During a moral action, moral minds arise and perish
by many billions, depositting billions of moral kammas in the men-
tal stream.

As stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise and
perish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than a
thousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. So
many billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral action

or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.

The volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billion
minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called conascentconascentconascentconascentconascent
kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas. When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them
leaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billion
kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas, are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in
the mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seeds
of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.

As each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which can
bear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kamma
has the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reaction
which is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to the
person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.

So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:

(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,
(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including

          nenenenenew w w w w existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.

Both types are simply called “kammas”“kammas”“kammas”“kammas”“kammas” in conversation for easy
reference. The asynchronous kammas exist in the mental stream.

• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?

The way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the way
plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.

SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.

Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.

YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.

As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.

KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.

Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.

Good deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear bad
results.results.results.results.results.

• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold

In science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. The
Law states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and opposite
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killer? The hand would say: “I am just materiality. I cannot move
by myself. The consciousness moves me to smash the mosquito. I
do not know what is being done.”

Then is consciousness the killer? The consciousness would also
argue: “I am just aware of the mosquito-bite. I have no intention to
kill the mosquito. Volition prompts me to move the hand; so I move
it.” Thus we can see that consciousness is also only an accomplice,
not the real killer.

Since the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, promptsSince the volition sets the motive to kill the mosquito, prompts
consciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill theconsciousness and mental factors to do their functions to kill the
mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,mosquito and is concerned with accomplishing the killing action,
volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.volition is the real killer.

Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition Since the killing action is accomplished because of volition (cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),(cetanÈ),
the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:the Buddha identifies volition with the action and said:

“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.“CetanÈ-haÑ bhikkhave kammaÑ vadÈmi.

CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”CetayittvÈ kammaÑ karoti kÈyena vÈcÈya manasÈ.”

“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,“O monks, it is volition that I call kamma. Prompted by volition,
one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”one performs an action through body, speech or mind.”

One performs an evil action because one is influenced by im-
moral roots (greed, anger, ignorance) and unwise reflection, think-
ing that an evil action is faultless and it will not bring about reac-
tions upon oneself. During an evil action, immoral minds arise and
perish by many billions, depositting billions of immoral kammas in
the mental stream or mind-continuum.

Similarly one performs a moral, good action because one is influ-
enced by moral roots (greedlessness, angerlessness, wisdom) and
wise reflection, knowing that a moral good action will bring about
great benefits. During a moral action, moral minds arise and perish
by many billions, depositting billions of moral kammas in the men-
tal stream.

As stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise andAs stated in Abhidhamma Commentry, the minds can arise and
perish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than aperish one after another very rapidly at the rate of more than a
thousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. Sothousand billion minds per snap of the fingers or per eye-wink. So
many billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral actionmany billion minds can arise and perish during an immoral action

or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.or a moral action.

The volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billionThe volitions which associate with each of these many billion
minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called minds perform and accomplish the action. They are called conascentconascentconascentconascentconascent
kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas. When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them When they perish together with the minds, each of them
leaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billionleaves its kamma-property in the mental stream. So many billion
kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called kamma-properties, called asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas,asynchronous kammas, are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in are deposited in
the mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seedsthe mental stream. These asynchronous kammas are like the seeds
of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.of fruits left behind after eating the fruits.

As each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which canAs each seed has the potential to produce a new tree which can
bear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kammabear the same kind of fruits, so also a potent asynchronous kamma
has the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reactionhas the potential to produce a new existence and a new reaction
which is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to thewhich is similar to the action done and which will come to the
person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.person who performed the action.

So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:So there are two types of kammas:

(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,(1) Conascent Kammas which perform and accomplish the action,
(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including(2) Asynchronous kammas which produce reactions including

          nenenenenew w w w w existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.existences and fortunes.

Both types are simply called “kammas”“kammas”“kammas”“kammas”“kammas” in conversation for easy
reference. The asynchronous kammas exist in the mental stream.

• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?• How Do Kammas Bear Results?

The way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the wayThe way asynchronous kammas bear results resembles the way
plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.plant-seeds produce new plants together with flowers and fruits.

SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.SadisaÑ pÈkaÑ janeti.

Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.Kamma will produce results similar to it.

YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.YadisaÑ vappate bijaÑ tÈdisaÑ harate phalaÑ.

As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.As you sow the seed, so shall you reap the fruit.

KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.KÈlyÈnakÈrÊ kalyÈnaÑ pÈpakÈrÊ ca pÈpakaÑ.

Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.Who does good receives good; who does bad receives bad.

Good deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear badGood deeds will bear good results, and bad deeds will bear bad
results.results.results.results.results.

• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold• Kamma bears Results a Billionfold

In science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. TheIn science we have a law called “Newton’s Law of action”. The
Law states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and oppositeLaw states: “To every action, there is an equal and opposite
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reaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that to
every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.

How is that? Because in a moral or immoral action, billions of
moral or immoral kammas are produced, and each kamma can
produce a new reaction in accord with the action.

For example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, a
Lady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremost
among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.
She possessed supernormal powers. When she looked at her past
existences with her supernormal knowledge of former existences,
she saw that in one existence she was the wife of a brahmin.

One day her husband’s closest friend came to their house. Her
husband requested her to cook some special good food. She went
to the market, but she could not get any meat, because she was late.
So she killed a little kid (young goat) which she bred at home, and
cooked its meat. Her husband and friend enjoyed the tasty food and
thanked the good house-wife.

Now she believed that animals were created by a Creator for
human consumption, and so it would not be sinful to kill a kid. She
was wrong; because when she died, she was born in hell and she
had to suffer very miserably for many years, or we can say that
she was killed a billion times in hell.

When she escaped from hell, she was born as animals as many
existences as there were hairs in the body of the kid that she killed.

In all these animal existences, she was killed while still young by
being cut at her throat. Only when one of her past good kammas
had the chance to bear results, she regained the human existence.

Thus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times in
return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!

The true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.
(pp. 153-154)..... As a poor man, he kept Threefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold Refuge in the Bud-
dha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha well for just one existence during
the Dispensation of AnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ Buddha one asa~kheyya and one
hundred thousand world-cycles ago.

As he had acquired many billions of sacred kammas, he was reborn
as the SakkaSakkaSakkaSakkaSakka, king of devas, for eighty existences, as the UniversalUniversalUniversalUniversalUniversal
MonarchMonarchMonarchMonarchMonarch for seventy-five  existences, as ordinary Kings for innumerable
existences during that long period.

Finally he was born as a rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's son in the Dispensation of
Gotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama Buddha. At his age of seven years, an Arahant bhikkhu guided
him and his play-mates to take Threefold Refuge, and immediately he
became an Arahant, named SaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya Threa.

So the effects of good kammas are very great!

• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire

I have the chance to read the biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, an
American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire, who possessed three billion dollars. He was
handsome and good natured. Many ladies were interested in him.
But he did not marry and lived as a bachelor. He took pleasure
riding his single-seated aeroplane under the blue sky.

One day unfortunately the plane crashed, and he was very seri-
ously wounded. He had to take major surgery operation and long
medical treatment including pathadine injection to reduce the pain.
Finally he was cured, but addicted to pathadine.

He had to take pathadine injection regularly. After many days he
lost appetite for food and could not sleep. He grew very thin and
haggard with cracked flesh and skin. So he was no longer hand-
some. As he was very shy, he didn’t want to associate with people.
To pass his time away leisurely for a change, he stayed with his
group in resort-hotels one after another.

He rented the whole top floor of the hotel and let it be secluded,
without allowing other people to come in. As he could not sleep, he
spent his time watching television, movies, special progams and
listening to songs and music. He could only eat ice-cream which he
liked best.

Everyday at twilight time he came down from the hotel by the lift
and took a walk for one hour. When he went up to his top floor by
the lift, he gave the lift-operator one quarter (25 cents). One day he
forgot to bring a quarter. He walked to the cars in the parking lot.
When he saw a man sitting in a car, he asked politely: “Friend, I
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reaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that toreaction.” Similaryly, in the Law of Kamma, we can say that to
every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.every action, similar reactions will come many times.

How is that? Because in a moral or immoral action, billions of
moral or immoral kammas are produced, and each kamma can
produce a new reaction in accord with the action.

For example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, aFor example, during the dispensation of our Gotama Buddha, a
Lady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremostLady Arahant by the name of Dhamma Di~~È was foremost
among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.among the Buddha’s female disciples in preaching the Dhamma.
She possessed supernormal powers. When she looked at her past
existences with her supernormal knowledge of former existences,
she saw that in one existence she was the wife of a brahmin.

One day her husband’s closest friend came to their house. Her
husband requested her to cook some special good food. She went
to the market, but she could not get any meat, because she was late.
So she killed a little kid (young goat) which she bred at home, and
cooked its meat. Her husband and friend enjoyed the tasty food and
thanked the good house-wife.

Now she believed that animals were created by a Creator for
human consumption, and so it would not be sinful to kill a kid. She
was wrong; because when she died, she was born in hell and she
had to suffer very miserably for many years, or we can say that
she was killed a billion times in hell.

When she escaped from hell, she was born as animals as many
existences as there were hairs in the body of the kid that she killed.

In all these animal existences, she was killed while still young by
being cut at her throat. Only when one of her past good kammas
had the chance to bear results, she regained the human existence.

Thus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times inThus she killed a kid just once, and she was killed many times in
return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!return in the same way as she killed the kid!

The true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraThe true story of SaraÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.ÓagÈmanÊya Thera was very interesting.
(pp. 153-154)..... As a poor man, he kept Threefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold Refuge in the Bud-
dha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha well for just one existence during
the Dispensation of AnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ Buddha one asa~kheyya and one
hundred thousand world-cycles ago.

As he had acquired many billions of sacred kammas, he was reborn
as the SakkaSakkaSakkaSakkaSakka, king of devas, for eighty existences, as the UniversalUniversalUniversalUniversalUniversal
MonarchMonarchMonarchMonarchMonarch for seventy-five  existences, as ordinary Kings for innumerable
existences during that long period.

Finally he was born as a rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's sona rich man's son in the Dispensation of
Gotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama Buddha. At his age of seven years, an Arahant bhikkhu guided
him and his play-mates to take Threefold Refuge, and immediately he
became an Arahant, named SaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya ThreaSaraÓagamanÊya Threa.

So the effects of good kammas are very great!

• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire• Donate a Quarter and Become a Millionaire

I have the chance to read the biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, anthe biography of Howard Hugh, an
American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire,American billionaire, who possessed three billion dollars. He was
handsome and good natured. Many ladies were interested in him.
But he did not marry and lived as a bachelor. He took pleasure
riding his single-seated aeroplane under the blue sky.

One day unfortunately the plane crashed, and he was very seri-
ously wounded. He had to take major surgery operation and long
medical treatment including pathadine injection to reduce the pain.
Finally he was cured, but addicted to pathadine.

He had to take pathadine injection regularly. After many days he
lost appetite for food and could not sleep. He grew very thin and
haggard with cracked flesh and skin. So he was no longer hand-
some. As he was very shy, he didn’t want to associate with people.
To pass his time away leisurely for a change, he stayed with his
group in resort-hotels one after another.

He rented the whole top floor of the hotel and let it be secluded,
without allowing other people to come in. As he could not sleep, he
spent his time watching television, movies, special progams and
listening to songs and music. He could only eat ice-cream which he
liked best.

Everyday at twilight time he came down from the hotel by the lift
and took a walk for one hour. When he went up to his top floor by
the lift, he gave the lift-operator one quarter (25 cents). One day he
forgot to bring a quarter. He walked to the cars in the parking lot.
When he saw a man sitting in a car, he asked politely: “Friend, I
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need a quarter. Can you help me?”

“Oh yes, here is one quarter. I am very glad to help you.”

“Thank you. Friend, may I know your name and address?”

The man willingly told his name and address. He was amazed
why the stranger wanted to know his name and address. Later he
was more amazed to receive a cheque of one million dollars from
that stranger, whom he came to know to be Howard Hugh, a
billionaire. Howard Hugh had written a will to give a million dol-
lars to the man who had donated a quarter to him gladly before he
passed away.

That donor of one quarter might get one million dollars in each
of his many future existences, because he had acquired many mil-
lions of good kammas in donating a quarter gladly.

In Myanmar we have a saying: “Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan
seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”

• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma

The Law of Kamma is a natural law, which is not controlled by
any Almighty God. As a mango-seed will produce a mango-tree
and many mangoes, and an apple-seed an apple-tree and many
apples, so also unwholesome immoral kammas will produce woeful
existences and many bad results, and moral kammas will produce
blissful existences and many good results.

We have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas are
deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.
Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-
tence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moral
kammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced and
acquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yet
produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-
mitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We have
noted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream from
Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-
mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.

Thus we could understand that there will be many billions of

kammas in our present mental streams. So no body can know or
predict which kamma will produce what result at what time. Only
the Buddha knew how kammas operate. According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-
ings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds in
four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.

(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function
(Kicca-kamma Catukka)
(1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)
Productive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a new

existence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associated
mental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously from
conception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production of
five aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregates, which constitute , which constitute , which constitute , which constitute , which constitute an existence.an existence.an existence.an existence.an existence.

If the productive kamma is a sense-sphere moral kamma (kÈmÈva-
cara kusala kamma), the new existence arises either in the human
realm or a deva realm. If the kamma is an immoral kamma, the new
existence arises in one of the woeful abodes. If the productive
kamma is strong, the new being will enjoy long life; if it is weak,
the new being will enjoy short life.

(2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)
Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-

tence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and also
supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.

(3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)
Obstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kamma

not to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chance
to bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productive
kamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not to
grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.

At the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moral
kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-
consciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness of
the new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can function
as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-
structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.
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need a quarter. Can you help me?”

“Oh yes, here is one quarter. I am very glad to help you.”

“Thank you. Friend, may I know your name and address?”

The man willingly told his name and address. He was amazed
why the stranger wanted to know his name and address. Later he
was more amazed to receive a cheque of one million dollars from
that stranger, whom he came to know to be Howard Hugh, a
billionaire. Howard Hugh had written a will to give a million dol-
lars to the man who had donated a quarter to him gladly before he
passed away.

That donor of one quarter might get one million dollars in each
of his many future existences, because he had acquired many mil-
lions of good kammas in donating a quarter gladly.

In Myanmar we have a saying: “Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan“Donate as much as a banyan
seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”seed; you will get the reward greater than a bayan tree.”

• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma• The Operations of the Law of Kamma

The Law of Kamma is a natural law, which is not controlled by
any Almighty God. As a mango-seed will produce a mango-tree
and many mangoes, and an apple-seed an apple-tree and many
apples, so also unwholesome immoral kammas will produce woeful
existences and many bad results, and moral kammas will produce
blissful existences and many good results.

We have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas areWe have learnt that billions of moral or immoral kammas are
deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.deposited in the mental stream in each moral or immoral action.
Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-Now we have performed uncountable actions in the present exis-
tence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moraltence as well as in our uncountable past existences. So the moral
kammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced andkammas and the immoral kammas that we have produced and
acquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yetacquired are uncountable. These kammas, which have not yet
produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-produced their results and still remained active, have been trans-
mitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We havemitted from mind to mind up to the present existence. We have
noted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream fromnoted that the Bodhisatta saw his continuous mental stream from
Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-Sumedha-existence up to Siddhattha-existence with his supernor-
mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.mal know-ledge of former existences.

Thus we could understand that there will be many billions of

kammas in our present mental streams. So no body can know or
predict which kamma will produce what result at what time. Only
the Buddha knew how kammas operate. According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-According to the teach-
ings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds inings of the Buddha, kammas can be classified into four kinds in
four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.four ways to predict when, where and how each type bears results.

(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function(a) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Function
(Kicca-kamma Catukka)
(1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (1) Productive Kamma (Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)(Janaka Kamma)
Productive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a newProductive kamma is a powerful kamma that can produce a new

existence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associatedexistence. It produces its resultant consciousness with associated
mental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously frommental factors and kamma-born materiality continuously from
conception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production ofconception till death. They constitute the continuous production of
five aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregatesfive aggregates, which constitute , which constitute , which constitute , which constitute , which constitute an existence.an existence.an existence.an existence.an existence.

If the productive kamma is a sense-sphere moral kamma (kÈmÈva-
cara kusala kamma), the new existence arises either in the human
realm or a deva realm. If the kamma is an immoral kamma, the new
existence arises in one of the woeful abodes. If the productive
kamma is strong, the new being will enjoy long life; if it is weak,
the new being will enjoy short life.

(2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (2) Supportive Kamma (Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)(Upatthambhaka Kamma)
Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-Supportive kamma is not strong enough to produce a new exis-

tence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and alsotence. It supports the productive kamma to bear results and also
supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.supports the results to last long.

(3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (3) Obstructive Kamma (UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)(UpapÊlaka Kamma)
Obstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kammaObstructive kamma obstructs or prevents the productive kamma

not to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chancenot to bear result, and when the productive kamma has the chance
to bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productiveto bear results, the obstructive kamma obstructs the productive
kamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not tokamma to bear little results and also obstructs the results not to
grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.grow and not to last long.

At the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moralAt the time of rebirth of a new existence, billions of moral
kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-kammas and immoral kammas will be transmitted from the death-
consciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness ofconsciousness of the past existence to the rebirth-consciousness of
the new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can functionthe new existence. For human beings, moral kammas can function
as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-as supportive kammas, and immoral kammas can function as ob-
structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.structive kammas.
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Although a person is born poor, if he has a good job and work
hard with good intelligence, he can become rich. Especially if he
performs good actions or meritorious deeds regularly, his accumu-
lated moral kammas, become more powerful than immoral kammas
and bear good results. So he can become very prosperous.

When he becomes rich, he may enjoy a lot of sensual pleasures,
doing immoral actions and thus increasing immoral kammas and
forgetting to perform meritorious deeds. When his cumulative im-
moral kammas become more powerful than moral kammas, they
will start bearing bad results one after another. So we have the
saying: “Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”

Therefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternate
results of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famous
English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:

“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”

(4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)

Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-
son, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma and
destroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptly
and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.

A destructive kamma may be moral or immoral. For example, a
person may, through his productive kamma, is destined to live a
long life. But an immoral destructive kamma may arise suddenly
and bring about his premature death by such means as heart-attack,
paralytic stroke, car-accident, etc.

On the other hand, a person is reborn as a woeful ghost after
death due to his immoral productive kamma. His former relatives
offer food and robes to monks and share the good merit to him. If
he can appreciate the good deed and say “sÈdhu, sÈdhu” or “well
done, well done,” the powerful moral kamma that he acquires can
act as a destructive kamma, destroying his immoral productive kamma
completely and producing its good effects. So the woeful ghost dies
suddenly and is reborn as a celestial being.

Thus when one of our relatives dies, we usually perform great

meritorious deeds and share the merits to that person to help him in
case he is reborn as a woeful ghost.

(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing
  Results   Results   Results   Results   Results (PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)
(1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)

A weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stop
its function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the first
priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.

Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,
killing the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, wounding
the Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, the
last one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such a
heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. AAAAA
permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) is also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one of
the the the the the bad bad bad bad bad weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.

Good weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, five
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. A
person, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will be
reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.

Supramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will be
the best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woeful
abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) will never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn in
a woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm after
death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.

(2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)

Proximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed at
the time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and is
remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.

If we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often the
case, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our next
life. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters or
relatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such as
offering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for the
near-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past good
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Although a person is born poor, if he has a good job and work
hard with good intelligence, he can become rich. Especially if he
performs good actions or meritorious deeds regularly, his accumu-
lated moral kammas, become more powerful than immoral kammas
and bear good results. So he can become very prosperous.

When he becomes rich, he may enjoy a lot of sensual pleasures,
doing immoral actions and thus increasing immoral kammas and
forgetting to perform meritorious deeds. When his cumulative im-
moral kammas become more powerful than moral kammas, they
will start bearing bad results one after another. So we have the
saying: “Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”“Misfortune never comes alone.”

Therefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternateTherefore, we have ups and downs in life due to the alternate
results of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famousresults of good kammas and bad kammas. Thus the world-famous
English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:English play-writer, William Shakespeare, wrote:

“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”“Life is not a bed of roses. Life is full of ups and downs.”

(4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (4) Destructive Kamma (UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)(UpaghÈtaka Kamma)

Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-Destructive kamma is a powerful kamma which tortures a per-
son, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma andson, completely cuts off the effects of his productive kamma and
destroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptlydestroys the productive kamma itself. So the person dies abruptly
and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.and is usually reborn in accordance with the destructive kamma.

A destructive kamma may be moral or immoral. For example, a
person may, through his productive kamma, is destined to live a
long life. But an immoral destructive kamma may arise suddenly
and bring about his premature death by such means as heart-attack,
paralytic stroke, car-accident, etc.

On the other hand, a person is reborn as a woeful ghost after
death due to his immoral productive kamma. His former relatives
offer food and robes to monks and share the good merit to him. If
he can appreciate the good deed and say “sÈdhu, sÈdhu” or “well
done, well done,” the powerful moral kamma that he acquires can
act as a destructive kamma, destroying his immoral productive kamma
completely and producing its good effects. So the woeful ghost dies
suddenly and is reborn as a celestial being.

Thus when one of our relatives dies, we usually perform great

meritorious deeds and share the merits to that person to help him in
case he is reborn as a woeful ghost.

(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing(b) Four Kinds of Kammas according to Priority of Bearing
  Results   Results   Results   Results   Results (PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)(PÈkadÈnapariyÈya-kamma Catukka)
(1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (1) Weighty Kamma (Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)(Garuka Kamma)

A weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stopA weighty kamma is so powerful that no other kammas can stop
its function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the firstits function of bearing results. In other words, it has the first
priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.priority to produce a next existence.

Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,Bad weighty kammas include five very heinous kammas, namely,
killing the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, woundingkilling the father, killing the mother, killing an Arahant, wounding
the Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, thethe Buddha, and creating a schism in the SaÑgha Community, the
last one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such alast one being the most heinous. A person, who committed such a
heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called heinous action, will be born in the worst hell called ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. ‘AvÊci hell’. AAAAA
permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view permanent false view (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) (niyata-micchÈdiÔÔhi) is also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one ofis also taken as one of
the the the the the bad bad bad bad bad weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.weighty kammas.

Good weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, fiveGood weighty kammas include nine jhÈna kammas, namely, five
r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. Ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas. A
person, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will beperson, who can develop a jhÈna and maintain it till death, will be
reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.reborn as a brahmÈ after death as the result of that jhÈna kamma.

Supramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will beSupramundane moral kamma (lokuttara kusala kamma) will be
the best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woefulthe best weighty kamma for it closes the doors of the four woeful
abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person abodes for ever. A noble person (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) (AriyÈ) will never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn inwill never be reborn in
a woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm aftera woeful abode; he will be reborn only in a blissful realm after
death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.death if he is not yet an Arahant.

(2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (2) Proximity-Kamma (Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)(Œsanna Kamma)

Proximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed atProximity-kamma is a near-death kamma, which is performed at
the time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and isthe time of near death or which was performed earlier and is
remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.remembered or recollected at the time of near death.

If we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often theIf we do not have any good weighty kamma, that is often the
case, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our nextcase, we must rely on our proximity kamma to condition our next
life. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters orlife. To get a good proximity kamma, sons and daughters or
relatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such asrelatives or friends should arrange wholesome deeds such as
offering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for theoffering robes to monks or listening to Dhamma-preaching for the
near-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past goodnear-death person. He should also be reminded of his past good
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deeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such as
“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”

A good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s father     in Sri Lanka. The
father was a hunter. He kept on hunting until he was very old. He
became a monk in his son’s monastery, which was on Sona Giri Hill.

Soon the very old monk fell ill and he had a vision that hell-
hounds were coming up the hill to bite him. He told his son to drive
away the hounds. Being an Arahant, Venerable Sona knew that his
father had a near-death-sign of destiny to be cast down to hell after
death.

In order to save his father, Ven. Sona told his disciples to gather
flowers quickly and spread them on the pagoda which was in the
monastery compound. Then they carried his father on a couch to
the pagoda. Venerable Sona persuaded his father to pay homage to
the pagoda and to rejoice in the offering of flowers to the pagoda
on his behalf.

The old monk paid obeisance to the pagoda. He also took delight
in offering flowers to the Buddha. So he developed moral minds by
many billions and acquired many billion moral kammas. One of
these moral kammas now had the chance to function as productive
kamma by proximity effect. At that time the near-death sign changed.

“My son, very beautiful celestial ladies are calling me to go along
with them. Shall I go with them?”

“Please go along with them, father.”

His father passed away, became a celestial being and went along
with celestial ladies. The son was delighted to know that his effort
to prevent his father from being cast down to hell was successful.

(3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)

Habitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performs
regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-
formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.

For teachers, their regular teachings become their wholesome
habitual kammas. For a person who meditates regularly, that medi-
tation practice becomes his moral habitual kamma.

For those who make fishing, hunting or stealing as their regular
means of earning a living, those immoral actions become their im-
moral habitual kammas. Since Veneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s father was a hunter
for life, hunting was his habitual kamma. So he saw hell hounds as
the near-death sign, indicating that he was going to be born in hell
after death.

In the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, the
habitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of the
next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.

It is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to die
well to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare for
our death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can choose
any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-
ity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will become
habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.

(4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)

Unspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlier
and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-
ing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammas
and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.

For example, the chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosala     in SÈvatthi,
performed many meritorious deeds together with the king. She also
arranged the most outstanding offering of alms-food of the king to
the Buddha and the SaÑgha. But unfortunately she also committed
one heinous immoral action.

One day when she went into the bath-room, a dog followed her,
and she enjoyed sexual pleasure with the dog. When she came out
of the bath-room, the dog followed her. This was noticed by the
king, and he immediately questioned her. She vehemently lied to
the king saying that the king must have had a distorted vision for
she came out alone.

As the King loved his chief Queen very dearly, he believed her
and excused her. After many days, the Queen forgot this matter
totally. When she died, this immoral unspecified kamma had the
chance to bear results and conditioned her to be reborn in AvÊci
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deeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such asdeeds or to reflect on one of the Buddhas’ attributes such as
“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”“ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ.”

A good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s fatherA good example is Venerable Sona’s father     in Sri Lanka. The
father was a hunter. He kept on hunting until he was very old. He
became a monk in his son’s monastery, which was on Sona Giri Hill.

Soon the very old monk fell ill and he had a vision that hell-
hounds were coming up the hill to bite him. He told his son to drive
away the hounds. Being an Arahant, Venerable Sona knew that his
father had a near-death-sign of destiny to be cast down to hell after
death.

In order to save his father, Ven. Sona told his disciples to gather
flowers quickly and spread them on the pagoda which was in the
monastery compound. Then they carried his father on a couch to
the pagoda. Venerable Sona persuaded his father to pay homage to
the pagoda and to rejoice in the offering of flowers to the pagoda
on his behalf.

The old monk paid obeisance to the pagoda. He also took delight
in offering flowers to the Buddha. So he developed moral minds by
many billions and acquired many billion moral kammas. One of
these moral kammas now had the chance to function as productive
kamma by proximity effect. At that time the near-death sign changed.

“My son, very beautiful celestial ladies are calling me to go along
with them. Shall I go with them?”

“Please go along with them, father.”

His father passed away, became a celestial being and went along
with celestial ladies. The son was delighted to know that his effort
to prevent his father from being cast down to hell was successful.

(3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (3) Habitual Kamma (ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)(ŒciÓÓa Kamma)

Habitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performsHabitual kamma is a deed, either good or bad, that one performs
regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-regularly or habitually, or it may be a good deed which is per-
formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.formed once and is recollected frequently.

For teachers, their regular teachings become their wholesome
habitual kammas. For a person who meditates regularly, that medi-
tation practice becomes his moral habitual kamma.

For those who make fishing, hunting or stealing as their regular
means of earning a living, those immoral actions become their im-
moral habitual kammas. Since Veneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s fatherVeneral Sona’s father was a hunter
for life, hunting was his habitual kamma. So he saw hell hounds as
the near-death sign, indicating that he was going to be born in hell
after death.

In the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, theIn the absence of a weighty kamma and a proximity kamma, the
habitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of thehabitual kamma will have the chance to condition the arising of the
next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.next existence after death.

It is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to dieIt is important to live well morally, and it is more important to die
well to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare forwell to be reborn in a blissful realm. The best way to prepare for
our death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can chooseour death is to develop a moral habitual kamma. We can choose
any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-any meritorious deed we like — alms-giving, keeping pure moral-
ity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will becomeity, or meditating. If we perform it regularly, it will become
habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.habitual kamma and bear results to generate a good rebirth.

(4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (4) Unspecified Kamma (KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)(KaÔattÈ Kamma)

Unspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlierUnspecified kamma is a kamma, which has been done earlier
and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-and forgotten, but is potent enough to take on the role of generat-
ing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammasing rebirth in the absence of weighty kammas, proximity kammas
and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.and habitual kammas.

For example, the chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosalathe chief Queen MallikÈ of King Kosala     in SÈvatthi,
performed many meritorious deeds together with the king. She also
arranged the most outstanding offering of alms-food of the king to
the Buddha and the SaÑgha. But unfortunately she also committed
one heinous immoral action.

One day when she went into the bath-room, a dog followed her,
and she enjoyed sexual pleasure with the dog. When she came out
of the bath-room, the dog followed her. This was noticed by the
king, and he immediately questioned her. She vehemently lied to
the king saying that the king must have had a distorted vision for
she came out alone.

As the King loved his chief Queen very dearly, he believed her
and excused her. After many days, the Queen forgot this matter
totally. When she died, this immoral unspecified kamma had the
chance to bear results and conditioned her to be reborn in AvÊci
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Hell, the worst hell.

King Kosala believed that his wise beloved chief Queen would
be reborn in a celestial realm. But to make it sure, he went to
Jetavana Monastery for seven days to ask the Buddha. As the Bud-
dha knew about the matter well, he used his supernormal power to
make the king forget about asking the question about his chief
Queen.

On the eighth day the Buddha allowed him to ask the question,
because the Buddha knew that the chief Queen escaped from AvÊci
hell and was reborn in TusitÈ celestial realm. The king was very
glad to hear that his beloved chief Queen was reborn in TusitÈ
realm.

As Queen MallikÈ had performed many meritorious deeds, one
powerful moral kamma acted as a destructive kamma, destroying
totally her immoral heinous kamma that sent her to AvÊci Hell and
conditioning her to be reborn in TusitÈ realm. She was very lucky
to suffer in the worst hell just for seven human days. So moral
wholesome kammas are very reliable.

[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing
               Results Results Results Results Results (PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)

(1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (DiÔÔhadhammavedeniya Kamma)

These kammas bear results in the present existence.

(2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (Upapajjavedaniya Kamma)

These kammas bear fruits in the next subsequent existence.

(3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (AparÈpariyavedaniya Kamma)

These kammas bear results from the second subsequent existence
till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant.

(4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (Ahosi Kammas)

These kammas no longer bear fruits.

When we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moral
consciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times as
impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.

Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.

Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven javanas, javanas, javanas, javanas, javanas, the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-
cause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. The
subsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventh
javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.

The The The The The volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), which associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakest
javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”
This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.
If it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, it
becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.

The volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is the
strongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. This
kamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequent
existence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the next
subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.

The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-
erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.
They  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second future
existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,
and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.

• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing
ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults

There are many examples illustrating the operation of immedi-
ately effective kammas. A very poor man by the name of MahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈduk
had the chance to offer one meal to Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.     As the
Buddha is the noblest person, he got great merit for offering alms-
food to the Buddha. He became rich within a few days on account
of this good kamma.

During the time of Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,     a very poor couple, PuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓa
and his wife, gladly offered boiled rice, the food that would sustain
the couple for the whole day, to Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, the right-hand
chief disciple of Gotama Buddha. The Venerable had just come out
from Extinction Attainment (Nirodha SamÈpatti) for seven days.

As the Venerable was very noble, to offer food to him when he
was just out of extinction attainment and in need of food very
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Hell, the worst hell.

King Kosala believed that his wise beloved chief Queen would
be reborn in a celestial realm. But to make it sure, he went to
Jetavana Monastery for seven days to ask the Buddha. As the Bud-
dha knew about the matter well, he used his supernormal power to
make the king forget about asking the question about his chief
Queen.

On the eighth day the Buddha allowed him to ask the question,
because the Buddha knew that the chief Queen escaped from AvÊci
hell and was reborn in TusitÈ celestial realm. The king was very
glad to hear that his beloved chief Queen was reborn in TusitÈ
realm.

As Queen MallikÈ had performed many meritorious deeds, one
powerful moral kamma acted as a destructive kamma, destroying
totally her immoral heinous kamma that sent her to AvÊci Hell and
conditioning her to be reborn in TusitÈ realm. She was very lucky
to suffer in the worst hell just for seven human days. So moral
wholesome kammas are very reliable.

[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing[C] Four Kinds of Kammas according to the Time of Bearing
               Results Results Results Results Results (PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)(PÈkakÈla Kamma Catukka)

(1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (1) Immediately Effective Kamma (DiÔÔhadhammavedeniya Kamma)

These kammas bear results in the present existence.

(2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (2) Subsequently Effective Kamma (Upapajjavedaniya Kamma)

These kammas bear fruits in the next subsequent existence.

(3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (3) Indefinitely Effective Kamma (AparÈpariyavedaniya Kamma)

These kammas bear results from the second subsequent existence
till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant.

(4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (4) Defunct Kammas (Ahosi Kammas)

These kammas no longer bear fruits.

When we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moralWhen we perform moral actions or immoral actions, moral
consciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times asconsciousnesses or immoral consciousnesses arise seven times as
impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses impulsive consciousnesses (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) (javana cittas) in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.in each cognitive series.

Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.Please see Chart (9) attached to the back of this book.

Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven Among the seven javanas, javanas, javanas, javanas, javanas, the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-the first javana is the weakest, be-
cause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. Thecause it does not get repetitive effect from previous javanas. The
subsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventhsubsequent javanas become stronger and stronger, the seventh
javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.javana being the strongest on account of repetitive effect.

The The The The The volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), volition (cetanÈ), which associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakestwhich associates with the first weakest
javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”javana, is the weakest and it is called “Immediately effective kamma.”
This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.This kamma can ripen and yield its results in the present existence.
If it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, itIf it does not have the chance to bear results in this existence, it
becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.becomes defunct kamma.

The volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is theThe volition, associated with the seventh strongest javana, is the
strongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. Thisstrongest and it is called “Subsequently effective kamma”. This
kamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequentkamma can ripen and bear results to produce the next subsequent
existence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the nextexistence. If it does not have the chance to bear fruits in the next
subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.subsequent existence, it also becomes defunct kamma.

The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-The volitions, associated with the middle five javanas, are mod-
erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.erately strong; they represent “Indefinitely effective kammas”.
They  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second futureThey  can ripen at any time starting from the second future
existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,existence till the last existence when the person becomes an Arahant,
and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.and they will bear results whenever they get the opportunity.

• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Immediately Effective Kammas Bearing
ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults

There are many examples illustrating the operation of immedi-
ately effective kammas. A very poor man by the name of MahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈdukMahÈduk
had the chance to offer one meal to Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.Kassapa Buddha.     As the
Buddha is the noblest person, he got great merit for offering alms-
food to the Buddha. He became rich within a few days on account
of this good kamma.

During the time of Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,Gotama Buddha,     a very poor couple, PuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓaPuÓÓa
and his wife, gladly offered boiled rice, the food that would sustain
the couple for the whole day, to Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, Venerable SÈriputta, the right-hand
chief disciple of Gotama Buddha. The Venerable had just come out
from Extinction Attainment (Nirodha SamÈpatti) for seven days.

As the Venerable was very noble, to offer food to him when he
was just out of extinction attainment and in need of food very
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urgently, the couple attained very wholesome moral kammas by
many billions. On that very day all the earth-lumps, that came out
of the plough of PuÓÓa in the field, turned into real gold. So the
couple became very rich.

Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,
became a monk together with other SÈkyan Princes. By undertak-
ing meditation he could develop eight jhÈna attainments and some
supernormal powers. He became ambitious to become a Buddha
himself.

With his supernormal power he could convince Prince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattu
to become his disciple. He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,
King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra, to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha
to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.

With the help of King AjÈtasattu, Ven.Devadatta tried to kill the
Buddha several times. He failed. Finally he rolled down a very big
rock from up hill to kill the Buddha, who was taking a walk down
hill. The big rock hit another big rock, smashing it into pieces. A
small splinter hit the toe of the Buddha, thus wounding the Buddha.
In fact nobody could kill a Buddha.

Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-
munity.munity.munity.munity.munity.     Again he failed. So he committed two most heinous evil
actions. He repented, felt very sad, and fell ill. He wanted to beg
pardon from the Buddha. He requested his disciples to carry him
on a couch to the Buddha, who was staying at the JetavaÓÓa monas-
tery at that time.

There was a big lake near the monastery. When Ven. Devadatta
reached there, he felt very thirsty. He asked his disciples to let him
down to drink water. As soon as he stepped down from the couch,
and stood on earth, the earth cracked open and AvÊci hell fire came
up and swallowed him and took him to AvÊci hell. So immediately
effective kammas bear results in the present existences.

King AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattu was killed by his son to become king.

• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing
ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults
An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, who earned her living by begging,

was walking slowly along the main road of RÈjagraha city. The
Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha saw her when he looked at the world in the morning with
his divine eye. The Buddha knew that she had done no meritorious
deed, and that she would die soon and would be reborn in a woeful
abode.

The Buddha had compassion for her. So he went out on alms-
round early to meet her at the outskirts of the city. As the Buddha
stopped in front of her, she also stopped, gazing at the Buddha
without knowing the Buddha. As she did not develop reverence
and respect to the Buddha, she gained no merit yet from meeting
the Buddha.

Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,     the left-hand chief disciple of the
Buddha, looked at her mind and also knew that she would die soon
and would be reborn in a woeful abode. He also knew the intention
of the Buddha. So he persuaded CaÓÉÈlÊ: “CaÓÉÈlÊ, the Buddha is
standing here to bless you. You will soon die and be reborn in a
woeful abode. Pay homage to the Buddha to get great merit and be
reborn in a celestial realm.”

Only then did CaÓÉÈlÊ develop reverence to the Buddha and paidOnly then did CaÓÉÈlÊ develop reverence to the Buddha and paidOnly then did CaÓÉÈlÊ develop reverence to the Buddha and paidOnly then did CaÓÉÈlÊ develop reverence to the Buddha and paidOnly then did CaÓÉÈlÊ develop reverence to the Buddha and paid
homage to him very respectfully. Just paying homage respectfullyhomage to him very respectfully. Just paying homage respectfullyhomage to him very respectfully. Just paying homage respectfullyhomage to him very respectfully. Just paying homage respectfullyhomage to him very respectfully. Just paying homage respectfully
to the Buddha for a few seconds developed billions of powerfulto the Buddha for a few seconds developed billions of powerfulto the Buddha for a few seconds developed billions of powerfulto the Buddha for a few seconds developed billions of powerfulto the Buddha for a few seconds developed billions of powerful
moral kammas. The Buddha knew that she would be reborn in amoral kammas. The Buddha knew that she would be reborn in amoral kammas. The Buddha knew that she would be reborn in amoral kammas. The Buddha knew that she would be reborn in amoral kammas. The Buddha knew that she would be reborn in a
celestial realm after death. So he proceeded on his alms-round.celestial realm after death. So he proceeded on his alms-round.celestial realm after death. So he proceeded on his alms-round.celestial realm after death. So he proceeded on his alms-round.celestial realm after death. So he proceeded on his alms-round.

CaÓÉÈlÊ also proceeded on her way unsteadily with the help of a
walking stick. A cow thought that she would cause harm to its
young calf. So the cow butted her, and she fell down and died. Her
subsequently effective kamma conditioned her to be reborn in a big
beautiful gold mansion in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm with one thousand atten-
dants. She immediately came down and thanked Venerable MahÈ
MoggallÈna for persuading her to pay obeisance to the Buddha.

As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.     Devadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattu
killed his father, King BimbisÈra, and became king. When he grew
old, his son again killed him to become king. As AjÈtasattu ac-
quired billions of heinous immoral kammas, the immediately effec-
tive kamma conditioned him to be killed in return, and the subse-
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urgently, the couple attained very wholesome moral kammas by
many billions. On that very day all the earth-lumps, that came out
of the plough of PuÓÓa in the field, turned into real gold. So the
couple became very rich.

Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,Prince Devadatta, who was Prince Siddhattha’s brother-in-law,
became a monk together with other SÈkyan Princes. By undertak-
ing meditation he could develop eight jhÈna attainments and some
supernormal powers. He became ambitious to become a Buddha
himself.

With his supernormal power he could convince Prince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattuPrince AjÈtasattu
to become his disciple. He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,He persuaded the Prince to kill his father,
King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra,King BimbÊsÈra, to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha to become king while he would kill the Buddha
to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.to become a Buddha. The Prince killed his father and became king.

With the help of King AjÈtasattu, Ven.Devadatta tried to kill the
Buddha several times. He failed. Finally he rolled down a very big
rock from up hill to kill the Buddha, who was taking a walk down
hill. The big rock hit another big rock, smashing it into pieces. A
small splinter hit the toe of the Buddha, thus wounding the Buddha.
In fact nobody could kill a Buddha.

Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-Ven.Devadatta also tried to cause a chism in the SaÑgha Com-
munity.munity.munity.munity.munity.     Again he failed. So he committed two most heinous evil
actions. He repented, felt very sad, and fell ill. He wanted to beg
pardon from the Buddha. He requested his disciples to carry him
on a couch to the Buddha, who was staying at the JetavaÓÓa monas-
tery at that time.

There was a big lake near the monastery. When Ven. Devadatta
reached there, he felt very thirsty. He asked his disciples to let him
down to drink water. As soon as he stepped down from the couch,
and stood on earth, the earth cracked open and AvÊci hell fire came
up and swallowed him and took him to AvÊci hell. So immediately
effective kammas bear results in the present existences.

King AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattuKing AjÈtasattu was killed by his son to become king.

• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Subsequently Effective Kammas Bearing
ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults
An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, An old woman called CaÓÉÈlÊ, who earned her living by begging,

was walking slowly along the main road of RÈjagraha city. The
Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha saw her when he looked at the world in the morning with
his divine eye. The Buddha knew that she had done no meritorious
deed, and that she would die soon and would be reborn in a woeful
abode.

The Buddha had compassion for her. So he went out on alms-
round early to meet her at the outskirts of the city. As the Buddha
stopped in front of her, she also stopped, gazing at the Buddha
without knowing the Buddha. As she did not develop reverence
and respect to the Buddha, she gained no merit yet from meeting
the Buddha.

Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna,     the left-hand chief disciple of the
Buddha, looked at her mind and also knew that she would die soon
and would be reborn in a woeful abode. He also knew the intention
of the Buddha. So he persuaded CaÓÉÈlÊ: “CaÓÉÈlÊ, the Buddha is
standing here to bless you. You will soon die and be reborn in a
woeful abode. Pay homage to the Buddha to get great merit and be
reborn in a celestial realm.”
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CaÓÉÈlÊ also proceeded on her way unsteadily with the help of a
walking stick. A cow thought that she would cause harm to its
young calf. So the cow butted her, and she fell down and died. Her
subsequently effective kamma conditioned her to be reborn in a big
beautiful gold mansion in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm with one thousand atten-
dants. She immediately came down and thanked Venerable MahÈ
MoggallÈna for persuading her to pay obeisance to the Buddha.

As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.As persuaded by his teacher Ven.     Devadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattuDevadatta, Prince AjÈtasattu
killed his father, King BimbisÈra, and became king. When he grew
old, his son again killed him to become king. As AjÈtasattu ac-
quired billions of heinous immoral kammas, the immediately effec-
tive kamma conditioned him to be killed in return, and the subse-
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quently effective kamma conditioned him to be reborn in hell after
death.

AjÈtasattu’s teacher, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, inflicted a wound on a toe of
the Buddha and also caused a schism in the SaÑgha community. So
he acquired many billions of very heinous immoral kammas. His
immediately effective kamma conditioned him to be swallowed by
AvÊci hell-fire in the present existence, and his subsequently effec-
tive kammas conditioned him to be killed many billion times in his
subsequent existences in AvÊci hell for a very long time.

• Illustrations of Indefinitely Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Indefinitely Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Indefinitely Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Indefinitely Effective Kammas Bearing• Illustrations of Indefinitely Effective Kammas Bearing
ResultsResultsResultsResultsResults
One asa~kheyya (incalculable aeon) and one hundred thousand

world cycles ago, AnomadassAnomadassAnomadassAnomadassAnomadassÊÊÊÊÊ Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha     appeared in the world. At
that ime there was a poor man, who was looking after his two blind
parents. He did not have the chance to meet the Buddha, but luckily
he met Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,     the Right-hand Chief Disciple of the
Buddha, and respectfully took Threefold Refuge from him.

“Taking Threefold Refuge” means the solemn recognition of the
Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha as the holiest objects of
worship, because they can ward off all dangers, including woeful
rebirth after death, bring great benefits and prosperity, eliminate
suffering and deliver happiness.

At that time the life-span of human beings is one hundred thou-
sand years. As that poor man kept Threefold Refuge throughout
his life, he acquired many billions of powerful good kammas, and
the many billion indefinitely-effective kammas would bear great
results for uncountable future existences.

When that poor man died, he was born in TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial
realm. He was born as King of Devas, called Sakka, for eightyHe was born as King of Devas, called Sakka, for eightyHe was born as King of Devas, called Sakka, for eightyHe was born as King of Devas, called Sakka, for eightyHe was born as King of Devas, called Sakka, for eighty
existences, as Universal Monarch in the human realm for seventy-existences, as Universal Monarch in the human realm for seventy-existences, as Universal Monarch in the human realm for seventy-existences, as Universal Monarch in the human realm for seventy-existences, as Universal Monarch in the human realm for seventy-
five existences, as ordinary human king and ordinary deva-kingfive existences, as ordinary human king and ordinary deva-kingfive existences, as ordinary human king and ordinary deva-kingfive existences, as ordinary human king and ordinary deva-kingfive existences, as ordinary human king and ordinary deva-king
for innumerable existences. He was never born in the four woefulfor innumerable existences. He was never born in the four woefulfor innumerable existences. He was never born in the four woefulfor innumerable existences. He was never born in the four woefulfor innumerable existences. He was never born in the four woeful
abodes.abodes.abodes.abodes.abodes.

In every existence he was honoured wherever he went; he had

great intelligence and great retinue; he enjoyed great wealth; he
possessed good appearance; he was loved by others; he had steady
and good friends; his reputation spread in all directions.

Finally he was reborn as a very rich man’s son in SÈvatthi at the
dispensation of Gotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama Buddha. At the age of seven years, he
was playing with his friends and they went into a monastery. An
Arahant met them, admonished them kindly, and let them take Three-
fold Refuge. With the guidance of the Arahant, the boys recited:
“BuddhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmÊ; DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi;
SaÑghaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi”, meaning: “I go to the Buddha for
refuge; I go to the Dhamma for refuge; I go to the SaÑgha for
refuge”.

The rich man’s son immediately recalled the Threefold RefugeThe rich man’s son immediately recalled the Threefold RefugeThe rich man’s son immediately recalled the Threefold RefugeThe rich man’s son immediately recalled the Threefold RefugeThe rich man’s son immediately recalled the Threefold Refuge
that he had maintained at the time of AnomadassÊ Buddha, and hethat he had maintained at the time of AnomadassÊ Buddha, and hethat he had maintained at the time of AnomadassÊ Buddha, and hethat he had maintained at the time of AnomadassÊ Buddha, and hethat he had maintained at the time of AnomadassÊ Buddha, and he
attained Arahatship, that is, he became an Arahant at the age ofattained Arahatship, that is, he became an Arahant at the age ofattained Arahatship, that is, he became an Arahant at the age ofattained Arahatship, that is, he became an Arahant at the age ofattained Arahatship, that is, he became an Arahant at the age of
seven years. He was well known as seven years. He was well known as seven years. He was well known as seven years. He was well known as seven years. He was well known as “SaraÓagamaniya Thera” “SaraÓagamaniya Thera” “SaraÓagamaniya Thera” “SaraÓagamaniya Thera” “SaraÓagamaniya Thera”  in in in in in
the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha. (Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha, 2, 39)the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha. (Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha, 2, 39)the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha. (Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha, 2, 39)the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha. (Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha, 2, 39)the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha. (Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha, 2, 39)

• Our Indefinitely Effective Kammas always Follow Us• Our Indefinitely Effective Kammas always Follow Us• Our Indefinitely Effective Kammas always Follow Us• Our Indefinitely Effective Kammas always Follow Us• Our Indefinitely Effective Kammas always Follow Us

If we think, speak or act with wicked minds, because of that,If we think, speak or act with wicked minds, because of that,If we think, speak or act with wicked minds, because of that,If we think, speak or act with wicked minds, because of that,If we think, speak or act with wicked minds, because of that,
misery follows us, even as the wheel follows the hoofs ofmisery follows us, even as the wheel follows the hoofs ofmisery follows us, even as the wheel follows the hoofs ofmisery follows us, even as the wheel follows the hoofs ofmisery follows us, even as the wheel follows the hoofs of
the ox which draws the cart.the ox which draws the cart.the ox which draws the cart.the ox which draws the cart.the ox which draws the cart.

If we speak, act or plan with pure minds, because of that,If we speak, act or plan with pure minds, because of that,If we speak, act or plan with pure minds, because of that,If we speak, act or plan with pure minds, because of that,If we speak, act or plan with pure minds, because of that,
peace and happiness follow us, even as one’s shadow whichpeace and happiness follow us, even as one’s shadow whichpeace and happiness follow us, even as one’s shadow whichpeace and happiness follow us, even as one’s shadow whichpeace and happiness follow us, even as one’s shadow which
never leaves us.never leaves us.never leaves us.never leaves us.never leaves us.  (Dhammapada 1 and 2) (Dhammapada 1 and 2) (Dhammapada 1 and 2) (Dhammapada 1 and 2) (Dhammapada 1 and 2)

• All Kammas Become Defunct When One becomes an• All Kammas Become Defunct When One becomes an• All Kammas Become Defunct When One becomes an• All Kammas Become Defunct When One becomes an• All Kammas Become Defunct When One becomes an
ArahantArahantArahantArahantArahant

As billions of kammas are formed when we perform a moral or
immoral action, all the kammas will not have the chance to bear
results during the specified periods. Only some kammas will have
the chance to bear results.

Those immediately effective-kammas, which do not have the
chance to bear results in the present existence, will become defunct
and inactive. Similarly subsequently effective kammas, which fail
to bear results in the next subsequent existence, will also become
defunct and ineffective.
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quently effective kamma conditioned him to be reborn in hell after
death.

AjÈtasattu’s teacher, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, Devadatta, inflicted a wound on a toe of
the Buddha and also caused a schism in the SaÑgha community. So
he acquired many billions of very heinous immoral kammas. His
immediately effective kamma conditioned him to be swallowed by
AvÊci hell-fire in the present existence, and his subsequently effec-
tive kammas conditioned him to be killed many billion times in his
subsequent existences in AvÊci hell for a very long time.
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world cycles ago, AnomadassAnomadassAnomadassAnomadassAnomadassÊÊÊÊÊ Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha     appeared in the world. At
that ime there was a poor man, who was looking after his two blind
parents. He did not have the chance to meet the Buddha, but luckily
he met Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,Venerable Nisabha,     the Right-hand Chief Disciple of the
Buddha, and respectfully took Threefold Refuge from him.

“Taking Threefold Refuge” means the solemn recognition of the
Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha as the holiest objects of
worship, because they can ward off all dangers, including woeful
rebirth after death, bring great benefits and prosperity, eliminate
suffering and deliver happiness.

At that time the life-span of human beings is one hundred thou-
sand years. As that poor man kept Threefold Refuge throughout
his life, he acquired many billions of powerful good kammas, and
the many billion indefinitely-effective kammas would bear great
results for uncountable future existences.

When that poor man died, he was born in TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial
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In every existence he was honoured wherever he went; he had

great intelligence and great retinue; he enjoyed great wealth; he
possessed good appearance; he was loved by others; he had steady
and good friends; his reputation spread in all directions.

Finally he was reborn as a very rich man’s son in SÈvatthi at the
dispensation of Gotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama BuddhaGotama Buddha. At the age of seven years, he
was playing with his friends and they went into a monastery. An
Arahant met them, admonished them kindly, and let them take Three-
fold Refuge. With the guidance of the Arahant, the boys recited:
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As billions of kammas are formed when we perform a moral or
immoral action, all the kammas will not have the chance to bear
results during the specified periods. Only some kammas will have
the chance to bear results.

Those immediately effective-kammas, which do not have the
chance to bear results in the present existence, will become defunct
and inactive. Similarly subsequently effective kammas, which fail
to bear results in the next subsequent existence, will also become
defunct and ineffective.
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Indefinitely effective kammas, however, will bear results from
the second subsequent existence up to the last existence when the
person becomes an Arahant. Since all defilements are totally elimi-
nated in an Arahant, the remaining kammas have no necessary
support from ignorance, craving and clinging (avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna)
to produce a new existence. So an Arahant is not reborn after death
or parinibbÈna. So all kammas become defunct and inactive when
Arahants pass away.

For example, during the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha, A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-
mÈla mÈla mÈla mÈla mÈla killed more than one thousand people to get one thousand
right-hand fore-fingers of human beings to honour his teacher.
When the Buddha admonished him, he threw away his sword and
became a bhikkhu. Then he undertook meditation diligently as taught
by the Buddha; he became an Arahant. So when he passed away to
AnupÈdisesa NibbÈna, all his kammas became defunct.

(d)(d)(d)(d)(d) Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of

               Fruition Fruition Fruition Fruition Fruition (PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)

(1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)

When we perform immoral actions with immoral minds, immoral
kammas are produced by many billions. Immoral kammas produce
their fruition in four woeful abodes in the form of woeful exis-
tences and woeful suffering.

(2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)

When we perform meritorious deeds such as alms-giving and
observing moral precepts, sense-sphere moral minds arise by bil-
lions and perish, leaving behind billions of sensesphere-moral
kammas.

These kammas produce their fruition in sensuous blissful realms,
that is, human realm and six deva celestial realms in the form of
blissful existences and blissful sensual happiness.

(3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere Moral Moral Moral Moral Moral KammasKammasKammasKammasKammas

          (R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara     kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)

When we can develop r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈna-attainments, we
acquire billions of r|pÈvacara kusala kammas. These kammas are

much more noble and superior than sense-sphere moral kammas. If
we can maintain these jhÈnas till death, these kammas will have
priority to bear results to be reborn as brÈhmas in the brahma-
realms.

The first r|pÈvacara kusala kamma will produce r|pa-brahma-
existence in the first r|pÈvara brahma-realm, the second r|pÈvacara
kusala kamma will give rise to brahma-existence in the second
r|pÈvacara brahma-realm, and so on.

In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-
ing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to the
development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs (r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-
brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,
which is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestial
sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than devas, devas, devas, devas, devas, and theyand theyand theyand theyand they
also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than devas.devas.devas.devas.devas.

We can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas
through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation (samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ) nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in
International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.

(4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala
          Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)

After developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas through kasiÓa-medita-
tion, we can also develop four immaterial-sphere moral jhÈnas (ar|pÈ-
vacara kusala jhÈnas) by undertaking tranquillity meditation on four
immaterial meditation-objects. These jhÈnas can also be developed
nowadays in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres.

As ar|pÈ-jhÈnas are superior to r|pa-jhÈnas, ar|pa-jhÈna bliss is
more peaceful and more blissful than r|pa-jhÈna bliss. When we
can develop ar|pa-jhÈna attainments, we acquire billions of im-
material moral kammas. If we can maintain the ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas
till death, the ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas will have priority to bear
results after death to condition us to be reborn in immaterial-sphere
brahma-realms.

Here again the first ar|pÈvacara kusala kamma will produce ar|pa-
brahma existence in the first ar|pÈvacara brahma-realm, the second
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Indefinitely effective kammas, however, will bear results from
the second subsequent existence up to the last existence when the
person becomes an Arahant. Since all defilements are totally elimi-
nated in an Arahant, the remaining kammas have no necessary
support from ignorance, craving and clinging (avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna)
to produce a new existence. So an Arahant is not reborn after death
or parinibbÈna. So all kammas become defunct and inactive when
Arahants pass away.

For example, during the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha, A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-A~guli-
mÈla mÈla mÈla mÈla mÈla killed more than one thousand people to get one thousand
right-hand fore-fingers of human beings to honour his teacher.
When the Buddha admonished him, he threw away his sword and
became a bhikkhu. Then he undertook meditation diligently as taught
by the Buddha; he became an Arahant. So when he passed away to
AnupÈdisesa NibbÈna, all his kammas became defunct.

(d)(d)(d)(d)(d) Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of Four Kinds of Kammas with respect to the Places of

               Fruition Fruition Fruition Fruition Fruition (PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)(PÈkaÔhÈna Kamma Catukka)

(1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (1) Immoral Kammas (Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)(Akusala Kammas)

When we perform immoral actions with immoral minds, immoral
kammas are produced by many billions. Immoral kammas produce
their fruition in four woeful abodes in the form of woeful exis-
tences and woeful suffering.

(2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (2) Sense-Sphere Moral Kammas (KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)(KÈmÈvacara Kusala Kammas)

When we perform meritorious deeds such as alms-giving and
observing moral precepts, sense-sphere moral minds arise by bil-
lions and perish, leaving behind billions of sensesphere-moral
kammas.

These kammas produce their fruition in sensuous blissful realms,
that is, human realm and six deva celestial realms in the form of
blissful existences and blissful sensual happiness.

(3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere (3) Fine-material-sphere Moral Moral Moral Moral Moral KammasKammasKammasKammasKammas

          (R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara(R|pÈvacara     kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)kusala Kammas)

When we can develop r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈna-attainments, we
acquire billions of r|pÈvacara kusala kammas. These kammas are

much more noble and superior than sense-sphere moral kammas. If
we can maintain these jhÈnas till death, these kammas will have
priority to bear results to be reborn as brÈhmas in the brahma-
realms.

The first r|pÈvacara kusala kamma will produce r|pa-brahma-
existence in the first r|pÈvara brahma-realm, the second r|pÈvacara
kusala kamma will give rise to brahma-existence in the second
r|pÈvacara brahma-realm, and so on.

In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-In developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, we have to abstain from enjoy-
ing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to theing sensual pleasure, which is a hindrance or obstruction to the
development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs development of jhÈnas. So fine-material sphere brahmÈs (r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-(r|pa-
brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) brahmÈs) do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,do not enjoy sensual pleasure. They enjoy jhÈna-bliss,
which is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestialwhich is the highest worldly bliss, much superior to celestial
sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than sensual bliss. They are much more powerful than devas, devas, devas, devas, devas, and theyand theyand theyand theyand they
also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than also enjoy much longer life-spans than devas.devas.devas.devas.devas.

We can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnasWe can also enjoy jhÈna-bliss by developing r|pÈvacara jhÈnas
through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation through tranquillity meditation (samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ)(samatha bhÈvanÈ) nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in nowadays in
International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,International Pa-auk Forest Buddha-sÈsana Centres in Myanmar,
Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.Sri Lanka, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, U.S.A., etc.

(4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (4) Immaterial-sphere Moral Kammas (Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala(Ar|pÈvacara Kusala
          Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)Kammas)

After developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas through kasiÓa-medita-
tion, we can also develop four immaterial-sphere moral jhÈnas (ar|pÈ-
vacara kusala jhÈnas) by undertaking tranquillity meditation on four
immaterial meditation-objects. These jhÈnas can also be developed
nowadays in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres.

As ar|pÈ-jhÈnas are superior to r|pa-jhÈnas, ar|pa-jhÈna bliss is
more peaceful and more blissful than r|pa-jhÈna bliss. When we
can develop ar|pa-jhÈna attainments, we acquire billions of im-
material moral kammas. If we can maintain the ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas
till death, the ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas will have priority to bear
results after death to condition us to be reborn in immaterial-sphere
brahma-realms.

Here again the first ar|pÈvacara kusala kamma will produce ar|pa-
brahma existence in the first ar|pÈvacara brahma-realm, the second
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ar|pÈvacara kusala kamma will give rise to ar|pa-brahma existence
in the second ar|pÈvacara brahma-realm, and so on.

Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas, we are also un- we are also un- we are also un- we are also un- we are also un-
dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,
which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,
birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.

By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,
when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-
material resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mental
factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-
brahmasbrahmasbrahmasbrahmasbrahmas exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without
bodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for many
world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.

• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living
Beings!Beings!Beings!Beings!Beings!

The Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property called
‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one
planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.

(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings

We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-
ing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth of
woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes. Those beings who develop
anger-rooted consciousnesses just before death are usually born in
hells. Those who develop greed-rooted consciousnesses just before
death are usually reborn as woeful ghosts (petas) or as demons
(asurÈs) if their immoral kammas are very heinous. Those who
develop ignorance-rooted consciousnesses just before death are usu-
ally reborn as animals.

(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of
          Human Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial Beings

When we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge of
kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,
producing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots are
greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness (alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).

If we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kamma

and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-
rooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the third
root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom (amoha).(amoha).(amoha).(amoha).(amoha).

If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-
astic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moral
kammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitions
by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-
ing the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferior
quality.quality.quality.quality.quality.

So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:

(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.

Type (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuous
blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta in thein thein thein thein the
human realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retarded
persons.persons.persons.persons.persons.

Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-
tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-
vippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittas in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms.

Type (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rooted
sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayutta
cittascittascittascittascittas in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms.

So human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, de-----
formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.

Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-
wisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons with
rebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent than
two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-
lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-
ing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot develop
jhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble persons
however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.
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ar|pÈvacara kusala kamma will give rise to ar|pa-brahma existence
in the second ar|pÈvacara brahma-realm, and so on.

Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing Now in developing ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas,ar|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas, we are also un- we are also un- we are also un- we are also un- we are also un-
dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,dertaking meditation which develops no desire for material body,
which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,which associates with a lot of suffering such as hunger, illness,
birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.birth, ageing, bodily pain, quarrels, etc.

By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,By the power of this meditation with no desire for material body,
when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-when ar|pÈvacara kusala kammas bear results, they produce im-
material resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mentalmaterial resultant consciousnesses with their associated mental
factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So factors, which constitute four resultant mental aggregates. So ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-ar|pa-
brahmasbrahmasbrahmasbrahmasbrahmas exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without exist only as four mental aggregates or minds without
bodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for manybodies. Yet they can live with great ar|pa-jhÈna bliss for many
world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.world-cycles.

• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living• So the Mind or Kamma is the Real Creator of all living
Beings!Beings!Beings!Beings!Beings!

The Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property calledThe Buddha discovered that ‘the mind’ or its property called
‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one‘kamma’ is the real creator of all living beings in the thirty-one
planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.planes of existence.

(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings(a) Immoral Kammas Create Four Types of Woeful Beings

We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-We perform immoral evil actions with immoral minds, produc-
ing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth ofing immoral kammas. Immoral kammas condition the rebirth of
woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes.woeful beings in four woeful abodes. Those beings who develop
anger-rooted consciousnesses just before death are usually born in
hells. Those who develop greed-rooted consciousnesses just before
death are usually reborn as woeful ghosts (petas) or as demons
(asurÈs) if their immoral kammas are very heinous. Those who
develop ignorance-rooted consciousnesses just before death are usu-
ally reborn as animals.

(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of(b) Sense-sphere Moral Kammas Give Rise to Three Types of
          Human Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial BeingsHuman Beings and Celestial Beings

When we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge ofWhen we perform meritorious deeds without the knowledge of
kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,kamma and its result, two rooted moral minds arise by billions,
producing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots areproducing billions of two-rooted moral kammas; the two roots are
greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness greedlessness and angerlessness (alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).(alobha, adosa).

If we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kammaIf we perform meritorious deeds with the knowledge of kamma

and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-and its result, three-rooted sense-sphere moral minds and three-
rooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the thirdrooted sense-sphere moral kammas will arise by billions; the third
root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom root is wisdom (amoha).(amoha).(amoha).(amoha).(amoha).

If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-If we can develop keen volitions by feeling happy and enthusi-
astic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moralastic before and after performing the meritorious deeds, our moral
kammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitionskammas will be of superior quality. If we develop poor volitions
by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-by feeling unhappy and not enthusiastic before and after perform-
ing the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferioring the meritorious deeds, our moral kammas are of inferior
quality.quality.quality.quality.quality.

So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:So there are four kinds of sense-sphere moral kammas:

(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(1) two-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,(2) two-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,(3) three-rooted inferior sense-sphere moral kammas,

(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.(4) three-rooted superior sense-sphere moral kammas.

Type (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuousType (1) sense-sphere moral kammas produce rootless sensuous
blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with blissful rebirth with kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta kusala vipÈka upekkhÈ santÊraÓa citta in thein thein thein thein the
human realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retardedhuman realm and the lower catumahÈrÈjika realm as retarded
persons.persons.persons.persons.persons.

Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-Types (2) and (3) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to two-
tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with tooted sensuous blissful rebirth with kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-
vippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittasvippayutta cittas in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms.

Type (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rootedType (4) sense-sphere moral kammas give rise to three rooted
sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with sensuous blissful rebirth with kÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayuttakÈmÈvacara vipÈka ÒÈÓa-sampayutta
cittascittascittascittascittas in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms. in the human realm and six celestial deva realms.

So human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, deSo human beings are not born equal. Some are born blind, de-----
formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.formed or retarded as rootless persons with very low wisdom.

Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-Some are born normal as two-rooted persons without rebirth-
wisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons withwisdom. Some are also born normal as three-rooted persons with
rebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent thanrebirth wisdom. Three-rooted persons are more intelligent than
two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-two-rooted persons, and they can develop jhÈnas and can be en-
lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-lightened as noble persons by undertaking threefold noble train-
ing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot developing. Rootless persons and two-rooted persons cannot develop
jhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble personsjhÈnas and cannot attain enlightenment to become noble persons
however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.however much they may try in the present existence.
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(c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere Moral Moral Moral Moral Moral Kammas Kammas Kammas Kammas Kammas GGGGGive ive ive ive ive RRRRRise toise toise toise toise to
1616161616     R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?
Among Among Among Among Among chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,

effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), which associate with which associate with which associate with which associate with which associate with r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, oneoneoneoneone
usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-
dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-
entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) and superiorand superiorand superiorand superiorand superior
(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).

Three types of first r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three types
of first r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs
in three first jhÈna r|pa-realms, called Brahma-parisajjÈ realm,
Brahma PurohitÈ realm and MahÈ-brahma realm, respectively.

Three types of second r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three
types of second r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to
r|pa-brahmÈs in three second jhÈna r|pa-realms, called ParittÈbhÈ
realm, AppamÈÓÈbhÈ realm and AbhassarÈ realm, respectively.

Three types of third r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three types
of third r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs
in three third jhÈna r|pa-realms, called Paritta-subhÈ realm,
AppamÈÓa-subha realm and SubhakiÓhÈ realm, respectively.

Fourth r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas give rise to fourth jhÈra kusala
kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs in vehapphala realm.

After attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditator
practises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops no
desire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then by
the power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, will
give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. AsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasatta
brahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness and
no mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughout
his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.

Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), who attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms (Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after
death. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirth
takes place in takes place in takes place in takes place in takes place in five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.

(1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ) ......................... AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,

(2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya) .........................     ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,
(3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (sati)(sati)(sati)(sati)(sati) .........................     SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,
(4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....SuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊ

      r      r      r      r      realm,ealm,ealm,ealm,ealm,
(5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....     AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.

The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-
magga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsa
realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,
AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,
and and and and and Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person (Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth
jhÈna realms.jhÈna realms.jhÈna realms.jhÈna realms.jhÈna realms.
(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) ŒŒŒŒŒr|par|par|par|par|pa     Moral Kammas Create 4 Types of Ar|pa-BrahmÈsMoral Kammas Create 4 Types of Ar|pa-BrahmÈsMoral Kammas Create 4 Types of Ar|pa-BrahmÈsMoral Kammas Create 4 Types of Ar|pa-BrahmÈsMoral Kammas Create 4 Types of Ar|pa-BrahmÈs

ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana
brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanabrahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanabrahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanabrahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatanabrahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana brahmÈs in ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-yatana
realm.realm.realm.realm.realm.

ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatanaViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana
brahmÈs in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈ-yatana realm.

ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatanaŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatanaŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatanaŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatanaŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas give rise to ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana
brahmÈs in ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.brahmÈs in ŒkincaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.

NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas produce nevasaÒÒÈ-NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas produce nevasaÒÒÈ-NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas produce nevasaÒÒÈ-NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas produce nevasaÒÒÈ-NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana moral kammas produce nevasaÒÒÈ-
nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana brahmÈs in NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana brahmÈs in NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana brahmÈs in NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana brahmÈs in NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana brahmÈs in NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana realm.
• The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence• The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence• The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence• The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence• The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence

At the bottom of the chart, the names of 8 major hells and 128At the bottom of the chart, the names of 8 major hells and 128At the bottom of the chart, the names of 8 major hells and 128At the bottom of the chart, the names of 8 major hells and 128At the bottom of the chart, the names of 8 major hells and 128
minor hells are described. They exist below the earth-surface.minor hells are described. They exist below the earth-surface.minor hells are described. They exist below the earth-surface.minor hells are described. They exist below the earth-surface.minor hells are described. They exist below the earth-surface.
They are not eternal hells. Upon the exhaustion of their evilThey are not eternal hells. Upon the exhaustion of their evilThey are not eternal hells. Upon the exhaustion of their evilThey are not eternal hells. Upon the exhaustion of their evilThey are not eternal hells. Upon the exhaustion of their evil
kammas which sent them to hells, hell-denizens may be reborn inkammas which sent them to hells, hell-denizens may be reborn inkammas which sent them to hells, hell-denizens may be reborn inkammas which sent them to hells, hell-denizens may be reborn inkammas which sent them to hells, hell-denizens may be reborn in
blissful realms as the results of their past good kammas.blissful realms as the results of their past good kammas.blissful realms as the results of their past good kammas.blissful realms as the results of their past good kammas.blissful realms as the results of their past good kammas.

On the surface of the earth, there exist four realms, namely, theOn the surface of the earth, there exist four realms, namely, theOn the surface of the earth, there exist four realms, namely, theOn the surface of the earth, there exist four realms, namely, theOn the surface of the earth, there exist four realms, namely, the
animal realm, the realm of woeful ghosts, the human realm and theanimal realm, the realm of woeful ghosts, the human realm and theanimal realm, the realm of woeful ghosts, the human realm and theanimal realm, the realm of woeful ghosts, the human realm and theanimal realm, the realm of woeful ghosts, the human realm and the
realm of demons realm of demons realm of demons realm of demons realm of demons (asurÈs).(asurÈs).(asurÈs).(asurÈs).(asurÈs).

Above the surface of the earth, there are six celestial Above the surface of the earth, there are six celestial Above the surface of the earth, there are six celestial Above the surface of the earth, there are six celestial Above the surface of the earth, there are six celestial deva deva deva deva deva planesplanesplanesplanesplanes
or realms; their names are described in Chart (6.1).or realms; their names are described in Chart (6.1).or realms; their names are described in Chart (6.1).or realms; their names are described in Chart (6.1).or realms; their names are described in Chart (6.1).

High up in space there exist sixteen fine material planes (r|pa-High up in space there exist sixteen fine material planes (r|pa-High up in space there exist sixteen fine material planes (r|pa-High up in space there exist sixteen fine material planes (r|pa-High up in space there exist sixteen fine material planes (r|pa-
brahma realms), consisting of 3 first jhÈna planes, 3 second jhanabrahma realms), consisting of 3 first jhÈna planes, 3 second jhanabrahma realms), consisting of 3 first jhÈna planes, 3 second jhanabrahma realms), consisting of 3 first jhÈna planes, 3 second jhanabrahma realms), consisting of 3 first jhÈna planes, 3 second jhana
planes, 3 third jhÈna planes and 7 fourth jhana planes.planes, 3 third jhÈna planes and 7 fourth jhana planes.planes, 3 third jhÈna planes and 7 fourth jhana planes.planes, 3 third jhÈna planes and 7 fourth jhana planes.planes, 3 third jhÈna planes and 7 fourth jhana planes.

At the top of the chart are four immaterial realms or At the top of the chart are four immaterial realms or At the top of the chart are four immaterial realms or At the top of the chart are four immaterial realms or At the top of the chart are four immaterial realms or bh|mis.bh|mis.bh|mis.bh|mis.bh|mis.
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(c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere (c) How do Fine-material Sphere Moral Moral Moral Moral Moral Kammas Kammas Kammas Kammas Kammas GGGGGive ive ive ive ive RRRRRise toise toise toise toise to
1616161616     R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?R|pa-Brahma Realms?
Among Among Among Among Among chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,chanda, citta, vÊriya, and paÒÒÈ (wish, consciousness,

effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), effort and wisdom), which associate with which associate with which associate with which associate with which associate with r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, r|pÈvacara jhÈnas, oneoneoneoneone
usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-usually becomes predominant. Based on the quality of this pre-
dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-dominant factor, each of the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas can be differ-
entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior entiated as inferior (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), (paritta), moderate moderate moderate moderate moderate (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) (majjhima) and superiorand superiorand superiorand superiorand superior
(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).(paÓÊta).

Three types of first r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three types
of first r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs
in three first jhÈna r|pa-realms, called Brahma-parisajjÈ realm,
Brahma PurohitÈ realm and MahÈ-brahma realm, respectively.

Three types of second r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three
types of second r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to
r|pa-brahmÈs in three second jhÈna r|pa-realms, called ParittÈbhÈ
realm, AppamÈÓÈbhÈ realm and AbhassarÈ realm, respectively.

Three types of third r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas produce three types
of third r|pÈvacara kusala kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs
in three third jhÈna r|pa-realms, called Paritta-subhÈ realm,
AppamÈÓa-subha realm and SubhakiÓhÈ realm, respectively.

Fourth r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas give rise to fourth jhÈra kusala
kammas, which give birth to r|pa-brahmÈs in vehapphala realm.

After attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditatorAfter attaining the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna, if the meditator
practises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops nopractises saÒÒÈ-virÈga bhÈvanÈ (meditation which develops no
desire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then bydesire for perception and consciousness) to completion, then by
the power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, willthe power of this meditation, the kamma, which is produced, will
give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. give birth to AsaÒÒasatta brahmÈ in AsaÒÒasatta realm. AsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasattaAsaÒÒasatta
brahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness andbrahmÈ has only body with no perception, no consciousness and
no mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughoutno mentality. So he will never be aware of mental pain throughout
his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.his long life-span for 500 world-cycles.

Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners Non-returners (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), (AnÈgÈmÊs), who attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacarawho attain the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in jhÈna, will be reborn in SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms SuddhÈvÈsa realms (Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after(Pure realms) after
death. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirthdeath. Here again, depending on the predominant faculty, rebirth
takes place in takes place in takes place in takes place in takes place in five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.five SuddhÈvasa realms as follows.

(1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (1) Predominant faculty of faith (saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ)(saddhÈ) ......................... AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,AvihÈ realm,

(2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (2) Predominant faculty of effort (vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya)(vÊriya) .........................     ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,ŒtappÈ realm,
(3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (3) Predominant faculty of mindfulness (sati)(sati)(sati)(sati)(sati) .........................     SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,SuddassÈ realm,
(4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (4) Predominant faculty of concentration (samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....(samÈdhi) .....SuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊSuddassÊ

      r      r      r      r      realm,ealm,ealm,ealm,ealm,
(5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (5) Predominant faculty of wisdom (paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....(paÒÒÈ) .....     AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.AkaniÔÔha realm.

The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-The non-returners in SuddhÈvasa realms will attain Arahatta-
magga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsamagga and Arahattha-phala in due course. So the five SuddhÈvÈsa
realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,realms are inhabitted only by three types of noble persons, namely,
AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person AnÈgÈmi-phala person (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), (non-returners), Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,Arahatta-magga person,
and and and and and Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person Arahatta-phala person (Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth(Arahant). So there are seven fourth
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Chart 6.1 The Chart Showing 31 Planes of Existence

(A bigger size of this chart is attached at the back of this book.)

They are named according to the names of four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

Rebirth consciousness (PaÔisandhi) of the inhabitants of each plane
is described in the left vertical column. The life-span of the inhabit-
ants of each plane or realm is described in the right vertical column.

There should be no doubt about thrity-one planes of existence,
because the Buddha and many Arahants with supernormal knowledges
could see them and their inhabitants with their divine eyes.

• The Extremely Powerful Law of Kamma• The Extremely Powerful Law of Kamma• The Extremely Powerful Law of Kamma• The Extremely Powerful Law of Kamma• The Extremely Powerful Law of Kamma

Kamma is a property of the mind which is most powerful in the
world. Moral minds give rise to moral kammas, and immoral minds
produce immoral kammas. These kammas are transmitted from mind
to mind; so they exist in the mental stream. They are also transmit-
ted from one existence to another existence continuously as there is
no break and no gap in the mental stream and the material stream at
the time of death and rebirth.

The Law of KammaLaw of KammaLaw of KammaLaw of KammaLaw of Kamma is not controlled by any Almighty God. It is a
natural Law which works in its own field. It does not give preference
either to the rich or to the poor, either to the king or to the pauper; it always
works as it should as an honest universal judge.

• Why are People Different from One Another?• Why are People Different from One Another?• Why are People Different from One Another?• Why are People Different from One Another?• Why are People Different from One Another?

There was a very rich brahmin, named TodeyaTodeyaTodeyaTodeyaTodeya, living near Jetavana
Monastery, where the Buddha was dwelling. As Todeya was ignorant
of the Law of Kamma, he told his son, named Subha, his son, named Subha, his son, named Subha, his son, named Subha, his son, named Subha, not to give
donation to anyone for alms-giving will not bring any benefit to oneself,
and if one donates generously, one shall become poor.

As Todeya did not perform any meritorious deed, he didn’t live
long. When he died, he was reborn as a dog at his house. The dog
remembered its past existence, and it was very fond of Subha. Subha
also became fond of the dog, let it eat good food and sleep on a bed.

The Buddha knew about Todeya being reborn as a dog. To give
a lesson to Subha, he walked in front of Subha’s house on his alms-
round one day. The dog barked at the Buddha. The Buddha stopped
and said to the dog: “You Todeya, you didn’t respect me when you
were a human being; now you bark at me when you are a dog.”
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As Todeya did not perform any meritorious deed, he didn’t live
long. When he died, he was reborn as a dog at his house. The dog
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also became fond of the dog, let it eat good food and sleep on a bed.

The Buddha knew about Todeya being reborn as a dog. To give
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Then he went on his way.

The dog noticed that the Buddha knew about its past life and
became very sad. So it went to a heap of ashes and slept on it.
When Subha saw his dog sleeping on ashes, he asked his house-
guard why the dog slept on ashes. The guard told Subha that the
Buddha called the dog “Todeya”.

Subha became angry with the Buddha for saying that his father
became a dog after death. So he angrily went to Jetavana Monas-
tery to challenge the Buddha.

The Buddha knew that Subha would come to him. So he calmly
said: “Subha, have you got the four gold-pots left by your father?”

Subha was most interested to get those four pots full of gold. He
knew that his father buried them somewhere. He had searched for
them, but could not find them. So he immediately calmed down and
replied: “No, I didn’t get them yet.”

The Buddha said again: “Well Subha, if you want to get them, go
back to your house, feed your dog to its full, and when it becomes
sleepy, tap its back with your hand and ask: “Daddy, where did
you bury the four gold pots? The dog will show you the place.”

As Subha wanted to get the gold-pots very much, he thought: “I
shall go home and try it. If I do not get the gold pots, I shall come
back and challenge the Buddha violently.” So he went home, fed his
dog to its full, and when it became drowsy, he tapped its back with
his hand and asked: “Daddy, where did you bury the gold-pots?”

The dog became very excited and delighted, because its former
son called it “Daddy”; so it jumped up and ran to the place and
scratched the earth where the four gold pots were buried. On dig-
ging at that place, Subha got the four gold-pots.

Subha was so happy that he developed reverence to the BuddhaSubha was so happy that he developed reverence to the BuddhaSubha was so happy that he developed reverence to the BuddhaSubha was so happy that he developed reverence to the BuddhaSubha was so happy that he developed reverence to the Buddha
and became a devotee of the Buddha. As he was intelligent, heand became a devotee of the Buddha. As he was intelligent, heand became a devotee of the Buddha. As he was intelligent, heand became a devotee of the Buddha. As he was intelligent, heand became a devotee of the Buddha. As he was intelligent, he
asked the Buddha: “Venerable Sir, why are all people differentasked the Buddha: “Venerable Sir, why are all people differentasked the Buddha: “Venerable Sir, why are all people differentasked the Buddha: “Venerable Sir, why are all people differentasked the Buddha: “Venerable Sir, why are all people different
from one another? Why some people have long lives and somefrom one another? Why some people have long lives and somefrom one another? Why some people have long lives and somefrom one another? Why some people have long lives and somefrom one another? Why some people have long lives and some
have short lives, why some are sickly and some are healthy, whyhave short lives, why some are sickly and some are healthy, whyhave short lives, why some are sickly and some are healthy, whyhave short lives, why some are sickly and some are healthy, whyhave short lives, why some are sickly and some are healthy, why
some are ugly and some are beautiful, why some have few friendssome are ugly and some are beautiful, why some have few friendssome are ugly and some are beautiful, why some have few friendssome are ugly and some are beautiful, why some have few friendssome are ugly and some are beautiful, why some have few friends
and some have many friends, why some are poor and some areand some have many friends, why some are poor and some areand some have many friends, why some are poor and some areand some have many friends, why some are poor and some areand some have many friends, why some are poor and some are

rich, why some are born in high caste and some are born in lowrich, why some are born in high caste and some are born in lowrich, why some are born in high caste and some are born in lowrich, why some are born in high caste and some are born in lowrich, why some are born in high caste and some are born in low
caste, why some are not intelligent and some are very intelligent?”caste, why some are not intelligent and some are very intelligent?”caste, why some are not intelligent and some are very intelligent?”caste, why some are not intelligent and some are very intelligent?”caste, why some are not intelligent and some are very intelligent?”

The Buddha first gave the essential answer thus:The Buddha first gave the essential answer thus:The Buddha first gave the essential answer thus:The Buddha first gave the essential answer thus:The Buddha first gave the essential answer thus:

“Sabbe satt“Sabbe satt“Sabbe satt“Sabbe satt“Sabbe sattÈÈÈÈÈ kammasakÈ kammaÑ satte vibajjatÊ” kammasakÈ kammaÑ satte vibajjatÊ” kammasakÈ kammaÑ satte vibajjatÊ” kammasakÈ kammaÑ satte vibajjatÊ” kammasakÈ kammaÑ satte vibajjatÊ”

“All beings are the owners of their kammas; they own only their“All beings are the owners of their kammas; they own only their“All beings are the owners of their kammas; they own only their“All beings are the owners of their kammas; they own only their“All beings are the owners of their kammas; they own only their
kammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fates
and fortunes and divide them into lowness and excellence.”and fortunes and divide them into lowness and excellence.”and fortunes and divide them into lowness and excellence.”and fortunes and divide them into lowness and excellence.”and fortunes and divide them into lowness and excellence.”

As the kammas done by the people in their past existences as wellAs the kammas done by the people in their past existences as wellAs the kammas done by the people in their past existences as wellAs the kammas done by the people in their past existences as wellAs the kammas done by the people in their past existences as well
as in their present existences are different, their fates and fortunesas in their present existences are different, their fates and fortunesas in their present existences are different, their fates and fortunesas in their present existences are different, their fates and fortunesas in their present existences are different, their fates and fortunes
are different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in more
detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.

(1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and lllllong lifeong lifeong lifeong lifeong life

Some people have no compassion for other living beings, men
and animals, and get into the habit of killing them cruelly. When
they die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, with the sup-
port of some good kammas they have acquired previously, if they
are reborn as human beings, their lives are short.

Some people have compassion for other living beings and avoid
killing animals or human beings. When they die, they are usually
reborn in celestial realms. However, if they are reborn as human
beings, they enjoy long lives.

(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor heaaaaalth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good health

Some people have no compassion for other living beings and take
pleasure in torturing living beings (men and animals). When they
die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, with the support of
some good kammas that they have acquired previously, if they are
reborn as human beings, they are sickly and prone to diseases.

Those people, who have compassion and do not injure other
living beings, will be reborn in celestial realms after death. How-
ever, if they are reborn as human beings, they enjoy good health.

(3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or being being being being being beautifulbeautifulbeautifulbeautifulbeautiful

Some people are short tempered and wrathful. They easily be-
come angry and furious. They speak harshly, insulting others. When
they die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, if they are
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kammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fateskammas as their properties. Their kammas determine their fates
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are different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in moreare different. Subha requested the Buddha to explain in more
detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.detail. So the Buddha elaborated his answers as follows.

(1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and (1) Short life and lllllong lifeong lifeong lifeong lifeong life

Some people have no compassion for other living beings, men
and animals, and get into the habit of killing them cruelly. When
they die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, with the sup-
port of some good kammas they have acquired previously, if they
are reborn as human beings, their lives are short.

Some people have compassion for other living beings and avoid
killing animals or human beings. When they die, they are usually
reborn in celestial realms. However, if they are reborn as human
beings, they enjoy long lives.

(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor he(2) Poor heaaaaalth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good healthlth and good health

Some people have no compassion for other living beings and take
pleasure in torturing living beings (men and animals). When they
die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, with the support of
some good kammas that they have acquired previously, if they are
reborn as human beings, they are sickly and prone to diseases.

Those people, who have compassion and do not injure other
living beings, will be reborn in celestial realms after death. How-
ever, if they are reborn as human beings, they enjoy good health.

(3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or (3) Being ugly or being being being being being beautifulbeautifulbeautifulbeautifulbeautiful

Some people are short tempered and wrathful. They easily be-
come angry and furious. They speak harshly, insulting others. When
they die, they are usually reborn in hells. However, if they are
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reborn as human beings with the support of their previous good
kammas, they are ugly.

Some poeple are calm and peaceful with little or no anger. They
practise loving-kindness and tolerance. They seldom become angry
and they do not speak ill of others. When they die, they are reborn
in celestial realms. However, if they are reborn as human beings,
they are handsome or beautiful.

(4) Having few friends or many friends(4) Having few friends or many friends(4) Having few friends or many friends(4) Having few friends or many friends(4) Having few friends or many friends

Some people are jealous of others who are more successful or
richer than them. Because of this jealousy, they will be reborn in
hells after death. However, if they are reborn as human beings
with the support of their previous good kammas, they will have
few friends and little power.

On the other hand, some people have no jealousy and can rejoice at
others’success or prosperity. When they die, they will be reborn in
celestial realms. However, if they are reborn as human beings, they
will be famous with many friends and followers and great power.

(5) Being (5) Being (5) Being (5) Being (5) Being born born born born born poor or richpoor or richpoor or richpoor or richpoor or rich

Some people are stingy and very much attached to their wealth.
They don’t want to share their wealth with others. They do not give
anything in donation. Because of their stinginess and their attach-
ment to their wealth, they are reborn in four woeful abodes after
death. If they are reborn as human beings because of their previous
good kammas, they will be very poor.

On the other hand, those who are generous, willing to help others
and devoted to alms-giving, will become richer in this very life, and
will be reborn as celestial beings after death, or if they are reborn
as human beings, they will be very rich; the greater their donation,
the richer will they be.

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) Being bBeing bBeing bBeing bBeing born in low corn in low corn in low corn in low corn in low clalalalalass or high classss or high classss or high classss or high classss or high class

Some people are very proud and conceited. They think highly of
themselves, have a low opinion of others, and look down on others.
They don’t know to pay respect to others who are worthy of res-
pect. On account of this false pride, they are reborn in woeful
abodes after death. If they are reborn as human beings because of

their previous good kammas, they will be reborn in low class or
caste.

Some people have no pride. They live humbly, paying respect to
all, especially to those who are worthy of respect. When they die,
they are born as celestial beings, or if they are reborn in the human
realm, they are born in high class or caste.

(7) Being (7) Being (7) Being (7) Being (7) Being born born born born born dull-witted or intelligentdull-witted or intelligentdull-witted or intelligentdull-witted or intelligentdull-witted or intelligent

Some people have no desire for knowledge and no desire to
learn. They do not associate with honest, upright, wise and learned
persons who could give them good example and good advice. They
associate with ignorant, silly, stupid persons who could not give
them any useful knowledge.

They do not ask learned persons to explain to them what is good
and what is bad, what is right and what is wrong, what should be
practised and what should be avoided, what is beneficial in the
present as well as in the future. With no knowledge of natural laws
and natural truths, right conduct and right actions, they perform
wrong, evil actions. So when they die, they are reborn in four
woeful abodes. But if they are reborn as human beings with the
support of their previous good kammas, they are dull-witted.

On the other hand, some people are willing to learn and to study
to get good knowledge. So they approach upright, wise and learned
persons and learn from them what is good and what is bad, what is
right and what is wrong, what are the natural laws and natural
truths, and what are most beneficial in life. So they become learned
and intelligent in the present life. As they know and perform the
right, good actions, they will be reborn in celestial realms after
death, or if they are reborn as human beings, they will be intelligent
life after life.

• Can We Create Our Fate and Fortune as We Like?• Can We Create Our Fate and Fortune as We Like?• Can We Create Our Fate and Fortune as We Like?• Can We Create Our Fate and Fortune as We Like?• Can We Create Our Fate and Fortune as We Like?

Of course, yes, if you can make use of your mind wisely, be-
cause it is your mind which creates your present fate and fortune
through its kamma property. The mind is the most powerful force
in the universe that creates towns and cities, languages and cultures,
arts and science, space-ships and space-communication, etc.
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As the mind controls our thoughts, our speeches and our actions,
it actually rules the whole world. And it is the mind that creates all
living beings and determines their fates, fortunes and destinies.

If you know the nature and the workings of the mind, and how
kammas are formed and how they bear results, you will have thethethethethe
right viewright viewright viewright viewright view     (sammÈ-diÔÔhi). Then with the guidance of the rightThen with the guidance of the rightThen with the guidance of the rightThen with the guidance of the rightThen with the guidance of the right
view as your guiding star, you will live wisely, avoiding evilview as your guiding star, you will live wisely, avoiding evilview as your guiding star, you will live wisely, avoiding evilview as your guiding star, you will live wisely, avoiding evilview as your guiding star, you will live wisely, avoiding evil
actions and doing good actions.actions and doing good actions.actions and doing good actions.actions and doing good actions.actions and doing good actions.

On the other hand, if you are ignorant of the law of kamma,
which describes how kammas are formed and how they bear simi-
lar results a billionfold, you will have the wrong viewthe wrong viewthe wrong viewthe wrong viewthe wrong view     (micchÈ-
diÔÔhi). Then you don’t know how to live wisely, doing evil actions,
enjoying sensual pleasure and neglecting meritorious deeds.

You do immoral evil actions with immoral minds, producing bil-
lions of immoral kammas, which are transmitted from mind to
mind and from one existence to another existence until your last
existence when you become an Arahant, a Perfect Person. These
billions of bad kammas will condition you to be reborn in woeful
abodes for many existences.

When you perform meritorious deeds such as alms-giving and
observing moral precepts, sense-sphere moral minds arise by many
billions, producing billions of sense-sphere moral kammas, which
will condition you to be reborn again and again in the human realm
and celestial realms, enabling you to enjoy supreme sensual plea-
sure for many existences.

If you can practise tranquillity meditation tranquillity meditation tranquillity meditation tranquillity meditation tranquillity meditation (samatha-bhÈvanÈ)
and develop fine-material sphere jhÈnas (r|pÈvacara kusala jhÈnas),
you will be reborn as a BrahmÈ BrahmÈ BrahmÈ BrahmÈ BrahmÈ after death. Then you are very
powerful, and you can enjoy greater worldly bliss called jhÈna-
bliss for many million years.

If you can also undertake insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation insight meditation (vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ)
and develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-wisdom, you
will become a noble person called ‘Stream-winner’. ‘Stream-winner’. ‘Stream-winner’. ‘Stream-winner’. ‘Stream-winner’. Then you
are totally guaranteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes, and
you can be reborn up to seven existences in the human realm and

celestial realms, enjoying excellent sensual pleasure together with
the highest bliss called ‘NibbÈna bliss’. ‘NibbÈna bliss’. ‘NibbÈna bliss’. ‘NibbÈna bliss’. ‘NibbÈna bliss’. After that, you can be
reborn as a BrÈhmÈ, attain three higher Path-Wisdoms in due course,
become an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna, enjoying eternal
peace and supreme bliss for ever.

So you can be whatever you like in the thirty-one planes of
existence. The Buddha has shown the way, and you will have to
exert the right effort to reach your goal. The first important thingThe first important thingThe first important thingThe first important thingThe first important thing
is to develop the right view and make it your guiding star in life.is to develop the right view and make it your guiding star in life.is to develop the right view and make it your guiding star in life.is to develop the right view and make it your guiding star in life.is to develop the right view and make it your guiding star in life.

The right understanding of the Law of Kamma, Kamma and its re-
sults, will make you a person with the right view. the right view. the right view. the right view. the right view. If you do not
understand the Law of Kamma, kamma and its results, and neglect them
or disbelieve them, you will become a person with the wrong view.the wrong view.the wrong view.the wrong view.the wrong view.

“The right view “The right view “The right view “The right view “The right view causes unarisen wholesome deeds to
arise, multiplies the wholesome deeds that have arisen, and
will condition blissful existences to arise after death. The
right view has no equal in causing meritorious deeds to arise,
in multiplying meritorious deeds that have arisen and in con-
ditioning blissful rebirths in blissful realms.

“The wrong view“The wrong view“The wrong view“The wrong view“The wrong view     causes unarisen immoral deeds to
arise, multiplies the immoral deeds that have arisen and con-
dition woeful existences to arise after death. The wrong view
has no equal in causing evil deeds to arise, in multiplying evil
deeds that have arisen, and in conditioning woeful rebirths in
woeful abodes”, said the Buddha.

The great English poet and dramatist, Willian Shakespeare,Willian Shakespeare,Willian Shakespeare,Willian Shakespeare,Willian Shakespeare,     1564-
1616, wrote: “I am the captain of my soul and the master of my
fate.”

We can now say: “I am the captain of my mind and the creator of
my fate.”

The knowledge that we can control our fate and fortune as weThe knowledge that we can control our fate and fortune as weThe knowledge that we can control our fate and fortune as weThe knowledge that we can control our fate and fortune as weThe knowledge that we can control our fate and fortune as we
like is a very great blessing. If we avoid evil actions, do goodlike is a very great blessing. If we avoid evil actions, do goodlike is a very great blessing. If we avoid evil actions, do goodlike is a very great blessing. If we avoid evil actions, do goodlike is a very great blessing. If we avoid evil actions, do good
actions, and purify our minds by undertaking the Threefold Nobleactions, and purify our minds by undertaking the Threefold Nobleactions, and purify our minds by undertaking the Threefold Nobleactions, and purify our minds by undertaking the Threefold Nobleactions, and purify our minds by undertaking the Threefold Noble
Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom as taught by theTraining of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom as taught by theTraining of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom as taught by theTraining of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom as taught by theTraining of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom as taught by the
Buddha to become Noble Persons in this very life, we shall be theBuddha to become Noble Persons in this very life, we shall be theBuddha to become Noble Persons in this very life, we shall be theBuddha to become Noble Persons in this very life, we shall be theBuddha to become Noble Persons in this very life, we shall be the
happiest persons with the highest and best attaiment in life!happiest persons with the highest and best attaiment in life!happiest persons with the highest and best attaiment in life!happiest persons with the highest and best attaiment in life!happiest persons with the highest and best attaiment in life!
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 77777 ] ] ] ] ]

THE IMPORTANT DOCTRINE OFTHE IMPORTANT DOCTRINE OFTHE IMPORTANT DOCTRINE OFTHE IMPORTANT DOCTRINE OFTHE IMPORTANT DOCTRINE OF

DEPENDENT ORIGINATIONDEPENDENT ORIGINATIONDEPENDENT ORIGINATIONDEPENDENT ORIGINATIONDEPENDENT ORIGINATION

• The Doctrine of Dependent Origination • The Doctrine of Dependent Origination • The Doctrine of Dependent Origination • The Doctrine of Dependent Origination • The Doctrine of Dependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppada)(PaÔiccasamuppada)(PaÔiccasamuppada)(PaÔiccasamuppada)(PaÔiccasamuppada)31,3231,3231,3231,3231,32
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again endlessly.again endlessly.again endlessly.again endlessly.again endlessly.

• Twelve Factors of Dependent Origination• Twelve Factors of Dependent Origination• Twelve Factors of Dependent Origination• Twelve Factors of Dependent Origination• Twelve Factors of Dependent Origination

(1) AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ = Moha = ignorance and delusion

AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ is the mental factor 'moha' present in twelve immoral
minds. As ignorance, it blinds man's eyes, preventing him from
seeing the true nature of sense-objects, comprising all living beings
and inanimate things. As delusion, it tricks men by making human
beings appear as permanent (nicca), pleasant (sukha), substantial
(atta) and beautiful (subha), whereas in reality every person is im-
permanent (anicca), suffering (dukkha), void of self or soul (anatta)
and loathsome (asubha).

There are eight important departments, which are blinded by avijjÈ
so that their true natures are not known. They are:

(i) The noble truth of suffering ... dukkha-sacca,

(ii) The noble truth of the cause of suffering ... samudaya-sacca,

(iii) The noble truth of the extinction of suffering ... nirodha-sacca,

(iv) The noble truth of the Path leading to the extinction of suffering
    ... Magga-sacca. They make up Four Noble Truths.

31.“The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma”, Third Edition, by Dr.
Mehm Tin Mon, Mya Mon Yadanar Publication, pp. 221-239.

32. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. II, by Dr. Mehm Tin
Mon, Mya Mon Yadanar Publication, pp. 129-208.

(v) Past existences and past aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(vi) Future existences and future aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(vii) The front end and the rear end of the present existence, and
     the present aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(viii) PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations which include the Law of
     Kamma and its effect.

(2) Sa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈra = cetanÈ = kamma-formations

Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra refers to 12 immoral volitions (cetanÈs) associated with
12 immoral minds and 17 mundane moral volitions assocated with
17 mundane moral minds. They totally amount to 29 volitions or 29
kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.

(3) ViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓa = resultant consciousness of kamma

ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa refers ot the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses pro-
duced by 12 immoral kammas and 17 mundane moral kammas.

(4) NÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|pa = mentality-materiality

NÈma NÈma NÈma NÈma NÈma (mentality) here refers to 35 mental factors which associ-
ate with 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (32 lokiya vipÈka
cittas) comprising 15 rootless resultant consciousnesses and 17 moral
resultant consciousnesses. (see Citta Chart (1) at the back)

R|pa R|pa R|pa R|pa R|pa (materiality) is kamma-born materialities produced by 29
kammas described in (2).

(5) SaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatana = six internal bases = six sense-doors

SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana refers to 5 translucent kamma-born materialities which
serve as five sense-doors and the resultant consciousnesses which
serve as the mind-door.

(6) PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa = Contact between sense-object and the consciousness
that knows the sense-object

For example, when a visible object strikes the eye-door, eye-
consciousness and its associated mental factors, including phassa
(contact) and vedanÈ (feeling), arise at the striking point. That phassa
makes the contact between the visible object and the eye-conscious-
ness to see the object, and the phassa also produces that vedanÈ
(feeling).
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(1) AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ = Moha = ignorance and delusion

AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ AvijjÈ is the mental factor 'moha' present in twelve immoral
minds. As ignorance, it blinds man's eyes, preventing him from
seeing the true nature of sense-objects, comprising all living beings
and inanimate things. As delusion, it tricks men by making human
beings appear as permanent (nicca), pleasant (sukha), substantial
(atta) and beautiful (subha), whereas in reality every person is im-
permanent (anicca), suffering (dukkha), void of self or soul (anatta)
and loathsome (asubha).

There are eight important departments, which are blinded by avijjÈ
so that their true natures are not known. They are:

(i) The noble truth of suffering ... dukkha-sacca,

(ii) The noble truth of the cause of suffering ... samudaya-sacca,

(iii) The noble truth of the extinction of suffering ... nirodha-sacca,

(iv) The noble truth of the Path leading to the extinction of suffering
    ... Magga-sacca. They make up Four Noble Truths.

31.“The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma”, Third Edition, by Dr.
Mehm Tin Mon, Mya Mon Yadanar Publication, pp. 221-239.

32. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. II, by Dr. Mehm Tin
Mon, Mya Mon Yadanar Publication, pp. 129-208.

(v) Past existences and past aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(vi) Future existences and future aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(vii) The front end and the rear end of the present existence, and
     the present aggregates of mentality-materiality,

(viii) PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations which include the Law of
     Kamma and its effect.

(2) Sa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈraSa~khÈra = cetanÈ = kamma-formations

Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra Sa~khÈra refers to 12 immoral volitions (cetanÈs) associated with
12 immoral minds and 17 mundane moral volitions assocated with
17 mundane moral minds. They totally amount to 29 volitions or 29
kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.kammas.

(3) ViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓaViÒÒÈÓa = resultant consciousness of kamma

ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa ViÒÒÈÓa refers ot the 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses pro-
duced by 12 immoral kammas and 17 mundane moral kammas.

(4) NÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|pa = mentality-materiality

NÈma NÈma NÈma NÈma NÈma (mentality) here refers to 35 mental factors which associ-
ate with 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses (32 lokiya vipÈka
cittas) comprising 15 rootless resultant consciousnesses and 17 moral
resultant consciousnesses. (see Citta Chart (1) at the back)

R|pa R|pa R|pa R|pa R|pa (materiality) is kamma-born materialities produced by 29
kammas described in (2).

(5) SaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatanaSaÄÈyatana = six internal bases = six sense-doors

SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana SaÄÈyatana refers to 5 translucent kamma-born materialities which
serve as five sense-doors and the resultant consciousnesses which
serve as the mind-door.

(6) PhassaPhassaPhassaPhassaPhassa = Contact between sense-object and the consciousness
that knows the sense-object

For example, when a visible object strikes the eye-door, eye-
consciousness and its associated mental factors, including phassa
(contact) and vedanÈ (feeling), arise at the striking point. That phassa
makes the contact between the visible object and the eye-conscious-
ness to see the object, and the phassa also produces that vedanÈ
(feeling).
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(7) VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ = feeling

It is the feeling which is produced by phassa (contact) as des-
cribed in (6).

(8) TaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈ = Lobha = greed and craving

Greed craves for pleasant feeling. Even when unpleasant feeling
arises, it wishes for pleasant feeling to arise and craves for that
pleasant feeling. So whenever feeling arises, taÓhÈ always arises.

(9) UpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈna = clinging or grasping by taÓhÈ or diÔÔhi.

TaÓhÈ (greed) is fond of pleasant feeling very much and gets
attached strongly to that pleasant feeling as upÈdÈna (clinging). DiÔÔhi
(wrong view) can also give rise to upÈdÈna (clinging) by getting
strongly attached to that wrong view.

(10) BhavaBhavaBhavaBhavaBhava = Kamma-bhava + upapatti-bhava

      = kamma-formations + kamma-process

Kamma-bhava refers to 29 volitions or 29 kammas like sa~khÈra.
Upapattibhava  refers to viÒÒÈÓa and nÈmar|pa, the same as the
two effects of sa~khÈra in numbers (3) and (4).

(11) JÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈti = birth; it refers to the arising state of Upapattibhava or
    the arising of viÒÒÈÓa and nÈma-r|pa.

(12) JarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓa = ageing-death

Every mentality and every materiality has the characterisitcs of
arising (uppÈda), existing or ageing (ÔhÊti) and perishing (bha~ga).
Birth refers to the arising state, ageing-death refers to the existing
state and death refers to the perishing state (of upapatti-bhava).

• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
1 AvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈ

Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance causes kamma-formations to arise, or dependent on
ignorance arise kamma-formations.

Because of the ignorance of the Law of Kamma and the Four
Noble Truths, people perform both immoral bad actions as well as
moral good actions. When they perform bad actions, 12 immoral minds
and 12 volitions (cetanÈs) arise as kamma-formations. When they do
good actions like giving alms or observing moral precepts, 8 sense-

sphere moral minds and volitions arise. When they can develop 5
r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and 4 ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, 5 fine-material sphere
moral volitions and 4 immaterial-sphere moral volitions arise. Alto-
gether 29 moral and immoral volitions arise as kamma-formations.

2 Sa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈra a a a a paccaypaccaypaccaypaccaypaccayÈ È È È È ViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaÑÑÑÑÑ

Kamma-formations cause resultant consciousnesses to arise, or
dependent on kamma-formations arise resultant consciousnesses.

Twelve immoral kammas produce 7 immoral resultant cons-
ciousnesses. Eight sense-sphere moral volitions produce 8 rootless
moral resultant consciousnesses as well as 8 sense-sphere resultant
consciousnesses. Five r|pÈvacara kusala kammas and 4 ar|pÈvacara
kusala kammas give rise to 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas and 4 ar|pÈ-

3 Periods 12 Factors 20 Modes

Past

Present

Future

1 AvijjÈ (Ignorance)
2 Sa~khÈra

(Kamma-formations)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

3 ViÒÒÈÓa (Conciousness)
4 NÈma-r|pa
      (Mentality- Materiality)
5 SaÄÈyatana (6 Bases)
6 Phassa (Contact)
7 VedanÈ (Feeling)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4,
5, 6, 7

8 TaÓhÈ (Craving)
9 UpÈdÈna (Grasping)
10 Bhava Kamma-bhava
      (Upapatti-bhava)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

11 JÈti (Rebirth)
12 JarÈ-maraÓa

(Ageing and Death)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4,
5, 6, 7

Table Table Table Table Table 77777.1 Causal Relations between Three Existences.1 Causal Relations between Three Existences.1 Causal Relations between Three Existences.1 Causal Relations between Three Existences.1 Causal Relations between Three Existences
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(7) VedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈVedanÈ = feeling

It is the feeling which is produced by phassa (contact) as des-
cribed in (6).

(8) TaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈTaÓhÈ = Lobha = greed and craving

Greed craves for pleasant feeling. Even when unpleasant feeling
arises, it wishes for pleasant feeling to arise and craves for that
pleasant feeling. So whenever feeling arises, taÓhÈ always arises.

(9) UpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈnaUpÈdÈna = clinging or grasping by taÓhÈ or diÔÔhi.

TaÓhÈ (greed) is fond of pleasant feeling very much and gets
attached strongly to that pleasant feeling as upÈdÈna (clinging). DiÔÔhi
(wrong view) can also give rise to upÈdÈna (clinging) by getting
strongly attached to that wrong view.

(10) BhavaBhavaBhavaBhavaBhava = Kamma-bhava + upapatti-bhava

      = kamma-formations + kamma-process

Kamma-bhava refers to 29 volitions or 29 kammas like sa~khÈra.
Upapattibhava  refers to viÒÒÈÓa and nÈmar|pa, the same as the
two effects of sa~khÈra in numbers (3) and (4).

(11) JÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈtiJÈti = birth; it refers to the arising state of Upapattibhava or
    the arising of viÒÒÈÓa and nÈma-r|pa.

(12) JarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓaJarÈ-maraÓa = ageing-death

Every mentality and every materiality has the characterisitcs of
arising (uppÈda), existing or ageing (ÔhÊti) and perishing (bha~ga).
Birth refers to the arising state, ageing-death refers to the existing
state and death refers to the perishing state (of upapatti-bhava).

• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination• Eleven Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
1 AvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈAvijjÈ paccayÈ Sa~khÈrÈ

Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance causes kamma-formations to arise, or dependent on
ignorance arise kamma-formations.

Because of the ignorance of the Law of Kamma and the Four
Noble Truths, people perform both immoral bad actions as well as
moral good actions. When they perform bad actions, 12 immoral minds
and 12 volitions (cetanÈs) arise as kamma-formations. When they do
good actions like giving alms or observing moral precepts, 8 sense-

sphere moral minds and volitions arise. When they can develop 5
r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and 4 ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas, 5 fine-material sphere
moral volitions and 4 immaterial-sphere moral volitions arise. Alto-
gether 29 moral and immoral volitions arise as kamma-formations.

2 Sa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈrSa~khÈra a a a a paccaypaccaypaccaypaccaypaccayÈ È È È È ViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaViÒÒÈnaÑÑÑÑÑ

Kamma-formations cause resultant consciousnesses to arise, or
dependent on kamma-formations arise resultant consciousnesses.

Twelve immoral kammas produce 7 immoral resultant cons-
ciousnesses. Eight sense-sphere moral volitions produce 8 rootless
moral resultant consciousnesses as well as 8 sense-sphere resultant
consciousnesses. Five r|pÈvacara kusala kammas and 4 ar|pÈvacara
kusala kammas give rise to 5 r|pÈvacara vipÈka cittas and 4 ar|pÈ-

3 Periods 12 Factors 20 Modes

Past

Present

Future

1 AvijjÈ (Ignorance)
2 Sa~khÈra

(Kamma-formations)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

3 ViÒÒÈÓa (Conciousness)
4 NÈma-r|pa
      (Mentality- Materiality)
5 SaÄÈyatana (6 Bases)
6 Phassa (Contact)
7 VedanÈ (Feeling)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4,
5, 6, 7

8 TaÓhÈ (Craving)
9 UpÈdÈna (Grasping)
10 Bhava Kamma-bhava
      (Upapatti-bhava)

Kamma-bhava
(Kamma-process)
5 Causes: 1, 2,
8, 9, 10

11 JÈti (Rebirth)
12 JarÈ-maraÓa

(Ageing and Death)

Upapatti-bhava
(Rebirth-process)
5 Effects: 3, 4,
5, 6, 7
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vacara vipÈka cittas, respectively. Please look at Citta Chart (1) at
the back. Altogether 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses are
formed.

3 ViÒÒÈÓa paccayÈ NÈma-r|paÑViÒÒÈÓa paccayÈ NÈma-r|paÑViÒÒÈÓa paccayÈ NÈma-r|paÑViÒÒÈÓa paccayÈ NÈma-r|paÑViÒÒÈÓa paccayÈ NÈma-r|paÑ

Resultant consciousness causes mentality-materiality to arise, or
dependent on resultant cousciousnesses arise mentality-materiality.

Here viÒÒÈÓa represents both vipÈka-viÒÒÈÓa and kamma-viÒÒÈÓa.
VipÈka-viÒÒÈÓa refers to 32 mundane resultant consciousnesses which
give rise to 35 mental factors which associate with 32 vipÈka cittas.
Kamma-viÒÒÈÓa means cittas associated with cetanÈ-kamma, and it
refers back to 29 moral kammas and immoral kammas, which are
described as sa~khÈra in causal relation (2). The reason is that it is
kamma, not viÒÒÈÓa or citta, that can give rise to kamma-born
materiality.

Thus in nÈma-r|paÑ, nÈma refers to 35 cetasikas which associate
with 32 lokiya vipÈka cittas, and r|paÑ refers to 18 types of
kammaja-r|pas (kamma-born materialities).

4 NÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|paNÈma-r|pa     paccayÈ SapaccayÈ SapaccayÈ SapaccayÈ SapaccayÈ SaÄÄÄÄÄÈyatanaÑÈyatanaÑÈyatanaÑÈyatanaÑÈyatanaÑ

Mentality-materiality causes six internal bases to arise or depen-
dent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases.

Six internal bases consist of five kamma-born translucent materi-
alities (pasÈda-r|pas) which serve as five sense-doors, namely, the
eye-door, the ear-door, the nose-door, the tongue-door and the body-
door, and 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas, which comprise 19 bhava~ga-
cittas (life-continuum consciousnesses) that serve as the mind-door.

In causal-relation (3), we have seen that 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas give
rise to 35 mental factors which associate with them, and now in
causal-relation (4) 35 mental factors (mentality) re-condition the
arising of 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas. This illustrates the "condition by
way of mutuality" (aÒÒa-maÒÒa-paccaya) between cittas and cetasikas.

5 SaÄayatana paccayÈ PhassoSaÄayatana paccayÈ PhassoSaÄayatana paccayÈ PhassoSaÄayatana paccayÈ PhassoSaÄayatana paccayÈ Phasso

Six internal bases cause 'contact' (phassa) to arise, or dependent
on six internal bases arise 'contact' (phassa).

When six sense-objects come in contact with the six sense-doors,

32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas arise together with phassa, vedanÈ and other
mental factors. The 'contact' (phassa) in this causal relation refers to
the 32 phassa-cetasikas which assocaite with 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas.
These 32 phassas can also be referred to as the phassas that arise at
the six sense-doors, that is, as cakkhu-samphassa, sota-samphassa,
ghÈna-samphassa, jivhÈ-samphassa, kÈya-samphassa and mano-
samphassa.

6 Phassa paccayÈ VedanÈPhassa paccayÈ VedanÈPhassa paccayÈ VedanÈPhassa paccayÈ VedanÈPhassa paccayÈ VedanÈ

Contact: causes feeling to arise, or dependent on contact arises
feeling.

Here feelings mean the 32 feelings which associate with 32 lokiya-
vipÈka cittas. Although the contacts and the feelings arise together
simultaneously, the phassas are regarded as the causes, and the
feelings are regarded as the effects. As the feelings are produced
by the contacts at the six sense-doors, they are also called cakkhu-
samphassajÈ-vedanÈ, sotasamphassajÈ-vedanÈ, ghÈnasamphassajÈ-
vedanÈ, jivhÈsamphassajÈ-vedanÈ, kÈyasamphassajÈ vedanÈ and
manosamphassajÈ-vedanÈ.

7 VVVVVedanÈ paccayÈ TaÓhÈedanÈ paccayÈ TaÓhÈedanÈ paccayÈ TaÓhÈedanÈ paccayÈ TaÓhÈedanÈ paccayÈ TaÓhÈ

Feeling causes Craving to arise, or dependent on feeling arises
craving.

Craving (taÓhÈ) is the craving that associates with 8 lobha-m|la
cittas. Craving always arises as greed-rooted consciousness. The
cravings (taÓhÈ) as a consequence of six types of feelings are re-
ferred to as r|pa-taÓhÈ (craving for visible object), sadda-taÓhÈ
(craving for sound), gandha-taÓhÈ (craving for odour), rasa-taÓhÈ
(craving for taste), phoÔÔhabba-taÓhÈ (craving for tangible object)
and dhamma-taÓhÈ (craving for mind-object).

8 TaÓhÈ paccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑTaÓhÈ paccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑTaÓhÈ paccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑTaÓhÈ paccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑTaÓhÈ paccayÈ UpÈdÈnaÑ

Craving causes clinging or grasping to arise, or dependent on
craving arises clinging or grasping.

Here craving (taÓhÈ) is greed present in 8 greed-rooted cons-
ciousnesses, and clinging (upÈdana) refers to four types of cling-
ing, namely, kamupÈdÈna (clinging to sense-objects), silabbatupÈ
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vacara vipÈka cittas, respectively. Please look at Citta Chart (1) at
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dÈna (clinging to canine or bovine morality), attavÈdupÈdÈna (cling-
ing to soul, self or atta-theory) and diÔÔhupÈdÈna (clinging to wrong
view).

The ultimate mentality that represents kÈmupÈdÈna is 'greed''greed''greed''greed''greed' (lobha)
and the ultimate mentality that represents the other three clinging is
'false-view''false-view''false-view''false-view''false-view' (diÔÔhi).

As both taÓhÈ and kÈmupÈdÈma stand for 'lobha'', how can 'lobha'
be the cause as well as the effect? The explanation is fourfold.

(1) TaÓhÈ is weaker that 'kÈmupÈdÈna'. When we see a beautiful
object, first a weak craving arises. When we think over and over
how exceptionally beautiful the object is, the craving becomes stronger
and stronger until it becomes very strong craving or firm grasping,
which is kÈmupÈdÈna.

(2) Other commentators have the view that the desire to get an
object is 'craving' (taÓhÈ), and the strong attachment or firm grasp-
ing which develops after getting the object is 'kÈmupÈdÈna'.

(3) Furthermore, taÓhÈ  is the opposite of appicchatÈ (frugality)
whereas kÈmupÈdÈna is the opposite of santuÔÔhitÈ (contentment).
So it can be said that taÓhÈ causes kamupÈdÈna to arise.

(4) TaÓhÈ is the cause of suffering encountered in acquiring wealth
whereas kÈmupÈdÈna is the cause of suffering encountered in guard-
ing the wealth. So it can be said that kÈmupÈdÈna arises as a conse-
quence of taÓhÈ.

We have to explain further how taÓhÈ causes the other three
upÈdÈnas to arise. The clinging to the theory that 'soul, self or atta'
(attavÈdupÈdÈna) is synonymous with 'personality-belief' (sakkÈya-
diÔÔhi), taking the five aggregates of existence as a 'person' or 'I'.
This belief is clearly the outcome of the attachment (taÓhÈ) to one-
self. So we can say that taÓhÈ causes attavÈdupÈdÈna to arise.

Those, who practise canine or bovine morality, living like a dog
or an ox, or other futile practices such as sleeping on thorns, are
actually doing so for the betterment of themselves or their 'selves'
out of attachment (taÓhÈ) to themselves. That means that taÓhÈ gives
rise to silabbataparÈmÈsa.

Those, who cling to many false views for the betterment of them-
selves out of attachment (taÓhÈ) to themselves, develop diÔÔhupÈdÈna.
So craving also causes diÔÔhupÈdana to arise.

9 UpÈdÈna pacayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈna pacayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈna pacayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈna pacayÈ BhavoUpÈdÈna pacayÈ Bhavo

Clinging causes existence to arise, or dependent on clinging arises
existence.

UpÈdÈna refers to 4 clingings or graspings as described in causal
relation (8). Bhavo literally means 'existence', but here bhava means
'kamma-bhava', the rebirth-producing kammas, comprising 12 im-
moral kammas and 17 sensphere moral kammas, the same as
sa~khÈra in causal relation (1). The only difference is that sa~khÈra
refers to kamma-formations in the past existence, and kamma-bhava
refers to the kamma-formations in the present existence.

'Upapattibhava' means the kamma-resultant process or the rebirth-
process. As sa~khÈra, the past kamma-formations, produces 32
lokiya-vipÈka cittas, 35 cetasikas and 18 kammaja r|pas in causal
relations 2 and 3 that constitute the present existence, kamma-bhava,
the present kamma-formations, produces upapatti-bhava compris-
ing 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas, 35 cetasikas and 18 kammaja r|pas,
which constitute the future existence.

UpÈdÈna cannot condition the future existences to arise directly;
it can only condition the present kamma-formations (kamma-bhava)
to arise, and the kamma-bhava causes the future existence to arise.

When one is strongly craving for something with upÈdÈna, one
performs the action to get that thing, producing kamma-bhava, which
later conditions the future existence to arise when the present exis-
tence dies.

If one performs a moral action, producing moral kamma-bhava,
that moral kamma-bhava will cause the rebirth-process to arise in a
blissful realm. If one performs an immoral action, producing im-
moral kamma-bhava, that immoral kamma-bhava will cause the re-
birth-process to arise in a woeful plane.

10 Bhava paccayÈ jÈtiBhava paccayÈ jÈtiBhava paccayÈ jÈtiBhava paccayÈ jÈtiBhava paccayÈ jÈti

Kamma-bhava causes birth to arise, or dependent on kamma-
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Clinging causes existence to arise, or dependent on clinging arises
existence.

UpÈdÈna refers to 4 clingings or graspings as described in causal
relation (8). Bhavo literally means 'existence', but here bhava means
'kamma-bhava', the rebirth-producing kammas, comprising 12 im-
moral kammas and 17 sensphere moral kammas, the same as
sa~khÈra in causal relation (1). The only difference is that sa~khÈra
refers to kamma-formations in the past existence, and kamma-bhava
refers to the kamma-formations in the present existence.

'Upapattibhava' means the kamma-resultant process or the rebirth-
process. As sa~khÈra, the past kamma-formations, produces 32
lokiya-vipÈka cittas, 35 cetasikas and 18 kammaja r|pas in causal
relations 2 and 3 that constitute the present existence, kamma-bhava,
the present kamma-formations, produces upapatti-bhava compris-
ing 32 lokiya-vipÈka cittas, 35 cetasikas and 18 kammaja r|pas,
which constitute the future existence.

UpÈdÈna cannot condition the future existences to arise directly;
it can only condition the present kamma-formations (kamma-bhava)
to arise, and the kamma-bhava causes the future existence to arise.

When one is strongly craving for something with upÈdÈna, one
performs the action to get that thing, producing kamma-bhava, which
later conditions the future existence to arise when the present exis-
tence dies.

If one performs a moral action, producing moral kamma-bhava,
that moral kamma-bhava will cause the rebirth-process to arise in a
blissful realm. If one performs an immoral action, producing im-
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bhava arises birth.

When kamma-bhava conditions the rebirth-process to arise, the
lokiya-vipÈka cittas, their associated mental factors and 18 kamma-
r|pas, which constitute the new existence, arise, exist and perish.
The arising of mentalities-materialities is called birth (jati), their
existensce is called ageing (jarÈ), and their perishing is called death
(maraÓa).

11. JÈti paccayÈ jarÈ-maranaÑ soka parideva dukkha domanassa
upayasÈ samblhavanti.

Birth conditions ageing-death, worry, lamentation, pain, grief, and
despair to arise. Thus arises the whole mass of suffering.

When ageing-death, worry, lamentation, pain, grief and despair
arise, immoral minds associated with avijjÈ also arise. So avijjÈ will
condition another round of eleven causal relations to arise again.
This process will go on indefinitely until the person concerned
becomes an Arahant.

When avijjÈ arises, subsequent factors also arise again as cause-
effect relations. So the causal relations of Dependent Origination
can turn round and round like a wheel with twelve factors serving
as the spokes of the wheel as shown in Figure 7.1 on page 178.

This shows that all living beings, excluding Arahants, are born
again and again one existence after another endlessly in the thirty-
one planes of existence. The round of births and deaths is called
‘SaÑsÈra’ in PÈÄi.

In Table 7.1, although the causal relations are described only forIn Table 7.1, although the causal relations are described only forIn Table 7.1, although the causal relations are described only forIn Table 7.1, although the causal relations are described only forIn Table 7.1, although the causal relations are described only for
three existences, they can be extended backward and forwardthree existences, they can be extended backward and forwardthree existences, they can be extended backward and forwardthree existences, they can be extended backward and forwardthree existences, they can be extended backward and forward
endlessly. This shows that we have been born for uncountableendlessly. This shows that we have been born for uncountableendlessly. This shows that we have been born for uncountableendlessly. This shows that we have been born for uncountableendlessly. This shows that we have been born for uncountable
exis-tences and shall be reborn again and again until we areexis-tences and shall be reborn again and again until we areexis-tences and shall be reborn again and again until we areexis-tences and shall be reborn again and again until we areexis-tences and shall be reborn again and again until we are
enlightened as Arahants.enlightened as Arahants.enlightened as Arahants.enlightened as Arahants.enlightened as Arahants.

• The Round• The Round• The Round• The Round• The Roundsssss of Births and Deaths in Terms of Five Causes of Births and Deaths in Terms of Five Causes of Births and Deaths in Terms of Five Causes of Births and Deaths in Terms of Five Causes of Births and Deaths in Terms of Five Causes
andandandandand     Five EffectsFive EffectsFive EffectsFive EffectsFive Effects

Although the Buddha described the Doctrine of Dependent Origi-
nation as one cause and one effect, in real life, many causes give
rise to many effects.

Fig 7.1 The Wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in terms of one cause
and one effect

Fig 7.2 The Wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in terms of five causes
and five effects
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When we look at Table 7.1, we see only avijjÈ and sa~khÈra to be
taken as the past causes. But avijjÈ is kilesa-vaÔÔa-dhamma, so also
are taÓhÈ and upÈdÈna. Now avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna are defilements
(kilesÈs) and they all are vaÔÔa-dhammas, that is, they are the dhammas
or ultimate realities involved in the round of rebirth. Besides they
associate together with greed-rooted consciousness. Therefore, taÓhÈ
and upÈdÈna must be taken together with avijjÈ as the past causes.

Again sa~khÈra (kamma-formations) is a kamma-vaÔÔa-dhamma,
and so also is kamma-bhava which is also kamma-formations. So
sa~khÈra and kamma-bhava should also be taken together as the
past causes.

So we have five dhammas — viz., avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra,
kamma-bhava (factors 1, 2, 8, 9, 10) as the past causes.

ViÒÒÈna, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ (factors 3, 4, 5,
6, 7) in the present existence are the present effects of the past
causes as shown in Table 7.1.

Again in the present existence, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava are
the present causes for future rebirth. As reasoned above, when taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna are taken into account, avijjÈ is also implicitly accounted
for. Furthermore, sa~khÈra must also be grouped together with
kamma-bhava as both are kamma-formations. So we again get taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava, avijjÈ, sa~khÈra (factors 8, 9, 10, 1, 2) as
the present causes for the arising of the future existence.

In the future existence, we see jÈti and jarÈ-maraÓa as the effects
of the present causes. JÈti, jarÈ, maraÓa actually denote the arising,
existing and perishing of upapatti-bhava which consists of viÒÒÈÓa
and nÈma-r|pa. When viÒÒÈÓa and nÈma-r|pa arise, saÄÈyatana,
phassa, vedanÈ also arise. So we again have viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,
saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ as the future five effects of the present
five causes.

The five past causes (1, 2, 8, 9, 10), the five present effects (3, 4,
5, 6, 7), the five present causes (1, 2, 8, 9, 10) and the five future
effects (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) are described as 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes in the third
column of Table 7.1.

Thus it is stated in Visuddhi Magga that:

“Five causes were there in the past;

Five fruits we find in present life;

Five causes do we now produce;

Five fruits we reap in future life.”

• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three
Rounds Rounds Rounds Rounds Rounds (VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)

‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ means going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of a
wheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided into
three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.

1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) = = = = = avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna

2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) = = = = = sa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhava

3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) = = = = = viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,

saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,
dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.

The round of defilements is really the driving force which makes
people perform moral actions as well as immoral actions. For ex-
ample, avijjÈ (ignorance) gives us the vision that fried chicken re-
ally exists and it is very tasty, although in the ultimate sense, fried
chicken does not exist and only ultimate materialities exist. As we
could not see ultimate realities and we are seeing fried chicken, we
develop the wrong view (diÔÔhi) that fried chicken really exists and
craving (taÓhÈ) for eating fried chicken also arises. When craving
and wrong view grow stronger to grasping (upÈdÈna), we have a
very strong desire to eat fried chicken; so we kill a chicken, fry it
and eat it. So billions of immoral minds (sa~khÈra) and billions of
immoral kammas (kamma-bhava) arise during the time of exerting
the effort to kill the chicken and killing it.

Again ignorance (avijjÈ) gives us the vision that a rich man enjoy-
ing great luxury really exists, although in the ultimate sense the rich
man and luxury do not really exist as they are in reality only ulti-
mate mentalities and materialities, both of which have no form and
no appearance. However, because of the wrong vision, the wrong
view (diÔÔhi) taking them to really exist and craving (taÓhÈ) for
becoming a rich person arises in us. When they grow in strength to
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When we look at Table 7.1, we see only avijjÈ and sa~khÈra to be
taken as the past causes. But avijjÈ is kilesa-vaÔÔa-dhamma, so also
are taÓhÈ and upÈdÈna. Now avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna are defilements
(kilesÈs) and they all are vaÔÔa-dhammas, that is, they are the dhammas
or ultimate realities involved in the round of rebirth. Besides they
associate together with greed-rooted consciousness. Therefore, taÓhÈ
and upÈdÈna must be taken together with avijjÈ as the past causes.

Again sa~khÈra (kamma-formations) is a kamma-vaÔÔa-dhamma,
and so also is kamma-bhava which is also kamma-formations. So
sa~khÈra and kamma-bhava should also be taken together as the
past causes.

So we have five dhammas — viz., avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra,
kamma-bhava (factors 1, 2, 8, 9, 10) as the past causes.

ViÒÒÈna, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ (factors 3, 4, 5,
6, 7) in the present existence are the present effects of the past
causes as shown in Table 7.1.

Again in the present existence, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava are
the present causes for future rebirth. As reasoned above, when taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna are taken into account, avijjÈ is also implicitly accounted
for. Furthermore, sa~khÈra must also be grouped together with
kamma-bhava as both are kamma-formations. So we again get taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, kamma-bhava, avijjÈ, sa~khÈra (factors 8, 9, 10, 1, 2) as
the present causes for the arising of the future existence.

In the future existence, we see jÈti and jarÈ-maraÓa as the effects
of the present causes. JÈti, jarÈ, maraÓa actually denote the arising,
existing and perishing of upapatti-bhava which consists of viÒÒÈÓa
and nÈma-r|pa. When viÒÒÈÓa and nÈma-r|pa arise, saÄÈyatana,
phassa, vedanÈ also arise. So we again have viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,
saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ as the future five effects of the present
five causes.

The five past causes (1, 2, 8, 9, 10), the five present effects (3, 4,
5, 6, 7), the five present causes (1, 2, 8, 9, 10) and the five future
effects (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) are described as 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes 20 Modes in the third
column of Table 7.1.

Thus it is stated in Visuddhi Magga that:

“Five causes were there in the past;

Five fruits we find in present life;

Five causes do we now produce;

Five fruits we reap in future life.”

• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three• The Rounds of Births and Deaths in Terms of Three
Rounds Rounds Rounds Rounds Rounds (VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)(VaÔÔa)

‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ ‘VaÔÔa’ means going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of ameans going round and round like the rotation of a
wheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided intowheel. The wheel of Dependent Origination may be divided into
three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three three segments called ‘three rounds’ or ‘three vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.vaÔÔas’.

1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements 1 Round of defilements (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) (kilesa-vaÔÔa) = = = = = avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈnaavijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna

2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas 2 Round of kammas (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) (kamma-vaÔÔa) = = = = = sa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhavasa~khÈra, kamma-bhava

3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants 3 Round of resultants (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) = = = = = viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa,

saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ, jÈti, jarÈ-maraÓa, soka, parideva,
dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.dukkha, domanassa, upÈyÈsa.

The round of defilements is really the driving force which makes
people perform moral actions as well as immoral actions. For ex-
ample, avijjÈ (ignorance) gives us the vision that fried chicken re-
ally exists and it is very tasty, although in the ultimate sense, fried
chicken does not exist and only ultimate materialities exist. As we
could not see ultimate realities and we are seeing fried chicken, we
develop the wrong view (diÔÔhi) that fried chicken really exists and
craving (taÓhÈ) for eating fried chicken also arises. When craving
and wrong view grow stronger to grasping (upÈdÈna), we have a
very strong desire to eat fried chicken; so we kill a chicken, fry it
and eat it. So billions of immoral minds (sa~khÈra) and billions of
immoral kammas (kamma-bhava) arise during the time of exerting
the effort to kill the chicken and killing it.

Again ignorance (avijjÈ) gives us the vision that a rich man enjoy-
ing great luxury really exists, although in the ultimate sense the rich
man and luxury do not really exist as they are in reality only ulti-
mate mentalities and materialities, both of which have no form and
no appearance. However, because of the wrong vision, the wrong
view (diÔÔhi) taking them to really exist and craving (taÓhÈ) for
becoming a rich person arises in us. When they grow in strength to
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grasping (upÈdÈna), we exert the effort to give donation to charity,
because the Buddha said that alms-givng will make us rich in future
existences. So billions of moral minds (sa~khÈra) and billions of
moral kammas (kamma-bhava) arise during the time of exerting the
effort to give donation and donating our money to charity.

So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) will always give risewill always give risewill always give risewill always give risewill always give rise
to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa consisting of consisting of consisting of consisting of consisting of sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra andandandandand
kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), and the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support of
ignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round of
resultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air and
sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.

And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) will give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to the
round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa will keep onwill keep onwill keep onwill keep onwill keep on
rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.

So the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explains
the rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-one
planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!

• The Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms of

Five Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five Effects

In the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round of
defilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and they
operate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we can
combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,
kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' as the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round of
resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as ‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,
phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ will then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round of
defilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will give
rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.

Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-
dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:

In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: ‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-
r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' in the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present five
effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-
fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’ in the in the in the in the in the
future again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in the
universe. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause of
Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.

• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination

In Table 7.1 the Wheel of Dependent Origination is divided into
two portions. The first portion starts from the Past Causes and ends
at the Present Effects, comprising avijjÈ, sa~khÈra, nÈma-r|pa,
saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedenÈ. In this portion, avijjÈ is the root or
origin (m|la).

Fig. 7.3 The Wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in terms of Three
Rounds (VaÔÔas)
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grasping (upÈdÈna), we exert the effort to give donation to charity,
because the Buddha said that alms-givng will make us rich in future
existences. So billions of moral minds (sa~khÈra) and billions of
moral kammas (kamma-bhava) arise during the time of exerting the
effort to give donation and donating our money to charity.

So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements So the round of defilements (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) (kilesÈ-vaÔÔa) will always give risewill always give risewill always give risewill always give risewill always give rise
to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas to the round of kammas (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa (kamma-vaÔÔa consisting of consisting of consisting of consisting of consisting of sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra sa~khÈra andandandandand
kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), kamma-bhava), and the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support ofand the round of kammas, with the support of
ignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round ofignorance, craving and grasping, will always produce the round of
resultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air andresultants, just as seeds, with the support of earth, water, air and
sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.sun-light, produce new trees and fruits.

And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants And the round of resultants (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) (vipÈka-vaÔÔa) will give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to thewill give rise to the
round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of round of defilements again. So the rounds of vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa vaÔÔa will keep onwill keep onwill keep onwill keep onwill keep on
rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.rotating for ever, and so does the Wheel of Dependent Origination.

So the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explainsSo the Doctrine of Dependent Origination beautifully explains
the rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-onethe rounds of births and deaths of all beings in the thirty-one
planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!planes of existence!

• The Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms ofThe Rotation of Dependent Origination in Terms of

Five Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five EffectsFive Causes and Five Effects

In the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round ofIn the explanation described above, we can see that the round of
defilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and theydefilements and the round of kammas arise together, and they
operate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we canoperate together to produce the round of resultants. So we can
combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as combine the first two rounds as ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈn, sa~khÈra,
kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' kamma-bhava' as the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round ofas the cause for the production of the round of
resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as resultants, which can be taken as ‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana,
phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ phassa, vedanÈ’ . VedanÈ will then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round ofwill then give rise to the round of
defilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will givedefilemtns, namely, ‘taÓhÈ, avijjÈ, upÈdÈna’ which in turn will give
rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.rise to the round of kammas.

Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-Therefore, we can also state the rotation of the wheel of Depen-
dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:dent Origination as five causes and five effects:

In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: In the past, because of five causes: ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna,
sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava,’ there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: there arise five effects: ‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-
r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ' in the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present fivein the present; the present five
effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: effects then give rise to the Five Present causes: ‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,‘avijjÈ, taÓhÈ,
upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, upÈdÈna, sa~khÈra, kamma-bhava’, which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-which will produce five ef-
fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘fects: ‘‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’‘viÒÒÈÓa, nÈma-r|pa, saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedanÈ’ in the in the in the in the in the
future again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in thefuture again, and so on. Indeed, only causes and effects exist in the
universe. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause ofuniverse. The causes represent the Noble Truth of the Cause of
Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.Suffering, and the effects represent the Noble Truth of Suffering.

• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination• The Two Roots of Dependent Origination

In Table 7.1 the Wheel of Dependent Origination is divided into
two portions. The first portion starts from the Past Causes and ends
at the Present Effects, comprising avijjÈ, sa~khÈra, nÈma-r|pa,
saÄÈyatana, phassa, vedenÈ. In this portion, avijjÈ is the root or
origin (m|la).

Fig. 7.3 The Wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈda in terms of Three
Rounds (VaÔÔas)
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The second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends at
the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-
maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. In this portion In this portion In this portion In this portion In this portion taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.

So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and and and and and taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.
If we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel of
PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda will be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we are
concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.

The Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots of
PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda by undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training of
Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-
fold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the true
nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-
scribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight major
departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, thenthenthenthenthen
taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, the main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to and
nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and and and and and taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ will be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut off
and we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirth
for ever!for ever!for ever!for ever!for ever!

• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra
‘‘‘‘‘SaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈra’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given
to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,
growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra
is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold khandhakhandhakhandhakhandhakhandha-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which
constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-
low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.

As no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can trace
back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when
it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time
constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.

The ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existence
according to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law of
Dependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified by
insight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.

When we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, and
when we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end can

be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-
plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and avijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈ is is is is is
an appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see that
there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda
will keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cut
off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e. avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and  and  and  and  and taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ, and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant.

In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,
Œnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound does
it appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetrating
this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,
a bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does not
escape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the course
of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”

• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences
According to the teachings of the Buddha, every person has lived

for uncountable existences in the past, and will be reborn life after
life endlessly in the future until and unless he becomes an Arahant.
The best evidences for past existences and future existences are also
the teachings of the Buddha themselves.

The Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha is truly noblest. His teachings, known as DhammaDhammaDhammaDhammaDhamma,
meaning 'natural Truths', lead to the highest attainment of 'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine
Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', consisting of four Path-cons-
ciousnesses, four Fruition-consciousnesses and NibbÈna. These 'Nine
Supramundane Dhammas are truly noblest, because they totally elimi-
nate all defilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilements, which are the causes of all evil actions and all
suffering in the world. The Buddha's unique Nine Supramundane
Dhammas together destroyed all his defilements so completely that no
faintest trace of defilements remained in his mind, making him the no-
blest person, most worthy of Veneration by humans, devas and BrahmÈs'.

Although the Buddha was endowed with infinite noblest attributes,
only nine special attributes were mentioned by him in his discourses
for the sake of ready remembrance and easy contemplation by devotees.
His first attribute 'ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ'     has the following meaning:

Being perfectly pure and totally free from defilements (greed,
anger, ignorance) which defile, debase and burn the mind and which
are the root causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world,
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The second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends atThe second portion starts from the Present Causes and ends at
the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising the Future Effects, comprising taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna, bhava, jÈti, jarÈ-
maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. maraÓa. In this portion In this portion In this portion In this portion In this portion taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.is the root or origin.

So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are So the two roots of Dependent Origination are avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and and and and and taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.taÓhÈ.
If we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel ofIf we can completely cut off these two main roots, the wheel of
PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda will be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we arewill be destroyed for ever as far as we are
concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.concerned, just as a tree will die if its roots are cut off.

The Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots ofThe Buddha showed that we can cut off the two main roots of
PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda PaÔiccasamuppÈda by undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training ofby undertaking Threefold Noble Training of
Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which represents the Eight-
fold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the truefold Noble Path. When we can clearly see with wisdom all the true
nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-nature of mentality and materiality, their causal relations as de-
scribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight majorscribed in Dependent Origination, and open up the eight major
departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by departments which are covered up and blinded by avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, avijjÈ, thenthenthenthenthen
taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, taÓhÈ, the main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to andthe main cause of suffering, has no place to attach to and
nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both nothing to crave for. So both avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and and and and and taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ taÓhÈ will be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut offwill be totally cut off
and we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirthand we shall be liberated from the round of suffering and rebirth
for ever!for ever!for ever!for ever!for ever!

• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra• No Beginning in SaÑsÈra
‘‘‘‘‘SaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈraSaÑsÈra’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given’ literally means ‘perpetual wandering’. It is a name given
to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,to the continuous process of ever again and again being born,
growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, growing old, suffering and dying. To put it more precisely, saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra
is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold is the unbroken chain of the fivefold khandhakhandhakhandhakhandhakhandha-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which-combinations which
constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-constantly change from moment to moment and continuously fol-
low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.low one another through inconceivable periods of time.

As no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can traceAs no one can trace the limits of space, so also no one can trace
back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of back to the beginning of saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when and nobody can conceive when
it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of it will end. Compared to the course of saÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈrasaÑsÈra, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time, a single life-time
constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.constitutes only a tiny and fleeting fraction.

The ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existenceThe ‘round of rebirth’ in the thirty-one planes of existence
according to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law ofaccording to the causal relations has been explained by the Law of
Dependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified byDependent Origination. This law can be satisfactorily verified by
insight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in Internationalinsight meditation and I have seen this being done in International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Centres in Myanmar.

When we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, andWhen we draw a circle, we have to begin from some point, and
when we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end canwhen we have completed the circle, no beginning nor the end can

be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-be seen. Similarly, when the Law of Dependent Origination is ex-
plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and plained, the explanation must start from some point, and avijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈ is is is is is
an appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see thatan appropriate point. When the explanation is over, we see that
there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of there is no beginning nor the end. The wheel of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda
will keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cutwill keep on rotating for each individual until and unless he can cut
off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e.off the two main roots, i.e. avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ avijjÈ and  and  and  and  and taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ,taÓhÈ, and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant. and become an Arahant.

In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,In Digha NikÈya (Sutta 15) the Buddha said: “Profound,
Œnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound doesŒnanda, is this Dependent Origination and profound does
it appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetratingit appear. It is through not understanding, not penetrating
this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,this law, that this world resembles a tangled ball of thread,
a bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does nota bird’s nest, a thicket of reed, and that man does not
escape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the courseescape from the lower states of existence, from the course
of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”of woe and perdition, suffering from the rounds of rebrith.”

• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences• Concrete Evidences of Past Existences and Future Existences
According to the teachings of the Buddha, every person has lived

for uncountable existences in the past, and will be reborn life after
life endlessly in the future until and unless he becomes an Arahant.
The best evidences for past existences and future existences are also
the teachings of the Buddha themselves.

The Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha Buddha is truly noblest. His teachings, known as DhammaDhammaDhammaDhammaDhamma,
meaning 'natural Truths', lead to the highest attainment of 'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine'the Nine
Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', Noblest Supramundane Dhammas', consisting of four Path-cons-
ciousnesses, four Fruition-consciousnesses and NibbÈna. These 'Nine
Supramundane Dhammas are truly noblest, because they totally elimi-
nate all defilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilements, which are the causes of all evil actions and all
suffering in the world. The Buddha's unique Nine Supramundane
Dhammas together destroyed all his defilements so completely that no
faintest trace of defilements remained in his mind, making him the no-
blest person, most worthy of Veneration by humans, devas and BrahmÈs'.

Although the Buddha was endowed with infinite noblest attributes,
only nine special attributes were mentioned by him in his discourses
for the sake of ready remembrance and easy contemplation by devotees.
His first attribute 'ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ''ArahaÑ'     has the following meaning:

Being perfectly pure and totally free from defilements (greed,
anger, ignorance) which defile, debase and burn the mind and which
are the root causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world,
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and possessing the highest morality, the highest mental concentra-
tion and the highest wisdom, the Buddha is the noblest and most
worthy of veneration and worship by humans, devas and BrahmÈs.
He will never perform evil action in any place. So he is known as
‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’.....

The Buddha's fourth attribute 'Sugato''Sugato''Sugato''Sugato''Sugato' has the meaning:

Because the Buddha ‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’, that is going to NibbÈna through
four Path-Wisdoms, and ‘‘‘‘‘speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,     that is speaking only what
is true and beneficial, he is known as ‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.

So the Buddha always 'speaks well''speaks well''speaks well''speaks well''speaks well', that is speaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what is
true and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficial; he never speaks what is not true and not bene-
ficial.

Arahants are also perfectly noble and pure, having no defile-
ments. So they never perform evil actions; they will never speak
false speech; they always speak the truth.

• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and

Uncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future Existences

When the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moon
night when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed the
Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences (PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-
abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) and through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could see
all his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learnings
up to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyas
(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago
when he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that he
would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,
because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-
tions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas and
one hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified to
be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.

As the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exis-----
tences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Siiiiiddhatthaddhatthaddhatthaddhatthaddhattha
could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-
istences. Wistences. Wistences. Wistences. Wistences. Whhhhhen Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that SSSSSumedhaumedhaumedhaumedhaumedha

would become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundred
thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-
ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.

Again when the Buddha said that through that supernormal know-
ledge of former existences, he could also penetratively see all his
past existences in terms of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materi-
alities, arising and perishing very rapidly, and that he could discern
and define each mentality and each materiality by their respective
characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes for
their arising, we should also belive what he said, because without
defining all ultimate mentalities and all ultimate materialities pre-
cisely, he could not undertake insight meditation to develop four
Path-consciousnesses and four Fruition-consciousnesses, which re-
alize NibbÈna, to get enlightened as a Buddha.

• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of

Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination

Again the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspicious
night, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye
(Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-
ings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that he
could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-
terialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he also
attained attained attained attained attained YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — the Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings in
the 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing their
respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,
and and and and and AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences
of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.

Again we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because by
seeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise to
kammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he could
deduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowing
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely together
with their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and how
new existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously without
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and possessing the highest morality, the highest mental concentra-
tion and the highest wisdom, the Buddha is the noblest and most
worthy of veneration and worship by humans, devas and BrahmÈs.
He will never perform evil action in any place. So he is known as
‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’‘ArahaÑ’.....

The Buddha's fourth attribute 'Sugato''Sugato''Sugato''Sugato''Sugato' has the meaning:

Because the Buddha ‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’‘goes well’, that is going to NibbÈna through
four Path-Wisdoms, and ‘‘‘‘‘speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,speaks well’,     that is speaking only what
is true and beneficial, he is known as ‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.‘Sugato’.

So the Buddha always 'speaks well''speaks well''speaks well''speaks well''speaks well', that is speaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what isspeaking only what is
true and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficialtrue and beneficial; he never speaks what is not true and not bene-
ficial.

Arahants are also perfectly noble and pure, having no defile-
ments. So they never perform evil actions; they will never speak
false speech; they always speak the truth.

• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and• Seeing Uncountable Past Existences and

Uncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future ExistencesUncountable Future Existences

When the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moonWhen the Buddha said that at the first watch of the full-moon
night when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed thenight when he would be enlightened as a Buddha, he developed the
Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences (PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-(PubbenivÈsÈnussati-
abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) abhiÒÒÈ) and through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could seeand through this supernormal knowledge, he could see
all his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learningsall his past existences, past activities, past events and past learnings
up to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyasup to and beyond his existence of Ascetic Sumedha, four asa~kheyyas
(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago(incalculable aeons) and one hundred thousand world-cycles ago
when he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that hewhen he received the prophacy of Buddha DÊpa~karÈ that he
would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,would become a future Buddha, we should believe what he said,
because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-because a Bodhisatta (future Buddha) must fulfil ten Great Perfec-
tions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas andtions and five Great Sacrifices for at least four asa~kheyyas and
one hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified toone hundred thousand world-cycles to become fully qualified to
be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.be enlightened as a Buddha.

As the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exisAs the Buddha's uncountable existences were the future exis-----
tences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Stences of Sumedha, we can say that the Bodhisatta Siiiiiddhatthaddhatthaddhatthaddhatthaddhattha
could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-could see uncountable past existences and uncountable future ex-
istences. Wistences. Wistences. Wistences. Wistences. Whhhhhen Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that en Buddha DÊpa~karÈ gave the prophecy that SSSSSumedhaumedhaumedhaumedhaumedha

would become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundredwould become a Buddha after four asa~kheyyas and one hundred
thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-thousand world-cycles, he could also see uncountable future exist-
ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.ences of Sumedha.

Again when the Buddha said that through that supernormal know-
ledge of former existences, he could also penetratively see all his
past existences in terms of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materi-
alities, arising and perishing very rapidly, and that he could discern
and define each mentality and each materiality by their respective
characteristics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes for
their arising, we should also belive what he said, because without
defining all ultimate mentalities and all ultimate materialities pre-
cisely, he could not undertake insight meditation to develop four
Path-consciousnesses and four Fruition-consciousnesses, which re-
alize NibbÈna, to get enlightened as a Buddha.

• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of• Discovering the Law of Kamma and the Doctrine of

Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination

Again the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspiciousAgain the Buddha said that at the middle watch of that auspicious
night, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eyenight, he developed the Supernormal Knowledge of Divine Eye
(Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) (Dibba-cakkhu-abhiÒÒÈna) with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-with which he could see all living be-
ings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that heings in one hundred thousand crores of world-cycles, and that he
could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-could also penatratively see ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-
terialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidlyterialities in these living beings, arising and perishing very rapidly
and incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he alsoand incessantly. He also said that together with Divine Eye, he also
attained attained attained attained attained YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — YathÈkamm|paga-ÒÈÓa — the Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings inthe Power of seeing beings in
the 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing theirthe 31 planes of existence in each world-cycle and knowing their
respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,respective kammas which give rise to their respective existences,
and and and and and AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa AnÈgataÑsa-ÒÈÓa — the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences— the Power of knowing future existences
of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.of onself and of others and also future events and future worlds.

Again we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because byAgain we should believe what the Buddha said, because by
seeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise toseeing and knowing how consciousnesses and volitions give rise to
kammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he couldkammas and how kammas produce various existences, he could
deduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowingdeduce the Law of Kamma, and by also seeing and knowing
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely togetherultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities precisely together
with their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and howwith their characteristics, functions and manifestations and how
new existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously withoutnew existences are formed one after another continuously without
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break in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could also
deduce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. The
Law of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination have
to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.

The Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to be
true by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified by
many meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight meditatatatatation in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.

• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,

Intellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every Body

The Buddha also knew the past existences, past activities, past
learnings and intellectual level and the names of all the persons
whom he met.

At one time the Buddha was delivering a discourse to an audience
of bhikkhus in VeÄuvana Monastery outside RÈjagraha City. When
he saw, from a distance, the two ascetic friends and their 250 follow-
ers coming to the Monastery, he drew the attention of the bhikkhus,
saying: "Bhikkhus younder come Kolita and Upatissa, who are des-
tined to become the two Chief Disciples on my left and right."

According to their request, the Buddha ordained the new comers
as Ehi-bhikkhus and expounded an appropriate discourse in har-
mony with the intellectual level and disposition of the 250 follow-
ers of the two friends . These 250 bhikkhus became Arahants at
that one sitting.

To become Chief Disciples (Agga-sÈvakas) the two friends needed
to develop the higher wisdom called Agga-sÈvaka paramÊ-ÒÈÓa as
well as the 4 Path-Wisdoms to be enlightened as Arahants as they
had already fulfilled Noble Perfection for one asa~kheyya and one
hundred thousand world-cycles, which the Buddha Knew.

Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna (who was Kolita) undertook vipassanÈ
meditation very strenuously for 7 days and became enlightened as
an Arahant. Venerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputta     (who was Upatissa) undertook
VipassanÈ meditation in detail and became enlightened as an Arahant
after 15 days. The Buddha named the two of them as his left-hand
Chief Disciple and Right-hand Chief Disciple respectively. Vener-
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able MahÈ MogallÈna was foremost in Supernormal Power, and
Venerable SÈriputta was foremost in WIsdom among the Buddha's
disciples.

• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well

There are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existences
through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa)  all over the world. all over the world. all over the world. all over the world. all over the world.
Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,
U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-
member their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Thar
Hla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi could
remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.

(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-
ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons who could
tell about their past existences. I have a copy of his book entitled
“Twenty Cases Suggestive of Reincarnation”, Universtiy Press of
Virginia, in which he commented: “In my discussion at the end, I
argue that some of the cases do much more than suggest reincarna-
tion; they seem to me to furnish considerable evidences for it.”

(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)

I myself met two colleagues who could remember their past exis-
tences very well. One colleague is Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, a specialist in
skin diseases and a retired professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)
Yangon. His past existence was a spinster by the name of DawDawDawDawDaw
Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, who donated her house and her farm-land to a Bud-
dhist monastery and made a wish to become an intelligent man in
her next life. Her wish came true. She had a burning scar on her
chest, because her blouse was burnt while cooking. When Dr. Thar
Hla was born, he also had a similar scar on his chest. Dr. Thar Hla
remembered his past existence very well.

(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the
    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs

My other colleague is U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing, a retired assistant director
and an adviser to the Ministry of Religious Affairs. He could re-
member his past existence as a Karen National Chief, U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,
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break in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could alsobreak in the mental stram and material stream, he could also
deduce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. Thededuce the important Doctrine of Dependent Origination. The
Law of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination haveLaw of Kamma  and the Doctrine of Dependent Origination have
to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.to be discerned and verified in Insight or VipassanÈ Meditation.

The Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to beThe Doctrine of Dependent Origination has been verified to be
true by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified bytrue by many million Arahants, and it has also been verified by
many meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight medimany meditators nowadays in insight meditatatatatation in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in Internationaltion in International
Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.Pa-auk Forest Buddha sÈsana Meditation Centres.

• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,• Knowing Past Existences, Past Activities, Past Learnings,

Intellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every BodyIntellectual level of Every Body

The Buddha also knew the past existences, past activities, past
learnings and intellectual level and the names of all the persons
whom he met.

At one time the Buddha was delivering a discourse to an audience
of bhikkhus in VeÄuvana Monastery outside RÈjagraha City. When
he saw, from a distance, the two ascetic friends and their 250 follow-
ers coming to the Monastery, he drew the attention of the bhikkhus,
saying: "Bhikkhus younder come Kolita and Upatissa, who are des-
tined to become the two Chief Disciples on my left and right."

According to their request, the Buddha ordained the new comers
as Ehi-bhikkhus and expounded an appropriate discourse in har-
mony with the intellectual level and disposition of the 250 follow-
ers of the two friends . These 250 bhikkhus became Arahants at
that one sitting.

To become Chief Disciples (Agga-sÈvakas) the two friends needed
to develop the higher wisdom called Agga-sÈvaka paramÊ-ÒÈÓa as
well as the 4 Path-Wisdoms to be enlightened as Arahants as they
had already fulfilled Noble Perfection for one asa~kheyya and one
hundred thousand world-cycles, which the Buddha Knew.

Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna Venerable MahÈ MoggallÈna (who was Kolita) undertook vipassanÈ
meditation very strenuously for 7 days and became enlightened as
an Arahant. Venerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputtaVenerable SÈriputta     (who was Upatissa) undertook
VipassanÈ meditation in detail and became enlightened as an Arahant
after 15 days. The Buddha named the two of them as his left-hand
Chief Disciple and Right-hand Chief Disciple respectively. Vener-
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able MahÈ MogallÈna was foremost in Supernormal Power, and
Venerable SÈriputta was foremost in WIsdom among the Buddha's
disciples.

• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well• Persons Who Remember Their Past Existences Well

There are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existencesThere are some people, who can remember their past existences
through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom through their birth-wisdom (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa) (JÈtissara-ÒÈÓa)  all over the world. all over the world. all over the world. all over the world. all over the world.
Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,Dr. Ian Stevenson, a Professor from the University of Virginia,
U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons, who could re-
member their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Tharmember their past existences well. My two colleagues, Dr. Thar
Hla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi couldHla and U Aye Naing, as well as Shanti Devi of New Delhi could
remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.remember their past existences very well.

(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-(1) Dr. Ian Stevenson, a professor from the University of Vir-
ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A.,ginia, U.S.A., made a world-wide research on persons who could
tell about their past existences. I have a copy of his book entitled
“Twenty Cases Suggestive of Reincarnation”, Universtiy Press of
Virginia, in which he commented: “In my discussion at the end, I
argue that some of the cases do much more than suggest reincarna-
tion; they seem to me to furnish considerable evidences for it.”

(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)(2) Dr. Thar Hla, Professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)

I myself met two colleagues who could remember their past exis-
tences very well. One colleague is Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, Dr. Thar Hla, a specialist in
skin diseases and a retired professor of the Institute of Medicine (1)
Yangon. His past existence was a spinster by the name of DawDawDawDawDaw
Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, Shwe Mai, who donated her house and her farm-land to a Bud-
dhist monastery and made a wish to become an intelligent man in
her next life. Her wish came true. She had a burning scar on her
chest, because her blouse was burnt while cooking. When Dr. Thar
Hla was born, he also had a similar scar on his chest. Dr. Thar Hla
remembered his past existence very well.

(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the(3) U Aye Naing, Assistant Director and Adviser to the
    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs    Ministry of Religious Affairs

My other colleague is U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing,U Aye Naing, a retired assistant director
and an adviser to the Ministry of Religious Affairs. He could re-
member his past existence as a Karen National Chief, U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,U Nay Gyaw,
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and his past family in detail. At the age of three years, U Aye
Naing persuaded his parents to take him to his previous house in
another village and showed the way how to go there. When he met
his previous son and daughters, he called them by their names, told
them that he was previously their father, and that he buried a pot
with some gold ornaments under the mango tree at the back yard.
When they dug at that place, they found the pot with gold orna-
ments as told by the child. So they believed that the child was their
reincarnated father. U Aye Naing visited his previous family fre-
quently.

(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India

A good case of reincarnation is Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi who was born in
New Delhi, India, in 1926. When she was three years old, she told
her parents that she had a husband by the name of Kadar NathKadar NathKadar NathKadar NathKadar Nath
Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,     a textile trader in Mutra. She said that she was his wife
Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi in her past existence and that Lugdi died ten days after
giving birth to a son.

As Shanti Devi talked often about her past existence, her father
wrote a letter, addressed to “Kadar Nath Chaubey, textile trader,
Mutra”. About a week later, a letter came from Kadar Nath Chaubey,
saying that his wife was indeed Lugdi and she did die ten days after
giving birth to a son. He also requested to let him see Shanti Devi.

A few days later while Shanti was playing in front of the house,
she immediately ran into the bed-room. When asked by her mother,
she said that her former husband was at the gate. It was indeed
Kadar Nath Chaubey. As all what Shanti had said came to be
true,her father informed the Research Department that his daughter
could remember her past life very well. The Reserach Department
arranged a trip to take Shanti Devi to Mutra.

At the Mutra station Shanti greeted a relative of Kadar Nath
Chaubey among the crowd. She was put in a pony cart and asked
to give directions to her former house. Shanti gave correct direc-
tions. She also remembered her previous house although it was
painted differently.

Before they entered the house, the Research people asked Shanti
about the rooms and the furnitures in each room. Again what she
said was found to be correct.

A big crowd gathered in front of the house to see Shanti. ShantiShantiShantiShantiShanti
could call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to them
friendly.friendly.friendly.friendly.friendly.

While the Research people and Shanti were sitting in the parlour,
Shanti said that she (Lugdi) had buried one hundred silver coins in
one corner of the room. The Research people delightfully dug the
ground, but no money was found. Then Kadar Nath Chaubey
appologized them, saying that he had already taken the money ear-
lier.      (The International Aryan League, Delhi, reported in 1936)

• • • • • Remembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through Hypnosis
Those who could not remember their past existences can be hyp-

notized and asked to tell about their past existences. This technique
has been much studied and practised in Europe and the United
States of America.

(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French
and had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, she
spoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred in
Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.

(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,
U.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their own
research with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art of
hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-
lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.

But when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their past
existences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what they
said were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were very
amazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statements
under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.
Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled: “Re- “Re- “Re- “Re- “Re-
searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”
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and his past family in detail. At the age of three years, U Aye
Naing persuaded his parents to take him to his previous house in
another village and showed the way how to go there. When he met
his previous son and daughters, he called them by their names, told
them that he was previously their father, and that he buried a pot
with some gold ornaments under the mango tree at the back yard.
When they dug at that place, they found the pot with gold orna-
ments as told by the child. So they believed that the child was their
reincarnated father. U Aye Naing visited his previous family fre-
quently.

(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India(4) Shanti Devi of New Delhi, India

A good case of reincarnation is Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi Shanti Devi who was born in
New Delhi, India, in 1926. When she was three years old, she told
her parents that she had a husband by the name of Kadar NathKadar NathKadar NathKadar NathKadar Nath
Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,Chaubey,     a textile trader in Mutra. She said that she was his wife
Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi Lugdi in her past existence and that Lugdi died ten days after
giving birth to a son.

As Shanti Devi talked often about her past existence, her father
wrote a letter, addressed to “Kadar Nath Chaubey, textile trader,
Mutra”. About a week later, a letter came from Kadar Nath Chaubey,
saying that his wife was indeed Lugdi and she did die ten days after
giving birth to a son. He also requested to let him see Shanti Devi.

A few days later while Shanti was playing in front of the house,
she immediately ran into the bed-room. When asked by her mother,
she said that her former husband was at the gate. It was indeed
Kadar Nath Chaubey. As all what Shanti had said came to be
true,her father informed the Research Department that his daughter
could remember her past life very well. The Reserach Department
arranged a trip to take Shanti Devi to Mutra.

At the Mutra station Shanti greeted a relative of Kadar Nath
Chaubey among the crowd. She was put in a pony cart and asked
to give directions to her former house. Shanti gave correct direc-
tions. She also remembered her previous house although it was
painted differently.

Before they entered the house, the Research people asked Shanti
about the rooms and the furnitures in each room. Again what she
said was found to be correct.

A big crowd gathered in front of the house to see Shanti. ShantiShantiShantiShantiShanti
could call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to themcould call the names of about fifty persons and talked to them
friendly.friendly.friendly.friendly.friendly.

While the Research people and Shanti were sitting in the parlour,
Shanti said that she (Lugdi) had buried one hundred silver coins in
one corner of the room. The Research people delightfully dug the
ground, but no money was found. Then Kadar Nath Chaubey
appologized them, saying that he had already taken the money ear-
lier.      (The International Aryan League, Delhi, reported in 1936)

• • • • • Remembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through HypnosisRemembering Past Existences through Hypnosis
Those who could not remember their past existences can be hyp-

notized and asked to tell about their past existences. This technique
has been much studied and practised in Europe and the United
States of America.

(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French(1) Mrs. N. Baker, a housewife in England, did not know French
and had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, sheand had never gone to France. Yet when she was hypnotized, she
spoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred inspoke in French fluently about many events that had occurred in
Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.Paris many years ago.

(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,(2) Reverend Martin, the clergyman in Coptic Church, Pensylvania,
U.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their ownU.S.A., and 22 educated church members wanted to do their own
research with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art ofresearch with regard to past existences. They learned the art of
hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-hypnosis and hypnotized their church devotees who never be-
lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.lieved in past existences.

But when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their pastBut when they were asked under hypnosis to tell about their past
existences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what theyexistences, they all told about their past existences. All what they
said were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were verysaid were recorded and played back to them. They were very
amazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statementsamazed to hear about their past existences. When their statements
under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.under hypnosis were investigated, they were found to be true.
Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled:Their research findings were published as a book entitled: “Re- “Re- “Re- “Re- “Re-
searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”searches in Reincarnation and Beyond.”
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(3) B(3) B(3) B(3) B(3) Bridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tighe

A research committee in U.S.A. hypnotized Mrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia Tighe
six times in 1952-1953. In all the six times she spoke about her past
life as Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy in Belfast, Ireland, about 150 years ago. She
told the place where she lived, the name of the street, the name of
the big store where she used to do her shopping, and the name of
her husband who served as a Professor of Law in Queen’s College
around the year 1847.

The research committee went to Belfast to make an investigation.
They could not find the name of the street, the place where Bridy
Murphy lived, the big store where she used to do her shopping.
Everything had changed in the course of 150 years.

But when they studied the old city diaries and the old records,
they found the name of the street, and the name of the big store
mentioned by Mrs. Virginia Tighe. They also saw the record that
the Queen of England came to Ireland in 1847 and opened Queen’s
College, where Bridy Murphy’s husband worked as a Law-professor.

The story of Bridy Murphy was published in newspapers and
journals and it became well known in the United States of America.
But people would regard it as a great miracle that Mrs. Virginia
Tighe, who has never been to Ireland, could tell correctly the story
of Bridy Murphy, who lived with her husband in Belfast 150 years
ago. As nobody could explain it, that story was now forgotten.

• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man

The ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the United
States of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. He
was born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were not
educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.

Then he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became an
insurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis and
lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.

Then while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, a
travelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. He
agreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talk
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in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,
who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-
gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.

Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,
the body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of the
inferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. It
may be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to the
affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”

Mr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulation
would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.
Gradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turn
pink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutes
the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.
The condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulation
returnreturnreturnreturnreturnsssss to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.”

Mr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce woke
up and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in the
hypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of his
own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.
He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.

They tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had been
suffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, des-----
cribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certain
modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-
tients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronic
patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.

Readings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A few
minutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnotic
state. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriate
suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:

“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located
at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-
fully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions you
find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,
and also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answer
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(3) B(3) B(3) B(3) B(3) Bridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tigheridy Murphy became Mrs. Virginia Tighe

A research committee in U.S.A. hypnotized Mrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia TigheMrs. Virginia Tighe
six times in 1952-1953. In all the six times she spoke about her past
life as Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy Bridy Murphy in Belfast, Ireland, about 150 years ago. She
told the place where she lived, the name of the street, the name of
the big store where she used to do her shopping, and the name of
her husband who served as a Professor of Law in Queen’s College
around the year 1847.

The research committee went to Belfast to make an investigation.
They could not find the name of the street, the place where Bridy
Murphy lived, the big store where she used to do her shopping.
Everything had changed in the course of 150 years.

But when they studied the old city diaries and the old records,
they found the name of the street, and the name of the big store
mentioned by Mrs. Virginia Tighe. They also saw the record that
the Queen of England came to Ireland in 1847 and opened Queen’s
College, where Bridy Murphy’s husband worked as a Law-professor.

The story of Bridy Murphy was published in newspapers and
journals and it became well known in the United States of America.
But people would regard it as a great miracle that Mrs. Virginia
Tighe, who has never been to Ireland, could tell correctly the story
of Bridy Murphy, who lived with her husband in Belfast 150 years
ago. As nobody could explain it, that story was now forgotten.

• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man• Edgar Cayce, the American Miracle Man

The ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the UnitedThe ability and achievements of Edgar Cayce in the United
States of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. HeStates of America were very mysterious and very marvellous. He
was born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were notwas born in Kentucky in 1877. His farming parents were not
educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.educated. He went to a country school up to the ninth grade.

Then he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became anThen he worked as a clerk in a bookshop. Later he became an
insurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis andinsurance-salesman. At 21, he became afflicted with laryngitis and
lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.lost his voice. All medication proved ineffective for a year.

Then while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, aThen while he was working as a photographer’s apprentice, a
travelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. Hetravelling entertainer and hypnotist, Mr.Hart, came to town. He
agreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talkagreed to hypnotize Edgar Cayce. Miraculously Cayce could talk
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in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,in normal voice under hypnosis. Later, a local man, Mr. Layne,
who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-who had some talent as a hypnotist, hypnotized Cayce and sug-
gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.gested to him to describe the nature of his ailment.

Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,Edgar Cayce responded in normal voice: “In the normal state,
the body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of thethe body is unable to speak because of a partial paralysis of the
inferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. Itinferior muscles of the vocal cords produced by nervous strain. It
may be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to themay be removed by increasing the circulation of blood to the
affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”affected parts by suggestion while in the unconscious condition.”

Mr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulationMr. Layne promptly suggested to Cayce that his circulation
would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.would increase to the affected parts until the ailment was cured.
Gradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turnGradually Cayce’s upper chest and then his throat began to turn
pink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutespink, then rose (pinkish red), and then violet red. After 20 minutes
the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.the sleeping man cleared his throat and said: “It’s all right now.
The condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulationThe condition is removed. Make the suggestion that the circulation
returnreturnreturnreturnreturnsssss to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.” to normal and let the body awake.”

Mr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce wokeMr. Layne gave the suggestion as directed. Edgar Cayce woke
up and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in theup and began to speak normally. It occurred to Layne that if, in the
hypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of hishypnotic state, Cayce could see and diagnose the condition of his
own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.own body, he might also be able to see and diagnose that of others.
He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.He suggestd to Cayce about this.

They tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had beenThey tried the experiment on Layne himself, who had been
suffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, dessuffering from a stomarch ailment. Cayce, under hypnosis, des-----
cribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certaincribed the inner condition of Layne’s body and suggested certain
modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-modes of treatment. It worked. Then Cayce diagnosed many pa-
tients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronictients, gave correct readings and treatments, and cured many chronic
patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.patients who could not be cured by normal medical treatments.

Readings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A fewReadings could be taken at night or in broad daylight. A few
minutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnoticminutes after lying down, he would put himself to the hypnotic
state. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriatestate. Then Layne or Cayce’s wife would give Cayce appropriate
suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:suggestion. The usual formula was this:

“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located“You will now have before you (patient’s name) who is located
at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-at (street, address, town, state). You will go over his body care-
fully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions youfully, examine the body thoroughly, and tell me the conditions you
find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,find at the present time, giving the causes of existing condtions,
and also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answerand also suggestions for the relief of his body. You will answer
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questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”

Edgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. He
could examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could see
penetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseases
and ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought to
him. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients not
only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.

Edgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyance
since 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of their
chronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he said
that some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. To
cure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammas
had to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the present
diseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicines
which Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The records
of patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was set
up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.

• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological     ChartsChartsChartsChartsCharts

It was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference to
reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.
While he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for an
astrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnotic
state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-
ences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a person
from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.

Then followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described some
details of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking out
only those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to the
present existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, as
well as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, and
sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,
he explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious level
from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.

Life-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was a
high priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed great

occult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. In
a later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he was
wounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desert
sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,
he spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he made
a supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finally
successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.

• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator

A young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City became
curious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on several
occasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries about
Edgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decided
to request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating her
present address.present address.present address.present address.present address.

Very soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in the
reading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, and
that she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been a
competent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and that
she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.

The notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of art
had never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sense
that she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself through
art school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talent
and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.

• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and
ReincarnationReincarnationReincarnationReincarnationReincarnation

The detailed story of the wonderful achievements of Edgar Cayce
was written by Gina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina Cerminara     as a book entitled “Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-
sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,     a Signet Book.
This book became a Best Seller for several years in U.S.A. and is
still available in prominent book-shops in U.S.A.

This best-seller book showed that people were very interested in
the wonderful abilities of Edgar Cayce and reincarnation. But as
they could not explain about these strange phenomena, they just
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questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”questions as I ask you.”

Edgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. HeEdgar Cayce, under hypnosis, had parasychological ability. He
could examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could seecould examine patients who were far away and he could see
penetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseasespenetratively into their bodies to diagnose the nature of diseases
and ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought toand ailments correctly. So invalid patients need not be brought to
him. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients nothim. He could make correct diagnosis and cure the patients not
only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.only from the United States but also from other countries.

Edgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyanceEdgar Cayce had been giving medical diagnosis by clairvoyance
since 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of theirsince 1901 and about thirty thousand patients were cured of their
chronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he saidchronic diseases. He could also see their past kammas, and he said
that some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. Tothat some diseases were connected with their past bad kammas. To
cure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammascure past kamma-related diseases, the bad effects of the bad kammas
had to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the presenthad to be stopped by performing meritorious deeds, and the present
diseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicinesdiseases had to be cured by proper medicines. The medicines
which Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The recordswhich Cayce prescribed were mainly herbal medicines. The records
of patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was setof patients were kept in Edgar Cayce Foundation, which was set
up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.up in Virginia Beach.

• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological• Life-Readings which are more Exact than Astrological     ChartsChartsChartsChartsCharts

It was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference toIt was not until 1923, in Dayton, Ohio, that the first reference to
reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.reincarnation appeared during one of Edgar Cayce’s diagnosis.
While he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for anWhile he was in the hypnotic state, a friend requested him for an
astrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnoticastrological reading. Cayce casually answered from his hypnotic
state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-state that more important than the urges from the planetary influ-
ences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a personences were the drives, talents and abilities which came to a person
from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.from his previous existences on earth.

Then followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described someThen followed “Life-Readings” in which Cayce described some
details of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking outdetails of previous reincarnations on earth, apparently picking out
only those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to theonly those past reincarnations which were most influential to the
present existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, aspresent existence. He frequently gave names, dates and places, as
well as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, andwell as characteristic urges of talents, weakness, abilities, and
sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,sometimes physical and psychological problems arising as a result,
he explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious levelhe explained, of memory carried over at a deep unconscious level
from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.from these previous existences.

Life-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was aLife-Readings of Edgar Cayce himself revealed that he was a
high priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed greathigh priest in Egypt, many centuries ago, who possessed great

occult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. Inoccult powers; but self-will and sensuality proved his undoing. In
a later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he wasa later reincarnation in Persia, he was a physician. Once he was
wounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desertwounded fatally in a desert warfare and left to die on the desert
sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,sand. Alone, without food, water, shelter and the ability to move,
he spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he madehe spent three days and nights in such physical agony that he made
a supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finallya supreme effort to release his mind from his body. He was finally
successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.successful in this attempt.

• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator• A Maiden Telegraph Operator

A young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City becameA young woman Telegraph Operator in New York City became
curious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on severalcurious about the strange telegrams that she was asked on several
occasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries aboutoccasions to send to Virginia Beach. She made enquiries about
Edgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decidedEdgar Cayce’s identity; her curiosity heightened, and she decided
to request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating herto request for her life-reading by sending a telegram, stating her
present address.present address.present address.present address.present address.

Very soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in theVery soon she received her life-reading. She was told in the
reading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, andreading that she was wasting her time as a telegraph operator, and
that she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been athat she should study commercial art, because she had been a
competent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and thatcompetent commercial artist for several past existences, and that
she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.she could be one again.

The notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of artThe notion of entering commercial art or any other kind of art
had never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sensehad never entered her head, but on the strength of a daring sense
that she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself throughthat she might as well try anything once, she put herself through
art school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talentart school. To her surprise she found that she had genuine talent
and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.and she soon became a highly successful artist.

• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and• The Best-Seller Book about Edgar Cayce and
ReincarnationReincarnationReincarnationReincarnationReincarnation

The detailed story of the wonderful achievements of Edgar Cayce
was written by Gina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina CerminaraGina Cerminara     as a book entitled “Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-“Many Man-
sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,sions: The Edgar Cayce Story of Reincarnation”,     a Signet Book.
This book became a Best Seller for several years in U.S.A. and is
still available in prominent book-shops in U.S.A.

This best-seller book showed that people were very interested in
the wonderful abilities of Edgar Cayce and reincarnation. But as
they could not explain about these strange phenomena, they just
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regarded these phenomena as miracles that could not be explained,
and all finally forgot all about them.

• Explanation of the Stories of Bridy Murphy and Edgar Cayce• Explanation of the Stories of Bridy Murphy and Edgar Cayce• Explanation of the Stories of Bridy Murphy and Edgar Cayce• Explanation of the Stories of Bridy Murphy and Edgar Cayce• Explanation of the Stories of Bridy Murphy and Edgar Cayce

The Bridy Murphy story and the Edgar Cayce story are veryThe Bridy Murphy story and the Edgar Cayce story are veryThe Bridy Murphy story and the Edgar Cayce story are veryThe Bridy Murphy story and the Edgar Cayce story are veryThe Bridy Murphy story and the Edgar Cayce story are very
good evidences for the verification of the teachings of the Buddhagood evidences for the verification of the teachings of the Buddhagood evidences for the verification of the teachings of the Buddhagood evidences for the verification of the teachings of the Buddhagood evidences for the verification of the teachings of the Buddha
that all living beings are born again and again in accord with thethat all living beings are born again and again in accord with thethat all living beings are born again and again in accord with thethat all living beings are born again and again in accord with thethat all living beings are born again and again in accord with the
Law of Kamma and the Law of Dependent Origination, that all theLaw of Kamma and the Law of Dependent Origination, that all theLaw of Kamma and the Law of Dependent Origination, that all theLaw of Kamma and the Law of Dependent Origination, that all theLaw of Kamma and the Law of Dependent Origination, that all the
knowledges, abilities, talents, kammas, etc., acquired in each exisknowledges, abilities, talents, kammas, etc., acquired in each exisknowledges, abilities, talents, kammas, etc., acquired in each exisknowledges, abilities, talents, kammas, etc., acquired in each exisknowledges, abilities, talents, kammas, etc., acquired in each exis-----
tence, pass over to the subsequent existences, and that there is notence, pass over to the subsequent existences, and that there is notence, pass over to the subsequent existences, and that there is notence, pass over to the subsequent existences, and that there is notence, pass over to the subsequent existences, and that there is no
separation in time and no break in the stream of mentality-materi-separation in time and no break in the stream of mentality-materi-separation in time and no break in the stream of mentality-materi-separation in time and no break in the stream of mentality-materi-separation in time and no break in the stream of mentality-materi-
ality between death and rebirth. So all the knowledges, etc., thatality between death and rebirth. So all the knowledges, etc., thatality between death and rebirth. So all the knowledges, etc., thatality between death and rebirth. So all the knowledges, etc., thatality between death and rebirth. So all the knowledges, etc., that
we have learnt in our uncountable past existences are present in thewe have learnt in our uncountable past existences are present in thewe have learnt in our uncountable past existences are present in thewe have learnt in our uncountable past existences are present in thewe have learnt in our uncountable past existences are present in the
mental-material streams of our present existences. We cannot re-mental-material streams of our present existences. We cannot re-mental-material streams of our present existences. We cannot re-mental-material streams of our present existences. We cannot re-mental-material streams of our present existences. We cannot re-
member them, because our minds are blinded by member them, because our minds are blinded by member them, because our minds are blinded by member them, because our minds are blinded by member them, because our minds are blinded by ignorance (avijjas)ignorance (avijjas)ignorance (avijjas)ignorance (avijjas)ignorance (avijjas)
and other defilements and other defilements and other defilements and other defilements and other defilements (kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).(kilesÈs).

The life-reading on Edgar Cayce by Edgar Cayce himself re-The life-reading on Edgar Cayce by Edgar Cayce himself re-The life-reading on Edgar Cayce by Edgar Cayce himself re-The life-reading on Edgar Cayce by Edgar Cayce himself re-The life-reading on Edgar Cayce by Edgar Cayce himself re-
vealed that he was a high priest in Egypt many centuries ago, whovealed that he was a high priest in Egypt many centuries ago, whovealed that he was a high priest in Egypt many centuries ago, whovealed that he was a high priest in Egypt many centuries ago, whovealed that he was a high priest in Egypt many centuries ago, who
possessed great occult powers. In a later existence in Persia, hepossessed great occult powers. In a later existence in Persia, hepossessed great occult powers. In a later existence in Persia, hepossessed great occult powers. In a later existence in Persia, hepossessed great occult powers. In a later existence in Persia, he
was a physician. Once he was wounded fatally in desert-warfarewas a physician. Once he was wounded fatally in desert-warfarewas a physician. Once he was wounded fatally in desert-warfarewas a physician. Once he was wounded fatally in desert-warfarewas a physician. Once he was wounded fatally in desert-warfare
and left to die on the hot sands. Alone without food, water andand left to die on the hot sands. Alone without food, water andand left to die on the hot sands. Alone without food, water andand left to die on the hot sands. Alone without food, water andand left to die on the hot sands. Alone without food, water and
shelter, he spent three days and nights in such physical agony,shelter, he spent three days and nights in such physical agony,shelter, he spent three days and nights in such physical agony,shelter, he spent three days and nights in such physical agony,shelter, he spent three days and nights in such physical agony,
making a supreme effort to release his consciousness from hismaking a supreme effort to release his consciousness from hismaking a supreme effort to release his consciousness from hismaking a supreme effort to release his consciousness from hismaking a supreme effort to release his consciousness from his
body. Finally he succeeded in his attempt.body. Finally he succeeded in his attempt.body. Finally he succeeded in his attempt.body. Finally he succeeded in his attempt.body. Finally he succeeded in his attempt.

Actually the mind or consciousness cannot go outside the body.Actually the mind or consciousness cannot go outside the body.Actually the mind or consciousness cannot go outside the body.Actually the mind or consciousness cannot go outside the body.Actually the mind or consciousness cannot go outside the body.
When the mind becomes concentrated and pure, it has the psychicWhen the mind becomes concentrated and pure, it has the psychicWhen the mind becomes concentrated and pure, it has the psychicWhen the mind becomes concentrated and pure, it has the psychicWhen the mind becomes concentrated and pure, it has the psychic
power of seeing penetratively into the body of any person and alsopower of seeing penetratively into the body of any person and alsopower of seeing penetratively into the body of any person and alsopower of seeing penetratively into the body of any person and alsopower of seeing penetratively into the body of any person and also
far-away objects. That Persian Physician mentioned above mustfar-away objects. That Persian Physician mentioned above mustfar-away objects. That Persian Physician mentioned above mustfar-away objects. That Persian Physician mentioned above mustfar-away objects. That Persian Physician mentioned above must
have attained the neighbourhood concentration and the psychichave attained the neighbourhood concentration and the psychichave attained the neighbourhood concentration and the psychichave attained the neighbourhood concentration and the psychichave attained the neighbourhood concentration and the psychic
ability to see far-away objects like his home and family members.ability to see far-away objects like his home and family members.ability to see far-away objects like his home and family members.ability to see far-away objects like his home and family members.ability to see far-away objects like his home and family members.
So he thought that he could release his consciousness from hisSo he thought that he could release his consciousness from hisSo he thought that he could release his consciousness from hisSo he thought that he could release his consciousness from hisSo he thought that he could release his consciousness from his
body. (See Lady Physics Professor story on p.20)body. (See Lady Physics Professor story on p.20)body. (See Lady Physics Professor story on p.20)body. (See Lady Physics Professor story on p.20)body. (See Lady Physics Professor story on p.20)

In his reincarnation as Edgar Cayce, he could use this pychicIn his reincarnation as Edgar Cayce, he could use this pychicIn his reincarnation as Edgar Cayce, he could use this pychicIn his reincarnation as Edgar Cayce, he could use this pychicIn his reincarnation as Edgar Cayce, he could use this pychic
power and physician-knowledge under hypnosis to examine pa-power and physician-knowledge under hypnosis to examine pa-power and physician-knowledge under hypnosis to examine pa-power and physician-knowledge under hypnosis to examine pa-power and physician-knowledge under hypnosis to examine pa-
tients who were far away, to see penetratively into their bodies totients who were far away, to see penetratively into their bodies totients who were far away, to see penetratively into their bodies totients who were far away, to see penetratively into their bodies totients who were far away, to see penetratively into their bodies to
diagnose the nature of their diseases and to prescribe correct herdiagnose the nature of their diseases and to prescribe correct herdiagnose the nature of their diseases and to prescribe correct herdiagnose the nature of their diseases and to prescribe correct herdiagnose the nature of their diseases and to prescribe correct her-----
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(1) An old beggar-woman, named CaÓÉÈlÊ,(1) An old beggar-woman, named CaÓÉÈlÊ,(1) An old beggar-woman, named CaÓÉÈlÊ,(1) An old beggar-woman, named CaÓÉÈlÊ,(1) An old beggar-woman, named CaÓÉÈlÊ,     had the chance to pay
homage to the Buddha on the road in RÈjagraha City just before
she was butted to death by a cow. She was immediately reborn as a
celestial being in TÈvatimsÈ realm and came down to thank Vener-
able MahÈ MoggalÈna for persuading her to pay homage to the
Buddha.

(2) Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,     who lived in
GaggarÈ lake in CampÈ country. While the Buddha preached a
sermon to a large audience by the lake, the frog came up to listen
the Buddha’s voice respectfully. At that moment a cowherd came
to the place where the little frog stayed still behind the audience and
accidentally pressed his goad on the frog. The frog died and in-
stantly was reborn by spontaneous rebirth as a deity in a great gold
mansion in TÈvatimsÈ realm.

On reflection the deity knew that his good deed of listening to the
Buddha’s sermon with respect as a frog had given rise to his celes-
tial existence. So he came down to earth together with his mansion
to pay obeisance to the Buddha. The Buddha used his magnificent
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regarded these phenomena as miracles that could not be explained,
and all finally forgot all about them.
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homage to the Buddha on the road in RÈjagraha City just before
she was butted to death by a cow. She was immediately reborn as a
celestial being in TÈvatimsÈ realm and came down to thank Vener-
able MahÈ MoggalÈna for persuading her to pay homage to the
Buddha.

(2) Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,Another interesting story is about a little frog,     who lived in
GaggarÈ lake in CampÈ country. While the Buddha preached a
sermon to a large audience by the lake, the frog came up to listen
the Buddha’s voice respectfully. At that moment a cowherd came
to the place where the little frog stayed still behind the audience and
accidentally pressed his goad on the frog. The frog died and in-
stantly was reborn by spontaneous rebirth as a deity in a great gold
mansion in TÈvatimsÈ realm.

On reflection the deity knew that his good deed of listening to the
Buddha’s sermon with respect as a frog had given rise to his celes-
tial existence. So he came down to earth together with his mansion
to pay obeisance to the Buddha. The Buddha used his magnificent
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power to make the deity and his celestial mansion visible to the
audience, and asked the deity who he was, although he already
knew about the deity.

The deity answered: “I was a little frog from this lake. While I
listened to your voice with respect, I was killed and reborn as a
deity in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm.”

The Buddha asked the question three times, and the deity gave the
same answer three times. The audience was very much impressed
to know the immediate great benefits of listening to the Dhamma
even by a frog. So they paid more attention to the Buddha’s sermon.

The Buddha continued preaching the sermon in detail. Eighty-
four thousand people gained enlightenment and emancipation from
suffering. The frog-deityfrog-deityfrog-deityfrog-deityfrog-deity also became a Stream-Winner.

(VimÈna Story 201)

• The Amazing True Story of Estelle Roberts and the Spirit• The Amazing True Story of Estelle Roberts and the Spirit• The Amazing True Story of Estelle Roberts and the Spirit• The Amazing True Story of Estelle Roberts and the Spirit• The Amazing True Story of Estelle Roberts and the Spirit
Red CloudRed CloudRed CloudRed CloudRed Cloud

Estelle Roberts in England could see earth-bound deities andEstelle Roberts in England could see earth-bound deities andEstelle Roberts in England could see earth-bound deities andEstelle Roberts in England could see earth-bound deities andEstelle Roberts in England could see earth-bound deities and
communicate with them throughout her life since childhood. Shecommunicate with them throughout her life since childhood. Shecommunicate with them throughout her life since childhood. Shecommunicate with them throughout her life since childhood. Shecommunicate with them throughout her life since childhood. She
helped the people to communicate with their dead relatives, whohelped the people to communicate with their dead relatives, whohelped the people to communicate with their dead relatives, whohelped the people to communicate with their dead relatives, whohelped the people to communicate with their dead relatives, who
became earth-bound deitiesbecame earth-bound deitiesbecame earth-bound deitiesbecame earth-bound deitiesbecame earth-bound deities,,,,, many times from 1925 to 1970. She many times from 1925 to 1970. She many times from 1925 to 1970. She many times from 1925 to 1970. She many times from 1925 to 1970. She
had psychic power like Edgar Cayce, because she could havehad psychic power like Edgar Cayce, because she could havehad psychic power like Edgar Cayce, because she could havehad psychic power like Edgar Cayce, because she could havehad psychic power like Edgar Cayce, because she could have
developed the right concentration in her past existence.developed the right concentration in her past existence.developed the right concentration in her past existence.developed the right concentration in her past existence.developed the right concentration in her past existence.

When Estelle Roberts went out, she could see earth-bound deities
or spirits going about on the streets. It was like meeting many
people on a busy street.

Estelle Roberts was married at the age of eighteen. She bore
three children and then her husband was bed-ridden with chronic
illness. So she had to attend to her sick husband as well as to her
children, and she had to work to support the family.

When her husband died, he came to her as a spirit for three
nights successively. With a very sad face the spirit called her to
come along with him.

“How can I go along with you?” she asked.

“You die and come along with me,” said the spirit.
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“I cannot die. I have to bring up the children.”

The spirit didn’t say anything more and departed sadly.

On the day before the burial, the spirit came again and apologised
her: “I do not understand. I do not need you any more. You need
not attend to me any more. I can live on by myself. It is very
surprising.”

“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also
alive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to the
people about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, said
Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.

At that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She married
Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.     As she didn’t have to work any
more, she had more time to think about the spirits who came to her.
She also attended regularly spiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which living
relatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead beloved
ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.

Then the medium told Estelle Roberts, “You are also a medium.
You have many things to do. When the spirit world chooses you
and gives you responsibility, don’t refuse to accept it.”

Estelle Roberts wanted to use her ability of extrasensory percep-
tion for the benefits of the people. On one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone in
darkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then she
heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.

“I come to serve the world. I shall work with you.”

“Who are you?” asked Estelle Roberts.

“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”

At that moment there appeared a man’s head surrounded by light
with olive complexion, dark eye and thin dark beard.

Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.     He served as Estelle’s
guiding spirit and guardian for more than fifty years. In coopera-
tion with Estelle Roberts he demonstrated the existence of the spirit
world to the people in a practical and wonderful manner. He also
cured many patients of their chronic diseases.
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illness. So she had to attend to her sick husband as well as to her
children, and she had to work to support the family.

When her husband died, he came to her as a spirit for three
nights successively. With a very sad face the spirit called her to
come along with him.

“How can I go along with you?” she asked.

“You die and come along with me,” said the spirit.
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“I cannot die. I have to bring up the children.”

The spirit didn’t say anything more and departed sadly.

On the day before the burial, the spirit came again and apologised
her: “I do not understand. I do not need you any more. You need
not attend to me any more. I can live on by myself. It is very
surprising.”

“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also“As you are alive after death, all other dead persons are also
alive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to thealive after their death in the human existence. I have to tell to the
people about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, saidpeople about this so that the whole world knows about it”, said
Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.Estelle Roberts.

At that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She marriedAt that time Estelle Roberts was thirty years old. She married
Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.Arther Roberts the next year.     As she didn’t have to work any
more, she had more time to think about the spirits who came to her.
She also attended regularly spiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which livingspiritual meetings in which living
relatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead belovedrelatives communicated with the spirits of their dead beloved
ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.ones through a medium who had extrasensory perception.

Then the medium told Estelle Roberts, “You are also a medium.
You have many things to do. When the spirit world chooses you
and gives you responsibility, don’t refuse to accept it.”

Estelle Roberts wanted to use her ability of extrasensory percep-
tion for the benefits of the people. On one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone inOn one night she sat alone in
darkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then shedarkness to have contact with the spirit world. Then she
heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.heard a voice speaking in magnificent exact English.

“I come to serve the world. I shall work with you.”

“Who are you?” asked Estelle Roberts.

“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”“You know me as Red Cloud. I shall be your spirit guide.”

At that moment there appeared a man’s head surrounded by light
with olive complexion, dark eye and thin dark beard.

Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.Red Cloud was learned and powerful.     He served as Estelle’s
guiding spirit and guardian for more than fifty years. In coopera-
tion with Estelle Roberts he demonstrated the existence of the spirit
world to the people in a practical and wonderful manner. He also
cured many patients of their chronic diseases.
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• The Secret Message between two • The Secret Message between two • The Secret Message between two • The Secret Message between two • The Secret Message between two LLLLLoversoversoversoversovers

One day a maiden a maiden a maiden a maiden a maiden was present in a spiritual meeting of Estelle
Roberts. She wanted to contact with her lover who died recently in
an accident. Her lover spirit arrived immediately and gave a mes-
sage to Estelle again and again. Estelle was hesitant to speak that
message. So she asked the maiden: “Did your lover use to speak
harsh speech?”

“No, what did he say?”

“He was speaking repeatedly: ‘Not bloody likely’.”

“Is that so! Ha! Ha! That was a well-known message from a
Bernard Shaw’s play. When my lover and I were together, we
agreed to use that message to inform the living one if one of us
dies.”

The spirits, who are born by spontaneous rebirth, remember their
past existences and their sweethhearts. They still love their sweet-
hearts and follow them wherever they go. Estelle Roberts noticed
that their temperament, behaviour and the manner they spoke did
not change.

• Communication between the Public and their Dead• Communication between the Public and their Dead• Communication between the Public and their Dead• Communication between the Public and their Dead• Communication between the Public and their Dead

RelativeRelativeRelativeRelativeRelatives through a Mediums through a Mediums through a Mediums through a Mediums through a Medium

For over fifty years Estelle Roberts gave her service to the Public
to help them to communicate with their dead relatives from the
spirit world. The public communication with the dead was held in
prominent public halls all over England as well as in Europe and
Ireland. Thousands of people usually filled the public halls to have
a chance to communicate with their dead relatives.

The news about holding public communications with the dead
was usually announced in advance in journals and newspapers. So
people thronged the public hall on the appointed day. Many dead
relatives from the spirit world also came to the place of communi-
cation.

Estelle Roberts went to the hall one hour in advance and made
contact with the spirit world.

“I come here to form a bridge between you and your living
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relatives. I shall help you to communicate with them. You all please
help me too.”

The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-
municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-
tives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. They
wanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parents
and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,
but they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the golden
opportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through a
medium.medium.medium.medium.medium.

The time for communication arrived. Members of the Board of
chairmen and Estelle Roberts took their places. The spiritual meet-
ing began with a prayer. Then a prominent member of the board of
chairmen gave an introductory speech.

Then Estelle Roberts walked to the front on the stage, holding the
microphone in her hand. Invisible persons from the spirit world
surrounded her, imploring her to let him or her communicate with
his or her parents. Estelle had to request them to speak one after
another.

The audience was waiting in great expectation. Estelle Roberts,
pointing her right hand towards the audience, said into the micro-
phone: “Molly Johnson, your daughter Lexli gave you a message.
‘Mother, you looked at my photograph and wept this morning. I’m
sad to see you weeping. I’m with you. I don’t die. I’m alive. I talked
to you, but you couldn’t hear me. Mother, please don’t cry any
more.”

Mrs. Molly Johnson was very pleased to hear the message. Estelle
Roberts announced again: “Mr. Herrickson, I had a message for
you from your son John. He said that he died by mortor-cycle
accident. Here is the message: “Daddy and Mum, I’m terribly sorry
to make you unhappy with my accident. It happened so quickly that
I couldn’t avoid it. But I don’t die. I still live on. Don’t worry about
me. I have everything I need. Don’t keep that motorcycle. I can
now move faster than a motorcycle.”
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“Is that so! Ha! Ha! That was a well-known message from a
Bernard Shaw’s play. When my lover and I were together, we
agreed to use that message to inform the living one if one of us
dies.”

The spirits, who are born by spontaneous rebirth, remember their
past existences and their sweethhearts. They still love their sweet-
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For over fifty years Estelle Roberts gave her service to the Public
to help them to communicate with their dead relatives from the
spirit world. The public communication with the dead was held in
prominent public halls all over England as well as in Europe and
Ireland. Thousands of people usually filled the public halls to have
a chance to communicate with their dead relatives.

The news about holding public communications with the dead
was usually announced in advance in journals and newspapers. So
people thronged the public hall on the appointed day. Many dead
relatives from the spirit world also came to the place of communi-
cation.

Estelle Roberts went to the hall one hour in advance and made
contact with the spirit world.

“I come here to form a bridge between you and your living
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relatives. I shall help you to communicate with them. You all please
help me too.”

The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-The persons from the spirit world also wanted to com-
municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-municate with their relatives. They wanted to tell their rela-
tives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. Theytives that they did not die and that they were still alive. They
wanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parentswanted to put an end to the grief and worry of their parents
and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,and relatives. They had tried to contact with their relatives,
but they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the goldenbut they couldn’t. So they had been waiting for the golden
opportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through aopportunity to communicate with their relatives through a
medium.medium.medium.medium.medium.

The time for communication arrived. Members of the Board of
chairmen and Estelle Roberts took their places. The spiritual meet-
ing began with a prayer. Then a prominent member of the board of
chairmen gave an introductory speech.

Then Estelle Roberts walked to the front on the stage, holding the
microphone in her hand. Invisible persons from the spirit world
surrounded her, imploring her to let him or her communicate with
his or her parents. Estelle had to request them to speak one after
another.

The audience was waiting in great expectation. Estelle Roberts,
pointing her right hand towards the audience, said into the micro-
phone: “Molly Johnson, your daughter Lexli gave you a message.
‘Mother, you looked at my photograph and wept this morning. I’m
sad to see you weeping. I’m with you. I don’t die. I’m alive. I talked
to you, but you couldn’t hear me. Mother, please don’t cry any
more.”

Mrs. Molly Johnson was very pleased to hear the message. Estelle
Roberts announced again: “Mr. Herrickson, I had a message for
you from your son John. He said that he died by mortor-cycle
accident. Here is the message: “Daddy and Mum, I’m terribly sorry
to make you unhappy with my accident. It happened so quickly that
I couldn’t avoid it. But I don’t die. I still live on. Don’t worry about
me. I have everything I need. Don’t keep that motorcycle. I can
now move faster than a motorcycle.”
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Some messages were short, some were long, and some were not
clear. Only the persons concerned would understand. Those who
received the messages were very much delighted, shouting words
of thanks to Estelle Roberts. The spiritual meeting lasted for about
one hour. Then the spirit guide, Red Cloud, reminded Estelle Rob-
erts to stop the meeting. He always watched the situation carefully
and he didn’t want Estelle to be overburdened and harmed.

When Estelle Roberts announced that it was time to stop the
spiritual meeting, many people in the audience and many persons
from the spirit world felt frustrated, because they didn’t have the
chance to communicate with their relatives that day.

It is good news to know that when people died and were born in
the spirit world, they still remembered and loved their parents and
relatives in the human existence.

• Direct Voice Contact with the Spirits• Direct Voice Contact with the Spirits• Direct Voice Contact with the Spirits• Direct Voice Contact with the Spirits• Direct Voice Contact with the Spirits

Estelle Roberts and Red Cloud used a small trumpet to produceEstelle Roberts and Red Cloud used a small trumpet to produceEstelle Roberts and Red Cloud used a small trumpet to produceEstelle Roberts and Red Cloud used a small trumpet to produceEstelle Roberts and Red Cloud used a small trumpet to produce
the voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-bound
deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.

The spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted at
night in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make direct
contact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding hands
together in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminous
paint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in the
middle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains prevented
outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.

A soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons were
asked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinking
seriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contact
with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.

The spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds and
must be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosis
by Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communication
by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.

The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:

“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then
the trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast without
striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.

When a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circle
around Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of the
person, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices of
spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,
their manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciation
and intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize who
were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.

• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again

A distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in Estelle
Roberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir Henry
Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.

Sir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in world
car-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytona
Beach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him to
inform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former world
champion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was a
warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.

When Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied some
spiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boat
racing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He was
trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,
killing him.killing him.killing him.killing him.killing him.

He became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact with
his wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voice
contact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritual
meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.

Soon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by the
side of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — the
word only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Lady
Segrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really her
husband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spriti
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erts to stop the meeting. He always watched the situation carefully
and he didn’t want Estelle to be overburdened and harmed.

When Estelle Roberts announced that it was time to stop the
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relatives in the human existence.
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the voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-boundthe voice of the spirit. Red Cloud taught the spirits or earth-bound
deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.deities how to use the trumpet.

The spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted atThe spiritual meeting by direct voice contact was conducted at
night in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make directnight in a quiet atmosphere. The persons who want to make direct
contact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding handscontact with their relatives sat around Estelle Robert, holding hands
together in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminoustogether in Estelle’s living room. A small trumpet with luminous
paint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in thepaint shining faintly to be visible in the dark was placed in the
middle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains preventedmiddle. The windows were closed and thick curtains prevented
outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.outside light from entering the room.

A soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons wereA soft music was played as a background music. All persons were
asked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinkingasked to relax their minds. If a person was worrying or thinking
seriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contactseriously or having doubt about direct voice contact, the contact
with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.with the spirit world would be disturbed.

The spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds andThe spirits who made the contact must also relax their minds and
must be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosismust be free from worry or anxiety. Estelle was put under hypnosis
by Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communicationby Red Cloud. When all conditions were right, the communication
by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.by direct voice contact from the spirit world came incessantly.

The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:The spiritual meeting began with the greetings from Red Cloud:

“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then“Ladies and gentlemen, may all of you be healthy and happy.” Then
the trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast withoutthe trumpet rose up and moved around the room very fast without
striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.striking the ceiling or the furniture.

When a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circleWhen a spirit wanted to speak to a person holding hands in a circle
around Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of thearound Estelle Roberts, the trumpet stopped near the ear of the
person, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices ofperson, and the voice of the spirit appeared. Although the voices of
spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,spirits coming out of the trumpet might not be different in sound,
their manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciationtheir manner of speaking, their choices of words, their enunciation
and intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize whoand intonation were different. So listeners could recognize who
were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.were speaking.

• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again• Lovers from Different Worlds can be Together Again

A distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in EstelleA distinguished person who made contact with his wife in Estelle
Roberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir HenryRoberts’ spiritual meetings by direct voice contact was Sir Henry
Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.Segrave.

Sir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in worldSir Henry Segrave had great ambition to break the record in world
car-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytonacar-racing. While he was practising with a race car in Daytona
Beach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him toBeach, Florida, a person from England wrote a letter to him to
inform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former worldinform him the message given by the spirit of a former world
champion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was achampion in car racing in a spiritual meeting. The message was a
warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.warning to Sir Henry Segrave to take care in racing.

When Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied someWhen Sir Henry Sagrave returned to England, he studied some
spiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boatspiritual meetings. Not long after that he took part in motor-boat
racing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He wasracing in Windermere Lake, the largest lake in England. He was
trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,trying to break the world record when his motor-boat capsized,
killing him.killing him.killing him.killing him.killing him.

He became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact withHe became a spirit after death, and he tried to make contact with
his wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voicehis wife in the spiritual meetings of Estelle Roberts by direct voice
contact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritualcontact. On hearing the news, Lady Segrave came to the spiritual
meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.meeting of Estelle Roberts.

Soon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by theSoon after the meeting began the moving trumpet stopped by the
side of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — theside of Lady Segrave. A word ‘Di’ came out of the trumpet — the
word only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Ladyword only Sir Henry Segrave used to call his wife lovingly. Lady
Segrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really herSegrave became very excited, knowing that it was really her
husband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spritihusband speaking to her from the spirit world. Then the spriti
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could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.

Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-
pet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excited
and Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. I
shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”

In the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady Segrave
was calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sir
Henry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and he
could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.

“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”

“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”

“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”

“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”

“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”

“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”

“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”

They talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes day
after day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their old
days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-
ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.
The two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were in
different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.

Lovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind the
death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!

After communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year by
direct voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world through
newspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was still
alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!

“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,
brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.
When they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone is
stricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help those
who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-
ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.
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“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I
could be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetings
by direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away more
than a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy and
peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”

For this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guide
Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.

Lady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit and
could be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They came
together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-
tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.

The detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in a
book written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as a
Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”

• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor

In the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well known
persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. Mrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora Piper was
such a person. She married William PiperWilliam PiperWilliam PiperWilliam PiperWilliam Piper     at the age of 22. Three
years later, she gave birth to a daughter. Then an old wound started
giving her trouble.

She consulted a blind person with extrasensory perception. She
fainted while being examined by the person. In the next week she
attended a regular meeting of that person in which he communi-
cated with the spirits of the dead.

Mrs. Piper fell into hypnosis. She got up, picked up a writing
paper and a pencil from the table, wrote something quickly, and
handed the paper to a man in the circle. When she regained her
consciousness, that man thanked her for giving him a message
from his dead son.

In communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could send
messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-
neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,
another could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, and
the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.
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could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.could not control the trumpet and it fell to the floor.

Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-Red Cloud’s voice appeared clearly: “Don’t be upset. The trum-
pet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excitedpet dropped to the floor, because Lady Segrave became excited
and Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. Iand Sir Henry Segrave was not skilful yet in using the trumpet. I
shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”shall help him to be successful next time.”

In the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady SegraveIn the next time as well as in many times afterward Lady Segrave
was calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sirwas calm and peaceful and she could relax her mind well. Sir
Henry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and heHenry Segrave too became skilful in using the trumpet and he
could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.could speak in low tone or high tone as he liked to his wife.

“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”“Di, I was with you on the fourteenth.”

“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”“Do you remember that day?”

“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”“Oh, yes. It’s your birth-day.”

“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”“Were you in the car with me?”

“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”“Of course. Be careful with your driving. You drive too fast.”

“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”“Don’t worry. I’m a skilful driver.”

“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”“Well, wasn’t I a skilful driver also?”

They talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes dayThey talked to each other delightfully for many minutes day
after day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their oldafter day for many months. They talked intimately about their old
days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-days, about their house affairs, about friends, about Henry’s fa-
ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.ther, about minor things that could be understood only by them.
The two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were inThe two lovers could be together again though they were in
different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.different worlds.

Lovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind theLovers can meet and enjoy the time together behind the
death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!death-curtain!

After communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year byAfter communicating with her dead husband for one year by
direct voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world throughdirect voice contact, Lady Segrave anounced to the world through
newspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was stillnewspapers with concrete evidences that her husband was still
alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!alive in the spirit world!

“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,“It is natural that parents and sons, husbands and wives,
brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.brothers and sisters must depart from one another by death.
When they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone isWhen they are separated by the wall of death, everyone is
stricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help thosestricken with grief and despair. It is my duty to help those
who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-who are overwhelmed and burnt by grief due to the depar-
ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.ture of their beloved ones.
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“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I“As I have been very happy and peaceful because I
could be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetingscould be together with my husband in the spiritual meetings
by direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away moreby direct voice contact, although he has passed away more
than a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy andthan a year ago, I wish all the people like me to be happy and
peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”peaceful.”

For this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guideFor this bold performance by Lady Segrave, both the spirit guide
Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.Red Cloud and Sir Henry Segrave praised her with applause.

Lady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit andLady Segrave died in 1968. She was also reborn as a spirit and
could be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They camecould be together with her husband in the spirit world. They came
together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-together to Estelle Roberts and thanked her heartily for her con-
tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.tribution to their happiness for many years.

The detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in aThe detailed experience of Estelle Roberts was described in a
book written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as abook written by Estelle Roberts herself, entitled “Fifty Years as a
Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”Medium.”

• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor• Mrs. Leonora Piper, a White Crow and Benefactor

In the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well knownIn the United States of America, there were also well known
persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. persons with extrasensory perception. Mrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora PiperMrs. Leonora Piper was
such a person. She married William PiperWilliam PiperWilliam PiperWilliam PiperWilliam Piper     at the age of 22. Three
years later, she gave birth to a daughter. Then an old wound started
giving her trouble.

She consulted a blind person with extrasensory perception. She
fainted while being examined by the person. In the next week she
attended a regular meeting of that person in which he communi-
cated with the spirits of the dead.

Mrs. Piper fell into hypnosis. She got up, picked up a writing
paper and a pencil from the table, wrote something quickly, and
handed the paper to a man in the circle. When she regained her
consciousness, that man thanked her for giving him a message
from his dead son.

In communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could sendIn communicating with the spirit world, three spirits could send
messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-messages to their living relatives through Mrs. Piper simulta-
neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,neously: one could control her right hand to write automatically,
another could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, andanother could control her left hand to write down a message, and
the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.the third one could control her tongue to speak out a message.
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During that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis without
awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.

The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-
fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.
Piper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied her
extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:

“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,
you need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. You
just find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, then
that statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The white
crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-
sis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normally
seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”

Mrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famous
English Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contact
circle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on account
of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.

Mrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book about
her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.

“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had
done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-
sory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many broken
families by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their dead
beloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exact
manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”

• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and

Future ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture Existences

As the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all living
beings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verified
by millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈ
meditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our past
existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.

Just as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William James
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has said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement that
all crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidence
of a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement that
there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”
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During that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis withoutDuring that time Mrs. Piper would be under hypnosis without
awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.awaneness.

The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-The world famous American philosopher, William James, Pro-
fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.fessor of Psychology in Harvard University, supervised Mrs.
Piper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied herPiper’s contact circle for one and a half years and studied her
extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:extrasensory perception. He made the following remark:

“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,“If you want to refute the statement that all crows are black,
you need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. Youyou need not try to show that all crows are not black. You
just find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, thenjust find a white crow. If you can show a white crow, then
that statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The whitethat statement that all crows are black is annulled. The white
crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-crow I have found is Mrs. Piper. When she is under hypno-
sis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normallysis, she can see, hear, and know what cannot be normally
seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”seen, heard and known.”

Mrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famousMrs. Piper was invited to England several times. The famous
English Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contactEnglish Physicist, Sir Oliver Lodge, arranged Mrs. Piper’s contact
circle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on accountcircle at his house. He often admired Mrs. Piper that on account
of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.of her, he came to believe in future existences.

Mrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book aboutMrs. Piper died in 1950. When her daughter wrote a book about
her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.her mother, Sir Oliver Lodge, wrote in the introduction as follows.

“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had“Mrs. Piper was a great benefactor of mankind. She had
done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-done much good to the people with her power of extrasen-
sory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many brokensory perception. She pacified the grief of many broken
families by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their deadfamilies by helping them to communicate with their dead
beloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exactbeloved ones. She made clear in the most practical and exact
manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”manner that there are future existences after death.”

• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and• There should be no Doubt about Past Existences and

Future ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture ExistencesFuture Existences

As the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of DependentAs the Omniscient Buddha has taught the Doctrine of Dependent
Origination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all livingOrigination, describing the rounds of birth and death of all living
beings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verifiedbeings with causes and reasons, and the Doctrine has been verified
by millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈby millions of Arahants and noble persons as well as by vipassanÈ
meditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our pastmeditators nowadays, there should be no doubt about our past
existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.existences and future existences.

Just as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William JamesJust as the world-famous American philosopher William James
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has said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement thathas said that “if you can show a white crow, then the statement that
all crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidenceall crows are black is annulled”, so too ‘if you get a good evidence
of a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement thatof a past existence and a future existence, then the statement that
there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”there are no past existences and no future existences is annulled.”
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THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND NIBBŒNATHE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND NIBBŒNATHE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND NIBBŒNATHE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND NIBBŒNATHE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS AND NIBBŒNA
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described in detail in "The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma","The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma","The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma","The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma","The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma",
written by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon.

Those who understand the Four Noble Truths comprehensively,Those who understand the Four Noble Truths comprehensively,Those who understand the Four Noble Truths comprehensively,Those who understand the Four Noble Truths comprehensively,Those who understand the Four Noble Truths comprehensively,
penetratively and vividly will become Noble Persons penetratively and vividly will become Noble Persons penetratively and vividly will become Noble Persons penetratively and vividly will become Noble Persons penetratively and vividly will become Noble Persons (AriyÈs) (AriyÈs) (AriyÈs) (AriyÈs) (AriyÈs) andandandandand
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In his first sermon, known as "Dhamma-cakka-pavattana", Dhamma-cakka-pavattana", Dhamma-cakka-pavattana", Dhamma-cakka-pavattana", Dhamma-cakka-pavattana", meaning
"Turning the Wheel of Dhamma", "Turning the Wheel of Dhamma", "Turning the Wheel of Dhamma", "Turning the Wheel of Dhamma", "Turning the Wheel of Dhamma", the Buddha described the Four
Noble Truths to a group of five monks, known as PaÒca-PaÒca-PaÒca-PaÒca-PaÒca-VVVVVaggÊ.aggÊ.aggÊ.aggÊ.aggÊ.
As the Buddha made his voice heard and known to all Devas and
BrahmÈs in ten thousand world-systems, many Devas and BrahmÈs
also came to listen the sermon.

Thus has it been said by the fully-enlightened Buddha:

"It is through not understanding, not realizing four things, that I,"It is through not understanding, not realizing four things, that I,"It is through not understanding, not realizing four things, that I,"It is through not understanding, not realizing four things, that I,"It is through not understanding, not realizing four things, that I,

bhikkhus, as well as you, had to wander so long through thebhikkhus, as well as you, had to wander so long through thebhikkhus, as well as you, had to wander so long through thebhikkhus, as well as you, had to wander so long through thebhikkhus, as well as you, had to wander so long through the
rounds of births and deaths. And what are these four things? Theyrounds of births and deaths. And what are these four things? Theyrounds of births and deaths. And what are these four things? Theyrounds of births and deaths. And what are these four things? Theyrounds of births and deaths. And what are these four things? They
are the Noble Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the Origin ofare the Noble Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the Origin ofare the Noble Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the Origin ofare the Noble Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the Origin ofare the Noble Truth of suffering, the Noble Truth of the Origin of
Suffering, the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering, and theSuffering, the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering, and theSuffering, the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering, and theSuffering, the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering, and theSuffering, the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suffering, and the
Noble  Truth of the Path that leads to the Extinction of Suffering."Noble  Truth of the Path that leads to the Extinction of Suffering."Noble  Truth of the Path that leads to the Extinction of Suffering."Noble  Truth of the Path that leads to the Extinction of Suffering."Noble  Truth of the Path that leads to the Extinction of Suffering."

(Digha-nikÈya, 18)(Digha-nikÈya, 18)(Digha-nikÈya, 18)(Digha-nikÈya, 18)(Digha-nikÈya, 18)

(1) The Noble Truth of Suffering(1) The Noble Truth of Suffering(1) The Noble Truth of Suffering(1) The Noble Truth of Suffering(1) The Noble Truth of Suffering

“Birth, ageing, sickness and death are suffering. Sorrow, lam-“Birth, ageing, sickness and death are suffering. Sorrow, lam-“Birth, ageing, sickness and death are suffering. Sorrow, lam-“Birth, ageing, sickness and death are suffering. Sorrow, lam-“Birth, ageing, sickness and death are suffering. Sorrow, lam-
entation, pain, grief and despair are suffering. Association withentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering. Association withentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering. Association withentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering. Association withentation, pain, grief and despair are suffering. Association with
unloved persons or unpleasant  conditions is suffering; separationunloved persons or unpleasant  conditions is suffering; separationunloved persons or unpleasant  conditions is suffering; separationunloved persons or unpleasant  conditions is suffering; separationunloved persons or unpleasant  conditions is suffering; separation
from beloved persons or pleasant conditions is suffering, and notfrom beloved persons or pleasant conditions is suffering, and notfrom beloved persons or pleasant conditions is suffering, and notfrom beloved persons or pleasant conditions is suffering, and notfrom beloved persons or pleasant conditions is suffering, and not
to get what one desires is suffering. In brief, the five aggregatesto get what one desires is suffering. In brief, the five aggregatesto get what one desires is suffering. In brief, the five aggregatesto get what one desires is suffering. In brief, the five aggregatesto get what one desires is suffering. In brief, the five aggregates
of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”

Later in PÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya Sutta, the Buddha described three types of
suffering.

(i) Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha — the obvious type of suffering comprising
all bodily pain and mental pain. The first twelve types of suffering
mentioned in Dhamma-cakka Sutta are obvious suffering.

(ii) ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha — the suffering due to change in condition.

Pleasant conditions do not exist forever. Sooner or later, they
will change into unpleasant conditions, giving rise to suffering.
Some obvious examples are:

All youthfulness will end in ageing.

All social gatherings will end in parting.

All lovely unions will end in parting company.

All pleasant living will end in dying.

Sensual pleasure is transient and fleeting, and it belongs to
viparinÈma dukkha. In a well-known play written by the world
famous William ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam Shakespeare, RomeoRomeoRomeoRomeoRomeo and JulietJulietJulietJulietJuliet fell in love
with each other. When they were together, they were so happy that
they thought: “““““Love is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thing.” .” .” .” .” But when they were
separated by their parents, they were so sad that they finally com-
mitted suicide.

33. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. II, by Dr. Mehm Tin
Mon, pp. 112-127.
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of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”of clinging are suffering.”

Later in PÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya SuttaPÈtheyya Sutta, the Buddha described three types of
suffering.

(i) Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha Dukkha-dukkha — the obvious type of suffering comprising
all bodily pain and mental pain. The first twelve types of suffering
mentioned in Dhamma-cakka Sutta are obvious suffering.

(ii) ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha ViparinÈma-dukkha — the suffering due to change in condition.

Pleasant conditions do not exist forever. Sooner or later, they
will change into unpleasant conditions, giving rise to suffering.
Some obvious examples are:

All youthfulness will end in ageing.

All social gatherings will end in parting.

All lovely unions will end in parting company.

All pleasant living will end in dying.

Sensual pleasure is transient and fleeting, and it belongs to
viparinÈma dukkha. In a well-known play written by the world
famous William ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam ShakespeareWilliam Shakespeare, RomeoRomeoRomeoRomeoRomeo and JulietJulietJulietJulietJuliet fell in love
with each other. When they were together, they were so happy that
they thought: “““““Love is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thingLove is a many splendid thing.” .” .” .” .” But when they were
separated by their parents, they were so sad that they finally com-
mitted suicide.

33. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. II, by Dr. Mehm Tin
Mon, pp. 112-127.
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Many heart-broken lovers, including lovely actress Marylin
Monroe, also committed suicide. Many billionaires also committed
suicide during economic depression, because they lost many million
dollars overnight when the prices of stocks and shares went down
drastically. The greater the attachment to the wealth or beloved
one, the greater the suffering when one lost them.

(iii) Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha — the suffering due to conditioning

This is the most important type of suffering that must be ob-
served by insight wisdom in vipassanÈ meditation. All human be-
ings, Devas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates of
clinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities.materialities.materialities.materialities.materialities.

• Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging (UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)

1. Material aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregate     consists of 28 ultimate materialities.
2. Consciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregate     consists of 81 mundane consciousnesses.
3. Feeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregate     consists of feelings associated with 81 mun-

dane consciousnesses.
4. Perception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregate     consists of perceptions associated with 81
mundane consciousnesses.
5. Aggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formations     consists of 50 mundane factors
with the exception of feeling (vedanÈ) and perception (saÒÒÈ).

As the mentalities and materialities together with the five aggre-
gates are arising due to causes and perishing extremely rapidly and
inccessantly, they have to be reconditioned to arise by causes very
rapidly and incessantly.

So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, “Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ
dukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; all
conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”

As all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of five
aggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they are
impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.

(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering

“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.
It is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together with
pleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and that
objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.

Here the Buddha singled out craving (taÓhÈ) as the main cause
which produces a new existence. Craving is greed (lobha) which
has the characteristic of craving for and attaching to sense-objects
and existence. Strong attachment is called ‘clinging’ or ‘grasping’
(upÈdÈna). Greed always arises together with ignorance (avijjÈ) and
other defilements in greed-rooted immoral consciousnesses. Igno-Igno-Igno-Igno-Igno-
rance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects and
existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be permanent permanent permanent permanent permanent (((((niccaniccaniccaniccanicca), ), ), ), ), pleasant pleasant pleasant pleasant pleasant (((((sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha), self or), self or), self or), self or), self or
person person person person person (((((attaattaattaattaatta) and ) and ) and ) and ) and beautiful beautiful beautiful beautiful beautiful (((((subhasubhasubhasubhasubha); so ); so ); so ); so ); so greed greed greed greed greed (((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ) craves for) craves for) craves for) craves for) craves for
them, and them, and them, and them, and them, and grasping grasping grasping grasping grasping (((((upÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈna) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.

We have seen in the Doctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent Origination that
avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna represent the round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilements and they
give rise to the round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammas, comprising kamma-formations
(sa~khÈra) and kammas (kamma-bhava). The round of kammas,
with the support of the round of defilements, then produces thethethethethe
round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants, comprising resultant consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa),
its associated mental factors and kamma-born materialities (nÈma-
r|pa), six internal bases (saÄÈyatana), contact (phassa), and feeling
(vedanÈ), which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.

Name of Noble TruthName of Noble TruthName of Noble TruthName of Noble Truth Essential ElementsEssential ElementsEssential ElementsEssential Elements MeaningMeaningMeaningMeaning

1. The Noble Truth of Suffering

81 mundane consciousnesses, 

51 mundane mental factors, 28 

materialities

In brief, five aggregates 

of clinging are 

suffering.

2. The Noble Truth of the 

   Origin of Suffering

3. The Noble Truth of the 

   Extinction of Suffering

4. The Noble Truth of the Path 

    leading to the Extintion of 

    Suffering

Craving (greed or taÓhÈ)

Craving is truly the 

main cause of 

suffering.

NibbÈna is truly the 

extinction of all 

suffering.

NibbÈna with the characteristic 

of eternal peace and unique 

happiness

Eight Path-factors associated 

with four Path-consciousnesses

The Noble Eightfold 

Path really leads to 

NibbÈna.
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Table 8.1 The Four Noble TruthsTable 8.1 The Four Noble TruthsTable 8.1 The Four Noble TruthsTable 8.1 The Four Noble TruthsTable 8.1 The Four Noble Truths

Many heart-broken lovers, including lovely actress Marylin
Monroe, also committed suicide. Many billionaires also committed
suicide during economic depression, because they lost many million
dollars overnight when the prices of stocks and shares went down
drastically. The greater the attachment to the wealth or beloved
one, the greater the suffering when one lost them.

(iii) Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha Sa~khÈra-dukkha — the suffering due to conditioning

This is the most important type of suffering that must be ob-
served by insight wisdom in vipassanÈ meditation. All human be-
ings, Devas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates ofDevas and R|pa-BrahmÈs are made up of five aggregates of
clinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimateclinging, which are composed of ultimate mentalities and ultimate
materialities.materialities.materialities.materialities.materialities.

• Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging • Five Aggregates of Clinging (UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)

1. Material aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregateMaterial aggregate     consists of 28 ultimate materialities.
2. Consciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregateConsciousness aggregate     consists of 81 mundane consciousnesses.
3. Feeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregateFeeling aggregate     consists of feelings associated with 81 mun-

dane consciousnesses.
4. Perception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregatePerception aggregate     consists of perceptions associated with 81
mundane consciousnesses.
5. Aggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formationsAggregate of mental formations     consists of 50 mundane factors
with the exception of feeling (vedanÈ) and perception (saÒÒÈ).

As the mentalities and materialities together with the five aggre-
gates are arising due to causes and perishing extremely rapidly and
inccessantly, they have to be reconditioned to arise by causes very
rapidly and incessantly.

So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, So the Buddha said, “Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ“Sabbe sa~khÈrÈ aniccÈ, sabbe sa~khÈrÈ
dukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; alldukkhÈ,” meaning: “All conditioned things are impermanent; all
conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”conditioned things are suffering.”

As all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of fiveAs all living beings and all existences are made up of five
aggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they areaggregates of clinging, they are conditioned things; so they are
impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.impermanent and really suffering.

(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering(2) The Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering

“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.“This, 0 monks, is the Noble Truth of the Origin of Suffering.
It is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together withIt is craving (taÓhÈ) which gives rise to fresh rebirth together with
pleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and thatpleasure and attachment. It finds great delight in this and that
objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” objects in the new existence,” said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.said the Buddha.

Here the Buddha singled out craving (taÓhÈ) as the main cause
which produces a new existence. Craving is greed (lobha) which
has the characteristic of craving for and attaching to sense-objects
and existence. Strong attachment is called ‘clinging’ or ‘grasping’
(upÈdÈna). Greed always arises together with ignorance (avijjÈ) and
other defilements in greed-rooted immoral consciousnesses. Igno-Igno-Igno-Igno-Igno-
rance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects andrance blinds the minds of worldings and makes sense-objects and
existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be existence appear to be permanent permanent permanent permanent permanent (((((niccaniccaniccaniccanicca), ), ), ), ), pleasant pleasant pleasant pleasant pleasant (((((sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha), self or), self or), self or), self or), self or
person person person person person (((((attaattaattaattaatta) and ) and ) and ) and ) and beautiful beautiful beautiful beautiful beautiful (((((subhasubhasubhasubhasubha); so ); so ); so ); so ); so greed greed greed greed greed (((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ) craves for) craves for) craves for) craves for) craves for
them, and them, and them, and them, and them, and grasping grasping grasping grasping grasping (((((upÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈna) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.) strongly attaches to them.

We have seen in the Doctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent OriginationDoctrine of Dependent Origination that
avijjÈ, taÓhÈ, upÈdÈna represent the round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilementsthe round of defilements and they
give rise to the round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammasthe round of kammas, comprising kamma-formations
(sa~khÈra) and kammas (kamma-bhava). The round of kammas,
with the support of the round of defilements, then produces thethethethethe
round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants,round of resultants, comprising resultant consciousness (viÒÒÈÓa),
its associated mental factors and kamma-born materialities (nÈma-
r|pa), six internal bases (saÄÈyatana), contact (phassa), and feeling
(vedanÈ), which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.which represent a new existence.

Name of Noble TruthName of Noble TruthName of Noble TruthName of Noble Truth Essential ElementsEssential ElementsEssential ElementsEssential Elements MeaningMeaningMeaningMeaning

1. The Noble Truth of Suffering

81 mundane consciousnesses, 

51 mundane mental factors, 28 

materialities

In brief, five aggregates 

of clinging are 

suffering.

2. The Noble Truth of the 

   Origin of Suffering

3. The Noble Truth of the 

   Extinction of Suffering

4. The Noble Truth of the Path 

    leading to the Extintion of 

    Suffering

Craving (greed or taÓhÈ)

Craving is truly the 

main cause of 

suffering.

NibbÈna is truly the 

extinction of all 

suffering.

NibbÈna with the characteristic 

of eternal peace and unique 

happiness

Eight Path-factors associated 

with four Path-consciousnesses

The Noble Eightfold 

Path really leads to 

NibbÈna.
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As the round of resultants will give rise to the round of defile-
ments, the above three rounds will keep on rotating, producing new
existences one after another endlessly.

Thus craving (taÓhÈ) can be singled out as the origin of suffering.

•••••     Craving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new Existences

Craving builds a new existence again and again, and whatever
existence it has built, whether the existence of an animal or the
existence of a human being, it always takes delight in the new
existence and the sense-objects in that existence.

In Buddhist literature, once there lived King AssakaKing AssakaKing AssakaKing AssakaKing Assaka, who ruled
PaÔali City in KÈsÊ country. His chief queen, Upari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊ, was very
beautiful and much loved and adored by the king. However, she
fell ill and died while still young. The king had her corpse im-
mersed in oil in a glass-coffin, and he gazed at the corpse con-
stantly.

A hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powersssss came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden
of the king and asked the gardener to inform the king that he could
tell where his dead queen was reborn. The king went to the garden
with his entourage.

The hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as a
cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden. The king would not believe it,
saying that his intelligent queen must be reborn as a celestial being.

The hermit, by his supernormal power, asked the beetle to come
out of the big stone-slab, where the king and his former chief
queen had sat together on several occasions. The female beetle
came out following her male beetle husband.

The hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetle
said. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in her
past existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became a
beetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and they
did not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other any     more. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was very
happy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved her
husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if possible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the blood
from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.

The king was convinced that the female bettle was indeed the
new existence of his dead chief queen. He was so angry that he
gave the order to burn the queen’s corpse immediately. On his
return to the palace, he chose a new chief queen and lived happily.

Thus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up with
pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.

(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering

“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-
fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,
forsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment from
craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.

According to the Third Noble Truth, there is really the extinc-
tion of suffering when the main cause of suffering, craving (taÓhÈ),
is completely eliminated. How can craving be totally eliminated?

Craving is greed (lobha) which works in unison with other
defilements. The following first eight defilements associate with
eight greed-rooted consciousnesses.

1. Ignorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or Delusion – Moha or AvijjÈ

It blinds the mind not to know: (1) the four Noble Truths, (2)
past existences and future existences, (3) the front end and the rear
end of present existence, (4) the causal relations of Dependent
Origination and the Law of Kamma.

2. Moral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actions – Ahirika

3. Moral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actions – Anottappa

4. Restlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mind – Uddhacca

5. Greed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, Attachment – Lobha, TaÓhÈ, RÈga

Greed has the characteristics of craving for sense-objects and
attaching to them. By craving for many things like money, wealth
and sensual pleasure, greed has the greatest influence on the mind
as well as on the person. Strong attachment to money, wealth,
beloved ones, etc., is called clinging or grasping (upÈdÈna). The
greater the attchment, the greater the worry to guard them, and the
greater the pain when one lost them. That is the reason why heart-
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As the round of resultants will give rise to the round of defile-
ments, the above three rounds will keep on rotating, producing new
existences one after another endlessly.

Thus craving (taÓhÈ) can be singled out as the origin of suffering.

•••••     Craving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new ExistencesCraving takes Delight in new Existences

Craving builds a new existence again and again, and whatever
existence it has built, whether the existence of an animal or the
existence of a human being, it always takes delight in the new
existence and the sense-objects in that existence.

In Buddhist literature, once there lived King AssakaKing AssakaKing AssakaKing AssakaKing Assaka, who ruled
PaÔali City in KÈsÊ country. His chief queen, Upari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊUpari DevÊ, was very
beautiful and much loved and adored by the king. However, she
fell ill and died while still young. The king had her corpse im-
mersed in oil in a glass-coffin, and he gazed at the corpse con-
stantly.

A hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powerA hermit with supernormal powersssss came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden came to the royal garden
of the king and asked the gardener to inform the king that he could
tell where his dead queen was reborn. The king went to the garden
with his entourage.

The hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as aThe hermit told the king that his dead queen was reborn as a
cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden.cow-dung beetle in that garden. The king would not believe it,
saying that his intelligent queen must be reborn as a celestial being.

The hermit, by his supernormal power, asked the beetle to come
out of the big stone-slab, where the king and his former chief
queen had sat together on several occasions. The female beetle
came out following her male beetle husband.

The hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetleThe hermit made the king understand what the female beetle
said. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in hersaid. She said that she was the chief queen of King Assaka in her
past existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became apast existence, but she had died from that existence and became a
beetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and theybeetle; so she and the king were in different existences and they
did not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other anydid not belong to each other any     more. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was verymore. She added that she was very
happy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved herhappy to be with her new husband, and that, as she loved her
husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if husband so much that, if possible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the bloodpossible, she would like to feed the blood
from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.from King Assaka’s throat to her beetle-husband.

The king was convinced that the female bettle was indeed the
new existence of his dead chief queen. He was so angry that he
gave the order to burn the queen’s corpse immediately. On his
return to the palace, he chose a new chief queen and lived happily.

Thus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up withThus craving gives rise to fresh rebirth, and bound up with
pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.

(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering(3) The Noble Truth of the Exitinction of Suffering

“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Extinction of Suf-
fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,fering. It is the complete fading away and extinction of craving,
forsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment fromforsaking and abandoning craving, liberation and detachment from
craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.craving. It is NibbÈna - the eternal peace and supreme bliss.

According to the Third Noble Truth, there is really the extinc-
tion of suffering when the main cause of suffering, craving (taÓhÈ),
is completely eliminated. How can craving be totally eliminated?

Craving is greed (lobha) which works in unison with other
defilements. The following first eight defilements associate with
eight greed-rooted consciousnesses.

1. Ignorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or DelusionIgnorance or Delusion – Moha or AvijjÈ

It blinds the mind not to know: (1) the four Noble Truths, (2)
past existences and future existences, (3) the front end and the rear
end of present existence, (4) the causal relations of Dependent
Origination and the Law of Kamma.

2. Moral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actionsMoral Shamelessness to do evil actions – Ahirika

3. Moral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actionsMoral Fearlessness to do evil actions – Anottappa

4. Restlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mindRestlessness of the mind – Uddhacca

5. Greed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, AttachmentGreed, Craving, Attachment – Lobha, TaÓhÈ, RÈga

Greed has the characteristics of craving for sense-objects and
attaching to them. By craving for many things like money, wealth
and sensual pleasure, greed has the greatest influence on the mind
as well as on the person. Strong attachment to money, wealth,
beloved ones, etc., is called clinging or grasping (upÈdÈna). The
greater the attchment, the greater the worry to guard them, and the
greater the pain when one lost them. That is the reason why heart-
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broken lovers and some billionaires committed suicide.

6. Wrong ViewWrong ViewWrong ViewWrong ViewWrong View – DiÔÔhi

The most basic and universal wrong view is ‘personality-belief’
or ‘self-illusionself-illusionself-illusionself-illusionself-illusion’. The belief that ‘selfselfselfselfself’ is identical with any one
of the five aggregates of grasping or with ‘personpersonpersonpersonperson’ is called ‘per-per-per-per-per-
sonality-beliefsonality-beliefsonality-beliefsonality-beliefsonality-belief’. The belief that ‘selfselfselfselfself’ is identical with ‘soulsoulsoulsoulsoul’,
‘egoegoegoegoego’ or ‘attaattaattaattaatta’ is called ‘self-illusionself-illusionself-illusionself-illusionself-illusion’. This wrong view develops
‘selfishnessselfishnessselfishnessselfishnessselfishness’, and “Selfishness is the greatest curse of theSelfishness is the greatest curse of theSelfishness is the greatest curse of theSelfishness is the greatest curse of theSelfishness is the greatest curse of the
human racehuman racehuman racehuman racehuman race”, correctly stated by Willian GladstoneWillian GladstoneWillian GladstoneWillian GladstoneWillian Gladstone, the British
former Prime Minister.

7. Pride or ConceitPride or ConceitPride or ConceitPride or ConceitPride or Conceit – MÈna

‘Pride’ also looks at oneself as "I am smart, I am wise, I know
most" and becomes very conceited.

8. Sloth or IdlenessSloth or IdlenessSloth or IdlenessSloth or IdlenessSloth or Idleness – Thina

It makes the mind inactive. It arises due to lack of effort.

9. Greed or Craving also causes ‘Anger’ or ‘Hatred’ to arise.Greed or Craving also causes ‘Anger’ or ‘Hatred’ to arise.Greed or Craving also causes ‘Anger’ or ‘Hatred’ to arise.Greed or Craving also causes ‘Anger’ or ‘Hatred’ to arise.Greed or Craving also causes ‘Anger’ or ‘Hatred’ to arise.

From craving springs grief;

From craving springs fear;

For him who is wholly free from craving,

There is no grief, much less fear. (Dhammapada 216)

When grief or fear arises, anger also arises causing mental
pain, so greed gives rise to anger.

10. Sceptical Doubt Sceptical Doubt Sceptical Doubt Sceptical Doubt Sceptical Doubt (VicikicchÈ) about the Buddha, the
Dhamma, the SaÑgha, past eixtences, future existences, the law of
kamma, the Doctrine of Dependent Origination and the Four Noble
Turths, because ‘IgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnorance’ (Moha) blinds the mind not to know
them.

‘IgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnoranceIgnorance’ (Moha or AvijjÈ) blinds the mind not to know the
true nature of sense-objects, comprising all living beings and inani-
mate things. Living beings are composed of ultimate mentalities and
ultimate materialities. As mentalities and materialities are arising
and perishing very rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing perma-
nent to be called 'self' or 'soul', they have the characteristics of

impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkhÈ), not-self or no-self (anatta),
and disgusting (asubha). So all sense-objects also have the same
characteristics.

But ignorance blinds the minds of worldlings and turn their
worldly outlook upside down. So worldlings and all defilements
see sense-objects to be permanent (nicca), pleasant (subha), self or
person (atta) and beautiful (subha). They are also ignorant of the
Law of Kamma, the Doctrine of Dependent Origination and the
Four Noble Truths. So worldlings perform evil actions and enjoy
sensual pleasure as much as possible. When they die, most of themWhen they die, most of themWhen they die, most of themWhen they die, most of themWhen they die, most of them
are born in woeful abodes for many existences. are born in woeful abodes for many existences. are born in woeful abodes for many existences. are born in woeful abodes for many existences. are born in woeful abodes for many existences. So the Buddha said:So the Buddha said:So the Buddha said:So the Buddha said:So the Buddha said:
“The Four woeful Abodes are the permanent homes of most living“The Four woeful Abodes are the permanent homes of most living“The Four woeful Abodes are the permanent homes of most living“The Four woeful Abodes are the permanent homes of most living“The Four woeful Abodes are the permanent homes of most living
beings.”beings.”beings.”beings.”beings.”

All defilements can be uprooted and totally eliminated byAll defilements can be uprooted and totally eliminated byAll defilements can be uprooted and totally eliminated byAll defilements can be uprooted and totally eliminated byAll defilements can be uprooted and totally eliminated by
undertaking the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Nobleundertaking the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Nobleundertaking the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Nobleundertaking the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Nobleundertaking the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Noble
Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.

Observing the higher morality mindfully can suppress and sub-
due defilements not to arise in the mind. Next, meditators develop
jhÈna-concentrations by undertaking tranqullity-meditations strenu-
ously as taught by the Buddha. Then meditators can keep their
minds pure, free from defilements for longer periods. The concen-
trated mind is very powerful and blissful.

The wisdom in the pure mind radiates very bright and penetra-
tive light, with the help of which meditators can discern ultimate
mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perishing rapidly
in themselves as well as in others. They can define mentalities and
materialities precisely by their respective characteristics, functions,
manifestations and proximate causes for their arising. They can
also discern the four causes — kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment -
that give rise to materialities.

Then by tracing their mind-continuum or mental streams back-
ward and forward, they can discern their past existences and future
existences and verify the causal relations of Dependent Origina-
tion. After that, they can undertake vipassanÈ-meditation as instructed
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Observing the higher morality mindfully can suppress and sub-
due defilements not to arise in the mind. Next, meditators develop
jhÈna-concentrations by undertaking tranqullity-meditations strenu-
ously as taught by the Buddha. Then meditators can keep their
minds pure, free from defilements for longer periods. The concen-
trated mind is very powerful and blissful.

The wisdom in the pure mind radiates very bright and penetra-
tive light, with the help of which meditators can discern ultimate
mentalities and ultimate materialities, arising and perishing rapidly
in themselves as well as in others. They can define mentalities and
materialities precisely by their respective characteristics, functions,
manifestations and proximate causes for their arising. They can
also discern the four causes — kamma, consciousness, heat and nutriment -
that give rise to materialities.

Then by tracing their mind-continuum or mental streams back-
ward and forward, they can discern their past existences and future
existences and verify the causal relations of Dependent Origina-
tion. After that, they can undertake vipassanÈ-meditation as instructed
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by the Buddha. When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-
teristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind the
mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.
So both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, and
other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.

When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-
consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.
Although the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdom
associated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishes
four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:

(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,

(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,

(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and

(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.

By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-
velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-
tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including craving craving craving craving craving (((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ), ), ), ), ), ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance
(moha)(moha)(moha)(moha)(moha) and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap-
piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!

• NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!

According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-
fering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totally
eliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from all
taints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peaceful
and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.

These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (sÊtisÊtisÊtisÊtisÊti), peace (), peace (), peace (), peace (), peace (santisantisantisantisanti) and bliss () and bliss () and bliss () and bliss () and bliss (sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha) describe) describe) describe) describe) describe
the nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternal
peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (SantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukha).).).).).

In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:

“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred
(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called
NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”

In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:

“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,
namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,
and the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, the
smell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The six
consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-
doors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, the
ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-
ness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and their
associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.

“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),
hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),
ageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentation
(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)
are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-
guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-
ized.ized.ized.ized.ized.

However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-
entiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employed..... Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction
of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.     One
must not thereby infer that NibbÈna is nothing but the extinction of
greed, anger and ignorance.

NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-
cause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It is
like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. Though the moon surely
exists in the sky, we cannot see it when it is blocked by thick
clouds. When the clouds are blown away by strong winds, the
moon becomes visible immediately. Similarly, when defilements
are eliminated, we can realize NibbÈna vividly.

NibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnesses
and four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace and
unique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes by
a noble persona noble persona noble persona noble persona noble person (ariyÈ) by developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It is
very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-
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by the Buddha. When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-When they penetratively discern the true charac-
teristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind theteristics of mentalities and materialities, ignorance cannot blind the
mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.mind anymore, and greed has nothing to crave for and attach to.
So both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, andSo both ignorance and greed do not arise in the mind anymore, and
other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.other defilements also do not arise in the mind.

When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-When they can develop ten insight knowledges, the Path-
consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.consciousness and the Fruition-consciousness arise without delay.
Although the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdomAlthough the Path-consciousness arises only once, the wisdom
associated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishesassociated with it, called Path-wisdom, simultaneously accomplishes
four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:four functions, namely:

(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,(1) comprehension of the Noble Truth of Suffering,

(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,(2) eradication of defilements which are the causes of suffering,

(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and(3) realization of Nibbana, and

(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.(4) full development of the eight factors of the Noble Path.

By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-By reundertaking vipassana meditation, the meditators can de-
velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-velop three higher Path-wisdoms, and the four Path-wisdoms to-
tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including tally eliminate all defilements including craving craving craving craving craving (((((taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ), ), ), ), ), ignoranceignoranceignoranceignoranceignorance
(moha)(moha)(moha)(moha)(moha) and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap- and the meditators become Arahants, the noblest and hap-
piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!piest persons just below Buddhas and Pacceka-buddhas!

• NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!NibbÈna, the Third Noble Truth, really Exists!

According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-According to the Third Noble Truth, when the origin of suf-
fering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totallyfering ‘craving’ is totally eliminated, all suffering is also totally
eliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from alleliminated. Therefore, the mental stream is totally free from all
taints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peacefultaints, defilements and suffering, and it will be serene, peaceful
and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.and blissful.

These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (These serenity (sÊtisÊtisÊtisÊtisÊti), peace (), peace (), peace (), peace (), peace (santisantisantisantisanti) and bliss () and bliss () and bliss () and bliss () and bliss (sukhasukhasukhasukhasukha) describe) describe) describe) describe) describe
the nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternalthe nature of NibbÈna. NibbÈna has the characteristic of ‘eternal
peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (peace and supreme bliss’ (SantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukhaSantisukha).).).).).

In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:In Samyutta NikÈya (38.1), the Buddha said:

“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred“The extinction of greed (lobha), the extinction of hatred
(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called(dosa), the extinction of ignorance (moha), this is called
NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”NibbÈna.”

In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:In Œditta Sutta, Samyutta NikÈya, the Buddha said:

“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,“O monks, the whole world is in flames. The six sense-doors,
namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,namely, the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, the mind,
and the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, theand the six sense-objects, namely, the visible object, the sound, the
smell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The sixsmell, the taste, the touch and the thought are in flames. The six
consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-consciousnesses that arise due to the contact between the sense-
doors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, thedoors and the sense-objects, namely, the eye-consciousness, the
ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness, the tongue-conscious-
ness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and theirness, the body-consciousness, the mind-consciousness and their
associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.associated mental factors are in flames.

“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),“By what fire are they in flames? By the fires of lust (lobha),
hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),hatred (dosa), and ignorance (moha); by the fires of birth (jÈti),
ageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentationageing (jarÈ) and death (maraÓa), sorrow (soka), lamentation
(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)(parideva), pain (dukkha), grief (domanassa) and despair (upÈyÈsa)
are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-are they kindled. When all these eleven fires are totally extin-
guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-guished and eliminated by four Path-wisdoms, NibbÈna is real-
ized.ized.ized.ized.ized.

However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-However, “the end goal”that one aims for should be differ-
entiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employedentiated from ‘the means’ that is employed..... Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction Here the extinction
of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.of the flames is ‘the means’, and NibbÈna is ‘the end goal’.     One
must not thereby infer that NibbÈna is nothing but the extinction of
greed, anger and ignorance.

NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-NibbÈna always exists naturally, but we cannot see it, be-
cause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It iscause our minds are blinded by ignorance, greed and anger. It is
like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. like the moon on the full-moon night. Though the moon surely
exists in the sky, we cannot see it when it is blocked by thick
clouds. When the clouds are blown away by strong winds, the
moon becomes visible immediately. Similarly, when defilements
are eliminated, we can realize NibbÈna vividly.

NibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnessesNibbÈna can be realized clearly by four Path-consciousnesses
and four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace andand four fruition-consciousnesses, and the eternal peace and
unique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes byunique bliss of NibbÈna can be enjoyed as much as one likes by
a noble persona noble persona noble persona noble persona noble person (ariyÈ) by developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It isby developing Fruition-attainment. It is
very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-very remarkable that the ultimate Goal ‘NibbÈna’ and its su-
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preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.

If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-
wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,
who can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna up
to seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become an
Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.

“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-
ereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than to
be a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is to
be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”

(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of
SufferingSufferingSufferingSufferingSuffering

“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
Extinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold Path
consisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the right
speech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the
right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”

The classification of the eight Path-factors of the Noble Eight-
fold Path as the Noble Threefold Training, and the practical proce-
dure for undertaking the Noble Threefold Training is comprehen-
sively described on pages 269-327 in this book.

The beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pure
higher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, they
undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-
tions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mind
radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.

With the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they define
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and in
others, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well as
the causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertake
VipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop ten
insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.

If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-

wisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they will
become Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertake
VipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms and
their three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will become
Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!

The Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna
are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-
ful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from the
minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!

“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;
free from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it is
the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”     (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima
NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)

“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain
and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-
zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.

(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)
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preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.preme bliss can be realized and enjoyed in this very life!.

If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If one can develop the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-
wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,wisdom, one becomes a Noble Person called ‘Stream-winner’ ,
who can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna upwho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme bliss of NibbÈna up
to seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become anto seven existences in blissful realms, and one shall become an
Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.Arahant automatically.

“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-“Far better than sovereignty over the whole earth or sov-
ereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than toereignty over two celestial realms, that is, far better than to
be a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is tobe a Universal Monarch or the Celestial King Sakka, is to
be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”be a Stream-winner.”

(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of(4) The Noble Truth of the Path Leading to the Extinction of
SufferingSufferingSufferingSufferingSuffering

“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the“This, O monks, is the Noble Truth of the Path leading to the
Extinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold PathExtinction of Suffering. It is simply the Noble Eightfold Path
consisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the rightconsisting of the right understanding, the right thought, the right
speech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, thespeech, the right action, the right livelihood, the right effort, the
right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”right mindfulness, and the right concentration.”

The classification of the eight Path-factors of the Noble Eight-
fold Path as the Noble Threefold Training, and the practical proce-
dure for undertaking the Noble Threefold Training is comprehen-
sively described on pages 269-327 in this book.

The beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pureThe beauty of the Path is that meditators first develop the pure
higher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, theyhigher morality, and on the foundation of this pure morality, they
undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-undertake Tranquillity Meditations to develop jhÈna concentra-
tions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mindtions to attain the purity of the minds when the wisdom in the mind
radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.radiates very bright penetrative light.

With the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they defineWith the help of this bright. penetrative light, they define
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and inultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities in themselves and in
others, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well asothers, discern the causes of materialities and mentalities as well as
the causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertakethe causal relations of Dependent Origination, and then undertake
VipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop tenVipassanÈ Meditation as taught by the Buddha to develop ten
insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.insight knowledges.

If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-If they are successful, the first Path-wisdom and its Fruition-

wisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they willwisdom will arise, taking NibbÈna as their object, and they will
become Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertakebecome Stream-winners. If they wish, they can reundertake
VipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms andVipassanÈ Meditation to develop three higher Path-wisdoms and
their three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will becometheir three Fruition Wisdoms. If successful, they will become
Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!Arahants, the best, highest and happiest attainment in life!

The Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈnaThe Four Path-Wisdoms, the Four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna
are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-are the nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which are so power-
ful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from theful that they can totally uproot and eliminate all defilements from the
minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!minds to become Arahants!

“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;“Free from pain and torture is the Noble Eightfold Path;
free from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it isfree from groaning and suffering is this Noble Path; it is
the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”the Noblest Perfect Path.”     (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima    (Majjhima
NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)NikÈya 139)

“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the“The only Path that leads to the purity of the mind, to the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of painovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain
and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-and grief, to the entering of the right path, and to the reali-
zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.zation of NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.

(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)(MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL PROGRESSDEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL PROGRESSDEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL PROGRESSDEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL PROGRESSDEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL PROGRESS

• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully

All the people want to live happily and peacefully. But they don't
know how to live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth
after death. Most people also don't know that they have lived un-
countable existences in the past and they will be reborn uncoun-
table existences in the future until they become Arahants, Perfect
Noble Persons.

Occasionally some books appeared, claiming that they could show
the way how to live happily. Many people rushed to buy the books
and practised as described in the books. They could not find happi-
ness, and the books disappeared.

No one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the true
causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, wwwwworrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid of
the causes.the causes.the causes.the causes.the causes. As the causes are among the ultimate realities, only
when one gets some knowledge of the Ultimate Science of Ultimate
Realities, will one find the true causes of unhappiness, worrying
and suffering.

To live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is most
important in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his most
powerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woeful
abodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them to
escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.
With his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly the
causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-
nate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy the
true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.

The Buddha preached his findings to humans, devas and BrahmÈs
very intensively for 45 years, enlightening many millions of them
to become Noble Persons, the best attainment in life. These facts
prove the truth of his sublime teachings. All his most precious
teachings are well preserved as Three Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of Buddhist

ScripturesScripturesScripturesScripturesScriptures (TipiÔakas) in Myanmar both in writing and in practice.
The Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatest
Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!

• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and
Woeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful Rebirth

In the Ultimate Science of Ultimate Realities or the Higher Teach-
ings of the Buddha, known as Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, the Buddha pointed
out that the 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forces
in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of aaaaall evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions and
all suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woeful
rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.

Out of the 14 immoral mental factors (described briefly on pages
68-72), ten are called 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', because they defile, debase
and burn the mind. Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,     namely, greed, anger and
ignorance, are designated by the Buddha as the 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' and
'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. They give rise to immoral minds and influence
men and beasts to perform evil wicked actions with immoral minds,
depositing billions of immoral kammas in their mental streams.

These immoral kammas will follow the performers of evil actions
life after life as there is no break in the mental stream at the time of
death of one existence and rebirth of the next existence. All men-
talities and materialities in each person arise and perish very quickly
and continuously, connecting all his or her uncountable existences
as a very long chain of mentalities and materialities in a state of
flux.

The immoral kammas will bear bad results, starting from the
present existence up to the last existence. Generally kammas bear
results similar to the way they were formed. If a person tortures
and kills an animal, he will be tortured and killed in a similar way
in his many future existences, because billions of bad kammas are
formed in an immoral action.

This Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of Dhamma
DiDiDiDiDinnnnnnnnnnÈ,È,È,È,È, a female Arahant with supernormal powers during the Dis-
pensation of Buddha Gotama. When she looked at her past exis-
tences with her supernormal power of former existences, she saw
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• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully• How To Live Wisely, Happily and Peacefully

All the people want to live happily and peacefully. But they don't
know how to live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth
after death. Most people also don't know that they have lived un-
countable existences in the past and they will be reborn uncoun-
table existences in the future until they become Arahants, Perfect
Noble Persons.

Occasionally some books appeared, claiming that they could show
the way how to live happily. Many people rushed to buy the books
and practised as described in the books. They could not find happi-
ness, and the books disappeared.

No one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the trueNo one can live happily until and unless one knows the true
causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, causes of unhappiness, wwwwworrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid oforrying and suffering, and can get rid of
the causes.the causes.the causes.the causes.the causes. As the causes are among the ultimate realities, only
when one gets some knowledge of the Ultimate Science of Ultimate
Realities, will one find the true causes of unhappiness, worrying
and suffering.

To live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is mostTo live wisely, happily and to escape woeful rebirth is most
important in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his mostimportant in life. The most exalted Buddha truly saw with his most
powerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woefulpowerful Divine Eye that most people were born in four woeful
abodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them toabodes after death and that it is very very difficult for them to
escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.escape from woeful abodes and to regain the human existence.
With his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly theWith his Omniscient Wisdom the Buddha also knew correctly the
causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-causes of unhappiness and woeful rebirth, and also how to elimi-
nate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy thenate those causes totally to become Noble Persons and to enjoy the
true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.true unique happiness and eternal peace of NibbÈna for ever.

The Buddha preached his findings to humans, devas and BrahmÈs
very intensively for 45 years, enlightening many millions of them
to become Noble Persons, the best attainment in life. These facts
prove the truth of his sublime teachings. All his most precious
teachings are well preserved as Three Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of BuddhistThree Repositories of Buddhist

ScripturesScripturesScripturesScripturesScriptures (TipiÔakas) in Myanmar both in writing and in practice.
The Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatestThe Omniscient Buddha is really the greatest Saviour and greatest
Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!Benefactor of all living beings!

• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and• The True Causes of Unhappiness, Worrying till Death and
Woeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful RebirthWoeful Rebirth

In the Ultimate Science of Ultimate Realities or the Higher Teach-
ings of the Buddha, known as Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, Abhidhamma, the Buddha pointed
out that the 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forcesthe 14 immoral mental factors are the only real evil forces
in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of in the universe, and they are the main causes of aaaaall evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions andll evil actions and
all suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woefulall suffering on earth, including unhappiness, worrying, woeful
rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.rebirth and very miserable woeful suffering.

Out of the 14 immoral mental factors (described briefly on pages
68-72), ten are called 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', 'defilements', because they defile, debase
and burn the mind. Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,Their three leaders,     namely, greed, anger and
ignorance, are designated by the Buddha as the 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' 'hottest fires' and
'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. 'immoral roots'. They give rise to immoral minds and influence
men and beasts to perform evil wicked actions with immoral minds,
depositing billions of immoral kammas in their mental streams.

These immoral kammas will follow the performers of evil actions
life after life as there is no break in the mental stream at the time of
death of one existence and rebirth of the next existence. All men-
talities and materialities in each person arise and perish very quickly
and continuously, connecting all his or her uncountable existences
as a very long chain of mentalities and materialities in a state of
flux.

The immoral kammas will bear bad results, starting from the
present existence up to the last existence. Generally kammas bear
results similar to the way they were formed. If a person tortures
and kills an animal, he will be tortured and killed in a similar way
in his many future existences, because billions of bad kammas are
formed in an immoral action.

This Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of DhammaThis Kamma Law can be illustrated by a true story of Dhamma
DiDiDiDiDinnnnnnnnnnÈ,È,È,È,È, a female Arahant with supernormal powers during the Dis-
pensation of Buddha Gotama. When she looked at her past exis-
tences with her supernormal power of former existences, she saw
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that in one of her past existences, she was the wife of a Brahmin.

One day a very close friend of her husband came to their house.
Her husband requested her to cook good food. She went to her
village's morning market. She could not get any meat, because she
was late. She killed a little goat, which she bred at home and cooked
its meat. Her husband and his friend thanked and admired her for
the good food she served.

When she died, she was born in hell. She had to suffer very
miserably, being killed many million times. When she escaped from
hell, she was born as animals as many existences as there were
hairs on the body of the little goat that she killed. In all these animal
existences, she was killed while still young by having her throat
cut. So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: "The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action
may come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas are
formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."

As each person may have committed many evil actions in his or
her many past existences as well as in the present existence, he or
she will encounter many kinds of bad results of those evil actions.
He or she may be born poor, ugly, with bad health and low intelli-
gence. He or she will come across several bad sense-objects, many
bad happenings, many troubles and always worrying how to make
a living. Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad kammas kammas kammas kammas kammas are the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes of
unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.
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ness ness ness ness ness (uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).

Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance or or or or or delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha or or or or or avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) blinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not to
know the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed of
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising and
perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-
istics of istics of istics of istics of istics of impremanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), not-self (anatta),impremanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), not-self (anatta),impremanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), not-self (anatta),impremanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), not-self (anatta),impremanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), not-self (anatta),
and and and and and loathsomeness (asubha).loathsomeness (asubha).loathsomeness (asubha).loathsomeness (asubha).loathsomeness (asubha).

Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance blinds the mind, and gives the opposite wrong visionblinds the mind, and gives the opposite wrong visionblinds the mind, and gives the opposite wrong visionblinds the mind, and gives the opposite wrong visionblinds the mind, and gives the opposite wrong vision
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person (atta) person (atta) person (atta) person (atta) person (atta) and and and and and beautiful (subha). beautiful (subha). beautiful (subha). beautiful (subha). beautiful (subha). It also gives the delusion thatIt also gives the delusion thatIt also gives the delusion thatIt also gives the delusion thatIt also gives the delusion that
persons, men, women, you, I, self really exist.persons, men, women, you, I, self really exist.persons, men, women, you, I, self really exist.persons, men, women, you, I, self really exist.persons, men, women, you, I, self really exist.

Wrong-view Wrong-view Wrong-view Wrong-view Wrong-view (diÔÔhi) (diÔÔhi) (diÔÔhi) (diÔÔhi) (diÔÔhi) takes 'self', 'person', 'I' to really exist andtakes 'self', 'person', 'I' to really exist andtakes 'self', 'person', 'I' to really exist andtakes 'self', 'person', 'I' to really exist andtakes 'self', 'person', 'I' to really exist and
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khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.

Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-
ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,
caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'
welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,
correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: "Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human
race."race."race."race."race."

Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving (lobha (lobha (lobha (lobha (lobha or or or or or taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-
ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance (moha),(moha),(moha),(moha),(moha),
greed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautiful
clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,
good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,
good houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard the
whole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed can
never be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. It
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that in one of her past existences, she was the wife of a Brahmin.

One day a very close friend of her husband came to their house.
Her husband requested her to cook good food. She went to her
village's morning market. She could not get any meat, because she
was late. She killed a little goat, which she bred at home and cooked
its meat. Her husband and his friend thanked and admired her for
the good food she served.

When she died, she was born in hell. She had to suffer very
miserably, being killed many million times. When she escaped from
hell, she was born as animals as many existences as there were
hairs on the body of the little goat that she killed. In all these animal
existences, she was killed while still young by having her throat
cut. So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: So we may say: "The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action"The similer bad reactions of an evil action
may come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas aremay come a billion times, because billions of bad kammas are
formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."formed during that evil action."

As each person may have committed many evil actions in his or
her many past existences as well as in the present existence, he or
she will encounter many kinds of bad results of those evil actions.
He or she may be born poor, ugly, with bad health and low intelli-
gence. He or she will come across several bad sense-objects, many
bad happenings, many troubles and always worrying how to make
a living. Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad Thus defilements and bad kammas kammas kammas kammas kammas are the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes ofare the true causes of
unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.unhappiness, worrying and woeful rebirths.
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the sense-doors.the sense-doors.the sense-doors.the sense-doors.the sense-doors.

When beautiful or pleasant sense-objects appear in the eye-door,When beautiful or pleasant sense-objects appear in the eye-door,When beautiful or pleasant sense-objects appear in the eye-door,When beautiful or pleasant sense-objects appear in the eye-door,When beautiful or pleasant sense-objects appear in the eye-door,
the ear-door, etc., the ear-door, etc., the ear-door, etc., the ear-door, etc., the ear-door, etc., greed greed greed greed greed arises as greed-rooted minds, associatedarises as greed-rooted minds, associatedarises as greed-rooted minds, associatedarises as greed-rooted minds, associatedarises as greed-rooted minds, associated
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ble objects appear in the sense-doors, ble objects appear in the sense-doors, ble objects appear in the sense-doors, ble objects appear in the sense-doors, ble objects appear in the sense-doors, anger anger anger anger anger arises as anger-rootedarises as anger-rootedarises as anger-rootedarises as anger-rootedarises as anger-rooted
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objects appear in the sense-doors, objects appear in the sense-doors, objects appear in the sense-doors, objects appear in the sense-doors, objects appear in the sense-doors, ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance arises as ignorance-arises as ignorance-arises as ignorance-arises as ignorance-arises as ignorance-
rooted consciousness, associated with sceptical doubt or restless-rooted consciousness, associated with sceptical doubt or restless-rooted consciousness, associated with sceptical doubt or restless-rooted consciousness, associated with sceptical doubt or restless-rooted consciousness, associated with sceptical doubt or restless-
ness ness ness ness ness (uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).(uddhacca).

Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance Ignorance or or or or or delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha delusion (moha or or or or or avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) avijjÈ) blinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not toblinds the mind not to
know the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed ofknow the true nature of sense-objects, which are composed of
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising andultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities, that are arising and
perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-perishing very rapidly and incessantly, thus having the character-
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identifies 'self' with 'soul' or identifies 'self' with 'soul' or identifies 'self' with 'soul' or identifies 'self' with 'soul' or identifies 'self' with 'soul' or 'atta''atta''atta''atta''atta', giving rise to the wrong view, giving rise to the wrong view, giving rise to the wrong view, giving rise to the wrong view, giving rise to the wrong view
of 'self-illusion' of 'self-illusion' of 'self-illusion' of 'self-illusion' of 'self-illusion' (atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi). The wrong view that takes 'self', to be. The wrong view that takes 'self', to be. The wrong view that takes 'self', to be. The wrong view that takes 'self', to be. The wrong view that takes 'self', to be
identical with anyone of the five identical with anyone of the five identical with anyone of the five identical with anyone of the five identical with anyone of the five aggregates of grasping (upÈdÈnak-aggregates of grasping (upÈdÈnak-aggregates of grasping (upÈdÈnak-aggregates of grasping (upÈdÈnak-aggregates of grasping (upÈdÈnak-
khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) khandhas) is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.is called 'personality-belief'.

Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-Such a wrong view makes one very selfish and egoistic, produc-
ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,ing harmful thoughts of 'I', 'my', 'me', 'mine' and selfish desires,
caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'caring for only one's welfare without any consideration for others'
welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,welfare. William Gladstone, the British former Prime Minister,
correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: correctly said: "Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human
race."race."race."race."race."

Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving Greed or craving (lobha (lobha (lobha (lobha (lobha or or or or or taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) taÓhÈ) has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-has the characteristic of crav-
ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance ing and attachment. With the illusion given by ignorance (moha),(moha),(moha),(moha),(moha),
greed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautifulgreed desires and craves for beautiful sense-objects, beautiful
clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,clothes, pleasant music, expensive perfumes, good food and drinks,
good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,good movies and entertainments, money, wealth, fame, power,
good houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard thegood houses, saloon-cars, etc. So worldlings have to work hard the
whole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed canwhole life to gratify the many desires of greed. But greed can
never be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. Itnever be gratified. The more it gets, the more it desires for. It
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never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-
ing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also cause
suffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and beloved
ones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying is
also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.

Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-
panied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones and
wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-
able when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several persons
committed suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts or
lovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide when
they lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depression
when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.

Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) are identical.are identical.are identical.are identical.are identical.
Anger Anger Anger Anger Anger has the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short tempered
and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-
jects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, loss
of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,
grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,
etc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well as
bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90
percents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, have
illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.

Also Also Also Also Also jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) and and and and and re-re-re-re-re-
morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) arise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causing
unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-
mediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind or
if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.

Pride Pride Pride Pride Pride (mÈna) also sees oneself as 'I' and makes one very proud,
conceited, and very sensitive to insults to be always ready for a
quarrel or a fight. We should take note of the saying: "Pride will
have a fall".

Moral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessness     (ahirika) and moral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessness     (anottappa),
the ignorance of the Law of Kamma and what is good or bad,
prompt worldings to perform various evil actions.

Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ) has doubt about the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the SaÑgha to be the most precious and noblest ob-
jects of veneration. So it makes one neglect to pay respect to them
and to learn the Dhamma, thus losing the great opportunity of
liberating oneself from all suffering.

Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) defile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn the
mind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born in
woeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds of
births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.

• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness

Under the illusion of ignorance (moha), sense-objects appear to
be beautiful. When beautiful pleasant sense-objects appear at the
sense-doors — viz, the eye-door, the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tongue-door and the body-door, pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling (sukha-vedanÈ)
arises. Greed-rooted consciousnesses, accompanied by pleasantpleasantpleasantpleasantpleasant
mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling and joyjoyjoyjoyjoy     (pÊti), arise immediately and enjoy the taste
of the sense-object, that is the pleasant feeling, and we think that we
also enjoy the taste of the sense-object.

As the greed-rooted consciousness likes and craves for more
similar enjoyment, we also like and crave for more similar enjoy-
ment. We also think that the enjoyment of the taste of various
beautiful or pleasant sense-objects, such as movies, pleasant music,
fragrant perfumes, good food, pleasant sexual sensation, etc., is
real happiness, and desire to enjoy sensual pleasure as much as
possible.

We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-
vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-
ant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensual
pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, and pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousness
perish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure is
transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. Besides, greed-rooted consciousness is as-
sociated with defilements, such as greed, ignorance, wrong-view,
pride, moral shamelessness and moral fearlessness, which defile,
debase and burn the mind. As soon as we cannot satisfy the craving
of greed for more enjoyment of sensual pleasure, anger-rooted
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never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-never gives up its characteristic of craving and attachment. Work-
ing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also causeing hard to get money is suffering. Ungratified desires also cause
suffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and belovedsuffering. Because of attachment to one's possession and beloved
ones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying isones, one has to worry for their safety all the time. Worrying is
also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.also suffering.

Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-Worrying arises as anger-rooted consciousness, which is accom-
panied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones andpanied with mental pain. When the attachment to beloved ones and
wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-wealth is very great, the mental pain is also very great and unbear-
able when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several personsable when one loses them. That is the reason why several persons
committed suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts orcommitted suicide, when they lost their beloved sweet-hearts or
lovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide whenlovers or great wealth. Many billionaires committed suicide when
they lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depressionthey lost many million dollars at the time of economic depression
when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.when the prices of shares and stocks went down drasstically.

Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will Anger, hatred, ill-will (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) (dosa, paÔigha, vyÈpÈda) are identical.are identical.are identical.are identical.are identical.
Anger Anger Anger Anger Anger has the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short temperedhas the characteristic of becoming angry, short tempered
and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-and disappointed. When one encountered unpleasant sense-ob-
jects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, lossjects, unpleasant dealings or situations, loss of wealth or job, loss
of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,of  friends, anger arises. Anger also gives rise to sadness, sorrow,
grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,grief, lamentation, worry, fury, mental depression, mental stress,
etc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well asetc. Mental stress and strain gives rise to mental illness as well as
bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90bodily illness. Medical doctors reported in Times magazine that 90
percents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, havepercents of the patients, who go to medical clinics today, have
illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.illness due to the mind.

Also Also Also Also Also jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) jealousy (issÈ), avarice or stinginess (macchariya) and and and and and re-re-re-re-re-
morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) morse (kukkucca) arise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causingarise in anger-rooted consciousnesses, causing
unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-unhappiness without inducement from anybody. One shall be im-
mediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind ormediately happy if one can drive them away from one's mind or
if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.if one can prevent them not to arise in one's mind.

Pride Pride Pride Pride Pride (mÈna) also sees oneself as 'I' and makes one very proud,
conceited, and very sensitive to insults to be always ready for a
quarrel or a fight. We should take note of the saying: "Pride will
have a fall".

Moral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessnessMoral shamelessness     (ahirika) and moral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessnessmoral fearlessness     (anottappa),
the ignorance of the Law of Kamma and what is good or bad,
prompt worldings to perform various evil actions.

Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt Sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈ) has doubt about the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the SaÑgha to be the most precious and noblest ob-
jects of veneration. So it makes one neglect to pay respect to them
and to learn the Dhamma, thus losing the great opportunity of
liberating oneself from all suffering.

Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements Therefore all defilements (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) (kilesÈs) defile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn thedefile, debase and burn the
mind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born inmind, making worldlings unhappy, and causing them to be born in
woeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds ofwoeful abodes after death and not to escape from the rounds of
births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.births and suffering.

• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness• Sensual Pleasure is not Real Happiness

Under the illusion of ignorance (moha), sense-objects appear to
be beautiful. When beautiful pleasant sense-objects appear at the
sense-doors — viz, the eye-door, the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tongue-door and the body-door, pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling pleasant feeling (sukha-vedanÈ)
arises. Greed-rooted consciousnesses, accompanied by pleasantpleasantpleasantpleasantpleasant
mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling mental feeling and joyjoyjoyjoyjoy     (pÊti), arise immediately and enjoy the taste
of the sense-object, that is the pleasant feeling, and we think that we
also enjoy the taste of the sense-object.

As the greed-rooted consciousness likes and craves for more
similar enjoyment, we also like and crave for more similar enjoy-
ment. We also think that the enjoyment of the taste of various
beautiful or pleasant sense-objects, such as movies, pleasant music,
fragrant perfumes, good food, pleasant sexual sensation, etc., is
real happiness, and desire to enjoy sensual pleasure as much as
possible.

We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of We don't know that the enjoyment of pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-pleasant feeling (sukha-
vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-vedanÈ) with greed-rooted consciousness, accompanied by pleas-
ant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensualant mental feeling (somanassa) and joy (pÊti) constitute sensual
pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, pleasure, and pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousnessand pleasant feeling, joy and greed-rooted consciousness
perish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure isperish and disappear soon after they arise. So sensual pleasure is
transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. transcient and fleeting. Besides, greed-rooted consciousness is as-
sociated with defilements, such as greed, ignorance, wrong-view,
pride, moral shamelessness and moral fearlessness, which defile,
debase and burn the mind. As soon as we cannot satisfy the craving
of greed for more enjoyment of sensual pleasure, anger-rooted
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consciousness, accompanied by painful mental feeling, arises and
suffering also arises.

Therefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not real
happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is 'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-
dukkha)dukkha)dukkha)dukkha)dukkha).....

Moreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up our
good kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious time
and neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born in
woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.

Some people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling and
consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that by
doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-
moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-
ful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woeful
abodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficult
to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.

• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces

We now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked and
ignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to suffer
very miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in many
future existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mental
factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,
greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) and and and and and ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), are really ourare really ourare really ourare really ourare really our
worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.

We must first set up a strong defence so that they cannot attack
us, and then find the means and the way how to defeat them and
conquer them totally so that they can never give us any trouble.
After that we can live most happily life after life.

In reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shown
the means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how to
defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. Among the ultimate
realities that most basically exist in living beings and in the uni-
verse, the evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factors
whereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mental
factors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also more

powerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can develop
the good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat the
evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.

Both immoral mental factors and beautiful mental factors depend
on consciousnesses for their arising and existing momentarily. So
the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground. The 13 neutral
mental factors associate together both with immoral mental factors
and beautiful mental factors. So also are the 28 ultimate materiali-
ties; they serve as material bases and sense-objects to all
consciousnesses or minds to depend on and to cling to for their
arising and existing momentarily. But when we can control the
mind well, we can let moral minds arise as long as we like.

However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-
moral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our minds
for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.
The buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nine
categories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born again
and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-
dha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutral
mental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fight
the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.

• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories3333344444

The nine catergories include Œsavas, Ogas, Yogas, Ganthas,
UpÈdÈnas, NÊvaraÓas, Anusayas, SaÑyojanas, and KilesÈs.

1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants (Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)

As the fermented liquor, which has been left in the fermenting
pot for a long time, intoxicates men strongly, so too the four Èsavas,
which have been fermented in the khandha-stream of living beings
for uncountable existences, intoxicate men strongly to forget about
their liberation from the rounds of births and suffering, called
'saÑsÈra'.

34. “The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma”, Third Edition,

 by Dr.Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 175-203.
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consciousness, accompanied by painful mental feeling, arises and
suffering also arises.

Therefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not realTherefore, the Buddha said that sensual pleasure is not real
happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is happiness; it is 'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-'suffering due to change of conditions' (viparinÈma-
dukkha)dukkha)dukkha)dukkha)dukkha).....

Moreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up ourMoreover, by enjoying sensual pleasure, we are using up our
good kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious timegood kammas, increasing bad kammas, wasting our precious time
and neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born inand neglecting to do meritorious deeds. So we shall be born in
woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.woeful abodes after death.

Some people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling andSome people take pleasure in fishing, hunting, gambling and
consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that byconsuming intoxicating drinks and drugs. They don't know that by
doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-doing so, they are living immorally, developing many billion im-
moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-moral minds and immoral kammas, which will send them to woe-
ful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woefulful abodes after death. They shall be born life after life in woeful
abodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficultabodes, and they will find it to be very miserable and very difficult
to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.to regain the human existence again.

• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces• The Noble Battle Against Evil Forces

We now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked andWe now know the evil forces which make us low, wicked and
ignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to sufferignoble to perform so many evil actions that we have to suffer
very miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in manyvery miserably not only in the present existence but also in many
future existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mentalfuture existences in four woeful abodes. The 14 immoral mental
factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,factors, including ten defilements and their three leaders, namely,
greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) greed (lobha), anger (dosa) and and and and and ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), are really ourare really ourare really ourare really ourare really our
worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.worst internal enemies, and they are the causes of all suffering.

We must first set up a strong defence so that they cannot attack
us, and then find the means and the way how to defeat them and
conquer them totally so that they can never give us any trouble.
After that we can live most happily life after life.

In reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shownIn reality the most Exalted Buddha has already found and shown
the means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how tothe means and the way to humans, devas and BrahmÈs how to
defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. defeat the enemies and destroy them totally. Among the ultimate
realities that most basically exist in living beings and in the uni-
verse, the evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factorsthe evil forces consist of only the 14 immoral mental factors
whereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mentalwhereas the good beautiful forces comprise 25 beautiful mental
factors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also morefactors, which are not only greater in number but also more

powerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can developpowerful than the 14 immoral mental factors. If we can develop
the good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat thethe good forces wisely as taught by the Buddha, we can defeat the
evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.evil forces.

Both immoral mental factors and beautiful mental factors depend
on consciousnesses for their arising and existing momentarily. So
the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground.the consciousnesses serve as the battle-ground. The 13 neutral
mental factors associate together both with immoral mental factors
and beautiful mental factors. So also are the 28 ultimate materiali-
ties; they serve as material bases and sense-objects to all
consciousnesses or minds to depend on and to cling to for their
arising and existing momentarily. But when we can control the
mind well, we can let moral minds arise as long as we like.

However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-However, we should not under estimate the power of the im-
moral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our mindsmoral mental factors. As they had complete control of our minds
for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.for many past existences, their power has grown tremendously.
The buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nineThe buddha classified the 14 immoral mental factors into nine
categories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born againcategories to show how they influence the people to be born again
and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths and again in the rounds of rebirths (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) (saÑsÈra) endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-endlessly. The Bud-
dha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutraldha classified the beautiful mental factors, including some neutral
mental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fightmental factors, into seven categories to show the best way to fight
the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.the enemies.

• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories• Classification of Immoral Mental Factors into 9 Categories3333344444

The nine catergories include Œsavas, Ogas, Yogas, Ganthas,
UpÈdÈnas, NÊvaraÓas, Anusayas, SaÑyojanas, and KilesÈs.

1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants1 Four Cankers Or Intoxicants (Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)(Œsavas)

As the fermented liquor, which has been left in the fermenting
pot for a long time, intoxicates men strongly, so too the four Èsavas,
which have been fermented in the khandha-stream of living beings
for uncountable existences, intoxicate men strongly to forget about
their liberation from the rounds of births and suffering, called
'saÑsÈra'.

34. “The Essence of Buddha Abhidhamma”, Third Edition,
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(1) KÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsava — it is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-rooted conscious-
nesses; it craves for and attaches to sensual pleasure;

(2) BhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsava — it is greed in 4 greed-rooted consciousnesses,
dissociated with wrong view; it craves for and attaches to
r|pa-jhÈnas, ar|pa-jhÈnas and BrahmÈ-existences;

(3) DiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsava — it is false-view (diÔÔhi) in 4 greed-rooted con-
sciousnesses, associated with wrong-view; it is present in
62 kinds of wrong views at the time of the Buddha; now we
have thousands of wrong views;

(4) AvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsava — it is ignorance (mohÈ) in 12 immoral minds; it
is ignorant of the 4 Noble Truths, past existences, future exis-
tences, both past and future existences, the Doctrine of Depen-
dent Origination and four Noble Truths.

The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-
view view view view view and and and and and ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; they strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to make
them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.

2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods (Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)

'Ogha' means flood, torrent, whirlpool, overwhelm or suffocate.
Just as great floods (like S|nÈmÊ) sweep away men and animals into
the sea, overwhelm and drown them, so also the four oghas sweep
away beings, overwhelm and drown them in the great ocean of
saÑsÈra. Like four great whirlpools in the broad ocean, they can
pull down any ship and beings, who come over them, and so it is
very difficult to cross over them.

The four oghas are similar to the four Èsavas; their essential
elements are also the same.

(1) KÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmogha — the flood of sensual desire,

(2) BhavoghaBhavoghaBhavoghaBhavoghaBhavogha — the flood of desire for jhÈnas and Brahma existences,

(3) DiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhogha — the flood of false-views,

(4) AvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjogha — the flood of ignorance.

3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds (Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)

'Yoga' means bond, union, attachment and 'to yoke'.

The oxen which are yoked to the cart cannot get away from the
cart. Similarly the beings, who are yoked to the machine of exis-

tence and firmly attached to the wheel of saÑsÈra by means of four
yogas, cannot get away from the machine of existence and from
saÑsÈra.

The four yogas are again similar to the four Èsavas; their essential
elements are also the same.

(1) KÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayoga — attachment to sensual pleasure,
(2) BhavBhavBhavBhavBhavayogaayogaayogaayogaayoga — attachment to jhÈnas and Brahma-existences,
(3) DiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyoga — attachment to false-views,
(4) AvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjoga — ignorance or delusion.

44444 Four  Four  Four  Four  Four GraspingsGraspingsGraspingsGraspingsGraspings     (((((UpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnas)))))
'UpÈdÈna' means strong attachment or clinging or grasping. It is

like a snake grasping a frog without letting it go. UpÈdÈna is stron-
ger than taÓhÈ (craving).

(1) KÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈna — it is sense-desire or clinging to five sense-
objects. Its essential element is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-rooted
consciousnesses,

(2) DiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈna — it is clinging to false views except the follow-
ing two views. Its essential element is diÔÔhi in 4 greed-rooted
consciousnesses, associated with wrong-view (diÔÔhi).

(3) SÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈna — it is clinging to the false view that one
becomes pure and thus be liberated from saÑsÈra by bovine
or canine morality (conduct) or clinging to rites and ceremo-
nies. Its essential element is also diÔÔhi in 4 greed-rooted
consciousnesses, associated with wrong view (diÔÔhi).

(4) AttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈna — it is clinging to the wrong view (atta-diÔÔhi)
that 'soul' exists and 'I', 'you', 'person', etc., exist. It is synony-
mous with sakkÈya-diÔÔhi (personality-belief).

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The latter three graspings (upÈdÈnas) represent diÔÔhi-cetasika
alone. They are differentiated as three 'graspings' or 'clingings',
because the ways and the objects of clinging are different.

55555 Four  Four  Four  Four  Four TiesTiesTiesTiesTies     (((((GanthasGanthasGanthasGanthasGanthas)))))

'Gantha' means 'tie' or 'bond'. The four ganthas are the strong
bonds which tie the aggregates of mentality and materiality of one
existence with those of another existence continuously.
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(1) KÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsavaKÈmÈsava — it is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-rooted conscious-
nesses; it craves for and attaches to sensual pleasure;

(2) BhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsavaBhavÈsava — it is greed in 4 greed-rooted consciousnesses,
dissociated with wrong view; it craves for and attaches to
r|pa-jhÈnas, ar|pa-jhÈnas and BrahmÈ-existences;

(3) DiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsavaDiÔÔhÈsava — it is false-view (diÔÔhi) in 4 greed-rooted con-
sciousnesses, associated with wrong-view; it is present in
62 kinds of wrong views at the time of the Buddha; now we
have thousands of wrong views;

(4) AvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsavaAvijjÈsava — it is ignorance (mohÈ) in 12 immoral minds; it
is ignorant of the 4 Noble Truths, past existences, future exis-
tences, both past and future existences, the Doctrine of Depen-
dent Origination and four Noble Truths.

The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are The essential elements of the above 4 Èsavas are greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-greed, wrong-
view view view view view and and and and and ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; ignorance; they strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to makethey strongly intoxicate living beings to make
them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in them wandering in saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.saÑsÈra.

2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods 2 Four Floods (Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)(Oghas)

'Ogha' means flood, torrent, whirlpool, overwhelm or suffocate.
Just as great floods (like S|nÈmÊ) sweep away men and animals into
the sea, overwhelm and drown them, so also the four oghas sweep
away beings, overwhelm and drown them in the great ocean of
saÑsÈra. Like four great whirlpools in the broad ocean, they can
pull down any ship and beings, who come over them, and so it is
very difficult to cross over them.

The four oghas are similar to the four Èsavas; their essential
elements are also the same.

(1) KÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmoghaKÈmogha — the flood of sensual desire,

(2) BhavoghaBhavoghaBhavoghaBhavoghaBhavogha — the flood of desire for jhÈnas and Brahma existences,

(3) DiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhoghaDiÔÔhogha — the flood of false-views,

(4) AvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjoghaAvijjogha — the flood of ignorance.

3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds 3 Four Bonds (Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)(Yogas)

'Yoga' means bond, union, attachment and 'to yoke'.

The oxen which are yoked to the cart cannot get away from the
cart. Similarly the beings, who are yoked to the machine of exis-

tence and firmly attached to the wheel of saÑsÈra by means of four
yogas, cannot get away from the machine of existence and from
saÑsÈra.

The four yogas are again similar to the four Èsavas; their essential
elements are also the same.

(1) KÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayogaKÈmayoga — attachment to sensual pleasure,
(2) BhavBhavBhavBhavBhavayogaayogaayogaayogaayoga — attachment to jhÈnas and Brahma-existences,
(3) DiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyogaDiÔÔhiyoga — attachment to false-views,
(4) AvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjogaAvijjoga — ignorance or delusion.

44444 Four  Four  Four  Four  Four GraspingsGraspingsGraspingsGraspingsGraspings     (((((UpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnasUpÈdÈnas)))))
'UpÈdÈna' means strong attachment or clinging or grasping. It is

like a snake grasping a frog without letting it go. UpÈdÈna is stron-
ger than taÓhÈ (craving).

(1) KÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈnaKÈmupÈdÈna — it is sense-desire or clinging to five sense-
objects. Its essential element is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-rooted
consciousnesses,

(2) DiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈnaDiÔÔhupÈdÈna — it is clinging to false views except the follow-
ing two views. Its essential element is diÔÔhi in 4 greed-rooted
consciousnesses, associated with wrong-view (diÔÔhi).

(3) SÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈnaSÊlabbatupÈdÈna — it is clinging to the false view that one
becomes pure and thus be liberated from saÑsÈra by bovine
or canine morality (conduct) or clinging to rites and ceremo-
nies. Its essential element is also diÔÔhi in 4 greed-rooted
consciousnesses, associated with wrong view (diÔÔhi).

(4) AttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈnaAttavÈdupÈdÈna — it is clinging to the wrong view (atta-diÔÔhi)
that 'soul' exists and 'I', 'you', 'person', etc., exist. It is synony-
mous with sakkÈya-diÔÔhi (personality-belief).

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: The latter three graspings (upÈdÈnas) represent diÔÔhi-cetasika
alone. They are differentiated as three 'graspings' or 'clingings',
because the ways and the objects of clinging are different.

55555 Four  Four  Four  Four  Four TiesTiesTiesTiesTies     (((((GanthasGanthasGanthasGanthasGanthas)))))

'Gantha' means 'tie' or 'bond'. The four ganthas are the strong
bonds which tie the aggregates of mentality and materiality of one
existence with those of another existence continuously.
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(1) AbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyagantha — it means all forms of greed or craving
(lobha) , present in 8 greed-rooted consciousnesses.

(2) VyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyagantha — it means all forms of anger or ill-will
(dosa), present in 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses.

(3) SÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyagantha — it is adherence to the false
view that one becomes pure and will be liberated from saÑsÈra
by bovine or canine morality (conduct) or by rites and cere-
monies. It is diÔÔhi present in 4 greed-rooted consciousnesses
associated with wrong-view.

(4) IdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyagantha — it is the dogmatic belief
that only one's view is true and all others' views are futile or
that 'this alone is truth'. It is also diÔÔhi present in 4 greed-
rooted consciousnesses associated with diÔÔhi.

6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances (N(N(N(N(NÊÊÊÊÊvaraÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)

'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' means means means means means 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' or 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderate
defilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinder
and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,
jhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds or
undertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as we
become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.

They are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral minds
not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.
By hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they block
the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,
and by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the ways
to attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈs
and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.

So we must fight against them all the time with good weapons,
such as Four Supreme Efforts, Four Foundations of Accomplish-
ment, Five Faculties and Five Powers, which will be mentioned
soon, so that we shall win the noblest battle to realize our noblest
goal.

(1) KÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchanda — sense-desire; it is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-
rooted consciousnesses.

(2) VyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈda — ill-will; it is anger in 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses.

(3) Thina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middha — sloth and torpor. They are thina and middha
cetasikas. They make the mind inactive, idle, lazy and sleepy.

(4) Uddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkucca — restlessness and remorse or worry.

(5) VicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈ — seeptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,
the SaÑgha.

(6) AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ — ignorance of ultimate realities, 4 Noble Truths, kamma
Law, Doctrine of Dependent Origination, etc. It is ignorance (moha)
present in 12 immoral minds.

7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements (Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)

'Anusayas' mean 'latent defilements', which remain latent or lie
dormant in the mental stream since conception in rebirth-conscious-
ness. They don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready to
arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become 'hindrances''hindrances''hindrances''hindrances''hindrances' as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects
appear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostly
occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.

(1) KÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusaya — craving and attachment to sense objects; it
is greed (lobha)  in 8 greed-rooted consciousnesses.

(2) BhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusaya — craving and attachment to jhÈnas and
Brahma-existences; it is greed in 4 greed-rooted conscious-
nesses, dissociated with wrong view (diÔÔhi).

(3) PaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusaya — ill-will, it is anger (dosa) in 2 dosam|la-cittas.

(4) MÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusaya — pride or conceit; it is mÈna-cetasika present in
four greed-rooted consciousnesses dissociated with wrong
view.

(5) DiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusaya — wrong view; it is diÔÔhi in 4 lobha-m|la cittas
associated with wrong view.

(6) VicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusaya — sceptical doubt about Triple Gem, past
existences, future existences, Law of Dependent Origination,
4 Noble Truths.

(7) AvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusaya — ignorance (moha); it is moha present in 12
immoral minds.

8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters (SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑyojojojojojanas) anas) anas) anas) anas) according to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔaka
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(1) AbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyaganthaAbhijjÈ-kÈyagantha — it means all forms of greed or craving
(lobha) , present in 8 greed-rooted consciousnesses.

(2) VyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyaganthaVyÈpÈda-kÈyagantha — it means all forms of anger or ill-will
(dosa), present in 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses.

(3) SÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyaganthaSÊlabbataparÈmÈsa-kÈyagantha — it is adherence to the false
view that one becomes pure and will be liberated from saÑsÈra
by bovine or canine morality (conduct) or by rites and cere-
monies. It is diÔÔhi present in 4 greed-rooted consciousnesses
associated with wrong-view.

(4) IdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyaganthaIdaÑsaccÈbhinivesa-kÈyagantha — it is the dogmatic belief
that only one's view is true and all others' views are futile or
that 'this alone is truth'. It is also diÔÔhi present in 4 greed-
rooted consciousnesses associated with diÔÔhi.

6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances 6 Six Hindrances (N(N(N(N(NÊÊÊÊÊvaraÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)varaÓas)

'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' 'NÊvaraÓa' means means means means means 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' 'hindrance' or 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderateor 'obstacle. They are moderate
defilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinderdefilements that occupy the mind most of the time. They hinder
and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,and obstruct the arisising of moral consciousnesses, moral deeds,
jhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds orjhÈnas and maggas. Even when we are doing meritorious deeds or
undertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as weundertaking meditation, they will arise in the minds as soon as we
become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.become heedless.

They are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral mindsThey are our worst internal enemies. By obstructing moral minds
not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.not to arise, they make us happy with immoral minds all the time.
By hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they blockBy hindering and obstructing our meritorious deeds, they block
the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,the way to attain good merits to be reborn as humans and devas,
and by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the waysand by interfering and hindering meditations, they block the ways
to attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈsto attain jhÈnas and maggas so that we cannot be born as BrahmÈs
and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.and we cannot realize NibbÈna.

So we must fight against them all the time with good weapons,
such as Four Supreme Efforts, Four Foundations of Accomplish-
ment, Five Faculties and Five Powers, which will be mentioned
soon, so that we shall win the noblest battle to realize our noblest
goal.

(1) KÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchandaKÈmacchanda — sense-desire; it is greed (lobha) in 8 greed-
rooted consciousnesses.

(2) VyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈda — ill-will; it is anger in 2 anger-rooted consciousnesses.

(3) Thina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middhaThina-middha — sloth and torpor. They are thina and middha
cetasikas. They make the mind inactive, idle, lazy and sleepy.

(4) Uddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkuccaUddhacca-kukkucca — restlessness and remorse or worry.

(5) VicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈVicikicchÈ — seeptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,
the SaÑgha.

(6) AvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈAvijjÈ — ignorance of ultimate realities, 4 Noble Truths, kamma
Law, Doctrine of Dependent Origination, etc. It is ignorance (moha)
present in 12 immoral minds.

7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements 7 Seven Latent Defilements (Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)(Anusaya-kilesÈs)

'Anusayas' mean 'latent defilements', which remain latent or lie
dormant in the mental stream since conception in rebirth-conscious-
ness. They don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready toThey don't arise in the mind yet, but they remain ready to
arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become arise in the mind to become 'hindrances''hindrances''hindrances''hindrances''hindrances' as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects as soon as sense-objects
appear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostlyappear in the mind. This shows the reason why the mind is mostly
occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.occupied by defilements.

(1) KÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusayaKÈmarÈgÈnusaya — craving and attachment to sense objects; it
is greed (lobha)  in 8 greed-rooted consciousnesses.

(2) BhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusayaBhavarÈgÈnusaya — craving and attachment to jhÈnas and
Brahma-existences; it is greed in 4 greed-rooted conscious-
nesses, dissociated with wrong view (diÔÔhi).

(3) PaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusayaPaÔighÈnusaya — ill-will, it is anger (dosa) in 2 dosam|la-cittas.

(4) MÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusayaMÈnÈnusaya — pride or conceit; it is mÈna-cetasika present in
four greed-rooted consciousnesses dissociated with wrong
view.

(5) DiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusayaDiÔÔhÈnusaya — wrong view; it is diÔÔhi in 4 lobha-m|la cittas
associated with wrong view.

(6) VicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusayaVicikicchÈnusaya — sceptical doubt about Triple Gem, past
existences, future existences, Law of Dependent Origination,
4 Noble Truths.

(7) AvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusayaAvijjÈnusaya — ignorance (moha); it is moha present in 12
immoral minds.

8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters 8 Ten Fetters (SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑy(SaÑyojojojojojanas) anas) anas) anas) anas) according to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔakaaccording to Abhidhamma PiÔaka
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'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' mean mean mean mean mean 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' that bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel of
existence existence existence existence existence (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, that is,that is,that is,that is,that is,
the rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no one
can free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without the
guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.This means that if we do not undertake the
Threefold Noble Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom,
also known as the Noble Eightfold Path, strenuously as taught by
the Buddha, we shall be born life after life, mostly in four woeful
abodes, endlessly.

(1) KÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojana — craving and attachment to sense-
objects.

(2) BhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojana — craving and attachment to jhÈnas and
Brahma-existences. It is greed in 4 lobha-m|la cittas disso-
ciated with wrong view.

(3) PaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojana —  ill-will; it is anger in 2 dosa m|la-cittas.
(4) MÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojana — pride or conceit in 4 lobha-m|la-cittas dis-

sociated with wrong view.
(5) DiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojana —  wrong view (diÔÔhi) in 4 lobham|la-cittas

associated with wrong view.
(6) SÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojana —  wrong view (diÔÔhi) in 4

lobha-m|la cittas associated with wrong view.
(7) VicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojana —  sceptical doubt about Triple Gem,

past and future existences, four Noble Truths.
(8) IssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojana —  envy or jealousy in 2 dosa-m|la cittas.
(9) Macchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojana —  avarice, stinginess in 2 dosa-m|la

cittas.
(10) AvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojana —  ignorance or delusion; it is moha present

in 12 immoral minds.
99999 Ten  Ten  Ten  Ten  Ten DefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilements     (((((KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)

'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' mean mean mean mean mean 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. They defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn the
mind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all suffering
in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, greed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), anger
(dosa), (dosa), (dosa), (dosa), (dosa), and and and and and ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), are immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give rise
to immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evil
forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-
nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,

who can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.

The attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainment
in life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritual
attainment.attainment.attainment.attainment.attainment.

• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -

(1) LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha — greed, craving and attachment to sense-objects.

(2) DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa —  anger, hatred and ill-will; the most destructive

element.

(3) MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha —  ignorance and delusion; it gives rise to the illusive
world by blinding the mind and giving the wrong illusion. It
is the leader of defilements and it associates with all 12 immoral
minds.

(4) MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna —  pride or conceit; think high of oneself.

(5) DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi —  wrong view, personality-belief, wrong view of eternity
of the soul or ego (sassata-diÔÔhi), wrong view of nihilism
(natthika-diÔÔhi), etc.

(6) ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina —  sloth or laziness, sickness of consciousness.

(7) VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ —  sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,
the SaÑgha, past existences, future existences, Law of Dependent
Origination, four Noble Truths.

(8) UddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaeca —  restlessness; it makes the mind restless like a
flag fluttering in the wind or like a disturbed state of a heap
of ashes when hit with a stone.

(9) AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika —  moral shamelessness; it is not ashamed to do evil
actions, because it does not know what is good or bad.

(10) AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa —  moral fearlessness; it is not scared to do im-
moral evil actions, because it is ignorant of the Law of Kamma.

1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs

One consciousness, 52 mental factors, 18 real ultimate materiali-
ties (nipphana r|pas) and 4 characteristic materialities (lakkhaÓa-
r|pas) make up 75 ultimate realities. These 75 ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities exist internally (in oneself) and externally
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'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' 'Samyojanas' mean mean mean mean mean 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' 'fetters' that bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel ofthat bind living beings to the wheel of
existence existence existence existence existence (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) (PaÔiccasamuppÈda) or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of or to the wheel of saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, saÑsÈra, that is,that is,that is,that is,that is,
the rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no onethe rounds of births and deaths. The binding is so tight that no one
can free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without thecan free oneself from the rounds of births and deaths, without the
guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.guidance of the Buddha.This means that if we do not undertake the
Threefold Noble Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom,
also known as the Noble Eightfold Path, strenuously as taught by
the Buddha, we shall be born life after life, mostly in four woeful
abodes, endlessly.

(1) KÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaKÈmarÈgÈ-saÑyojana — craving and attachment to sense-
objects.

(2) BhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojanaBhavarÈgÈ-saÑyojana — craving and attachment to jhÈnas and
Brahma-existences. It is greed in 4 lobha-m|la cittas disso-
ciated with wrong view.

(3) PaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojanaPaÔigha-saÑyojana —  ill-will; it is anger in 2 dosa m|la-cittas.
(4) MÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojanaMÈna-saÑyojana — pride or conceit in 4 lobha-m|la-cittas dis-

sociated with wrong view.
(5) DiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojanaDiÔÔhi-saÑyojana —  wrong view (diÔÔhi) in 4 lobham|la-cittas

associated with wrong view.
(6) SÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojanaSÊlabbata-parÈmÈsa-saÑyojana —  wrong view (diÔÔhi) in 4

lobha-m|la cittas associated with wrong view.
(7) VicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojanaVicikicchÈ-saÑyojana —  sceptical doubt about Triple Gem,

past and future existences, four Noble Truths.
(8) IssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojanaIssÈ-saÑyojana —  envy or jealousy in 2 dosa-m|la cittas.
(9) Macchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojanaMacchariya-saÑyojana —  avarice, stinginess in 2 dosa-m|la

cittas.
(10) AvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojanaAvijjÈ-saÑyojana —  ignorance or delusion; it is moha present

in 12 immoral minds.
99999 Ten  Ten  Ten  Ten  Ten DefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilementsDefilements     (((((KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)KilesÈs)

'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' 'KilesÈs' mean mean mean mean mean 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. 'defilements'. They defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn theThey defile, debase and burn the
mind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all sufferingmind. They are the main causes of all evil actions and all suffering
in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, in the world. Their three leaders, namely, greed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), angergreed (lobha), anger
(dosa), (dosa), (dosa), (dosa), (dosa), and and and and and ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), ignorance (moha), are immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give riseare immoral roots, which give rise
to immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evilto immoral minds. If we can eliminate them totally, all the evil
forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-forces, i.e. 14 immoral mental factors, will be also totally elimi-
nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,nated. Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons,

who can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈnawho can enjoy the eternal peace and supreme happiness of NibbÈna
for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.for ever.

The attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainmentThe attainment of Arahantship is the highest and best attainment
in life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritualin life. It is the culmination of spiritual progress and spiritual
attainment.attainment.attainment.attainment.attainment.

• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -• Ten Defilements are: -

(1) LobhaLobhaLobhaLobhaLobha — greed, craving and attachment to sense-objects.

(2) DosaDosaDosaDosaDosa —  anger, hatred and ill-will; the most destructive

element.

(3) MohaMohaMohaMohaMoha —  ignorance and delusion; it gives rise to the illusive
world by blinding the mind and giving the wrong illusion. It
is the leader of defilements and it associates with all 12 immoral
minds.

(4) MÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈnaMÈna —  pride or conceit; think high of oneself.

(5) DiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhiDiÔÔhi —  wrong view, personality-belief, wrong view of eternity
of the soul or ego (sassata-diÔÔhi), wrong view of nihilism
(natthika-diÔÔhi), etc.

(6) ThinaThinaThinaThinaThina —  sloth or laziness, sickness of consciousness.

(7) VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ VicikicchÈ —  sceptical doubt about the Buddha, the Dhamma,
the SaÑgha, past existences, future existences, Law of Dependent
Origination, four Noble Truths.

(8) UddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaecaUddhaeca —  restlessness; it makes the mind restless like a
flag fluttering in the wind or like a disturbed state of a heap
of ashes when hit with a stone.

(9) AhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirikaAhirika —  moral shamelessness; it is not ashamed to do evil
actions, because it does not know what is good or bad.

(10) AnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappaAnottappa —  moral fearlessness; it is not scared to do im-
moral evil actions, because it is ignorant of the Law of Kamma.

1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs1500 KilesÈs

One consciousness, 52 mental factors, 18 real ultimate materiali-
ties (nipphana r|pas) and 4 characteristic materialities (lakkhaÓa-
r|pas) make up 75 ultimate realities. These 75 ultimate mentalities
and ultimate materialities exist internally (in oneself) and externally
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(in others and in nature). So multiplying 75 by 2, we get 150
entities. As these 150 entities are the objects of operation of each
kilesÈ, multiplying 150 entities by 10 kilesÈs, we get 1500 kilesÈs.
So the evil forces are very great.

• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9
CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories

Looking at Table 9.1, we can see that greed (lobha) is most

active, participating in all 9 categories. The next 3 defilements, viz,
false-view (diÔÔhi), ignorance (moha) and anger (dosa)participate in
8, 7, 5 categories, respectively. So in fighting the 14 evil forces, we
should focus on 10 defilements, especially on 3 immoral roots, as
they give rise to 12 immoral minds, where all the evil forces arise
and exist momentarily.

With what weapons should we fight the evil forces? We cannot
use guns, cannons and fighter planes. We shall use and develop the
good moral forces, including 25 beautiful mental factors, 13 neutral
mental forces, and 17 mundane moral minds. The Buddha described
the seven categories, which are collectively named "Comp"Comp"Comp"Comp"Compeeeeendiumndiumndiumndiumndium
of Enlightenment Factors"of Enlightenment Factors"of Enlightenment Factors"of Enlightenment Factors"of Enlightenment Factors"     or "Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha""Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha""Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha""Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha""Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha" to fight
evil forces.

• Compendium of Enlightenment Factors• Compendium of Enlightenment Factors• Compendium of Enlightenment Factors• Compendium of Enlightenment Factors• Compendium of Enlightenment Factors3333355555     (Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha)(Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha)(Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha)(Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha)(Bodhipakkhiya-Sa~gaha)
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(1) KÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaKÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna — contemplation of Material

    Aggregate

It is contemplation of the Body such as "mindfulness of breathing"
ÈnÈpÈnassati) to develop the right concentration (samÈsamÈdhi) and
to undertake vipassanÈ meditation to develop Path-consciousness.

KÈyaKÈyaKÈyaKÈyaKÈyagggggatÈsatatÈsatatÈsatatÈsatatÈsatiiiii —  —  —  —  — contemplation of the 32 parts of the body and the
disgusting nature of each part to develop "the perception of foul-"the perception of foul-"the perception of foul-"the perception of foul-"the perception of foul-
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(in others and in nature). So multiplying 75 by 2, we get 150
entities. As these 150 entities are the objects of operation of each
kilesÈ, multiplying 150 entities by 10 kilesÈs, we get 1500 kilesÈs.
So the evil forces are very great.

• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9• Review of the Operations of 14 Immoral Mental Factors as 9
CategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategoriesCategories
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ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".

KÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna is also vipassanÈ meditation, reflect-
ing the characterisitcs of asubha (disgusting), anicca (impermanence),
dukkha (suffering) and anatta (not-self) on the material aggregate,
giving priority to the disgusting characteristic.

(2) VedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaVedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna — vipassanÈ-meditation, reflect-
ing the three characteristic marks on the feeling aggregate, giving
priority to the characteristic of suffering (dukkha).

(3) CittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaCittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna — vipassanÈ-meditation, reflect-
ing three characteristic marks on the consciousness-aggregate, giv-
ing priority to the characteristic of impermanence (anicca).

(4) DhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈnaDhammÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna — vipassanÈ-meditation, re-
flecting three characteristic marks on the perception-aggregate
(saÒÒakkhandha) and the aggregate of mental formations (sa~khÈrak-
khandha), giving priority to the characteristic of not-self (anatta).

The essential element of four SatipaÔÔhÈnas is 'mindfulness' 'mindfulness' 'mindfulness' 'mindfulness' 'mindfulness' (sati-
cetacika), present in 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈkiriya cittas, and
26 appanÈ-javanas.

2 Four Supreme Efforts 2 Four Supreme Efforts 2 Four Supreme Efforts 2 Four Supreme Efforts 2 Four Supreme Efforts (SammappadhÈnas)(SammappadhÈnas)(SammappadhÈnas)(SammappadhÈnas)(SammappadhÈnas)

'Supreme effort' means no ordinary effort; it is the unfaltering
concentrated effort of one who vows:

"Let me be reduced to skin and bones; let my blood and flesh dry
up; let my life come to an end; but I will not stop till I succeed."

What are the four supreme Efforts? They are:

(1) The effort to discard evils that have arisen,
(2) The effort to prevent the arising of unarisen evils,
(3) The effort to bring about the arising of unarisen good,
(4) The effort to develop the arisen good.
What they mean is that one must exert great effort:
(1) to discard greed, craving, false-view, pride, anger, hatred, ill-

will, sceptical doubt, jelousy, avarice, etc., as soon as they
arise in the mind,

(2) to prevent any of the evil forces not to arise in the mind,
(3) to perform meritorious deeds as much as possible,

(4) to undertake the Noble Eightfold Path strenuously until one
can develop the 4 supramundane consciousnesses (magga-cittas)
and one becomes an Arahant.

This is the highest spiritual development!

The essential element of 4 supreme Efforts is Viriya-Viriya-Viriya-Viriya-Viriya-cetasika
present in 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 5 r|pÈvacara kusala cittas, 4 ar|pÈ-
vacara kusala cittas and 4 magga-cittas.

3 Four Foundations of Accomplishment 3 Four Foundations of Accomplishment 3 Four Foundations of Accomplishment 3 Four Foundations of Accomplishment 3 Four Foundations of Accomplishment (IddhipÈd(IddhipÈd(IddhipÈd(IddhipÈd(IddhipÈds)s)s)s)s)

'Iddhi' means 'Accomplishment' and 'PÈda' means 'Foundation'.
The 'accomplishment''accomplishment''accomplishment''accomplishment''accomplishment'     here means 'the arising of jhÈnas, maggas'the arising of jhÈnas, maggas'the arising of jhÈnas, maggas'the arising of jhÈnas, maggas'the arising of jhÈnas, maggas
and phalas', and phalas', and phalas', and phalas', and phalas', which are regarded as 'special Attainments' 'special Attainments' 'special Attainments' 'special Attainments' 'special Attainments' in Buddhism.
And the 'Foundations''Foundations''Foundations''Foundations''Foundations'     to achieve these ends are strong wish or will
(chanda), effort (vÊriya), consciousness (citta) and investigating wis-
dom (vÊmaÑsa).

(1) ChandiddhipÈdaChandiddhipÈdaChandiddhipÈdaChandiddhipÈdaChandiddhipÈda — will; it is chanda present in 21 kusala cittas.

(2) VÊriyiddhipÈdaVÊriyiddhipÈdaVÊriyiddhipÈdaVÊriyiddhipÈdaVÊriyiddhipÈda — strong effort present in 21 moral minds.

(3) CittiddhipÈdaCittiddhipÈdaCittiddhipÈdaCittiddhipÈdaCittiddhipÈda — strong consciousnesses; they are 21 moral minds.

(4) VÊmaÑsiddhipÈdaVÊmaÑsiddhipÈdaVÊmaÑsiddhipÈdaVÊmaÑsiddhipÈdaVÊmaÑsiddhipÈda — widsom; it is paÒÒÈ-cetasika in 21 kusala
     cittas.

The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-
ment are ment are ment are ment are ment are chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta and and and and and paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ present in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral minds
(kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). WillWillWillWillWill (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda) and effortand effortand effortand effortand effort (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya) are neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mental
factors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said that
if if if if if will will will will will or or or or or effort effort effort effort effort is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.
We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:

If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.

If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.

Any one of the four Foundations of Accomplishment can take
the leading role as a king and its associates will support the leader
to achieve success.

4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties (I(I(I(I(I~~~~~driyas)driyas)driyas)driyas)driyas)

'I~driya' means 'faculty' or 'controlling power'. As the ministers
control their respective ministries, the indriyas control their associ-
ates (consciousness and mental factors that associate with them) in
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ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".ness on the living body".
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     cittas.

The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-The essential elements of the four Foundations of Accomplish-
ment are ment are ment are ment are ment are chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta chanda, viriya, citta and and and and and paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ paÒÒÈ present in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral mindspresent in 21 moral minds
(kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). (kusala cittas). WillWillWillWillWill (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda)  (chanda) and effortand effortand effortand effortand effort (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya)  (vÊriya) are neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mentalare neutral mental
factors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said thatfactors. Yet they are the two keys to success. The Buddha said that
if if if if if will will will will will or or or or or effort effort effort effort effort is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.is very strong, we shall succeed whatever we do.
We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:We have the sayings:

If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.If there is a will, there is a way.

If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.If your effort is very strong, you will become a Buddha.

Any one of the four Foundations of Accomplishment can take
the leading role as a king and its associates will support the leader
to achieve success.

4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties 4 Five Faculties (I(I(I(I(I~~~~~driyas)driyas)driyas)driyas)driyas)

'I~driya' means 'faculty' or 'controlling power'. As the ministers
control their respective ministries, the indriyas control their associ-
ates (consciousness and mental factors that associate with them) in
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their respective fields of influence or ministries.

(1) Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya — faith and confidence in Triple Gem; it is
saddhÈ present in 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ kiriya cittas,
and 26 appanÈ javanas.

(2) VÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driya — effort or energy; it is vÊriya present in the
above 42 consciousnesses.

(3) Sati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driya — mindfulness; it is sati present in the above 42
cittas.

(4) SamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driya — mental concentration; it is ekaggatÈ present
in the above 42 consciousnesses.

(5) PaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driya — wisdom; it is paÒÒÈ present in 34 cittas, comprising
4 mahÈ-kusala ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 4 mahÈ-kiriya ÒÈÓa-
sampayutta cittas, and 26 appanÈ javanas.

'EkaggatÈ' is a neutral mental factor which harmoniously unites
its associated consciousness and mental factors and let them focus
on a particular sense-object; i.e. the counter-sign of meditation.
When it is well developed, we attain 'jhÈna' which makes the mind
very powerful.

'Wisdom' or 'paÒÒÈ' is of course the most important mental factor,
because it can be developed to the highest wisdom, called fourfold
'Path-Wisdom', which can eliminate all defilements totally. Then we
shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, achieving the high-
est spiritual progress and the noblest mental development.

5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers (Balas)(Balas)(Balas)(Balas)(Balas)

'Bala' means 'power'. The five 'powers' are strong and firm, and
they cannot be shaken by the opposing forces. Besides they strengthen
their associates (consciousness and mental factors) to win the battle.

(1) SaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-bala — faith or confidence in Triple Gem (saddhÈ),

(2) VÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-bala — effort or energy (vÊriya),

(3) Sati-balaSati-balaSati-balaSati-balaSati-bala — mindfulenss (sati),

(4) SamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-bala — mental concentration (ekaggatÈ),

(5) PaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-bala — wisdom (paÒÒÈ).

Their essential elements are the same as those of five faculties.

In practice, saddhÈ and paÒÒÈ should balance each other, because
too much faith leads to unreasonable belief and too much investiga-
tion by wisdom leads to no concentration.

Similarly vÊriya and samÈdhi should balance each other, because
too much effort leads to restlessness and too much concentration
leads to drowsiness.

Mindfulness (sati) need not be balanced by any factor. The stron-
ger it is, the better it is for meditation. It controls all its associates to
be mindful of the meditation-object so that we can achieve success
in meditation.

6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment (Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)

'Bojjha~ga' is derived from 'bodhi-a~ga' in which 'Bodhi' is 'en-
lightenment' or 'Path-Wisdom' and 'a~ga' means 'constituents'. So
Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga' means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. Thus if we can
develop them fully, we shall gain enlightenment and Path-Wisdon.
In 'sambojjha~ga', 'sam' means 'good' or 'excellent'.

(1) Sati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~ga — mindfulness (sati),

(2) Dhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~ga — wisdom that investigates the
truth,

(3) VÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~ga — effort or energy (vÊriya),

(4) PÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~ga — joy or rapture (pÊti),

(5) Passaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~ga     — tranquility of the mind (passaddhi),

(6) SamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~ga     — mental concentration (ekaggatÈ),

(7) UpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~ga     — equanimity (tatramajjattatÈ),

The essential elements of the seven bojjha~gas are (1) sati, (2)
paÒÒÈ, (3) vÊriya, (4) pÊti, (5) kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddi,
(6) ekaggatÈ and (7) tatramajjattatÈ, respectively — all being present
in 42 cittas, comprising 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas
and 26 appanÈ-javanas.

Dhammavicaya, vÊriya and pÊti oppose sloth and torpor (thina-
middha) and drive them away whereas passaddhi, samÈdhi and
upekkhÈ oppose restlessness (uddhacca) and drive it away.

If we can develop the seven constituents of enlightenment, we
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their respective fields of influence or ministries.

(1) Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya Saddhi~driya — faith and confidence in Triple Gem; it is
saddhÈ present in 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ kiriya cittas,
and 26 appanÈ javanas.

(2) VÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driyaVÊriyi~driya — effort or energy; it is vÊriya present in the
above 42 consciousnesses.

(3) Sati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driyaSati~driya — mindfulness; it is sati present in the above 42
cittas.

(4) SamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driyaSamÈdhi~driya — mental concentration; it is ekaggatÈ present
in the above 42 consciousnesses.

(5) PaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driyaPaÒÒi~driya — wisdom; it is paÒÒÈ present in 34 cittas, comprising
4 mahÈ-kusala ÒÈÓa-sampayutta cittas, 4 mahÈ-kiriya ÒÈÓa-
sampayutta cittas, and 26 appanÈ javanas.

'EkaggatÈ' is a neutral mental factor which harmoniously unites
its associated consciousness and mental factors and let them focus
on a particular sense-object; i.e. the counter-sign of meditation.
When it is well developed, we attain 'jhÈna' which makes the mind
very powerful.

'Wisdom' or 'paÒÒÈ' is of course the most important mental factor,
because it can be developed to the highest wisdom, called fourfold
'Path-Wisdom', which can eliminate all defilements totally. Then we
shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, achieving the high-
est spiritual progress and the noblest mental development.

5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers 5 Five Powers (Balas)(Balas)(Balas)(Balas)(Balas)

'Bala' means 'power'. The five 'powers' are strong and firm, and
they cannot be shaken by the opposing forces. Besides they strengthen
their associates (consciousness and mental factors) to win the battle.

(1) SaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-balaSaddhÈ-bala — faith or confidence in Triple Gem (saddhÈ),

(2) VÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-balaVÊriya-bala — effort or energy (vÊriya),

(3) Sati-balaSati-balaSati-balaSati-balaSati-bala — mindfulenss (sati),

(4) SamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-balaSamÈdhi-bala — mental concentration (ekaggatÈ),

(5) PaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-balaPaÒÒÈ-bala — wisdom (paÒÒÈ).

Their essential elements are the same as those of five faculties.

In practice, saddhÈ and paÒÒÈ should balance each other, because
too much faith leads to unreasonable belief and too much investiga-
tion by wisdom leads to no concentration.

Similarly vÊriya and samÈdhi should balance each other, because
too much effort leads to restlessness and too much concentration
leads to drowsiness.

Mindfulness (sati) need not be balanced by any factor. The stron-
ger it is, the better it is for meditation. It controls all its associates to
be mindful of the meditation-object so that we can achieve success
in meditation.

6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment 6 Seven Constituents of Enlightenment (Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)(Bojjha~gas)

'Bojjha~ga' is derived from 'bodhi-a~ga' in which 'Bodhi' is 'en-
lightenment' or 'Path-Wisdom' and 'a~ga' means 'constituents'. So
Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga'Bojjha~ga' means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. means 'Constituents of Enlightenment'. Thus if we can
develop them fully, we shall gain enlightenment and Path-Wisdon.
In 'sambojjha~ga', 'sam' means 'good' or 'excellent'.

(1) Sati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~gaSati-sambojjha~ga — mindfulness (sati),

(2) Dhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~gaDhammavicaya-sambojjha~ga — wisdom that investigates the
truth,

(3) VÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~gaVÊriya-sambojjha~ga — effort or energy (vÊriya),

(4) PÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~gaPÊti-sambojjha~ga — joy or rapture (pÊti),

(5) Passaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~gaPassaddhi-sambojjha~ga     — tranquility of the mind (passaddhi),

(6) SamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~gaSamÈdhi-sambojjha~ga     — mental concentration (ekaggatÈ),

(7) UpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~gaUpekkhÈ-sambojjha~ga     — equanimity (tatramajjattatÈ),

The essential elements of the seven bojjha~gas are (1) sati, (2)
paÒÒÈ, (3) vÊriya, (4) pÊti, (5) kÈya-passaddhi and citta-passaddi,
(6) ekaggatÈ and (7) tatramajjattatÈ, respectively — all being present
in 42 cittas, comprising 8 mahÈ-kusala cittas, 8 mahÈ-kiriya cittas
and 26 appanÈ-javanas.

Dhammavicaya, vÊriya and pÊti oppose sloth and torpor (thina-
middha) and drive them away whereas passaddhi, samÈdhi and
upekkhÈ oppose restlessness (uddhacca) and drive it away.

If we can develop the seven constituents of enlightenment, we
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into other people's bodies and discerns all the internal organs.

The meditator can also penetratively discern ultimate materialities
and ultimate mentalities, arising and perishing very rapidly and
incessantly in his body as well as in other people's bodies. He can
also define each mentality and each materiality by its characteristic,
function, manifestation and the proximate cause for its arising. He
can also penetratively discern the causal relations of Dependent
Origination, discern his past existences and future existences and
correlate one existence with its subsequent existence with cause-
effect relations.

Then he can undertake insight-meditation (vipassanÈ) as instructed
by the Buddha and described in Visuddhi-Magga. If he can developIf he can developIf he can developIf he can developIf he can develop
ten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilements
including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-
nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms. He will become an arahant, Per-
fect Noble Person, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of
NibbÈna for ever.

This is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spiriiriiriiriiritual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-
est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!

• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlightennnnnment Factorsment Factorsment Factorsment Factorsment Factors

Table 9.2 describes how 14 mental factors (left-side vertical col-
umn) function in seven categories of good forces as 37 enlighten-
ment-factors (right-side vertical column).

If we look at the horizontal rows, we can see that vÊriya takes
part in 6 categories as 9 enlightenment-factors, sati takes part in 5
categories as 8 enlightenment factors, paÒÒÈ participates in 5 categories
as five enlightenment-factors, ekaggatÈ participates in 4 categories
as 4 enlightenment-factors, saddhÈ takes part in 2 categories as 2
enlightenment-factors, and the remaining 9 mental factors partici-
pate in one category each as one enlightenment factor each.

It is amazing that 5 neutral mental factors, viz., vÊriya, ekaggatÈ,
pÊti, chanda, vitakka, and only 9 beautiful mental factors function
as 37 enlightenment-factors, and they can totally defeat the evil
forces in the noblest battle.

shall attain Path-Wisdom.

77777 Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path (Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)

The Noble Eightfold Path is the Noble Path to Eternal Bliss or
NibbÈna, the ultimate Goal of Buddhism. The eight factors of the
Path can be classified as the Noble Threefold Training.

(a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi — right view, — right view, — right view, — right view, — right view,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) SammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappa — right thought. — right thought. — right thought. — right thought. — right thought.

(b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ — right speech — right speech — right speech — right speech — right speech: abstaining from lying, slandering,
abusing and gossipping,

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta — right action — right action — right action — right action — right action: abstaining from killing, steal-
ing and misuse of the senses, including sexual misconduct
and consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood.

(c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) SammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈma — right effort, — right effort, — right effort, — right effort, — right effort,

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) SammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-sati — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness,

(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) SammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhi — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration.

In undertaking the Noble Threefuld Training one should start
with the Training of Morality to develop pure morality. Pure mo-
rality subdues and suppresses gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs)
not to arise in the mind.

Based on pure morality, one then undertakes theTraining of Con-
centration to develop the right concentration. The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-
centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas..... The mind associated with the right concentration is free
from moderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilements     (pariyuÔÔhÈna-kilesÈs) including hin-
drances (nÊvaraÓas). So the mind becomes pure and radiates very
bright and penetrative light.

With the help of this bright penetrative light, the meditator can
see with close eyes the objects in front of him as well as very far
away objects. He can also penetratively see into his body as well as
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into other people's bodies and discerns all the internal organs.

The meditator can also penetratively discern ultimate materialities
and ultimate mentalities, arising and perishing very rapidly and
incessantly in his body as well as in other people's bodies. He can
also define each mentality and each materiality by its characteristic,
function, manifestation and the proximate cause for its arising. He
can also penetratively discern the causal relations of Dependent
Origination, discern his past existences and future existences and
correlate one existence with its subsequent existence with cause-
effect relations.

Then he can undertake insight-meditation (vipassanÈ) as instructed
by the Buddha and described in Visuddhi-Magga. If he can developIf he can developIf he can developIf he can developIf he can develop
ten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilementsten insight knowledges and four Path-wisdoms, all his defilements
including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements including latent defilements (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) (anusaya-kilesÈs) will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-will be totally elimi-
nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms.nated by the four Path-wisdoms. He will become an arahant, Per-
fect Noble Person, enjoying the eternal peace and unique bliss of
NibbÈna for ever.

This is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spThis is the attainment of the highest spiriiriiriiriiritual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-tual progress, the high-
est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!est mental development and the best attainment in life!

• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlighte• Review on Enlightennnnnment Factorsment Factorsment Factorsment Factorsment Factors

Table 9.2 describes how 14 mental factors (left-side vertical col-
umn) function in seven categories of good forces as 37 enlighten-
ment-factors (right-side vertical column).

If we look at the horizontal rows, we can see that vÊriya takes
part in 6 categories as 9 enlightenment-factors, sati takes part in 5
categories as 8 enlightenment factors, paÒÒÈ participates in 5 categories
as five enlightenment-factors, ekaggatÈ participates in 4 categories
as 4 enlightenment-factors, saddhÈ takes part in 2 categories as 2
enlightenment-factors, and the remaining 9 mental factors partici-
pate in one category each as one enlightenment factor each.

It is amazing that 5 neutral mental factors, viz., vÊriya, ekaggatÈ,
pÊti, chanda, vitakka, and only 9 beautiful mental factors function
as 37 enlightenment-factors, and they can totally defeat the evil
forces in the noblest battle.

shall attain Path-Wisdom.

77777 Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path  Eight Constituents of the Noble Eightfold Path (Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)(Magga~gas)

The Noble Eightfold Path is the Noble Path to Eternal Bliss or
NibbÈna, the ultimate Goal of Buddhism. The eight factors of the
Path can be classified as the Noble Threefold Training.

(a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (a) Training of Wisdom (PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)(PaÒÒÈ-magga~gas)

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi — right view, — right view, — right view, — right view, — right view,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) SammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappa — right thought. — right thought. — right thought. — right thought. — right thought.

(b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (b) Training of Morality (Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)(Sila-magga~gas)

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ — right speech — right speech — right speech — right speech — right speech: abstaining from lying, slandering,
abusing and gossipping,

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta — right action — right action — right action — right action — right action: abstaining from killing, steal-
ing and misuse of the senses, including sexual misconduct
and consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood. — right livelihood.

(c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (c) Training of Concentration (SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)(SamÈdhi-magga~gas)

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) SammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈma — right effort, — right effort, — right effort, — right effort, — right effort,

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) SammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-satiSammÈ-sati — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness, — right mindfulness,

(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) SammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhiSammÈ-samÈdhi — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration. — right concentration.

In undertaking the Noble Threefuld Training one should start
with the Training of Morality to develop pure morality. Pure mo-
rality subdues and suppresses gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements gross defilements (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs)
not to arise in the mind.

Based on pure morality, one then undertakes theTraining of Con-
centration to develop the right concentration. The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-The best right con-
centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four centration is the concentration associated with four r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas..... The mind associated with the right concentration is free
from moderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilementsmoderate defilements     (pariyuÔÔhÈna-kilesÈs) including hin-
drances (nÊvaraÓas). So the mind becomes pure and radiates very
bright and penetrative light.

With the help of this bright penetrative light, the meditator can
see with close eyes the objects in front of him as well as very far
away objects. He can also penetratively see into his body as well as
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14 Beautiful Cetasikas
(Enlightenment Factors)

1 VÊriya (effort)

2 Sati (mindfulness)

3 PaÒÒÈ (wisdom)

4 EkaggatÈ (samÈdhi)

5 SaddhÈ (faith)

6 PÊti (joy)

7 Passaddhi (tranquillity)

8 TatramajjhattatÈ (equaninity)

9 Chanda (wish)

10 Citta (consciousness)

11 SammÈ-vÈcÈ (right speech)

12 SammÈ-kammanta (right action)

13 SammÈ-ÈjÊva (right livelihood)

14 Vittaka (right thought)

9

8

5

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

Table 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors as

               37 Enlightenment Factors in 7 Categories37 Enlightenment Factors in 7 Categories37 Enlightenment Factors in 7 Categories37 Enlightenment Factors in 7 Categories37 Enlightenment Factors in 7 Categories

CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 1010101010 ] ] ] ] ]

PURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MIND

• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind

What really exist in the universe and within living beings are
only ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities. All what are
happening in our lives are the psychophysical processes involving
these ultimate realities. The evil forces, consisting of 14 immoral
mental factors, are arising and perishing in the mind. The good
forces, consisting of 25 beautiful mental factors are also arising
and perishing in the mind. The neutral forces, consisting of 13
neutral mental factors take part in both sides as they can associate
with both immoral mental factors and beautiful mental factors.

So the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces are
occurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have the
upper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Their
front-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in the
mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,
greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger and and and and and ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., pride,pride,pride,pride,pride,
wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view and and and and and sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, always lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind as
latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements (anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).

When sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilements
immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements (pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna
kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) and start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in several
ways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated with
immoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six of
them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),
ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, and and and and and scepticalscepticalscepticalscepticalsceptical
doubt, doubt, doubt, doubt, doubt, function as function as function as function as function as hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-
struct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forces
can occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When these
moderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilements
(vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.

Only when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritorious
deed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaite
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14 Beautiful Cetasikas
(Enlightenment Factors)

1 VÊriya (effort)

2 Sati (mindfulness)

3 PaÒÒÈ (wisdom)

4 EkaggatÈ (samÈdhi)

5 SaddhÈ (faith)

6 PÊti (joy)

7 Passaddhi (tranquillity)

8 TatramajjhattatÈ (equaninity)

9 Chanda (wish)

10 Citta (consciousness)

11 SammÈ-vÈcÈ (right speech)

12 SammÈ-kammanta (right action)

13 SammÈ-ÈjÊva (right livelihood)

14 Vittaka (right thought)

9

8

5

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

Table 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors asTable 9.2 The Operation of 14 Mental Factors as
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 1010101010 ] ] ] ] ]

PURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDPURIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MIND

• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind• The Noble Battle Within the Mind

What really exist in the universe and within living beings are
only ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities. All what are
happening in our lives are the psychophysical processes involving
these ultimate realities. The evil forces, consisting of 14 immoral
mental factors, are arising and perishing in the mind. The good
forces, consisting of 25 beautiful mental factors are also arising
and perishing in the mind. The neutral forces, consisting of 13
neutral mental factors take part in both sides as they can associate
with both immoral mental factors and beautiful mental factors.

So the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces areSo the battle between the evil forces and the good forces are
occurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have theoccurring within the mind. Normally the evil forces have the
upper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Theirupper hand as they can occupy the mind most of the time. Their
front-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in thefront-fighters, that is, ten defilements, have their bases in the
mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,mind. Six major defilements, consisting of their three leaders, viz.,
greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger greed, anger and and and and and ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, ignorance, and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., and three co-fighters, viz., pride,pride,pride,pride,pride,
wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view wrong-view and and and and and sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, sceptical doubt, always lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind asalways lie latent in the mind as
latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements latent- defilements (anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).(anusaya-kilesÈs).

When sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilementsWhen sense-objects appear in the sense-doors, latent-defilements
immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements immediately arise in the mind as moderate defilements (pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna(pariyuÔÔhÈna
kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) kilesÈs) and start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in severaland start agitating and influencing the mind in several
ways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated withways. They arise in the mind as immoral minds, associated with
immoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six ofimmoral mental factors that they should associate with. Six of
them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, them, namely, ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),ignorance (moha), sense-desire (craving or greed),
ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, ill-will (anger), sloth-torpor; restlessness-remorse, and and and and and scepticalscepticalscepticalscepticalsceptical
doubt, doubt, doubt, doubt, doubt, function as function as function as function as function as hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-which hinder or ob-
struct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forcesstruct moral minds not to arise in the mind so that immoral forces
can occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When thesecan occupy and overwhelm the mind most of the time. When these
moderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilementsmoderate defilements become inflated to gross-defilements
(vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), (vÊtikkama-kilesÈs), worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.worldlings perform immoral actions.

Only when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritoriousOnly when worldlings think about performing any meritorious
deed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaitedeed, moral minds can start arising. Immoral minds can assocaite
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with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-
sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-
tiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful than
immoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. But
as soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoral
minds immediately arise to occupy the mind again.minds immediately arise to occupy the mind again.minds immediately arise to occupy the mind again.minds immediately arise to occupy the mind again.minds immediately arise to occupy the mind again.

Many worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deeds
and what are immoral deeds, and that immoral deeds will produceand what are immoral deeds, and that immoral deeds will produceand what are immoral deeds, and that immoral deeds will produceand what are immoral deeds, and that immoral deeds will produceand what are immoral deeds, and that immoral deeds will produce
very great evil effects and meritorious deeds will produce veryvery great evil effects and meritorious deeds will produce veryvery great evil effects and meritorious deeds will produce veryvery great evil effects and meritorious deeds will produce veryvery great evil effects and meritorious deeds will produce very
great good effects. So they live with immoral minds most of thegreat good effects. So they live with immoral minds most of thegreat good effects. So they live with immoral minds most of thegreat good effects. So they live with immoral minds most of thegreat good effects. So they live with immoral minds most of the
time, enjoying friendly gossipping, sensual pleasure, and doingtime, enjoying friendly gossipping, sensual pleasure, and doingtime, enjoying friendly gossipping, sensual pleasure, and doingtime, enjoying friendly gossipping, sensual pleasure, and doingtime, enjoying friendly gossipping, sensual pleasure, and doing
evil actions, accumulating many billion immoral kammas everyevil actions, accumulating many billion immoral kammas everyevil actions, accumulating many billion immoral kammas everyevil actions, accumulating many billion immoral kammas everyevil actions, accumulating many billion immoral kammas every
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"A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle.
But a hero conquers his defilements just once. That hero isBut a hero conquers his defilements just once. That hero isBut a hero conquers his defilements just once. That hero isBut a hero conquers his defilements just once. That hero isBut a hero conquers his defilements just once. That hero is
indeed the greatest of all conquerors."indeed the greatest of all conquerors."indeed the greatest of all conquerors."indeed the greatest of all conquerors."indeed the greatest of all conquerors."

• How to Perform Meritorious Deeds?• How to Perform Meritorious Deeds?• How to Perform Meritorious Deeds?• How to Perform Meritorious Deeds?• How to Perform Meritorious Deeds?
What are Meritorious Deeds?

The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek PPPPPhilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,     said: "To know what is
good and what is bad is very important in life. If a person knows
what is good and what is bad clearly, he will not turn his back
towards the good actions and do the bad actions. I myself does not
know the difference between good and bad yet; I am trying to find
it out."

What Socrates said is correct. Nobody will know correctly what
is good and what is bad, if he does not know the Law of Kamma.
Without studying the fundamental facts of the Ultimate Science of
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with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-with 15 to 22 neutral and immoral mental factors whereas sense-
sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-sphere-moral minds can associate with 31 to 34 neutral and beau-
tiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful thantiful mental factors. So moral minds are more powerful than
immoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. Butimmoral minds and can drive them away to occupy the mind. But
as soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoralas soon as we become heedless about meritorious deeds, immoral
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Many worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deedsMany worldlings do not even know what are meritorious deeds
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day. So no wonder that they are born in woeful abodes after death.day. So no wonder that they are born in woeful abodes after death.day. So no wonder that they are born in woeful abodes after death.day. So no wonder that they are born in woeful abodes after death.day. So no wonder that they are born in woeful abodes after death.
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many existences in woeful abodes. Only when a good kamma, thatmany existences in woeful abodes. Only when a good kamma, thatmany existences in woeful abodes. Only when a good kamma, thatmany existences in woeful abodes. Only when a good kamma, thatmany existences in woeful abodes. Only when a good kamma, that
the woeful being has done in his previous human existence, getsthe woeful being has done in his previous human existence, getsthe woeful being has done in his previous human existence, getsthe woeful being has done in his previous human existence, getsthe woeful being has done in his previous human existence, gets
the chance to bear result, he will be reborn in the human realmthe chance to bear result, he will be reborn in the human realmthe chance to bear result, he will be reborn in the human realmthe chance to bear result, he will be reborn in the human realmthe chance to bear result, he will be reborn in the human realm
again. In the new human existence, the whole above story repeatsagain. In the new human existence, the whole above story repeatsagain. In the new human existence, the whole above story repeatsagain. In the new human existence, the whole above story repeatsagain. In the new human existence, the whole above story repeats
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together with latent defilements so that they will never arise in thetogether with latent defilements so that they will never arise in thetogether with latent defilements so that they will never arise in thetogether with latent defilements so that they will never arise in thetogether with latent defilements so that they will never arise in the
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"A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle."A soldier may conquer the enemies a million times in battle.
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The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek The Great Greek PPPPPhilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,hilosopher, Socrates,     said: "To know what is
good and what is bad is very important in life. If a person knows
what is good and what is bad clearly, he will not turn his back
towards the good actions and do the bad actions. I myself does not
know the difference between good and bad yet; I am trying to find
it out."

What Socrates said is correct. Nobody will know correctly what
is good and what is bad, if he does not know the Law of Kamma.
Without studying the fundamental facts of the Ultimate Science of
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Ultimate Realities, every worldling thinks that 'I', 'self', 'person'
really exists, and becomes very selfish. So he will think that what is
beneficial to oneself is good; what is not beneficial to oneself is
bad. If he can catch some fish, kill them, cook them, and eat the
fish-curry joyfully together with his family, he thinks that it is very
good. He doesn't know that in catching and killing the fish, billions
of immoral minds arise and perish, leaving billions of immoral
kammas in his mental stream. The family-members, in appreciating
the catching and killing of the fish, and in eating the delicious fish-
curry joyfully, they all acquire billions of bad kammas also. When
these bad kammas bear results starting from the present existences,
they will get misfortunes again and again, and they will be reborn
in woeful abodes after death life after life. So catching and killing
the fish and eating the fish-curry joyfully are not good actions; they
are definitely bad actions.

So the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha differentiates good actions from bad actions very
simply as:

"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man
or animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. An
action is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or to
others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."

The BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha advised his novice-son, RÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhula, who was only seven
years old:

"My son, if you want to think, to say or to do something, look
first whether it will cause harm to some one; if so, don't do it. If it
will not cause harm to any one, do it. But while you are doing it,
look again whether it has caused some harm to some living being;
if so, stop it and never do it again. If it has caused no harm to
anyone, you continue your action. After you have finished your
action, look again whether it has caused harm to some one. If so,
never do it again. If not, you can do it again and again."

This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.     Remember
that animals were not created by any Almighty God for humam
consumption; they were born just like us. The reason is that their
bad kammas caused them to be born as animals. If you can develop

the Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences, you can see vividly
that many of your past existences were animals. Or you can come
and take insight meditation (vipasanÈ); you can see your past exis-
tences, including animal existences, at any International Pa-auk Forest
Meditation Centre nowadays in Myanmar, Thailand, Singapore, Ma-
laysia, Indoesia, U.S.A, etc.

During Gotama Buddha's Dispensation, the rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeya     did
not perform meritorious deeds and became a dog at his house,
which he is attached to, after death. As the dog could remember its
past existence well; it followed its former son, SubhaSubhaSubhaSubhaSubha, lovingly.
The Buddha told Subha the way how he could make his dog show
him the place, where his father had buried four pots full of gold.
As Subha got the gold pots, he believed that his dog was really his
father, and he became a devotee of the Buddha.

There are many definite evidences about past existences and fu-
ture existences. If you know one of your past existences definitely,
you will believe that you are the future existence of that past exis-
tence. So whatever you do, you must have consideration for your
uncountable future existences.

As the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are described
below, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, and
undertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds which
perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.

AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity,

AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness,

Amoha Amoha Amoha Amoha Amoha ororororor PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge.

When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,
non-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral minds
arise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion good
kammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. The
nobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So even
if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-
statue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get very
great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.

If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,
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Ultimate Realities, every worldling thinks that 'I', 'self', 'person'
really exists, and becomes very selfish. So he will think that what is
beneficial to oneself is good; what is not beneficial to oneself is
bad. If he can catch some fish, kill them, cook them, and eat the
fish-curry joyfully together with his family, he thinks that it is very
good. He doesn't know that in catching and killing the fish, billions
of immoral minds arise and perish, leaving billions of immoral
kammas in his mental stream. The family-members, in appreciating
the catching and killing of the fish, and in eating the delicious fish-
curry joyfully, they all acquire billions of bad kammas also. When
these bad kammas bear results starting from the present existences,
they will get misfortunes again and again, and they will be reborn
in woeful abodes after death life after life. So catching and killing
the fish and eating the fish-curry joyfully are not good actions; they
are definitely bad actions.

So the BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha differentiates good actions from bad actions very
simply as:

"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man"An action is good if it causes no harm to any living being (man
or animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. Anor animal) and brings good results to oneself and to others. An
action is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or toaction is bad if it causes harm to any living being, to oneself or to
others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."others, and it brings bad results to oneself or to others or to both."

The BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha advised his novice-son, RÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhulaRÈhula, who was only seven
years old:

"My son, if you want to think, to say or to do something, look
first whether it will cause harm to some one; if so, don't do it. If it
will not cause harm to any one, do it. But while you are doing it,
look again whether it has caused some harm to some living being;
if so, stop it and never do it again. If it has caused no harm to
anyone, you continue your action. After you have finished your
action, look again whether it has caused harm to some one. If so,
never do it again. If not, you can do it again and again."

This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.This is really great democracy taught by the Buddha.     Remember
that animals were not created by any Almighty God for humam
consumption; they were born just like us. The reason is that their
bad kammas caused them to be born as animals. If you can develop

the Supernormal Knowledge of Former Existences, you can see vividly
that many of your past existences were animals. Or you can come
and take insight meditation (vipasanÈ); you can see your past exis-
tences, including animal existences, at any International Pa-auk Forest
Meditation Centre nowadays in Myanmar, Thailand, Singapore, Ma-
laysia, Indoesia, U.S.A, etc.

During Gotama Buddha's Dispensation, the rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeyathe rich man Todeya     did
not perform meritorious deeds and became a dog at his house,
which he is attached to, after death. As the dog could remember its
past existence well; it followed its former son, SubhaSubhaSubhaSubhaSubha, lovingly.
The Buddha told Subha the way how he could make his dog show
him the place, where his father had buried four pots full of gold.
As Subha got the gold pots, he believed that his dog was really his
father, and he became a devotee of the Buddha.

There are many definite evidences about past existences and fu-
ture existences. If you know one of your past existences definitely,
you will believe that you are the future existence of that past exis-
tence. So whatever you do, you must have consideration for your
uncountable future existences.

As the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are describedAs the Buddha knew three moral roots, which are described
below, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, andbelow, he knew that alms-giving, observing moral precepts, and
undertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds whichundertaking meditation can make them arise as moral minds which
perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.perform those three kinds of meritorious deeds.

AlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobhaAlobha = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity, = greedlessness, non-attachment, generosity,

AdosaAdosaAdosaAdosaAdosa = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness, = angerlessness, good-will, tolerance, loving-kindness,

Amoha Amoha Amoha Amoha Amoha ororororor PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ PaÒÒÈ = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge. = wisdom, knowledge.

When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,When we give alms to a monk or a nun, we develop greedlessness,
non-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral mindsnon-attachment to our wealth, and generosity. So moral minds
arise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion goodarise and perish by many billions, depositing many billion good
kammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. Thekammas in our mental streams. So we have great merits. The
nobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So evennobler the receiver of the alms, the greater the good merit. So even
if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-if we offer a cup of drinking water or a flower to the Buddha-
statue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get verystatue, taking the statue to be the real buddha, we shall get very
great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.great merit, because the Buddha is the noblest person.

If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,If we observe moral precepts to abstain from killing, stealing,
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etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-
kindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions while
we have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not to
take other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining from
killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.

When we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of the
Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" with the under-with the under-with the under-with the under-with the under-
standing that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of veneration
or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as "May all living"May all living"May all living"May all living"May all living
beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" repeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertaking
insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-
dom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions every
second. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. So
when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.

• The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality (sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)
What is What is What is What is What is 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means 'composing','composing','composing','composing','composing',

which is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions well
composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,
and his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray but
well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.

In another sense, 'sÊlana' or 'sÊla' means 'upholding'. It upholds
and serves as the foundation for wholesome states such as mental
concentration to grow up.

The Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritori-----
ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds. By standing on the foundation of pure morality and do
other meritorious deeds, we get greater merit in performing these
meritorious deeds.

In one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the Buddha
came to VeVeVeVeVeÄÄÄÄÄudvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.     The village-elders asked the Buddha:
“Venerable Sir, we have saved some money from our agricultural
work. We want to live with our family happily using this money,
and we want to be reborn in celestial realms after death. How
should we live, Sir?”

The Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
SaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evil

bodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happily
with your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely reborn
in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.”                (VeÄudvÈreyaka Sutta)

What the Buddha advises them to do amounts to ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping Three-Three-Three-Three-Three-
fffffooooold Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’

When the Buddha came to SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,     the Brahmins of that
village asked him: “Venerable Buddha, when some people die, they
are born in celestial realms. When some other people die, they are
born in woeful abodes. What make the difference between them?”

Again the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when those
people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.
And when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they are
born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.”                                         (SÈleyaka Sutta)

The Brahmins asked again: “Venerable Buddha, what do you
mean when you say that some people live justfully and some other
people live unjustfully?”

The Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstain
from ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, and
those other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evil
actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”

So when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-sila
diligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evil
actions.actions.actions.actions.actions.

• Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)

The Buddha knew that ten courses of immoral actions or immoral
conduct should be avoided by all means. The reason is that if we
commit any one of these ten immoral actions, immoral minds and
immoral kammas arise by many billions, and these immoral kammas
will condition one to be reborn in woeful abodes life after life.

(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:

1 1 1 1 1 PÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈ — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal),

2 2 2 2 2 Adi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈ — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property,

3 3 3 3 3 KÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈ — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis-
   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,
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etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-etc., we develop angerlessness, good-will, tolerance and loving-
kindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions whilekindness. So moral minds arise and perish by many billions while
we have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not towe have the good intention not to destroy other's life and not to
take other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining fromtake other's property illegally, and while we are abstaining from
killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.killing, stealing, etc. So we get billions of good kammas.

When we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of theWhen we reflect repeatedly and respectfully any one of the
Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as Buddha's attributes, such as "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" "ArahaÑ, ArahaÑ" with the under-with the under-with the under-with the under-with the under-
standing that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of venerationstanding that the Buddha is noblest and most worthy of veneration
or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as or sincerely radiating loving-kindness such as "May all living"May all living"May all living"May all living"May all living
beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" beings be happy and well" repeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertakingrepeatedly or when we are undertaking
insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-insight meditation to develop insight knowledge and Path-Wis-
dom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions everydom, we are developing moral minds by many billions every
second. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. Sosecond. So we attain many billion moral kammas every second. So
when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.when we die, we shall be born in blissful realms life after life.

• The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality • The Basic Training of Morality (sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)(sÊla)
What is What is What is What is What is 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? 'morality' (sÊla)? In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means In one sense, it means 'composing','composing','composing','composing','composing',

which is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions wellwhich is keeping one's bodily actions and verbal actions well
composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,composed. A virtuous person keeps his manners well composed,
and his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray butand his bodily actions and verbal actions are not in disarray but
well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.well controlled.

In another sense, 'sÊlana' or 'sÊla' means 'upholding'. It upholds
and serves as the foundation for wholesome states such as mental
concentration to grow up.

The Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritoriThe Buddha knew that 'morality' is the beginning of all meritori-----
ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds.ous deeds. By standing on the foundation of pure morality and do
other meritorious deeds, we get greater merit in performing these
meritorious deeds.

In one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the BuddhaIn one of his missionary tour in Kosala Country, the Buddha
came to VeVeVeVeVeÄÄÄÄÄudvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.udvÈra Village.     The village-elders asked the Buddha:
“Venerable Sir, we have saved some money from our agricultural
work. We want to live with our family happily using this money,
and we want to be reborn in celestial realms after death. How
should we live, Sir?”

The Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and theThe Buddha said: “You revere the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
SaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evilSaÑgha respectfully. And you abstain from committing three evil

bodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happilybodily actions and four evil speeches. Then you can live happily
with your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely rebornwith your family, enjoying your wealth. You will be surely reborn
in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.” in a celestial realm after death.”                (VeÄudvÈreyaka Sutta)

What the Buddha advises them to do amounts to ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping ‘keeping Three-Three-Three-Three-Three-
fffffooooold Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’ld Refuge respectfully and observing PaÒca-sÊla diligently.’

When the Buddha came to SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,SÈlÈ village,     the Brahmins of that
village asked him: “Venerable Buddha, when some people die, they
are born in celestial realms. When some other people die, they are
born in woeful abodes. What make the difference between them?”

Again the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when thoseAgain the Buddha gave the answer: “O Brahmins, when those
people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.people, who live justfully die, they are born in celestial realms.
And when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they areAnd when those other people, who live unjustfully, die, they are
born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.” born in woeful abodes.”                                         (SÈleyaka Sutta)

The Brahmins asked again: “Venerable Buddha, what do you
mean when you say that some people live justfully and some other
people live unjustfully?”

The Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstainThe Buddha said: “Well, Brahmins, those people, who abstain
from ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, andfrom ten evil courses of immoral actions are living justfully, and
those other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evilthose other people, who do not abstain from ten courses of evil
actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”actions, are living unjustfully and immorally.”

So when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-silaSo when the Buddha advises the people to observe PaÒca-sila
diligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evildiligently, he really means that they should abstain from all ten evil
actions.actions.actions.actions.actions.

• Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)Ten Courses of Immoral Actions (Bad Conduct)

The Buddha knew that ten courses of immoral actions or immoral
conduct should be avoided by all means. The reason is that if we
commit any one of these ten immoral actions, immoral minds and
immoral kammas arise by many billions, and these immoral kammas
will condition one to be reborn in woeful abodes life after life.

(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:(a) Three immoral bodily actions:

1 1 1 1 1 PÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈPÈnÈtipÈtÈ — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal), — killing any living being (man or animal),

2 2 2 2 2 Adi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈAdi~~ÈdÈnÈ — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property, — stealing other’s property,

3 3 3 3 3 KÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈKÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈ — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis- — misuse of the senses such as sexual mis-
   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,   conduct and conscuming intoxicating drinks and drugs,
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(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:

4 4 4 4 4 MusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈ — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech,

5 5 5 5 5 PisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈ — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting,

6 6 6 6 6 PharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈ — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech,

7 7 7 7 7 SamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈ — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping.

(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:

8 8 8 8 8 AbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈ — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property

   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,

9 9 9 9 9 VyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈda — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property,

10 10 10 10 10 MicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhi — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result
    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.

• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)

These "ten courses of moral actions" are also known as "Ten"Ten"Ten"Ten"Ten
courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct" (sucaritas) whereas "ten couses of im-
moral actions" are known as "Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct" (ducaritas).

The avoidance of ten kinds of evil actions give rise to ten kinds
of good action. The reason is that in avoiding an evil action, we
make wise reflection such as: "this mosquito bites me to take a drop
of my blood. It must be very hungry. If I can develop tolerance and
loving kindness and let the mosquito go, I get great merit for donat-
ing a drop of blood and for letting it go to its family".

When we have the chance to take other's money by stealing or
cheating them, we should make wise reflection: "If I take their
money illegally, they will be sad and unhappy for a long time. In
stealing and cheating others, immoral minds arise by many billions,
depositing many billion bad kammas in my mental stream. These
bad kammas will cause many bad reactions to come to me, includ-
ing woeful rebirths for uncountable existences. I should have con-
sideration for other's safety, welfare and happiness. I should be an
upright person so that all the people trust me and love me".

Be careful that wise reflection develops moral minds, and unwise
reflection develops immoral minds. The right view,right view,right view,right view,right view,     which believes
in kamma and its result correctly, should be used as the guiding-guiding-guiding-guiding-guiding-

starstarstarstarstar     to live wisely, happily and beneficially.

(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,
    etc.    etc.    etc.    etc.    etc.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.

(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendly
     speech,     speech,     speech,     speech,     speech,

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweet
      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speak
                         beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.

(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions
(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — avoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's property

     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,
(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — avoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life and

     property,     property,     property,     property,     property,
(10) (10) (10) (10) (10) SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-

law.law.law.law.law.
(NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: You can ignore the PÈÄi words. Just know the meaning.)

• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with
Threefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold Refuge

The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-
SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.     We can take PaÒca-SÊla to-
gether with Threefold Refuge in front of a Buddha Statue or Visu-
alize a Buddha, a monk or a virtuous teacher. It should be taken
respectfully in five steps to gain great merit.

Step 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay Homage

OkÈsa OkÈsa OkÈsa. Oh Venerable Sir, may I pay obeisance to
thee! So as to be free from all my offences, accumulated from evil
deeds done bodily, verbally and mentally, I pay homage to the
Triple Gem: the Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, once, twice,
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(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:(b) Four immoral verbal actions:

4 4 4 4 4 MusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈMusÈvÈdÈ — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech, — lying or false speech,

5 5 5 5 5 PisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈPisunavÈcÈ — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting, — slandering, back-biting,

6 6 6 6 6 PharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈPharusavÈcÈ — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech, — rude or harsh speech,

7 7 7 7 7 SamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈSamphappalÈpa-vÈcÈ — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping. — vain talk, gossipping.

(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:(c) Three immoral mental actions:

8 8 8 8 8 AbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈAbhijjÈ — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property — covetousness, plotting to take other’s property

   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,   illegally,

9 9 9 9 9 VyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈdaVyÈpÈda — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property, — ill-will, plotting to destroy other’s life and property,

10 10 10 10 10 MicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhiMicchÈdiÔÔhi — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result — wrong view, taking that kamma and its result
    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.    do not exist.

• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)• Ten Courses of Moral Actions (Good Conduct)

These "ten courses of moral actions" are also known as "Ten"Ten"Ten"Ten"Ten
courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct"courses of good conduct" (sucaritas) whereas "ten couses of im-
moral actions" are known as "Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct""Ten couses of evil conduct" (ducaritas).

The avoidance of ten kinds of evil actions give rise to ten kinds
of good action. The reason is that in avoiding an evil action, we
make wise reflection such as: "this mosquito bites me to take a drop
of my blood. It must be very hungry. If I can develop tolerance and
loving kindness and let the mosquito go, I get great merit for donat-
ing a drop of blood and for letting it go to its family".

When we have the chance to take other's money by stealing or
cheating them, we should make wise reflection: "If I take their
money illegally, they will be sad and unhappy for a long time. In
stealing and cheating others, immoral minds arise by many billions,
depositing many billion bad kammas in my mental stream. These
bad kammas will cause many bad reactions to come to me, includ-
ing woeful rebirths for uncountable existences. I should have con-
sideration for other's safety, welfare and happiness. I should be an
upright person so that all the people trust me and love me".

Be careful that wise reflection develops moral minds, and unwise
reflection develops immoral minds. The right view,right view,right view,right view,right view,     which believes
in kamma and its result correctly, should be used as the guiding-guiding-guiding-guiding-guiding-

starstarstarstarstar     to live wisely, happily and beneficially.

(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions(a) Three moral bodily actions

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — PÈnÈtipÈtÈ-virati — avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,avoidance of killing animals and men,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — Adi~nÈdÈnÈ-virati — avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,avoidance of stealing, cheating, robbing,
    etc.    etc.    etc.    etc.    etc.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — KÈmesumicchÈcÈrÈ-virati — avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.avoidance of misuse of the sences.

(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions(b) Four moral verbal actions

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — MusÈvÈdÈ-virati — avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,avoidance of lying, saying the truth,

(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — PisunavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendlyavoidance of slandering, say friendly
     speech,     speech,     speech,     speech,     speech,

(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — PharusavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweetavoidance of harsh speech, say sweet
      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.      and pleasing words.

(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — SamphappalÈpavÈcÈ-virati — avoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speakavoidance of vain talk, speak
                         beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.beneficially.

(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions(c) Three moral mental actions
(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — AnabhijjÈ — avoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's propertyavoidance of plotting to take other's property

     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,     illelgally,
(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — AvyÈpÈda — avoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life andavoidance of plotting to destroy other's life and

     property,     property,     property,     property,     property,
(10) (10) (10) (10) (10) SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — SammÈdiÔÔhi — right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-right view, knowing and believing kamma-

law.law.law.law.law.
(NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: You can ignore the PÈÄi words. Just know the meaning.)

• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with• The Procedure for Observing PaÒca-SÊla together with
Threefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold RefugeThreefold Refuge

The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-The Basic training for Buddhists is to observe respectfully PaÒca-
SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.SÊla together with Threefold Refuge.     We can take PaÒca-SÊla to-
gether with Threefold Refuge in front of a Buddha Statue or Visu-
alize a Buddha, a monk or a virtuous teacher. It should be taken
respectfully in five steps to gain great merit.

Step 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay HomageStep 1: Asking for Permission to pay Homage

OkÈsa OkÈsa OkÈsa. Oh Venerable Sir, may I pay obeisance to
thee! So as to be free from all my offences, accumulated from evil
deeds done bodily, verbally and mentally, I pay homage to the
Triple Gem: the Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha, once, twice,
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thrice, with my joined palms on my forehead very respectfully and
humbly. Owing to my deeds of merit, may I realize NibbÈna soon.

Step 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold Refuge

Venerable Sir, I wish to observe the five moral precepts together
with the Noble Threefold Refuge. Please honour me by guiding me
to undertake the precepts and the Threefold Refuge.

Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu: Repeat the words that I say.

Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

Step 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the Buddha; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:

Namo tassa Bhagavato Arahato SammÈsambuddhassa.

(Please learn this PÈÄi of this short form of paying homage.)

Meaning:Meaning:Meaning:Meaning:Meaning: Homage to the Exalted buddha, the One worthy of
special veneration, and the Perfectly Self-Enlightened One.

Step Step Step Step Step 44444: : : : : Taking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold Refuge

BudhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the Buddha.

DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the Dhamma.

SaÑghaÑ sarananaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the SaÑgha.

(Learn the above three PÈÄi lines and recite repeatedly wherever
you are to protect yourself and to get great merit.)

Dutayampi BuddhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Dutayampi DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Dutayampi SaÑghaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

For the second time, I take refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma
and the SaÑgha.

Tatayampi BuddhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Tatayampi DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Tatayampi SaÑghaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

For the third time, I take refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and
the SaÑgha.

Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu: The act of taking Threefold Refuge is completed.

Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

Step 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five Precepts

1 PÈÓÈtipÈtÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from killing
any living being.

2 Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from stealing
other’s properties.

3 KÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from sexual
misconduct.

4 MusÈvÈdÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from telling
lies, slandering, speaking harshly, and talking vainly.

5 SurÈmeraya-majjapamÈ-daÔÔhÈnÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ
samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from intoxi-
cating drinks and drugs.

BhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhu: Do observe the five precepts together with the Three
    Noble Refuges with diligence and steadfast mindfulness.

DevoteeDevoteeDevoteeDevoteeDevotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ is a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of living
for lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts or
PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”
also called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Ten
courses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Good
Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing PaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊla, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any
harm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings including
animals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused by
us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.

• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge
In order to enshrine the noblest Triple Gem in our hearts, we take
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thrice, with my joined palms on my forehead very respectfully and
humbly. Owing to my deeds of merit, may I realize NibbÈna soon.

Step 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold RefugeStep 2: Asking for PaÒca-SÊla together with Threefold Refuge

Venerable Sir, I wish to observe the five moral precepts together
with the Noble Threefold Refuge. Please honour me by guiding me
to undertake the precepts and the Threefold Refuge.

Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu:Bhiikkhu: Repeat the words that I say.

Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

Step 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the BuddhaStep 3: Paying Homage to the Buddha; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:; say three times:

Namo tassa Bhagavato Arahato SammÈsambuddhassa.

(Please learn this PÈÄi of this short form of paying homage.)

Meaning:Meaning:Meaning:Meaning:Meaning: Homage to the Exalted buddha, the One worthy of
special veneration, and the Perfectly Self-Enlightened One.

Step Step Step Step Step 44444: : : : : Taking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold RefugeTaking the Noble Threefold Refuge

BudhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the Buddha.

DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the Dhamma.

SaÑghaÑ sarananaÑ gacchÈmi.

I take refuge in the SaÑgha.

(Learn the above three PÈÄi lines and recite repeatedly wherever
you are to protect yourself and to get great merit.)

Dutayampi BuddhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Dutayampi DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Dutayampi SaÑghaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

For the second time, I take refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma
and the SaÑgha.

Tatayampi BuddhaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Tatayampi DhammaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

Tatayampi SaÑghaÑ saranaÑ gacchÈmi.

For the third time, I take refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and
the SaÑgha.

Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu:Bhikkhu: The act of taking Threefold Refuge is completed.

Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee:Devotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

Step 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five PreceptsStep 5: Undertaking to Observe the Five Precepts

1 PÈÓÈtipÈtÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from killing
any living being.

2 Adi~~ÈdÈnÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from stealing
other’s properties.

3 KÈmesu-micchÈcÈrÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from sexual
misconduct.

4 MusÈvÈdÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from telling
lies, slandering, speaking harshly, and talking vainly.

5 SurÈmeraya-majjapamÈ-daÔÔhÈnÈ veramaÓi-sikkhÈ-padaÑ
samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from intoxi-
cating drinks and drugs.

BhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhuBhikkhu: Do observe the five precepts together with the Three
    Noble Refuges with diligence and steadfast mindfulness.

DevoteeDevoteeDevoteeDevoteeDevotee: Yes, Venerable Sir.

‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ ‘PaÒca-SÊla’ is a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of livingis a very noble, beneficial and happy way of living
for lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts orfor lay-persons. The objective of observing five noble precepts or
PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla PaÒca-SÊla is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”is to abstain from “Ten Courses of Immoral Actions,”
also called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Tenalso called “Ten Courses of Evil Conduct” and accomplish “Ten
courses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Goodcourses of Moral Actions,” also called “Ten Courses of Good
Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing Conduct.” In observing PaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊlaPaÒca-SÊla, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any, we abstain from causing any
harm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings includingharm to any living being, thus allowing all living-beings including
animals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused byanimals to live happily without worry and without danger caused by
us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.us. So it is very noble. We also develop the best moral character.

• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge• The Great Benefits of Taking Threefold Refuge
In order to enshrine the noblest Triple Gem in our hearts, we take
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Threefold Refuge with the understanding of their noblest virtues
and with great respect and great devotion.

When the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
SÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mind
become very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people without
Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.

Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,
ogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shall
surely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestial
realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.

Thus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protected
from all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worst
danger.danger.danger.danger.danger.

Besides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and the
good kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the present
existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.

No matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the human
realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)
great bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) great
power, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) great
fame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensual
pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.

A good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is the
true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.

• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera
One asa~kheyya (incalculable aeon) and one hundred thousand

world cycles ago, AnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ Buddha     appeared in the world. A
poor man,poor man,poor man,poor man,poor man,     who looked after his two blind parents, could neither
offer alms nor afford to listen to the sermon of the Buddha. How-
ever, he met the Chief Disciple of the Buddha, named NisabhaNisabhaNisabhaNisabhaNisabha
Thera,Thera,Thera,Thera,Thera,     and took Threefold Refuge with his guidance.

At that time the life-span of human beings was one hundred
thousand years. As the poor man kept Threefold Refuge well es-
tablished in his heart with great respect throughout his life, he
accumulated many billions of powerful moral kammas.

When he died, he was born as the Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, King of Devas, in TÈvatiÑsÈ
celestial realm. During a very long period of one asa~kheyya and
one hundred thousand world-cycles, he was reborn uncountable
times in celestial realms and human realm, but never was he born in
woeful abodes.

Again whenever he was born, he was more outstanding than
others. He was born as the Sakka for eighty existences, as the
Universal Monarch for seventy-five existences, as Kings and feu-
dal lords for uncountable existences.

At the time of Gotama Buddha in the present world, he was
reborn as a rich man’s son in SÈvatthi city. At the age of seven
years, he was the leader of his play-mates. While they were play-
ing, they went into a monastery. An Arahant guided them to
takeThreefold Refuge. As soon as the rich man’s son had taken
Threefold Refuge, he became an Arahant. He was well known as
TisTisTisTisTisÈÈÈÈÈraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya Thera     in Gotama Buddha’s Dispensation.

(Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha.2, 39)

• The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits of of of of of Observing PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊla

1. Since the bodily and verbal actions of a person, who diligently
observes PaÒca-sÊla, are blameless and praise-worthy, he possesseshe possesseshe possesseshe possesseshe possesses
the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.

2. Since he avoids doing harm to any living being, he brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peace
and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.

3. Since he can prevent gross and agressive defilements such as
greed (lobha), anger (dosa) and ignorance (moha) from arising in
the mind, he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.

4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) and compassionand compassionand compassionand compassionand compassion
(karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,
serene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can join
any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.

5. PaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dress
as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.

The fragrance of flowers travels not against the wind, nor the
fragrance of sandal wood and perfumes, but the fragrance of the
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Threefold Refuge with the understanding of their noblest virtues
and with great respect and great devotion.

When the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and theWhen the noblest virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
SÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mindSÈÑgha are established in our hearts, our whole body and mind
become very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people withoutbecome very noble; so we are nobler than ordinary people without
Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.Threefold Refuge.

Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,Because of the noblest virtues of Triple Gem, ghosts, ogres,
ogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shallogresses and even wild beasts will not attack us, and we shall
surely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestialsurely escape from woeful rebirth and will be born in celestial
realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.realms after death.

Thus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protectedThus by taking Threefold Noble Refuge, we are well protected
from all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worstfrom all dangers including woeful rebirth, which is the worst
danger.danger.danger.danger.danger.

Besides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and theBesides, we gain great merit in taking Threefold Refuge and the
good kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the presentgood kammas will bear many wonderful results in the present
existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.existence as well as in future existences.

No matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the humanNo matter where we are born in the future, either in the human
realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)realm or in the celestial realm, we shall enjoy (1) longevity, (2)
great bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) greatgreat bodily beauty, (3) great happiness, (4) great retinue, (5) great
power, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) greatpower, (6) great respect and great affection from others, (7) great
fame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensualfame, (8) great wisdom, (9) great wealth, and (10) great sensual
pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.pleasure.

A good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is theA good evidence about the attainment of these great merits is the
true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.true story of Venerable TisaraÓagÈmaniya Thera.

• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera• The Story of Venerable TisÈraÓagÈmaniya Thera
One asa~kheyya (incalculable aeon) and one hundred thousand

world cycles ago, AnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ BuddhaAnomadassÊ Buddha     appeared in the world. A
poor man,poor man,poor man,poor man,poor man,     who looked after his two blind parents, could neither
offer alms nor afford to listen to the sermon of the Buddha. How-
ever, he met the Chief Disciple of the Buddha, named NisabhaNisabhaNisabhaNisabhaNisabha
Thera,Thera,Thera,Thera,Thera,     and took Threefold Refuge with his guidance.

At that time the life-span of human beings was one hundred
thousand years. As the poor man kept Threefold Refuge well es-
tablished in his heart with great respect throughout his life, he
accumulated many billions of powerful moral kammas.

When he died, he was born as the Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, Sakka, King of Devas, in TÈvatiÑsÈ
celestial realm. During a very long period of one asa~kheyya and
one hundred thousand world-cycles, he was reborn uncountable
times in celestial realms and human realm, but never was he born in
woeful abodes.

Again whenever he was born, he was more outstanding than
others. He was born as the Sakka for eighty existences, as the
Universal Monarch for seventy-five existences, as Kings and feu-
dal lords for uncountable existences.

At the time of Gotama Buddha in the present world, he was
reborn as a rich man’s son in SÈvatthi city. At the age of seven
years, he was the leader of his play-mates. While they were play-
ing, they went into a monastery. An Arahant guided them to
takeThreefold Refuge. As soon as the rich man’s son had taken
Threefold Refuge, he became an Arahant. He was well known as
TisTisTisTisTisÈÈÈÈÈraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya TheraraÓagÈmaniya Thera     in Gotama Buddha’s Dispensation.

(Apa. 1, 82; Apa.Ôha.2, 39)

• The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits • The Wonderful Benefits of of of of of Observing PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊlaObserving PaÒca-SÊla

1. Since the bodily and verbal actions of a person, who diligently
observes PaÒca-sÊla, are blameless and praise-worthy, he possesseshe possesseshe possesseshe possesseshe possesses
the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.the best moral character.

2. Since he avoids doing harm to any living being, he brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peacehe brings peace
and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.and happiness to all living beings including himself.

3. Since he can prevent gross and agressive defilements such as
greed (lobha), anger (dosa) and ignorance (moha) from arising in
the mind, he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.he enjoys peace and happiness instantly.

4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness 4. Loving-kindness (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), (mettÈ), tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance tolerance (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) (khantÊ) and compassionand compassionand compassionand compassionand compassion
(karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) (karuÓÈ) bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,bloom in a person of good morality. So his face is calm,
serene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can joinserene and adorable. People love and respect him. So he can join
any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.any assembly of people with grace and boldness.

5. PaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dressPaÒca-sÊla represents the most beautiful and attractive dress
as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.as well as the best perfume.

The fragrance of flowers travels not against the wind, nor the
fragrance of sandal wood and perfumes, but the fragrance of the
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virtuous person travels against the wind pervading every direction.

(Dhammapada 54)

6. A virtuous person, because of mindfulness and diligence, willwillwillwillwill
succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.

7. His good fame will spread far and wide.

8. In In In In In Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta the Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep pure
morality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of his
companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.

9. Morality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure of
concentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the four
R|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and to
develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-
Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.

10. The impurities of the mind-continuum cannot be washed with
the water from Ganges River or other rivers; they can be washed
only with the cool clear water of morality.

11. The burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot be
cooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or pure
water; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by the
coolingcoolingcoolingcoolingcooling     element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.

12. There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms;
and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.

13. A person with morality will be free from delusion and perplexity
at the time of death, remembering the meritorious deeds that he
has done.

14. He will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestial
realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.

15. “Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”

“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,
because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.

• • • • • Pure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character and
World PeaceWorld PeaceWorld PeaceWorld PeaceWorld Peace
Pure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our Virtues.....

The young and the old should embrace PaÒca-sÊla, because it is
good till old age. It is the beginning of all meritorious deeds and
itself is the noblest meritorious deed. It is the most beautiful and
most precious dress, and its unique fragrance surpasses all per-
fumes in fragrance.

Morality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and as
a pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. A
person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-
entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.

• Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important QQQQQualiualiualiualiuality of a personty of a personty of a personty of a personty of a person
according to the concept of western scholars also. They make the
following statement:

“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;

When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;

When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”

“A person, endowed with morality, wisdom and justice will not
do evil action under any circumstances, and will not commit injus-
tice for the sake of fulfilling his wishes”

“A person, endowed with morality, retinue and wealth will be
honoured and respected by all  wherever he is.”

“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established
faith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainment
of knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actions
leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.” (Dhammapada Verses 84, 303, 333)

• The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and CrCrCrCrCreating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peace

The Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harm
to any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodily
action.action.action.action.action.     This is the ideal way how we should observe PaÒca-sila. As
we cause no harm to any living being, we allow all living beings,
men and animals, to live safely, peacefully and happily without
danger, enemies, dread, worry and anxiety. So PaÒca-sila is called
“Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” (M(M(M(M(MaaaaahhhhhÈÈÈÈÈ-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna).....

To cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all living
beings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety and
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virtuous person travels against the wind pervading every direction.

(Dhammapada 54)

6. A virtuous person, because of mindfulness and diligence, willwillwillwillwill
succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.succeed in business and amassing riches.

7. His good fame will spread far and wide.

8. In In In In In Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta Aka~kheyya Sutta the Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep purethe Buddha advises a person to keep pure
morality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of hismorality if he wishes to win adoration and respect of his
companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.companions, great wealth, great fame and high position.

9. Morality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure ofMorality is the Foundation for building the higher structure of
concentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the fourconcentration. The Buddha advises that to develop the four
R|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and toR|pÈvacara JhÈnas, one should keep pure morality, and to
develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-develop the Fourfold Path-wisdom and the Fourfold Fruition-
Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.Wisdom, one should maintain very pure morality diligently.

10. The impurities of the mind-continuum cannot be washed with
the water from Ganges River or other rivers; they can be washed
only with the cool clear water of morality.

11. The burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot beThe burning heat in body and mind by defilements cannot be
cooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or purecooled down and extinguished by moon-light, star-light or pure
water; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by thewater; it can be cooled down and extinguished only by the
coolingcoolingcoolingcoolingcooling     element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.element of morality.

12. There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms; There is no stairway like morality to go up to celestial realms;
and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.and there is no door-way like morality to enter NibbÈna.

13. A person with morality will be free from delusion and perplexity
at the time of death, remembering the meritorious deeds that he
has done.

14. He will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestialHe will be reborn in a blissful realm (human-realm or celestial
realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.realm) after death.

15. “Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”“Ijjati bhikkhave sÊlavato cetopanidhi visuddhattÈ”

“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,“ All the wishes of a person with pure morality will be fulfilled,
because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.because his mind is pure and noble”, said the Buddha.

• • • • • Pure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character andPure Morality Leads to the Best Moral Character and
World PeaceWorld PeaceWorld PeaceWorld PeaceWorld Peace
Pure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our VirtuesPure Morality is the Crown among all our Virtues.....

The young and the old should embrace PaÒca-sÊla, because it is
good till old age. It is the beginning of all meritorious deeds and
itself is the noblest meritorious deed. It is the most beautiful and
most precious dress, and its unique fragrance surpasses all per-
fumes in fragrance.

Morality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and asMorality makes the mind and the person pure and noble, and as
a pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. Aa pure, noble person, he maintains the best moral character. A
person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-person without morality is wicked and ignoble. So morality differ-
entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.entiates upright persons from wicked persons.

• Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important Moral character is the most important QQQQQualiualiualiualiuality of a personty of a personty of a personty of a personty of a person
according to the concept of western scholars also. They make the
following statement:

“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;“When wealth is lost, nothing is lost;

When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;When health is lost, something is lost;

When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”When character is lost, everything is lost.”

“A person, endowed with morality, wisdom and justice will not
do evil action under any circumstances, and will not commit injus-
tice for the sake of fulfilling his wishes”

“A person, endowed with morality, retinue and wealth will be
honoured and respected by all  wherever he is.”

“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established“Pure morality leads to happiness till old age. Well established
faith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainmentfaith and confidence in Triple Gem leads to happiness. Attainment
of knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actionsof knowledge leads to happiness. Abstinence from all evil actions
leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.”leads to happiness.” (Dhammapada Verses 84, 303, 333)

• The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and • The Ideal Way of living most Happily and CrCrCrCrCreating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peaceeating World-Peace

The Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harmThe Buddha admonished his son RÈhulÈ never to cause harm
to any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodilyto any living being by mental thought, verbal speech or bodily
action.action.action.action.action.     This is the ideal way how we should observe PaÒca-sila. As
we cause no harm to any living being, we allow all living beings,
men and animals, to live safely, peacefully and happily without
danger, enemies, dread, worry and anxiety. So PaÒca-sila is called
“Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” “Great offering of safety and happiness” (M(M(M(M(MaaaaahhhhhÈÈÈÈÈ-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna)-dÈna).....

To cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all livingTo cause no harm to any living being and to let all living
beings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety andbeings live peacefully, happily, without any worry, anxiety and
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dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”     With
this understanding, PaÒca-sila is embraced and practised diligently
by all Buddhists, who adore justice, truthfulness, equality, peace
and happiness.

This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-
transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-
thy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name of
Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.

As a person of pure morality abstains from all evil actions, he
leads a very noble, beautiful, blameless life. So he is free from four
types of danger:

(1) He is free from the danger of being blamed by himself;
(2) He is free from the danger of being blamed or dispraised by
     others;
(3) He is free from the danger of being punished by the law;
(4) He is free from the danger of being reborn in a woeful abode
    after death.
So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.

PaÒca-sÊla is called ‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,     meaning ‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that
should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, and it is also known as ‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma
SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,     meaning ‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-
fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’

If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,
we can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla is
regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.

• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for
greater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefits
To do good actions completely, we should perform ten meritori-

ous actions, known as “Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These
ten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that they
should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.

(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna-----group Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deeds

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. DÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈna — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity,

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. PattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈna — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others,

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. PattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodana — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu,
SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”

(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts,

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. AppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyana — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons,

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. VeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvacca — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds.

(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation,

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. DhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavana — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons,

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. Dhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈ — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma,

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view.

It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.

DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups.

• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) DÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈna — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving

It is the easiest meritorious deeds to donate one’s money in chari-
ty. Fulfilling ten noble Perfections begins with alms-giving. The
nobler the receiver of donation, the greater the merit received by
the doner. So Buddhists donate to the SaÑgha Community headed
by the Buddha, to hospitals, to monasteries, to schools, to the needy, etc.

As moral actions bear similar results a billionfold, if we donate as
much as a banyan seed, we get the benefit greater than a banyan
tree, or in other words, if we donate one dollar in charity, we shall
get a million dollars in every future existence.

To make sure that we shall get everything we need in our future
jouney in the rounds of births and deaths called ‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’, , , , , we
should try to donate various things as much as possible.

Don’t say that “I cannot donate, because I have no money.” You
can donate your food for breakfast and also for lunch to the Bud-
dha at home in your shrine. You can eat after donating for ten to
twenty minutes. Your upbringing of your children, your support to
your parents and relatives also mean alms-giving. Donating even a
flower to the Buddha Statue will bring great benefits including
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dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”dread is “the Noblest Democratic Principle of Buddhism.”     With
this understanding, PaÒca-sila is embraced and practised diligently
by all Buddhists, who adore justice, truthfulness, equality, peace
and happiness.

This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-This noble democratic principle promotes non-violence, non-
transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-transgression, tolerance, loving-kindness, compassion and sympa-
thy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name ofthy for all. So there are no persecution and no war in the name of
Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.Buddhism.

As a person of pure morality abstains from all evil actions, he
leads a very noble, beautiful, blameless life. So he is free from four
types of danger:

(1) He is free from the danger of being blamed by himself;
(2) He is free from the danger of being blamed or dispraised by
     others;
(3) He is free from the danger of being punished by the law;
(4) He is free from the danger of being reborn in a woeful abode
    after death.
So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.So he can live most happily among house-holders.

PaÒca-sÊla is called ‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,‘Nicca-SÊla’,     meaning ‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that‘the morality that
should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, should be observed always’, and it is also known as ‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma‘Garudhamma
SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,SÊla’,     meaning ‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-‘the morality that should be observed respect-
fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’fully and heedfully.’

If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,If everyone in the whole world observes PaÒca-sÊla diligently,
we can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla iswe can attain lasting ‘World Peace’ right away. So PaÒca-sÊla is
regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.regarded as ‘the Guardian of the World’.

• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for• The Higher Teaching of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds for
greater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefitsgreater Happiness and greater Benefits
To do good actions completely, we should perform ten meritori-

ous actions, known as “Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These“Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds.” These
ten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that theyten meritorious deeds produce so much great benefits that they
should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.should be performed at all times.

(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna(a) Three DÈna-----group Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deedsgroup Meritorious Deeds

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. DÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈna — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity, — alms-giving, generosity,

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. PattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈna — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others, — sharing one’s merit to others,

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. PattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodana — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: — rejoicing others’ good merits by saying: “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu, “SÈdhu,
SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”SÈdhu, SÈdhu.”

(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds(b) Three SÊla-group Meritorious Deeds

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts, — morality, observing 5, 8, 9 or 10 moral precepts,

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. AppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyana — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons, — reverence to elders and holy persons,

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. VeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvacca — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds. — volunteer service in wholesome deeds.

(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds(c) Four BhÈvanÈ-group Meritorious Deeds

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation, — tranquillity-meditation and Insight Meditation,

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. DhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavanaDhammassavana — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons, — listening to Dhamma sermons,

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. Dhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈ — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma, — expounding the Dhamma,

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view. — straightening one’s right view.

It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.It is the same as SammÈdiÔÔhi — the right view.

DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups. should be included in all three groups.

• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds• Brief Explanation of Ten Bases of Meritorious Deeds
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) DÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈnaDÈna — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving — Alms-giving

It is the easiest meritorious deeds to donate one’s money in chari-
ty. Fulfilling ten noble Perfections begins with alms-giving. The
nobler the receiver of donation, the greater the merit received by
the doner. So Buddhists donate to the SaÑgha Community headed
by the Buddha, to hospitals, to monasteries, to schools, to the needy, etc.

As moral actions bear similar results a billionfold, if we donate as
much as a banyan seed, we get the benefit greater than a banyan
tree, or in other words, if we donate one dollar in charity, we shall
get a million dollars in every future existence.

To make sure that we shall get everything we need in our future
jouney in the rounds of births and deaths called ‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’‘SaÑsÈra’, , , , , we
should try to donate various things as much as possible.

Don’t say that “I cannot donate, because I have no money.” You
can donate your food for breakfast and also for lunch to the Bud-
dha at home in your shrine. You can eat after donating for ten to
twenty minutes. Your upbringing of your children, your support to
your parents and relatives also mean alms-giving. Donating even a
flower to the Buddha Statue will bring great benefits including
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celestial existence and celestial happiness. Try to donate first little
by little to the temple, to the monastery, to the hospital, to the
orphan-school, etc., always with the intention or wish: “May this
donation helps me to realize NibbÈna soon.” Then you can donate
more and more as you become more and more prosperous.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) PattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈna — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing MMMMMerit to otherserit to otherserit to otherserit to otherserit to others

After performing any meritorious deed, we share our merit to all
living beings, saying: “I share my merit to all lving beings. May all
living beings obtain the share of my merit and be well and happy”.

While we are sharing merits, moral minds and moral kammas
arise by many billions, and our good merit is multiplied many times.
Those who could rejoice our merit by saying: “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu”,
will also attain great merit. Our relatives, who died and became
woeful ghosts, will be following us expecting our shared merits,
and if they can say “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu” meaning “I appreciate
the good merit”, they will get great merit which can help them to
become celestial beings immediately.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) PattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodana — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s MMMMMerits by saying erits by saying erits by saying erits by saying erits by saying ‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’

By saying “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu” in appreciation of other’s meri-
torious deeds, moral minds and moral kammas arise by many bil-
lions. Besides, we also receive a good share of the merits shared by
others.

In SÈvatthi city, the rich lady, named VisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈ, , , , , donated the great
PPPPPubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmaaaaa Monastery, Monastery, Monastery, Monastery, Monastery,     worth 270 million gold coins, to the Bud-
dha and shared merit to all living beings. A lady, who was present
there, rejoiced the great donation and gladly said: “SÈdhu, SÈdhu,
SÈdhu” , also meaning: “Well done! Well done! Well done!” When
she died, she was born in a very grand magnificent mansion in
TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm.

In Buddhism we can do many meritorious deeds without the need
to spend any money, and we get very great benefits.

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10 MMMMMoral oral oral oral oral PPPPPreceptsreceptsreceptsreceptsrecepts
Morality is the beginning and foundation of all meritorious deeds.

It represents the best way of living nobly, happily and beneficially.

By observing five moral precepts, we abstain from all the ten courses
of immoral actions and accomplish all the ten courses of moral
actions. So we gain very great merits, which will protect us from
woeful rebirth and condition us to be reborn in celestial realms
after death life after life for many existences.

In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-
sure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also called
Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-
sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.

3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from the
ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.

6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from taking
food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.

7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana
dhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ
samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)
dancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstacles
to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,
ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-
ics.ics.ics.ics.ics.

8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈsdididididiyÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.

I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-
ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.

9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is
radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: "May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-
ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."

10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two
precepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain from
using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".

If we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine or
ten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can live
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celestial existence and celestial happiness. Try to donate first little
by little to the temple, to the monastery, to the hospital, to the
orphan-school, etc., always with the intention or wish: “May this
donation helps me to realize NibbÈna soon.” Then you can donate
more and more as you become more and more prosperous.

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) PattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈnaPattidÈna — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing  — Sharing MMMMMerit to otherserit to otherserit to otherserit to otherserit to others

After performing any meritorious deed, we share our merit to all
living beings, saying: “I share my merit to all lving beings. May all
living beings obtain the share of my merit and be well and happy”.

While we are sharing merits, moral minds and moral kammas
arise by many billions, and our good merit is multiplied many times.
Those who could rejoice our merit by saying: “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu”,
will also attain great merit. Our relatives, who died and became
woeful ghosts, will be following us expecting our shared merits,
and if they can say “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu” meaning “I appreciate
the good merit”, they will get great merit which can help them to
become celestial beings immediately.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) PattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodanaPattÈnumodana — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s  — Rejoicing other’s MMMMMerits by saying erits by saying erits by saying erits by saying erits by saying ‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’‘SÈdhu’

By saying “SÈdhu, SÈdhu, SÈdhu” in appreciation of other’s meri-
torious deeds, moral minds and moral kammas arise by many bil-
lions. Besides, we also receive a good share of the merits shared by
others.

In SÈvatthi city, the rich lady, named VisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈVisÈkhÈ, , , , , donated the great
PPPPPubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmubbÈrÈmaaaaa Monastery, Monastery, Monastery, Monastery, Monastery,     worth 270 million gold coins, to the Bud-
dha and shared merit to all living beings. A lady, who was present
there, rejoiced the great donation and gladly said: “SÈdhu, SÈdhu,
SÈdhu” , also meaning: “Well done! Well done! Well done!” When
she died, she was born in a very grand magnificent mansion in
TÈvatiÑsÈ celestial realm.

In Buddhism we can do many meritorious deeds without the need
to spend any money, and we get very great benefits.

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10  — Morality, observing 5, 8, 9, 10 MMMMMoral oral oral oral oral PPPPPreceptsreceptsreceptsreceptsrecepts
Morality is the beginning and foundation of all meritorious deeds.

It represents the best way of living nobly, happily and beneficially.

By observing five moral precepts, we abstain from all the ten courses
of immoral actions and accomplish all the ten courses of moral
actions. So we gain very great merits, which will protect us from
woeful rebirth and condition us to be reborn in celestial realms
after death life after life for many existences.

In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-In observing higher morality, we also abstain from sensual plea-
sure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also calledsure and sexual pleasure. To observe eight precepts, also called
Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-Sabbath precepts, we add the following three precepts to PaÒca-
sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.sÊla, also changing Precept (3) as follows.

3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.3 Abrahma-cariyÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from theI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from the
ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.ignoble practice of sexual intercourse.

6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.6 VikÈla-bhojanÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from takingI undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from taking
food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.food after midday till dawn the next day.

7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana7 (a) Nacca gÊta vÈdita visuka dassana, (b) mÈlÈgandha vilepana
dhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑdhÈrana maÓÉana vibh|sanaÔÔhÈnÈ veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ
samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.samÈdiyÈmi.

I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)I undertake to observe well the precept of abstaining from (a)
dancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstaclesdancing, singing, playing musical instruments, which are obstacles
to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,to Noble Practice, and also (b) abstaining from wearing flowers,
ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-ornaments, using perfumes and beautifying myself with cosmet-
ics.ics.ics.ics.ics.

8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈs8 UccÈsÈyana mahÈsÈyana veramani-sikkhÈ-padaÑ samÈsdididididiyÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.yÈmi.

I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-I undertake to abserve well the precept of abstaining from stay-
ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.ing on any high or luxurious seat or bed.

9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is9 In observing Nine Precepts, we add one more precept which is
radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: radiating loving-kindness to all living beings: "May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-"May all living be-
ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."ings be happy and well always."

10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two10 In observing Ten Precepts, we separate Precept (7) into two
precepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain fromprecepts: (a) and (b), and add one more precept: "I abstain from
using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".using money and jewellery".

If we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine orIf we can observe higher moral precepts, that is, eight, nine or
ten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can liveten moral precepts, we shall get much more merit. We can live
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nobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindness
to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,
mental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. So
it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) AppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyana — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to EEEEElders and holy lders and holy lders and holy lders and holy lders and holy PPPPPersonsersonsersonsersonsersons

Subduing our pride, we should pay respect to elders, parents,
teachers, monks, nuns and holy persons. We get great merit by
doing so. It is a great blessing to respect those worthy of respect.
We should bend down our head in respect when we pass in front
of them.

A person, who is in the habit of constantly honouring and re-
specting the elders, can increase his four blessings: longevity, beauty,
happiness and good health.    (Dhammapada 109)

(((((fffff) ) ) ) ) VeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvacca — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer SSSSService in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome DDDDDeedseedseedseedseeds

Giving volunteer service in wholesome deeds is more meritorious
than alms-giving. Volunteer service in the affairs of Triple Gem,
parents and teachers amount to great volunteer meritorious deed as
well as character-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-morality     (cÈritta-sÊla).

Performing the respective duties of parents, sons and daughters,
teachers, students, etc., as prescribed by the Buddha, also amount to
volunteer meritorious deed and character-morality. If we perform
the volunteer service with noble enthusiastic volition or intention,
we shall gain great merit and great benefits.

During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,     in a monastery on the
bank of Ganges River, a monk was sweeping the ground, putting
the rubbish together. He called a novice, who was playing near-by,
three times to come and throw away the rubbish into the river. The
novice pretended not to hear and kept on playing. The monk beat
the novice’s head with the long-handled broom.

The novice wept, scooped the rubbish into a basket, and went to
the bank of the Ganges river. When he saw the tides and the waves
coming up with great force, filling the whole banks of the river, he
prayed and made a wish: “As the Ganges river is filled with great
mass of water, let my mind be filled with great wisdom in my

future existence. May I be able to ask very profound questions,
which cannot be answered by learned persons.”

The monk also came to the bank of the river and heard the prayer
and the wish of the novice. So he also prayed and made a wish:
“As the great Ganges river is overflowed with great mass of water,
may my mind be overflowed with great mass of wisdom in my
future existences as the result of my great merit of observing bhikkhu-
morality and performing volunteer meritorious deeds. And may I
be able to answer all the profound questions, asked by the future
learned person of this present novice.”

When they passed away, they were reborn as celestial beings in
TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. During the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha, the
former novice was reborn as King Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~da     with great wisdom,
and the former monk was reborn as Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,     who
later became an Arahant with very great wisdom.

When King Mili~da asked profound questions to learned persons
in his country, they could not answer and left the country in shame.
When Venerable NÈgasena came to King Mili~da’s country, he
could answer satisfactorily all the questions asked by King Mili~da.
Their questions and answers were published as a well known book,
entitled ‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.

So after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any other
meritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profound
wishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of the
great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!

(g) (g) (g) (g) (g) BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation
There are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist Meditation, namely:

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ = Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  = Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.
Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-

ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), which arewhich arewhich arewhich arewhich are
arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-
tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.
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nobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindnessnobly and happily with the best morality, radiating loving-kindness
to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,to all living beings, wishing them sincerely to be free from danger,
mental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. Somental pain and bodily pain, and to be happy and well always. So
it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’it leads to individual peace as well as to ‘World Peace.’

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) AppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyanaAppacÈyana — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to  — Reverence to EEEEElders and holy lders and holy lders and holy lders and holy lders and holy PPPPPersonsersonsersonsersonsersons

Subduing our pride, we should pay respect to elders, parents,
teachers, monks, nuns and holy persons. We get great merit by
doing so. It is a great blessing to respect those worthy of respect.
We should bend down our head in respect when we pass in front
of them.

A person, who is in the habit of constantly honouring and re-
specting the elders, can increase his four blessings: longevity, beauty,
happiness and good health.    (Dhammapada 109)

(((((fffff) ) ) ) ) VeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvaccaVeyÈvacca — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer  — Volunteer SSSSService in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome ervice in wholesome DDDDDeedseedseedseedseeds

Giving volunteer service in wholesome deeds is more meritorious
than alms-giving. Volunteer service in the affairs of Triple Gem,
parents and teachers amount to great volunteer meritorious deed as
well as character-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-moralitycharacter-morality     (cÈritta-sÊla).

Performing the respective duties of parents, sons and daughters,
teachers, students, etc., as prescribed by the Buddha, also amount to
volunteer meritorious deed and character-morality. If we perform
the volunteer service with noble enthusiastic volition or intention,
we shall gain great merit and great benefits.

During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,During the time of Kassapa Buddha,     in a monastery on the
bank of Ganges River, a monk was sweeping the ground, putting
the rubbish together. He called a novice, who was playing near-by,
three times to come and throw away the rubbish into the river. The
novice pretended not to hear and kept on playing. The monk beat
the novice’s head with the long-handled broom.

The novice wept, scooped the rubbish into a basket, and went to
the bank of the Ganges river. When he saw the tides and the waves
coming up with great force, filling the whole banks of the river, he
prayed and made a wish: “As the Ganges river is filled with great
mass of water, let my mind be filled with great wisdom in my

future existence. May I be able to ask very profound questions,
which cannot be answered by learned persons.”

The monk also came to the bank of the river and heard the prayer
and the wish of the novice. So he also prayed and made a wish:
“As the great Ganges river is overflowed with great mass of water,
may my mind be overflowed with great mass of wisdom in my
future existences as the result of my great merit of observing bhikkhu-
morality and performing volunteer meritorious deeds. And may I
be able to answer all the profound questions, asked by the future
learned person of this present novice.”

When they passed away, they were reborn as celestial beings in
TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. During the Dispensation of Gotama Buddha, the
former novice was reborn as King Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~daKing Mili~da     with great wisdom,
and the former monk was reborn as Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,Venerable NÈgasena,     who
later became an Arahant with very great wisdom.

When King Mili~da asked profound questions to learned persons
in his country, they could not answer and left the country in shame.
When Venerable NÈgasena came to King Mili~da’s country, he
could answer satisfactorily all the questions asked by King Mili~da.
Their questions and answers were published as a well known book,
entitled ‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.‘Mili~da PaÒÒhÈ’.

So after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any otherSo after performing a volunteer meritorious deed or any other
meritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profoundmeritorious deed, if we pray and make a wish, even profound
wishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of thewishes to have great wisdom, can be fulfilled by the power of the
great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!great merit of the meritorious deed. This is great news!

(g) (g) (g) (g) (g) BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation — Meditation
There are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist MeditationThere are two types of Buddhist Meditation, namely:

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ Samatha BhÈvanÈ = Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,= Tranquillity Meditation,

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  VipassanÈ BhÈvanÈ  = Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,= Insight Meditation,

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ ‘Samatha’ means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.means ‘Tranquillity, calm, serene, peaceful’.
Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-Tranquillity meditation develops mental concentration by subdu-

ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating ing and temporarily eliminating hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), hindrances (nÊvaraÓas), which arewhich arewhich arewhich arewhich are
arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-arisen defilements in the mind that defile, debase, inflict and agi-
tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.tate the mind to be restless and wandering.
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The Buddha taught 40 Subjects of Tranquillity Meditation, com-
prising ten KasiÓa Meditations, ten Meditations on Foulness (Asubha),
ten Recollections (Anussatis), four Sublime Living Meditations
(Brahma-VihÈras), Meditation on Perception of Loathsomeness of
Food, Meditation on Defining the four Primary Elements and four
Meditations on Immaterial Sphere (Œruppas). All the 40 medita-
tions can give rise to the Right Concentration (SammÈsamÈdhi) and
they are very beneficial.

Among the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of Breathing
(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati) is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara
JhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain mastery
in developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment for
one hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in great
bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.

When the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mind
becomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant and
penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-
away objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of others
with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,
comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-
tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,
function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.

After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-
ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-
jects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓa
meditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as four
ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,
developing the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eight
kasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa as
taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; then they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormal
knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).

As jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphere
moral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritorious
deeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammas
are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,

which give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existences
after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-
ness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moral
kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-
spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.

(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-
sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) and fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdom
(Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) which is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totally
eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), which are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of all
evil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Noble
Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.

Vipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly on
three characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways to
develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.

As all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our minds
and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-
santly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exis-----
tence.tence.tence.tence.tence.

(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) Anicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanence as all
    mentalities-materialities perish soon after they arise due to
   causes,

(ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering, because to
    be tortured continuously and incessantly by the rapid dissolu-
    tion and perishing of our cherished mind and body really
    amount to suffering,

(iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self, because when
    all mentalities-materialities that constitute mind and body pe-
    rish, nothing remains to be called soul, self, ego, atta or person.

These three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object of
vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,
meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,
the consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditator
to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises and and and and and points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.
Then SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousness
arise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes a
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The Buddha taught 40 Subjects of Tranquillity Meditation, com-
prising ten KasiÓa Meditations, ten Meditations on Foulness (Asubha),
ten Recollections (Anussatis), four Sublime Living Meditations
(Brahma-VihÈras), Meditation on Perception of Loathsomeness of
Food, Meditation on Defining the four Primary Elements and four
Meditations on Immaterial Sphere (Œruppas). All the 40 medita-
tions can give rise to the Right Concentration (SammÈsamÈdhi) and
they are very beneficial.

Among the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of BreathingAmong the 40 meditation-subjects, Mindfulness of Breathing
(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati)(ŒnÈpÈnassati) is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara is the foremost. It can develop the Four R|pÈvacara
JhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain masteryJhÈnas (mental absorptions). If one practises well to gain mastery
in developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment forin developing the jhÈna, one can remain in jhÈna-attainment for
one hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in greatone hour, two hours, ... up to seven days at a time, living in great
bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.bliss, much superior to sensual pleasure.

When the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mindWhen the mind is concentrated to jhÈna-concentration, the mind
becomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant andbecomes pure and very powerful, radiating very brilliant and
penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-penetrative light, which enables meditators to see near and far-
away objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of othersaway objects as well as the internal organs of oneself and of others
with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,with closed eyes. It helps meditators to discern ultimate realities,
comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-comprising ultimate materialities, conciousnesses and mental fac-
tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,tors, and define each of them with respect to its characteristic,
function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.function, manifestation and proximate cause.

After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-After developing four r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas in Mindfulness of Breath-
ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-ing, the meditators can undertake the remaining meditation-sub-
jects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓajects easily and successfully. They can undertake all the ten kasiÓa
meditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as fourmeditations, developing four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as well as four
ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas. They may proceed further, if they wish,
developing the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eightdeveloping the eight jhÈnas skilfully in fourteen ways on eight
kasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa askasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓa as
taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; taught by the Buddha; then they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormalthen they can attain the seven supernormal
knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).knowledges (AbhiÒÒÈ).

As jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphereAs jhÈna-minds are much more powerful than sense-sphere
moral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritoriousmoral minds, which arise in performing dÈna-group meritorious
deeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammasdeeds and sÊla-group meritorious deeds, the jhÈna moral kammas
are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,are also much more powerful than sense-sphere moral kammas,

which give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existenceswhich give rise to human existences and celestial deva existences
after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-after death, whereas r|pÈvacara moral kammas with great happi-
ness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moralness will produce r|pa-brahmÈ existences and ar|pÈvacara moral
kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-kammas will produce ar|pa brahmÈ existences with very long life-
spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.spans and great happiness.

(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-(2) VipassanÈ Meditation is concerned with developing ten In-
sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges sight Knowledges (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) (VipassanÈ-ÒÈÓas) and fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdomand fourfold Path-Wisdom
(Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) (Magga-ÒÈÓa) which is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totallywhich is the most powerful wisdom as it can totally
eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements eliminate all defilements (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), (kilesÈs), which are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of allwhich are the root-causes of all
evil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Nobleevil actions and all suffering in every living being except Noble
Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.Persons and also in the whole world.

Vipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly onVipassana meditation is also concerned with reflecting mainly on
three characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways tothree characteristic marks of existence in many special ways to
develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.develop ten insight knowledges.

As all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our mindsAs all mentalities and materialities, which make up our minds
and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-and bodies, are arising and perishing extremely rapidly and inces-
santly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exissantly, they possess the following three characteristics of exis-----
tence.tence.tence.tence.tence.

(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) Anicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanenceAnicca-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of impermanence as all
    mentalities-materialities perish soon after they arise due to
   causes,

(ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) (ii) Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering,Dukkha-lakkhaÓa — the characteristic of suffering, because to
    be tortured continuously and incessantly by the rapid dissolu-
    tion and perishing of our cherished mind and body really
    amount to suffering,

(iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) (iii) Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self,Anatta-lakkhaÓa — the charateristic of not-self, because when
    all mentalities-materialities that constitute mind and body pe-
    rish, nothing remains to be called soul, self, ego, atta or person.

These three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object ofThese three characteristics of existence represent the object of
vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,vispassanÈ meditation. By reflecting on them in several ways,
meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, meditators can develop ten insight knowledges. Then, gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,gottrabhu,
the consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditatorthe consciousness that cuts the worldling-lineage of the meditator
to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises to form the holy-lineage, arises and and and and and points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.points the way to NibbÈna.
Then SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousnessThen SotÈpatti-path-consciousness and its Fruition-consciousness
arise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes aarise taking NibbÈna as their object. The meditator becomes a
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Stream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique bliss
of NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner will
never be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahant
(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.

Better than absolute sovereignty over the whole earth,

better than going to celestial realms and Brahma realms,

better than even to be a Sakka, the King of devas, is to be a
Stream-Winner.    (Dhammapada 178)

(h) (h) (h) (h) (h) Dhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savana — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons

Listening to the Dhamma discourses and reading good Dhamma
books increase our knowledge and understanding of Buddhism.
Even if we understand one word like ‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’     and put it into
practice, we gain great benefit.

Even if we hear the Dhamma that we have heard before, but now
it is explained from different points of view, we can understand
more clearly than before.

We can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma and
develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.

We can dismiss wrong views and develop the right viewthe right viewthe right viewthe right viewthe right view, which
is the best guiding star to live rightly and most beneficially.

As the Dhamma can drive away defilements, we can listen to the
sermon with clear moral minds, acquiring billions of good kammas.
The most important books to learn are "The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha
Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"     and "The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga", , , , , written by
Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, which are easy to learn.

While the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audience
by the side of GaggarÈ lake in SampÈ country, a little froga little froga little froga little froga little frog     from
the lake came on land and listened to the sermon. Of course, it
didn’t understand a word. But it was listening respectfully to the
pleasant Dhamma-voice of the Buddha. So it was developing moral
minds and moral kammas by many billions every second.

At that moment a cowherd came by and put down his stick or
goad on the head of the little frog. The frog died and immediately
became a celestial deva in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. The deva remembered

his former frog-existence listening to the sermon. So he came down
to near GaggarÈ Lake with its celestial mansion, and paid homage
to the Buddha.

As the Buddha knew everything, he made the deva and the celes-
tial mansion visible to the audience. He asked the deva: “Who are
you?” three times. The deva also answered three times: “I was a
little frog in GaggarÈ Lake. While I was listening respectfully to the
Buddha’s sermon, a cowherd put down his stick or goad on my
head. So I died and became a celestial deva in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm.”

The whole audience were amazed and delighted to know that
they could be born as celestial beings in great jewel mansions by
listening to the Dhamma. So they listened to the Buddha’s sermon
more attentively. The Buddha continued preaching and at the end
of the sermon, 84000 people and the frog-deva were enlightened as
Stream-Winners. This attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and best
attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.

(i) Dhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈ — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma

The Teachings of the Buddha, called the Dhamma, is truly one of
the Three Noblest and most Precious Jewels in the world. So it is
included in the noblest ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ and ‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious
Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,     meaning the Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha.

The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-
Wisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really the
noblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements and
give rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as the
attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-
ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.

The noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them the
comprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the most
important and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they can
put this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop the
best moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evil
actions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing ten
bases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billions
of good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them from
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Stream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique blissStream-Winner, who can enjoy the eternal peace and unique bliss
of NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner willof NibbÈna right away. As a noble person, a Stream-winner will
never be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahantnever be reborn in the woeful abodes. He will become an Arahant
(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.(Perfect Person) in due course without further meditation.

Better than absolute sovereignty over the whole earth,

better than going to celestial realms and Brahma realms,

better than even to be a Sakka, the King of devas, is to be a
Stream-Winner.    (Dhammapada 178)

(h) (h) (h) (h) (h) Dhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savanaDhamma-savana — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons — Listening to Dhamma Sermons

Listening to the Dhamma discourses and reading good Dhamma
books increase our knowledge and understanding of Buddhism.
Even if we understand one word like ‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’‘Right View’     and put it into
practice, we gain great benefit.

Even if we hear the Dhamma that we have heard before, but now
it is explained from different points of view, we can understand
more clearly than before.

We can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma andWe can drive away sceptical doubt about the Dhamma and
develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.develop greater faith and confidence in the Dhamma.

We can dismiss wrong views and develop the right viewthe right viewthe right viewthe right viewthe right view, which
is the best guiding star to live rightly and most beneficially.

As the Dhamma can drive away defilements, we can listen to the
sermon with clear moral minds, acquiring billions of good kammas.
The most important books to learn are "The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha"The Essence of Buddha
Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"Abhidhamma"     and "The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga""The Essence of Visuddhi Magga", , , , , written by
Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, which are easy to learn.

While the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audienceWhile the Buddha was preaching a sermon to a great audience
by the side of GaggarÈ lake in SampÈ country, a little froga little froga little froga little froga little frog     from
the lake came on land and listened to the sermon. Of course, it
didn’t understand a word. But it was listening respectfully to the
pleasant Dhamma-voice of the Buddha. So it was developing moral
minds and moral kammas by many billions every second.

At that moment a cowherd came by and put down his stick or
goad on the head of the little frog. The frog died and immediately
became a celestial deva in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm. The deva remembered

his former frog-existence listening to the sermon. So he came down
to near GaggarÈ Lake with its celestial mansion, and paid homage
to the Buddha.

As the Buddha knew everything, he made the deva and the celes-
tial mansion visible to the audience. He asked the deva: “Who are
you?” three times. The deva also answered three times: “I was a
little frog in GaggarÈ Lake. While I was listening respectfully to the
Buddha’s sermon, a cowherd put down his stick or goad on my
head. So I died and became a celestial deva in TÈvatiÑsÈ realm.”

The whole audience were amazed and delighted to know that
they could be born as celestial beings in great jewel mansions by
listening to the Dhamma. So they listened to the Buddha’s sermon
more attentively. The Buddha continued preaching and at the end
of the sermon, 84000 people and the frog-deva were enlightened as
Stream-Winners. This attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and bestThis attainment is the greatest benefit and best
attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.attainment in life.

(i) Dhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈDhamma-desanÈ — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma — Expounding the Dhamma

The Teachings of the Buddha, called the Dhamma, is truly one of
the Three Noblest and most Precious Jewels in the world. So it is
included in the noblest ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ ‘Triple Gem’ and ‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious‘Three most Precious
Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,Jewels’,     meaning the Buddha, the Dhamma and the SaÑgha.

The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-The ‘Nine Supramundane Dhammas’, comprising ‘four Path-
Wisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really theWisdoms, four Fruition-Wisdoms and NibbÈna’ are really the
noblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements andnoblest Dhammas, because they can eradicate all defilements and
give rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as thegive rise to eternal peace and unique happiness as well as the
attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-attainment of Arahatship, which is the highest and noblest attain-
ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.ment in life.

The noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them theThe noble teachings of the Dhamma to the people offer them the
comprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the mostcomprehensive understanding of the Dhamma, which is the most
important and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they canimportant and most beneficial knowledge in life, and if they can
put this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop theput this valuable knowledge into practice, they can develop the
best moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evilbest moral character, the highest mental culture, avoiding all evil
actions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing tenactions that cause harm to any living being and performing ten
bases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billionsbases of meritorious deeds, thus acquiring great merit and billions
of good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them fromof good kammas. These good kammas will prevent them from
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being born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be reborn
in blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them to
become enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahants
in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-
ment inment inment inment inment in life.life.life.life.life.

So the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in the
world is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” and
that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”

Thus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace and
happiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” right
away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.

So we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practise
the Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for the
greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-
ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!

(j) (j) (j) (j) (j) DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its
          ResultResultResultResultResult

DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, knowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kamma
as well asas well asas well asas well asas well as kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among
the ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one is
ignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate between
good and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; then
one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.

The Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong View     (micchÈdiÔÔhi) causes unarisen evil actions to
arise, multiply the evil deeds that have already arisen, and will
condition woeful rebirths to arise life after life after death. The
wrong view has no equal in causing unarisen evil deeds to arise, in
multiplying evil deeds that have already arisen, and in conditioning
woeful rebirths to arise in woeful abodes.

The right ViewThe right ViewThe right ViewThe right ViewThe right View (sammÈdiÔÔhi) causes unarisen good deeds to
arise, multiply the good deeds that have already arisen, and will
condition blissful existences to arise life after life after death. The
right view has no equal in causing meritorious deeds to arise, in
multiplying meritorious deeds that have arisen, and in conditioning

blissful rebirths to arise in blissful realms.

Thus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as the
Law of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star in
life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.

DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all three
groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform dÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊla
and and and and and bhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈ only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its
effect.effect.effect.effect.effect.

The DÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-group represents alobha (greedlessness) and opposes
lobha (greed) and macchariya (stinginess). It is compared to the legs.

The SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla-group-group-group-group-group represents adosa (angerlessness) and opposes dosa
(anger) and issÈ (jealousy). It is compared to the body.

The BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ-group-group-group-group-group represents amoha (wisdom) and opposes
moha (ignorance). It is compared to the head.

To have a complete set of legs, body and head, one must perform
all the three groups of meritorious deeds.
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being born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be rebornbeing born in woeful abodes and will condition them to be reborn
in blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them toin blissful realms life after life, and finally will support them to
become enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahantsbecome enlightened as Stream-Winners, who will become Arahants
in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-in due course. This will be their most satisfactory and best attain-
ment inment inment inment inment in life.life.life.life.life.

So the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in theSo the Buddha states that “the appearance of the Dhamma in the
world is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” andworld is for the welfare and happiness of all living beings” and
that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”that “the gift of Dhamma excels all other gifts.”

Thus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace andThus the Dhamma can really give rise to “individual peace and
happiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” righthappiness” as well as “World Peace and Worldly Happiness” right
away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.away in this very life.

So we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practiseSo we should exert great effort to learn the Dhamma, practise
the Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for thethe Dhamma and expound the Dhamma to the world for the
greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-greatest benefits, welfare and happiness of all living beings includ-
ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!ing ourselves!

(j) (j) (j) (j) (j) DiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukammaDiÔÔhijjukamma — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its — The Right View Knowing Kamma and its
          ResultResultResultResultResult

DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View, knowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kammaknowing the Law of Kamma
as well asas well asas well asas well asas well as kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among kamma and its result, is the most important deed among
the ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one isthe ten bases of meritorious deeds. The reason is that if one is
ignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate betweenignorant of the Law of Kamma, one cannot differentiate between
good and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; thengood and evil, and one lacks moral shame and moral dread; then
one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.one is ready to perform all evil actions.

The Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong ViewThe Wrong View     (micchÈdiÔÔhi) causes unarisen evil actions to
arise, multiply the evil deeds that have already arisen, and will
condition woeful rebirths to arise life after life after death. The
wrong view has no equal in causing unarisen evil deeds to arise, in
multiplying evil deeds that have already arisen, and in conditioning
woeful rebirths to arise in woeful abodes.

The right ViewThe right ViewThe right ViewThe right ViewThe right View (sammÈdiÔÔhi) causes unarisen good deeds to
arise, multiply the good deeds that have already arisen, and will
condition blissful existences to arise life after life after death. The
right view has no equal in causing meritorious deeds to arise, in
multiplying meritorious deeds that have arisen, and in conditioning

blissful rebirths to arise in blissful realms.

Thus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as theThus only if one understands kamma and its result, known as the
Law of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star inLaw of Kamma, and makes the right view as the guiding star in
life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.life, shall one be able to lead a happy and beneficial life.

DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma DiÔÔhijjukamma or the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all threeor the Right View should be included in all three
groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform groups of meritorious deeds, because one will perform dÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊladÈna, sÊla
and and and and and bhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈbhÈvanÈ only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its only if one has the right view about kamma and its
effect.effect.effect.effect.effect.

The DÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-groupDÈna-group represents alobha (greedlessness) and opposes
lobha (greed) and macchariya (stinginess). It is compared to the legs.

The SÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊlaSÊla-group-group-group-group-group represents adosa (angerlessness) and opposes dosa
(anger) and issÈ (jealousy). It is compared to the body.

The BhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈBhÈvanÈ-group-group-group-group-group represents amoha (wisdom) and opposes
moha (ignorance). It is compared to the head.

To have a complete set of legs, body and head, one must perform
all the three groups of meritorious deeds.
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• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path

“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain and
grief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization of
NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)))))

One of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha is
the discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mental
factors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noble
Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.

• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting
of the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Training

(1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi — the right view  — the right view  — the right view  — the right view  — the right view (PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)

It is the right penetrative understanding of the Four Noble Truths.

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. SammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappa — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought (vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)

It applies the mind onto ultimate realities which constitute the
Four Noble Truths.

(((((22222) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of MoralityMoralityMoralityMoralityMorality     (((((sÊlasÊlasÊlasÊlasÊla-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed (sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)

It is the speech which aabstains from lying, slandering, harsh
speech and frivolous talk.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta — the right action  — the right action  — the right action  — the right action  — the right action (sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)

It is the action which abstains from killing any living being, steal-
ing others' properties, and misuse of the senses such as sexual
misconduct and consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs.

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood (sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)

It is the livelihood which abstains from three evil bodily actions
and four evil speeches.

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. SammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈma — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort (viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)

It is the four supreme efforts mentioned on page 235.

77777. . . . . SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-satisatisatisatisati — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness (((((sati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasika)))))

It is the four Foundations of Mindfulness mentioned on page 234.

88888. . . . . SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right concentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentration     (((((ekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈ)))))

The right concentration, according to MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta, is
the concentration associated with 4 r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

The right concentration, according to Visuddhi Magga, can be
exended from the neighbouhood concentration to the concentration
associated with four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To undertake the Noble Threefold Training and fight against the
internal worst enemies called ‘‘‘‘‘defilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilements’’’’’     is the hardest and no-
blest battle in life that we should launch without fail and without
delay with enthusiasm, boldness, faith and confidence in the Bud-
dha and the Dhamma.

• Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for OOOOOveralveralveralveralverallllll Purity Purity Purity Purity Purity
Bhikkhus have to cultivate CatupÈrisuddhi-SÊla, the higher morali-

ty for overall purity, consisting of the four major moralities men-
tioned below.
(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla

Bhikkhus abide by 227 training precepts very respectfully with
faith (saddhÈ).

Lay-persons, in practising meditation in a meditation-centre, should
develop the higher morality (adisÊla) by diligently cultivating the
fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity. Lay-devotees should observe
eight or nine precepts of Sabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath Morality, called AÔÔha~ga-SÊla or
Nava~ga-SÊla. Eight or Nine Precepts are described on page 260.
(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya-----saÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊla

It is guarding the six sense-faculties (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body,
mind) with mindfulness so that they are not invaded by covetous-
ness, ill-will and other defilements.

When a sense-object appears in the eye-door, the meditator just
take note: "seeing, seeing", without taking note of the detailed fea-
tures of the object, which will give rise to defilements. Similarly,
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• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path• The Higest Teaching of The Noble Eightfold Path

“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the“The only Path that leads to the attainment of purity, to the
overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain andovercoming of sorrow and lamentation, to the end of pain and
grief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization ofgrief, to the entering of the right Path, and to the realization of
NibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna SuttaNibbÈna is the Noble Eightfold Path.”      (MahÈ SatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta)))))

One of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha isOne of the noblest and most important discovery of the Buddha is
the discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mentalthe discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of eight mental
factors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noblefactors as eight Path-factors, which can be classified as the Noble
Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom.

• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting• Brief Description of The Noble Eightfold Path, consisting
of the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Trainingof the Noble Threefold Training

(1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (1) The Noble Training of Wisdom (PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-sikkhÈ)

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. SammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhiSammÈ-diÔÔhi — the right view  — the right view  — the right view  — the right view  — the right view (PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)(PaÒÒÈ-citasikÈ)

It is the right penetrative understanding of the Four Noble Truths.

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. SammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappaSammÈ-sa~kappa — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought  — the right thought (vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)(vitakka-cetasika)

It applies the mind onto ultimate realities which constitute the
Four Noble Truths.

(((((22222) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of ) The Noble Training of MoralityMoralityMoralityMoralityMorality     (((((sÊlasÊlasÊlasÊlasÊla-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)-sikkhÈ)

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. SammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈSammÈ-vÈcÈ — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed  — the right speed (sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)(sammÈ-vÈcÈ cetasika)

It is the speech which aabstains from lying, slandering, harsh
speech and frivolous talk.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. SammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammantaSammÈ-kammanta — the right action  — the right action  — the right action  — the right action  — the right action (sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)(sammÈ-kammanta)

It is the action which abstains from killing any living being, steal-
ing others' properties, and misuse of the senses such as sexual
misconduct and consuming intoxicating drinks and drugs.

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. SammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊvaSammÈ-ÈjÊva — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood  — the right livelihood (sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)(sammÈ-ÈjÊva)

It is the livelihood which abstains from three evil bodily actions
and four evil speeches.

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. SammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈmaSammÈ-vÈyÈma — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort  — the right effort (viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)(viriya-cetasika)

It is the four supreme efforts mentioned on page 235.

77777. . . . . SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-satisatisatisatisati — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness mindfulness (((((sati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasikasati-cetasika)))))

It is the four Foundations of Mindfulness mentioned on page 234.

88888. . . . . SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-SammÈ-samÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhisamÈdhi — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right  — the right concentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentration     (((((ekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈekaggatÈ)))))

The right concentration, according to MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta, is
the concentration associated with 4 r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

The right concentration, according to Visuddhi Magga, can be
exended from the neighbouhood concentration to the concentration
associated with four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To undertake the Noble Threefold Training and fight against the
internal worst enemies called ‘‘‘‘‘defilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilementsdefilements’’’’’     is the hardest and no-
blest battle in life that we should launch without fail and without
delay with enthusiasm, boldness, faith and confidence in the Bud-
dha and the Dhamma.

• Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for • Cultivating the Higher Morality for OOOOOveralveralveralveralverallllll Purity Purity Purity Purity Purity
Bhikkhus have to cultivate CatupÈrisuddhi-SÊla, the higher morali-

ty for overall purity, consisting of the four major moralities men-
tioned below.
(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla(a) Cultivating PÈtimokkha-saÑvara SÊla

Bhikkhus abide by 227 training precepts very respectfully with
faith (saddhÈ).

Lay-persons, in practising meditation in a meditation-centre, should
develop the higher morality (adisÊla) by diligently cultivating the
fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity.fourfold morality for overall purity. Lay-devotees should observe
eight or nine precepts of Sabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath MoralitySabbath Morality, called AÔÔha~ga-SÊla or
Nava~ga-SÊla. Eight or Nine Precepts are described on page 260.
(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya(b) Cultivating Indriya-----saÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊlasaÑvara SÊla

It is guarding the six sense-faculties (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body,
mind) with mindfulness so that they are not invaded by covetous-
ness, ill-will and other defilements.

When a sense-object appears in the eye-door, the meditator just
take note: "seeing, seeing", without taking note of the detailed fea-
tures of the object, which will give rise to defilements. Similarly,
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when some sound appears at the ear-door, just note "hearing, hear-
ing"; when some smell appears at the nose-door, just note: "smell-
ing, smelling", and so on.

(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla

It is leading the right livelihood by means of energy, avoiding evil
actions, evil speeches and wrong livelihood that causes harm to any
living being.

(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla

It is using requisites by reviewing them with understanding or
wisdom so that defilements do not arise. When the meditator is
taking food, he reflects: "I am taking this food neither for pleasure
nor for beautifying my body. It is for getting rid of hunger and for
maintaining good health to meditatke well."

When he is wearing clothes, he reflects: "I am wearing these
clothes not for boasting nor for looking beautiful, but just for pro-
tecting myself from heat and cold, insect-bite and for looking de-
cent;" and so on.

• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainment in Lifet in Lifet in Lifet in Lifet in Life

The Objective of the training of morality is to cultivate 'pure'pure'pure'pure'pure
morality'morality'morality'morality'morality' (sÊla-visuddhi). Since the bodily actions and verbal actions
of a virtuous person with pure morality are faultless, blameless and
praise-worthy, he possesses the best moral characterbest moral characterbest moral characterbest moral characterbest moral character.

As his mind is free from gross, violent defilements and he can
live with moral minds most of the time, he enjoys peace, serenity
and true happiness most of the time. Since he has acquired many
billion moral kammas, he will be reborn in blissful realms for
uncountable existences in the future. That he will escape from woe-
ful rebirth for uncountable existences is also a good reason to live
happily.

Moreover, people and devas (celestial beings) will love him. If he
undertakes tranquility-meditation, he will easily attain jhÈnas. The
Buddha said: "Whatever a person of pure morality wishes to attain,
he will get it, because his mind is pure".

Thus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. Pure

morality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness and
supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-
tation.tation.tation.tation.tation.

• Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to AAAAAttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormal
PowersPowersPowersPowersPowers

The minds of worldlings are usually overwhelmed by defile-
ments, including five HindrancesHindrancesHindrancesHindrancesHindrances (page 229), which make the
mind restless, wandering and not powerful.

"The mind is very subtle and delicate and very hard to
see. It moves lightly and swiftly from one sense-object to
another and lands wherever it pleases. It is difficult to control
the mind, but the wise should control and tame the mind. A
well-tamed mind brings human happiness, celestial happiness,
and Brahma happiness."                 (Dhammapada 35, 36)

In SamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the
right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi) to see the ultimate realities and
the Four Noble Truths as they really are. (S. 2, 12; S. 3, 363)

"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave
bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."

"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The
bhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will be
able to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truths
clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."

'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' (SamÈdhi) is the profitable unification of
the mind on a sense-object, or the harmony of consciousness and its
associated mental factors in focusing on a sense object.

The Buddha knew that the mind can be controlled and tamed by
undertaking 'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquillllllity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' (Samatha-bhÈvanÈ), and he
taught 40 subjects of tranquillity meditation. Among these 40 sub-
jects, 'Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing' (ŒnÈpÈnassati) is the foremost
and taught in many meditation centres.

The Buddha's teaching is very scientific and logical, always in
terms of causes and effects, including practical aspects. He knew
why naked minds cannot see ultimate realities; it is because the
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when some sound appears at the ear-door, just note "hearing, hear-
ing"; when some smell appears at the nose-door, just note: "smell-
ing, smelling", and so on.

(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla(c) Cultivating ŒjÊvapÈrisuddhi SÊla

It is leading the right livelihood by means of energy, avoiding evil
actions, evil speeches and wrong livelihood that causes harm to any
living being.

(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla(d) Cultivating Paccaya-sannissita SÊla

It is using requisites by reviewing them with understanding or
wisdom so that defilements do not arise. When the meditator is
taking food, he reflects: "I am taking this food neither for pleasure
nor for beautifying my body. It is for getting rid of hunger and for
maintaining good health to meditatke well."

When he is wearing clothes, he reflects: "I am wearing these
clothes not for boasting nor for looking beautiful, but just for pro-
tecting myself from heat and cold, insect-bite and for looking de-
cent;" and so on.

• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainmen• Keeping Pure Morality is a Great Attainment in Lifet in Lifet in Lifet in Lifet in Life

The Objective of the training of morality is to cultivate 'pure'pure'pure'pure'pure
morality'morality'morality'morality'morality' (sÊla-visuddhi). Since the bodily actions and verbal actions
of a virtuous person with pure morality are faultless, blameless and
praise-worthy, he possesses the best moral characterbest moral characterbest moral characterbest moral characterbest moral character.

As his mind is free from gross, violent defilements and he can
live with moral minds most of the time, he enjoys peace, serenity
and true happiness most of the time. Since he has acquired many
billion moral kammas, he will be reborn in blissful realms for
uncountable existences in the future. That he will escape from woe-
ful rebirth for uncountable existences is also a good reason to live
happily.

Moreover, people and devas (celestial beings) will love him. If he
undertakes tranquility-meditation, he will easily attain jhÈnas. The
Buddha said: "Whatever a person of pure morality wishes to attain,
he will get it, because his mind is pure".

Thus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. PureThus 'pure morality' is a great attainment in life. Pure

morality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness andmorality is the root-causes of all worldly happiness and
supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-supramundane happiness. It is the noble foundation of medi-
tation.tation.tation.tation.tation.

• Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to • Development of the Mind to AAAAAttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormalttain JhÈnas and Supernormal
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The minds of worldlings are usually overwhelmed by defile-
ments, including five HindrancesHindrancesHindrancesHindrancesHindrances (page 229), which make the
mind restless, wandering and not powerful.

"The mind is very subtle and delicate and very hard to
see. It moves lightly and swiftly from one sense-object to
another and lands wherever it pleases. It is difficult to control
the mind, but the wise should control and tame the mind. A
well-tamed mind brings human happiness, celestial happiness,
and Brahma happiness."                 (Dhammapada 35, 36)

In SamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi SuttaSamÈdhi Sutta, the Buddha exhorted bhikkhus to develop the
right concentration (sammÈsamÈdhi) to see the ultimate realities and
the Four Noble Truths as they really are. (S. 2, 12; S. 3, 363)

"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave"SamÈdhiÑ bhikkhave bhÈvetha samÈhito Bhikkhave
bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."bhikkhu yathÈbh|taÑ pajÈnÈti."

"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The"O bhikkhus, try to develop mental concentration. The
bhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will bebhikkhu, who has developed the right concentration, will be
able to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truthsable to see ultimate realities and the Four Noble Truths
clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."clearly and correctly as they really are."

'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' 'Mental Concentration' (SamÈdhi) is the profitable unification of
the mind on a sense-object, or the harmony of consciousness and its
associated mental factors in focusing on a sense object.

The Buddha knew that the mind can be controlled and tamed by
undertaking 'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquil'Tranquillllllity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' ity Meditation' (Samatha-bhÈvanÈ), and he
taught 40 subjects of tranquillity meditation. Among these 40 sub-
jects, 'Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing''Mindfulness of Breathing' (ŒnÈpÈnassati) is the foremost
and taught in many meditation centres.

The Buddha's teaching is very scientific and logical, always in
terms of causes and effects, including practical aspects. He knew
why naked minds cannot see ultimate realities; it is because the
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mind is blinded by ignorance (moha) and five hindrances (nivaraÓas),
not to see the true nature of sense-objects, not to know what is
good and bad, and not to be able to develop moral minds, jhÈnas and
maggas.

In undertaking tranquillity meditation, moral minds, associated
with 33 mental factors, including five neutral mental factors, called
'jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors',     are developed continuously.

• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising

(1) Vitakka — initial application; it applies the mind to the medita-
    tion-object and inhabits sloth and torpor from arising;

(2) VicÈra — sustained application; it keeps on applying the mind to
    the meditation-object again and again so that one observes the
    meditation-object discursively; it also inhibits sceptical doubt
   from arising.

(3) PÊti — joy, rapture or pleasurable interest in the object; it inhibits
   ill-will from arising;

(4) VedanÈ — feeling which occurs in five types. The two types that
    occur in jhÈna are:

(a) Sukha — pleasant feeling, bliss or happiness,

(b) UpekkhÈ — neutral feeling, i.e. neither pleasant nor painful
     feeling. Sukha inhabits restlessness and remorse from arising.

(5) EkaggatÈ — concentration (samÈdhi) or one-pointedness of the
   mind. It inhibits sense-desire from arising.

When the jhÈna-factors are well-developed, they can totally in-
habit the hindrances not to arise in the mind. TheTheTheTheThen then then then then the access or access or access or access or access or
neighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi) is attained. When
the jhÈna-factors are fully developed, the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna
arises.

• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration

The PurposePurposePurposePurposePurpose of developing concentration is:

(1) To train, culture and develop the mind;

(2) To inhabit and drive away the hindrances and other defilements
   from the mind, thus purifying the mind;

(3) To develop and strengthen jhÈna-factors, thus building up con-
   centration;

(4) To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration (SamÈdhi)

   as part of the Noble Threefold Training;

(5) To perform great meritorious deeds and to accumulate many
   billions of jhÈna-kammas, which can condition one to be re-
   born in Brahma-realms after death;

(6) To enjoy the physical well-being and the mental well-being,
   which is much superior to sensual pleasure;

(7) To make the mind pure, calm, peaceful and very powerful to
   discern ultimate realities as they really are.

The Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the right
concentration concentration concentration concentration concentration (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind (citta-(citta-(citta-(citta-(citta-
visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi).....

The right concentration is equivalent to the concentration associ-
ated with the fourfold or fivefold r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas according to
MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta.

According to Visuddhi Magga, however, the right concentration
and the purity of the mind is equivalent to the access concentration
or to the concentration of any one of the four/five r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnas and the four ar|pÈvacara-jhÈnas.

The best concentration to be used for vipassanÈ-meditation is the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna concentration in the fourfold r|pÈvacara
method. So in tranquility-meditation, we should try to develop the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna.

• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing3333366666     (ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)
(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing

There are four basic steps in practising ŒnÈpÈnassati systemati-
cally. The meditator should sit comfortably either cross-legged or
in any preferable posture on a cushion or a seat. He should keep

36. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. I,

 by Dr.Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 147-161.
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mind is blinded by ignorance (moha) and five hindrances (nivaraÓas),
not to see the true nature of sense-objects, not to know what is
good and bad, and not to be able to develop moral minds, jhÈnas and
maggas.

In undertaking tranquillity meditation, moral minds, associated
with 33 mental factors, including five neutral mental factors, called
'jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors','jhÈna-factors',     are developed continuously.

• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising• Five JhÈna Factors Inhabit Hindrances from Arising

(1) Vitakka — initial application; it applies the mind to the medita-
    tion-object and inhabits sloth and torpor from arising;

(2) VicÈra — sustained application; it keeps on applying the mind to
    the meditation-object again and again so that one observes the
    meditation-object discursively; it also inhibits sceptical doubt
   from arising.

(3) PÊti — joy, rapture or pleasurable interest in the object; it inhibits
   ill-will from arising;

(4) VedanÈ — feeling which occurs in five types. The two types that
    occur in jhÈna are:

(a) Sukha — pleasant feeling, bliss or happiness,

(b) UpekkhÈ — neutral feeling, i.e. neither pleasant nor painful
     feeling. Sukha inhabits restlessness and remorse from arising.

(5) EkaggatÈ — concentration (samÈdhi) or one-pointedness of the
   mind. It inhibits sense-desire from arising.

When the jhÈna-factors are well-developed, they can totally in-
habit the hindrances not to arise in the mind. TheTheTheTheThen then then then then the access or access or access or access or access or
neighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentrationneighbourhood concentration (upacÈra-samÈdhi) is attained. When
the jhÈna-factors are fully developed, the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna
arises.

• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration• The Purpose and Objective of Developing Concentration

The PurposePurposePurposePurposePurpose of developing concentration is:

(1) To train, culture and develop the mind;

(2) To inhabit and drive away the hindrances and other defilements
   from the mind, thus purifying the mind;

(3) To develop and strengthen jhÈna-factors, thus building up con-
   centration;

(4) To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration To accomplish the Training of Concentration (SamÈdhi)

   as part of the Noble Threefold Training;

(5) To perform great meritorious deeds and to accumulate many
   billions of jhÈna-kammas, which can condition one to be re-
   born in Brahma-realms after death;

(6) To enjoy the physical well-being and the mental well-being,
   which is much superior to sensual pleasure;

(7) To make the mind pure, calm, peaceful and very powerful to
   discern ultimate realities as they really are.

The Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the rightThe Objective of developing concentration is to attain the right
concentration concentration concentration concentration concentration (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) (sammÈsamadhi) and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind and the purity of the mind (citta-(citta-(citta-(citta-(citta-
visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi)visuddhi).....

The right concentration is equivalent to the concentration associ-
ated with the fourfold or fivefold r|pÈvÈcara jhÈnas according to
MahÈsatipaÔÔhÈna Sutta.

According to Visuddhi Magga, however, the right concentration
and the purity of the mind is equivalent to the access concentration
or to the concentration of any one of the four/five r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnas and the four ar|pÈvacara-jhÈnas.

The best concentration to be used for vipassanÈ-meditation is the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna concentration in the fourfold r|pÈvacara
method. So in tranquility-meditation, we should try to develop the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna.

• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing• Undertaking Mindfulness of Breathing3333366666     (ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)(ŒnÈpanassati)
(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing(a) The Four Basic Steps of Mindfulness of Breathing

There are four basic steps in practising ŒnÈpÈnassati systemati-
cally. The meditator should sit comfortably either cross-legged or
in any preferable posture on a cushion or a seat. He should keep

36. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. I,

 by Dr.Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 147-161.
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his body and head erect while relaxing all muscles. He should close
his eyes well so that no light gets into the eye. He should always
breathe normally, taking notice of the in-breath and the out-breath.

He should always keep his mind and awareness at the two nos-
trils and the upper lip just below the two nostrils. He should take
note of the touching of the in-breath and the out-breath at the tip of
the nostrils or at the upper lip. If the touching of the breath at the
nostrils are not distinct, he should focus his attention only on one
nostril. The touching of the breath around the nostril will become
more and more distinct gradually.

Then he focuses his attention at the most distinct point of the
touching of the breath either at one nostril or the upper lip, and try
to be aware of the in-going breath and the out-going breath by the
gentle touch of the breath at the touching point, without following
the breaths either inward or outward.

(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath

The first important step in mindfulness of breathing is to be con-
stantly aware of the in-breath and the out-breath by their gentle
brushing either at the nostril or at the upper lip just below the
nostril.

Only if the meditator practises ŒnÈpÈnassati by establishing his
mindfulness on the breath at the point of distinct contact with the
in-breath and the out-breath, will the ŒnÈpÈnassati concentration
and meditation be accomplished in him.            (Visuddhi. i, 271)

An important requirement is to focus the mind on the breath at
the point of contact only, and not to follow the breath as it goes into
the nostril or it goes out of the nostril. If he follows the breath, his
mind will not be at the state of one-pointedness and consequently
his progress in developing the concentration will be delayed.

For the same reason he should not take note of any bodily sensa-
tion such as pain, itch or numbness that arises during meditation.
Since the mind can be aware of only one thing at a time, the
meditator will not be aware of anything else if he can focus his
mind well on the meditation subject. If the pain becomes unbear-
able, he can change his posture gently to relieve the pain while still

focusing his attention on the in-breath and the out-breath, which is
his meditation-subject.

He must keep his mind constanly focused on the in-breath and the
out-breath without allowing the mind to wander out to other sense-
object. In case it has wandered out, he must bring it back to the
meditation-subject as soon as he notices it. In case the meditating
mind does not remain fixed calmly on the subject of the in-breath
and the out-breath and is very restless, the Counting MethodCounting MethodCounting MethodCounting MethodCounting Method     should
be used as directed in Great Commentaries.

(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind

If the mind is restless or wandering, the meditator should count
his breath as follows to control his mind.

1. In-breath, out-breath — one,

2. In-breath, out-breath — two,

3. In-breath, out-breath — three,

4. In-breath, out-breath — four,

5. In-breath, out-breath — five.

He may count not less than five and not more than ten. He may
count one to five or one to eight again and again. He should make
a determination to keep his mind calmly fixed on the in-breath and
the out-breath while counting one to five or one to eight, without
letting his mind wander away towards various external objects. He
should not also allow any thought to arise and to come in.

As he reflects on the breath by counting, his meditative mind will
gradually remain fixed calmly on the object of the in-breath and the
out-breath by the power of the counting method.

When the mind remains calmly fixed on the meditation-subject
for one hour continuosly, he can stop counting and continue to be
aware of the in-breath and the out-breath without counting. If he
can focus his mind continuously on the in-breath and the out-breath
for one hour without counting at every sitting for meditation, he
can proceed to the second step.

(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath

While we are aware of the in-breath and the out-breath by their
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his body and head erect while relaxing all muscles. He should close
his eyes well so that no light gets into the eye. He should always
breathe normally, taking notice of the in-breath and the out-breath.

He should always keep his mind and awareness at the two nos-
trils and the upper lip just below the two nostrils. He should take
note of the touching of the in-breath and the out-breath at the tip of
the nostrils or at the upper lip. If the touching of the breath at the
nostrils are not distinct, he should focus his attention only on one
nostril. The touching of the breath around the nostril will become
more and more distinct gradually.

Then he focuses his attention at the most distinct point of the
touching of the breath either at one nostril or the upper lip, and try
to be aware of the in-going breath and the out-going breath by the
gentle touch of the breath at the touching point, without following
the breaths either inward or outward.

(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath(b) First Step: Awareness of the In-breath and the Out-breath

The first important step in mindfulness of breathing is to be con-
stantly aware of the in-breath and the out-breath by their gentle
brushing either at the nostril or at the upper lip just below the
nostril.

Only if the meditator practises ŒnÈpÈnassati by establishing his
mindfulness on the breath at the point of distinct contact with the
in-breath and the out-breath, will the ŒnÈpÈnassati concentration
and meditation be accomplished in him.            (Visuddhi. i, 271)

An important requirement is to focus the mind on the breath at
the point of contact only, and not to follow the breath as it goes into
the nostril or it goes out of the nostril. If he follows the breath, his
mind will not be at the state of one-pointedness and consequently
his progress in developing the concentration will be delayed.

For the same reason he should not take note of any bodily sensa-
tion such as pain, itch or numbness that arises during meditation.
Since the mind can be aware of only one thing at a time, the
meditator will not be aware of anything else if he can focus his
mind well on the meditation subject. If the pain becomes unbear-
able, he can change his posture gently to relieve the pain while still

focusing his attention on the in-breath and the out-breath, which is
his meditation-subject.

He must keep his mind constanly focused on the in-breath and the
out-breath without allowing the mind to wander out to other sense-
object. In case it has wandered out, he must bring it back to the
meditation-subject as soon as he notices it. In case the meditating
mind does not remain fixed calmly on the subject of the in-breath
and the out-breath and is very restless, the Counting MethodCounting MethodCounting MethodCounting MethodCounting Method     should
be used as directed in Great Commentaries.

(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind(c) The Counting Method to Control the Mind

If the mind is restless or wandering, the meditator should count
his breath as follows to control his mind.

1. In-breath, out-breath — one,

2. In-breath, out-breath — two,

3. In-breath, out-breath — three,

4. In-breath, out-breath — four,

5. In-breath, out-breath — five.

He may count not less than five and not more than ten. He may
count one to five or one to eight again and again. He should make
a determination to keep his mind calmly fixed on the in-breath and
the out-breath while counting one to five or one to eight, without
letting his mind wander away towards various external objects. He
should not also allow any thought to arise and to come in.

As he reflects on the breath by counting, his meditative mind will
gradually remain fixed calmly on the object of the in-breath and the
out-breath by the power of the counting method.

When the mind remains calmly fixed on the meditation-subject
for one hour continuosly, he can stop counting and continue to be
aware of the in-breath and the out-breath without counting. If he
can focus his mind continuously on the in-breath and the out-breath
for one hour without counting at every sitting for meditation, he
can proceed to the second step.

(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath(d) Second Step: Awareness of the Lenght of Breath

While we are aware of the in-breath and the out-breath by their
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gentle brushing at the touching point of the breaths with the nostril
or the upper lip, we also take note of the length of the in-breath and
the out-breath. If we are breathing quickly, we take the length to be
short; if we are breathing slowly, we take the length to be long.

The length of the in-breath should be equal to the length of the
out-breath. This will greatly help the development of mental con-
centration. The meditator should always breathe normally. He should
not intentionally make the breath either long or short.

The length of the breath should also be taken note in the third
step. Generally the length of breath changes from time to time
during meditation. Whatever the length of breath may be, the in-
breath and the out-breath should be equal in length.

(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath

When the meditator is calmly and firmly conscious of the length
of breath for one hour at every sitting in meditation, he should
proceed to the third step. In the third step he should be aware of the
beginning, the middle, and the end of the whole breath.

He should not try to note thus: “This is the beginning, this is the
middle, this is the end.” Neither should he label the breath as “be-
ginning, middle, end.” If he tries to do so, he may jeopardize the
concentration. If he cannot meditate without labelling, then he should
just label as “in-breath, out-breath.”

All he need to do is to be mindfully aware of the whole in-breath
and the whole out-breath from the beginning to the end by the
touch of the breath at the tip of the nostril or at the upper lip.

He should not follow the breath as it goes into the body or out of
the body. He should not take the breath that touches the nostril as
the beginning, the breath that reaches the chest as the middle, and
which arrives at the navel as the end when he breathes in.

Similarly, when he breathes out, he should not regard the navel,
the chest, and the nostril as the points to mark the beginning, the
middle and the end of the breath. He must focus his mind only on
the breath that is touching the tip of the nostril or the upper lip, thus
keeping the mind at one point, that is the point of contact.

(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath

As the meditator watches the in-going breath and the out-going
breath to be aware of the beginning, the middle, and the end of the
whole in-breath and the whole out-breath for many sittings, his
breathing becomes more and more gentle and subtle. The gross in-
breaths and the gross out-breaths gradually cease, and his con-
sciousness arises with the subtle in-breath and the subtle out-breath
as its object. And when that has ceased, it goes on arising with the
successively subtler breaths as its object. How?

Suppose a man strikes a bronze-bell with an iron-bar. Immedi-
ately a loud sound arises, and his consciousness will arise with the
loud sound as its object. After that, his consciousness will arise
with the subtle sound as its object. And when that has ceased, his
consciousness will go on arising with the successively subtler sound
as its object. This is how it should be understood.

For while other meditation-subjects become clearer at each higher
stage, ŒnÈpÈnassati does not. In fact, as he goes on developing it, it
becomes more and more subtle for him at higher stages, and it even
becomes to the point at which it is no longer manifest or distinct.

If the breaths do not become subtle even when he can concentrate
his mind on the whole breath clearly, being aware of the beginning,
the middle and the end of the breath for one hour or more at every
sitting, he should make a mental wish: “May my gross breath be
calm,” and strive on to be mindfully aware of the beginning, the
middle and the end of the whole breath.

Gradually the breath will become smooth, subtle and calm by
itself. He should not purposely make the breath calm and subtle; he
will slowly gasp for air and become tired. He will jeopardize his
concentration.

If the breath becomes subtle by itself and the mind is calm on it,
most meditators, by the power of meditation, are no longer aware
of the head, the nose and the body; there exist only the breath and
the mind which is conscious of the breath. At that moment, “I”,
“you”, “he” cannot be found.

Then he will need more powerful mindfulness to concentrate his
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gentle brushing at the touching point of the breaths with the nostril
or the upper lip, we also take note of the length of the in-breath and
the out-breath. If we are breathing quickly, we take the length to be
short; if we are breathing slowly, we take the length to be long.

The length of the in-breath should be equal to the length of the
out-breath. This will greatly help the development of mental con-
centration. The meditator should always breathe normally. He should
not intentionally make the breath either long or short.

The length of the breath should also be taken note in the third
step. Generally the length of breath changes from time to time
during meditation. Whatever the length of breath may be, the in-
breath and the out-breath should be equal in length.

(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath(e) Third Step: Awareness of the Whole Breath

When the meditator is calmly and firmly conscious of the length
of breath for one hour at every sitting in meditation, he should
proceed to the third step. In the third step he should be aware of the
beginning, the middle, and the end of the whole breath.

He should not try to note thus: “This is the beginning, this is the
middle, this is the end.” Neither should he label the breath as “be-
ginning, middle, end.” If he tries to do so, he may jeopardize the
concentration. If he cannot meditate without labelling, then he should
just label as “in-breath, out-breath.”

All he need to do is to be mindfully aware of the whole in-breath
and the whole out-breath from the beginning to the end by the
touch of the breath at the tip of the nostril or at the upper lip.

He should not follow the breath as it goes into the body or out of
the body. He should not take the breath that touches the nostril as
the beginning, the breath that reaches the chest as the middle, and
which arrives at the navel as the end when he breathes in.

Similarly, when he breathes out, he should not regard the navel,
the chest, and the nostril as the points to mark the beginning, the
middle and the end of the breath. He must focus his mind only on
the breath that is touching the tip of the nostril or the upper lip, thus
keeping the mind at one point, that is the point of contact.

(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath(f) Fourth Step: The Disappearance of the Breath

As the meditator watches the in-going breath and the out-going
breath to be aware of the beginning, the middle, and the end of the
whole in-breath and the whole out-breath for many sittings, his
breathing becomes more and more gentle and subtle. The gross in-
breaths and the gross out-breaths gradually cease, and his con-
sciousness arises with the subtle in-breath and the subtle out-breath
as its object. And when that has ceased, it goes on arising with the
successively subtler breaths as its object. How?

Suppose a man strikes a bronze-bell with an iron-bar. Immedi-
ately a loud sound arises, and his consciousness will arise with the
loud sound as its object. After that, his consciousness will arise
with the subtle sound as its object. And when that has ceased, his
consciousness will go on arising with the successively subtler sound
as its object. This is how it should be understood.

For while other meditation-subjects become clearer at each higher
stage, ŒnÈpÈnassati does not. In fact, as he goes on developing it, it
becomes more and more subtle for him at higher stages, and it even
becomes to the point at which it is no longer manifest or distinct.

If the breaths do not become subtle even when he can concentrate
his mind on the whole breath clearly, being aware of the beginning,
the middle and the end of the breath for one hour or more at every
sitting, he should make a mental wish: “May my gross breath be
calm,” and strive on to be mindfully aware of the beginning, the
middle and the end of the whole breath.

Gradually the breath will become smooth, subtle and calm by
itself. He should not purposely make the breath calm and subtle; he
will slowly gasp for air and become tired. He will jeopardize his
concentration.

If the breath becomes subtle by itself and the mind is calm on it,
most meditators, by the power of meditation, are no longer aware
of the head, the nose and the body; there exist only the breath and
the mind which is conscious of the breath. At that moment, “I”,
“you”, “he” cannot be found.

Then he will need more powerful mindfulness to concentrate his
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mind on that subtle breath very attentively. At that stage very pow-
erful mindfulness that fixes the mind on the meditation subject and
very powerful wisdom that clearly apprehends the subtle breath are
very essential.

While he is striving so, sometimes the in-breaths and the out-
breaths are no longer distinct. He can no longer find the breath
which seems to disappear. In that case, he should fix his mind at the
place where he has apprehended the breath, bearing in mind that he
is still breathing.

As he gives his attention in this way, the breaths will reappear
after no long time. Then he keeps on fixing his attention on the
whole in-breath and the whole out-breath by their gentle brushing
at the touching point.

(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs

The natural in-breath and out-breath are taken as the ‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-
tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’     (Parikamma-nimitta). The grey dirty image like ciga-
rette-smoke that appears at a high degree of mental concentration is
also regarded as the preparatory sign.

A white image like cotton or silk-cotton that appears at a higher
degree of concentration is called the ‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’     (Uggaha-
nimitta). This is a general description. The image of other colours
or shapes may also appear.

As the concentration rises, the image may become very clear and
bright like the evening star. This image is taken as the ‘‘‘‘‘CounterCounterCounterCounterCounter
sign’sign’sign’sign’sign’     (PaÔibhÈga-nimitta). Again this is a general description.

In Visuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi Magga     it is described that the meditation sign is not
the same for all people. It appears to some producing a soft touch
like cotton-wool, silk-cotton or a breeze. To some the sign appears
like a star, a ball of ruby or a ball of pearl; to some it has a harsh
touch like a cotton-seed, or a pin made of wood; to some it is like a
long string, or a wreath of flowers, or a crest of smoke; to others it
is like a spread out cobweb, a film of cloud, a lotus flower, a
chariot-wheel, the disc of the moon or the disc of the sun.

The meditation-sign appears differently in different people due to

the difference in perception, for it is born of perception, originated
by perception, sprung from perception. Therefore, it should be
understood that when it appears differently, it is because of the
difference in perception.

For a person, who had done ŒnÈpÈnassati in a previous life, the
meditation-sign starts to appear while he is focusing on the whole
breath or while he is meditating on very subtle breath. But the
initial sign is not stable and firm yet. So the meditator should ignore
it and keep on focusing on the in-breath and the out-breath.

For most people, the meditation-sign appears while the meditator
is focusing on the mild subtle breath which reappears after it has
gone to be no longer distinct. Again the meditation-sign is not stable
yet. The meditator should not pay attention to it. He should strive
on to be mindful of the breath. When the breath and the sign
becomes identical and indivisible, he is aware of the sign while he
is trying to be aware of the breath and vice versa. This is the right
form.

However, for some meditators the sign does not appear at the
place where the breath touches the nostril or the upper lip. It ap-
pears a little further apart or about one foot from the tip of the
nose. It may also appear on the forehead or in other places.

In this case the meditator should not pay attention to the sign. He
should focus his attention on the breath at the point of contact.
When his concentration attains full strength, the sign will appear at
the point of contact and become indivisible from the breath.

(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas

When the meditation sign and the breath are identical and indivisi-
ble, the meditator should fix his mind on the sign; and so from now
on his development proceeds by way of fixing. He should put
away extraneous aspects, and anchor his mind upon the in-breath
and the out-breath.

From the time the counter-sign appears, the hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)
are suppressed, the defilements subside, his mindfulness is estab-
lished and his mind is concentrated in access concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentration     (upacÈra-
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mind on that subtle breath very attentively. At that stage very pow-
erful mindfulness that fixes the mind on the meditation subject and
very powerful wisdom that clearly apprehends the subtle breath are
very essential.

While he is striving so, sometimes the in-breaths and the out-
breaths are no longer distinct. He can no longer find the breath
which seems to disappear. In that case, he should fix his mind at the
place where he has apprehended the breath, bearing in mind that he
is still breathing.

As he gives his attention in this way, the breaths will reappear
after no long time. Then he keeps on fixing his attention on the
whole in-breath and the whole out-breath by their gentle brushing
at the touching point.

(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs(g) The Appearance of Meditation-Signs

The natural in-breath and out-breath are taken as the ‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-‘Prepara-
tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’tory sign’     (Parikamma-nimitta). The grey dirty image like ciga-
rette-smoke that appears at a high degree of mental concentration is
also regarded as the preparatory sign.

A white image like cotton or silk-cotton that appears at a higher
degree of concentration is called the ‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’‘Aquired sign’     (Uggaha-
nimitta). This is a general description. The image of other colours
or shapes may also appear.

As the concentration rises, the image may become very clear and
bright like the evening star. This image is taken as the ‘‘‘‘‘CounterCounterCounterCounterCounter
sign’sign’sign’sign’sign’     (PaÔibhÈga-nimitta). Again this is a general description.

In Visuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi MaggaVisuddhi Magga     it is described that the meditation sign is not
the same for all people. It appears to some producing a soft touch
like cotton-wool, silk-cotton or a breeze. To some the sign appears
like a star, a ball of ruby or a ball of pearl; to some it has a harsh
touch like a cotton-seed, or a pin made of wood; to some it is like a
long string, or a wreath of flowers, or a crest of smoke; to others it
is like a spread out cobweb, a film of cloud, a lotus flower, a
chariot-wheel, the disc of the moon or the disc of the sun.

The meditation-sign appears differently in different people due to

the difference in perception, for it is born of perception, originated
by perception, sprung from perception. Therefore, it should be
understood that when it appears differently, it is because of the
difference in perception.

For a person, who had done ŒnÈpÈnassati in a previous life, the
meditation-sign starts to appear while he is focusing on the whole
breath or while he is meditating on very subtle breath. But the
initial sign is not stable and firm yet. So the meditator should ignore
it and keep on focusing on the in-breath and the out-breath.

For most people, the meditation-sign appears while the meditator
is focusing on the mild subtle breath which reappears after it has
gone to be no longer distinct. Again the meditation-sign is not stable
yet. The meditator should not pay attention to it. He should strive
on to be mindful of the breath. When the breath and the sign
becomes identical and indivisible, he is aware of the sign while he
is trying to be aware of the breath and vice versa. This is the right
form.

However, for some meditators the sign does not appear at the
place where the breath touches the nostril or the upper lip. It ap-
pears a little further apart or about one foot from the tip of the
nose. It may also appear on the forehead or in other places.

In this case the meditator should not pay attention to the sign. He
should focus his attention on the breath at the point of contact.
When his concentration attains full strength, the sign will appear at
the point of contact and become indivisible from the breath.

(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas(h) The Arising of Fourfold JhÈnas

When the meditation sign and the breath are identical and indivisi-
ble, the meditator should fix his mind on the sign; and so from now
on his development proceeds by way of fixing. He should put
away extraneous aspects, and anchor his mind upon the in-breath
and the out-breath.

From the time the counter-sign appears, the hindrances (nÊvaraÓas)
are suppressed, the defilements subside, his mindfulness is estab-
lished and his mind is concentrated in access concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentrationaccess concentration     (upacÈra-
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samÈdhi).

He should not give attention to the meditation-sign for its colour.
He should guard it as carefully as a king’s chief queen guards the
embryo of a universal monarch. He should make the sign grow and
improve with repeated attention. When his mind remains fixed on
the meditation-sign for one hour, two hours, or more, he is said to
attain the firstfirstfirstfirstfirst r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

To make it sure, after coming out of the jhÈna, he should look
with closed eyes at his heart to see his life-continuum consciousness
(bhava~ga-citta), which appears like a star. The life-continuum func-
tions as the mind-door. The meditation-sign and the first r|pÈvacara
jhÈna appears in his mind-door. If he can discern the five jhÈna-five jhÈna-five jhÈna-five jhÈna-five jhÈna-
factorsfactorsfactorsfactorsfactors     distinctly which associate with the first r|pÈvacara-jhÈna,
then it is sure that he attains the firstfirstfirstfirstfirst r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna. r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

(i) Mastery of the JhÈna in Five Ways(i) Mastery of the JhÈna in Five Ways(i) Mastery of the JhÈna in Five Ways(i) Mastery of the JhÈna in Five Ways(i) Mastery of the JhÈna in Five Ways

When a beginner has reached the first jhÈna, he should enter
upon it often without reviewing it much. For the first jhÈna-factors
occur crudely and weakly in one who reviews it much. Conse-
quently they do not become conditions for developing higher jhÈnas.
While he is endeavouring for the unfamiliar higher jhÈna, he falls
from the first jhÈna and fails to reach the second jhÈna.

Here the Blessed One gave the simile of a stupid mountain cow
with no knowledge of pasture-fields and no skill in walking on
craggy mountains. It might occur to her thus: “How if I were to go
to a place I have never gone to, eat grass I have never yet eaten,
drink water I have never yet drunk”.

And if she were to lift the hind leg without planting her fore leg
firmly, she would fall down and would not get to the place where
she had intended to go, neither would she easily get back to her
original place.

Therefore, the meditator should acquire mastery in five waysTherefore, the meditator should acquire mastery in five waysTherefore, the meditator should acquire mastery in five waysTherefore, the meditator should acquire mastery in five waysTherefore, the meditator should acquire mastery in five ways
first of all with respect to the first jhÈna.first of all with respect to the first jhÈna.first of all with respect to the first jhÈna.first of all with respect to the first jhÈna.first of all with respect to the first jhÈna.

1. Œvajjana vasitÈ — mastery in adverting; it is the ability to dis-
cern the five jhÈna-factors skilfully.

2. SamÈpajjana vasitÈ — mastery in attaining; it is the ability to
enter the jhÈna quickly.

3. AdiÔÔhÈna vasitÈ — mastery in resolving; it is the ability to
remain in jhÈna for as long a time as he has resolved to stay.

4. VuÔÔhÈna vasitÈ — mastery in emerging; it is the ability to emerge
from the jhÈna at the time he has determined to emerge.

5. PaccavekkhaÓa vasitÈ — mastery in reviewing; it is the ability to
review the jhÈna-factors quickly by reducing the number of bhava~ga
cittas between cognitive series.

(j) The Second R|pÈvacara JhÈna(j) The Second R|pÈvacara JhÈna(j) The Second R|pÈvacara JhÈna(j) The Second R|pÈvacara JhÈna(j) The Second R|pÈvacara JhÈna

When the meditator has acquired mastery in five ways with res-
pect to the first jhÈna, he can consider the faults in this now fami-
liar jhÈna after emerging from it. As he views the jhÈna-factors,
with mindfulness and full awareness, he finds vitakka and vicÈra to
be gross and weak while pÊti, sukha and ekaggatÈ appear to be fine
and calm.

So he reflects that the first jhÈna is close to the enemies (nÊvaraÓas)
due to vitakka and vicÈra, and it is less calm and less blissful than
the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna which has only pÊti, sukha and ekaggatÈ
as its jhÈna-factors.

Thus he cuts off his attachment to the first jhÈna, brings to mind
the counter-sign of ŒnÈpÈnassati and focuses on it without allow-
ing vitakka and vicÈra to arise in the mind. He does so with the
purpose of abandoning the gross jhÈna factors and developing the
peaceful jhÈna-factors, knowing that “now the second r|pÈvacara
jhÈna will arise.” He develops the three stages of meditation in the
normal order of preparatory meditation, neighbourhood-meditation
and absorption-meditation. The culmination of this meditation is the
attainment of the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

When the mind remains fixed on the counter-sign for one hour,
two hours or more, he attains the second jhÈna. When he examines
the jhÈna-factors, he finds vitakka and vicÈra to be absent, and only
pÊti, sukha and ekaggatÈ to be present. He practises to acquire
mastery in five ways with respect to the second jhÈna.
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be gross and weak while pÊti, sukha and ekaggatÈ appear to be fine
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due to vitakka and vicÈra, and it is less calm and less blissful than
the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna which has only pÊti, sukha and ekaggatÈ
as its jhÈna-factors.

Thus he cuts off his attachment to the first jhÈna, brings to mind
the counter-sign of ŒnÈpÈnassati and focuses on it without allow-
ing vitakka and vicÈra to arise in the mind. He does so with the
purpose of abandoning the gross jhÈna factors and developing the
peaceful jhÈna-factors, knowing that “now the second r|pÈvacara
jhÈna will arise.” He develops the three stages of meditation in the
normal order of preparatory meditation, neighbourhood-meditation
and absorption-meditation. The culmination of this meditation is the
attainment of the second r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

When the mind remains fixed on the counter-sign for one hour,
two hours or more, he attains the second jhÈna. When he examines
the jhÈna-factors, he finds vitakka and vicÈra to be absent, and only
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mastery in five ways with respect to the second jhÈna.
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(k) The Third R|pÈvacara JhÈna(k) The Third R|pÈvacara JhÈna(k) The Third R|pÈvacara JhÈna(k) The Third R|pÈvacara JhÈna(k) The Third R|pÈvacara JhÈna

Then on emerging from the now familiar second jhÈna, he con-
siders the flaws in it thus: “This jhÈna is threatened by the nearness
of vitakka and vicÈra. Besides rapture (pÊti) is a form of mental
excitement, so it appears to be gross and weak whereas bliss (sukha)
and one-pointedness (ekaggatÈ) appear to be calm and blissful. Be-
cause of rapture, the second jhÈna is gross and weak, and less calm
and less blissful than the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

Thus he cuts off his attachment to the second jhÈna, and reflects
on the counter-sign of ŒnÈpÈnassati, suppressing pÊti not to arise in
the mind. He does so with the purpose of abandoning the gross
jhÈna-factor and developing the peaceful factors, knowing that “now
the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna will be arising.” He develops the three
stages of meditation.

The culmination of this meditation is the attainment of the third
jhÈna. When his mind remains focused on the counter sign for one
hour, two hours, or more, he attains the third jhÈna. On examining
the jhÈna-factors, he finds only sukha and ekaggatÈ to be present.

He then practises to acquire mastery in five ways with respect to
the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna. With the stilling or surmounting of
vitakka, vicÈra and pÊti, he dwells in bliss with equanimity and is
mindful. He is worthy of praise since he has equanimity toward theHe is worthy of praise since he has equanimity toward theHe is worthy of praise since he has equanimity toward theHe is worthy of praise since he has equanimity toward theHe is worthy of praise since he has equanimity toward the
third jhÈna, which has reached the perfection of bliss. The blissthird jhÈna, which has reached the perfection of bliss. The blissthird jhÈna, which has reached the perfection of bliss. The blissthird jhÈna, which has reached the perfection of bliss. The blissthird jhÈna, which has reached the perfection of bliss. The bliss
associated with the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna is the highest mundaneassociated with the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna is the highest mundaneassociated with the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna is the highest mundaneassociated with the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna is the highest mundaneassociated with the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna is the highest mundane
bliss.bliss.bliss.bliss.bliss.

Equanimity of jhÈna is a name for equanimity producing impar-
tiality towards even the highest bliss described thus: “He dwells in
equanimity”. (Vbh. 245)

(l) The Fourth R|pÈvacara JhÈna(l) The Fourth R|pÈvacara JhÈna(l) The Fourth R|pÈvacara JhÈna(l) The Fourth R|pÈvacara JhÈna(l) The Fourth R|pÈvacara JhÈna

When he has acquired mastery in five ways with respect to the
third r|pÈvacara jhÈna, he emerges from the jhÈna and considers
the flaws in it thus: “This jhÈna is threatened by the nearness of
rapture (pÊti), and the mental concern about bliss (sukha) makes it
gross and weak whereas equanimity as feeling (upekkhÈ) and one-
pointedness (ekaggatÈ) appear calm and peaceful. Because of sukha,

the third jhÈna is gross and weak and less calm and tranquil than
the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna.”

Thus he cuts off his attachment to the third jhÈna and reflects on
the counter sign of ŒnÈpÈnassati, suppressing sukha not to arise in
the mind. He does so with the purpose of abandoning the gross
jhÈna-factor and developing the peaceful jhÈna-factors, knowing
that “now the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna will arise.” He develops the
three stages of meditation. The culmination of this meditation is the
attainment of the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

When his mind remains focused on the counter-sign for one hour,
two hours or more, he attains the fourth jhÈna. On examining the
jhÈna-factors, he finds only upekkhÈ and ekaggatÈ to be present.
With the abandoning of bodily pleasure and bodily pain and with
the previous disappearance of joy and grief, he enters upon and
dwells in the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

He then practises to acquire mastery in five ways with respect to
this jhÈna. With the stilling of gross jhÈna-factors, the fourth
r|pÈvacara jhÈna is so subtle that the breathing of a person dwell-
ing in the fourth jhÈna attainment is no longer noticeable.

The fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna has neither pain nor pleasure andThe fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna has neither pain nor pleasure andThe fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna has neither pain nor pleasure andThe fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna has neither pain nor pleasure andThe fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna has neither pain nor pleasure and
possesses the purity of mindfulness due to equanimity. The mind-possesses the purity of mindfulness due to equanimity. The mind-possesses the purity of mindfulness due to equanimity. The mind-possesses the purity of mindfulness due to equanimity. The mind-possesses the purity of mindfulness due to equanimity. The mind-
fulness, as well as other associated mental factors, is cleared,fulness, as well as other associated mental factors, is cleared,fulness, as well as other associated mental factors, is cleared,fulness, as well as other associated mental factors, is cleared,fulness, as well as other associated mental factors, is cleared,
purified and clarified by equanimity. This purity of mindfulnesspurified and clarified by equanimity. This purity of mindfulnesspurified and clarified by equanimity. This purity of mindfulnesspurified and clarified by equanimity. This purity of mindfulnesspurified and clarified by equanimity. This purity of mindfulness
and the associated strong concentration make the fourth r|pÈvacaraand the associated strong concentration make the fourth r|pÈvacaraand the associated strong concentration make the fourth r|pÈvacaraand the associated strong concentration make the fourth r|pÈvacaraand the associated strong concentration make the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna the best basis for undertaking vipassanÈ-meditation.jhÈna the best basis for undertaking vipassanÈ-meditation.jhÈna the best basis for undertaking vipassanÈ-meditation.jhÈna the best basis for undertaking vipassanÈ-meditation.jhÈna the best basis for undertaking vipassanÈ-meditation.

• Development of Eight JhÈna Attainments based on• Development of Eight JhÈna Attainments based on• Development of Eight JhÈna Attainments based on• Development of Eight JhÈna Attainments based on• Development of Eight JhÈna Attainments based on

Ten KasiÓas and Four ŒruppasTen KasiÓas and Four ŒruppasTen KasiÓas and Four ŒruppasTen KasiÓas and Four ŒruppasTen KasiÓas and Four Œruppas3333377777

A meditator, who has attained the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in
ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation, can easily and quickly undertake KasiÓa
meditations to devleop the fourfold ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To prepare an earth-kasiÓa (pathavÊ-kasiÓa), he draws a circle

37. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. I,

 by Dr.Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 108-175, 229-254.
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A meditator, who has attained the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in
ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation, can easily and quickly undertake KasiÓa
meditations to devleop the fourfold ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To prepare an earth-kasiÓa (pathavÊ-kasiÓa), he draws a circle

37. “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Vol. I,

 by Dr.Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 108-175, 229-254.
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about 15 inches in diameter with a stick on a clean patch of ground.
He sits about four feet from the earth-circle where he can see the
earth-circle clearly with moderately open eyes. He develops the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna by reflecting on the counter-sign of
ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.

He emerges from the fourth jhÈna, focuses his attention on the
earth-circle with open eyes, and reflects repeatedly: “earth, earth”
or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ”. The meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourth
r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory. He can develop the ac-
quired sign, the identical image of the earth-circle, seen with closed
eyes, in about an hour.

He then goes to the meditation-hall and reflects on the acquired
sign as “earth, earth” or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ” repeatedly until a clear,
smooth and bright countercountercountercountercounter-----signsignsignsignsign     arises. When the counter-sign be-
comes stable, he enlarges it gradually by his will-power in this way:
“May the counter-sign grow larger by one inch, another inch, and
so on” till it extends indefinitely in all directions. He then focuses
his mind on the extended counter-sign and reflects repeatedly: “earth,
earth” or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ” until his mind remains absorbed on the
counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more. He now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains the
first first first first first r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

He practises to gain mastery in five ways with respect to the first
jhÈna. He can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in the
same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.

The meditator can undertake the remaining nine kasiÓa-medita-
tions in the same way as described in the earth-kasiÓa meditation.

To develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓa (Water-kasiÓa) the meditator, after emerg-
ing from the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, looks at the
water in a well or the water in a round bowl about 15 inches in
diameter, reflecting ‘Èpo, Èpo’ repeatedly. When he attains the ac-
quired sign of Èpo-kasiÓa, he goes to the meditation-hall, calmly
develops the counter-sign and the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

To develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓa     (Fire kasiÓa) the meditator looks at the
middle part of a wood-fire in the kitchen through a hole at the base
of an aluminium vessel. He can see a circle of fire and reflects on it

as ‘tejo, tejo’ repeatedly until he attains the acquired sign. He goes
to the meditation-hall, calmly develops the counter-sign and the
four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

Next, for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’     (Air-kasiÓa) the medita-
tor sits or stands in the open air, focusing his attention on the
breeze that touches his cheek, reflecting ‘vÈyo, vÈyo’ repeatedly.
After attaining the acquired sign in the wind (vÈyo), he can develop
it to the counter-sign and go on developing the four r|pÈvacara
jhÈnas as before.

To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ (blue, brown or black kasiÓa), the medi-
tator develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, comes
out of it, and looks at the head-hair of a meditator with closed eyes
in front of him in the meditation-hall. He can see the hair with his
concentrated mind eye with the help of bright, penetrative light
radiated from the concentrated mind. He focuses his attention on
the brown or black colour of the hair, reflecting ‘nÊla, nÊla’ repeat-
edly until the acquired sign arises. He develops the acquired sign to
the counter-sign and continues developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign in ‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’     (Yellow-kasiÓa),
the meditator, after emerging from the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of
ŒnÈpÈnassati, focuses his attention on the yellow colour of the fat
or urine of a person sitting in front of him in the meditation-hall.
After attaining the acquired sign, he develops it to the counter-sign
and continues developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’     (Red-kasiÓa),
he should focus his attention on the red colour of the blood of a
person sitting in front of him in the meditation-hall.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’     (White-kasiÓa),
he reflects on the white colour of the skull of that person.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,
Lohita-kasiÓa or OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓa, the meditator, after emerging from
the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, can reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on the
blue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colour
of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter. After
attaining the acquired sign, he can develop it to the counter-sign
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about 15 inches in diameter with a stick on a clean patch of ground.
He sits about four feet from the earth-circle where he can see the
earth-circle clearly with moderately open eyes. He develops the
fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna by reflecting on the counter-sign of
ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.

He emerges from the fourth jhÈna, focuses his attention on the
earth-circle with open eyes, and reflects repeatedly: “earth, earth”
or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ”. The meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourthThe meditator, with the support of the fourth
r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory.r|pÈvacara jhÈna, has excellent memory. He can develop the ac-
quired sign, the identical image of the earth-circle, seen with closed
eyes, in about an hour.

He then goes to the meditation-hall and reflects on the acquired
sign as “earth, earth” or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ” repeatedly until a clear,
smooth and bright countercountercountercountercounter-----signsignsignsignsign     arises. When the counter-sign be-
comes stable, he enlarges it gradually by his will-power in this way:
“May the counter-sign grow larger by one inch, another inch, and
so on” till it extends indefinitely in all directions. He then focuses
his mind on the extended counter-sign and reflects repeatedly: “earth,
earth” or “pathavÊ, pathavÊ” until his mind remains absorbed on the
counter-sign for one hour, two hours, or more. He now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains theHe now attains the
first first first first first r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.r|pÈvacara jhÈna.

He practises to gain mastery in five ways with respect to the first
jhÈna. He can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in theHe can then develop the fourfold r|pÈvacara jhÈnas in the
same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.same way as described in ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation.

The meditator can undertake the remaining nine kasiÓa-medita-
tions in the same way as described in the earth-kasiÓa meditation.

To develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓaTo develop Œpo-kasiÓa (Water-kasiÓa) the meditator, after emerg-
ing from the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, looks at the
water in a well or the water in a round bowl about 15 inches in
diameter, reflecting ‘Èpo, Èpo’ repeatedly. When he attains the ac-
quired sign of Èpo-kasiÓa, he goes to the meditation-hall, calmly
develops the counter-sign and the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

To develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓaTo develop Tejo-kasiÓa     (Fire kasiÓa) the meditator looks at the
middle part of a wood-fire in the kitchen through a hole at the base
of an aluminium vessel. He can see a circle of fire and reflects on it

as ‘tejo, tejo’ repeatedly until he attains the acquired sign. He goes
to the meditation-hall, calmly develops the counter-sign and the
four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

Next, for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’for developing the ‘VÈyo-kasiÓa’     (Air-kasiÓa) the medita-
tor sits or stands in the open air, focusing his attention on the
breeze that touches his cheek, reflecting ‘vÈyo, vÈyo’ repeatedly.
After attaining the acquired sign in the wind (vÈyo), he can develop
it to the counter-sign and go on developing the four r|pÈvacara
jhÈnas as before.

To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ To develop ‘NÊla-kasiÓa’ (blue, brown or black kasiÓa), the medi-
tator develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, comes
out of it, and looks at the head-hair of a meditator with closed eyes
in front of him in the meditation-hall. He can see the hair with his
concentrated mind eye with the help of bright, penetrative light
radiated from the concentrated mind. He focuses his attention on
the brown or black colour of the hair, reflecting ‘nÊla, nÊla’ repeat-
edly until the acquired sign arises. He develops the acquired sign to
the counter-sign and continues developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign inTo develop the acquired sign in ‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’‘PÊta-kasiÓa’     (Yellow-kasiÓa),
the meditator, after emerging from the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of
ŒnÈpÈnassati, focuses his attention on the yellow colour of the fat
or urine of a person sitting in front of him in the meditation-hall.
After attaining the acquired sign, he develops it to the counter-sign
and continues developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’‘Lohita-kasiÓa’     (Red-kasiÓa),
he should focus his attention on the red colour of the blood of a
person sitting in front of him in the meditation-hall.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’‘OdÈta-kasiÓa’     (White-kasiÓa),
he reflects on the white colour of the skull of that person.

Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,To develop the acquired sign in NÊla-kasiÓa, PÊta-kasiÓa,
Lohita-kasiÓa or OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓaor OdÈta-kasiÓa, the meditator, after emerging from
the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna of ŒnÈpÈnassati, can reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on thecan reflect on the
blue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colourblue colour, the yellow colour, the red colour or the white colour
of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter.of a cloth tied to a round vessel about 15 inches in diameter. After
attaining the acquired sign, he can develop it to the counter-sign
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and continue developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’     (Space-kasiÓa),
the meditator focuses his attention on the limited space, which is
seen on looking out to the sky through a hole in the wall or in a
cardboard.

For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of ‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’ (Light-kasiÓa),
he looks at the arising sun or setting sun at the height of a palm
tree, concentrating his attention on the light radiated from the sun.

After attaining the acquired sign of each kasiÓa, he can go to the
meditation-hall and develop the counter-sign and the four r|pÈvacara
jhÈnas as before.

• Develop• Develop• Develop• Develop• Development ofment ofment ofment ofment of Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas

R|pÈvacara fourth jhÈna in fourfold jhÈna method obtained in
KasiÓa-meditation is used as the base for going up to ar|pÈvacara
jhÈnas. First fivefold mastery of the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna must
be developed. Also the contemplation on the faults of materiality
(r|pa) to suppress the attachment to materiality must be undertaken
thus:

“This material body is subject to hotness and coldness, hunger
and thirst, and to all kinds of diseases. Because of the body, one
quarrels with others. To clothe it, to feed it and to accommodate it,
one has to work the whole life.”

“The meditator should also contemplate how subtle and calm the
ar|pÈvacara jhÈna is to strengthen his desire to attain it."

Then he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of the
nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa. He emerges from the fourth
r|pÈvacara-jhÈna and, without paying attention to the extended
counter-sign of kasiÓa, he concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where the
counter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Space
is infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite for
the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.

The counter-sign will be in front of him so long as he still has a
subtle desire (nikanti) for it. When this subtle desire disappears, the
counter-sign also disappears, unfolding infinite space. Concentrat-

ing on this infinite space, he meditates on: “Space is infinite! Space
is infinite!”

When his subtle desire (nikanti) disappears, he is said to reach
neighbourhood meditation (upacÈra-bhÈvanÈ). If he goes on medi-
tating earnestly and strenuously, he may soon reach the absorption-
meditation (appanÈ-bhÈvanÈ) and attain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈna
calledcalledcalledcalledcalled ‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’     or ‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana
moral consciousness’.

He then develops mastery in five ways with respect to the first
ar|pa jhÈna. Then to develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈna, he
contemplates on the unsatisfactoriness of the first ar|pa jhÈna for
being close to r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and for being coarse compared to
the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈna.

Then concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala
cittacittacittacittacitta (moral consciousness) which focuses on infinite space, he medi-
tates: “Consciousness is infinite, consciousness is infinite.” This is
the new preparatory meditation. When his subtle clinging (nikanti)
to the first ar|pÈvacara jhÈna disappears, he comes to the
neighbourhood meditation. When he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacara
jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-
tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.

Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-
existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:
“There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈna called called called called called
“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.

Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-
ing on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “This
consciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacara
jhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finally
attained.attained.attained.attained.attained.

• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Powersssss     (AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈsssss)))))3333388888

'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.

38. “The Great Chronicles of Buddhas", Vol.I, by bhaddanta
VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, TipiÔakddhara, pp. 316-322, Singapore Eidtion.
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and continue developing the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas as before.

To develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign ofTo develop the acquired sign of ‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’‘ŒkÈsa-kasiÓa’     (Space-kasiÓa),
the meditator focuses his attention on the limited space, which is
seen on looking out to the sky through a hole in the wall or in a
cardboard.

For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of For developing the acquired sign of ‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’‘Œloka-kasiÓa’ (Light-kasiÓa),
he looks at the arising sun or setting sun at the height of a palm
tree, concentrating his attention on the light radiated from the sun.

After attaining the acquired sign of each kasiÓa, he can go to the
meditation-hall and develop the counter-sign and the four r|pÈvacara
jhÈnas as before.

• Develop• Develop• Develop• Develop• Development ofment ofment ofment ofment of Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas Ar|pa JhÈnas by Meditation on Œruppas

R|pÈvacara fourth jhÈna in fourfold jhÈna method obtained in
KasiÓa-meditation is used as the base for going up to ar|pÈvacara
jhÈnas. First fivefold mastery of the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna must
be developed. Also the contemplation on the faults of materiality
(r|pa) to suppress the attachment to materiality must be undertaken
thus:

“This material body is subject to hotness and coldness, hunger
and thirst, and to all kinds of diseases. Because of the body, one
quarrels with others. To clothe it, to feed it and to accommodate it,
one has to work the whole life.”

“The meditator should also contemplate how subtle and calm the
ar|pÈvacara jhÈna is to strengthen his desire to attain it."

Then he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of theThen he develops the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas on any one of the
nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa.nine kasiÓas, excluding ÈkÈsa-kasiÓa. He emerges from the fourth
r|pÈvacara-jhÈna and, without paying attention to the extended
counter-sign of kasiÓa, he concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where thehe concentrates on the space where the
counter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Spacecounter-sign is and meditate repeatedly: “Space is infinite! Space
is infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite foris infinite!” This is preparatory meditation — the prerequisite for
the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.the arising of higher meditation.

The counter-sign will be in front of him so long as he still has a
subtle desire (nikanti) for it. When this subtle desire disappears, the
counter-sign also disappears, unfolding infinite space. Concentrat-

ing on this infinite space, he meditates on: “Space is infinite! Space
is infinite!”

When his subtle desire (nikanti) disappears, he is said to reach
neighbourhood meditation (upacÈra-bhÈvanÈ). If he goes on medi-
tating earnestly and strenuously, he may soon reach the absorption-
meditation (appanÈ-bhÈvanÈ) and attain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaattain the first Ar|pÈvacara jhÈna
calledcalledcalledcalledcalled ‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala jhÈna’     or ‘ŒkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana
moral consciousness’.

He then develops mastery in five ways with respect to the first
ar|pa jhÈna. Then to develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈnato develop the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈna, he
contemplates on the unsatisfactoriness of the first ar|pa jhÈna for
being close to r|pÈvacara jhÈnas and for being coarse compared to
the second ar|pÈvacara jhÈna.

Then concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusalaThen concentrating his attention on ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala
cittacittacittacittacitta (moral consciousness) which focuses on infinite space, he medi-
tates: “Consciousness is infinite, consciousness is infinite.” This is
the new preparatory meditation. When his subtle clinging (nikanti)
to the first ar|pÈvacara jhÈna disappears, he comes to the
neighbourhood meditation. When he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacaraWhen he attains the second ar|pÈvacara
jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-jhÈna called “ViÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana Kusala Citta”, he reaches absorp-
tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.tion-meditation.

Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-Similarly by practising the preparatory meditation on the non-
existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:existence of ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana kusala citta, mentally repeating:
“There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third “There is nothing whatsoever!”, the third ar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈnaar|pÈvacara jhÈna called called called called called
“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.“ŒkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is attained.

Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-Furthermore, by practising the preparatory meditation by focus-
ing on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “Thising on “ÈkiÒcaÒÒÈyatana kusala citta”, mentally repeating: “This
consciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacaraconsciousness is calm! It is excellent!” the fourth ar|pÈvacara
jhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finallyjhÈna, called “NevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana Kusala Citta,” is finally
attained.attained.attained.attained.attained.

• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Power• Development of Mundane Supernormal Powersssss     (AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈ(AbhimÈsssss)))))3333388888

'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' 'AbhiÒÒÈ' means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.means 'supernormal knowledge' or 'supernormal power'.

38. “The Great Chronicles of Buddhas", Vol.I, by bhaddanta
VicittasÈrÈbhivaÑsa, TipiÔakddhara, pp. 316-322, Singapore Eidtion.
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Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the
ten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormal
knowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eight
KasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓa.....

The 14 ways of practice are described below.

(1) KasiÓÈnuloma — Meditation on kasiÓas in forward serial order
The meditator develops a r|pÈvacara jhÈna in turn in eight kasiÓas

in the forward serial order from earth-kasiÓa to white-kasiÓa more
than a thousand times.

(2) KasiÓa-paÔiloma — Meditation on kasiÓas in backward serial
  order

The meditator develops a r|pÈvacara jhÈna in turn in eight kasiÓas
in the backward serial order from white-kasiÓa to pathavÊ-kasiÓa
more than a thousand times.

(3) KasiÓÈnuloma-paÔiloma — developing a r|pÈvacara jhÈna on
pathavÊ-kasiÓa up to white kasiÓa in the forward serial order and
developing the same r|pÈvacara jhÈna on white kasiÓa up to pathavÊ-
kasiÓa in the backward serial order more than a thousand times.

(4) JhÈna-anuloma — developing the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna up to
nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna in the forward serial order on each
kasiÓa more than a thousand times.

(5) JhÈna-paÔiloma — developing nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna up
to the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna in the backward serial order on each
kasiÓa more than a thousand times.

(6) JhÈna-anuloma-paÔiloma — developing the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna
up to nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna in the forward serial order
and then back from nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna to the first
r|pÈvacara jhÈna in the backward serial order on each kasiÓa more
than a thousand times.

(7) JhÈnukkantika — the meditator develops the first r|pÈvacara
jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa and develops the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna on
the same pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then omitting the counter-sign of pathavÊ-
kasiÓa and focusing on the infinite space, he develops ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-

yatana jhÈna. Then jumbing over viÒÒÈmaÒcÈyatana jhÈna, he de-
velops ÈkincaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna. He practises in the same way on
other kasiÓas repeatedly, jumping over one jhÈna at a time.

(8) KasiÓukkantika — he develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna first on
pathavÊ-kasiÓa, next on tejo-kasiÓa,next on nÊla-kasiÓa, and next on
lohita-kasiÓa, jumping over one kasiÓa at a time. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.

(9) JhÈna-kasiÓukkantika — Practising by jumping over both jhÈna
and kasiÓa

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Next
he develops the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna on tejo-kasiÓa. Next he
develops ÈkincaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna on lohita-kasiÓa. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.

(10) A~ga-sa~kantika — Developing jhÈnas by changing jhÈna-
factors

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
on the same pathavÊ-kasiÓa, he develops the second jhÈna, the third
jhÈna and the fourth jhÈna. He practises repeatedly more than a
thousand times.

(11) Œrammana-sa~kantika — Developing jhÈnas by changing the
sense-object

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
he develops the same first jhÈna on Èpo-kasiÓa, tejo-kasiÓa and so
on in the forward serial order up to white-kasiÓa. He practises
repeatedly more than a thousand times.

(12) A~gÈrammana-sa~kantika — Practising by changing both jhÈna-
factors and sense-object

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
he develops the second jhÈna on Èpo-kasiÓa, the third jhÈna on tejo-
kasiÓa, the fourth-jhÈna on vÈyo-kasiÓa, ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-jhÈna
by omitting the counter-sign of nÊla-kasiÓa, viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana jhÈna
on pÊta-kasiÓa, Èki~caÒÒÈyatana jhÈna on lohita-kasiÓa, and
nevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana jhÈna on odÈta-kasiÓa. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.
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Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of Those who have attained eight jhÈnas, consisting of four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-four r|pÈvacara-
jhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnasjhÈnas (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the (four jhÈna-method) and four ar|pÈvacara jhÈnas in all the
ten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormalten kasiÓas, may futher develop five or seven supernormal
knowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eightknowledges by practising these jhÈnas in 14 ways, based on eight
KasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓasKasiÓas with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and  with the exception of light-kasiÓa and space-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓaspace-kasiÓa.....

The 14 ways of practice are described below.

(1) KasiÓÈnuloma — Meditation on kasiÓas in forward serial order
The meditator develops a r|pÈvacara jhÈna in turn in eight kasiÓas

in the forward serial order from earth-kasiÓa to white-kasiÓa more
than a thousand times.

(2) KasiÓa-paÔiloma — Meditation on kasiÓas in backward serial
  order

The meditator develops a r|pÈvacara jhÈna in turn in eight kasiÓas
in the backward serial order from white-kasiÓa to pathavÊ-kasiÓa
more than a thousand times.

(3) KasiÓÈnuloma-paÔiloma — developing a r|pÈvacara jhÈna on
pathavÊ-kasiÓa up to white kasiÓa in the forward serial order and
developing the same r|pÈvacara jhÈna on white kasiÓa up to pathavÊ-
kasiÓa in the backward serial order more than a thousand times.

(4) JhÈna-anuloma — developing the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna up to
nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna in the forward serial order on each
kasiÓa more than a thousand times.

(5) JhÈna-paÔiloma — developing nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna up
to the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna in the backward serial order on each
kasiÓa more than a thousand times.

(6) JhÈna-anuloma-paÔiloma — developing the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna
up to nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna in the forward serial order
and then back from nevasaÒÒÈ-nÈsaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna to the first
r|pÈvacara jhÈna in the backward serial order on each kasiÓa more
than a thousand times.

(7) JhÈnukkantika — the meditator develops the first r|pÈvacara
jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa and develops the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna on
the same pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then omitting the counter-sign of pathavÊ-
kasiÓa and focusing on the infinite space, he develops ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈ-

yatana jhÈna. Then jumbing over viÒÒÈmaÒcÈyatana jhÈna, he de-
velops ÈkincaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna. He practises in the same way on
other kasiÓas repeatedly, jumping over one jhÈna at a time.

(8) KasiÓukkantika — he develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna first on
pathavÊ-kasiÓa, next on tejo-kasiÓa,next on nÊla-kasiÓa, and next on
lohita-kasiÓa, jumping over one kasiÓa at a time. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.

(9) JhÈna-kasiÓukkantika — Practising by jumping over both jhÈna
and kasiÓa

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Next
he develops the third r|pÈvacara jhÈna on tejo-kasiÓa. Next he
develops ÈkincaÒÒÈyatana jhÈna on lohita-kasiÓa. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.

(10) A~ga-sa~kantika — Developing jhÈnas by changing jhÈna-
factors

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
on the same pathavÊ-kasiÓa, he develops the second jhÈna, the third
jhÈna and the fourth jhÈna. He practises repeatedly more than a
thousand times.

(11) Œrammana-sa~kantika — Developing jhÈnas by changing the
sense-object

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
he develops the same first jhÈna on Èpo-kasiÓa, tejo-kasiÓa and so
on in the forward serial order up to white-kasiÓa. He practises
repeatedly more than a thousand times.

(12) A~gÈrammana-sa~kantika — Practising by changing both jhÈna-
factors and sense-object

He develops the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna on pathavÊ-kasiÓa. Then
he develops the second jhÈna on Èpo-kasiÓa, the third jhÈna on tejo-
kasiÓa, the fourth-jhÈna on vÈyo-kasiÓa, ÈkÈsÈnaÒcÈyatana-jhÈna
by omitting the counter-sign of nÊla-kasiÓa, viÒÒÈnaÒcÈyatana jhÈna
on pÊta-kasiÓa, Èki~caÒÒÈyatana jhÈna on lohita-kasiÓa, and
nevasaÒÒÈnÈsaÒÒÈ-yatana jhÈna on odÈta-kasiÓa. He practises re-
peatedly more than a thousand times.
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(13) A~gavavatthÈpana — Developing jhÈnas by taking note of jhÈna
factors

He takes note that the first r|pÈvacara jhÈna contains five jhÈna-
factors, the second jhÈna contains three jhÈna-factors, the third jhÈna
contains two jhÈna factos (sukha, ekaggatÈ), the fourth jhÈna and
the four ar|pÈvacara-jhÈnas also each contains two jhÈna-factors
(upekkhÈ, akaggatÈ). He practises repeatedly.

(14) Œrammana-vavatthÈna — Developing jhÈnas by taking note of
the sense-objects

He takes note that this is pathavÊ-kasiÓa, this is Èpo-kasiÓa, this is
tejo-kasiÓa, ... this is odÈta-kasiÓa. He practises repeatedly.

By practising very skilfully in (14) ways as described above, the
mind becomes well tamed, very serene and very delicate. Without
practising in this way, an ordinary person cannot develop super-
normal powers.

• The Eight Qualities of the Mind required for Developing• The Eight Qualities of the Mind required for Developing• The Eight Qualities of the Mind required for Developing• The Eight Qualities of the Mind required for Developing• The Eight Qualities of the Mind required for Developing

Supernormal PowersSupernormal PowersSupernormal PowersSupernormal PowersSupernormal Powers

(1) The mind must be very pure and serene when the person develops
  the fourth r|pÈvacara-jhÈna.

(2) With the support of equanÊmity (tatramajjhattatÈ cetasika) the
  mindfulness (sati) must be totally pure, making the mind also
  totally pure.

(3) On account of the total purity, the pure mind appears glittering
   like polished refined gold.

(4) Having discarded happiness and joy (sukha, somanassa), which
  are the causes of greed (lobha), and also having discarded sorrow
  and distress (dukkha, domanassa), which are the causes of anger
 (dosa), the mind is free from the defilements of greed and
 anger.

(5) Because of the freedom from defilements and taints, the mind is
   totally free from impurities which soil and oppress the mind.

(6) As the fourth jhÈna has been well developed with fivefold
  mastery, and the mind has been tamed and trained in fourteen
  ways, the mental stream becomes pliable and delicate so as to be

  amenable to his wishes.

(7) Because the mental stream becomes pliable and delicate, it also
  becomes amenable and suitable to the development of supernor-
  mal powers.

(8) Because the mind is totally pure, tender, amenable and suitable
  to the development of supernormal powers, and also being en-

    couraged and supported by five powers and five faculties, the
  mind becomes serene and unshakable.

- Being encouraged and supported by faith (saddhÈ), the mind is
not shaken by faithlessness.

- Being encouraged and supported by effort (viriya), the mind is
not shaken by laziness.

- Being encouraged and supported by mindfulness (sati), the mind
is not shaken by heedlessness.

- Being encouraged and supported by concentration (samÈdhi), the
mind is not shaken by restlessness (uddacca).

- Being encouraged and supported by wisdom (paÒÒÈ), the mind is
not shaken by ignorance (moha).

- Being accompanied by the light of wisdom, the pure mind is not
shaken by the darkness of defilements (kilesÈs).

- Being encouraged and supported by these six dhammas, the mind
is firmly established and unshaken.

The mind, which is endowed with these eight attributes, finds it
easy, needing only an inclination, for realization of the Dhamma
that should be realized by means of supernormal knowledge. It is
the near essential foundation for developing supernormal
knowledges.

• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges

1 Iddhividha AbhiÒÒa — Powers of creating various forms, various
objects, ornaments, making much what is little, making many what
is few, making near what is far away, making objects and persons
invisible, diving into the earth, walking on water, flying through the
air, walking across mountains, etc.

2 Dibbasota-abhiÒÒa — Divine ear like celestial ear or clairaudience,
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(8) Because the mind is totally pure, tender, amenable and suitable
  to the development of supernormal powers, and also being en-

    couraged and supported by five powers and five faculties, the
  mind becomes serene and unshakable.

- Being encouraged and supported by faith (saddhÈ), the mind is
not shaken by faithlessness.

- Being encouraged and supported by effort (viriya), the mind is
not shaken by laziness.

- Being encouraged and supported by mindfulness (sati), the mind
is not shaken by heedlessness.

- Being encouraged and supported by concentration (samÈdhi), the
mind is not shaken by restlessness (uddacca).

- Being encouraged and supported by wisdom (paÒÒÈ), the mind is
not shaken by ignorance (moha).

- Being accompanied by the light of wisdom, the pure mind is not
shaken by the darkness of defilements (kilesÈs).

- Being encouraged and supported by these six dhammas, the mind
is firmly established and unshaken.

The mind, which is endowed with these eight attributes, finds it
easy, needing only an inclination, for realization of the Dhamma
that should be realized by means of supernormal knowledge. It is
the near essential foundation for developing supernormal
knowledges.

• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges• Five or Seven Mundane Supernormal Knowledges

1 Iddhividha AbhiÒÒa — Powers of creating various forms, various
objects, ornaments, making much what is little, making many what
is few, making near what is far away, making objects and persons
invisible, diving into the earth, walking on water, flying through the
air, walking across mountains, etc.

2 Dibbasota-abhiÒÒa — Divine ear like celestial ear or clairaudience,
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which enables one to hear very subtle or coarse sounds, very far
and near sounds, celetial voices, etc.

3 Paracitta-vijÈÒana or Cetopariya-ÒÈÓa — Power to penetrate the
minds of others to discern their thoughts.

4 PubbenivÈsÈnussati-abhiÒÒa — Power to recollect and remember
the former existences of oneself and of others, former events, former
learnings, former worlds, etc.

5 Dibba-cakkhu or Cut|papÈta-ÒÈÓa — Power of clairvoyance which
enables one to see very subtle or coarse things, very far away and
near things, celestial worlds and woeful abodes, dying persons and
their new existences after death, hidden persons and covered things,
etc.

6 YathÈkamm|pagaÒÈÓa — Power of seeing beings in 31 planes of
existence and knowing their respective kammas which have given
rise to their present respective existences.

7 AnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓa — Divine Eye or Power of knowing the future
existences of oneself and of others, future events, future worlds,
etc.

So we may say that there are seven mundane supernormal
knowledges (lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs), but when we count five mundane
supernormal knowledges, the supernormal knowledges (6) and (7)
are included in Divine Eye. The reason is that when a person can
develop Divine Eye, YathÈkamm|pagaÒaÓa and AnÈgataÑsaÒÈÓa
also arise in him.

When we count six supernormal knowledges in Arahants, weWhen we count six supernormal knowledges in Arahants, weWhen we count six supernormal knowledges in Arahants, weWhen we count six supernormal knowledges in Arahants, weWhen we count six supernormal knowledges in Arahants, we
add a supramundane supernormal knowledge add a supramundane supernormal knowledge add a supramundane supernormal knowledge add a supramundane supernormal knowledge add a supramundane supernormal knowledge (lokuttara-abhiÒÒÈ)(lokuttara-abhiÒÒÈ)(lokuttara-abhiÒÒÈ)(lokuttara-abhiÒÒÈ)(lokuttara-abhiÒÒÈ)
to five mundane supernormal knowledges to five mundane supernormal knowledges to five mundane supernormal knowledges to five mundane supernormal knowledges to five mundane supernormal knowledges (lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs)(lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs)(lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs)(lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs)(lokiya-abhiÒÒÈs). . . . . For
example ChaÄÈbhiÒÒa is an Arahant, who possesses six supramundane
knowledges; the sixth supernormal knowledge is the supramundane
supernormal knowledge, called Arahatta-magga.

8 Œsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa — arahatta-magga-ÒÈÓa which extincts all can-
kers (Èsavas) or defilements.

The five mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable throughThe five mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable throughThe five mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable throughThe five mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable throughThe five mundane supernormal knowledges are attainable through
the uthe uthe uthe uthe utttttmost perfection of mental concentration most perfection of mental concentration most perfection of mental concentration most perfection of mental concentration most perfection of mental concentration (samÈdhi)(samÈdhi)(samÈdhi)(samÈdhi)(samÈdhi) and they and they and they and they and they
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are the culmination of tranquility-meditation are the culmination of tranquility-meditation are the culmination of tranquility-meditation are the culmination of tranquility-meditation are the culmination of tranquility-meditation (samatha-bhÈvanÈ)(samatha-bhÈvanÈ)(samatha-bhÈvanÈ)(samatha-bhÈvanÈ)(samatha-bhÈvanÈ).....

The supramundane supernormal power, i.e., The supramundane supernormal power, i.e., The supramundane supernormal power, i.e., The supramundane supernormal power, i.e., The supramundane supernormal power, i.e., Asavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaAsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaAsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaAsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓaAsavakkhaya-ÒÈÓa,,,,,
which is which is which is which is which is Arahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓaArahatta-magga-ÒÈÓa, is attainable by undertaking in-, is attainable by undertaking in-, is attainable by undertaking in-, is attainable by undertaking in-, is attainable by undertaking in-
sight-meditation sight-meditation sight-meditation sight-meditation sight-meditation (((((VVVVVipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ)ipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ)ipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ)ipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ)ipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ). It is the culmination of. It is the culmination of. It is the culmination of. It is the culmination of. It is the culmination of
vipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈvipassanÈ-bhÈvanÈ.....
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CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ CHAPTER [ 1212121212 ] ] ] ] ]

THE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MIND

• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom

For the highest supramundane development of the mind the Buddha
taught the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Noble Training
of Morality, the Noble Training of Concentration and the Noble
Training of Wisdom.

[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality is accomplished by cultivating the
Higher Morality for Overall Purity (pages 270-271)

[[[[[22222] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration is accomplished by undertak-
ing Mindfulness of Breathing to develop the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas
(pp. 274-284) and developing eight jhÈna attainments by Meditation
on Ten KasiÓas (pp. 284-288)

The Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of Wisdom consists of the remaining five stages of
purification of the mind according to the systematic Purification of
the Mind described below. They will be described in this Chapter.

• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind

According to Rathavinita Sutta (M.1.190-205) and Visuddhi Magga
(Vs. 2. 73), the mind is systematically purified in seven stages:

1. SÊla-Visuddhi — Purification of Morality,

2. Citta-Visuddhi — Purification of the Mind by developing the
right concentration,

3. DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi — Purification of View,

4. Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-Visuddhi — Purification by overcoming Doubts,

5. MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana — Purification by knowledge and

-Visuddhi Vision of the Path and Not-path,

6. PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassanaVisuddhi  — Purification by Knowledge and
Vision of the Way,

7. ©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi  — Purification by Knowledge and Vision.

[[[[[33333] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)

To develop the purity of view, the meditator must get rid of the
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basic wrong view of personality-belpersonality-belpersonality-belpersonality-belpersonality-beliiiiiefefefefef     (SakkÈya-diÔÔhi) and Ego-Ego-Ego-Ego-Ego-
illusionillusionillusionillusionillusion     (AttadiÔÔhi) , thinking that ‘I’, ‘person’, ‘self’, ‘atta’, ‘soul’,
or ‘ego’ exists. This basic wrong view makes one very selfish,
thinking of only one’s welfare and not others’ welfare, and it prompted
the British Prime Minister William GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam Gladstone     to make the state-
ment: “Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”
Based on this basic wrong view, many wrong views arise in the
world.

To get rid of this basic wrong view, one must analyse body and
mind into their ultimate components called ultimate materialities and
ultimate mentalities, and define each materiality and each mentality
precisely by their respective charateristics, functions, manifesta-
tions and the proximate causes for their arising.

So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-
materiality materiality materiality materiality materiality (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.
To begin with what is easier, the defining of materiality is first
conducted in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Meditation
Centres.

(a)(a)(a)(a)(a) Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities (R|pÈ-kammaÔÔhÈna)

The meditator develops the fourth r|pavacara jhÈna that he has
attained either by ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation or white kasiÓa medita-
tion until very bright and brilliant light is emitted. He emerges from
the jhÈna and undertakes “Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”
(CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) meditation,meditation,meditation,meditation,meditation,     which is described quite in
detail in “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Volume I, pp. 212-
228, by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon.

Among the four primary elements, the element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extension
(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)     has the characteristics of hardness, roughness, heaviness,
softness, smoothness and lightness; the element the element the element the element the element of of of of of cohesion cohesion cohesion cohesion cohesion (Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)
has the characteristics of fluidity and cohesiveness; the element ofthe element ofthe element ofthe element ofthe element of
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THE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANETHE HIGHEST SUPRAMUNDANE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MINDDEVELOPMENT OF THE MIND

• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom• Undertaking the Noble Training of Wisdom

For the highest supramundane development of the mind the Buddha
taught the Noble Eightfold Path, consisting of the Noble Training
of Morality, the Noble Training of Concentration and the Noble
Training of Wisdom.

[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality[1] The Training of Morality is accomplished by cultivating the
Higher Morality for Overall Purity (pages 270-271)

[[[[[22222] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration] The Training of Concentration is accomplished by undertak-
ing Mindfulness of Breathing to develop the four r|pÈvacara jhÈnas
(pp. 274-284) and developing eight jhÈna attainments by Meditation
on Ten KasiÓas (pp. 284-288)

The Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of WisdomThe Training of Wisdom consists of the remaining five stages of
purification of the mind according to the systematic Purification of
the Mind described below. They will be described in this Chapter.

• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind• Systematic Purification of the Mind

According to Rathavinita Sutta (M.1.190-205) and Visuddhi Magga
(Vs. 2. 73), the mind is systematically purified in seven stages:

1. SÊla-Visuddhi — Purification of Morality,

2. Citta-Visuddhi — Purification of the Mind by developing the
right concentration,

3. DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi — Purification of View,

4. Ka~khÈvitaraÓa-Visuddhi — Purification by overcoming Doubts,

5. MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana — Purification by knowledge and

-Visuddhi Vision of the Path and Not-path,

6. PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassanaVisuddhi  — Purification by Knowledge and
Vision of the Way,

7. ©ÈÓadassana-Visuddhi  — Purification by Knowledge and Vision.

[[[[[33333] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View] Undertaking the Purification of View (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi) (DiÔÔhi Visuddhi)

To develop the purity of view, the meditator must get rid of the
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basic wrong view of personality-belpersonality-belpersonality-belpersonality-belpersonality-beliiiiiefefefefef     (SakkÈya-diÔÔhi) and Ego-Ego-Ego-Ego-Ego-
illusionillusionillusionillusionillusion     (AttadiÔÔhi) , thinking that ‘I’, ‘person’, ‘self’, ‘atta’, ‘soul’,
or ‘ego’ exists. This basic wrong view makes one very selfish,
thinking of only one’s welfare and not others’ welfare, and it prompted
the British Prime Minister William GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam GladstoneWilliam Gladstone     to make the state-
ment: “Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”“Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race.”
Based on this basic wrong view, many wrong views arise in the
world.
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precisely by their respective charateristics, functions, manifesta-
tions and the proximate causes for their arising.

So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-So a meditator must perform the task of defining mentality-
materiality materiality materiality materiality materiality (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) (nÈma-r|pa) when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.when he enters the field of vipassanÈ.
To begin with what is easier, the defining of materiality is first
conducted in International Pa-auk Forest Buddha SÈsana Meditation
Centres.

(a)(a)(a)(a)(a) Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities  Defining Ultimate Materialities (R|pÈ-kammaÔÔhÈna)

The meditator develops the fourth r|pavacara jhÈna that he has
attained either by ŒnÈpÈnassati meditation or white kasiÓa medita-
tion until very bright and brilliant light is emitted. He emerges from
the jhÈna and undertakes “Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”“Defining of Primary Elements”
(CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) (CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈna) meditation,meditation,meditation,meditation,meditation,     which is described quite in
detail in “The Essence of Visuddhi Magga”, Volume I, pp. 212-
228, by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon.

Among the four primary elements, the element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extensionthe element of extension
(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)(PathavÊ)     has the characteristics of hardness, roughness, heaviness,
softness, smoothness and lightness; the element the element the element the element the element of of of of of cohesion cohesion cohesion cohesion cohesion (Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)(Œpo)
has the characteristics of fluidity and cohesiveness; the element ofthe element ofthe element ofthe element ofthe element of
heat heat heat heat heat (Tejo)(Tejo)(Tejo)(Tejo)(Tejo)     has the characteristics of hotness and coldness; and thethethethethe
element of motion element of motion element of motion element of motion element of motion (VÈyo)(VÈyo)(VÈyo)(VÈyo)(VÈyo)     has the characteristics of supporting
and pushing. So there are 12 characteristics which represent the
four primary elements.
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Then the meditator should start defining the primary elements
thus: “starting from a place in his body where hardness is distinct,
he tries to observe the nature of hardness in every part of his whole
body from head to toe. He repeats this procedure to define the
remaining eleven characteristics one after another.”

OOOOOrrrrr the meditator should give priority to discern the character- the meditator should give priority to discern the character- the meditator should give priority to discern the character- the meditator should give priority to discern the character- the meditator should give priority to discern the character-
istic which is easier to observe than the others. istic which is easier to observe than the others. istic which is easier to observe than the others. istic which is easier to observe than the others. istic which is easier to observe than the others. So he should
discern the pushing characteristic first.the pushing characteristic first.the pushing characteristic first.the pushing characteristic first.the pushing characteristic first.     While he breathes in and
out normally, he should observe the pushing nature at the middle of
his head or at his chest or at his belly wherever it is most distinct.

When he can observe the nature of pushing clearly, he should fix
his meditating mind calmly on the pushing characteristic. When he
can observe the nature of pushing clearly, he gradually extends the
area of observation so that he is aware of the pushing nature in
every part of the body.

Then he should observe the nature of hardness, roughness,the nature of hardness, roughness,the nature of hardness, roughness,the nature of hardness, roughness,the nature of hardness, roughness,
heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, lightness, hotness,heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, lightness, hotness,heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, lightness, hotness,heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, lightness, hotness,heaviness, supporting, softness, smoothness, lightness, hotness,
coldness, cohesiveness coldness, cohesiveness coldness, cohesiveness coldness, cohesiveness coldness, cohesiveness and fluidity fluidity fluidity fluidity fluidity     one after another in the same
manner. Then he should practise to observe the twelve characteris-
tics one after another in the same order.

In practising thus, whichever characteristic he is observing, he
should observe it vividly throughout his whole body from head to
toe. In striving to do so, he accomplishes one round whenever he
completes discerning the twelve characteristics. He should strive to
accomplish two or three rounds per minute.

Then he should rearrange the order of the characteristics to be in
conformity with the order given in the discourse, that is in the
order: hardness, roughness, heaviness, softness, smoothness, light-
ness (for pathavÊ), cohesiveness and fluidity (for Èpo), hotness and
coldness (for tejo), supporting and pushing (for vÈyo).

In this order he should discern each characteristic throughout his
body from head to toe. He should strive on to observe the charac-
teristics more and more quickly until he can discern them about
three rounds per minute.

Then he should take an overall view of the twelve characteristics

by looking from behind the shoulders, giving equal attention to the
upper part of the body and to the lower part of the body. When he
can discern the twelve characteristics quickly and almost simulta-
neously with his wisdom, he should take note of hardness-rough-
ness-heaviness-softness-smoothness-lightness as pathavÊ, cohesive-
ness-fluidity as Èpo, hotness-coldness as tejo, and supporting-push-
ing as vÈyo.

He focuses his mind on the twelve characteristics, which repre-
sent the four primary elements, until very bright and penetrative
light, which enables him to see external objects as well as his inter-
nal organs with closed eyes, is radiated. Then he attains the
neighbourhood concentration,neighbourhood concentration,neighbourhood concentration,neighbourhood concentration,neighbourhood concentration,     the highet concentration attainable
in CatudhÈtu-vavatthÈÓa meditation. As he keeps on focusing his
mind on the twelve characteristics, first a grey colour,  then a white
colour, and then a clear mass like glass or ice generally appear.
This clear mass represents translucent materialities in the body.
When he continues to discern the twelve characteristics in the clear
mass, the mass breaks into very tiny material groups which make
up the body.

The material groups arise and perish very rapidly. He continues
to discern the twelve characteristics in the material groups with his
wisdom as he has discerned them in his body. When he can ob-
serve the twelve characteristics, he knows that the four primary
elements are present in each material group.

After that, he tries to discern the derived materialities in each
material group by discerning their respective characteristics with
wisdom. He should analyse the material groups in accordance with
five sense-doors, namely, the eye-door, the ear-door, the nose-door,
the tongue-door and the body-door. Thus he comes to know all the
24 derived materialities as well. He also defines each ultimate mate-
riality by its characteristic, function, manifestation and the proxi-
mate cause for its arising in himself as well as in others.

(((((bbbbb) Defining Ultimate Mentatlities ) Defining Ultimate Mentatlities ) Defining Ultimate Mentatlities ) Defining Ultimate Mentatlities ) Defining Ultimate Mentatlities (NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)(NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)(NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)(NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)(NÈma-kammaÔÔhÈna)

Ultimate mentalities are consciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousnessconsciousness     (citta) and mental factorsmental factorsmental factorsmental factorsmental factors
(cetasikas), which together make up the mind. According to Abhi-
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dhammÈ Commentary39, more than a thousand billion minds arise
and perish one after another incessantly per second, and conscious-
ness and mental factors have no form and no shape just like en-
ergy. As scientists cannot even detect the mind, how can we ob-
serve the components of the mind?

Abhidhammattha Sa~gaha40 describes that life-continuum conslife-continuum conslife-continuum conslife-continuum conslife-continuum cons-----
ciousness,ciousness,ciousness,ciousness,ciousness,     that is the series of kamma-resultant consciousness that
keeps us alive, functions as the mind door,mind door,mind door,mind door,mind door,     in which ultimate men-
talities, ultimate materialities, past sense-objects, future sense-ob-
jects and NibbÈna can appear, giving rise to mind-door cognitive
series of consciousnesses, which can observe all sense-objects that
appear in the mind-door.

So ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities can be observed
by the minds that arise in the mind-door cognitive series. In other
words, we can see ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities
with our moral minds which are associated with the right concen-
tration (sammÈsamÈdhi).

In order to discern mentalities, a meditator must first observe (1)
the physical base (vatthu) on which consciousness and mental fac-
tors depend on for their arising, and (2) the sense-object taken by
consciousness and mental factors.41

According to Abhiddhamma Commentary42 the visible-object ap-
pears at the eye-door and at the mind-door simultaneously; the
sound appears at the ear-door and at the mind-door simultaneously;
and so on. So the meditator first develops the fourth r|pÈvacara
jhÈna or the right concentration that he has attained until very bright
and penetrative light is radiated.

He observes the eye-door (cakkhu-pasÈda = eye-translucent ma-
teriality) and the mind-door (life-continuum consciousness) together,
and then observes a visible object striking the two doors simulta-
neously. Then he discerns the cognitive saries of consciousnesses
that arises as follows.

The Highest Supramundane Development of the Mind    v 299 300 v  The Great Discovery of Ultimate Science

39. S.A. 2. 295 40. M.1. 199-205

41. Vs. 2. 252-253 42. Abhi. A. 1. 114

 -Bh- “Ti-Na-Da-Pa-Ca-Sp-St-Vo-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-”Bh-

Bh = bhava~ga-stream = life-continuum consciousness;

Ti = atÊta-bhava~ga = passed life-continuum which passed by
from the time the sense-object strikes the sense-door to the
time the object appears at the door;

Na = bhava~gacalana  = vibrating life-continuum which occurs
when the sense-object appears at he sense-door;

Da = bhava~gupaccheda = arrested life-continuum = the life-
continuum is cut off after this consciousness and the cognitive
series of consciousness starts to arise;

Pa = PaÒcadvÈrÈvajjana = five-door directing consciousness; it
apprehends or takes notice of the sense-object;

Ca = Cakkhu-viÒÒÈÓa = eye-consciousness; it sees the sense-
object;

Sp = SampaÔicchana = receiving consciousness; it receives the
sense-object transmitted by the eye-consciousness;

St = SantÊrana citta = investigating consciousness; it investigates
the sense-object;

Vo = VoÔÔhapana = determining consciousness; it determines
whether the sense-object is good or bad;

Ja = Javana citta = impulsive consciousness; it knows the sense-
object and enjoys the taste of the sense-object;

Td = TadÈlambana = registering consciousness; it follows javana-
cittas and continues enjoying the sense-object;

Bh = Bhava~ga-stream = life-continuum flows on.

Similar cognitive series arise at the ear-door, the nose-door, the
tongue-door and the body-door when the corresponding sense-ob-
jects appear at the respective doors. We just need to change the
eye-consciousness to the ear-consciousness, the nose-consciousness,
the tongue-consciousness, or the body-consciousness in the respec-
tive cognitive series.

The five-door cognitive series of consciousnesses know the sense-
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objects only roughly. To know the detailed features of the sense-
objects, several consequent mind-door cognitive series of
consciousnesses arise, taking the past sense-object of each of the
above five-door cognitive series soon after that cognitive series
terminates.

Indeed the mind functions as a super-computer storing up billions
of sense-data in the mental stream and identifying each sense-object
presently observed by matching it with the stored-up data. So we
remember the sense-objects that we have seen before.

• Independent • Independent • Independent • Independent • Independent MMMMMind-door ind-door ind-door ind-door ind-door CCCCCognitive ognitive ognitive ognitive ognitive SSSSSeries of eries of eries of eries of eries of CCCCConsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnesses
also arises when a mind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-object     (very subtle object that cannot
appear in the five sense-doors) appears in the mind-door as follows.

Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-”Bh-

The symbols have the same significance as described earlier. ‘Ma’
stands for ManodvÈrÈvajjana which functions as the mind-door
directing or apprehending consciousness as well as determining
consciousness as VoÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be absent for sense-objects
of fairly great intensity; it arises only when the sense-object is of
very great intensity.

Although the minds arise and perish extremely rapidly, after a
cognitive series of consciousnesses arises and perishes, it can be
reobserved in the mind-door as a past sense-object. Then it can be
discerned and examined in detail in slow motion and each con-
sciousness can be known precisely by its characteristic, function,
manifestation and proximate cause.

After discerning each consciousness in the cognitive series, the
meditator then investigates the mental factors that associate with
each consciousness. He investigates whether the characteristic, func-
tion, manifestation and the proximate cause for arising of phassa,
which makes contact between consciousness and the sense-object,
is present or not in the consciousness he is investigating. In this way
he knows all the mental factors that associate with each consciousness.
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The characteristic, the function, the manifestation and the proxi-
mate cause for the arising of each and every ultimate materiality
and ultimate mentality (consciousness and mental factors) are des-
cribed in Visuddhi Magga43. So the meditator can refer to these
descriptions for identifying each consciousness and each mental
factor by their respective characteristics, functions, manifestations
and proximate causes.

• The Characteristic of Not-self • The Characteristic of Not-self • The Characteristic of Not-self • The Characteristic of Not-self • The Characteristic of Not-self (Anatta) (Anatta) (Anatta) (Anatta) (Anatta) Becomes DistinctBecomes DistinctBecomes DistinctBecomes DistinctBecomes Distinct

It is very important to analyse each mental group (mind) and each
material group (r|pa-kalÈpa) into their ultimate components in or-
der to know ultimate realities (paramatthas) and the characteristic
of ‘not-self’ ‘not-self’ ‘not-self’ ‘not-self’ ‘not-self’ or ‘no-soul’ ‘no-soul’ ‘no-soul’ ‘no-soul’ ‘no-soul’     (anatta). The mental groups or minds and
material groups are not divisible into their components. However,
we can achieve analytical understanding of each ultimate compo-
nent in each group by penetrative investigation with wisdom associ-
ated with the right concentration about the characteristic, function,
manifestation and proximate cause. In this way we can know pre-
cisely all the components of each mind and each material group.

The not-self or no-soul (anatta) characteristic is known
only in Buddhism; it is not known outside Buddhism. The
not-self or no-soul (anatta) characteristic is not disinct and not
known, because it is covered up by compactness as groups.
If the compactness can be penetrated and analysed with wis-
dom associated with the right concentration, the not-self or
no-soul characteristic becomes clear and evident as it really
is.44,45

When the meditator has defined all consciousnesses, all mental
factors and all ultimate materialities internally in himself, he also
defines them externally in others to understand that everyone is
made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities that can
be classified as five aggregates of grasping or clinging.

43. “The Essense of  Visuddhi Magga.” Vol. II,

        by Dr. Mehm Tin Mon, pp. 42-48, 88-101.

44. Abhi. A. 2. 47 45. Vs. 2. 276
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objects only roughly. To know the detailed features of the sense-
objects, several consequent mind-door cognitive series of
consciousnesses arise, taking the past sense-object of each of the
above five-door cognitive series soon after that cognitive series
terminates.

Indeed the mind functions as a super-computer storing up billions
of sense-data in the mental stream and identifying each sense-object
presently observed by matching it with the stored-up data. So we
remember the sense-objects that we have seen before.

• Independent • Independent • Independent • Independent • Independent MMMMMind-door ind-door ind-door ind-door ind-door CCCCCognitive ognitive ognitive ognitive ognitive SSSSSeries of eries of eries of eries of eries of CCCCConsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnessesonsciousnesses
also arises when a mind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-objectmind-object     (very subtle object that cannot
appear in the five sense-doors) appears in the mind-door as follows.

Bh- “Na-Da-Ma-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja-Td-Td-”Bh-

The symbols have the same significance as described earlier. ‘Ma’
stands for ManodvÈrÈvajjana which functions as the mind-door
directing or apprehending consciousness as well as determining
consciousness as VoÔÔhapana. ‘Td’ will be absent for sense-objects
of fairly great intensity; it arises only when the sense-object is of
very great intensity.
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manifestation and proximate cause.
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meditator then investigates the mental factors that associate with
each consciousness. He investigates whether the characteristic, func-
tion, manifestation and the proximate cause for arising of phassa,
which makes contact between consciousness and the sense-object,
is present or not in the consciousness he is investigating. In this way
he knows all the mental factors that associate with each consciousness.
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cisely all the components of each mind and each material group.

The not-self or no-soul (anatta) characteristic is known
only in Buddhism; it is not known outside Buddhism. The
not-self or no-soul (anatta) characteristic is not disinct and not
known, because it is covered up by compactness as groups.
If the compactness can be penetrated and analysed with wis-
dom associated with the right concentration, the not-self or
no-soul characteristic becomes clear and evident as it really
is.44,45

When the meditator has defined all consciousnesses, all mental
factors and all ultimate materialities internally in himself, he also
defines them externally in others to understand that everyone is
made up of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities that can
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• Discerning Five Aggregates of Grasping • Discerning Five Aggregates of Grasping • Discerning Five Aggregates of Grasping • Discerning Five Aggregates of Grasping • Discerning Five Aggregates of Grasping (UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)(UpÈdÈnakkhandhas)

The five aggregates of grasping, that represent the Noble Truth
of Suffering and that have to be investigated in vipassanÈ medita-
tion, are as follows.

1. R|pupÈdÈnakkhandha = Materiality-aggregate of grasping com-
prising 28 kinds of ultimate materialities;

2. VedanupÈdÈnakkhandha = Feeling-aggregate of grasping com-
prising feeling mental factors associated with 81 mundane cons-
ciousnesses.

3. SaÒÒupÈdÈnakkhandha = Perception-aggregate of grasping
comprising perception mental factors associated with 81 mun-
dane consciousnesses;

4. Sa~khÈrupÈdÈnakkhandha = Aggregate of mental formations of
grasping comprising 50 mundane mental factors other than feel-
ing and perception.

5. ViÒÒÈnupÈdÈnakkhandha = Consciousness-aggregate of grasp-
ing comprising 81 mundane consciousnesses.

When the meditator vividly observes and understands that thereWhen the meditator vividly observes and understands that thereWhen the meditator vividly observes and understands that thereWhen the meditator vividly observes and understands that thereWhen the meditator vividly observes and understands that there
are only five aggregates of grasping in all living beings and in theare only five aggregates of grasping in all living beings and in theare only five aggregates of grasping in all living beings and in theare only five aggregates of grasping in all living beings and in theare only five aggregates of grasping in all living beings and in the
universe and that they are arising due to causes and perishing veryuniverse and that they are arising due to causes and perishing veryuniverse and that they are arising due to causes and perishing veryuniverse and that they are arising due to causes and perishing veryuniverse and that they are arising due to causes and perishing very
rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called ‘per-rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called ‘per-rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called ‘per-rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called ‘per-rapidly and incessantly, leaving nothing that can be called ‘per-
son’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’, he can dismiss the wrong view ofson’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’, he can dismiss the wrong view ofson’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’, he can dismiss the wrong view ofson’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’, he can dismiss the wrong view ofson’, ‘self’, ‘soul’ or ‘ego’, he can dismiss the wrong view of
‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ ‘personality-belief’ (sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi)(sakkÈya-diÔÔhi) and ‘ego-illusion’  and ‘ego-illusion’  and ‘ego-illusion’  and ‘ego-illusion’  and ‘ego-illusion’ (atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)(atta-diÔÔhi)
and attain ‘the Purity of View’ and attain ‘the Purity of View’ and attain ‘the Purity of View’ and attain ‘the Purity of View’ and attain ‘the Purity of View’ (DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi)(DiÔÔhi-visuddhi).....

1  1  1  1  1  The Knowledge of Defining Mentality-Materiality ArisesThe Knowledge of Defining Mentality-Materiality ArisesThe Knowledge of Defining Mentality-Materiality ArisesThe Knowledge of Defining Mentality-Materiality ArisesThe Knowledge of Defining Mentality-Materiality Arises

The knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mentalThe knowledge of defining each consciousness, each mental
factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their characteris-factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their characteris-factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their characteris-factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their characteris-factor and each ultimate materiality by means of their characteris-
tics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes is known astics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes is known astics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes is known astics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes is known astics, functions, manifestations and proximate causes is known as
‘the Knowledge of defining mentality-materiality’ ‘the Knowledge of defining mentality-materiality’ ‘the Knowledge of defining mentality-materiality’ ‘the Knowledge of defining mentality-materiality’ ‘the Knowledge of defining mentality-materiality’ (NÈma-r|pa-(NÈma-r|pa-(NÈma-r|pa-(NÈma-r|pa-(NÈma-r|pa-
pariccheda-ÒÈÓa). pariccheda-ÒÈÓa). pariccheda-ÒÈÓa). pariccheda-ÒÈÓa). pariccheda-ÒÈÓa). This knowledge is the landmark of ‘the PurityThis knowledge is the landmark of ‘the PurityThis knowledge is the landmark of ‘the PurityThis knowledge is the landmark of ‘the PurityThis knowledge is the landmark of ‘the Purity
of View’ of View’ of View’ of View’ of View’ (DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi).(DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi).(DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi).(DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi).(DiÔÔhi-Visuddhi).

[[[[[44444] Undertaking the Purification by Overcoming Doubts] Undertaking the Purification by Overcoming Doubts] Undertaking the Purification by Overcoming Doubts] Undertaking the Purification by Overcoming Doubts] Undertaking the Purification by Overcoming Doubts

The meditator, who has defined materiality and mentality  both
internally in himself and externally in others, must further discern
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the causes that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materiality. Otherwise,
doubt and wrong views may arise in him. He may think that an
Almighty God creates them or there are no causes which produce
them. Since doubt (vicikicchÈ) and wrong view (diÔÔhi) are defile-
ments (kilesÈs), they must be got rid off.
(a) Discerning the Causes Which Produce Materialities(a) Discerning the Causes Which Produce Materialities(a) Discerning the Causes Which Produce Materialities(a) Discerning the Causes Which Produce Materialities(a) Discerning the Causes Which Produce Materialities

Visuddhi Magga describes four causes — kamma, citta, utu (heat),
ojÈ (nutriment) — which can produce materiality.

The meditator develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna until it radi-
ates brilliant and penetrative wisdom light. He comes out of the
jhÈna and focuses his attention on his consciousness (citta) which
arises in the heart depending on a heart-base. When he bends his
finger, he can see thousands of consciousness-born material-groups
(cittaja-r|pa), arising and dissolving and also causing his fore-fin-
ger to bend. He can also understand that all his bodily movements
are caused by arising and perishing of consciousness-born material
groups.

Next he focuses his attention on a material group and discerns a
series of heat-born material groups produced by the heat (tejo) in
the material group.

He can also discern another stream of nutriment-born material
groups produced by the nutriment (ojÈ) in the material group in
combinaton with the external nutriment.

When he can discern the kamma that gives rise to the present
existence, he can also observe kamma-born material groups being
incessantly produced by that kamma at every sub-moment.

(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities
The causes which give rise to mentalities are the 12 bases

(Èyatanas), consisting of six internal bases (sense-doors) and six
external bases (sense-objects)

Next he investigates with the right thought and the right under-
standing the causes which give rise to mentalities. Again with the
help of the glittering, penetrative wisdom-light he discerns clearly
that the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness arises due to the
contact between the eye-door and a visible object; the ear-door
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the causes that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materialitycauses that give rise to mentality and materiality. Otherwise,
doubt and wrong views may arise in him. He may think that an
Almighty God creates them or there are no causes which produce
them. Since doubt (vicikicchÈ) and wrong view (diÔÔhi) are defile-
ments (kilesÈs), they must be got rid off.
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Visuddhi Magga describes four causes — kamma, citta, utu (heat),
ojÈ (nutriment) — which can produce materiality.

The meditator develops the fourth r|pÈvacara jhÈna until it radi-
ates brilliant and penetrative wisdom light. He comes out of the
jhÈna and focuses his attention on his consciousness (citta) which
arises in the heart depending on a heart-base. When he bends his
finger, he can see thousands of consciousness-born material-groups
(cittaja-r|pa), arising and dissolving and also causing his fore-fin-
ger to bend. He can also understand that all his bodily movements
are caused by arising and perishing of consciousness-born material
groups.

Next he focuses his attention on a material group and discerns a
series of heat-born material groups produced by the heat (tejo) in
the material group.

He can also discern another stream of nutriment-born material
groups produced by the nutriment (ojÈ) in the material group in
combinaton with the external nutriment.

When he can discern the kamma that gives rise to the present
existence, he can also observe kamma-born material groups being
incessantly produced by that kamma at every sub-moment.

(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities(b) Discerning the Causes which give rise to Mentalities
The causes which give rise to mentalities are the 12 bases

(Èyatanas), consisting of six internal bases (sense-doors) and six
external bases (sense-objects)

Next he investigates with the right thought and the right under-
standing the causes which give rise to mentalities. Again with the
help of the glittering, penetrative wisdom-light he discerns clearly
that the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness arises due to the
contact between the eye-door and a visible object; the ear-door
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cognitive series of consciousness arises due to the contact between
the ear-door and an audible sound, and so on. Attention(manasikÈra)
to the sense object that appears at the sense-door must also be
present for each cognitive series to arise.

In the case of impulsive consciousness (javana cittas), wise reflec-
tion gives rise to moral consciousnesses (kusala cittas), and unwise
reflection gives rise to immoral consciousnesses (akusala cittas).

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) Discarding Sixteen Kinds of DoubtDiscarding Sixteen Kinds of DoubtDiscarding Sixteen Kinds of DoubtDiscarding Sixteen Kinds of DoubtDiscarding Sixteen Kinds of Doubt
Now there still exist five kinds of doubt about the past: "Was I in

the past? Was I not in the past? What was I in the past? How was I
in the past? Having been what, what was I in the past?”

Also there exist five kinds of doubt about the future: "Shall I be
in the future? Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the
future? How shall I be in the future? Having been what, what shall
I be in the future?”

Again there exist six kinds of doubt about the present: "Am I?
Am I not? What am I? How am I? From what existence comes this
existence? What existence will follow the present existence?"

These 16 kinds of doubt can be discarded only when the medita-
tor can penetratively  discern the causal relations of Dependent
Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda).

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Discerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
The Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded Œnanda that beings have to undergo

the round of rebirths life after life, because they do not understand
properly and penetratively the causal relations of Dependent Origi-
nation or Dependent Arising.

Also in Visuddhi Magga46 and Abhidhamma Commentary47 it is
clearly stated thus:

"There is no one, even in  a dream, who has emancipated
from the round of misery without the ability to break through
the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations of the saÑsÈra ma-
chine with his wisdom sword which has been sharpened on
the sacred whetstone of concentration."

The Highest Supramundane Development of the Mind    v 305 306 v  The Great Discovery of Ultimate Science

Thus the causal relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda must be discerned
and verified by insight wisdom to clarify all doubts and straighten
all wrong views.

The meditator, who can define mentality-materiality in himself
and in others, can also trace his mental stream backward to past
existences and forward to future existences. He develops the fourth
r|pÈvacara jhÈna or the right concentration until very brilliant light
arises. He discerns his mentalities and materialities, arising and per-
ishing very rapidly and incessantly. He traces his mental stream
backward until he reaches the rebirth-consciousness. He discerns
and defines the consciousness, its associated mental factors, kamma-
born-materialities including sense-bases or sense-doors, the contact
of sense-base and sense-object and the resultant feeling.

So now he knows the present five effects pertaining to the present
existence: rebirth consciousness and its associated mental factors,
kamma-born materiality including the sense-bases (salÈyatana), the
contact of the sense-base with the sense-object, and the resultant
feeling.

Then he goes on tracing the series of mentality- materiality back-
ward in the immediate past existence, the important events and the
actions done in that existence. He can actually observe his past
existence, the important events and the actions done in that exis-
tence. Then he focuses his mind on the mentality-materiality which
arose at the time of near-death when the near-death sign appeared.
From this sign he discerns the kamma-formations and the kamma
which produces the present existence. He can also discern the three
supporting forces, that is, ingorance, craving and  grasping, from
their accompanying consciousness which arose at the time when
the near-death sign appeared.

Next he tries to discern whether the past five causes gave rise to
the present five effects. He can see the arising of the five effects
due to the five causes if they represent the true cause — effect
relation. He also feels convinced that the past existence was his real
existence.

Then he traces the series of mentality-materiality backward  in his
first past existence until he discerns the rebirth consciousness, its46. Vs. 2. 221                  47. Abhi. A. 2. 129
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in the past? Having been what, what was I in the past?”

Also there exist five kinds of doubt about the future: "Shall I be
in the future? Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the
future? How shall I be in the future? Having been what, what shall
I be in the future?”

Again there exist six kinds of doubt about the present: "Am I?
Am I not? What am I? How am I? From what existence comes this
existence? What existence will follow the present existence?"

These 16 kinds of doubt can be discarded only when the medita-
tor can penetratively  discern the causal relations of Dependent
Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda).

(d) (d) (d) (d) (d) Discerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent OriginationDiscerning the Causal Relations of Dependent Origination
The Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded ŒnandaThe Buddha has reminded Œnanda that beings have to undergo

the round of rebirths life after life, because they do not understand
properly and penetratively the causal relations of Dependent Origi-
nation or Dependent Arising.

Also in Visuddhi Magga46 and Abhidhamma Commentary47 it is
clearly stated thus:

"There is no one, even in  a dream, who has emancipated
from the round of misery without the ability to break through
the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations of the saÑsÈra ma-
chine with his wisdom sword which has been sharpened on
the sacred whetstone of concentration."
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Thus the causal relations of PaÔiccasamuppÈda must be discerned
and verified by insight wisdom to clarify all doubts and straighten
all wrong views.

The meditator, who can define mentality-materiality in himself
and in others, can also trace his mental stream backward to past
existences and forward to future existences. He develops the fourth
r|pÈvacara jhÈna or the right concentration until very brilliant light
arises. He discerns his mentalities and materialities, arising and per-
ishing very rapidly and incessantly. He traces his mental stream
backward until he reaches the rebirth-consciousness. He discerns
and defines the consciousness, its associated mental factors, kamma-
born-materialities including sense-bases or sense-doors, the contact
of sense-base and sense-object and the resultant feeling.

So now he knows the present five effects pertaining to the present
existence: rebirth consciousness and its associated mental factors,
kamma-born materiality including the sense-bases (salÈyatana), the
contact of the sense-base with the sense-object, and the resultant
feeling.

Then he goes on tracing the series of mentality- materiality back-
ward in the immediate past existence, the important events and the
actions done in that existence. He can actually observe his past
existence, the important events and the actions done in that exis-
tence. Then he focuses his mind on the mentality-materiality which
arose at the time of near-death when the near-death sign appeared.
From this sign he discerns the kamma-formations and the kamma
which produces the present existence. He can also discern the three
supporting forces, that is, ingorance, craving and  grasping, from
their accompanying consciousness which arose at the time when
the near-death sign appeared.

Next he tries to discern whether the past five causes gave rise to
the present five effects. He can see the arising of the five effects
due to the five causes if they represent the true cause — effect
relation. He also feels convinced that the past existence was his real
existence.

Then he traces the series of mentality-materiality backward  in his
first past existence until he discerns the rebirth consciousness, its46. Vs. 2. 221                  47. Abhi. A. 2. 129
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associated mental factors, the kamma-born materiality, the sense
base, the contact of the sense-base with the sense-object and the
resultant feeling.

He then proceeds tracing the series of mentality-materiality in his
second past existence in order to find the five causes in that exis-
tence that give rise to the five effects in the first past existence. If
he is successful, he can proceed to find the cause-effect relation of
hte third past existence and the second past existence.

He must also discern the cause-effect relation of the present exis-
tence with the future existence. So he offers food to the Buddha
again, making a wish what he wants to be in the next existence. If
he wishes to become a celestial being, then thinking the celestial
existence to really exist is ignorance (avijjÈ), the desire to become a
celestial being is craving (taÓhÈ), and clinging to that desire is grasp-
ing (upÈdÈna). His wholesome consciousness and volition for of-
fering food to the Buddha are kamma-formations (sa~khÈra) and
the kamma-seed deposited in his mental stream is kamma-bhava. So
now he has developed the five causes for conditioning a new exis-
tence to arise.

Then he develops the concentration till it radiates very bright light
and intently tries to observe the new existence which will arise due
to the five present causes. Usually the new existence which he has
wished for appears vividly. He discerns the rebirth consciousness
(viÒÒÈÓa), its associated mental factors (nÈma), the kamma-born
materiality (r|pa), the six internal bases (saÄÈyatana),  the contact
(phassa) of the sense-base and the sense-object, and the resultant
feeling(vedanÈ) at the moment of rebirth of the new existence.

He then tries to descern whether the present five causes give rise
to the future five effects. If they are the true cause-effect relation,
he can observe the arising of the five future effects due to the
present five causes. He continues to discern the cause-effect rela-
tion of the first future existence and the second future existence in
a similar way, and so on until he can observe no more future
existence.

So now he has successfully discerned the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal
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relations of his past three existences, the present existence and the
future existences in terms of five causes and five effects.

"Five causes were there in the past;
 Five fruits we find in the present life;
 Five causes do we now produce;
Five fruits we reap in future life."       (Vs.2.214, Ps.50)
He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from

one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:
1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance (((((avijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈ) arise ) arise ) arise ) arise ) arise kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations

     (sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);
2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness

(((((viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa);););););
3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated mentalmentalmentalmentalmental

factors factors factors factors factors (((((~Èma~Èma~Èma~Èma~Èma) and ) and ) and ) and ) and kamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materiality ( ( ( ( (r|par|par|par|par|pa);););););
4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases

(((((saÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatana);););););
5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa) with sense) with sense) with sense) with sense) with sense

object;object;object;object;object;
6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (vedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈ);););););
7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ);););););
8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (upÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈna);););););
9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (kamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhava)))))

and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (upapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhava);););););
10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises

rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) (in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);
11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death (((((jarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓa), ), ), ), ), worryworryworryworryworry

(((((soka)soka)soka)soka)soka), , , , , lamentationlamentationlamentationlamentationlamentation ( ( ( ( (paridevaparidevaparidevaparidevaparideva), ), ), ), ), painpainpainpainpain(((((dukkhadukkhadukkhadukkhadukkha), ), ), ), ), griefgriefgriefgriefgrief ( ( ( ( (domanassadomanassadomanassadomanassadomanassa) and) and) and) and) and
despairdespairdespairdespairdespair ( ( ( ( (upayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsa). (). (). (). (). (S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243).).).).).
After discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the third

past existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the whole
series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-
ing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So he
can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.

When the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for the
arising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughly
investigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups of
existence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced by
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associated mental factors, the kamma-born materiality, the sense
base, the contact of the sense-base with the sense-object and the
resultant feeling.

He then proceeds tracing the series of mentality-materiality in his
second past existence in order to find the five causes in that exis-
tence that give rise to the five effects in the first past existence. If
he is successful, he can proceed to find the cause-effect relation of
hte third past existence and the second past existence.

He must also discern the cause-effect relation of the present exis-
tence with the future existence. So he offers food to the Buddha
again, making a wish what he wants to be in the next existence. If
he wishes to become a celestial being, then thinking the celestial
existence to really exist is ignorance (avijjÈ), the desire to become a
celestial being is craving (taÓhÈ), and clinging to that desire is grasp-
ing (upÈdÈna). His wholesome consciousness and volition for of-
fering food to the Buddha are kamma-formations (sa~khÈra) and
the kamma-seed deposited in his mental stream is kamma-bhava. So
now he has developed the five causes for conditioning a new exis-
tence to arise.

Then he develops the concentration till it radiates very bright light
and intently tries to observe the new existence which will arise due
to the five present causes. Usually the new existence which he has
wished for appears vividly. He discerns the rebirth consciousness
(viÒÒÈÓa), its associated mental factors (nÈma), the kamma-born
materiality (r|pa), the six internal bases (saÄÈyatana),  the contact
(phassa) of the sense-base and the sense-object, and the resultant
feeling(vedanÈ) at the moment of rebirth of the new existence.

He then tries to descern whether the present five causes give rise
to the future five effects. If they are the true cause-effect relation,
he can observe the arising of the five future effects due to the
present five causes. He continues to discern the cause-effect rela-
tion of the first future existence and the second future existence in
a similar way, and so on until he can observe no more future
existence.

So now he has successfully discerned the PaÔiccasamuppÈda causal
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relations of his past three existences, the present existence and the
future existences in terms of five causes and five effects.

"Five causes were there in the past;
 Five fruits we find in the present life;
 Five causes do we now produce;
Five fruits we reap in future life."       (Vs.2.214, Ps.50)
He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the He further discerns the PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from causal relations from

one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:one existence to another in terms of one cause and one effect as:
1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on 1. dependent on ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance ignorance (((((avijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈavijjÈ) arise ) arise ) arise ) arise ) arise kamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formationskamma-formations

     (sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);(sa~khÈra);
2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness2. dependent on kamma-formations arises the resultant consciousness

(((((viÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓaviÒÒÈÓa);););););
3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated 3. dependent on the resultant consciousness arise associated mentalmentalmentalmentalmental

factors factors factors factors factors (((((~Èma~Èma~Èma~Èma~Èma) and ) and ) and ) and ) and kamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materialitykamma-born materiality ( ( ( ( (r|par|par|par|par|pa);););););
4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases4. dependent on mentality-materiality arise six internal bases

(((((saÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatanasaÄÈyatana);););););
5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (5. dependent on six internal bases arises contact (phassaphassaphassaphassaphassa) with sense) with sense) with sense) with sense) with sense

object;object;object;object;object;
6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (6. dependent on contacat arises feeling (vedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈvedanÈ);););););
7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (7. dependent on feeling arises craving (taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ);););););
8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (8. dependent on craving arises grasping (upÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈnaupÈdÈna);););););
9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (9. dependent on grasping arises kamma-formations (kamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhavakamma-bhava)))))

and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (and rebirth process (upapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhavaupapatti-bhava);););););
10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises10. dependent on kamma-formations (in the present existence) arises

rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (rebirth (jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) jÈti) (in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);(in the future existence);
11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise 11. dependent on birth arise decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death decay-and-death (((((jarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓajarÈ-maraÓa), ), ), ), ), worryworryworryworryworry

(((((soka)soka)soka)soka)soka), , , , , lamentationlamentationlamentationlamentationlamentation ( ( ( ( (paridevaparidevaparidevaparidevaparideva), ), ), ), ), painpainpainpainpain(((((dukkhadukkhadukkhadukkhadukkha), ), ), ), ), griefgriefgriefgriefgrief ( ( ( ( (domanassadomanassadomanassadomanassadomanassa) and) and) and) and) and
despairdespairdespairdespairdespair ( ( ( ( (upayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsaupayÈsa). (). (). (). (). (S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243S.1.243).).).).).
After discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the thirdAfter discerning clearly all the causal relations from the third

past existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the wholepast existence to the last future existence, he can observe the whole
series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-series of the arising and perishing of mentality-materiality extend-
ing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So heing from the most past existence to the last future existence. So he
can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.can get rid of all the 16 doubts described earlier.

When the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for theWhen the immediate causes as well as the major causes for the
arising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughlyarising of mental groups and material groups have been thoroughly
investigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups ofinvestigated, the yogi knows definitely that the five groups of
existence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced byexistence that constitute each living being are being produced by
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the respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate the
"""""View of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causedness" (" (" (" (" (Ahetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhi) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the
arising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View of
the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (Visama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhi) which be-) which be-) which be-) which be-) which be-
lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.

Furthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chain
of cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occurrrrrring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Law
of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-
cacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Action ' ' ' ' ' ( ( ( ( (Akiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhi), the '), the '), the '), the '), the 'View of NihilismView of NihilismView of NihilismView of NihilismView of Nihilism' (' (' (' (' (Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi), the '), the '), the '), the '), the 'View of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or Ego     ' (' (' (' (' (Sassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhi)))))
and the 'and the 'and the 'and the 'and the 'View of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or Ego' (' (' (' (' (Uccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhi).).).).).

Numerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all times
have influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which are
not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.

Now the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus the
stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'Purity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of View' (' (' (' (' (DiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi Visuddhi) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.
Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (ka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈ)))))
mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ) with) with) with) with) with
respect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcend
all doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcending
Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'(((((KaKaKaKaKa~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi).).).).).

 2  The  2  The  2  The  2  The  2  The Knowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality and

               MaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMateriality Arises Arises Arises Arises Arises
The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa (the (the (the (the (the

knowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) or
Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causes
of mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this know-----
ledge.ledge.ledge.ledge.ledge.

• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (C|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpanna)))))
‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two

defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi and and and and and vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be
reborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna in
due course.due course.due course.due course.due course.

Now the meditator, who has attained NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa and Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa, has temporarily eliminated
diÔÔhi and vicikicchÈ as described above. So he resembles a stream-
winner but he is not a stream-winner yet. He is called a c|la-sotÈpanna
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meaning a ‘junior stream-winner’. He will not be reborn in the woeful
abode in his subsequent life.

[5] [5] [5] [5] [5] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of
          the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))
The critaria of this Purity of Vision is Sammasana-ÒÈÓa and the

first part of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.
Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can investigate the

three characteristic marks of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materi-
alities in the five aggregates of grasping.

Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can clearly discern
the three characteristic marks of ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-
terialities together with their arising and perishing phenomena.

• • • • • VipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s Way
Strictly speaking vipassanÈ meditation, which is reflecting on the

three characteristic marks of mentality and materiality in the thirty-
one planes of existence, begins at this stage.

To go up to the fifth stage of purification of the mind, one must
perform vipassanÈ meditation.
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Discerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again for

Undertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈ     MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation
One must discern all ultimate materialities and all ultimate men-

talities vividly internally in oneself and externally in others. One must
define each ultimate materiality and each ultimate mentality by their
respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and nearest causes
for their arising.
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) VipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities

The meditator discerns 18 real materialities (niphanna-r|pas) in
the six-sense doors and in the 42 body-parts (koÔÔhÈsas) and contem-
plates the nature of their impermanence, suffering and not-self col-
lectively in each sense-door as well as in each body-part.

He discerns the nature of arising and perishing of materialities
with his wisdom and contemplates the nature of impermanence as
‘anicca, anicca’, repeatedly both internally and externally.

He discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by the disso-
lution of materialities and contemplates the nature of suffering as
‘dukkha, dukkha’, repeatedly both internally and externally.

He discerns clearly with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
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the respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate thethe respective appropriate causes. So he is able to eliminate the
"""""View of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causednessView of Un-causedness" (" (" (" (" (Ahetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhiAhetuka-diÔÔhi) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the) which believes in the
arising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View ofarising of living beings without any cause, and also the 'View of
the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (the Wrong Cause of Existence' (Visama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhiVisama-hetuka-diÔÔhi) which be-) which be-) which be-) which be-) which be-
lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.lieves in the creation of living beings by a Creator.

Furthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chainFurthermore, since the yogi has observed the continuous chain
of cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occuof cause and effect relations occurrrrrring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Lawring in accordance with the Law
of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'of Dependent Origination, he can discard the 'View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-View of the Ineffi-
cacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Actioncacy of Action ' ' ' ' ' ( ( ( ( (Akiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhiAkiriya-diÔÔhi), the '), the '), the '), the '), the 'View of NihilismView of NihilismView of NihilismView of NihilismView of Nihilism' (' (' (' (' (Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-Natthika-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi), the '), the '), the '), the '), the 'View of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or EgoView of Eternity of the Soul or Ego     ' (' (' (' (' (Sassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhiSassata-diÔÔhi)))))
and the 'and the 'and the 'and the 'and the 'View of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or EgoView of Annihilation of the Soul or Ego' (' (' (' (' (Uccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhiUccheda-diÔÔhi).).).).).

Numerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all timesNumerous speculative opinions and theories, which at all times
have influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which arehave influenced and still are influencing mankind, and which are
not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.not in accord with the causal relations, can all be eliminated.

Now the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus theNow the mind of the yogi is free from all false views. Thus the
stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'stage of the 'Purity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of ViewPurity of View' (' (' (' (' (DiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi VisuddhiDiÔÔhi Visuddhi) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.) is further reinforced.
Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (Besides since the yogi has now overcome all the 16 doubts (ka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈka~khÈ)))))
mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (mentioned above as well as the sceptical doubt (vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ) with) with) with) with) with
respect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcendrespect to the causal relations, he is said to overcome or transcend
all doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcendingall doubts. So he has also attained the 'Purity by Transcending
Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'Doubt'(((((KaKaKaKaKa~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi~khÈ-vitarana Visuddhi).).).).).

 2  The  2  The  2  The  2  The  2  The Knowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality andKnowledge of Discerning the Causes of Mentality and

               MaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMaterialityMateriality Arises Arises Arises Arises Arises
The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is The Landmark of this stage of purity is YathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓaYathÈbh|ta-ÒÈÓa (the (the (the (the (the

knowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) orknowledge which can discern the ultimate realities correctly) or
Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causesPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa(the knowledge of discerning the causes
of mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this knowof mentality and materiality). The meditator also attains this know-----
ledge.ledge.ledge.ledge.ledge.

• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (• Becoming a Junior Stream-winner (C|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpannaC|la-SotÈpanna)))))
‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two‘A stream-winner’ is a noble person who has eliminated two

defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (defilements (diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi diÔÔhi and and and and and vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be) completely. He will never be
reborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna inreborn in the woeful abodes and is destined to enter NibbÈna in
due course.due course.due course.due course.due course.

Now the meditator, who has attained NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-
ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa and Paccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓaPaccaya-pariggaha-ÒÈÓa, has temporarily eliminated
diÔÔhi and vicikicchÈ as described above. So he resembles a stream-
winner but he is not a stream-winner yet. He is called a c|la-sotÈpanna
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meaning a ‘junior stream-winner’. He will not be reborn in the woeful
abode in his subsequent life.

[5] [5] [5] [5] [5] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision ofUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision of
          the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (the Path and Not-Path (MaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-VisuddhiMaggÈmagga-ÒÈÓadassana-Visuddhi)))))
The critaria of this Purity of Vision is Sammasana-ÒÈÓa and the

first part of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.
Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can investigate the

three characteristic marks of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materi-
alities in the five aggregates of grasping.

Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can clearly discern
the three characteristic marks of ultimate mentalities and ultimate ma-
terialities together with their arising and perishing phenomena.

• • • • • VipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s WayVipassanÈ Meditation the Buddha’s Way
Strictly speaking vipassanÈ meditation, which is reflecting on the

three characteristic marks of mentality and materiality in the thirty-
one planes of existence, begins at this stage.

To go up to the fifth stage of purification of the mind, one must
perform vipassanÈ meditation.
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) Discerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again forDiscerning all Materialities and all Mentalities again for

Undertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈUndertaking VipassanÈ     MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation
One must discern all ultimate materialities and all ultimate men-

talities vividly internally in oneself and externally in others. One must
define each ultimate materiality and each ultimate mentality by their
respective characteristics, functions, manifestations and nearest causes
for their arising.
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) VipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MaterialitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities

The meditator discerns 18 real materialities (niphanna-r|pas) in
the six-sense doors and in the 42 body-parts (koÔÔhÈsas) and contem-
plates the nature of their impermanence, suffering and not-self col-
lectively in each sense-door as well as in each body-part.

He discerns the nature of arising and perishing of materialities
with his wisdom and contemplates the nature of impermanence as
‘anicca, anicca’, repeatedly both internally and externally.

He discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by the disso-
lution of materialities and contemplates the nature of suffering as
‘dukkha, dukkha’, repeatedly both internally and externally.

He discerns clearly with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
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imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’ or ‘soul’ and con-
templates repeatedly the nature of not-self as ‘anatta, anatta’, repeat-
edly.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) VipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on Mentalities
When he can discern the three characteristic marks of materiali-

ties quite rapidly and well, he discerns the three characteristic marks
of mentalities in the six kinds of cognitive series of consciousnesses
in the six sense-doors.

Observing the rapid arising and perishing of each cognitive con-
sciousness and its concomitant mental factors at every consciousness-
moment with his wisdom, he contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’.
He reflects in this way on all the consciousnesses and their mental
factors in the six kinds of cognitive series both internally and exter-
nally.

Similarly he discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by
the rapid dissolutiion of consciousnesses and associated mental fac-
tors and contemplates repeatedly ‘dukkha, dukkha’.

Again he discerns with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’or ‘soul’ and con-
templates repeatedly ‘anatta, anatta’.

(((((ddddd) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities

CollectivelyCollectivelyCollectivelyCollectivelyCollectively
Then he reflects on the three chracteristic marks on materialities

and mentalities together pertaining to the six kinds of cognitive series
in the six sense-doors.

In the eye-door there are cakkhu-dassaka-kalÈpa, kÈya-dassaka-
kapÈla and bhÈva-dassaka-kalÈpa consisting of 30 ultimate materiali-
ties and also cittaja-aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa, utuja-aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa and ÈhÈraja-
aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa consisting of 24 ultimate materialities, making up 54
ultimate materialities in all.

Also in the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness, the first
consciousness ‘paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana’ consists of consciousness and ten
mental factors — viz., contact, feeling, perception, volition, one-point-
edness, life-faculty, attention, initial application, sustained applica-
tion and determination, making up 11 ultimate mentalities.

The meditator focuses his attention on each consciousness, its

concomitants, the 54 materialities associated with the physical base
and the sense object, and contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’ on
the nature of arising and perishing, ‘dukkha, dukkha’ on the nature of
being tortured incessantly, and ‘anatta, anatta’ on the nature of not-
self and no soul.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) AddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ Meditation
(1) He contemplates the impermanent characteristic of materiality

in the past, in the present and in the future from birth to death at least
once. He repeats contemplating the painful characteristic and the not-
self characteristic. He continues reflecting on three characteristics in-
ternally and externally.

(2) He contemplates each of the three characteristics of mentality
from birth to death in the same way. He should cover all the six types
of cognitive series of consciousness.

(3) Then he should reflect on mentality and materiality in the same
way both internally and externally.

(f) (f) (f) (f) (f) VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in TTTTThree hree hree hree hree PPPPPeriodseriodseriodseriodseriods
In all the past existences, the present existence, and the future

existences in which he has discerned the causal relations of Depen-
dent Origination, from birth to death, he contemplates in turn the three
characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self on materiali-
ty alone, on mentality alone, and on mentality-materiality together.
(g) (g) (g) (g) (g) VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on GGGGGross and ross and ross and ross and ross and SSSSSubtle,ubtle,ubtle,ubtle,ubtle, I I I I Inferior andnferior andnferior andnferior andnferior and

SSSSSuperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality and     MentalityMentalityMentalityMentalityMentality
If he can skilfully contemplate the three characteristics in turn,

both inernally and externally, on materiality alone, on mentality alone,
on mentality-materiality together, pertaining to the past, to the present
and to the future, those materialities and mentalities will also include
gross and subtle, inferior and superior, far and near materialities and
mentalities.

(h) (h) (h) (h) (h) VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on PPPPPresent resent resent resent resent FFFFFiveiveiveiveive     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates
He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and in the

42 body parts of the present existence and contemplates their charac-
teristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn. He also fo-
cuses his attention on the arising and perishing of external real mate-
rialities and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suf-
fering and not-self in turn. This is the contemplation of the three char-
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imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’ or ‘soul’ and con-
templates repeatedly the nature of not-self as ‘anatta, anatta’, repeat-
edly.

(c) (c) (c) (c) (c) VipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on MentalitiesVipassanÈ Meditation on Mentalities
When he can discern the three characteristic marks of materiali-

ties quite rapidly and well, he discerns the three characteristic marks
of mentalities in the six kinds of cognitive series of consciousnesses
in the six sense-doors.

Observing the rapid arising and perishing of each cognitive con-
sciousness and its concomitant mental factors at every consciousness-
moment with his wisdom, he contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’.
He reflects in this way on all the consciousnesses and their mental
factors in the six kinds of cognitive series both internally and exter-
nally.

Similarly he discerns the nature of being tortured incessantly by
the rapid dissolutiion of consciousnesses and associated mental fac-
tors and contemplates repeatedly ‘dukkha, dukkha’.

Again he discerns with his wisdom the absence of a permanent,
imperishable substance that can be called a ‘self’or ‘soul’ and con-
templates repeatedly ‘anatta, anatta’.

(((((ddddd) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities) VipassanÈ Meditation on Materialities and Mentalities

CollectivelyCollectivelyCollectivelyCollectivelyCollectively
Then he reflects on the three chracteristic marks on materialities

and mentalities together pertaining to the six kinds of cognitive series
in the six sense-doors.

In the eye-door there are cakkhu-dassaka-kalÈpa, kÈya-dassaka-
kapÈla and bhÈva-dassaka-kalÈpa consisting of 30 ultimate materiali-
ties and also cittaja-aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa, utuja-aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa and ÈhÈraja-
aÔÔhaka-kalÈpa consisting of 24 ultimate materialities, making up 54
ultimate materialities in all.

Also in the eye-door cognitive series of consciousness, the first
consciousness ‘paÒcadvÈrÈvajjana’ consists of consciousness and ten
mental factors — viz., contact, feeling, perception, volition, one-point-
edness, life-faculty, attention, initial application, sustained applica-
tion and determination, making up 11 ultimate mentalities.

The meditator focuses his attention on each consciousness, its

concomitants, the 54 materialities associated with the physical base
and the sense object, and contemplates repeatedly ‘anicca, anicca’ on
the nature of arising and perishing, ‘dukkha, dukkha’ on the nature of
being tortured incessantly, and ‘anatta, anatta’ on the nature of not-
self and no soul.

(e) (e) (e) (e) (e) AddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ MeditationAddhÈpaccupanna VipassanÈ Meditation
(1) He contemplates the impermanent characteristic of materiality

in the past, in the present and in the future from birth to death at least
once. He repeats contemplating the painful characteristic and the not-
self characteristic. He continues reflecting on three characteristics in-
ternally and externally.

(2) He contemplates each of the three characteristics of mentality
from birth to death in the same way. He should cover all the six types
of cognitive series of consciousness.

(3) Then he should reflect on mentality and materiality in the same
way both internally and externally.

(f) (f) (f) (f) (f) VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in VipassanÈ Meditation in TTTTThree hree hree hree hree PPPPPeriodseriodseriodseriodseriods
In all the past existences, the present existence, and the future

existences in which he has discerned the causal relations of Depen-
dent Origination, from birth to death, he contemplates in turn the three
characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self on materiali-
ty alone, on mentality alone, and on mentality-materiality together.
(g) (g) (g) (g) (g) VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on GGGGGross and ross and ross and ross and ross and SSSSSubtle,ubtle,ubtle,ubtle,ubtle, I I I I Inferior andnferior andnferior andnferior andnferior and

SSSSSuperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality anduperior Materiality and     MentalityMentalityMentalityMentalityMentality
If he can skilfully contemplate the three characteristics in turn,

both inernally and externally, on materiality alone, on mentality alone,
on mentality-materiality together, pertaining to the past, to the present
and to the future, those materialities and mentalities will also include
gross and subtle, inferior and superior, far and near materialities and
mentalities.

(h) (h) (h) (h) (h) VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on PPPPPresent resent resent resent resent FFFFFiveiveiveiveive     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates
He discerns the real materialities in the six sense-doors and in the

42 body parts of the present existence and contemplates their charac-
teristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn. He also fo-
cuses his attention on the arising and perishing of external real mate-
rialities and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suf-
fering and not-self in turn. This is the contemplation of the three char-
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acteristic marks on the present materiality-aggregate.
Then he discerns the feeling (mental factor) in each conscious-

ness of the six-door cognitive series and, focusing on its arising and
perishing, he contemplates its characteristics of impermanence, suf-
fering and not-self in turn. He contemplates both internally and exter-
nally. This is the vipassanÈ meditation on the present feeling aggre-
gate.

He then contemplates on the three characteristics in turn on the
perception aggregate, on the aggregate of mental formations, and on
the consciousness aggregate in turn in the same way.
(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) VipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future five     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates

He discerns the real materialities in the six sense doors and in the
42 body parts of the past existences, the present existence and the
future existences successively and contemplates their characteristics
of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and
externally.

He also discerns the feeling aggregate, the perception aggregate,
the aggregate of mental formations and the consciousness aggregate
in turn in the past existences, in the present existence, in the future
existences successively, and contemplates their characteristics of im-
permanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and exter-
nally.

(j) (j) (j) (j) (j) VipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 Ways
In order to strengthen the comprehension of impermanence, suf-

fering, and not-self, the meditator contemplates the five aggregates in
turn as impermanence, as pain, as a disease, a boil, a dart, a calamity,
as affliction, as alien, as disintegrating, as a plague, a disaster, a ter-
ror, a menace, as fickle, perishable, unenduring, as no protection, no
shelter, no regfuge, as empty, vain, void, not-self, as danger, as sub-
ject to change, as having no core, as the root of calamity, as murder-
ous, as subject to cankers, as MÈra’s bait, as subject to birth, subject to
ageing, subject to illness, subject to death, subject to sorrow, subject
to lamentation, subject to despair, subject to defilement.

        (Visuddhi A. 2, 247-248)

(k)(k)(k)(k)(k)VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on the the the the the Causes andCauses andCauses andCauses andCauses and     Effects ofEffects ofEffects ofEffects ofEffects of
Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda)
Next he discerns the causes and the effects of Dependent Origi-

nation in the series of existence in the past, in the present and in the
future, and focusing on their incessant arising and perishing, he re-
peatedly reflects on their characteristics of impermanence, suffering
and not-self in turn. For example:

Because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra arises.
AvijjÈ arises and perishes; so it is anicca (dukkha, anatta).
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes; so it is anicca (dukkha, anatta).

(l) (l) (l) (l) (l) VipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material Septad     and Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterial
SeptadSeptadSeptadSeptadSeptad (Visuddhi Magga, 2, 253-264)
Next he examines materialities in seven different conditions and

contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-
self in turn and in detail.

Similarly he examines mentalities in seven different conditions
and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and
not-self in turn and in detail.

 3   3   3   3   3  Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa RRRRReaches the eaches the eaches the eaches the eaches the HHHHHighest Levelighest Levelighest Levelighest Levelighest Level
As the meditator undertakes vipassanÈ meditation in many ways

contemplating the three characteristics of impermanence, suffering
and not-self of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities very skil-
fully as described above, the arising and perishing natures of ultimate
realities appear very clearly and distinctly in his wisdom.

So his knowledge of defining ultimate mentality and ultimate
materiality (sammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓa) as impermanence, suffering and not-
self reaches the highest level.
• • • • • Developing Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa

Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can clearly discern ul-
timate mentalities and ultimate materialities at their genetic instant and
perishing instant together with their characteristic marks of imperma-
nence, suffering and not-self.

In developing Sammasana-ÒÈÓa the meditator has already con-
templated the characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self
in various ways in ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities as
well as in the causes and effects of Dependent Origination. Now he
must undertake ‘Momentary Present VipassanÈ Meditation’.

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) Momentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈ MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation
‘Momentary-Present’ means the arising moment, the existing

moment, the perishing moment of each consciousness respectively.
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acteristic marks on the present materiality-aggregate.
Then he discerns the feeling (mental factor) in each conscious-

ness of the six-door cognitive series and, focusing on its arising and
perishing, he contemplates its characteristics of impermanence, suf-
fering and not-self in turn. He contemplates both internally and exter-
nally. This is the vipassanÈ meditation on the present feeling aggre-
gate.

He then contemplates on the three characteristics in turn on the
perception aggregate, on the aggregate of mental formations, and on
the consciousness aggregate in turn in the same way.
(i) (i) (i) (i) (i) VipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future fiveVipassanÈ Meditation on Past-Present-Future five     AggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregatesAggregates

He discerns the real materialities in the six sense doors and in the
42 body parts of the past existences, the present existence and the
future existences successively and contemplates their characteristics
of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and
externally.

He also discerns the feeling aggregate, the perception aggregate,
the aggregate of mental formations and the consciousness aggregate
in turn in the past existences, in the present existence, in the future
existences successively, and contemplates their characteristics of im-
permanence, suffering and not-self in turn, both internally and exter-
nally.

(j) (j) (j) (j) (j) VipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 WaysVipassanÈ Meditation in 40 Ways
In order to strengthen the comprehension of impermanence, suf-

fering, and not-self, the meditator contemplates the five aggregates in
turn as impermanence, as pain, as a disease, a boil, a dart, a calamity,
as affliction, as alien, as disintegrating, as a plague, a disaster, a ter-
ror, a menace, as fickle, perishable, unenduring, as no protection, no
shelter, no regfuge, as empty, vain, void, not-self, as danger, as sub-
ject to change, as having no core, as the root of calamity, as murder-
ous, as subject to cankers, as MÈra’s bait, as subject to birth, subject to
ageing, subject to illness, subject to death, subject to sorrow, subject
to lamentation, subject to despair, subject to defilement.

        (Visuddhi A. 2, 247-248)

(k)(k)(k)(k)(k)VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on VipassanÈ Meditation on the the the the the Causes andCauses andCauses andCauses andCauses and     Effects ofEffects ofEffects ofEffects ofEffects of
Dependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent OriginationDependent Origination (PaÔiccasamuppÈda)
Next he discerns the causes and the effects of Dependent Origi-

nation in the series of existence in the past, in the present and in the
future, and focusing on their incessant arising and perishing, he re-
peatedly reflects on their characteristics of impermanence, suffering
and not-self in turn. For example:

Because avijjÈ arises, sa~khÈra arises.
AvijjÈ arises and perishes; so it is anicca (dukkha, anatta).
Sa~khÈra arises and perishes; so it is anicca (dukkha, anatta).

(l) (l) (l) (l) (l) VipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material SeptadVipassanÈ Meditation on Material Septad     and Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterialand Immaterial
SeptadSeptadSeptadSeptadSeptad (Visuddhi Magga, 2, 253-264)
Next he examines materialities in seven different conditions and

contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-
self in turn and in detail.

Similarly he examines mentalities in seven different conditions
and contemplates their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and
not-self in turn and in detail.

 3   3   3   3   3  Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa Sammasana-ÒÈÓa RRRRReaches the eaches the eaches the eaches the eaches the HHHHHighest Levelighest Levelighest Levelighest Levelighest Level
As the meditator undertakes vipassanÈ meditation in many ways

contemplating the three characteristics of impermanence, suffering
and not-self of ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities very skil-
fully as described above, the arising and perishing natures of ultimate
realities appear very clearly and distinctly in his wisdom.

So his knowledge of defining ultimate mentality and ultimate
materiality (sammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓasammasana-ÒÈÓa) as impermanence, suffering and not-
self reaches the highest level.
• • • • • Developing Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaDeveloping Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa

Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa is the knowledge which can clearly discern ul-
timate mentalities and ultimate materialities at their genetic instant and
perishing instant together with their characteristic marks of imperma-
nence, suffering and not-self.

In developing Sammasana-ÒÈÓa the meditator has already con-
templated the characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self
in various ways in ultimate materialities and ultimate mentalities as
well as in the causes and effects of Dependent Origination. Now he
must undertake ‘Momentary Present VipassanÈ Meditation’.

(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) Momentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈMomentary-Present VipassanÈ MeditationMeditationMeditationMeditationMeditation
‘Momentary-Present’ means the arising moment, the existing

moment, the perishing moment of each consciousness respectively.
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Penetratively discerning ultimate materialities-mentalities at their sub-
moments of arising, existing and perishing, the meditator contemplates
their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.

When he can do momentary-present vipassanÈ meditation in the
present existence skilfully, he repeats the meditation in the past exis-
tences and the future existences contemplating on three characteris-
tics in turn (1)in materialities alone, (2) in mentalities alone, (3) in
materialities-mentalities together in each of the above existences. Then
he gives priority to the characteristic that he can contemplate best, and
reflects on it repeatedly.

When the arising and perishing of materialities-mentalities appear
very rapidly in his wisdom, he performs the broad method of vipassanÈ
meditation in connection with Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.

(n) (n) (n) (n) (n) The The The The The BBBBBroad Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ MMMMMediediediedieditatatatatation intion intion intion intion in
Connection withConnection withConnection withConnection withConnection with     Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓa
Then the meditator discerns the cause-effect relations of Depen-

dent Origination in his past existences, present existence and future
existences, and performs the vipassanÈ medititation by contemplating
the three characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in
turn on —
(1) The arising mentalities-materialities (samudaya-dhammÈnupassÊ)
(2) The perishing mentalities-materialities (Vaya-dhammÈnupassÊ)
(3) The arising and perishing mentalities-materialities

(samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ)48, 49, 50

When he can do vapassanÈ-meditation very skilfully, he can clearly
discern the mentalities-materialities together with causes — effects at
the arising moment, at the existing moment and at the perishing moment.

• • • • • The Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ Impurities     (UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)
Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda

and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.
TaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈ and  and  and  and  and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land-
mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘ten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈ
(((((upakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈs):):):):):
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsa — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays,
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) ©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom,
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(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy,
(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) PassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhi - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors,
(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) S|khaS|khaS|khaS|khaS|kha — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness,
(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) AdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkha - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence,
(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) PaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggaha — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort,
(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) UpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈna — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness,
(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) UpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈ — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity,
(10) (10) (10) (10) (10) NikantiNikantiNikantiNikantiNikanti — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving).

The first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By paying
attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “EtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mama, , , , , eso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masami, , , , , eso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈ” =” =” =” =” =
“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my
‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ), pride (), pride (), pride (), pride (), pride (mÈnamÈnamÈnamÈnamÈna),),),),),
and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements
are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.

Those meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings of
the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,
tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-
ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-
tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.

Those who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment to
body-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainment
of NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation without
any craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path to
NibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right Path
and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “the Purificationthe Purificationthe Purificationthe Purificationthe Purification
by knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Path” ” ” ” ” (MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-
magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).

[6] [6] [6] [6] [6] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and
               Vision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the Way
The meditator again undertakes vipassanÈ meditation contemplat-

ing the three characteristics in turn in (1)only materialities, (2) only
mentalities, (3) materialities and mentalities together, (4) five aggre-
gates (5) twelve bases, (6) eighteen elements, covering all mentalities-
materialities which arise in the six sense-doors.

(o)(o)(o)(o)(o) Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Mediiiiitationtationtationtationtation
Next he perforsms the fourfold AnupassanÈ meditation. He again

defines the three characteristics in turn in all materialities-mentalities
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Penetratively discerning ultimate materialities-mentalities at their sub-
moments of arising, existing and perishing, the meditator contemplates
their characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in turn.

When he can do momentary-present vipassanÈ meditation in the
present existence skilfully, he repeats the meditation in the past exis-
tences and the future existences contemplating on three characteris-
tics in turn (1)in materialities alone, (2) in mentalities alone, (3) in
materialities-mentalities together in each of the above existences. Then
he gives priority to the characteristic that he can contemplate best, and
reflects on it repeatedly.

When the arising and perishing of materialities-mentalities appear
very rapidly in his wisdom, he performs the broad method of vipassanÈ
meditation in connection with Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa.

(n) (n) (n) (n) (n) The The The The The BBBBBroad Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ road Method of VipassanÈ MMMMMediediediedieditatatatatation intion intion intion intion in
Connection withConnection withConnection withConnection withConnection with     Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓaUdayabbaya-ÒÈÓa
Then the meditator discerns the cause-effect relations of Depen-

dent Origination in his past existences, present existence and future
existences, and performs the vipassanÈ medititation by contemplating
the three characteristics of impermanence, suffering and not-self in
turn on —
(1) The arising mentalities-materialities (samudaya-dhammÈnupassÊ)
(2) The perishing mentalities-materialities (Vaya-dhammÈnupassÊ)
(3) The arising and perishing mentalities-materialities

(samudaya-vayadhammÈnupassÊ)48, 49, 50

When he can do vapassanÈ-meditation very skilfully, he can clearly
discern the mentalities-materialities together with causes — effects at
the arising moment, at the existing moment and at the perishing moment.

• • • • • The Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ ImpuritiesThe Appearance of VipassanÈ Impurities     (UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)(UpakkilesÈs)
Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of Now the four Noble Truths, the principles of PaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈdaPaÔiccasamuppÈda

and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.and three characteristic marks become distinct in his wisdom.
TaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈTaruÓavipassanÈ and  and  and  and  and TaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓaTaruÓavipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land- arise in him. The land-
mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘mark of this stage is the appearance of ‘ten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈten impurities of vipassanÈ
(((((upakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈsupakkilesÈs):):):):):
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsaObhÈsa — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays, — very bright body rays,
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) ©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa©ÈÓa — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom, — very pure insight wisdom,
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48. M.1. 75                   49. Vs. 2. 267              50. M. A. 281

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) PÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊtiPÊti — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy, — very intense joy,
(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) PassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhiPassaddhi - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors, - tranquillity of consciousness and mental factors,
(5) (5) (5) (5) (5) S|khaS|khaS|khaS|khaS|kha — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness, — mental happiness,
(6) (6) (6) (6) (6) AdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkhaAdhimokkha - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence, - intense faith and confidence,
(7) (7) (7) (7) (7) PaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggahaPaggaha — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort, — intense effort,
(8) (8) (8) (8) (8) UpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈnaUpaÔÔhÈna — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness, — unshakeable mindfulness,
(9) (9) (9) (9) (9) UpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈUpekkhÈ — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity, — equanimity,
(10) (10) (10) (10) (10) NikantiNikantiNikantiNikantiNikanti — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving). — mild attachment (craving).

The first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By payingThe first nine impurities are not really defilements. By paying
attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “attention to them, “EtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mamaEtaÑ mama, , , , , eso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masamieso ha masami, , , , , eso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈeso me attÈ” =” =” =” =” =
“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my“These things are mine, these things are I, these things are my
‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (‘self’—such thoughts together with craving (taÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈtaÓhÈ), pride (), pride (), pride (), pride (), pride (mÈnamÈnamÈnamÈnamÈna),),),),),
and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (and wrong view (diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements) arise in the mind. These three defilements
are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.are the real defilements of vipassanÈ.

Those meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings ofThose meditators without the knowledge of the teachings of
the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,the Buddha will wrongly think that the body rays, intense joy,
tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-tranquillity, happiness, etc., are produced by the Path-conscious-
ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-ness and Fruition-consciousness and wrongly believe that they at-
tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.tain NibbÈna. They are on the wrong Path.

Those who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment toThose who understand that appreciation of and attachment to
body-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainmentbody-rays, intense joy, etc., are not the right Path to the attainment
of NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation withoutof NibbÈna and that only performing vipassanÈ meditation without
any craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path toany craving and attachment to those body-rays is the right Path to
NibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right PathNibbÈna. The knowledge which clearly understands the right Path
and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “and the wrong Path correctly in this way is called “the Purificationthe Purificationthe Purificationthe Purificationthe Purification
by knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Pathby knowledge and vision of the  Path and the not-Path” ” ” ” ” (MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-(MaggÈ-
magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).magga-ÒÈÓadassana Visuddhi).

[6] [6] [6] [6] [6] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge andUndertaking the Purification by Knowledge and
               Vision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the WayVision of the Way
The meditator again undertakes vipassanÈ meditation contemplat-

ing the three characteristics in turn in (1)only materialities, (2) only
mentalities, (3) materialities and mentalities together, (4) five aggre-
gates (5) twelve bases, (6) eighteen elements, covering all mentalities-
materialities which arise in the six sense-doors.

(o)(o)(o)(o)(o) Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Med Undertaking Fourfold AnupassanÈ Mediiiiitationtationtationtationtation
Next he perforsms the fourfold AnupassanÈ meditation. He again

defines the three characteristics in turn in all materialities-mentalities
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mentioned above, giving priority to materialities and proceeding to
mentalities. This is called KÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna.

Next he defines the three characteristics in turn in all mentalities-
materialities as above giving priority to feeling. This is called
VedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna. For example:
Sense base arises and perishes  — anicca (dukkha, anatta)
Sense object arises and perishes — anicca (dukkha, anatta)
Feeling arises and perishes — anicca (dukkha, anatta)

He repeats the AnupassanÈ meditation as above, giving priority to
consciousness. It is called CittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna.

Again he repeats the AnupassanÈ meditation as above, giving pri-
ority to contact, volition, perception, etc. It is called DhammÈnupassanÈ
-satipaÔÔhÈna.
(p) (p) (p) (p) (p) VipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures and

Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom (IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)
‘Iriyapatha’ means  four postures of standing, sitting, going and

lying. ‘SampajaÒÒa’ means the wisdom of reflection.
The meditator discerns all mentalities-materialities or five aggre-

gates while he is in any posture — standing, sitting, going, lying, bend-
ing, stretching, etc. In any bodily movement he must be aware of the
intention, the movement, the benefit of the movement with wisdom.
He must also discern all mentalities-materialities in the six sense doors
and contemplate on their three characteristics.

He performs vipassanÈ meditation on mentalities-materialities in
each posture by dividing them:
(1) as two groups of mentalities and materialities,
(2) as five aggregates,
(3) as twelve bases,
(4) as 18 elements,
(5) as 12 factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.

44444  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa
He also occasionally reflects on the disgusting nature (asubha) of

mentalities-materialities. He strives on strenuously until the “Know-
ledge of comprehending mentality-materiality at the genetic instant as
well as at the perishing instant together with the three characteristic
marks of impermanence, suffering and not-self”
(Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa) is fully developed.

(((((qqqqq) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of
Mentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-Materialities ( ( ( ( (Bha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈ)))))
As he repeatedly and strenuously contemplates the three charac-

teristic marks of mentalities and materialities in the four postures, his
preceeding meditation knowledge connects with his subsequent medi-
tation knowledge. So his insight knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) becomes
very strong, very keen, sharp and pure. He pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to the
arising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention on
their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘BBBBBhhhhha~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈ’.’.’.’.’.

“Khaya vaya bheda nirodheyeva satisantiÔÔhati”. (Vs. 2. 294)
“With the powerful support of the preceeding insight knowledge,

the mindfulness associated with the subsequent insight knowledge
becomes well established on the fading away, dissolution and cessa-
tion of formations.”

(1) AniccaÑ khayaÔÔhena — observing the nature of fading away,
breaking up, dissolving and disappearing of formations with direct
knowledge, he reflects ‘anicca, anicca’ repeatedly.

(2) DukkhaÑ bhayaÔÔhena — observing the frightful nature of fad-
ing away, breaking up, dissolving and disappearing of formations
with direct knowledge, he reflects ‘dukkha, dukkha’ repeatedly.

(3) Anatta asÈrakaÔÔhena — observing the coreless, selfless and soul-
less nature of formations with direct knowledge, he reflects ‘anatta,
anatta’ repeatedly.

(4) He also reflects on the repulsive nature of formations intermit-
tently.

5 5 5 5 5  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa — the Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid and

                    incessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialities
When the meditator developed NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa and

the Purification of View, he has broken the compactness of mental-
ity-materiality by penetrating into the ultimate realities in mental groups
and material groups. Now material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) and mental
groups (minds) are no longer distinct.

Since his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, the
ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (paramattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammas) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-
materialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. As
they appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observe
their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.
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mentioned above, giving priority to materialities and proceeding to
mentalities. This is called KÈyÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna.

Next he defines the three characteristics in turn in all mentalities-
materialities as above giving priority to feeling. This is called
VedanÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna. For example:
Sense base arises and perishes  — anicca (dukkha, anatta)
Sense object arises and perishes — anicca (dukkha, anatta)
Feeling arises and perishes — anicca (dukkha, anatta)

He repeats the AnupassanÈ meditation as above, giving priority to
consciousness. It is called CittÈnupassanÈ-satipaÔÔhÈna.

Again he repeats the AnupassanÈ meditation as above, giving pri-
ority to contact, volition, perception, etc. It is called DhammÈnupassanÈ
-satipaÔÔhÈna.
(p) (p) (p) (p) (p) VipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures andVipassanÈ Meditation on Four Postures and

Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom Reflection with Wisdom (IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)(IriyÈpatha-sampajaÒÒa)
‘Iriyapatha’ means  four postures of standing, sitting, going and

lying. ‘SampajaÒÒa’ means the wisdom of reflection.
The meditator discerns all mentalities-materialities or five aggre-

gates while he is in any posture — standing, sitting, going, lying, bend-
ing, stretching, etc. In any bodily movement he must be aware of the
intention, the movement, the benefit of the movement with wisdom.
He must also discern all mentalities-materialities in the six sense doors
and contemplate on their three characteristics.

He performs vipassanÈ meditation on mentalities-materialities in
each posture by dividing them:
(1) as two groups of mentalities and materialities,
(2) as five aggregates,
(3) as twelve bases,
(4) as 18 elements,
(5) as 12 factors of PaÔiccasamuppÈda.

44444  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa  The Arising of Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa
He also occasionally reflects on the disgusting nature (asubha) of

mentalities-materialities. He strives on strenuously until the “Know-
ledge of comprehending mentality-materiality at the genetic instant as
well as at the perishing instant together with the three characteristic
marks of impermanence, suffering and not-self”
(Udayabbaya-ÒÈÓa) is fully developed.

(((((qqqqq) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of) Meditation focused on the Dissolution of
Mentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-MaterialitiesMentalities-Materialities ( ( ( ( (Bha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈBha~gÈnupassanÈ)))))
As he repeatedly and strenuously contemplates the three charac-

teristic marks of mentalities and materialities in the four postures, his
preceeding meditation knowledge connects with his subsequent medi-
tation knowledge. So his insight knowledge (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa) becomes
very strong, very keen, sharp and pure. He pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to theHe pays no attention to the
arising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention onarising of mentalities-materialities, but focuses his attention on
their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘their dissolution. This is the meditation called ‘BBBBBhhhhha~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈa~gÈnupassanÈ’.’.’.’.’.

“Khaya vaya bheda nirodheyeva satisantiÔÔhati”. (Vs. 2. 294)
“With the powerful support of the preceeding insight knowledge,

the mindfulness associated with the subsequent insight knowledge
becomes well established on the fading away, dissolution and cessa-
tion of formations.”

(1) AniccaÑ khayaÔÔhena — observing the nature of fading away,
breaking up, dissolving and disappearing of formations with direct
knowledge, he reflects ‘anicca, anicca’ repeatedly.

(2) DukkhaÑ bhayaÔÔhena — observing the frightful nature of fad-
ing away, breaking up, dissolving and disappearing of formations
with direct knowledge, he reflects ‘dukkha, dukkha’ repeatedly.

(3) Anatta asÈrakaÔÔhena — observing the coreless, selfless and soul-
less nature of formations with direct knowledge, he reflects ‘anatta,
anatta’ repeatedly.

(4) He also reflects on the repulsive nature of formations intermit-
tently.

5 5 5 5 5  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa —  Bha~gÈnaÓa — the Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid andthe Knowledge of Discerning rapid and

                    incessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialitiesincessant Dissolution of Mentalities-Materialities
When the meditator developed NÈmar|pa-pariccheda-ÒÈÓa and

the Purification of View, he has broken the compactness of mental-
ity-materiality by penetrating into the ultimate realities in mental groups
and material groups. Now material groups (r|pa-kalÈpas) and mental
groups (minds) are no longer distinct.

Since his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, theSince his insight knowledge is very keen and very sharp, the
ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (ultimate realities (paramattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammasparamattha dhammas) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-) of formations (mentalities-
materialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. Asmaterialities) become very quickly distinct in his knowledge. As
they appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observethey appear and dissolve so quickly that he could no longer observe
their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.their arising and existing; he observes only their dissolution.
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This ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is called
Bha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓa.....

(((((rrrrr) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©ÈÈÈÈÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ
‘©Èta’ means the mentalities-materialities which exist internally

and externally in three periods and which have to be observed by
insight wisdom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).

‘©ÈÓa’ means the knowledge which is undertaking vipassanÈ
meditation on mentalities-materialities known as ‘©ÈÓa’. This know-
ledge associates with the mind-door javana consciousnesses.

According to Visuddhi Magga (Vs. 2.278) the meditator has to do
vipassanÈ  meditation on both ©Èta and ©Èta. For example:
(1) Discern materiality, materiality perishes - anicca;

The meditating knowledge also perishes - anicca;
(2) Discern mentality, mentality perishes - anicca,

The meditating knowledge also perishes - anicca.
Also contemplate as dukkha, anatta. He should contemplate the

characteristics in turn (1) internally for some time, (2) externally for
some time, (3) on materialities for some time, (4) on mentalities for
some time, (5) on causes for some time, (6) on effects for some time,
(7) on past formations for some time, (8) on present formations for
some time, (9) on future formations for some time. He can give prior-
ity to the dhamma which he can meditate better.

According to MahÈÔikÈ (Vs. Ti. 2. 441) it is desirable to do vipassanÈ
meditation in several ways to make bha~gaÒÈÓa perfect.

(((((sssss) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the     Dissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution of     PatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈda
He discerns clearly only the dissolution of the materialities-men-

talities, the causes and effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈda pertaining to the
past, the present and the future according to the First Method, and
contemplates the three characteristics in turn internally as well as ex-
ternally.
Avijja dissolves — anicca; the meditating knowledge dissolves — anicca.
Sa~khÈra dissolves — anicca; the meditating knowledge dissolves — anicca.

He should keep on meditating till the Path-wisdom arises.
  6    6    6    6    6  The Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of Bhayyyyyaaaaa-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa

As he keeps on discerning continuously the dissolution of materi-
alities, mentalities, formations, causes, effects in the past, in the present
and in the future, internally and externally, he realizes very vividly

the painful nature of being tortured incessantly and repeatedly by the
continuous dissolution of formations. The painful  nature becomes so
distinct that all living abodes, all the 31planes of existence, including
Brahma realms, which are regarded to be very peaceful, appear as
great pain, great danger and great terror.

When he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the present
ones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future will
dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-
ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (BhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

 7   7   7   7   7  The Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓa
Also the materialities-mentalities, causes and effects, all forma-

tions in three periods, all internal formations and external ones, ap-
pear in his wisdom distinctly as impermanence, suffering, not-self,as
changing and  perishing phenomena. So all kinds of existence and all
living abodes no longer appear as safe asylum, safe shelter and safe
refuge.

As he repeats, develops and cultivates the knowledge of appear-
ance as terror, he finds no place to go. The three kinds of becoming
appear like charcoal pits full of glowing coal, the four primary ele-
ments like hideous venomous snakes, the five aggregates like mur-
derers with raised weapons, the six internal bases like an empty vil-
lage, the six external bases like village-raiding robbers, the seven sta-
tions of consciousness and the nine abodes of beings as though burn-
ing, blazing and glowing with eleven fires. All formations appear as a
huge mass of danger and faults, devoid of satisfaction or substance, like
a tumour, a disease, a dart, a calamity, an affliction. (Vs. 2. 282-284).

Thus by the power of repeated contemplation of the nature of dis-
solution of formations (bha~gÈnupassanÈ), all formations appear as great
dreadful danger, and ‘the Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Fault
and Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formations’ arises in the meditator.

 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa
When he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full of

faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-
fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-
longing to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘the
Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’
(NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)
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This ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is calledThis ‘knowledge of contemplation of dissolution’ is called
Bha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓaBha~ga-ÒÈÓa.....

(((((rrrrr) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©) Undertaking ©ÈÈÈÈÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈta-©ÈÓa VipassanÈ
‘©Èta’ means the mentalities-materialities which exist internally

and externally in three periods and which have to be observed by
insight wisdom (vipassanÈ-ÒÈÓa).

‘©ÈÓa’ means the knowledge which is undertaking vipassanÈ
meditation on mentalities-materialities known as ‘©ÈÓa’. This know-
ledge associates with the mind-door javana consciousnesses.

According to Visuddhi Magga (Vs. 2.278) the meditator has to do
vipassanÈ  meditation on both ©Èta and ©Èta. For example:
(1) Discern materiality, materiality perishes - anicca;

The meditating knowledge also perishes - anicca;
(2) Discern mentality, mentality perishes - anicca,

The meditating knowledge also perishes - anicca.
Also contemplate as dukkha, anatta. He should contemplate the

characteristics in turn (1) internally for some time, (2) externally for
some time, (3) on materialities for some time, (4) on mentalities for
some time, (5) on causes for some time, (6) on effects for some time,
(7) on past formations for some time, (8) on present formations for
some time, (9) on future formations for some time. He can give prior-
ity to the dhamma which he can meditate better.

According to MahÈÔikÈ (Vs. Ti. 2. 441) it is desirable to do vipassanÈ
meditation in several ways to make bha~gaÒÈÓa perfect.

(((((sssss) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the) VipassanÈ Meditation on the     Dissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution ofDissolution of     PatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈdaPatÙccasamuppÈda
He discerns clearly only the dissolution of the materialities-men-

talities, the causes and effects of PaÔiccasamuppÈda pertaining to the
past, the present and the future according to the First Method, and
contemplates the three characteristics in turn internally as well as ex-
ternally.
Avijja dissolves — anicca; the meditating knowledge dissolves — anicca.
Sa~khÈra dissolves — anicca; the meditating knowledge dissolves — anicca.

He should keep on meditating till the Path-wisdom arises.
  6    6    6    6    6  The Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of BhaThe Arising of Bhayyyyyaaaaa-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa

As he keeps on discerning continuously the dissolution of materi-
alities, mentalities, formations, causes, effects in the past, in the present
and in the future, internally and externally, he realizes very vividly

the painful nature of being tortured incessantly and repeatedly by the
continuous dissolution of formations. The painful  nature becomes so
distinct that all living abodes, all the 31planes of existence, including
Brahma realms, which are regarded to be very peaceful, appear as
great pain, great danger and great terror.

When he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the presentWhen he sees how past formations have dissolved, the present
ones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future willones are dissolving, and those to be generated in the future will
dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-dissolve in the same way, the ‘Knowledge of Appearance as Ter-
ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (ror’ (BhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓaBhayaÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

 7   7   7   7   7  The Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓaThe Arising of ŒdÊnava-ÒÈÓa
Also the materialities-mentalities, causes and effects, all forma-

tions in three periods, all internal formations and external ones, ap-
pear in his wisdom distinctly as impermanence, suffering, not-self,as
changing and  perishing phenomena. So all kinds of existence and all
living abodes no longer appear as safe asylum, safe shelter and safe
refuge.

As he repeats, develops and cultivates the knowledge of appear-
ance as terror, he finds no place to go. The three kinds of becoming
appear like charcoal pits full of glowing coal, the four primary ele-
ments like hideous venomous snakes, the five aggregates like mur-
derers with raised weapons, the six internal bases like an empty vil-
lage, the six external bases like village-raiding robbers, the seven sta-
tions of consciousness and the nine abodes of beings as though burn-
ing, blazing and glowing with eleven fires. All formations appear as a
huge mass of danger and faults, devoid of satisfaction or substance, like
a tumour, a disease, a dart, a calamity, an affliction. (Vs. 2. 282-284).

Thus by the power of repeated contemplation of the nature of dis-
solution of formations (bha~gÈnupassanÈ), all formations appear as great
dreadful danger, and ‘the Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Faultthe Knowledge of Realization of Fault
and Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formationsand Unsatisfactoriness in Formations’ arises in the meditator.

 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa 8  The Arising of NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa
When he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full ofWhen he sees all formations as great dreadful danger full of

faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-faults and unsatisfactoriness, he becomes dispassionate, dissatis-
fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-fied, disenchanted, disgusted and bored with all formations be-
longing to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘thelonging to any kind of becoming, destiny, station or abode. So ‘the
Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’Knowledge of Feeling bored and disgusted with all formations’
(NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) (NibbidÈ-ÒÈÓa) also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)also arises in him. (Vs. 2. 287-288)
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 9  The Arising of MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa 9  The Arising of MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa 9  The Arising of MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa 9  The Arising of MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa 9  The Arising of MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa
When he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations which

are dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delight
in, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind of
becoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to be
delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.

Just as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowl
shut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, a
man encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape from
their respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be delivered
from the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'the
Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa) also) also) also) also) also
arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).
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The meditator, who desires to be delivered from all formations in

the thirty-one planes of existence, pertaining to three periods, again
discerns those same formations and contemplates their characteristics
of impermanence, suffering and not-self for achieving deliverance
from them.

He sees all formations as impermanence, because they (1) cannot
go beyond dissolution, (2) exist temporarily, (3) are limited by arising
and perishing, (4) unenduring, (5) subject to change, (6) subject to
death, etc.

He sees them as suffering because they are (1) torturing inces-
santly, (2) hard to bear, (3) the basis of pain, (4) a disease, (5) a tu-
mour, (6) a dart, (7) a calamity, (8) an affliction (9) a torture, (10) a
terror, (11) no shelter, (12) no refuge, (13) a danger, (14) subject to
birth, (15) subject to ageing, (16) subject to illness, (17) subject to
sorrow, (18) subject to lamentation, (19) subject to despair, and so on.

He sees all formations as not-self, because they are (1) alien, (2)
soulless, (3) vain, (4) void, (5) ownerless, (6) not subject to control
and so on.

He also sees them as repulsive, because they are (1) objection-
able, (2) stinking, (3) disgusting, (4) uneffected by disguise, (5) hid-
eous, (6) loathsome, and so on.

As he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion for
Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (PaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

 11   11   11   11   11  The Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of Equanimity
As he discerns repeatedly all formations, causes and effects, in

the thirty-one planes of existence in three periods and contemplates
their characteristics of impermanence, suffering, not-self and foul-
ness in turn, sometimes internally, sometimes externally, the nature of
dissolution of formations becomes very rapid and very distinct. He
continues defining the three characteristics in turn in the nature of
dissolution.

His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-
light on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. It
becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.

When the meditating mind is calmly established on the dissolu-
tion of formations, the meditator will not hear any external sound.
The functions of the five-door cognitive series stop, and only the mind-
door cognitive series keep arising. Then the vipassanÈ meditation be-
comes specially strong. The meditator can keep on discerning the for-
mations which he can discern better, giving priority to the characteris-
tic which he can reflect better.

At this stage faith (saddhÈ) and wisdom (paÒÒÈ), effort (vÊriya)
and concentration (samÈdhi) must be specially balanced by mindful-
ness (sati). All the five faculties (indriyas) must be balanced to progress
to enlightenment.

The meditator, who clearly sees the faults of formations and is
undertaking vipassanÈ by discerning the dissolution of formations with
keen intention to emancipation from all formatiions, finds nothing
which can be cherished as ‘mine, I, myself’ (Vs. 2. 294).

Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘terrorterrorterrorterrorterror’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (bhayabhayabhayabhayabhaya) and ) and ) and ) and ) and delightdelightdelightdelightdelight
(((((nandÊnandÊnandÊnandÊnandÊ) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral
towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;
he is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The know-----
ledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledge
of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa).).).).).
 •  •  •  •  • From Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdom

As he repeats, develops and cultivates that equanimity towards
formations, his faith becomes more resolute, his energy better ex-
erted, his mindfulness better established, his mind better concentrated,
while his equanimity grows more refined.
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When he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations whichWhen he feels bored and disgusted with all formations which

are dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delightare dissolving incessantly, he is dissatisfied with, takes no delight
in, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind ofin, is no longer attached to any single formations in any kind of
becoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to bebecoming, generation, destiny, station or abode. He desires to be
delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.delivered from the whole field of formations and to escape from it.

Just as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowlJust as a fish in a net, a frog in a snake's jaws, a jungle fowl
shut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, ashut in a cage, a deer fallen into the clutches of a strong snare, a
man encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape fromman encircled by enemies want to be delivered and to escape from
their respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be deliveredtheir respective danger, so too the meditator wants to be delivered
from the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'thefrom the whole field of formations and to escape from it. So 'the
Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (Knowledge of Desire for Deliverance’ (MuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓaMuÒcitukamyatÈ-ÒÈÓa) also) also) also) also) also
arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).arises in him (Vs. 2. 288-289).
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The meditator, who desires to be delivered from all formations in

the thirty-one planes of existence, pertaining to three periods, again
discerns those same formations and contemplates their characteristics
of impermanence, suffering and not-self for achieving deliverance
from them.

He sees all formations as impermanence, because they (1) cannot
go beyond dissolution, (2) exist temporarily, (3) are limited by arising
and perishing, (4) unenduring, (5) subject to change, (6) subject to
death, etc.

He sees them as suffering because they are (1) torturing inces-
santly, (2) hard to bear, (3) the basis of pain, (4) a disease, (5) a tu-
mour, (6) a dart, (7) a calamity, (8) an affliction (9) a torture, (10) a
terror, (11) no shelter, (12) no refuge, (13) a danger, (14) subject to
birth, (15) subject to ageing, (16) subject to illness, (17) subject to
sorrow, (18) subject to lamentation, (19) subject to despair, and so on.

He sees all formations as not-self, because they are (1) alien, (2)
soulless, (3) vain, (4) void, (5) ownerless, (6) not subject to control
and so on.

He also sees them as repulsive, because they are (1) objection-
able, (2) stinking, (3) disgusting, (4) uneffected by disguise, (5) hid-
eous, (6) loathsome, and so on.

As he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion forAs he strives on in this way, ‘the Knowledge of Exertion for
Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (Deliverance’ (PaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓaPaÔisa~khÈ-ÒÈÓa) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.) arises in him.

 11   11   11   11   11  The Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of EquanimityThe Arising of the Knowledge of Equanimity
As he discerns repeatedly all formations, causes and effects, in

the thirty-one planes of existence in three periods and contemplates
their characteristics of impermanence, suffering, not-self and foul-
ness in turn, sometimes internally, sometimes externally, the nature of
dissolution of formations becomes very rapid and very distinct. He
continues defining the three characteristics in turn in the nature of
dissolution.

His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-His meditating mind gradually abandons both terror and de-
light on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. Itlight on formations and becomes equally indifferent and neutral. It
becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.becomes calmly established on the dissolution of formations.

When the meditating mind is calmly established on the dissolu-
tion of formations, the meditator will not hear any external sound.
The functions of the five-door cognitive series stop, and only the mind-
door cognitive series keep arising. Then the vipassanÈ meditation be-
comes specially strong. The meditator can keep on discerning the for-
mations which he can discern better, giving priority to the characteris-
tic which he can reflect better.

At this stage faith (saddhÈ) and wisdom (paÒÒÈ), effort (vÊriya)
and concentration (samÈdhi) must be specially balanced by mindful-
ness (sati). All the five faculties (indriyas) must be balanced to progress
to enlightenment.

The meditator, who clearly sees the faults of formations and is
undertaking vipassanÈ by discerning the dissolution of formations with
keen intention to emancipation from all formatiions, finds nothing
which can be cherished as ‘mine, I, myself’ (Vs. 2. 294).

Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘Abandoning the two extremes of ‘terrorterrorterrorterrorterror’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (bhayabhayabhayabhayabhaya) and ) and ) and ) and ) and delightdelightdelightdelightdelight
(((((nandÊnandÊnandÊnandÊnandÊ) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral) towards formations, he becomes indifferent and neutral
towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;towards them. He neither takes them as ‘I’ nor ‘mine’ nor ‘mysef’;
he is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The knowhe is like a man who has divorced his unfaithful wife. The know-----
ledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledgeledge that takes him to this stage of equanimity is ‘the Knowledge
of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (of Equanimity towards Formations’ (Sa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓaSa~khÈrupekkhÈ-ÒÈÓa).).).).).
 •  •  •  •  • From Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdomFrom Conformity-Knowledge to Path-wisdom

As he repeats, develops and cultivates that equanimity towards
formations, his faith becomes more resolute, his energy better ex-
erted, his mindfulness better established, his mind better concentrated,
while his equanimity grows more refined.
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Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-
tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘pavattapavattapavattapavattapavatta’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and
undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘apavattaapavattaapavattaapavattaapavatta’, the following’, the following’, the following’, the following’, the following
Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Magga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ Vithis) arises.) arises.) arises.) arises.) arises.
(((((MandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈ)))))
- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -
(((((TikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈ)))))
- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -

When the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or suffering
or not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twice
as as as as as bhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calana (Na),  (Na),  (Na),  (Na),  (Na), bhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-paccheda (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off.
After that After that After that After that After that manodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjana(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards
the object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good or
bad.bad.bad.bad.bad.

Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-
ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala citta) arises) arises) arises) arises) arises
four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-
mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),

‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(parikammaparikammaparikammaparikammaparikamma) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-
consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.

‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (upacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈra) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.
‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (anulomaanulomaanulomaanulomaanuloma) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both

in the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisite
factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (BodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiya) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.

12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa
The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-

formity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledge
of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa).).).).).     This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.

Gotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈna
as its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousness
can arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like the
sailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail on
towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.

GotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhu is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage,,,,, because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the
lineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up to
gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu consciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one who
is bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousness

arises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated with
gotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhu is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓa.’.’.’.’.’

The knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is called
‘‘‘‘‘Path-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdom’(’(’(’(’(Magga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓa).).).).).

The knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses is
called “called “called “called “called “Fruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdom’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (Phala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓa).).).).).

The path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing four
functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)
eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-
tion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents of
the Path.the Path.the Path.the Path.the Path.

Fruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousness
without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (akÈlikoakÈlikoakÈlikoakÈlikoakÈliko) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking
NibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, the
meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (sotapannasotapannasotapannasotapannasotapanna) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He
can enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and is
fully gfully gfully gfully gfully guaruaruaruaruaranteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.

After the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~ga
cittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitive
series (series (series (series (series (PaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhis) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-
ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)
review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi and  and  and  and  and vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ)))))
which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-
ing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javana
cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (paccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓa-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa).).).).).

[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision
Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-

mity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of the
mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from Sila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhi to  to  to  to  to PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi,,,,,
are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-
enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called ©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi is reached. is reached. is reached. is reached. is reached.

When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-
tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-
doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (VisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhi) are com-) are com-) are com-) are com-) are com-
pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-
comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.
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Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-Then when his meditating wisdom emerges from the dissolu-
tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘tion of formations called ‘pavattapavattapavattapavattapavatta’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and’ and sees the unformed and
undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘undissolved nature of NibbÈna called ‘apavattaapavattaapavattaapavattaapavatta’, the following’, the following’, the following’, the following’, the following
Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Path Absorption cognitive series (Magga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ VithisMagga AppanÈ Vithis) arises.) arises.) arises.) arises.) arises.
(((((MandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈMandapaÒÒÈ)))))
- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - Pa - U- Nu- Go- Magga - Phala - Phala - Bh -
(((((TikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈTikkhapaÒÒÈ)))))
- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -- Na- Da - Ma - U- Nu- Go-Magga - Phala - Phala - Phala - Bh -

When the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or sufferingWhen the object of formations as impermanence or suffering
or not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twiceor not-self appears at the mind-door, life-continuum vibrates twice
as as as as as bhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calanabhava~ga-calana (Na),  (Na),  (Na),  (Na),  (Na), bhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-pacchedabhava~gu-paccheda (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off. (Da) and is cut off.
After that After that After that After that After that manodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjanamanodvÈrÈvajjana(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards(Ma) directs the mental stream towards
the object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good orthe object, apprehends the object and decides whether it is good or
bad.bad.bad.bad.bad.

Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-Then one of the 4 sense-sphere moral consciousnesses associ-
ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ated with knowledge (ÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala cittaÒÈÓa-sampayutta mahÈkusala citta) arises) arises) arises) arises) arises
four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-four times, functioning as preparation (Pa), proximity (U), confor-
mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),mity (Nu) and change-of-lineage (Go),

‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(‘Preparation’(parikammaparikammaparikammaparikammaparikamma) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-) prepares for the arising of the Path-
consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.consciousness.

‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (‘Proximity’ (upacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈraupacÈra) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.) functiions as access to the Path.
‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (‘Conformity’ (anulomaanulomaanulomaanulomaanuloma) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both) conforms to the functions of truth both

in the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisitein the nine preceding insight knowledges and in the 37 requisite
factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (factors of enlightenment (BodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiyaBodhipakkhiya) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.) which follow.

12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of 12  The Arising of Anuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓaAnuloma-ÒÈÓa
The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-The knowledge associated with preparation, proximity and con-

formity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledgeformity is the highest insight knowledge known as the ‘knowledge
of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(of conformity’(anuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓaanuloma-ÒÈÓa).).).).).     This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.This knowledge arises.

Gotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈnaGotrabhu does not take formations as its object; it takes NibbÈna
as its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousnessas its object and points out NibbÈna so that the Path-consciousness
can arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like thecan arise after it, also taking NibbÈna as its object. It is like the
sailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail onsailor’s crow pointing out the land so that the ship can sail on
towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.towards the land.

GotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhuGotrabhu is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage is called change-of-lineage,,,,, because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the because it changes the
lineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up tolineage of the meditator from a worldling to a noble person. Up to
gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu gotrabhu consciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one whoconsciousness, the meditator is still a worldling ( one who
is bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousnessis bound by all ten fetters). But as soon as the path-consciousness

arises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated witharises, he becomes a noble person. The knowledge associated with
gotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhugotrabhu is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘ is called ‘Gotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓaGotrabhu-ÒÈÓa.’.’.’.’.’

The knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is calledThe knowledge associated with the Path-consciousness is called
‘‘‘‘‘Path-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdomPath-wisdom’(’(’(’(’(Magga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓaMagga-ÒÈÓa).).).).).

The knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses isThe knowledge associated with Fruitiion-consciousnesses is
called “called “called “called “called “Fruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdomFruition-wisdom’ (’ (’ (’ (’ (Phala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓaPhala-ÒÈÓa).).).).).

The path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing fourThe path-consciousness always arises just once performing four
functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)functions — viz., (1) comprehension of the truth of suffering, (2)
eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-eradication of craving which is the cause of suffering, (3) realiza-
tion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents oftion of NibbÈna, (4) full development of the eight constituents of
the Path.the Path.the Path.the Path.the Path.

Fruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousnessFruit-consciousnesses arises soon after the Path-consciousness
without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (without any lapse in time (akÈlikoakÈlikoakÈlikoakÈlikoakÈliko) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking) two or three times, taking
NibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, theNibbÈna as its object. As soon as Fruition-consciousness arises, the
meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (meditator becomes a stream-winner (sotapannasotapannasotapannasotapannasotapanna) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He) (Vs. 2.315). He
can enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and iscan enjoy the unique bliss of NibbÈna as much as he likes and is
fully gfully gfully gfully gfully guaruaruaruaruaranteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.anteed never to be reborn in woeful abodes.

After the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~gaAfter the Path-absorption cognitive series and a few bhava~ga
cittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitivecittas (life-continuum) have passed by, five Reviewing cognitive
series (series (series (series (series (PaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhisPaccavekkhaÓa-vÊhis) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-) normally arise. By these cogitive se-
ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)ries the javana cittas (1) review the Path, (2) review the Fruit, (3)
review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(review NibbÈna, (4) review the defilements(diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi and  and  and  and  and vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ)))))
which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-which have been annihilated, and (5) the defilements still remain-
ing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javanaing to be annihilated. The knowledge associated with these javana
cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (cittas is called ‘Reviewing wisdom’ (paccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓapaccavekkhaÓa-----ÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓaÒÈÓa).).).).).

[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision[7] Undertaking the Purification by Knowledge and Vision
Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-Starting from the training of morality to the time when confor-

mity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of themity knowledge arises, the first six stages of purification of the
mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from mind, i.e. from Sila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhiSila-visuddhi to  to  to  to  to PaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhiPaÔipadÈ-ÒÈÓadassana-visuddhi,,,,,
are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-are completed. On attainining the first Path-consciousness, the sev-
enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called enth stage of purification called ©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi©ÈÓadassana-visuddhi is reached. is reached. is reached. is reached. is reached.

When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-When the stream-winner continues performing vipassanÈ medi-
tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-tation and attains the three higher Path-wisdoms and Fruition-wis-
doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (doms, all the seven stages of Purification (VisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhiVisuddhi) are com-) are com-) are com-) are com-) are com-
pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-pleted and the mind becomes totally pure. The meditator then be-
comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.comes an Arahant, a perfect noble person.
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1313131313 SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner

The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (SotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓa) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-
nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ) and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters (sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi, , , , , vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ, , , , , sÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsa). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse
aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-
mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.

A stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to seven
existences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he is
destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.

As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,
enjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined to
become an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winner
rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.

1414141414 SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner
When the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and

attains attains attains attains attains SakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and Phala, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner
as he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The second
Path-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces the
strength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn in
Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.

1515151515 AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner
When the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and

attains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner as
he will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdom
further eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fetters
(((((kÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔigha). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never
be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-
sure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. He
will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.

1616161616 Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant
If a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attains

Arahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this very
life. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaining
deflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from all
defilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will never
experience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, he
will lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberated

with the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of the
world with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique bliss
and eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna after
death.death.death.death.death.
• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane
  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind

In fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consisting
of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-
ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), which consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essential
elements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mental
factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page. 241. 241. 241. 241. 241.

When we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnesseseseseses and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition-
Consciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈnnnnna as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, we
attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-
nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including 10 10 10 10 10 defilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are the
main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.

Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, who
are the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha and
Pacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop the
4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousnesses es es es es by successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Noble
Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which
represents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noble
Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-
nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!

The attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas
is the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development of
the Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is the
highest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation and
emancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is also
the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.

Nowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four Supramundane
Path-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not very
difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and its Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruition
consciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become an
Arahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is very
noble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained as
a bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will pass
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1313131313 SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner SotÈpatti-magga and Stream-winner

The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (The First Path-wisdom (SotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓaSotÈpatti Magga-ÒÈÓa) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-) totally elimi-
nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (nates two defilements (diÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈdiÔÔhi, vicikicchÈ) and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters () and three fetters (sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-sakkÈya-
diÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhidiÔÔhi, , , , , vicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈvicikicchÈ, , , , , sÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsasÊlabbataparÈmÈsa). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse). It also eliminates the coarse
aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-aspects of other defilements so that a stream-winner will not com-
mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.mit any evil action. He will never be reborn in woeful abodes.

A stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to sevenA stream-winner can be reborn in the sense-sphere up to seven
existences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he isexistences. He can be further reborn in brahma realms, but he is
destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.destined to become an Arahant in due course.

As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,As  a Stream-winner will never be reborn in woeful abodes,
enjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined toenjoying NibbÈna bliss as much as he likes, and he is destined to
become an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winnerbecome an Arahant in due course, it is better to be a stream-winner
rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.rather than to be a Universal Monarch or a BrahmÈ.

1414141414 SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner SakadÈgÈmi-magga and Once-returner
When the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the stream-winner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and

attains attains attains attains attains SakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and PhalaSakadÈgÈmi-magga and Phala, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner, he becomes a Once-returner
as he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The secondas he will be reborn in the sense-sphere only once. The second
Path-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces thePath-wisdom does not eradicate any defilement, but it reduces the
strength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn instrength of the remaining defilements. He can be further reborn in
Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.Brahma realms and will be an Arahant in due course.

1515151515 AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner AnÈgÈmi-magga and Non-returner
When the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation andWhen the once-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and

attains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner asattains AnÈgÈmi-magga and phala, he becomes a Non-returner as
he will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdomhe will not be reborn in the sense-sphere. The third Path-wisdom
further eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fettersfurther eradicates the defilement ‘anger’ (dosa) and two fetters
(((((kÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔighakÈmarÈga, paÔigha). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never). As anger is totally eliminated, he will never
be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-be angry, upset, sad or depressed. He does not enjoy sensual plea-
sure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. Hesure any more. He will be reborn in a Brahma realm after death. He
will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.will become an Arahant in due course.

1616161616 Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant Arahatta-Magga and Arahant
If a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attainsIf a non-returner undertakes vipassanÈ meditation and attains

Arahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this veryArahatta-magga and phala, he will become an Arahant in this very
life. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaininglife. The Arahatta path-wisdom totally eliminates all remaining
deflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from alldeflilements and fetters in him. His  mind is totally free from all
defilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will neverdefilements which are the causes of suffering. So he will never
experience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, heexperience mental pain any more. As he is bearing his last body, he
will lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberatedwill lay down this heavy burden at death. He is rightly liberated

with the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of thewith the highest wisdom and worthy of the highest offerings of the
world with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique blissworld with its deities (Vs. 2.318). He fully enjoys the unique bliss
and eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna afterand eternal peace of NibbÈna. He will pass over to NibbÈna after
death.death.death.death.death.
• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane• Attainment of the Highest Supramundane
  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind  Development of the Mind

In fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consistingIn fighting against the only evil forces in the world, consisting
of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-of 14 immoral mental factors, we have to develop 37 Enlighten-
ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors ment Factors (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), (Bodhipakkhiya), which consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essentialwhich consist of only 14 essential
elements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mentalelements, comprising 8 beautiful mental factors, 5 neutral mental
factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page.factors and consciousness as described in Table 9.2, page. 241. 241. 241. 241. 241.

When we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnessWhen we can develop 4 Path-consciousnesseseseseses and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition- and 4 Friuition-
Consciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈConsciousnesses, which take NibbÈnnnnna as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, wea as their sense-object, we
attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-attain the 9 Noblest Supramundane Dhammas, which totally elimi-
nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including nate all the evil forces, including 10 10 10 10 10 defilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are thedefilements, which are the
main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.main causes of all evil actions and all suffering in the world.

Then we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, whoThen we shall become Arahants, Perfect Noble Persons, who
are the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha andare the noblest persons in the world, apart from the Buddha and
Pacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop thePacceka-Buddhas. It is very remarkable that if we can develop the
4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousness4 Path-consciousnesses es es es es by successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Nobleby successfully undertaking the Noble
Threefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, whichThreefold Training of Morality, Concentration and Wisdom, which
represents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noblerepresents the Noble Eightfold Path, we shall become Perfect Noble
Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-Persons, called Arahants, who can enjoy the unique bliss and eter-
nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!nal peace of NibbÈna right away in this very life!

The attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane DhammasThe attainment of the Nine Noblest Supramundane Dhammas
is the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development ofis the attainment of the Highest Supramundane Development of
the Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is thethe Mind as well as the Total Purification of the Mind. It is the
highest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation andhighest best attainment in life. It is also the complete liberation and
emancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is alsoemancipation from the rounds of births and deaths, which is also
the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.the rounds of suffering.

Nowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four SupramundaneNowadays it is not easy to develop the four Supramundane
Path-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not veryPath-consciousnesses to become an Arahant, but it is not very
difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and difficult to develop the first Path-consciousness and its Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruitionits Fruition
consciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become anconsciousness to become a Stream-Winner, who will become an
Arahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is veryArahant automatically in seven existences. As an Arahant is very
noble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained asnoble, he cannot live on as a lay-person. He has to be ordained as
a bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will passa bhikkhu to live on throughout his life-span. Then he will pass
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over to NibbÈna after death.over to NibbÈna after death.over to NibbÈna after death.over to NibbÈna after death.over to NibbÈna after death.
A Stream-winner can live on with his family, enjoying sensualA Stream-winner can live on with his family, enjoying sensualA Stream-winner can live on with his family, enjoying sensualA Stream-winner can live on with his family, enjoying sensualA Stream-winner can live on with his family, enjoying sensual

pleasure as well as the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna.pleasure as well as the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna.pleasure as well as the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna.pleasure as well as the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna.pleasure as well as the unique bliss and eternal peace of NibbÈna.
He can live on happily for seven more existences in the human-He can live on happily for seven more existences in the human-He can live on happily for seven more existences in the human-He can live on happily for seven more existences in the human-He can live on happily for seven more existences in the human-
realm, celestial realms and Brahma-realms. Then he will becomerealm, celestial realms and Brahma-realms. Then he will becomerealm, celestial realms and Brahma-realms. Then he will becomerealm, celestial realms and Brahma-realms. Then he will becomerealm, celestial realms and Brahma-realms. Then he will become
an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna. How nice!an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna. How nice!an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna. How nice!an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna. How nice!an Arahant and pass over to NibbÈna. How nice!

Nowadays there are about 60 International Pa-auk Forest Bud-Nowadays there are about 60 International Pa-auk Forest Bud-Nowadays there are about 60 International Pa-auk Forest Bud-Nowadays there are about 60 International Pa-auk Forest Bud-Nowadays there are about 60 International Pa-auk Forest Bud-
dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,dha SÈsana Meditation Centres in Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, U.S.A., etc.,Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, U.S.A., etc.,Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, U.S.A., etc.,Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, U.S.A., etc.,Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan, Vietnam, U.S.A., etc.,
where Samatha-Meditation and VipassanÈ-Meditation are taughtwhere Samatha-Meditation and VipassanÈ-Meditation are taughtwhere Samatha-Meditation and VipassanÈ-Meditation are taughtwhere Samatha-Meditation and VipassanÈ-Meditation are taughtwhere Samatha-Meditation and VipassanÈ-Meditation are taught
precisely in accordance to the Teachings of the Exalted Buddha.precisely in accordance to the Teachings of the Exalted Buddha.precisely in accordance to the Teachings of the Exalted Buddha.precisely in accordance to the Teachings of the Exalted Buddha.precisely in accordance to the Teachings of the Exalted Buddha.

In these Centres, many meditators can develop four r|pÈvacaraIn these Centres, many meditators can develop four r|pÈvacaraIn these Centres, many meditators can develop four r|pÈvacaraIn these Centres, many meditators can develop four r|pÈvacaraIn these Centres, many meditators can develop four r|pÈvacara
jhÈnas by jhÈnas by jhÈnas by jhÈnas by jhÈnas by ŒnÈpÈnassati ŒnÈpÈnassati ŒnÈpÈnassati ŒnÈpÈnassati ŒnÈpÈnassati (Mindfulness of Breathing) meditation,(Mindfulness of Breathing) meditation,(Mindfulness of Breathing) meditation,(Mindfulness of Breathing) meditation,(Mindfulness of Breathing) meditation,
eight jhÈna attainments by KasiÓa Meditation, and can discerneight jhÈna attainments by KasiÓa Meditation, and can discerneight jhÈna attainments by KasiÓa Meditation, and can discerneight jhÈna attainments by KasiÓa Meditation, and can discerneight jhÈna attainments by KasiÓa Meditation, and can discern
ultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities and define them byultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities and define them byultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities and define them byultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities and define them byultimate mentalities and ultimate materialities and define them by
their respective characttheir respective characttheir respective characttheir respective characttheir respective characteristicseristicseristicseristicseristics, functions, manifestations and nearest, functions, manifestations and nearest, functions, manifestations and nearest, functions, manifestations and nearest, functions, manifestations and nearest
causes for their arising.causes for their arising.causes for their arising.causes for their arising.causes for their arising.
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